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PUBLIC COMMENTS

COMPILED FOR THE SNAKE VALLEY AQUIFER ADVISORY COUNCIL

Enclosed in this binder are the public comments concerning the draft agreement between
the states of Utah and Nevada. These comments have been categorized as follows to aid
the council in digesting the range of public concerns and comments.

1. General Comments For or Against the Agreement
a. This category includes letters from citizens for or against the agreement

without specific concerns.
2. Hydrological and Water Rights Concerns

a. This category includes comments from citizens concerned the aquifer does
not have enough water to support the terms of the agreement, and that the
agreement does not properly account for the whole range of factors
affecting the available water in the aquifer. Specific concerns include:
Not properly accounting for the hydrological connection between the
aquifer and surrounding water sources, not properly accounting for federal
reserve water rights that may exist, and concerns that the agreement is not
an equitable division of an interstate water source.

3. Environmental Concerns Including Air Quality
a. This category includes comments from citizens concerned that the

agreement will have greater environmental consequences. Specific
concerns include: The effect the agreement will have on air quality in
Utah, the impact the agreement will have on wildlife habitat, and the
effects the agreement will have on ecology of the Great Basin.

4. Detailed Concerns Regarding the Agreement and/or Mitigation Plan
a. This category includes comments from citizens concerned about specific

detail of the agreement and/or mitigation plan. Specific comments
include: Concerns that the monitoring in the mitigation plan are
insufficient to protect the rights of existing users of the aquifer, issues
about specific elements of the agreement or mitigation plan, and concerns
about specific language used in the agreement or mitigation plan.

5. Concerns Regarding the Secrecy and Timing of the Agrecment
a. This category includes comments from citizens concerned about the way

this agreement was created and concerns about whether the agreement is
necessary at this time.

6. Compilcd Comments from Public Meetings
7. Comments of Governmental and Special Intcrest Organizations

a. This category includes comments from Counties, Cities, Water Districts,
and Non-governmental Organizations. These comments are generally
detailed and encompass a broad range of issues.

8. Miscellaneous Comments
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Print View

From: Edward Hickey
To: snakevalley@utah.gov
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 3:58 PM
Subject: I support Utah signing the Snake Valley Agreement

I support Utah signing the Snake Valley Agreement. Utah is better
protected with the monitoring and data gathering period, language for
mitigating environmental damage, and groundwater resources allocation and
management contained in the agreement.

Definition 2.6 says it all: Nevada recharges the aquifer, Utah consumes
the water. Without an agreement, Nevada could conceivably capture the
majority of recharge and make it unavailable to Utah water rights holders.

Losing a legal challenge if Nevada prevails could be a pending future
environmental disaster. Set emotional factors aside. An equitable
apportionment of groundwater resources based on science makes more sense.

Ed Hickey
Professional Geologist
8185 S. Maio Drive
Sandy, UT 84093
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From: -MRoberts· <hayrnaker@altazip.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Sunday - August 16, 2009 6:53 AM
Subject: comments

The water in the arid State of Utah is our very lifeblood. Without it, we
are unable to sustain life and to fight for it is the only sane and
equitable way to look forward to another day for who comes after. History
will record this event with clarity and to not make every effort to
prevent Las Vegas from piping the water in Snake valley would be
catastrophic in my opinion. I believe water is the qualifier for growth.
Simple - basic common sense. NO WATER, NO GROWTH. Las Vegas doesn't have
water, then Las Vegas does not continue to grow. Perhaps, sewer water can
be treated and reclaimed for potable water. Who knows, but hands off Utah
water.

We are watching, hoping, praying our elected officials are not asleep at
the wheel on this one.

Cindy Roberts
PO Box 570081
Sigurd, UT 84657

http://waterrights. utah.gOY/snakeValleyAgreement!comments!c002.tx t 10/8/2009



September 29. 2009

Snake Valley Agreement
c/o Utah Department 01 Natural Resources, Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple Suite 220
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

To Who it Concerns,

I write to you as a citizen of Sait Lake City to urge you to oppose the Snake Valley
Water Agreement with Las Vegas. While I applaud your efforts to at least ask for more
review time, it is short sighted to allow this to happen. Las Vegas is a thirsty town and a
message must be sent now to let them know that their growth is unsustainable, and
water is the limiting resource to that growth.

I am watching the Ken Burns PBS series on the United States National Parks. Teddy
Roosevelt had foresight and power to affect change and was able to create a lasting
legacy for generations to come by securing many our National Parks. Now is your
chance to step up to that plate and hit a home run for the environment. By allowing the
aquller to be drained is unconscionable and will undoubtedly set a president for future
planning. It's not natural to drain aqullers, and we can~ tell what the long term effect will
be, but for sure it won~ be good. Don~ let that be your legacy to your and my children.

Sincerely yours, --
'(Cl\\'C'\..\l(c(. 1") r-errSt.Lc, ,---
Katherine Ferguson
1023S 1500E
Salt Lake City, UT 841 05

RECEIVED
OCT 0 I 2009 -iA
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170 University 5t.
Salt Lake City, UT 84102

Fr, James Peter Rogers, a,p,
St, Catherine ofSiena Newman Center

Tel: (801) 359-6066
Fax: (801) 359-4547

Snake Valley Agreement
do Utah Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
J594 West North Temple, Suite 220
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

Septcrnber29,2009

Govcrnor Gary Herbert;

I am strongly opposed to allowing Nevada pump water from the Snake Valley aquifer
and pipe it to Las Vegas. Having visited that city, I am appalled at the decadence allowed
casinos in creating lakes, rivers, and waterfalls that are nothing but wasteful, considering
that the city has outstripped available water. The hotel casinos should be rationed water
according to the needs of the guests, and be forced Lo fiU their lakes and rivers with desert
landscaping, fitting to the natural environment.

Why should Utah farmers have to suffer financial ruin, and our Utah nature be forever
negatively altered due to the wastefulness of a city that would have sufficient water if it
did not waste so much. Let Utah and the nation see how Las Vegas will take its own steps
of water conservation before coming to its neighbors to beg for more water to fill its
artificial hotel lakes and rivers.

Sincerely,

Y;;mNg4-M7'~'/
James Peter Rogers

r' "'('RIVED
OCT 0 12009 "lA

WATER RIGHTS
SALT LAKE



SNAKE VALLEY WATER

Some time ago; back in the 90's, we were in Mesquite, Nevada.
There was a huge promotion about buying condos in Mesquite. Being a
little curious, and also retired, we thought we would take the time to look at
their promotion and offers. The sales-lady we happened to come in contact
with was telling us about all the good benefits of buying now, since
Mesquite was going to grow, and we would be in on the ground floor of the
growth. She predicted huge growth for the area. (Mesquite did grow buy
the way.)

My question to her at the time was; since Mesquite is in the desert,
where is all the water going to come from to support this projected growth,
as the Virgin River that flows through Mesquite has a limited flow of
water?

Her answer was that there is a huge, huge aquifer underground in the
area that had an unlimited amount ofwater. I don't know if this was true or
just a sales pitch. I didn't investigate. (fthis was true, why does Las Vegas
want to build a 300 mile long pipeline from the Snake Valley, when they
could tap into the Mesquite aquifer and build a pipeline of 80 to 100 miles
long at a lot less expense than from the Snake Valley aquifer?

Leave the ranchers in both states alone, so they can grow more beef
for the Vegas appetite, instead of turning the area into a dust bowl. We
don't need more fantastic fountains and water displays in Vegas.

Just an interested citizen.

RECEIVED
oc, 0 , 2009 ilA
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Box 23
Grouse Creek UT-USA 84313

E-mail: rangifer@windstream.net

2009 Sept 21

Ms. Patricia Malroy, General Manager
Las Vegas Water District
Southern Nevada Water Authority

1001 South Valley View Blvd
Las Vegas NY-USA 89153

Tele: 1.800.870.2011

Snake Valley Agreement
c/o: Utah Natural Resourcrs

Water Rights Division
1594 West Temple

Suite 220
Salt Lake City UT-USA 84114

Re: Sualte ValkyAgrttmcnt and Las Vegas Water Usc

Your (Ms. Malroy) position to acquire and develop water from the Snake
Valley Aquifer to supply the wanlS for the growth and development of Las
Vegas and southern Nevada is well understood. You have been tasked with
the difficult responsibility for finding and delivering one of the more critical
essential resources in a desen environment - water - to an unprecedented
perpetually growing social/economic paradigm! And, to deliver that water
by the most politically expedient and economically viable and practical
means. This could be seen as virtually an impossible task; since, only the
Pacific Ocean will provide a sustainable solution - and, even the Pacific
Ocean is not infinite.

Infinite growth is impossible within the context of a finite environment, even
for a cancer cel1lnfinite growth is not sustainable when based on the
availability of finite resources, and, water, including the. water underlying
the Snake Valley, is a finite resouroe. There is only so much, and, no more!
All of the water underlying the Snake Valley could be delivered to Las Vegas
and surrounding area, and, given the current political climate in wanting to
avoid rectifying the basic fundamental issue, the Las Vegas area would still
eventually come back aski"g for even more. .. .

REr.FI\/r:O
SEP 2 42009""-
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Las Vegas and southern Nevada cannot, and will not, grow forever, even if
all of the world pipelines feed into the city and area. Eventually, the
inevitable conclusion will be realized; and, the question is not one of "iP',
but, more correctly "when". You are being charged with only finding a
temporary reprieve for a cominued problem in growth. The Snake Valley
Agreement is only a very expensive band-aide solution for a growing
problem, with the potential for important side-effects and
sociaI;ecological;economic impacts upon the greater environment and other
communities, businesses and resources. The Snake Valley Aquifer and
Agreement will not provide a cure; but, may provide a temporary solution
until you retire or move on from the office, and, then it will all be someone
else's problem. The fundamental issue that most people, including you, want
to ignore is how to best limit growth, when few people want to recognize the
existence of limi ts.

The answer to Las Vegas area water problems will be in limiting growth in
relationship to available resources. Someone has to decide just exactly how
much growth can be afforded in a sustainable manner. Infinite growth is not
an option. Limits do exist, and, far better to objectively define and build to
accommodate those limits in a purely rational and practical manner while
still having time and resources to spare than allowing growth to continue
until collapse is the only inevitable result. las Vegas only needs people and
leaders with the vision, common sense and courage to say "No, what we
have is not sustainable, and, allowing what we have to continue will only
make the problems worse, and, even more expensive and difficult for
someone else to resolve in the future." People need to understand that
infinite growth only leads to a dead-end; and, when limits are exceeded,
economies and populations will suffer in many ways and extremes that most
sensible people would prefer to avoid.

Las Vegas does not need Snake Valley water; and, the Agreement is no
solution for the problem. The Agreement will only promote the problem to
continue to fester and cause problems for many other ranchers/farmers and
people in other communities. Las Vegas and associated environs, much like
a spoiled child, is only living beyond its means, while expecting others to
sacrifice their means for las Vegas's self-serving benefit. Neither the people,
Nation or World can afford such luxuries. The lesson here is for all people,
not only the people of las Vegas, to learn - and fully comprehend. A
correlated question a concern how much needs to be sacrificed before
people are prepared to learn the lessons of reality, or do we Simply wander
in a perpetual state of ignorance.

You have probably read or heard all of this before. Perhaps, the time is long
past to finally start listening. The people of eastern Nevada and
sOJjthw~steFl) jJtah have every just reason to be skeptical of, and object to,



the Agreement. Water is one of the few absolutely critical necessities for life
to exist; and, people should be reluctant to trade their birthrights for the
glittering lust for gold beckoning on a distant horizon. Glitz and gold has
ruined more lives and livelihoods than have ever been saved.

r--..~¥'i'\ly,
)

/
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September 20, 2009

Subject: Snake Valley Water Agreement

To whom it may concern,

We have many questions regarding the Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley
Groundwater System. As many of them have been voiced numerous times, we won't list all of
them here. Among our many concerns, our first and foremost question is:

• If there is any water out there that is unallocated, where is it going today?
Where did it go last year? Where did rt go for the last 10 years? Where did it go for the
last 100 years?

Second: What is the hurry to sign an agreement?

Third: Why would the people of Utah believe that they would have any chance of
recovering any money when it appears that they have been harmed by the
project?

Fourth: Why is the BLM not a participant in the issue? Are they not charged with
oversight for the public land that may be affected?

Thank you for your consideration,

REr.~I\II:::n
SEP 22 21JJ9:v
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Print View

From: Russell Hadley
To: snakevalley@utah.gov
Date: Monday - August 17, 2009 1:25 PM
Subject: Question on the Snake Valley issue!

Does the Utah State Engineer (Kent Jones) under the direct mamangement of
the DNR Director (Mike Styler) .... or is the State Engineer appointed by
the governor?

I'm curious because it seems like Mike is the one answering all the
questions on this issue ... but it seems like it would be the State
Engineer's jurisdiction to answer the questions and discussing the plan
for water right legal issues.

http://w8temghts. utah. goY/snakeValleyAgreement/comments!cOO4. txt 1018/2009
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9/15/20f1J 1:34 PM
Fwd: Re:1nql*y from Stephen Shuput
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C.

COUld you pjease get someone to respond drectJy to the alOStituent in the e-mail below referred by Itle G:M!mor's omc:e. Makl!:
sure 1 Q@ta lXl()'( of the response. Thanks!

BettyT. Barda
Utah Department of Natural Resources
801-538-7201_.00'
utah Departm!!nt fA Natural Re:soua!s' hour.; are 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
MoncIay ttnJ T1u5day <n:I dosed friday, state <n:I federal hOliClays.

»> C'.a\sdtuent Sl!rYia!s <CClI'lStitu!!r!Wh,QQY> 9/1S/2~ 10;07 AM »>
geIow Is an inquWy ¥oflidl was rec::eiYed by the GoYemor's 0I'I'kz fA ConstillJenl: 5ervk:es on 09/15(2009. Aease respond directly In
the c:onstItuert and~ to ttis email with a copy fA yolK response by 9{2.9(2009.

_R"""",
690 Norttl caring Cove
salt lak@CkyllT84103

omc:e Ph/:ll'l@;801-408-3200
Cell PI'lor1@; 801-694-5139

EmaIl Addrtss:sSt!uout@hotmail,CO!Tl

SUBJECT;
Deiw" GeN. HMle1,.
The aQleetleilt to let Nevada drain water from the aqMer i1 OIS west desert is I c:onceiYed am dangerous and rJJt needed. Las
vegas rDJSt Ieam to anserve and flOW, if the'( i1SiSt on grtl¥ring, witt*l the cont'iles d their a.mnt watl!r avaKDIity. The
sdentIftc:~ is overwtIekT*1g that the desert wet*!~ eM~, aeati1g a cbsI: bowl, IdIIi1g ill em lOlTic adMty WI Itle
region, G1USing ctISt storms fI.iI fA poIktants to travel from the west desert to SiIIl Lake and ad:ioinir9 dties. 'N@ t\iw@ IOOd1 more to
lose than gain here.. Aease put a stop to ttisl
StephenR~D
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Print View

From: Scott A Lee <slee@moog.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <scottandmonicalee@wirelessbeehive.com>
Date: Tuesday - August 18, 2009 11:39 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

Hello,

I ask the following in response to ground water being transferred from
Snake valley to southern Nevada.

1. Should the people in the Snake valley area that have been there for
generations sacrifice

their livelihood's over poor development planning in Las Vegas?

2. Does anyone believe that the $158 pipe will be turned off if the
ground water drops in snake valley?

3. Does any person (geologist, water engineer, USGS) or any other
-expert- really know what will happen

when 132,000 acre feet is pulled every year from the snake valley
area? Including environmental problems?

4. Is the welfare of the mass population of Las Vegas more important than

a few ranchers and the
environment of Snake valley?

We all know that the answer is NO to all of the above.

Come on!
known as

We are Utah's. Let's protect our
the "West Desert".

folks and the precious jewel

NO TO THE PIPELINE

Thanks for the opportunity to comment,

Scott Lee
435-882-6008

http://watcrrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreemcntlcommentslc006.txt 1018/2009



September 6 ,2009
Dear Utah Division ofNatural Resources,

PIeaw; do not sell Snake Valley water to Los Vegas. Utah is wxler
comtant drought ccnditioos. Many of lB lave puIlr:d up OW" IawDs
... pill ill :wai-iJCIIIliqg while Los Vegas 0-.... it's fancy fountains
spI'IIYing waa lI'MIY. ScIIing wlitr to Nnada is a Wloag MIl to
t:It.z.. OF:e Nnada brJo:a rs ciqlaIdl:d GIl OW" waa. there may
come a tiMe wheD Utah will .... it hit will be.... to ndIiII it. I
say..GaW is ....1IlIIlIIIiII& hit W $ I" is pricriess aDd sustains
life, Nnada__to lam to live widIiI it's n ,AM _ ....
...:II--we. It 1Nt. PNitI" .. g 0-'5 It allu.JU:CeS is
~ dIey do ..Nnada but we_.. heMve "IIY'" ill
UI*. o.IIIiIIg willi Ii $ ei II'W ....ca.. . aDd water

tables is Nnad¢C8D" hit _do..~ ..
UI*. Wr sMRW ,,.wiIII ...~~until
we k-. far a fKt f $ e u.. '-iliawiII-.e "W Ifa W I' I

to 1IIIppGIt...ClIMI !lU.iIIg populIiioos.

RECEIVED
SEP 092009 AA

WATER RIGHTS
SALT LAKE..../14

Lori Shields
1445 South 1600 East
Salt lake City, Utah 84015
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August :n, 2009
THf.U

UN IVERSITY
mUTAH

Snake Valley Agreement
clo Utah Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple, Suite 220
Salt l.ake City, UT 84114

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to express my concerns about the draft Agreement. for Management of
the Snake Valley Groundwater System. My concerns stem from my long involvement
with the region and its people. I spent over five years photographically documenting
the West Desert area of Utah and eastern Nevada and interviewing the people who
live there. That. work became an exhibit at the Utah Museum of Natural History and a
book, People of the West Desert, published by Utah State University Press.

I'd like to oUer a perspective that you might not have heard yet based on my
experience.

One of the things I came to know over the five years I worked on this project is to
trust the residents of Snake Valley in what they know of the land. Living and working
on the land for decades has given Snake Valley denizens a unique insight. I offer the
MX Missile history as example.

Originally, residents of Snake Valiey supported the idea of a missile system that would
be a det.errent to Soviet nuclear threats. But when they learned that the missile was
to be sited in Utah's West Desert and move on railroad tracks through desert valleys
and into tunnels carved into mountainsides, they became alarmed. Even though they
were told by Department of Defense experts that the engineering had been
researched and tested and that it would work:. Snake Valley folks knew otherwise.
They were intimately involved with the land. They understood its soils because they
had tried to grow grains and alfaHa for years with only marginal success. Eventually,
they were able to coax life from the soil, but it was only by trial and error. So, once
they realized that the Department of Defense didn't have its facts. they turned against
the MX siling proposal. Not because they weren't patriotic, but because their
experience told them the scheme couldn't work as promoted. The soils wouldn't
allow it. That knowledge. now, is invaluable.

RECEIVED
SEP 0B2009 I\A
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The lesson here for Snake Valley Aquifer management is that the state should listen
quite carefully to the residents of Snake Valley and trust their observations and
judgments, especially at a time when neither Utah nor Nevada has all the necessary
information. Until hydrological and soils research is finished, the state should be
erring on the side of landed experience.



If people of Snake Valley say there Isn't enough water, that springs already are drying
up and that taking the amount of water out of the aquifer that is being proposed in the
agreement will lead to desertification, I believe them. Don't assume that they are
simply trying to protect their livelihoods. Take their pleas to heart and slow down
this process until all the data are in, even slower than proposed in the draft
agreement. I suspect that once the data are in, Snake Valley residents will be
vindicated. I just don't want it to be too late. Once the pipeline Is started and Las
Vegas develops around that water, no amount of trigger shut-Qffs will ever stop the
process.

Sincerely,

Craig Denton
Professor of Communication

RECEiVED
SEP 0 82009 1\.1\
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Print View

From: "bonnie lee" <heavenlyhiker@xmission.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <snakevailley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Tuesday - August 18, 2009 12:52 PM
Subject: A Billion$WATERpipeline?

Possession is still 9/10 of the law ... no matter which of distant mountains
is or is not a point of origin. The water, in
other words, belongs to the folks/ranchers upon whose lands the
water IS! (Or IS under) .
The REAL point of origin of this ridiculous scheme to waste the taxpayer's
monies; appears to be
surplus 001 agents. Surplus BQR
agents, a case in point:
George W. planned to eliminate the BQR in Utah for the obvious reason; we
do not have any SURPLUS residential waterfront properties in this desert
state. Typically, these properties are:
~kept in families and do not go to market." The words of MAl waterfront
appraiser, who prefers to remain
anonymous, who in response to an
inquiry about ~replacement~ property,
one of "your rights when the government wants YOUR property"
that you are not likely to easily receive
in Utah; responded with ~there are none."
In gross and flagrant abuses of eminent domain; BOR agents, in collusion
with
Central Utah Water Conservancy District; in an attempted full taking of

the
entire Crescent Lake Estates Subdiv.,
consisting of 106 lots, Sand wash
Reservoir, Duchesne County, Utah;
hope to emerge Guardians of the wildlife they have displaced with no
thought whatever for Displaced Property Owners. They appear to have
been on a rampage during the entire course of the Bush Administration
"taking" all of Utah's waterfront properties in any/every county that has
allowed them access. (All they have to do is falsely allege the
waterfront property owners have suddently become a "threat to the water
supply. ")
There's a "threat to the water supply"
alright, but it isn't coming from the
waterfront property owners.
16+ years later and yet to receive any of
our rights or Constitutional rights to just compensation; much less "you
have the right to a 2nd appraisal" after their BOR
residential appraiser failed to even get the zoning distinctions correct.
Meanwhile, BOR/CUP agents have already divided up their ill gotten gains;
65% - 35%.
Residential waterfront properties, for those of you who remain clueless;
started @$3200. per front/linear foot in
2004. They have since appreciated to
$3500. per front foot in 2009. In Florida, they are about ten times
higher, while on Lake of the Ozarks, (in 2004),
the range was $1,000. - $3,000. per front foot. (National Standards for

htip://waterrights.utab.gOY/snakeValleyAgreementJcomments/c008.txt 10/8/2009
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MAl
approved Waterfront Appraisals.)
With fully two thirds of Utah's 82,144 recorded square miles in BLM,
Fish & Wildlife and Indian Lands, (only
20% in Duchesne County); buffer zones are maintained; (i.e.; waterfront
property
owners); to PREVENT gross and flagrant federal and state over reach.
We attribute the subject point of origin
to be: surplus federal agents; attempting to steal the wealth and the
effort of Utah's waterfront property owners who now qualify for the
Endangered Species Act.
And, we attribute surplus DO! agents in Utah to the Affects of 3rd world
birth rate in 1st world country, (i.e.; *1 Mortgage Fraud Capitol of the
Nation) with surplus federal agents being a major underlying cause of
Utah's dubious title. In celebration of China's
new Mormon Ambassador to China; China has lifted its ban on one child per
couple. Get ready for the
Resource Wars!
Wake up Middle Class property owners of Utah! Your private property
rights,
the very foundation of the American
Dream, (no pun intended), are under
siege by lawless, parasitic and adversarial federal and state agents
who are stealing the wealth and the effort of Utah's waterfront property
owners for their singular purpose of maintaining their addictions to the
taxpayer's pocketbook. They are
dangerous! You need to support guys like Cecil Garland, Rancher, as these
guys no whereof they speak.
Thanks for letting me share. It seems we still have our First Amendment
-rights· to Free Speech.
Bonnie Lee Reynolds,
Displaced Waterfront Property Owner

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement!comments!coo8.txt 10/8/2009
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(611912009) Kae~finsen:Fwd: Re:lnquiry trom C~ris,~hristensen Page 1 I

From:
To:

""'"'SU"-
-....,.,.........,
8!19f2009 10:36 AM
Fwd: Re:lllQUiry from Chis <bistensen

CUd you please get someone to respond to the mnstituert: below~ by the Go¥emor's otne:e. Malle sure I get a copy of the
respcnse. 1hiri:sl

Betty T. 8areIa
utah Department: of Natural RI!SOUraS
801-538-7201_.""
utah Department fA Natural R.e5c:Jufres' hours are 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m"
Monday tt1ru Thursday ancl dOSed Friday, state and federal holidays.

»> Constituent5eMces<~>8/19/2009 10:32 AM »>
Below is an inquiry which was received by the Govemor's OffIce of Constituent 5erviCeS on 08/1912009. Please respond directly to
the constituent and rePY to this email with a copy of your response by 9/212009.

Ollis Christensen

lIT

SUBJECT:

!leo" """""".

I !\aYe absolutely no COI.IIeaioI, to the Snake RNer" Vakf water ISaIe other than my experiena! of "what happens in VegiI!S IS
always at the elq)eJl5e of oCherS.

When dedciklg on the water" l:!ii!iue. please. PlEASE retlect on wnat haAlened in QlIiforria's Owens RiYer Valley. Tlis area was once
a wonderful growing area. Now, it is onfy duSt and weeds. The plan was to U!ie the water wisety and not jecJpiwtjle the the growth
there. It is now all sand.

Las VeQ1lS, I lived the'e for OYer 30 years, will rontiflUe to clriIio ¥ry and all water sources cry in an effort to satisfy its own needs
without concern for its Impact anyone or thing.

Il1ave seen how UlY1OI:Iced loopholes arrect their advantages - when it Is too late to do anything. LasV~ keeps reminding its
citizens to not waste water, l!OCXlUI'<lgeS them to lI!le less, promotes the reduction In green yards. DId I mention that OIl! the golf
courses and walkways have their own ~rulesr I remember, when we were under a water usage advisory OiYtog to done- and
notidng that at two golf courses we passed, the sprink/efs were~ spraying aw~ - in blight sunlight.

LasV~ Wim't built on winners. ..Please cJon't be duped by what you may be "sold." We love Iivlng in utah and are so glad we
made the fl1O't'e. I guess I've beo:lme protecIiYe of l.Itah's beauty and extremely wise management of land usage.

Thanlt you (or- aIloIMog me to YOIOe my opinion,

Oris Chrisrensen
Sl. G«wge
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Print View

From: <jackrbt@aol.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - August 19. 2009 7:48 AM
Subject: don't trust Nevada

Regarding the sorry state of Nevada, the rule of law does not apply there
(personal experience) the casino's and crooked lawyers, Nevada Bar and lax
law enforcement run the show. They will lie cheat and steal to get their
hands on that water and for what the current recession will keep people
from dropping their dwindling net worth in their evermore stingy casino's
when the casinois close the jobs and the people will flee, .the extravagant
demands for more water will evaporate.
?? ?The Skull Valley will be left with a depleted water table fissures
rather than prairie?,dust storms devastated wildlife and for what Nevada
like the ungrateful whore that she is will laugh and say you F@%&$d
up ... YOU TRUSTED US.

Jack Grainger

1498NSOOE

Centerville,Utah 84014

(801) 292-0079

hUp :llwaterrights. utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreementJcommentslcO 13.txt 10/8/2009
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From: "Mildred Russell" <mruss6@jcpenney.coID>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Thursday - August 20, 2009 7:38 AM
Subject: Snake valley Water

I am in
Vegas.
in.

opposition to the water in Snake valley being pumped
The water should be used for agriculture in the area

to Las
that it is

Water in the desert is a commodity that is worth more than gold. The
existing ranches need the water to make a living.

Regards.

Mildred Russell

227 North Hale Street

Grantsville, Utah 84029

435-884-0148

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged
material. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient.
you are hereby notified that your access is unauthorized, and any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this message including any
attachments is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and delete the material from any
computer.

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/comments/cO 18.txt 10/8/2009



Steven Summers

1150 Wilson Ave

Salt lake City, Utah 84105

•
Dear Mr. Styler,

August 7,2009

Please do not sell Utah's water. The effect on our state will be irreversible.

Sincerely,

Steven Summers
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Print View

From: Jen & Dru Whitlock <thepowdershredders@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Monday - August 24, 2009 10:29 AM
Subject: Oppose Snake valley water sharing agreement

Dear Department of Natural Resources,
I am writing to oppose the proposed Snake valley water sharing agreement.
The proposed agreement will dry up the already diminishing water resources
in Snake valley, putting Utah ranchers, wildlife, and the environment at
risk. The agreement could result in increased dust storms along the
wasatch Front, diminishing our already precarious air quality.
Furthermore, the agreement encourages further irresponsible growth in the
Las Vegas region. Dry western states cannot continue to encourage growth
in places where there are limited and diminishing resources.
Resisting the agreement may result in a protrated legal battle, but such
legal proceedings would encourage Las Vegas to focus on conservation and
smart growth, and would demonstrate that the State of Utah is first and
foremost concerned with Utah's well-being, not the well-being of Las
Vegas.
SincerelY,Jennifer Whitlock892 Northcliffe DriveSalt Lake City, UT 84103

http://watenights.utah. gOY/snakeValleyAgreement/comments!c02 I .txt 10/8/2009
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From: SANDRA WILLIAMS <slwil14416@msn.com>
To: <snakevalley9utah.gav>
Date: Tuesday - August 25, 2009 6:41 PM
Subject: water proposal

Dear Governor Herbert:

Concerning the Snake Valley Water proposal, I am definitely opposed to
SVWA plans. I have been a cattle and sheep rancher on Utah's West Desert
for 40 years and deeply understand the fragile ecosystem of Utah's
outback. I fully agree with rancher, Mr. Cecil Garland. If Nevada starts
pumping the Snake Valley aquifer, the pumps will never be shut down. They
will out-lawyer us and take it. I fully agree with Cecil - to hell with
'em, fight 'em all the way.

Sincerely,

Morgan K. Larsen

http://waterrights.utah.goY/snakeValleyAgreement/comments!c026. txt 10/8/2009
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From: Sue Madsen <peteandsue_rocknm@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Monday - August 31, 2009 7:44 AM
Subject: snake valley comments

To all:

SNWA's unsatiable appetite for water will never be satisfied!

Their's is a want, not a need!

Their's is for frivolous intertainment! OUr's is for LIFE!

Please don't let them have our water!

Susan Madsen

http://watcrrights. utah.goy/snakeVal JeyAgrcemcot!comments/c03O. txt

Page 1 of 1

10/8/2009
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Print. View

From: Jackie Schenck <jlgschenck@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.Qov>
Date; Wednesday - September 2, 2009 1:05 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

I am definitely opposed to the agreement to allow Nevada to have one-half
of the Snake Valley water rights. The livelihood of the residents of
Millard county and others is directly dependent on water. The aquifiers
could be drained so much that Utah counties could turn into even a more
arid place and the citizens could no longer farm or raise cattle, or
otherwise use the land to survive.

Please do not take this water away from Utah.
It would negatively impact our state forever.

Jackie Schenck
former resident of Millard County

It would be a huge mistake.
We must stop this now!!

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/comments/c032. txt 10/8/2009
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From: ·Stephanie Crusselle- <slc9sitez.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 2, 2009 4:21 PM
Subject: Opposition to allowing Nevada to have half of Utah's Snake Valley
Water Rights

To Whom It May Concern:

I would like to be recognized as being in opposition to allowing Nevada
half of Utah's Snake valley Water Rights. This can only be detrimental to
the people of Millard County, especially the farmers. As water is
becoming so scarce and hard to come by, it's time for Nevada to put
building moratoriums into place until other sources of water can be found.

Although I don't live in Millard County at the present time, I grew up in
Millard County and my Mom still owns property there. We are still very
concerned about what actions will take place regarding this matter.

Thank you,

Stephanie Crusselle
19 Sunnyside Road
Southwick, MA 01077

http://waterrights. utah.goY/snakeValleyAgreementlcommentsfc03 4. txt 10/8/2009
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Print View

From: Nick Burns <nick@vanburns.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Monday - October 5, 2009 6:12 PM
Subject: snake valley water

Hello --
No water deal w/NV until the full impacts for the residents of Utah
are known to all and understood by all -- the ranchers, the people
along the Wasatch Front, the farmers, everyone.

Any water deal must not negatively impact Utahans' health, not
negatively impact Utah's beauty, and not negatively impact Utah's
animals and plants.

Thank you --
from a voting and concerned citizen

Nick Burns
187 E Dorchester Dr
SLC 84103

I of I 10/8/2009 I:59 PM
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From: Roland Goyette <subderground@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Saturday - September 5, 2009 8:37 PM
Subject: Water

To whom it may concern:

I recently read about Utah's proposal to sign an agreement to permit
the Southern Nevada Water Authority to pump 36,000 acre feet of water per
year from Utaha~ Snake Valley to Las Vegas. This deal could devastate area
ranching. wildlife and recreation, and turn this West Desert valley into a
dust bowl affecting the air quality and snowpack of the wasatch Front. I
am writing to state that I am firmly against this proposal and I truly
hope that it does not manifest. Thank you for your time!

Sincerely,

Roland Goyette
782 E 9990 S
Sandy UT 84094

http;/Iwaterrights. utah.goY/snakeValleyAgreement/comments/c036. tx l IO/snOO9
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From: "Margaret H. Christensen" <path2peg@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Sunday - September 6, 2009 7:32 AM
Subject: undergroound water

Re: Snake River Aquifer near Utah/Nevada border

Please don't squander this precious asset on trivial
uses. Underground water is basically nonrenewable due to
limited surface water that can penetrate. The mantra
needs to be conserve,
conserve, CONSERVE! Where are the conservatives
when we need them?

Margaret H. Christensen
266 Fourth Ave. #108
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreemenUcomments/c03 7. txt 10/8/2009
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Print view

From: T Holdeman <tholdiwasatchmedia.com>
To: <snakeval1eyiutah.gov>
Date: Monday - September 7, 2009 10:40 PH
Subject: Comment on water

All one needs to do is look to the north of Las Vegas and all other areas the city has access to their
water. If they are allowed to take even one drop of water I believe it is the end of the Snakevalley/Great
Basin region. let them do away with the fountains and gardens, let them manage water as a desert
region and not an oasis in the desert.

They say history repeats itself. the ghost town of Metropolis NV for example, Alamo, and that entire valley
has Buffered from the loss of water.

I for one and against it and want to know what I can do to prevent the acquisition of water
am a fo~r resident of ~s Vegas, a former casino executive. I have family in Vegas, still,
app~ove of them taking vate~ !~om the No~thern ~egions of Utah o~ Nevada.

Te~~ence Holdeman
Wendove~.

http://walertights. utah.goY/snakeValleyAgreement/comments!c038. Ixt

by Nevada. I
I would neve~

101812009
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Print View

From: Alan Hayes <abh_slcut@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Thursday - October 1, 2009 2:18 PM
Subject: Snake Valley water pipeline

I would like to go on record as opposing the Snake Valley water pipeline
to Las Vegas. I believe this scheme will have deleterious effects on the
aquifer, both anticipated and unanticipated. I oppose the plan and urge
that it be halted entirely.

Alan B. Hayes, Ph.D
2340 S. Oneida Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84109

1 of I 10/812009 1:59 PM
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Print View

From: <matthappe@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 3D, 2009 6:24 PM
Subject: The curent snake valley proposal is terrible ..

Do not allow this to pass .. The curent draft is completely unfair the the
citizens of this state.
Matt Happe
S1C, UT
801-205-0865

I of I 10/8120092:09 PM
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Print View

From: Dangerfield Linda <linda.dangerfield@mac.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 6:08 PM
Subject: snake river

We strongly oppose the Snake River Water Plan because it is taking
water away from a non-renewable water source. Las Vegas growth is
out of control. Taking water from Utah, to water golf courses,
fountains, and sustain the city of Las Vegas which is in the middle of
a desert is unconscionable. Las Vegas needs to start with a long term
water conservation plan which includes limiting growth and better
conservation. Las Vegas should not be allowed to developing reliance
on a water source that took thousands of years to establish. No water
should be taken from the Snake Valley Aquifer! !
Sincerely,
Linda and Stephen Dangerfield

10/8/20092:09 PM



Utah all
water. I
a crime.

my life and have worked very hard to be a good
understand that it is a finite resource. To
To treat it with contempt is inexcusable. To

hnp:/Iwaterrights.utah.gov/snakeVall eyAgreementicommenlS/c I78.txt

Print View

From: "Matthew Loel T. Hepworth" <matt@midiassist.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 3:51 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Agreement

To Whom it May Concern,

As IA'm sure youA1re aware, Utah is the 2nd driest state in the country.
Water is as dear to Utahns as gold. But it is also true that not all that
glitters is gold. Diverting our precious water to a glittering monument

to
excess and the textbook example unsustainabi1ity is wrong.

IA've lived in
steward of the
squander it is
trade
it like a simple commodity is to declare oneA's own ignorance of itA's
importance. We as Utahns have always worked diligently to conserve. Even
Sandy City with its explosion of population and growth has continually
reduced its water usage year after year. If Sandy City can do it, so can
Las Vegas.

and
But alas, Las Vegas continues to flush it way, dump it on golf courses,

itA's

fill manmade fountains, streams, lakes and rivers with it.
grotesque dancing water display that shoots into the air as

8ellagio has a
if to give

I of I

neighbors to the Northeast a gigantic middle finger salute. To Las Vegas,
water is a mere window dressing used to entice consumers into their den of
monstrous overindulgence, bankrupt morality and vacant cultural
contribution.

Therefore, we should treat our stateA's water with the thoughtful respect
that it deserves. TheyA're not making any more of it. weA1re truly on our
own .... and weAlll die without it. DonAlt sell it to people who only care
about it AFTER theyA've gambled it all away.

Sincerely,

Matthew Loel T. Hepworth
1343 Ashwood Cir.
Salt Lake City, ur 84121-1901

10/8/2009 2: 11 PM
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Print View

~rom: "nelle" <nelle@ubtanet.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 3:34 PM
Subject: water agreement

Although we live in Vernal, we feel this issue concerns the entire state
of Utah. We definitely think this agreement talk should be STOPPED now.

Don't enter into something as important to the state as water. It
should be kept in its entirety in Snake Valley. Listen to the farmers
etc., who have lived there for decades. We have been following this
issue closely & also in the past runs on Utah by Las Vegas. Perhaps
they wouldn't need so much water if they shut off all the fountains etc.,
Also, they have Lake Mead close by.

Leonard & Nelle Heeney
POBox 126
Vernal, UT 84078

I or I 101812009 2: 12 PM
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Print View

From: Clifford Vogt <cliff_vogt@hotmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 2:43 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

This is a case of very poor management - to let this go through would be a
disservice to us and future generations. This must be stopped. The risks
are too great for the benefit of golf courses and swimming pools.

Please use some sense and stop this before it is too late.

Cliff Vogt 8612 Aspen Way

Sandy UT 84093

10/8/20092: 12 PM
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Print View

From: "Edgette, Ashley" <Ashley.Edgette@slcgov.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 2:42 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Pipeline

To whom it may concern,

I would like to voice my opposition to the proposed pipeline as a Utah
citizen, a University of Utah student and as an active community member.
I believe this pipeline to be unsustainable in the long term span of
time as well as completely detrimental to the wetlands around the area
and surrounding habitats. It puts Utah citizens in a horribly
compromised water situation in which Las Vegas will eventually suck our
aquifer dry and leave us with a compromised landscape and depleted water
resource.

Thank you for your time,

Ashley Victoria Edgette

10/8/20092: 12 PM
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Print View

From: "Ken Anderson" <pahtempe@infowest.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 1:24 PM
Subject: water crises

Dear Utah and Nevada.

Redistributing massive quantities of water from one region to another is
wrong and shortsighted. Everone suffers. Las Vegas already is out of
ballance and eventually will become uninhabitable. The source areas
likewise. Think about the future rather than short term profits. Let's
concentrate
on solving the gigantic climate change challenges , not create new ones.
Hopefully sound judgement and intelligence will prevail Most sincerely
Ken Anderson.

10/8/20092:13 PM
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Print View

From: Betty Dortsch <kapsgram@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 1:03 PM
Subject: NO to Snake Valley water proposal

The Southern Valley Nevada Water Authority's proposal to pipe water needs
to be studied closely. The delicate balance of the ecosystem, if
destroyed, would have serious repercussions that cannot be ignored. Not
only would the natural environment be potentially devastated, but the
livelihood of ranchers and others could be as well.

This proposal needs significant time to study, and rejected if the outcome
will be as dismal as it now appears it would be.

Sincerely,

Betty Lou Dortsch

10/8/20092: 14 PM
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From: -james adamson- <james@ics-sales.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Monday - September 28, 2009 11:29 PM
Subject: water aquifer, utah west desert

Gov, Herbert, please use all influence possible to stall any future
commitment of the aquifer, or's under the State of Utah.
as of yet we do not know how wide or far this aquifer extends. Also
whether It is presently in decline now, is not understood.
The damage possible, for acting too soon or with out complete
understanding can not be undone. Please act with caution

James Adamson
Salt Lake City, Utah

http://watemghts. utah. gOY/snakeValleyAgreemen t/comments!cO?3.tx t

Page 1of 1

10/8/2009
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From: -Margo Chapman- <mchapman62@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 9:47 AM
Subject: Pumping water to Las Vegas

I am in
Vegas.
in.

opposition to the water in Snake valley being pumped
The water should be used for agriculture in the area

to Las
that it is

Water in the desert is a commodity that is worth more than gold. The
existing ranches need the water to make a living.
SincerelY,Margo ChapmanRiverton. Utah

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement!commentslc084. tx t 10/812009
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From: <JHearty@iasishealthcare.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 10:00 AM
Subject: Snake valley

I've spent some time in the Snake Valley and a friend of mine ranches
there. To strip it of it's water merely to ship it on down the line to
Vegas would be a shame. The old saying -a lack of planning on your part
does not constitute an emergency on my part- should hold true. The water
in the Snake valley should stay where it belongs. Personal opinion.
Thanks for lending an ear and I appreciate the work you guys do up on the
hill.
Most respectfully.

Jeff Hearty
HR Recruiter
Jordan Valley Medical Center
Pioneer Valley Hospital
Office: 801-601-2364
Mobile: 801-502-3427
Fax: 801-601-2610

http://waterrights. utah. goY/soakeValleyAgreementlcomments!c08S. tx t 10/812009
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From: -Mark C. Burton- <MBurton@WarnerTC.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 10:34 AM
Subject: Keep the water in Utah.

Mark Burton

Warner Truck Center

(0) 801-886-4965

(C) 801-381-7093

http://waterrights. utah.goY/snakeValleyAgreemeot/comments/c087.tx1
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Fr~: Gail wiebke <wlebke007ilive.com>
To: <snakevaIley8utah.gov>
~te: Tuesday - Se~tember 2~, 2009 10:46 AM
Subject: Utah _ter to Nevada

Hello.

t think it is irresponsible as guardians to encourage lameone. in this a
city, to live beyond their means. Las Vegas will have to budget their
current supply of water the same way they have to budget their money. r
vote NO WAYan sending water from the Snake Valley to Las Vegas.

Sincerely.

Gail Wiebke

Registered Voter

2648 E Promenade Cir

Bing!.c brings you maps. menus. and reviews orvanized in one place. Try
it now.
http://www.bing.com/.e.rch?qarestaurantG&form~KLOGEN.publ·WLHMTAG&crearrEXT-KLOCEN_Core_tagline_local_Ixl

http://watcrrights. utah.gOYIsnakcValleyAgreement/comments!c088. tx t 10/8/2009
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From: -Jason Smith- <Jason@financecapital.us>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 11:04 AM
Subject: STOP!

When are we as a state going to say NO?

Keep our natural recourses here!

Financing the World's Equipment

Jason R. Smith

6443 N. Business Park Loop Rd., Suite 9

Park City, Utah 84098

Phone: 435-214-0400 Ext. 101

Fax: 435-649-4731

Email: jason@financecapital.us <mailto:jason@financecapital.us>

www.financecapital.us <http://www.financecapital.us/>

http://waterrights. utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/comments!c090. tx t
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From: "Tom Duncan" <tduncan@WarnerTC.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 11:40 AM
Subject: West Desert Aquifer

Another example of bad government.

How can we as citizens of Utah justify depleting the West Desert
Aquifer?

Page I of 1

Stop this madness now !
Authority to rip-off the

Do not allow
citizens

the Southern Nevada Water

of Utah and our fragile aquifer.

Tom Duncan

Office 801-978-8000 x 4705

Cell 801-808-1714

Fax 801-978-8010

<http://www.warnertc.com/>

http://waternghts. utah. gOYIsnakeValleyAgreemen t/commentslc092.txt 10/8/2009
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From: Jon <lavaroll@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 11:53 AM
Subject: Don't dustbowl the Wasatch Front.

To whom it may concern,
To sellout our (SLC) citizen's rights to breathe clean air for the
further development of a city that resides in the middle of a hot, hot
desert that wastes its water on lavish fountains and sprawl, sprawl,
sprawl out growth would be a travesty of a high order. As well as an
abdication of your responsibilities to protect our most precious natural
resource, water. Now I know that the Wasatch Front is also far from ideal
with our own wasteful water tendencies and out own polluting of our
valley's air, but what we need to do is do everything we can to improve
it. Selling out the rights to drain the snake valley basin at amounts that
are questionable at best and out right fabrication at worst in regards to
what is an sustainable amount would do just the opposite. Utah doesn't
need its own ·Owen's Valley· for any reason, but especially for the
benefit of place not even in Utah. Please, please, please do the right
thing here for not only the citizens of the
Wasatch Front and the ranchers of Snake Valley, but the right thing for
the desert environment. Do not let Nevada and Las Vegas take this water.
We the are counting on you.

-Jon Pinegar
Salt Lake City resident and voter.
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From: -Bob England- <BobE@crengland.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 12:04 PM

Why are we looking out for the best interest of Nevada? When are we
going to take care of ourselves first? I sure hope we have some safe
measures installed that will control the flow of water of them and not
allow them to abuse the system. I see nothing but bad things ahead if
this goes through. I would hate to say "1 told you so"!! A concerned
Utahan

http://waterrights.utah. gOYIsnakeValleyAgreemcnt!comments/c09S.txt 10/8/2009
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From: Chris Yoakam <cyoakamihotmail.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 12:34 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Proposal

To whom it may concern:

The proposal to pump water from the Snake Valley aquifer must be reviewed
with the highest levels of skepticism. This decision will impact
generations and may negatively impact a large portion of the state. The
Great Basin is a delicate desert environment. I find it difficult to
believe that Las vegas can pump significant amounts of water from the
aquifer without impacting the environment. It just doesn't make sense.

Please reconsider this proposal and do everything to ensure that our
precious resources are protected. Once the pumping starts and Las Vegas
becomes dependent on the water, the pumping will never stopl The west
desert will surely dry up and be lost forever.

HocmailAe has ever·growing storagel Don!£-t worry about storage limits.
http://windowslive.c~/Tutorial/Hotmail/Storage?ocid=TXT_TAGLM-WL_HMLTutorial_Storage_062009
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From: Aaron Littlefield <aplittlefield@yahoQ.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 12:41 PM
Subject: water aquifer

This agreement is just one step further towards feeding the unsustainable
fountain water oasis in the middle of the desert. We should not even
consider tapping any of our water resources to feed this monster. If we
do, they should pay the same rates we do in Salt Lake City for our water.
Use that money to fund our schools. This is a typical closed door
agreement designed to make profits for the contractors and deplete our
precious natural resources.

Environmental impacts have NOT been adequately addressed!

I along with many others will fight this movement with everything we have.

Mike Styler, you do not have the public's interest in mind. I trust very
little of what you do (always behind closed doors). Be careful, we have
our eyes on you. You run a public institution and the people can request
new leadership. Untouchables can make enough bad moves to become
replaceable.

Thank you,

Aaron Littlefield
935 S. McClelland St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
(80l) 364-3053

http://waterrights.utah.gOYIsnakeValleyAgreement/commentsIc098. txt 10/8/2009
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From: Teresa Tate <Teresa.Tate@wvc-ut.gov>
To: ·snakevalley@utah.gov· <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 1:19 PM
Subject: Snake valley water

After reading several articles regarding the proposed Snake Valley water
"deal", I believe it is not in the best interest of the citizens of Utah,
either now or in the future. We cannot turn southern Utah into a dust
bowl, and further corrupt the air quality in northern Utah. We cannot
continue to destroy the local agricultural economy and the respiratory
health of Utahns. And, I agree with many others who have commented that,
once the pipeline is turned on it will never be turned off. The
groundwater will be drained completely.

Teresa Tate

http://waterrights.utah.goY/snakeValleyAgreementlcomments!c I00. txt 10/8/2009
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From: -Marden Spencer" <Mspencer@WarnerTC.ccm>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 1:44 PM

I have great concerns over water going to Nevada. We are on rationing
of water
And yet you are sending water out of state. As a Resident of Utah for
All my life
I hope are governing body is smarter than that

My name is Marden Spencer and I have been working with the Government
all
My life. It never fails that if the people do not want something the
government
Seem to pass it whether you like it or not

I hope you do not send water to Nevada when we need it

Sincerely

Marden Spencer

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/commentsJc I02. txt 10/8/2009
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From: randy simmons <randyjsimmons@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 10:54 AM
Subject: pipeline to Las Vegas

To Whom it may Concern: I am opposed to sending any water that may be part
of the State of Utahs water system to Las Vegas.

JO/SI20092:J9PM
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From; ·Cindy G Christensen- <CGChristensen@slco.org>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 2:06 PM
Subject: objection to agreement

I strongly oppose what Nevada is proposing to do regarding the Snake
Valley

water. It is naive to think that allowing Las Vegas to take millions of
gallons of water from the aquifer won't affect the whole state of Utah. I
think Governor Herbert should take a stand against this. I have no faith
that Nevada gives a rip about the citizens of Utah but I do have faith

that
Gov. Herbert does. Please do the right thing and oppose the agreement and
the taking of the water in any form.

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgrecmcnt/commentsic103. txt 10/8/2009
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From: Mira Roper <amroper@rocketmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 10:28 AM
Subject: Water Protest

I am very much opposed to removing any water from the Snake Valley to
enable further growth in Las Vegas.

Steve Dutson

10/8120092:19 PM
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From: "Joni" <jonid@xmission.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 10:23 AM
Subject: comment

Hello:

As I have been following the story of Snake Valley for the past couple of
years, several things keep crossing my mind:

1 .. in Utah, we make efforts at water conservation
2 .. the state of Nevada has limited water sources but that does not seem

to warrant water conservation efforts in the resort city of Las Vegas
3 .. from my point of view, ranchers and farmers in Snake Valley, though

small in size, should be able to depend on the natural resources in the
region

4.. as a lifelong resident of Utah, I oppose the Southern Nevada Water
Authority piping water from the aquifer in Snake Valley
Please take the thoughtful comments of citizens when you make this
important
decision. Ultimately,it affects all of us in Utah.

Thank you,

Joan Dykstra
1403 E. Harrison Ave.
SLC, UT 84015

10/8/2009 2: 19 PM
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From: Mira Roper <amroper@rocketmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 10:05 AM
Subject: Protest of Water Being Taken From the Snake Valley

I am very much opposed to any water being taken from the Snake Valley
Water Basin. I believe this will be detrimental to the entire state of
Utah. Millard county should be the sole party agreeing or disagreeing to
any proposal. Millard county is the only protester.

1 of 1

I believe western Utah and Millard county farmers
irreparably harmed if this proposal goes through.
to the money & power grab that is going on.

Alan Roper
Delta, Utah

and ranchers will be
Please do not give in

10/8/20092:20 PM
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From: "Streeh, Maxine (Cont)" <MStreeh@EGGine.eom>
To: "'snakevalley@utah.gov'" <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 9:56 AM
Subject: PLEASE 00 NOT LET THIS HAPPEN

I had heard some about the contriversy
and did not like what I was hearing but
that has changed.

about Las Vegas wanting the water
was not move to speak out however

lof2

Two weeks ago our family traveled from Tooele Utah to Baker Nevada to
visit Lehman Caves. The caves are spectacular! Has anyone studied what
effect the lowering of the water table might do to the cave if Las Vegas
get the water?

During the trip I began to realize how big the Snake Valley is! I also
realized how little above ground water there is. No matter how much water
the area might be sitting on I do not feel that it can be enough to keep
the farms and ranches going and Las Vegas too. If I were a gambler I
would not bet on the farms and ranches surviving.

American can little afford the loss of more "little" ranches and farmers_
America needs the product from these ranches and farms to help us stay
less dependant on other countries, just as surely as we need our own
supply of oil and gas rather than be increasingly dependant on other
countries.

The farms and ranches in these areas are productive and have conserved
their precious water for a hundred years ensuring their life style. These
ranchers and farmers understand how precious water is. They understand
what less water means to them and the land. If they loose the water we
all loose. Once farm land looses water it dries up and blows away. There
goes our air quality along with the food. It would take years to bring
the soil back to life and productivity if water became unavailable.

We can see a good example of this when we look at the agreements that were
made with California on the Colorado River project. California is
guaranteed a certain amount of water every year. No matter how much water
is or is not available California gets the set amount. On our frequent
trips to California to see family we do not see dry-scaped front yards but
nice green lawns. Only this year has California started enforcing fines
for over watering. California orchards have been allowed to go dormant
because they don't have water but the residential lawns are green. Their
priorities are not in the right places.

Where are our priorities if we choose Las Vegas growth over farms and
ranches?

Las Vegas is working on reclaiming their waste water but they need to
limit their growth until they can support the city'S growth with the water
they already have.

Whether the water is on the Nevada or Utah side of the Snake Valley it is
more precious to the farmers and ranchers that have shown that they know
how to conserve the water and put it to the best use than to Las Vegas.

10/8/2009 2:20 PM
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Once Utah signs over any of the rights to the water in Snake Valley it is
gone. Utah is getting dryer! If this water is taken away and used up
there won't be more to replenish what is taken to Las Vegas. The water
for Las Vegas will have to be given first and if there is nothing left
because of a lowering water table then the farmers and ranchers are out of
luck. There will not be renegotiations, just like California now gets
their water from the Colorado River first.

Utah and Nevada are making decisions on this water that will affect our
food supply, our air quality, and life styles for future generations. I
do not feel that Utah and Nevada farmers and ranchers should loose their
water. What make Las Vegas growth more important that the little farmer
and rancher? If they can grow crops because of lack of water their land
will be worth nothing. They loose the income and their land. Will Las
Vegas buy the ranchers and farmers worthless land when they can't grown
anything?

That water should be kept where it is as a supply for the current farmers
and ranchers that know how to conserve and use it wisely. This should be
a reserve for the future, it is water in the bank so to speak.

This should be a no brainer. Vote NO!

10/8120092:20 PM
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From: Jim jenkin <jim.jenkin@hsc.utah.edu>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 9:42 AM
Subject: Public Comment

Committing water outside the State before it is absolutely necessary
is taking a risk with Utah and Utahns' future.

James C. Jenkin
212 5th Ave.
Salt Lake City, 84103

I of J 10/8/20092:20 PM
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From: Floyd Jensen <floydandtammy@hotmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 8:09 AM

TO whom it may concern-which is probably everyone in the Salt Lake Valley,
our family is united in our opposition to this proposal. Water is a God
given resource and should be carefully and gratefully used. I suppose that
means no support for the gambling industry and their water features though
that may now be a small part of their needs? Originally people gathered
to live where there was so~e water including those who came to the Salt
Lake Valley. I am not saying everyone in Las Vegas shouldna~ have
settled there in the first place, but to expect to take water from
surrounding states to fuel growth in an absolute desert does not square
with our family. Growth is being fueled here also but at least there are
so~e natural resources to rely on though utmost conservation will be the
only answer in the future. Tammy Jensen

HotmailA~ has ever-growing storage! Donae-t worry about storage limits.
http://windowslive.com/Tutorial/Hotmail/Storage?ocid-TXT_TAGLH_WL_HH_Tutorial_Storage_062009

10/8120092:22 PM
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From; Veronica Egan <ronni@greatoldbroads.org>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 1:45 AM
Subject: Snake Valley waterplan

In the face of increased desertification in the American Southwest due
to global warming, the mining of groundwater in the Snake Valley to
facilitate further expansion of an already dangerously over built city
300 miles distant is foolhardy. We cannot simply shuffle our precious
freshwater resources around to satisfy unsustainable development,
especially in our extremely arid environment. We urge rejection of
this dangerous plan by all parties.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Veronica Egan, Executive Director
Great Old Broads for Wilderness
POBox 2924
Durango, CO 81302
910-385-9571
Fax 910-385-8550
www.greatoldbroads.org

It's time to donate to the 5th Annual Wild for Wilderness On-Line Auction!
Go to http;llwww.greatoldbroads.org/nadf.php to donate.
Or to http://auction.greatoldbroads.org to browse this year's listings.

"What if we really took seriously the idea that the world is sacred,
really. "

Kathleen Dean Moore

I of I 10/8120092:22 PM
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From: ·Scharlow. Tom- <tscharlow91hm.com>
To: • SNAKEVALLEY@UTAH.GOV· <SNAKEVALLEY@UTAH.GOV>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 4:54 PM
Subject: LAS VEGAS WATER GRAB

DEAR ELECTED OFFICIALS,

PLEASE DEFEAT ANY EFFORT BY LAS VEGAS AND SOUTHERN NEVADA TO ACCESS ANY
WATER FROM THE SNAKE VALLEY AQUIFER. THE PEOPLE AND GOVERNMENT OF LAS
VEGAS HAVE TO REALIZE THEY CANNOT HAVE UNBRIDLED GROWTH FOREVER. THE
PEOPLE OF SNAKE VALLEY ARE GENUINE STEWARDS OF THE LAND.

THANK YOU,
TOM SCHARLQW

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreementJcommentslc 113.txt 10/8/2009
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From: <GWESLEYHALE@aol.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 5:36 PM
Subject: Water

I do not trust Nevada with the Utah's water. I Vote no.

George Hale

http://watcrrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/commentslc I 16.txt
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From: JARROD KEAR <jarrodkear@msn.com>
To; <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 6:09 PM
Subject: Water to Nevada

To who it may concern:

I stand opposed to the idea of selling off water to Nevada.
The reason I take a stand opposed, is because I believe that environmental
impacts have yet to be been adequately addressed.
There is much more at stake here when water is taken from its natural way.
I do believe, as do many others this effort is not in the best interests
of Utahans & we will fight this movement.
Furthermore I believe Mike Styler, does not have public's best interest in
mind.

Jarred Rear
2887 McClelland
Salt Lake City. Utah 84106

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/commentslcl 17.txt 10/812009
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From: <DHHALE@aol.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 6:22 PM
Subject: Water

Utah should make Nevada stop trying to take Utah's water.

Dixie Hale

http;//waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreementicomments/c J IS.txt
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From: Bob Brister <bbrister@greens.org>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 6:30 PM
Subject: no to pipeline

Just say no to Las Vegas taking Snake Valley water.
Bob Brister
1102 S 800 E #A
SLC, UT 84105

http://watcrrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/commentsic119.txt
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From: Doris Chandler <jchanSOOOiyahoo.coID>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 7:39 PM
Subject: Water Rights

We should never give away our water rights. Especially to support bigger
and fancier casinos and thus more need for water. Most areas who have
given up their shares of water have ended up parched and dried out and
deeply regretting it. This stuation should be studied very. very, very
carefully_ Let the committee do their study.
Please remember we need food from our farmers far more than more
entertainment. SAY NO! DO NOT SIGN THAT AGREEMENT.
Jim and Doris Chandler
Kaysville, Utah

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/comments/c123.txt 10/812009
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From: <MarkShepardOS@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@ueah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 9:08 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

Dear Gov. Gary Herbert,

After reading the article in the paper and looking over the draft
documents I'm very concerned about the state of our natural resources. If
I knew the water was going to be used wisely in Nevada for crops and
drinking water it might be different, but all I can think of is all those
fountains. golf courses, and swimming pools. Maybe Nevada should look at
preserving the water resources they already take from other states instead
of finding ways to access more. I am against the Snake Valley Water
Project and hope that our elected and appointed officials don't agree to
this proposal and short sale our resources. Thank you for taking the time
to listen to your Utah residents on the issue.

Mark & Debora Shepard

Kaysville, Utah

http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgrecmcntlcomments/c129.txt 10/8/2009
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From: Ms. Pamela E. Hanrahan
Home Phone: 801 277 9688
Email Address:hammerslcinetzero.com

(From Gov's voicemaill
Pam telephoned to tell the Governor she just returned from Las Vegas and reported
way too much water waste down there. She doesn't want the Governor to sign the
agreement on the Snake Valley Aquifer.

http;//watcrrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement/comments/c134.txt 10/8/2009



Abigail C. Johnson

P.O. Box \S3

Baker, Nevada 893\1

September 17. 2009

Allen Biaggi

Snake Valley Agreement

Nevada Department of COnservation and Natural Resources

Suite 5001

901 S. Stewart St.

Carson City, NV 89701

RE: Comments on Nevada/Utah Hi-State Al;reement Rqardlng Snake Valley Groundwater

Dear Allen:

Please consider the following cOmments when revising the Nevada/Utah Agreement regarding

the division of the waters beneath the Snake Valley. I am a property owner, homeowner, and

part time resident of Baker, Nevada. Overall I am skeptical that this agreement will provide the

promised protection to water users In Snake Valley, and I believe that the division of the
groundwater in Snake Valley faciUtates the las Vegas pipeline project which threatens not only

the future of Snake Valley. but most of rural Nevada.

General Comments

1. I do not believe there are 132,000 af of water available, and I think tt is a mistake to use

that number to base decisions for the future of Snake Valley.

2. Both states should provide adequate review time and formal public hearings on the

draft agreement. The two week extension of comment time to September 30 is

welcome, but inadequate for the compleXity and detail of an agreement forged in secret

over a four year period. Both states should hold formal public hearings to gather

testimony and provide addttional forums for discussion of the provisions.

3. Both states should provide the public the opportunity to review and comment on the

revised draft after comments on the first draft have been conSidered and addressed.

RECEIVED
SEP2\~l\A
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4. The Governors of Nevada and Utah should hold bi-state hearings in Snake Valley on the

revised draft agreement before deciding whether to sign the document. It should be the

Governors who sign rather than their designees.

5. Additional studies are needed. BARCASS 2 is needed. The studies should be conducted

by an independent third party, peer reviewed and quality controlled. If the State

Engineer directs SNWA to pay USGS to do the studies and data collection, the quality

and accuracy of the data will be ensured. Studies should not be plecemealed, which is

why BARCASS 21s needed.

6. Implidt in this agreement is the assumption that the current set of conditions will exist

in the future. While Nevada's current administration and State Engineer may be open to

considering the concerns of Snake Valley, it is likely that in the future, those posts could

be controlled by the same people who want to drain rural Nevada. The agreement

needs to incorporate language that commjtments made in the future are incorporated

into the agreement and approved by both states. The agreement also needs language to

bind the successors of Southern Nevada Water Authority as well as other private and

public entities who provide water or build pipelines under contract, lease or other
arrangement.

7. I also reference and adopt the comments ofthe Great Basin Water Network.

Specific comments

Page 1, 1.1 a. The term "demonstrated" should be further defined.

Page 2, 1.4 "beneficial use" does not include the use of water by wildlife. Is this intentional?

Why are wildlife not protected? Is it not the responsibility of the state to protect wildlife?

Page 2, 2.0 Findings: At a minimum, the findings section should provide a statement that

Nevada water rights holders may seek redress from the Nevada State Engineer under existing

Nevada water law. It is my understanding that the team felt it was unnecessary to state that.
However, the agreement leaves the impression that only Utah residents in Snake Valley have
recourse for the adverse effects of pumping by SNWA.

RECEIVED
SEP2'~

W"TER RIGHTS
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Page 3, 2.4 How does the acknowledgement that the existing information is insufficient

reconcile with the Table 1 division of the waters? This statement, which is true, should also
appear on page 4 as an additional sentence under 3.2

2



3 2 5 Instead of "sophistication'" use ·tomp\ex\~"Page •.

Page 4, 3.2 The use of 132,(X)() af requires additional explanation and a cnation of the study

from which this was derived. Suggested rewrite: "'The States and other parties acknowledge
that existing information is Insufficient to determine with precision the Available Groundwater

Supply. However, based on the best currently available data (Insert citation here) the States

agree that the Available Groundwater Supply as of the date of this Agreement is 132,000 at."
However, I am very uncomfortable basIng this agreement on one study, rather than taking that

study into consideration with the other studies that have been done. I also think that if 49,000

af flows from Spring Valley into Snake Valley, as postulated in the USGS 8ARCASS study. that

the water is'being counted twice. There should also be an explanation of why Pleasant Valley

and Hamlin Valley are considered to be part of Snake Valley for this purpose.

Page 4, Table 1 The explanation should state that vested water rights are taken Into

consideration in the Allocated block. There was some confusion among the Nevada team about

that, and it needs to be dear where vested rights are accounted for in Table 1.

Page 6, 5.3 It is my understanding that this provision is designed to provide each State

Engineer with veto power, but it is not clear in the language of this provision.

Page 9, 6.4 This requirement is written in the passive voice, as if SNWA were not responsible

for the $3 million. Instead, for the last sentence; "In no event will SNWA allow the balance of

the mitigation fund to be reduced below $3 million while SNWA (or its potential partners or

successors in interest) maintains groundwater development and withdrawal facilities in Snake

Valley... The details of the mitigation fund should be more explidt. The fund should not be

SNWA's but should be under the jurisdiction of the State Engineers. Who issues the checks?

Who controls the money? What are the consequences rt SNWA does not maintain the

mitigation fund at $3 million or above?

Thank you for considering my comments. To the extent that the agreement protects water
users in the Snake Valley, both Nevadans and Utahans, from the adverse impacts of pumping, I

support it. However, the best protection far water users in the Snake Valley is not to build the

water pipeline and not to allow pumping of the Snake Valley, which is in balance. It is not clear

that SNWA can be trusted ta meet the terms of the monitoring agreement. Ultimately, this

agreement, if signed, will depend on the resources of the State of Utah and the court system to

protect users of water in the Snake Valley. The example of OwensRECEIVE:fithis
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regard. Therefore, to the extent that this agreement ladlttates the Las Vegas Water Grab and
the destruction of Snake Vallev, Ioppose tt. Furthermore, as stated earlier, Ido not believe
there are 132,000 at of water available, and I think it is a mistake to use that number to base
decisions for the future of Snake Valley.

Sincerely,

Abigail C. Johnson

cc: Governor Jim Gibbons

Utah Department of Natural Resources
Dean Baker

Great Basin Water Network

Nevada Department of Wildlife

/
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From: Mark Handy <mahandy@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Tuesday - August 1B, 2009 12:01 PM
Subject: Snake River Valley Water

I am totally against selling of any of the Snake River valley Water. there
alot of assumptions being made as to how much water there really is and
that there will be enough not to impact the Farmers that already have
RIGHTS to that water. By doing this deed what in fact we are insuring is
the death of a beautiful Valley. Not to mention the death of the Farmers
who now make their living their. the answer is not the reallocation of
water but the control of growth. Once this is gone it is gone. Once we hit
a drier spell than we are no experiencing it will take years and maybe
decades to replenish that water. Leave it alone. Protect those that
already are using it. We all know that once 15 billion is spent on that
pipeline that they will have total controll. I say no to this. Las Vegas
is a desert, Let them act like one .....

Mark D Handy GRI,CRS,CRB
Custom Realty Inc.
3930 So Walker Haven Cir
Salt Lake City. Utah 84124

Cell 801-599-5077
Fax 801-277-7581
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From: Mark Handy <mahandyQcomcast.net>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.goV>
CC: <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Tuesday - August 18, 2009 12:01 PM
Subject: Snake River Valley Water

I am totally against selling of any of the Snake River Valley Water. there
alot of assumptions being made as to how much water there really is and
that there will be enough not to impact the Farmers that already have
RIGHTS to that water. By doing this deed what in fact we are insuring is
the death of a beautiful Valley. Not to mention the death of the Farmers
who now make their living their. the answer is not the reallocation of
water but the control of growth. Once this is gone it is gone. Once we hit
a drier spell than we are no experiencing it will take years and maybe
decades to replenish that water. Leave it alone. Protect those that
already are using it. We all know that once 15 billion is spent on that
pipeline that they will have total controll. I say no to this. Las Vegas
is a desert, Let them act like one .....

Mark D Handy GRI,CRS,CRB
Custom Realty Inc.
3930 So Walker Haven Cir
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124

Cell 801-599-5077
Fax 801-277-7581
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From: Betty Binia
To: KaeIyn Anfn5en
Date: 9/1{2009 10:05 AM
SubjrKt: Fwd: Re:InqlAry from CedI GarIaod

Could you please 9I!l:!lCIfl'leOr1e to f'l!SIXlI'ld dln!dIy to the c:onstitueot 10 the e-mail below referred by the Goveroor's Office. Milke
!I.n!:t 'get:'Wcop'f'of the response. Thanksl

Betty T. Barela
utah~ of Natural Resoura!S
801-538-7201_ ....
Utlh Dl!partment of NahnI R5Uces' hous are 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
MondiJy ltnlll'usday and d1ged Ft1CIiIy, 5tItI! and fe:teraI hOIdiJys.

>>> Con5tItIJer( 5ervic:es <coostIllJentseryic:es@u.qoy> 9/1/2009 7:59 AM >>>
HI Betty,

This Is for Mike Slyter. Thanks, GlorIa

MM'-'ls lIfllnquify...mich WillS rea!lYed by the GovemOr's 0I'fI0e of constitueJJt SerYiC:es on 00/0112009. PIeage I1!SpOIlCI clrectty tD
~lXII.'lStituent and reply to thls email with a 00f1'( of yotK response by 9/15/2000.

cedI C Garland
POBox 225 Or callao 225
Pony ...........
_ UT """"

EmaIl Addr!ss:

SUBJECT:
Email tD LG Hertlert and Mike Slyter:

Diredct Stylet _ please see Mt:a:tll!d arnme>ltay from cedi Gar1<nI (someone with whom fm SIR you'l'!: well acquairltl:ld) His
arglITlef1ts make sense to 1M, and I wouk1 appt!date 'fOI readb1.

"""'"""'9'''''
----- Forwarded Message --
From: "Annette Garland"
TO:~

sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 8:33:46 AM GMT -07:00 lJSIQJoacI;! Mountain
SlCject: CtdI's thoughts iIIbout the l.IbJtl-Nevada Aqreement

I've got Ihis feeIn!J that we are going to get the aget:tlltllt belweer1 Utah ¥ld NeYadl bl!fDre too long. ttoweYef, after giYilg some
arefuI (1)IlIS6CIeIation to the~ hen!: are a n ttnq\ts:

lhe aglt!eiilei It is~ no an-aI panacra that it is tIeId up 10 be. White at the same tlme there an! some pc:&It.JIitIes.
In ten years. 11 be 93. While f"ote m:ained mast of my mentaf fac:IiUes and C2I'I f1,I'\ at oeartt fIJI speed from the I'root door tD the
outhouse,. still I CiIll't help but wonder who.. be around to '* (U' p&ao!.
The GgIee1lle1lt establishes for all time that Nevada Is. entItJed to SO% of Snala!' Vai!ey w«er, And that ...., so. n fTi!IIt be so if It
were ISO ye1ll'5 ago, and If Nevada had lIS mud1 rarm grolIld as Utah, and If the land area in both states we'e eqoal, and the
people of both states went about deaI10g the land and lI5IrIg the watrJ" at the paal and rate. The1 you could say that both states
are entttled to equiI shares ot1he water. ll1at IS certainly not the way It happened. Yet, utah and Nevada are wilUng to sign an
agreemeot I'D the effect that Nev.Jda Is entitled to half the water bl!cause some rA'the water rtIlS ot.t of the ~1lSof Nevada.
What 15 Ignored hen! Is ttIlIt 90% of the farming use d thls water Is in Utah and then:fore IhlIt is whs'e the long-establiStled water
rights are legally and rigttfuIy Iocallld. The Utah-NeYada Agreemelit seems to re::ognIze INs rac:t criy In a W:ty C3SUIlI and oIf-hand
manner. Y.tlIIe 1 oonsider this of the utJoost:~
As 9.R: as God rnadI! IllIIl! IJ1!Il!I'I apples, as S1IXJf1 as SNWAlER starts~ the wate" tiItIIe .... start faIng and I: won't be the
farmers In NeYlIcIa IIIIho wII be hurt bec3usI! ttws'e _ very few d then- I' zny. It will be the senior~ rights hc*Iers wOO wlI



91112009 Kae Anfinson· wd: Re:1 ufl)' trom 1:eciJ Gar1and
• oo •

lose their r.trdles and f8rm5 In LIt!h and I have to go 1\at-in-hand" to SNWATER for~ d au5e at !heir dsoetloil.
TNs puis SHWAlBl in the "taHlinr seat to cIctaIe ttl the peopte d Northem NeYadlI and Ul'ah.
In the meantime SNWATER. wlI h.we I'Il!Id on to thefr _ "Alicatloib for a period d JO)'SS iilf"d Since no one Is sufticienUy
di*voya.-t entIl9J to~ what it wit be ike in the next t!!n years. Nevada \IIIiI stlI hiM! aI d lis opIIons open iW1d lbh wtI be---Then there is the W!:f'( likely probatliIlty that water CU'l'JeS from Letev~ to StepIDe Valley In Spring v*" and then to Snake
valley (the IowesI: vaHey In the syslEm) as part d the nal:l:xaI gd:lgical and~ Interbasln lIow. Does Nevada hiwe the
right to go upstI'@am after 150 years of established water lights used I:l'f farming and randling and take water that was destined to
now Into Snake vaJJey?
l"hen then! is the matS!!r d fish Sptlgs wtlc.I5e ...... is in all prol:lat:iity not pert d the Snake v*" aqlifer. There is on the elll5t
side d the Fish Rcn}e: it hilI1'v YisibIe earthquiIte fed:. This fd Is WStie in the lie .... ,iOOil as the SU'I aeatesa shadow to
ac:c:ertuate the ed!teIu:: rI the radt. 1lW5 fld: along the Ash SIJi1gs R<wlge tIves I"Ildel •.eath the Gf'eat satl.altz Desert. The
~9t line sill: d the SlIIt lalie bed foa!:s the wab!!r to the suface. sane d the !Pfh;J$ an!: hot ef1DU!tI to 9l:BId a cNdIen.
ThIs wae, wNdI is <n::lert wate". is obW:JusIy not pIiJft d the Snake YaIIl!y watI!r~ yet it: Is klduded In QU' IM!I'aII water.-
.~* **•••••••
cedi C.and Annette H.Gariand
RlIfrer Lazy CRandl
CbIIao 225 Pony Expfess Road
callao, utah viii WendoYer 84083
435-693--3132
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From: Ken Hill <kenfhil1840839qmail.coffi>
To: <snakeval1eyiutah.gOv>
Date: Wednesday - August 19, 2009 7:32 AM
Subject: interbasin flow from Spring valley

Even if SNWA (or anyone else) does not pump in Snake Valley, they still
intend to pump in Spring valley. That likely will cause diminished
interbasin flow into Snake Valley. The agreement needs to address this
possibility.

Ken Hill
550 He 61
Wendover, UT 84083-9604
435 693 3120
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Let everything that has breath praise the Lord - Psalm 150:6
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Gentlemen.

Last night I attended a meeting in Delta that was supposed to let the people that
are vulnerable to excess water use in the Snake Valley know what they were in for. I
left the meeting feeling thalthere were several areas that either need refining or
changed or eliminated.

The first area that has a problem is the quantity of water supposedly available
after recharge in the valley, There were several studies done with the quantity of water
estimated to be available ranging from 105,000 Acre feet to 132,000, The majority of
the studies showed the quantity ranging from 105,000 to 111,000. The proposed plan
jumped on the 132,000 level. If pumping started assuming there was 132,000 acre feet
available, Utah would lose many free flowing springs. I was told that a mitigation would
be impiemented but unfortunately once a spring stops flowing it seldom starts again
once the water is restored. The reason for this is the path the water once flowed is
dried and sellled thereby blocking the path of the former water flow. All the wild
animals, ranchers and fanners that rely on the springs would cease to exist. The only
real mitigation would be for SNWA to drill solar powered wells to replace the springs
that went dry. That could be a bit pricey.

The second area is based on the accuracy of the forecast of the received water
as being what rt has been for the last_ years. The potential for an extension of the
drought is an almost sure thing. This would make the quantity of water available to be
potentially radically inaccurate. This would have an extreme environmental impact on
the area.

The third thing is the ambiguity of several of the statements in the agreement.
This may not be a problem now but in the future when new or different people are
involved couid result in different scenarios being implemented. This could also
devastate the area.

The fourth thing is trusting the SNWA With the loads of money they have they
are pretty well unrestricted in doing what ever they want. A flne wouldn't deter them
from getting what they want. Because they would own the wells and the pipeline they
would be the ullimate controllers of the water flow.

The fifth thing is the number of monrtors and their placements. The necessary
number of monrtor wells would raise the cost of the agreement more than a trifling
amount.

A final comment that seems to make the most sense to me that wouldn't be
environmentally unsafe. This would be a pipe line to the Gulf of Baja where there
would be a desalination plant potentially powered by a small nuctear power plant. As a
drought progressed there would always be water that would have no negative aspects
to the planet. The length of the pipe line wouldn1 be much longer than rt would be
getting the water from the Snake Valley. When I was in the milrtary we set up a reverse
osmosis plant on the coast of Saudi Arabia and pumped the water into the interior
about a hundred miles. We maintained the water for close to two years and we
ullimately raised the water table in the Riyadh by almost 8 feet. In the long run this
would be the best scenario for everyone Involved.
James Kallin
blglilchlef@frontlernet.net
4315 W 2500 N.
Sutherland, Utah, 84624
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From: "John B. Free" <theyurt@wirelessheehive.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, <snakvalley@nv.gov>
CC: "Terry Marasco· <tmarasca@sbcglohal.net>
Date: Wednesday - August 19, 2009 8:24 AM
Subject: comment period

Please extend comment period to 90 days.

The science behind this plan is seriously lacking to make these type of
agreements and may endanger wildlife and the ecosystem for generations to
come if done without a great deal of care.
By approving the "dividing up' and taking of ground water out of the Basin
in Snake Valley may have untold consequences for the future.
What would happen if Utah and Nevada just agreed to leave Snake Valley
alone as it has been. Is this an option? To leave things be. Is that
possible or is greed the main motivation in both states??

Thanks for listening.
John B. Woodyard II
Baker, NV
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From: Chip Haskell <chaskell@crowelladv.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
CC: <phenetz@sltrib.com>, <erickson.stevel@comcast.net>, Kirk Robinson
<lynx@xrnission.com>, <robynpearson@utah.gov>, <marionklaus@corncast.net>
Date: Wednesday - August 19, 2009 9:02 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Water Agreement Comment

To those in charge of altering the language of the Agreement prior to
the Agreement being finalized ....

According to both Utah and Nevada officials (hereafter referred to as
-The Panel-). following a baseline study on the Snake Valley -
regarding issues of water volume. water quality, air quality, soil
saturation, wildlife populations, etc -- The Panel will define what
conditions are ACCEPTABLE and UNACCEPTABLE for water removal from the
Snake valley.

Mike Styler and Allen 8iaggi have both said that if conditions are, at
any time, found to be UNacceptable, the engineers MAY make an
executive decision to discontinue water removal.

My suggestion is to alter the language in the Agreement to state that
if conditions are, at any time, found to be unacceptable, the
engineers WILL make an executive decision to discontinue water removal.

It is only with the addition of this language to the Agreement that
the public and The Panel can be certain that agreed-upon standards of
ACCEPTABILITY and UNACCEPTABILITY are defined, recorded, and adhered
to by those who would be in charge of water removal in the future.

Sincerely,

Chip Haskell

1"'0 ,., f\I\O
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August 17, 2009

Hello,

My Name is Delaine Spilsbury. Some time ago, the Ely Shoshone Tribe
appointed me their representative to the Tribal Pah Group. The Group is
comprised of the Ely Shoshone Tribe, the Confederated Tribes of Goshute,
Duckwater Shoshone Tribe, Wells Band of Shoshone and the Elko Band of
Shoshone. We are all members of The Inter-Tribal Council ofNevada,
comprised of 27 Nevada Tribes. Both the ITC and the Tribal Pah Group are
opposed to all exportation ofwater from Tribal lands. Neither group has
succeeded in establishing standing for the State Engineer's hearings. Tribes
have been completely deprived of defending themselves and their way of life.

Nevada Water Law prime directive "FIRST IN USE, FIRST IN RIGHT" has
certainly not been applied to this Southern Nevada Water Authority project
the locals call "the Water Grab".

Nevada Tribal Ancestors, Great Basin Native Peoples, were using Nevada's
water thousands of years before Nevada water law was written. That makes
Nevada Tribes "FIRST IN USE". Indian Reservations have Federal implied
water rights from the date the reservation was established. (Winters vs
United States - 1908.) However, Tribes and Reservations are not recognized
and have no standing in the Nevada State Water Hearings. Where's the
"FIRST IN RIGHT" ?

Until arrangements have been made to "reserve water for future use in an
amount necessary to fulfill the purposes of all Nevada's Reservations" as
dictated by the Federal Government, both the Nevada and the Utah State
Engineers should reject the Utah-Nevada water sharing agreement.

Thank You, Delaine Spilsbury, member Ely Shoshone Tribe.

""~?ttwa u..( rg heJ M~'. ~"...,
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From: "Rabb, Gaylord (IHS/PHX)- <gaylord.robb@ihs.gov>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Thursday - August 27, 2009 4:38 PM
Subject: Transporting water out of the basin

Allowing the SNWA to transport water from the Snake valley out of that
water basin seems to set a dangerous president which will allow other
trans basin pipelines to move water allover the state and even out of
state. This seems to be contrary to Utah policy on basin to basin
transfer of water.

The Paiute Indians have an interest in water in that basin and were not
given sufficient information to adequately address the issue. This
agreement infringes on the aboriginal water rights of the Tribe. Until
the rights of the Tribe are protected SNWA cannot pump any water from
the Snake Valley.

Thank you,

Gaylord Robb

Economic Development Director!

Trust Resource Administrator

Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah

440 N. Paiute Drive

Cedar City, UT 84721

435 586 1112

435 559 3687 cell

<http://www.utahpaiutes.org/> http://www.utahpaiutes.org
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From, oms. Squaw' <rossquawihotmail.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.goV>, <snakevalleyiwater.nv.gov>
o"te, Sunday - August 3D, 2009 6: 16 PM
Subject: comment on Agreement

August 24, 2009

snakevalleyiutah.gov
snakevalleylwater.nv.gov

REF' Comment on Agreement
for Management

of the Snake
Valley GroWldwater System

Nowhere in this agreelllent
are Tribal and Reservation water rights addressed. The Federal
Government dictates that arr~~gelllent8 be made to !€mreserve water for
future use in an amount necessary to fulfill the purposes of
Reaervations&€D.

Winters VB United States,
1908, awards Indian Reservations Federally implied water rights from
the date the Reservation was established.

A180, Nevada Water Law
prime directive AEmFIRST IN USE, FIRST IN RIGHT&€O has certainly not
been applied to Tribes for the Southern Nevada Water Authority
project the locals call &€athe Water Grab&€O.

Nevada Tribal Ancestors,
Great Basin Native Peoples, were using Nevada', water thousands of
years before Nevada water law was written. That makes Nevada Tribes
a~FIRST IN USE&€D. However, Tribes and Reservations are not
recogni~ed and have no standing in the Nevada State Water Hearings.
Where's the &~FIRST IN RIGHT&€D?

The Inter-Tribal Council
of Nevada is comprised of 27 Nevada Tribes, Both the ITC and the
Tribal Pah Group are opposed to all exportation of water from Tribal
lands.

In 1989 the Las Vegas
Valley Water District ISNWA's, predecessor-in-interest) filed the
snake Valley water application. Nevada Tribes should have the same
predecessor~in-intereststanding. Those rights were established in
1908. Instead Tribes have been completely deprived of the right to
defend themselves and their way of life.
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Thl:ll1k You, Delaine
Spilsbury

Ely
Shoshone Tribal Representative to the Tribal Pah Group

HotmailA~ is up to 70\ faster. Now good news travels really fast.
http,l/windowslive.eom/online/hotmail?ocid=PID2J391::T:WLMTAGL:ON:WL:en-US:WM_HYGN_faster:082009
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Print View

From: Beth Anderson <bethbanderson@hotmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 10:31 PM
Subject: OT-NV Agreement

Utah/Nevada Agreement for shared Aquifer

Beth B. Anderson, Callao,
lJT

General Concerns and comments:

I am concerned at the starting amount of available
water in the aquifer. Does this
amount take into consideration rhe amount of water used by plants and
animals? WouldnA~ it be better ro go with a smaller amount, an average

of
the years of study, rather than to assume that the aquifer really has

that
larger amount of 132,000 af? Wet lands, springs, and flowing wells

need to be
addressed even if there are no connections to the Ae~least chubae- or

ae~spotted

frogsAe•. My father and grandfather drilled 17 flowing wells. Today
only three of the wells still

flow. Our meadows are dry that used
to be irrigated by the flowing wells. The springs are large holes and

where
there used to be water at the ground level, now three feet down is

black
mud. A vehicle can now be driven over most of the meadows where you

wouldnae'"t
have been able to ride a horse or walk across.The water quality has

already changed in the 50 years
I have lived in the Callao area of Snake Valley. When I was a child

the water from our
springs and wells were A~softa€~ water, now in the last 20 years the

water is
now very a€rehardA€~ and full of many minerals. Luckily it still is very

palatable.
Is the water quality addressed in

this agreement? Why is the first step to go to SNWA when an Ae~adverse

impactae.-:
happens? It seems like there needs
to be more monetary responsibility placed on SNWA for all of the
monitoring, reporting, tracking of a~dverse impactsle. and less
responsibility of SNWA to say whether they accept the monitoring,
reporting and tracking. The
agreement seems to say that a~you as a water right holder are

responsible
to do and pay for the monitoring, reporting and tracking of the

adverse
impacts. When you discover an a€~adverse

impactl€'" contact SNWA, wait 10 days for them to sayle:le-it wasna€'"t SNWAA€'".
Then start the complaint process again

with the 3tate~ interim commlttees.3~ Meanwhile ~till having losses and
aEc:udvQrse

impacts3e- that are getting worse on a daily basis. Like the cartoon of



hnp:llwaterrigbrs.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreementlconmentslc 194.00

the fox watching the
hen houseA€:not smart.The ten years is a good amount of time to get some
good data. Will that also limit
when a claim can be filed against SNWA?Will this agreement help to

protect Snake Valley
when there is a draw down from SNWA pumping in Spring
Valley? Dye has

already been put into the waters of Spring Valley and shown up in the
springs around Garrison,

UT. The valleys are connected and impacts in
Spring Valley will affect Snake
Valley. What protections are in the agreement for the Grandfather

water rights and Diligence water rights?
Will the a€~adverse impactsa€t be spelled out
specifically so that SNWA will be forced to abide by them? What loop

holes are in the agreement
that SNWA will be able to weasel their way out of any responsibility?

It would benefit both states if
definitions of terms used in the agreement are very clear so all can
understand them. Not leaving any
te~ to be defined by lawyers and courts.I also agree that we have

been given a short time to
review a lot of info~tion. If no
extension is made to make comments, at least have another comment

period
after any changes have been made to the draft of the agreement

document. Why isnA~t it called what it is A€~ater miningA€U, since
NONE of the water taken from the Snake Valley
will be used for recharge of the aquifer.

Insert movie times and more without leaving HotmailAi.
http://windowslive.comJTutorial/Hotmail/QuickAdd?ocid-TXT_TAGLH WL HM Tutorial OuickAdd 062009
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From: <vernalpool@riseup.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 16. 2009 12:55 PM
Subject: Comment on Snake Valley Utah-Nevada Agreement

Comment on Snake valley Utah-Nevada Agreement for aquifer protection;

It is difficult for me to directly comment on the Snake Valley Utah-Nevada
Agreement as there are many questions unable to be answered as to the
potential outcome of this agreement. From a scientific perspective with
the goal of protecting ecological integrity of the Snake valley aquifers,
springs and marsh complexes, there is no certain outcome based upon the
distribution of allocated and unallocated water. However, it is very clear
to me and many others who have begun researching this aquifer complex that
ANY excessive withdrawals by either state would spell disaster for the
Snake Valley aquifer and related wetlands ecosystem. This comment will
focus primarily on the proposal by SNWA to construct a pipeline capable of
extracting large amounts of aquifer water to be transported to Las Vegas
region.

The Snake Valley aquifer complex requires long term protection for the
benefit of the ecosystem and also the region'S human communities that rely
upon this aquifer's water for their survival. Significant risks to the
Snake Valley aquifer complex would occur by allowing the SNWA's 300 mile
water pipeline to Las Vegas to be constructed. One of the primary risks is
from aquifer cavern collapse as the overburden of eroded gravel sediments
accumulated above the aquifer will no longer be supported by the water
underneath. Aquifer caverns in this region are primarily composed of
slightly metamorphosed limestone, and a brief visit to the crumbled rubble
of Lehman Cave's Talus Room would show the potential of crumbled aquifers
following years of overdraft by the SNWA pipeline.

The limestone caverns found at Great Basin National Park's Talus Room were
formed and enlarged over the long term wet season years of rainwater
percolating downwards and becoming carbonic acid, eating away at the
limestone material. According to geological history, the Talus Room's
rubble was formed during an interim dry season when the water table
dropped several hundreds of meters, resulting in the excessive weight of
overburden forcing collapse of the former aquifer'S ceiling structure. The
ability of the aquifer caverns filled to capacity with water were able to
support the overburden's weight under gravity. though loss of the water
and replacement with air proved to be insufficient to support such a
tremendous burden. It is probable that future drops in the same region'S
water table due to excessive extractions and transport outside of the
region by SNWA's pipeline would result in aquifer caverns becoming empty
of water and thus stressed by the gravel overburden's weight. resulting in
eventual cavern collapse.

According to studies and research on other aquifers, anytime an aquifer is
overdrawn and the cavern partially collapses from weight of overburden
without water to support the aquifer'S ceiling, the result is compaction

httn·II",Mp.-Ti ...ht<l llt~h ...nll/<ln~lrpV ~llpv A OTPpn"u'''nt/...nfTlfTlPnt<l/...M4 tvt I O/~I?Of)Q
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of sediments and land subsidence visible from the surface. The land
subsidence occurs as the empty space of the aquifer cavern is filled with
overburden, and the actual elevation of the ground then drops as the
overburden fills the empty space of what once was an aquifer. This process
has already been documented in several locations. including the permanent
loss of the Midwest's Ogallala aquifer, the San Joaquin aquifer'S
subsidence of nearly twenty feet and sinkholes regularly appearing
throughout Florida as their limestone aquifers are overdrawn to the point
of ceiling collapse. In every case thus far, once an aquifer is overdrawn
to the point of cavern ceiling collapse and surface level land subsidence,
there can be no possible returns to the original storage capacity of the
aquifer prior to collapse.

Another risk of excessive extraction from the SNWA pipeline would be to
the ecosystem's food pyramid by preventing natural spring formation at
intersections between the water table and above ground openings. Springs
in this region occur when the water table is high enough to spill out onto
the surface, resulting in unique isolated ecosystems capable of supporting
their own endemic biota found nowhere else. The biota found here includes
several species of plants, algae and other primary producers that
photosynthesize sunlight into energy available for animal consumption. The
next level of the food pyramid above the primary producer plants are
primary consumers, insects, mollusks and other small organisms that feed
directly upon the plants. Above them are secondary consumers; fish, birds
and mammals that eat the primary consumers. This entire food pyramid
ecosystem is depending upon a regular supply of spring water appearing at
this same location every year.

One of the focus species of the primary consumer category are spring
snails, many considered either threatened and/or endangered because they
are unable to travel to other springs and have become their own separate
species due to the isolating conditions of the springs located far apart
from one another. Each species of spring snail shows physical and
physiological traits uniquely evolved in adaptation to their surroundings,
usually determined by specific chemical, water and temperature conditions
found only in their spring.

One example of the genetic isolation found in spring snail species is the
Sub-globose Snake Pyrg (Pyrgulopsis saxatilis), found only in Gandy Warm
Springs. Other spring snails endemic to the Snake Valley include the
Longitudinal Gland Pyrg (Pyrgulopsis anguinal and the Bifid Duct Pyrg
(Pyrgulopsis peculiarisl. These spring snails have adapted to specific
water conditions in the springs where they and their ancestors have lived
for thousands of years.

This entire ecosystem can become non-existent by a long term drop in the
water table resulting from excessive extraction by the SNWA's proposed
pipeline. Once the spring snail's habitat becomes unlivable, there is a
likely potential that the spring snail will be unable to reproduce and
survive the loss of spring water. The outcome of this long term human
induced drought would be extinction of each unique species of spring snail
with no possible returns.

In addition to the spring snails are other secondary consumers that would
include the snails at some stage of their life cycle as part of their
regular food source. One of these is the least chub (Iotichthys
phlegethontis), as mentioned in Appendix 4 of the Utah-Nevada Agreement.
Here it states that Snake Valley springs and marshes (Leland Harris
Springs, Gandy Marsh and Bishop Springs) play an important role in habitat
for the remaining wild populations of the least chub, and without a
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regular water supply fed by a stable water table the least chub could be
extirpated from this crucial habitat. Other threatened fish that depend
upon regular surface water supplies from Snake valley springs include the
Bonneville cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii utah). Provided that the
Snake valley ecosystem is protected and fish populations are able to
increase, these larger native trout species also represent a fisheries
resource for humans.

Long term protections are needed for the Snake Valley region'S springs and
their unique ecosystem inhabitants for several reasons. As conscious
beings, we humans recognize that water tables can drop from reasons
outside our control, such as long term drought and climate change. We also
recognize that our actions independent of climactic processes can also
result in the drop of the water table, and this is under our control. We
can prevent extinctions of the spring snails and all the other animals
that depend upon them simply by maintaining the water table to the levels
required for the springs to emerge at their surface locations. To maintain
the water table levels we only need to be careful monitoring and
allocating water from these springs.

Current human uses of the Snake Valley aquifer water that would alter the
water table levels and spring formation include ranching and limited
residential uses. The ranching uses of aquifer water remains in the same
region, and eventually percolates downwards and recharges the same
aquifer, thus maintaining some neutrality between losses from extractions
and gains from recharges to the same water table. However, this would not
be the case for the SNWA pipeline, where the aquifer water extracted from
the Snake Valley complex would never be recharged to the same location,
instead would be lost to the Colorado River system and eventually enter
the ocean at the Gulf of California. While this may be good news for the
beleaguered and overly saline waters of the Gulf of California, it is
certainly a death sentence for the spring snails' food pyramid ecosystems
that depend upon Snake valley aquifer water emerging aboveground at the
spring locations.

The good news is that with minimal interference the spring snails' food
pyramid ecosystem will function normally provided that monitoring of the
water table occurs on a regular basis. It would be far more logical and
effective to monitor the local ranchers and residential water uses than to
further complicate the equation of aquifer extractions and recharge by
introducing the SNWA's proposed pipeline capable of extracting far greater
quantities with no possible recharge to the original aquifer. Similar to
overdrawn then collapsed aquifer caverns and extinction of endemic
species, the chance of no possible returns is best avoided. We need to
collectively protect the Snake Valley aquifers, springs and all their
inhabitants and dependents by preventing the construction of the SNWA's
proposed pipeline.

In conclusion, by focusing mostly on divisions between allocations the
Snake valley Utah-Nevada Agreement is not adequate to assess the
complexity of the aquifer, spring and marsh ecosystems and the diversity
of biota that depends upon regular supplies of water. The Snake valley
aquifer complex is not confined to human imposed state boundaries and
needs to be treated as a single ecological entity across both sides of the
border. Successful conservation of least chub, spring snails, spotted
frogs and other endemic inhabitants of the Snake Valley aquifer complex
depends upon maintaining the water table at levels required for regular
discharge at surface spring flows. A good rule of thumb for a sustainable
water distribution agreement would be a~Water that comes from Snake Valley
stays in Snake Valley.a€D Since the Snake Valley covers both Utah and
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Nevada, the distribution of water to residents and ranches can be fairly
even across both states.

The reason for keeping Snake Valley aquifera£bS extracted water allocations
in the same original valley basin is to balance the extractions with
constant recycling by percolating recharge water back into the same
aquifer. This is the same process that Las Vegas implements with Lake
Meada~ water; all treated wastewater is recycled back into their original
supply at Lake Mead. Geological history reminds us that the full capacity
of the Snake Valley aquifer was attained only after thousands of years of
rainfall during much wetter climates than our current weather pattern.
This indicates that steady exports of aquifer water outside of the
original basin (i.e .. to Las Vegas and the Colorado River) will result in
faster rates of depletion and drawdown of the aquifer than by using and
recycling the water for recharge into the original Snake Valley basin.

Thank you for your consideration.

Mark Miller
P.O. Box 1864
Elko, NV 89803
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Print View

From: "Nancy Hanson" <nch_akh@msn.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 4:18 PM
Subject: Snake Valley water agreement

I am writing to express opposition to the draft Snake Valley water
agreement, in which Nevada is allocated half of the water rights.

I find it incredible that any agreements would be negotiated prior to
thorough studies of the Snake Valley aquifer and consequences of diverting
water from it, now and in future years when climate change could alter
issues significantly. The urgency for negotiating such an agreement is
not critical, and much could be lost in acting prematurely.

Rather than simply looking afar for sources of water for Las Vegas, better
water management and planning efforts need to be utilized within all
desert cities. We can look to history regarding the Owens Valley after a
thirsty Las Angeles diverted water from it to realize much is at stake.
I believe the aquifer should be utilized for the ecosystems it serves
directly, rather than risking it to further urban growth.

I encourage you to reject this agreement. Water is a commodity that is
too precious to take action without thorough study.

Nancy Hanson
Sandy, Utah
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Comment 1
l.a-h. "adverse impact" and "substantially similar" are not self-defining, particularly in
light of the recitals in the Monitoring and Management Agreement with SNWA. Recital
J says that "Parties acknowledge that not all effects caused by the development 0/
groundwater in Snake Valley are unreasonable." Unless these terms are more clearly
defined, litigation may have to do the defining in this agreement. Also, this says "caused
by ..Junior, permitted Groundwater right" - not specifically to the massive pumping by
SNWA. This provides a ready-made loophole for SNWA and puts the burden ofproof
on other water right holders. The assumption needs to be that adverse impacts are caused
by SNWA's pumping.
FIX: Clearly state what an adverse impact is using the terms described in la & b, but
remove "substantially similar" OR define both tenns more clearly so all parties have a
clear understanding of it. Add a clause that states the adverse impact will be assumed to
be the fault of the interbasin water transfer, unless there is clear and undisputed evidence
to the contrary - e.g., a power surge that causes a pump malfunction.

Comment 2
1.5 "Consumptive Use" means amount ofwater permanently removed/rom the Snake
Valley groundwater Basin ... In the current consumptive use, the water removed from the
Snake Valley aquifer still provides some benefit, either through soaking back into the
ground, or by adding moisture to the air and clouds and aiding in precipitation. Water
removed from the basin (i.e., Las Vegas) is removed from aquifer, air, and soil and gives
no further benefit to us.
FIX: This total removal of water needs to be differentiated from water removed within
the basin and needs to have an added burden affixed to it, protecting in-basin water users,
whether junior or senior.

Comment 3
2.4 "the States acknowledge that such information [regarding the Snake Valley aquifer
system] is insufjicientto determine with precision the available groundwater supply.

3.1-2 Based on the best currently available data, the States agree that the Available
Groundwater Supply as ofthe date ofthis Agreement is J32,000 afy.

Section 2.4 outlines the problem of establishing a figure for the available groundwater
supply. Yet in 3.1-2, the agreement determines 132,000 afly based on BARCASS I.
BARCASS is not the best study, nor does the agreement make use of all studies
available. It used the highest possible figure, even though that figure is not supported by
other studies. The BARCAS study is recognized as flawed both in the recharge and
discharge components. Just a 0.1" error in ET over thousands of acres adds up to a
whopping 24,000 acre foot water error. The USGS is in the process of doing a study to
rectify the errors of the first study. This alone is a good reason for NOT using the
132,000 afly figure in the agreement.



Another problem with using the BARCASS figure in this agreement is that it uses
it for available groundwater, but dismisses the other component - interbasin flow.
BARCASS also predicts that there is 33,000 afly flowing into Snake Valley from Spring
Valley on the southern end and 16,000 afly flowing from Spring Valley into Snake
Valley on the northern end for a total of 49,000 afly inflow. This inflow is jeopardized
by Spring Valley pumping, thereby reducing the amount ofwater in Snake Valley.
However, the agreement chooses not to address this part ofBARCASS. Selecting some
science and ignoring other science makes it hard to believe that science was actually a
factor in fonning this agreement. And if this is an example of how future studies will be
factored into the managing the groundwater, it is difficult to imagine the agreement being
responsive to protecting water holders or the environment.
FIX: Consider all the available studies and use a median or mean figure for the total
amount of groundwater. Then use only a conservative portion of that number for
allocation. Doing this will prevent the same mistake we have been making for over 100
years - over-allocation of a limited resource.

Comment 4
2.5 Evaluating the Available Groundwater Supply ... with certainty depends upon the
evolving trends in data collection regarding precipitation, and recharge ...
The available science and current understanding of aquifer has not been the basis for
determining availability of water or a reasonable allocation of the water in the basin.
What guarantees does this agreement give us that the agreement will give greater weight
to science in the future than it has done in the initial agreement? This is a political
division of water and is not based in science.
FIX: We need a clear statement that ensures data collection will be used to make
decisions. Nowhere does the agreement state unequivocally that the groundwater made
available to evada will be reduced based on new and better information of the aquifer.
This needs to be a strong statement.

CommentS
2.6 Recharge... occurs primarily within Nevada. This finding is irrelevant while relevant
issues have been ignored. In a 1984 Supreme Court ruling in Colorado liS. New Mexico,
the court concluded, "The equitable apportionment ofappropriated rights should turn on
the benefits, harms, and efficiencies ofcompeting uses, and the source ofthe Vermejo
River's waters should be essentially irrelevant to the adjudication ofthese sovereigns'
competing claims. "
FIX: delete this statement from the agreement and add a statement which delineates the
factors used to determine a fair division of the water.
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Print View

From: Gretchen Baker <c g baker@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 3:55 PM
Subject: comments

Comments on UT-NV draft agreement

1. Sections 2.8 and 2.9 should be either deleted or changed
to reflect the doctrine of prior appropriation that is the foundation of
both
states water law. In the draft SNWAiS priority date of October 1989 is
strictly
expressed as senior to any that came after. During the public meeting in
Baker
when questioned about SNWAa€*s priority date members of the negotiating
committee
stated several times a~First in time. First in right.a€~ Confirming that
under the doctrine of prior appropriation
SNWAa€*s permits would be treated as senior rights to those with later
priority
dates. In section 2.8 the last sentence reads a~ Such appropriations
necessarily
impact the existing hydrologic
system and captures discharge available to phreatophytes, streams, and
natural
lakes.

Some amount of
the water used by phreatophytes is on private land in sub-irrigated
meadows.
While this water may not have been diverted by humans it has been
appropriated
and put to the beneficial uses listed in the draft agreement. The streams
and
natural lakes referred to in section 2.8 have been appropriated by humans
for
beneficial uses prior to SNWAA€*s
applications in most cases by more than a century. The agreement should
clearly
state that these rights are Senior water rights to SNWAa~s permits.

Section 2.9
should state that much phreatophytes use occurs in sub-irrigated meadows
and
that these rights will be recognized as senior water rights that will be
protected as they were in the NV State Engineers Ruling on SNWAa€*s Spring
Valley applications Where four
of the applications were denied because of their proximity to meadow
springs
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and sub-irrigated meadow. It was deemed likely that they would cause
adverse impact to senior water
rights.

Sections 2.8
and 2.9 should be deleted or changed to clear up the apparent disparity
between
the draft agreementA~s treatment of
SNWAa~s priority date verses how senior water rights will be treated.

2. The
other
water

draft agreement should be broadened to include any
entities that may develop

for interbasin transfer. It should not be limited to SNWA
permits. The wording in the Lincoln County Lands act to an agreement

before
inter basin transfers, not just SNWA transfers.

3. The mitigation fund is very small compared to the likely
cost in the long term. Owens valley mitigation costs are near a billion
dollars.

4. Section 6 . Identification and Mitigation of
Adverse Impacts to existing permitted uses.

In the event of
an Adverse impact of an Existing permitted use, the burden of proof should
be
on SNWA to prove that their pumping was not the cause.

5. The 132,000 afy yield number is not realistic. The data
was gathered in 2005-2006. Snowpack in 2005 was almost 300% of normal. The
only
years with precipitation and runoff
in the Snake valley record are 1952 and 1983-84.
Using data from a 30-50 year flood event is unlikely to give realistic
estimates.

The
transpiration data from greasewoods would not be representative of the
average.
The greasewood were almost completely green in 2005-06. They barely turned
green at all in the previous 6 years. ItAe-s my understanding that this
measurement can change the discharge by tens of thousand of acre-feet. The
agreement should better reflect the uncertainty of the BARCASS numbers.

6. The agreement should take into consideration the inflow
from Spring Valley that may have already been permitted in Spring valley
as it
did the outflow to Fish springs as
required by the the wording in the Lincoln County Lands act that calls for
an
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agreement on the a~inter basin flow systema€~ .

Thank you

Craig Baker , Snake Valley resident

10111nl'lOO ')., 1 PM
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Print View

From: Boyd clayton
To: SNAKEVALLEY@utah.gov
Date: Monday - September 21, 2009 9:15 AM
Subject: Re: Cecil's "Agreement"

»> Annette Garland <annette.garland@gmail.com> 09/18/09 8:37 AM »>
After having attended 5 meetings concerning the Snake Valley Draft
Agreement
between Utah and Nevada, my wife and I witnessed an almost total rejection
of that agreement by the citizens of Utah who attended these meetings.

This
agreement is to divide the water in Snake valley between Utah and Nevada

and
was proffered by the Department of Natural Resources. This issue is of
paramount importance to my wife and I, and we wondered if we could not
write
a better agreement.

We wanted to make the proposal brief, understandable, and without any
ambiguities that could come to haunt us later. This issue is of the

utmost
concern to us as citizen-ranchers of Callao, Utah. We want desperately to
protect the water resources as necessary to our way of life and to follow
the Lincoln County Land Act ~which mandates a€reto allow for the maximum
sustainable, beneficial use of the resources and to protect the existing
water rightsa€O.

Sincerely,

Cecil and Annette Garland

•
•

*Joint Management Agreement of the Snake valley Aquifer by the Sovereign
States of Utah and Nevada*

This agreement recognizes that the Snake valley aquifer is finite. All
available water is being used by prior water rights holders or is water
that
is necessary to sustain the integrity of the basin as a whole.

It shall be the intent and purpose of this agreement to a€reallow for the
maximum sustainable beneficial use of the resources and protect the
existing
water rightsa€O of Snake valley in the Great Basin. This mandate is from

the
Lincoln County Land Act 108-424 section 301- (e) (3).

It is intended that this agreement shall obey and abide by this law passed
by the United States Congress and signed by the President of the United
States. This direct order by Congress to maintain sustainability and

water
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rights is hereby recognized as not mutually exclusive to the best
interests

of both states. Sustainability is defined to mean: &€reto hold up or
support;

maintain; keep; nourish; bear; endure; and strengthen.a€O from Webstera~

Approved Dictionary.

Due to the following circumstances and verification by citizens of Snake
Valley and numerous scientific studies and inquiries, it has been
determined
that the Snake valley groundwater table is dropping. Many or most of the
springs and seeps here on the valley floor and in the foothills of the
Snake
Range are greatly reduced in flow from their previous volumes or do not
flow
at all. Most of the water-dependent biota is under severe stress with
large
areas of the key species, greasewood, either dead or dying.

It becomes the duty and obligation of this agreement to recognize the
causes
of the water deficit in Snake valley. No action to increase the decline of
the water resources shall occur. This agreement is intended to state
clearly that within the confines of Snake Valley:

1. No inter-basin transfer of water shall occur.

2. No applications for large capacity-wells shall be approved
regardless
of which state

the applications may be submitted.

3. Small applications for culinary-water use may be considered and
approved by both states within reasonable limits and where the water
withdrawal for this purpose will not further cause adverse effects on the
underground water table.

This agreement between the two states shall endure for a period of 10
years.
Both states have a right in the interim to collect, digest, and share all
scientific and empirical information, and are encouraged to do so.

Be it further understood, that the Lincoln County Land Act does not
mandate

that any water be removed from one state to the other. The Act does not
mandate a deadline for this agreement to be reached or that, in fact, any
agreement must occur.

This agreement is enter into by the sovereign states of Utah and Nevada
freely and is done so in an effort to jointly protect the sustainability
and
the water rights in the Snake Valley Basin for the benefit the citizens of
Snake valley in both states.

This agreement shall be enter into in good faith and friendship and shall
be
signed by the governors of both states.
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Cecil C.and Annette H.Garland
Rafter Lazy C Ranch
Callao 225 Pony Express Road
Callao, Utah via Wendover 84083
435-693-3132
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September 30, 2009

Snake Valley Agreement
c/o Utah Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple, Suite 220
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

RE: Snake Valley

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Snake Valley Groundwater Draft Agreement.
These comments are submitted on behalf of Joel Ban and Ban Law Office PC, a private public
interest environmental law office.

Facts:
• The drafting of this agreement is based on a Congressional statute, the 2004 Lincoln

County Land Act, which calls for a hi-state agreement that divides up the water ofan
interstate groundwater flow system in the Snake Valley. In other words, the diversion of
water from the Snake Valley to Las Vegas is contingent upon an agreement between the
two states.

• The impetus for the agreement is based on the Southern Nevada Water Authority's
(SNWA) request to divert between 25,000-50,000 acre feet of water per year so that it
can be piped 285 miles south to the Las Vegas Valley.

• Eighty four percent of the land in Snake Valley depends on groundwater for agriculture,
springs, pasture, grazing, desert vegetation and wildlife is in Utah. SNWA 's project
could drop Snake Valley water tables so low that the aquifer would be pcnnanently
depleted and destabilized, and destabilizing soils while producing devastating dust storms
that could send increased air pollution across the Wasatch Front.

• Negotiating teams from Utah and Nevada have been collaborating for several years and
recently they released a draft agreement that is said to not approve any diversion of water
from the Snake Valley, but merely constitutes a framework for the anticipated diversion
to Las Vegas.

• The agreement is subject to public comment and must be approved by the governors of
both states. The allocation is divided between allocated and unallocated water. The

Joel Ban· Attorney at Law· Disability and Environmental Consetvation Law
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allocated water, or water that is already been appropriated in the Snake Valley favon;
Utah by a margin of 55,000 acre feet to 12,000 acre feet.

• So called unallocated water favors Nevada 36,000 acre feet to 5,000 acre feet. The
agreement also provides for continuous monitoring to determine what adverse effects
would incur upon pumping from the Snake Valley aquifer. The 41,000 acre feet
unallocated portion is the so called "extra water" that exists in the Snake Valley.

• Eighty four percent or roughly five times the acreage of present and future potential
Snake Valley irrigable and groundwater·depcndent land is in Utah, and roughly three
times the relative historical use of groundwater has been in Utah.

• The agreement also establishes a review and appeal process where anticipated adverse
effects can be addressed through mitigation or compensation. Injured parties can pursue
a claim with the SNWA that can either immediately offer mitigation or the claim can be
appealed to a bi-state commission.

• Nevada would agree to address adverse impacts to Utah water right holders through
Nevada Water Law and its state engineer. Alternatively, an injured water right holder
could pursue a remedy through an alternate route, presumably in some type of court. A
mitigation and compensation fund would also be established for injured water right
holders.

State Law
Of foremost concern to any proposed water export should be the Utah State Water Code, and
specifically the chapter on water exports. Utah Code Ann. §73-3a. This chapter applies to the
proposed diversion since it explicitly states that:

"[t]bis chapter governs application procedures and criteria for the approval of
applications for: (1) the appropriation of water from sources within the state or Utah for
use outside the state". Utah Code Ann. §73-3a-I03.

The appropriation of Utah groundwater clearly falls within the scope of this chapter. Explicit
policy statements of this chapter are to ensure for the welfare of its citizens, conserve scarce
water resources, provide adequate water supplies, and control water in a way thats in the public
interest. Although in this case it appears the states have attempted to comply with the mandates
of the U.S. Congress's Lincoln County Land Act its unclear if the states bas or will comply with
the requirements of this chapter of state law. As stated above the provisions of this chapter
clearly apply to groundwater apportionments, and therefore application procedures are triggered
whereby an applicant must apply with the Utah State Water Engineer. Utah Code Ann. §73·3a·
106. Certain outlined notices must be filed as well in compliance with Utah Code Ann. §73-3a-
107. Under this application process the state engineer can approve it if be/she finds that the
application is consistent with Utah's water conservation policies and is not contrary to the public
welfare. Utah Code Ann. §73-3a-108(1).
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Additionally the state engineer must consider the availability of water in Utah, the current and
reasonably foreseeable demands for water in Utah, whether there are current and reasonably
foreseeable shortages of water in Utah, and whether the water that is the subject of the
application could be used to fulfill the current or anticipated water shortages in Utah. Id(2). If
the application fails on any of these counts then the application must be rejected. Additionally, if
the water use is approved then "[t]be state engineer may condition any approval to ensure that
the use of the water in another state: (a) is subject to the same laws, rules, and controls that may
be imposed upon water use within the state ofUlah". Id(4).

Based on the above its certain that Nevada's request to divert water from Snake Valley must be
rejected since we already currently suffer from water shortages within the state. Evidence of this
is testimony from Utah ranchers like Cecil Garland who's springs arc either greatly reduced or
don't cxist compared to watcr levels in the recent past. The water shortage will be much worse
upon diversion since the Agreement acknowledges that adverse impacts will result, and will
likely be severe since the hydrologically connected Spring Valley in Nevada will also be
pumped. This will as explained above destabilize the ecology of the entire Great Basin since
surface flows and ground flows are connected. This would dry up springs such as Fish Springs
and destabilize aquifer dependent vegetation causing irreversible air quality impacts to the
Wasatch Front.

Federal Law
Although its clear that the intent of this agreement is to avoid litigation at least between the two
states its unclear that the proposed apportionment could be justified based on U.S. Supreme
Court rulings on interstate water apportionments. These decisions that mostly relate to surface
water disputes can provide guidance on the current groundwater situation. First on the question
of whether Utah water law is relevant to the above situation we know that it is since Justice
Holmes ruled in 1911 that "enforced priorities on an interstate stream on the theory that when all
states through which it flowed had adopted the same system of water law, they estopped
themselves from asserting the power to ignore out of state priorities". Bean v Morris, 221 U.S.
485 (1911). This holding is critical since it means that since both states recognize fundamental
tenets of Western Water Law and prior appropriation Nevada is not unable to ignore Utah Water
Law.

Other important holdings that relate to the current situation include that equitable apportionment
will protect only those rights to water that are "reasonably required and applied". Wyoming v,
ColoradQ. 259 U.S. 419, 484 (1922). "Especially in those Western States where water is scarce,
"[tJhere must be no waste .....oftbe 'treasure' of a river. Only diligence and good faith will keep
the privilege alive." WashjnljtQn v, Qrceon, 297 U.S. 517, 527 (1936). In Wyomjne v, CQlorado
the states had a duty to employ "financially and physically feasible" measures "adapted to
conserving and equalizing the natural flow". 259 U.S. At 484. "We think that doctrine lays on
each of these states a duty to exercise her right reasonably and in a manner calculated to
conserve the common supply". Id. Justice Marshall in, ColoradQ v. New Mexico staled "[w]e
conclude that it is entirely appropriate to consider the extent to which reasonable conservation
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measures by New Mexico might offset the proposed Colorado diversion and thereby minimize
any injury to New Mexico users."

The SNWA would likely argue that the circumstances of the economic situation in Nevada
dictate that it would be equitable to divert the water to Southern Nevada since they are the major
economic engine of the state. The Supreme Court also considered that there may be
countervailing equities that support the diversion of water across state lines where there would be
support for diversion in one state that would cause detrimental water loss in another state. Again
in ColQrado v. New Mexico an example was given that would perhaps justify such a diversion,
but in doing so, the state seeking the diversion would need to demonstrate with clear and
convincing evidence that the benefits of the diversion substantially outweigh the harm that may
result.

The anticipated hann is likely to be substantial in terms of loss oflivelihoods in the ranching
industry, significant damage to the entire ecology of the Great Basin-including Great Basin
National Park and other ecological gems, potential dust storms that could cause greatly reduced
air quality, as well as potential radiological pollution along the Wasatch Front. ~ UPHE
comments. The benefit, if any, would be short term profit for developers and more insidious
growth in the Las Vegas Valley.

Indian \Vater Rights and Federally Critical Lands

One area of discussion that has as yet received little to no attention is how this diversion may
affect the Goshute Indian Tribe. This tribe's reservation is located proximate to the Snake Valley
in the southern third of the Deep Creek Mountain Range. Although much of its water is supplied
by surface flows originating from the Deep Creeks water is supplemented by area springs and
groundwater that is also likely to be hydrologically connected to area surface flows. rn Winters
y, United States, 207 U,S, 564 (1908), the U,S, Supreme Court held that when the U,S, sets aside
an Indian Reservation it impliedly reserves sufficient water to fulfill the purposes of the
reservation. There was no indication from this agreement whether the Goshutes would be able to
meet their water needs based on the agreed allocation of water between Utah and Nevada. For
instance, if reduced flows impact the reservation and its water supply there is no mechanism
within the agreement to either mitigate, compensate, or otherwise ensure that the reservation has
sufficient water to meet its needs. Its entirely unclear how pumping at the levels proposed could
impact springs and underground water flows within the near·by Goshute Indian Reservation.

The same principle applies to critical federal lands such as Great Basin National Park, an area
that is of tremendous importance. and onc that is heavily reliant on groundwater fed springs.
Although there was some consideration of the wildlife reserve at Fish Springs the same
consideration does not seem to have been given to Great Basin NP. Its entirely possible that
pumping out of both Spring Valley and Snake Valley could impact this Park and the reservation,
and so to only focus on the two states ignores the fact that there are superseding water rights
holders. For all these areas of concern the devastation to be caused by the proposed aquifer
pumping will only be identified as an adverse effect long after the damage has been done. This
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is because it takes time after pumping has occurred for the damage to become obvious. That is
to say that once the problem has been identified then it will already be far too latc to correct the
problem. The agreement seems to acknowledge that ecological damage will not be remedied
through shutting off the pumps, since instead, some type of mitigation or compensation will be
offered to the injured party. Although it should go without saying that once Las Vegas
development is built based on Great Basin water its obvious that this remote yet ecologically
vital area will suffer long before any Las Vegas developments do.

On a personal level I am an individual who recreates in the west desert including Great Basin
National Park and believe that this agreement and associated water diversion could not be any
more short sighted and ilI·coDceived. We are talking about an ancient aquifer that straddles the
border of the two driest states in the entire Country. Nevada is the driest followed by Utah as the
second driest. Regardless of one's position of whether Las Vegas should grow even more than it
already has to resort to a proposal that will undoubtedly decimate an entire ecosystem, many
livelihoods, and potentially inflict harm to millions of individuals along the Wasatch Front due to
reduced air quality is not an idea that should be endorsed. To divert huge quantities of water to
the Las Vegas Valley may economically benefit the few individuals that invest in Las Vegas real
estate or golf courses, but these benefits weighed against the guaranteed harm that will result to
the thousands perhaps millions of individuals is indefensible.

I ask that the state of Utah not sign this agreement for the reasons articulated above. The
agreement is not in conformance with Utah Law, precedent from the U.S. Supreme Court, and
does not even consider the interests of critical and superseding autonomous parties such as
sovereign tribal nations or National Parks. In short, this agreement does not even come close to
serving the public interest. Therefore state leaders including the Governor of Utah should nol be
a party to this agreement.

Sincerely,

lsi Joel Ban
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To: Mr. Styler & Mr. Biaggi
From: Kathy Hill, Snake Valley resident
Set 3 of comments relating to Draft Agreement
Sept. 24, 2009

2.9 Groundwater appropriation with Nevada ... has been premised upon the capture of
Groundwater naturally discharged as phrealophytic evapotranspiration.

These findings are ambiguously worded and undennine the purpose of this agreement
which is to " ... provide protections for existing water rights and the health of the
aquifer." How does a "reasonable" drawdown and a premise that encourages the
destruction ofphreatophytes protect Snake Valley? These findings rather give
permission to the State ofNevada to destroy the phreatophytes by a reasonable
drawdown. How does this translate to an "adverse impact"?
FIX: These findings are either irrelevant to the agreement and need to deleted, or they
need to be defined in concrete terms. What is a reasonable drawdown and exactly how
much phreatophytic vegetation can be destroyed without causing adverse impacts? A
enforceable trigger also needs to be in place in case water withdrawals exceed the limits
placed by this agreement.

2.10 maximum sustainable Beneficial Use of water resources ... another ambiguous term
left to be defined by the individual state.
FIX: a definition of the term acceptable by both Utah and Nevada.

3.1 - 3.2 Available Groundwater Supply is not based on sound science. Apparently
Nevada believes that the joint resolution by Utah's legislature to wait for the BARCASS
1 study to be completed was a mandate to use BARCASS 1. That is a deliberate
misapplication of the resolution. All studies are to be evaluated and used in determining
as accurate a figure as possible. Contrary to what this agreement says, BARCASS is not
the best currently available data. Misapplications of science to reach a political decision
is evident in several places in this agreement (including this example) and adds
skepticism to claims that in the future, good science will be used to manage the aquifer.
FIX: For the time being, leave out a fixed amount of water available for pwnping.
Perhaps a panel of unbiased hydrologists should look at all the data and detennine an
amount. The amount should be a conservative amount.

4.0 Allocation and Management of Available Groundwater Supply
4.1 & 4.2 - Table I - another political decision lacking supporting reasons for decisions.
Allocated - Utah is listed as having 55,000 afy of allocated water. This includes 20,000
afy of water at Fish Springs, which is not part of the Snake Valley Groundwater system
and excludes an additional 4500 afly of water rights granted in Utah after 1989. The



figure is a political figure and is capricious in what it chooses to count and what it
chooses to exclude.
Unallocated - Utah is listed as having 5,000 afly ofunallocated water. In fact, 4500 afy
of this water is allocated to Utah water rights holders and should be listed as such. This
only leaves 500 afy ofwater to be developed in Utah, essentially shutting down all future
growth. Nevada is listed as having 36,000 afly of water to be developed. These figures
are political and are not based on historical use or sound science. Laws of nature will not
allow Nevada to take this much water from the aquifer without destroying Utah. To give
Nevada more water than they can safely remove from the aquifer is irresponsible and
threatens the livelihoods of everyone living in Snake Valley. The determination of
equitable apportionment was not applied here - historical use, greatest area ofland
supported by the water, where most impacts will occur, etc.
Reserved - supposedly this reduces the inaccurate figure of 132,000 afly to a more
realistic figure of 108,000 afly of water and thereby puts some caution into an otherwise
outrageous amount. I commend the negotiators for the caution but it is too little, too late.
This reserved amount does not rectify the errors of over-estimating the aquifer in the first
place or over-allocating the remaining water.
FIX: Using a variety of measures (origin is irrelevant), re-determine the equitable
apportionment of the aquifer, ensuring that each state has an equitable amoWlt for future
development and that the amount of withdrawal will not cause adverse impacts to either
state. Provide supporting evidence for the apportionment.

4.3 ... State Engineers are vested with the exclusive jurisdiction to administer the terms
ofthis Agreement ... Nevada virtually loses nothing by overpumping, while Utah, the
downstream state, will experience all the adverse impacts. There is nothing in the
agreement that holds Nevada accountable.
FIX: There needs to he a trigger here that will shut down pumping if a dispute hetween
the two states cannot be resolved within a short specified time. As Supreme Court is the
only enforcement of this agreement upon Nevada and that process takes time, continued
pumping could cause irreversible hann before any pressure is brought to bear upon
Nevada for not respecting the agreement.

4.4 - 4.8 This has no teeth! The State Engineers identify areas of concern, they collect
monitoring data, they make the data public and hold public meetings, they meter large
groundwater withdrawals, and work together cooperatively (???). Nevada can prevent
any action from being taken.
FIX: a detailed explanation of the process of how the State Engineers will deal with
information and how they will work cooperatively to ensure that Utah, the downstream
state, will receive adequate protection. Again, Utah needs a switch to shut down
pumping if evada does not respond promptly to concerns.

5.0 Categories ofAvailable Groundwater Supply
5.1 Allocated water is water allocated before October 17, 1989. This reduces the further
the amount of water available for future development in Snake Valley since wells have
been approved since 1989. This date is set because that is when SNWA applied for water



pennits and should have no bearing on Utah water development. Snake Valley has been
held hostage to SNWA for 20 years and this just adds insult to the future of Snake Valley.
At the least, allocated water should include all current water rights holders in the valley.
FIX: Use realistic numbers of 35,000 and 4500 afly for a total of39,500 afy of allocated
water. The 20,000 afly going to Fish Springs should be subtracted from the available
groundwater supply for the basin.

5.2 Unallocated water - includes Utah citizens who have met every requirement of the
state of Utah and have received rights to their water. These rights are now being
withdrawn because of this agreement. This agreement makes Utah go back on its word,
withdrawing rights given to Utah citizens. Further, the 36,000 af/y from Table 1 shown as
Nevada's share of the water is an unsustainable figure. We know that "capturing" that
much water from the aquifer from a pumping station in the south end of the basin is
impossible without causing reverse flow.
FIX: The unallocated figure for water allowed to Utah needs to be an accurate figure.
The unallocated water allowed to Nevada needs to be supported by good hydrology and
needs to be an amount that does not allow for adverse impacts. Hoping that monitoring
and mitigation will prevent removal of water is not a responsible way of "protecting
existing water rights."

5.4 "Maximization ojsustainable Beneficial Use ..." is a vague term open to
interpretation.
" .. .mining ofoverdrafting ofGroundwater" not well defined since it deals with

groundwater reaching an equilibrium after a time. The timeframe should be limited to a
short time - e.g. 25 years. If it hasn't reached an equilibrium in that timeframe, it should
be considered as groundwater mining.
" ... the diminishment ofthe physical integrity of/he Groundwater basin. " no defined
mutual understanding of what this is.
The States agree to ,., adopt such measures as may be agreed upon to redetermine the
Available Groundwater Supply .... The State Engineers are to take action to reduce
withdrawals by priority ... Preswnption should be that SNWA is the culprit and those
pumping rights outside the basin should first be eliminated - especially if this agreement
does not protect those Utah water right holders who have legitimate water rights granted
after 1989, and whose livelihood and existence is dependent upon having water.
FIX: use clear and mutually acceptable language to defme tenus. Have preset
conditions to detennine when and how the groundwater supply will be redetermined.
When withdrawals need to be reduced, it should be reduced by water used outside the
basin - not shutting down people whose existence depends upon the water rights granted
to them by Utah, albeit after 1989.

6.0 Identification and Mitigation of Adverse Impacts to Existing Permitted Uses
This is an agreement between the states ofUtah and Nevada. SNWA should not be a
signatory of this agreement, although they may be a signatory under Nevada's direction.
As it is, the agreement is limited to mitigation with SNWA only, ignoring other possible
large water withdrawals that compromise the aquifer. The State ofNevada needs to be



responsible for the mitigatio~ monitoring, and maintaining of the aquifer. IfNevada
wants to pass on the expenses to SNWA or any other large water withdrawal entity, that
is an agreement with Nevada and the water uses, not between Utah and the water users.

There is nothing in the agreement that talks about ftmding. Who is responsible
for costs? Will the complainant be presented with a bitt from SNWA?

6.2 Any owner...who believes that development or withdrawal a/Groundwater by
SNWA has caused an Adverse Impact may notify SNWA ...
This places the burden of proof on the water right user. The presumption should be that
SNWA has caused the adverse impact and MUST mitigate it. All costs incurred by the
water rights user should be borne by SNWA. The relationship between SNWA and
Snake Valley citizens has been somewhat adversarial, given that SNWA has
characterized the citizens as alannists and wacky environmentalists. At state hearings,
SNWA has proved to be ruthless and ready to wield all the power they can muster to get
their way. To believe that SNWA will immediately become a caring, nurturing entity for
Snake Valley water users is naive and foolish.

In this agreement, SNWA is charged with detennining whether the point of
diversion is "producing sufficient water to meet the immediate needs of the pennit
owner." This should be the role of Utah's water rights department, not SNWA. It is
premature to aSSlUlle that SNWA will be the single large water user of the basin and Utah
is abrogating its responsibility for caring for the citizens of Utah in handing over
responsibility to another entity.

Mitigation needs to include monetary reimbursement for lost productivity 
perhaps for a lifetime, if it forces businesses and ranches to close because of raising costs,
lack of water, and degraded environment. Mitigation also needs to include an off-switch.
When it is apparent that damage is severe, small measures will not stop the deterioration
of the aquifer, which may become irreversible.
FIX: Utah wilt provide a mediator who witt act as an advocate for the State of Utah on
behalfof the water right user. SNWA will carry the burden ofproof in determining cause
of adverse impacts and it witt be assumed that SNWA's pumping has caused the impacts.
SNWA will bear all costs incurred by the water right user to obtain justice. A
predetennined cumulative adverse impact limit should be set where SNWA pumping
should be cut off.

6.3 - 6.6 There is no time limit on the Interstate panel so deliberations can go on until
the water rights user in Utah has run out of money. Further, this places Utah citizens
under Nevada State Law and the Nevada State Engineer. This is an abrogation of Utah's
responsibility to its citizens. Utah needs to remain an active partner in overseeing
protection of Utah water rights holders. The mitigation ftmd maintained by SNWA is too
small and needs to be held and disseminated by an independent party.
FIX: Set time limits for the Interstate panel to make their detennination and use SNWA
funds to support famities while deliberations are going on. Increase the $3 million dollar
fund and have it managed by an independent party. Utah will be responsible for ensuring
that Utah water rights holders receive satisfying mitigation. Utah will process any
challenges or reviews of the Nevada State Engineer for Utah water rights holders and
detennination must at least satisfy Utah water law.



6.7 Delaying this process for another to years is a mixed bag, but probably more
negative than positive. The EIS may have to be redone; protestants will have had to wait
30 years for their time to be heard, effectively shutting many ofthem up; Snake Valley
residents will be held hostage to another 10 years of unknown future; efforts and money
which have gone into preparation for a hearing in 20 II will have been wasted. As a
negotiating item, this tilts in favor ofSNWA rather than Snake Valley citizens.

8.0 General provisions
This agreement is written in such vague tenns that only those who participated in the
negotiations actually understand the intent of it. One example of this is the statement
.....delivery of water herein provided..." Even Utah team members do not seem to
understand what this is referring to. This particular phrase should be deleted and other
vague statements need to be cleaned up to clearly convey intended meanings. If this
agreement is to be effective for the length ofpumping by SNWA aod beyond (75 years
and more), then it needs to be able to convey its meaning to those who inherit positions
responsible for carrying out the tenns of the agreement: they need to be able to
understand it. The agreement should be studied thoroughly by the respective state
legislatures and provide declarations of monetary support. Since the legislature needs to
approve monetary appropriations for the agreement, it should also be approved by the
legislature. The governors of the states should be the signatories.
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Print View

From; Joan Welsh <jwelsh425@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 3:10 PM
SUbject: Snake Valley Water Draft Agreement

The agreement to allocate this water is a mistake that will have long
range and lasting consequences for the farmers and ecosystems of the
Great Basin, not including the air quality of the cities to the east.

Las Vegas is such a starkly dry location, where even the few sagebrush
struggle to exist, that much of this precious water will simply
evaporate from the hundreds of swimming pools, the golf courses and
decorative lawns and yards. Once the pumping starts down that billion
dollar pipeline, it will be virtually impossible to shut it off. Sure,
the agreement says it will be shut off if it proves to be damaging the
Snake Valley, but everyone knows that the court cases and litigation
will go on indefinitely until that aquifer is dry.

Unlike the Mono Lake near catastrophe, when in 1941 Las Angeles
diverted the streams 350 miles south for their thirsty voters, the
damage that pumping will do to the Snake Valley aquifer will not be as
evident as was Mono Lake, until the damage is irrecoverable. As that
lake was gradually drained, the wildlife was severely affected and
toxic dust storms occurred. And just how long a time can the aquifer
continue to water Las Vegas, then where will they get the water.

The lesson learned from Mono Lake was Las Angeles had to learn to live
within limits. Las Vegas must realize it sits in a rock dry spot and
should learn how to conserve and reuse its water rather than take it
from others.

Please don't go ahead with the agreement, let this thing rest.

Sincerely, Byron and Joan Welsh, Salt Lake City, Utah



Stanley T. Holmes
846 N. East Capitol Blvd.

Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

Governor Gary Herbert
Utah State Capitol
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

September 27, 2009
Dear Governor Herbert,

I urge you to oppose the currently proposed Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley
Groundwater System. This agreement gives a green light to the Southern Nevada Water
Authority (SNWAj to implement its pian to pipe water to Las Vegas at potentially unsustainable
levels from the interconnected aquifer of which Utah's Snake Valley water system is a part.
The agreement puts at risk Utah families of the West Desert who depend on already diminishing
water supplies for their future even as they depend on you to take a political stand in their
defense.

This summer, I ahended a public meeting on the Snake Valley Agreement held at the Utah
Division of Natural Resources building in Salt Lake City. I was struck at the similarity between
the presentation made by Agreement proponents and presentations made 30 years ago by U.S.
Air Force officials as they pitched the MX Missile system to residents of Utah and Nevada. The
MX team assured citizens that resource requirements had been adequately quantified, and that
any adverse impacts could be mitigated.

Then-Governor Scah Matheson --who had been an early MX supporter-- came to realize that
the system would quite likely require much greater resources than advertised, and that once a
green light had been given, the system would be virtually impossible to contain. Matheson also
realized that there are some human and environmental impacts that are unmitigatable.

if you approve the currently proposed Snake Valley agreement with Nevada, SNWA will
proceed with a Las Vegas pipeline plan based on assumptions of water availability much higher
than would be the case without your tacit agreement to let them tap water "up aquifer" of Snake
Valley. Piease be aware that once that pipeline is put into operation, Las Vegas and SNWA will
get what they want. As water supplies become more scarce in the future, the power of Las
Vegas and SNWA will leave the small communities of Utah farmers and ranchers in the dust.

In the best interests of the people of Utah, please withhold your support of any agreement with
Nevada affecting the Snake Valley aquifer until after Nevada has made a final decision on a
SNWA pipeline plan that does not assume access to Utah water.

I look forward to offering you thanks for taking a stand in favor of rural Utahns in the West
Desert.

Sincerely,

Stanley 1. Holmes
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From: <CarolStillman@aol.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Sunday - September 27, 2009 1:22 PM
Subject: Snake vally water

I object to this agreement because it siphons water out of an aquifer that

cannot easily be replenished. I also think it shortchanges Utah.
Las Vegas should learn to live with the water it already has. It cannot
continue to grow and irresponsibly continue taking other's water,
including
from other less populated areas in their own state. They are, after all,

right in the middle of a hot, arid desert.

Why should Utah be asked to sacrifice water to Las Vegas or to any other
state? What in the world was Senator Bennet thinking by even entering
into
negotiations regarding Las Vegas siphoning water out of the Snake Valley
aquifer??! !

For those saying that if any unacceptable changes are observed, the
draining of the aquifer would be stopped, by the time anyone
observes/admits that
unacceptable changes have taken place, it most likely will be too late to

mitigate the damage.
And I would like to know once this aquifer is drained, much to the

environment's detriment where will Las Vegas then go to obtain
more
and more water? They need to be stoppedt

Do not sign any agreement giving Las Vegas or any other entity the right
to
drain precious water that is mostly located in Utah! Please do not allow

this!!! The water belongs right where it is for use in its
own area, if it has to be used at all.

Carol Stillman
797 E Rainforest Drive
Murray, UT 84107
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From: <!aureisteele@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Sunday - September 27, 2009 7:09 PM
Subject: Snake valley

Dear sirs,
I am concerned that water has become commercial.

Aquifers do not replenish quickly. Groundwater recyles much slower than
surface water. Removing large quantities of groundwater can permanently
affect the overlying rock layers and alter the capcity of the aquifer.

Utah should not condone and encourage the wasting of resources. Vegas
could support the water needs of several families each year with each
swimming pool. Their golf courses could supply several blocks. Before
suggesting their need for more water, Vegas should consider eliminating
the evaporative losses that bathe the desert air around their city in
humid wastage of natural resources.

Are pretty fountains the best use of a precious resource that Utah's
governing body can support? Surely that is not one of the values to which
the people of Utah aspire. If we are to squander our limited resources,
why not consider the needs of ranchland and farmlands first.

Thank you for your consideration.

Laurel Steele

1987 south McClelland
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
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From: Care Atkinson <antlersoutwest@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, <ettersisltrib.com>
Date: Monday - September 28, 2009 8:08 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

9/25/09

Snake Valley Water
Las Vegas quest for the water under Snake Valley in Utah's west desert

will be disastrous. A fragile ecosystem will be destroyed. What will
happen when agriculture is gone in the many small communities? will the
water at Fish Springs National Bird Refuge disappear? We put the Goshute
Indian Nation on a reservation in this area over a hundred years ago.
Imagine the white mans greed. to take this land once again from the people
who this belongs.

Utah's water authority Mike Styler and Nevada's Allen 8iaggi have got
to acknowledge more public involvement on this matter. How can these two
guys decide who gets what? Stewards of these lands should determine what
happens here, not the bureaucracy of political involvement. If we let
Nevada take what they want, Utah's portion will be worthless. Allowing
Nevada to pump water out of this aquifer will cause the water table to
drop. Anyone can see that when you suck on a straw your beverage level
drops.

How do these water engineers know how many acre feet of water is under
this valley? Do they really think this plan will not have any effect to
this valley and other surrounding valleys? How are they going to monitor
the water table when nobody know where the water is? Can Nevada'S water
authority really think that they can file a water claim in 1989 and take
water away from someone else with an earlier claim. The water in this
aquifer must stay in this aquifer.

I have grazed sheep in the winter on permits allowed by the Bureau of
Land Management. I know first hand how delicate the balance is to the
plants and animals here who rely on this water. Bands of wild horses roam
this land. To survive they need a drink of water. Young colts are taught
by their mothers where these small springs and water seeps are. All
wildlife depends on the very limited supply of water out there. The
friends of all animals should take a stand here. We need to do the right
thing and protect the little water that they have now.

Lets be an advocate for this planet and stop this pipeline to fill Las
Vegas fountains. We need to take front row seats on this issue because of
so many unanswered questions.

David Bone
Oakley, Utah
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Utah Farm Bureau NEWS
September Edition
President's Column

PROTECT UTAH'S SNAKE VALLEY WATER

By Leland Hogan

Almost four years of negotiations tlave yielded a draft agreement related to the water
management of the Snake Valley that sits on the border between the nation's two driest
states - Utah and Nevada. The draft agreement has drawn the ire of rural legislators,
environmental activists, Millard County officials and organizations concerrled with
protecting the state's sovereign waters.

Snake Valley, secluded and quiet is just whal Cecil Garland likes, However, their
agricultural water and ranching heritage have become the epicenter of a raging debate
between Utah and Nevada. Groundwater within the Snake Valley basin is coveted by
Southern Nevacta Water Authority (SNWA) to meet the growing needs of the nation's
gambling Mecca - Las Vegas

The two states are mandated by Congress to come to agreement regarding the
allocation and management of the Snake Valley basins groundwater resources.
According to the Department of Natural Resources Executive Director Mike Style, 'The
goal of the agreement is to protect the way of life of the water users in Snake Valley.~

Utah and Nevada seems to always be in some kind of drought. Will SNWA's proposal
inflict additional pain on the region's farmers and ranchers if the trans·basin water
transfer is uftimately approved? In the arid west, sides are quickly taken when it comes
to the region's most limiting factor

Water is the lifeblood of the West. The availability of water is critical to OUf rllral
economies and farm families. Even the slightest lowering of the groundwater resource
VtJili hurt Utah family farmers and ranchers. Water resources depleted by the SNWA
ultimately means increased costs to the area's farmers and ranchers.

In comments to the Governor's Office, Bureau of Land Management. Utah Legislature
and Utah's Congre5sional delegation, Utah Farm Bureau called on the s{ate officials to
protect Utah's sovereign water. The dr~ft agreement proposes splitting 132,000 acre
feet deemed ·sustainable" by the US Geological Survey's Basin and Range Carbon<:lte
Aquifer System Study (BARCASS). Farmers in the area noie that when they ';tUfll on
tile pumps" for summer irrigating, water levels quickly drop and artesian wells dry up.
Does BARCP,SS overst"lte U,€ recharge reality and what will be the impact of 20,000 or
30,000 acre feet leaving the basin?

Fact is, over 80 percent of tile Snake Valley groundwater dependent acres are located in
Utah.
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Print View

From: Joe <jandcgates64@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <jandcgates64@comcast.net>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 1:14 PM
Subject: Snake Valley water situation and agreement wi Nevada

To those involved with the Snake Valley water agreement:
the Aug. 18th meeting at the DEQ building and have a few
the overall Snake Valley water problem.

I attended
comments on

1. I think the use of the terms "safe yield" and "sustainable yield"
should be discouraged. These terms have been abandoned by
hydrologists because they are misleading and very difficult to
define. Basically, the terms are intended to mean ground-water
withdrawals from a basin that are less than the average annual
recharge to the basin, including both recharge from precipitation and
other kinds of input such as subsurface inflow. The concept is that
if withdrawals are limited to this amount, then there shouldn't be
any permanent, continual decline in water levels, or ground-water
mining. The problem with "sustainable yield" or "safe yield" is that
they imply that there will be no problems until this amount is
reached, and that is far from the case.

To illustrate, when ground-water withdrawals, say from a well
field, begin in a basin, water levels around the wells will decline
as water is pulled into the wells. At first, most of the water comes
out of storage in the aquifer as the water levels drop, and a "cone
of depression" forms around the wells. As withdrawals continue, the
cone of depression widens, and as it does it intercepts water that
was discharging naturally, such as from a spring, from a marshy or
wet meadow area, or by subsurface outflow from the basin. As soon as
the cone intercepts enough natural discharge to balance the amount
being pumped, then water levels wi!l stabilize and the system is back
in balance--the amount pumped is balanced by an equal amount of
intercepted natural discharge. If the amount being withdrawn from
wells gets up to the amount of recharge ("safe yield"), then all
natural discharge from the basin will end--recharge to the basin is
balanced by well discharge, and water levels wi I! stabilize.

The problem with this is that all kinds of other problems
likely have occurred--if pumping equals recharge, water levels in the
vicinity of the well field can be lowered tens to hundreds of feet,
and all the springs in the valley, the wetlands, and amounts going to
other areas by subsurface outflow are gone. Other bad things also
can occur, such as land-surface subsidence, and possibly inflow of
poor-quality water from down-gradient areas.

I realize that at this point, the Southern Nevada Water
Authority is not proposing to pump anything close to the annual
recharge, which could be as much as 160,000 acre-feet/year (inc!uding
subsurface inflow from Spring Valley) according to the BARCAS study,
and that full effects wouldn't be seen for more than 100 years, but
even amounts much less than this can cause problems over shorter time
periods.

2. I am a little confused about the figure of 132,000 acre-feet/year
that is mentioned frequently--according to the BARCAS study, the
recharge is 160,000 (111,000 from precipitation in the basin and
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49,000 from subsurface inflow). The only 132,000 number is their
estimate of water discharge by evapotranspiration. During the Aug.
18th meeting, the 132,000 was also mentioned in terms of water rights
-and reserves--66, 000 for each state. I realize that the BARCAS
numbers represent a fairly large increase in previous estimates, and
Utah is reluctant to use them, but then why use their number of
132,000 as the recharge (at least it seems that is how it is being
used)? The original estimate of recharge made in the '60s was
105,000 acre-feet/year, including 4,000 from subsurface inflow from
spring Valley; a more recent estimate which tried to balance the
budgets for all basins in the Fish Springs ground-water flow
subsystem included, for Snake Valley, total recharge of 121,600 acre
feet/year, which consisted of 104,000 from precipitation and 17,600
from subsurface inflow. So I'm not sure where the 132,000 acre-feet/
year came from.

3. I asked at the meeting how an "unacceptable" effect of pumping
would be defined--one that would require some kind of change in how
the project was operated. I realize that it is necessary to be
flexible on this and deal with things as they develop, but I think it
would be useful to at least make some effort to define unacceptable
effects. One would be land subsidence, which I don't recall being
mentioned--as a rule of thumb, this doesn't occur until more than 100
feet of water-level decline has occurred, and that decline isn't out
of the question with the planned amount of pumping, although it would
take a long time to occur. Another effect would be inflow of poor
quality water, but it might be good to have some kind of limit--such
as an increase of 250 mg/l dissolved solids. A third would be loss
of marsh/wetland/subirrigated pasture area--it might be useful to
define how much is a problem, like 25% of the area. And then water
level decline--a limit such as 100 feet? Local water-rights holders
can lower their pump if the water level declines and still get the
water they need, but it costs more. I think some kind of attempt to
define unacceptable effects of SNWA's project would be useful.

4. My last comment is on the overall uncertainty in the knowledge
about the deep carbonate-rock aquifer. The shallow basin-fill
aquifer is better known--not so much in Snake Valley with its
relatively small number of wells and small discharge--but we do know
much more about basin-fill aquifers in other parts of western Utah,
and understand pretty well how they work. The carbonate-rock aquifer
is a different matter. Except in a few areas, such as southern
Nevada, we know little about it. The SNWA is doing, I presume,
extensive drilling in Nevada and hopefully the data will be available
to all. The Utah Geological Survey has completed a test-drilling
program in Utah and has a lot of new, good information, but I think
if you asked them, they would say they have just scratched the
surface. We know little about the extent of the carbonate aquifer-
it may not be much of an aquifer in many places. We know little
about the quality of water in the carbonates--in some places close to
recharge areas, such as in Snake Valley, it is good, but in other
places farther from recharge areas it is slightly saline or worse,
and we don't know much about what's in between. We don't know much
about the degree of interconnection between the basin-fill and
carbonate aquifers, although so far available data indicate it's
pretty good. We also know little about the transmissive and storage
properties of the carbonates--the storage coefficient of consolidated
rock is generally much lower than basin fill and this value is very
important in how the system will respond to development. We also
know little about how water moves through the carbonates--many
workers think that it moves through the entire mass of the carbonate
rock, while a few others think water moves primarily along fault/
fracture zones. Most of the existing models assume the first is the
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case, but if movement is primarily along fault/fracture zones and
storage is much less, then the models won't predict effects well.

If I were the SNWA, proposing to spend $3.5 billion on a
project, I would want to know much more about the system--they are
obtaining information in Nevada, but none in Utah, and the biggest
part of the Fish Springs flow subsystem is in Utah. It would seem
prudent to me to take 1 or 2% of that $3.5 billion and invest it in
an extensive test-drilling and aquifer-testing program, with at least
half in Utah. Finding out that the system doesn't work as was
assumed, after having built the whole project, would be somewhat of a
disaster. I would like to see such a program included in the Nevada/
Utah agreement.

I appreciate having the opportunity to comment on the overall
issue and the agreement--it's a good thing to get public input on an
issue this important.

Joseph S. Gates, Hydrologist
2560

Cavalier Dr., Cottonwood Heights 84121

801-943-0957
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From: ~Burrows, Brett" <Brett.Burrows@vacationclub.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 8:05 AM
Subject: my opinion about snake valley

to whom it may concern:

I figured I would voice my opinion even though I live in Salt Lake City.
The issue I have is that I camp and explore Great Basin National park
and surrounding areas (as does my family) and in fact I was just there 2
weeks ago for the weekend. I am concerned for several reasons-mainly
'dust storms' and lack of water killing plants and animals (what was the
area of California where they did something similar and it turned into a
desert? haven't we learned ANYTHING from when California did it to the
'salton sea' area (I think that's the area)???).

My second concern is WHY are we giving Las Vegas more water? Las Vegas
wastes an incredible amount of water so why should we give them more
water to just waste more? when you look at satellite photos or even
mapquest etc photos of Las Vegas just how many people have HUGE WATER
WASTING pools (water evaporates in the heat right? which means these
people are 'constantly' refilling pools) and what about the huge resorts
that have 'water parks' or 'water exhibits' (which resort is it that has
hourly water shows? I wonder how much water they waste on a daily
basis?) or how about making the huge number of hotels in town put low
flow toilets (maybe they already have?) and other water saving features
like not giving water to restaurant diners automatically. etc.

what I am saying is simple-Las Vegas VOLUNTARILY wastes huge amounts of
water so, until and unless Las Vegas does something to reduce there
water usage VOLUNTARILY why should we give them more water which will
just be wasted also? Utah has a water program where they have the "Slow
the flow, save H20· and its actually done some good according to the
news. so why should we lose a national park and kill off fields and
animals in the desert just so Nevada can build more water wasting parks
and pools and ex.~ibits? LET LAS VEGAS FIGURE OUT THEIR OWN WAY TO SAVE
WATER and make Las Vegas figure out their own way to 'slow the flow'.
its a simple concept but the morons in Las Vegas would rather waste
water than start a voluntary water saving program. so how about TAXING
people with pools? or charging a LOT more for more than a 'normal
average family' uses on a monthly basis? until they do something to HELP
THEMSELVES why should I lose a national park to give them more water?
its not fair to me or anyone else in UTAH that already has their own
water saving programs. and that doesn't even count the farmers who will
lose their ranches and cattle and what about the wild horses and burros
in the desert (assuming there are some in that area)? maybe after Las
Vegas does something similar to Utah about saving water then maybe we
should talk. but until Las Vegas takes care of their own water issues I
don't feel we should be giving them any more of OUR water.

that is MY opinion. even though some is 'repeated'.

Brett L. Burrows
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Print View

From: "Bader, Robert J." <rjb@spectrum-engineers.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <patbader1952@comcast.net>, <lynn_brian@juno.com>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 11:48 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Water Usage

I am dead set against tapping the snake valley acquifer to support
growth in Nevada.

What studies have been done that can support this water diversion and
what is the basis of those studies?

This project requires monitoring of the water usage to assure the
acquifer is able to support the withdraw. However after spending the
millions of dollars for the p~~ping stations and the pipelines who is
going to be willing to decrease or stop the withdraw if it is determined
that it is detrimental? Who is going to be the overseeing authority and
will that authority act after all this cost?

The West can't continue to draw water from the acquifers and expect them
to continuously provide water yet this seems to be the prevailing
belief.

This area is a dessert environment that was never intended to support
the water usage that has been imposed and yet we continue to draw water
to support further human habitation of this desert.

This water is not being taken to support agricultural needs but rather
to support the Las Vegas playground.

We need to start serious conservation efforts and this project is just
the opposite.

If the powers that be do not wake up soon and address the water
shortages in both Nevada and Utah through strong conservation efforts
then this area is going to become one gigantic dust bowl.

Sincerely

1 nIIH'HV\Q..,·, c; p,~



Robert & Patricia Bader

63925 525E

Murray Utah 84107
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From: -BRUCE JOHNSON- <patbru70@msn.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 12:13 PM
Subject: Excess water in Snake valley

In September 2002 I obtained a permit to re-drill a culinary well
located at my residence in Callao, Utah. When the drilling was completed,
the well had an artesian flow over 8 inches above ground level. The well
was capped, but in the spring of 2005 the artesian pressure was so great
that the cap had to be removed and a well plug inserted.

On September 25, 2009 I checked my well to see the present water level.
At this time, the water level is 32 inches BELOW ground level. A loss of
40 inches in 7 years!!!!!

If the water table has dropped this much with normal agricultural
pumping and some lean water years, what can we expect when SNWA begins
pumping enough water to fill their 72 inch pipe??

There is NO excess water in Snake valley and entering into an
agreement that gives SNWA any water is a mistake. Slow down, wait for the
scientific evidence and then choose a course of action. There is no need
to hurry into an agreement giving away something we don't have.

Bruce Johnson
Callao, Utah
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From: Barbara Ladakis <labarb@xmission.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 2:37 PM

THE IDEA THAT THERE IS WATER TO SPARE IN THE SNAKE
VALLEY REGION IS SURELY

WISHFUL THINKING. I AM STRONGLY OPPOSED TO ANY WATER
BEING TAKEN FROM THE

AQUIFER BENEATH THE SNAKE VALLEY.

BARBARA TURNER LADAKIS

Page 1 of1
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From: "Jerry Taylor" <jerryt@uccu.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 4:09 PM
Subject: Utah/Nevada Water

September 29, 2009

To Whom It May Concern:

As a board member of an irrigation canal in Provo I know how emotional
people get when talking about water. This being said I believe it to be a
huge mistake to enter into any contract with Nevada until all possible
information is on the table. If, as I understand, the water agreement
isn't going to go into effect until 2019 I see no need to prematurely sign
any agreements.

My concerns would be does the water talked about really exist or will this
be another agreement similar to the Colorado River agreement where water
was allocated that; in fact, was not there for the long term.

The residents in this area have some basic claim, if not legal, to the
water due to their long history of usage.

What is the effect going to be to the quality of air along the Wasatch
Front if this area does turn into a dust bowl. We have already seen how
bad the air can be when California has wildfires. Are we just adding to
this already existing problem.

Is anyone really so naX-ve as to believe if Las Vegas once has use of this
water they will ever relinquish the use due to some farmer's problem in
west desert Utah? Or for that matter any ecological problem. That simply
won't happen-doesn't matter what anybody promises.

The fact that Las Vegas has done a poor job in planning for water use
should not be put on Utah's plate and ask that we solve it.

1 f\IQI")f\f\Q
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The bottom line is that Nevada does have -rights· to existing water,
however. until someone (preferably scientists-not politicians) decide how
much water is there, how fast it replenishes itself in the worst case
scenario, what effect the depletion has on the current residents and the
wasatch Front, Utah would be foolish to enter into any agreements.

Respectfully,

Jerry Taylor

1134 South Nevada Avenue

Provo, Utah 84606

801-376-2010
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From: Ken Hill <kenfhiI184083@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 9:28 AM
Subject: independent verification of NV water rights

Utah should postpone signing the agreement for various reasons.
to get independent verification of the NV water rights in block
block 2. As Ronald Reagan preached, "trust but verify". A
comprehensive accounting of water rights in both states should
included in the agreement as an appendix.

Ken Hill
Partoun
550 He 51
via Wendover, UT 84083-9604
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From: Merle Rawlings <desertlevite@hotmail.com>
To: <snakevalleyiucah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29. 2009 4:38 PM
Subject: NV/UT Water Agreement Comment

The amount of water (132,000 acre feet) postulated as the very foundation
for the Agreement is highly speculative. Negotiators from both states,
have used the highest USGS BARCASS Study "guestimates" as the amount of
water available to be shared. This, in spite of a one-in-three chance
BARCASS is incorrect in its assumptions of the real amount of water in the
aquifer.

Haven't we learned anything from the disastrous Colorado River Compact
water distributiton fiasco? Using data collected during some of the
wettest ten-year periods of river flow on record, politicians distributed
the highest amounts of water possible, not giving thought or consideration
to a simple querry: What if the river's annual flow is less than what has
been forecast?

Incredibly, it appears the NV/UT proposed Agreement is moving full speed
down that same road of over-promise and regret. Why are we being so
generous with water that might not be there? After all, there is a
greater than 30% chance (according to BARCASS) that is the case.

I urge the negotiators from both states to reconsider the 132,000 acre
feet assumption as the starting point of an Agreement to divide the water
of the Snake Valley aquifer. It is not too late to raise the essential
question: ·What if we are wrong?·

Thank you for considering my comment.

Merle Rawlings

North Snake Valley, UT

Microsoft brings you a new way to search the web. Try Bing8.¢ now
http://www.bing.com?form~MFEHPG&publ=WLHMTAG&crea=TEXT_MFEHPG_Core_tagline_try

bing~lxl
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From: P MEDINA <cmsutah@q.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: wednesday - September 30, 2009 8:11 AM
Subject: Comments Regarding Pipeline Project

The purpose of this message is to voice my opposition to the Utah/Nevada
Snake Valley Pipeline agreement.

The study conducted by Hydrology of Northern Utah Valley, Utah County, for
the 1975 - 2005 time frame stated that sources of water to the basin-fill
aquifers were estimated to average 153,000 (+/- 31,500) acre-feet
annually. During this same time ground-water discharge from the basin-fill
aquifers was estimated to average 166,700 (+/- 25,900) acre-feet/year.
Water levels in 110 wells covering all aquifers dropped an average of 22
feet.

After 4 years of study and negotiation, Utah and Nevada have released a
draft agreement on the management of the Snake Valley groundwater system.
The plan divides an estimated sustainable yield of 132,000 ac-ft evenly
between the 2 states. Note that the estimates for the study of the water
for 30 years was a +/- 31,500. That means the actual yield could be
122,000 ac-ft. How do you allocate water that doesn't exist? What happens
to the people that have historically used an average 166,700 ac-ft per
year? What plans are in place to cut the needs/usage of water by these
users? How can there be any development in Utah if the amount of
available water is reduced? This appears only to benefit Nevada.

The proposal is to take an average yield and split it between Nevada and
Utah. The yield dropped an average of 22 feet per aquifier in 30 years
(2,420 ac-ft). In the 1975-2005 study there is a variable in the numbers.
Identified is a +/-31,500 for water sources and +/- 25,900 in

consumption. If the 30 year study contains that much of a variable (20.5%
and 15.5%) what has been changed to more accurately reflect usage by the
States of Nevada and Utah once the agreement is in place? What plans are
in place to mitigate environmental impacts?

I don't understand how the proposed plan will protect current rights and
allow development for Utah residents. It is a one sided arrangement that
appears to only benefit Nevada.

Please do not approve this plan.

Patricia Medina

Utah, Davis county Resident
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Print View

From: <DAVIDSHANK2@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 7:03 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Groundwater Agreement - Comments

Subject: Snake Valley Groundwater Agreement - Comments

snakevalley@utah.gov

To: UDWR and Governor Gary Herbert:

It seems that the proposed agreement will not be something that can ever
be revisited once signed. Given that if implemented, the removal of Snake
Valley groundwater will not be reversible, I have several questions and
concerns:

1) Have the projections of regional climate change been taken into
account in the water balance and aquifer recharge estimates that have been
developed?

2} Will the removal of groundwater from the Snake Valley have an adverse
impact on the vegetation and wildlife in the area? I have visited the
Owens Valley in California and seen the affects that diversion of that
water system have had on the area.

3) Is the groundwater planned for extraction and pumping currently
unappropriated or if not, what happens to the water rights of those that
currently hold them?

4) I have seen then Ltn. Governor Herbert's presentation on the plans to
secure additional water sources to support growth along the Wasatch Front.
If the water along the west margin of Utah can be extracted without a

major consequence, wouldn't it be better to keep that source for use in
here Utah?

5) Do Utah's plans for developing additional water sources for the
Wasatch Front account for regional climate change?

Regards,
David Shank
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From: Merle ~wlings <desertleviteihotmail.com>
To, <snakevalleyiwater.nv.gov>. <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 4:56 PM
Subject: NV/UT Water Agreement comment

The Agreement stipulates 20.000 acre feet will be distributed to the Fish
Springs Wildlife Refuge. a Federal installation. It would be far more
equitable for each state in the Agreement to distribute 10.000 acre feet
EACH since this is a national wildlife refuge. The same would be true for
a national park or wildlife refuge entirely within Nevada--each state
takes a 50/50' distribution of the legally mandated water.

As it is currently written, 100\ of the Fish Springs water is charged
against Utah's share of the supposed 132,00 acre feet available.

Thank you.

Merle Rawlings

North SnaKe Valley, UT

Hotmai~ has ever-growing storagel Don!£-t worry about storage limits.
httP'llwindowslive.com/Tutorial/Hotmail/Storage?ocid-TXT_TAG~WL_HM_Tutorial_Storage_062009
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From: Wayne Peay <waynejpeay@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 5:36 PM
Subject: Snake valley Agreement

To whom it may concern:

I volunteer for the Raptar Inventory Nest Survey that monitors
raptor populations on Utah's West Desert. This is remarkable country
but I have found it to be surprisingly fragile. An ATV track will be
visible for years. The invasion of exotics plants, especially
cheatgrass, is having a vary significant impact on wildlife
populations.

I am very concerned about the rush to an agreement on the Snake
Valley water. This agreement, if it turns out to be a mistake, will
have huge and long-lasting impacts on our state. We cannot afford to
get this agreement wrong. Extensive study of ehe aquifer must be
conducted and any allocations that are considered should be begin at
the most conservative level and only increased after the impacts are
carefully measured.

Again, we cannot afford to get this decision wrong. There is no rush.

Sincerely,

Wayne J. Peay
8804 Tracy Drive
Sandy, UT 84093
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From: <ltate@bajabb.com>
To: <constituentservices@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30
Subject: Snake Valley Agreement

The answer to Nevadas request to start pumping out of their 60% of the Snake aquifer
HAS to be a RESOUNDING NOOO. If you have a bathtub of water and you pump 60% of the
tub dry, the WHOLE bathtub is dry. You don't have to a degree in hydrology to
understand that basic priniple of fluid mechanics. I'm sorry that Las Vegas has a
problem, but THAT'S THEIR problem. The existing water agreement calls for BOTH
states to agree on any pumping agreement. I don't understand why this is EVEN being
discussed. Just look at the Oga11a aquifer under Kansas. They can't extend the
depth of their wells fast enough to stay in the water of the aqUifer.! wouldn't
EVEN SELL our share of the Snake aquifer water to Nevada.

• _ ... 1

Leland TATE
St. George, UTAH
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From: <gechapman2@yahoo.com>
To: <constituentservices@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - september 30, 2009 9:32 AM
Subject: FARMERS AND RANCHERS KNOW MORE ABOUT WATER

My father, William C. Chapman, worked for Thiokol when they first started up their
Promontory facility. The reason they chose Utah was because of the dry air and
manufacturing solid rocket motors is significantly easier in a dry climate. But
they needed water. My father was intimately involved in the quest for water by
Thiokol. Without water, there could be no Thiokol in Utah.

Thiokol tried everything they could to find water. They exhausted every scientific
and engineering method for locating water. They even tried non-scientific methods
like water divining. They all failed.

Thiokol got their water. They learned the lesson my father taught me from that
experience.

That lesson is important in the Snake Valley water controversy. Thiokol got their
water from farmers and ranchers in the area. The farmers and ranchers knew more
about water in the area than the best water scientists and engineers Thiokol could
find.

So when scientists and engineers say that the Snake Valley has enough water for
Las Vegas, listen to the farmers and ranchers in the Snake Valley that say there
isn't enough water.

Farmers and ranchers know more about water than any scientist or engineer.

George Chapman
855 E Spring View Dr
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
801-867-7071
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From: paul oleson <pauloleson@yahoo.coffi>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 7:38 PM
Subject: Giving away our water

I find it amazing that anyone is even considering sending our water south
to Las Vegas. I have spent my life in Utah from the age of 12 till the
present, I am now 65. This state is a desert and r think most people
forget that, they are used to having water. We have a delicate balance
here in Utah between water needs and availability. I have always thought
that the water being taken from the aquifer by the farmers would endanger
the fine balance in the west desert. I can't imagine what the results
will be with taking thousands of gallons of water on a regular basis.
Where is the water coming from to replenish this aquifer? What is the
impact on our springs in the mountains of the west desert.? What happens
to our wildlife? What this does cannot be repaired once it is done and
speculation about how feasible it is can not be proven. If there is the
least amount of doubt about this project it should never happen. I am
totally against
emptying of our desert aquifers.

Thanks

Paul Oleson

In/Slnnno



September 29, 2009

Snake Valley Agreement
C/O Utah Dept Natural Resources,
Division of Water Rights,
1594 WNorth Temple, Suite 220
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

Dear Governor Herbert,
Subsequent to the Salt Lake Tribune editorial regarding Snake Valley Wlller and your

request to bear from Utahns 1am obeying the Governor.

I have followed water issues for a long time and have read much about usage, wasting
pollution, division, etc. My concern with Snake valley was begun with articles regarding
Las Vegas attempt to "steal" water from Beaver Dam, Arizona which is loca1ed @ 8
miles north of Mesquite Nev. When that did not work out they started incb·worm.ing
their way in every direction possible and they found a prize in west Utah. I wonder why
they did not go for all the Wlller availahle in their own state in the Ruby Mountain-Ruby
Marsh Area? Another area is at the Humboldt sinks, where the Humboldt River, which
rises in southern Idaho, disappears south ofLovelock NY

Especially troubling, they want it for development which is not the same as an
emergency. They have touted all Wlller saving techniques as a publicity means of
hardship. When those in the desert states do nothing to do away with private swimming
pools and golfcourses for the rich, and have a lot ofmoney sell their desires to an
unsuspecting public it does not wash.

I do not believe the P.R. and think tank rhetoric regarding their resolve to stop
pumping should the aquifer show stress (Wlller loss) Onoe the wolfin sheep clothing
makes a kill, it is dead. Unless ofcourse the wolves come bearing gifts, MONEY. No
8mmD1t of money, even if times are hard. is enough to compensate for loss ofour most
valuable resowce.

The matter ofdust bowl is not imaginary, each year the world deserts grow by
15,000,000 acres. There are many examples ofmans folly reganling Wlller, The Owens
valley and Mono lake, Hetch Hetehy in Yosentite a dam for San Francisco, The Sahara
once green and forested, The Aral Sea is now DRY. The Oglalla Aquifer once a tried
and true source is now in trouble. 1be ground level in some Arizona areas has sunk 8
feet due to Wlller pumping. The swamps in Florida are now being restored due to the
mistake of draining and lastly The Mississippi River, Corps of Engineers and the
resulting devastation ofNew Orleans. All the above have been proven by Geo-Scientific
evidence. Utah Lake dried up during the thirties. Ifone could prognosticate, perhaps we
could persuade Las Vegas that Utah Lake would serve their purposes. When it goes dry,
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just think of the development potential and we would save the mooey for a proposed
bridge. Who would DOl want to Jive in the prestigious, exclusive, gated LAKE
BOTIOM ESTATES

Now to the fiumers and rancber who KNOW about water from history &
experience. They know about dust stOnDS, drought & hard work. Ask the Native
Americans who really know froga1ity regarding water in Soake Valley. As a child our
well went dry and it necessitaled carrying in buckets. Ooe sees ads in the newspaper and
magazines asking for help to supply water in third world countries. I saw the needy in
Guaterna1a twice while there as a volunt=r. The springs and marshes are a gift that Las
Vegas no matter how mnoey spent will never equal The food generated from the land is
now and will be in the future more valuable than men with big ideas to covet what is not
theirs, to convert into a man made crime ridden metropolis. but wait! they have forgotten
where they will get food.

The last sentence of the editorial stated, let's give him an earful. Here you bave it
Please remember that dust causes snow to melt faster, so there goes the ski industry

Sincerely

~~r!J.~~
Phyllis 0 Crookstnn
136 S Center St
American Fork, Utah 84003
80l-36().5405 cell
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From: "Robin and cindy Bell~ <robcynhell@mwpower.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <annette.garland9gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday - August 18, 2009 11:02 AM
Subject: The x Factor

Dear Governor,
The X Factor is the radioactive fallout from the nuclear testing done
years ago that is still lurking in the soil, under the sparse vegetation,
that will come back to life become airborne and impact the Wasatch Front.
(remember the sheep that died from from the "hot cloud" in Skull Valley?)
Utah is taking an awful big chance in allowing SNWA to take all that water
from Snake Valley, and in this case, Dust is not Dust. Owens Valley in
California was not subjected to Radioactive Fallout! You have been given
fair warning and the uncertainty of this kind of pollution is not worth
the risk! Remember the incedence of Cancer? The air you breath is worth
more than the water SNWA will be pumping. The wonderful People of Snake
Valley deserve being heard, Loud and Clear! Thank You.
Yours Truly,
Robin Bell

10/RI?OOQ



( (911412009) Kaelyn Anftnsen - Fwd: Re:lnquiry from R. Dele Page 1]

......,
To:

'*"'- -....",........,
9/1~~ 1:56 PM
Fwd: Re:~trom R. Dille

COlJCl VOU p6eese get someone to respond cbclty In the ccn5tluent in the e-maiII below refeTed by the GoYemar's onD!!. Make
ue I get a ctIf1( fA the respon!iiI!. ThanIlsI

Betty T. EIarea
Utah DeplIrtm!nt r:I NlItlnI~
801·538-7201_."",
Ltah oepr.tment fA NatlnI Restuc:2s' hot.n an!: 7:00 a.m. tD 6:00 p.m.,
Jr4c:JndIy ltwu llu'sday Ind dosed Friday, stJtI! and federal holidays.

:»:> Constltuent 5eMals <cpns!ituentservutah.QO'!> 9/14/2fJl'S 12:53 PM »>
8I!kIw 15 an InQl*y whictl was re:::eNed by the Q7.oemor's omce fA ConslitlJ!nl: 5ervk;es en 09/11if2fJfYJ_ Aease respond dredty ttl
the mn!l:IhJent and reptv to this email with acopy d)'Oll' respon51! by 9f28{20CJ9. Thanksl

R. Dale
1150 E. Edgediff
sandy UT &4092

0I'I'Ice ftlone:801 5580065
eel Phclnl!: 801 5S8OO65

Email Addn:ss:rnedjcjnernom@g.com

SUBJECT:
This was sent from a cMfferent email address than before.--Aease do aM you can to sblp this NeYada water grab. What is the rush?

1he air QUllIIty i'I utah IS bid~ Do you and )'IU IlIds and gillddds not haYt an •teI.bIt~ as Is?

wat« dMnkln projects like this I\aYe been dane In other parts fA the au1tJy and other parts fA the wortd. 1he rs.Jts have been
exactly What has been predcb::d: men etust. man! poI~, and !T'lOn! disease

In callforria where the Owens lake was drained to supply Los Angeles with water the now dry lake bl!d has b!almI! the largest
soorc:e fA particulate matter lir pollution In the lJnIted states.

For the SIMI tDwns.. randleB. wildlife, and JBlI: life In the west Desert there Is no such thing as e:xoess water. For many fA them
the pioposed pipeline agI eellll!!lll: Is ill YIrtuaI deiJIh 51!!fUra. a.t the rest cI us 'Nil see (ll,I' be8I.dU vistas obsand and 0lI"

eo:::nomy and JJU* health~ aI fa' mon!~ lM'ban sprawl and g:Jt a::uses in lAS Vev;t>.

S'I:l:lpJling this WiJle' (J"ab 'IIl'OUd r;ve you ill geat reput!tion as it man d ad:ion who tinS abc:U the people.

Rlti'l Dale, PA-<:,. MS HelIdne and Mother
_,lfT
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From: "Burrows, Brett" <Brett.Burrows@vacationclub.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Thursday - August 20, 2009 9:29 AM
Subject: my opinion

to whom it may concern:

I figured I would voice my opinion even though I live in Salt Lake City.
The issue I have is that I camp and explore Great Basin National park
and surrounding areas (as does my family). I am concerned for several
reasons-mainly 'dust storms' and lack of water killing plants and
animals (what was the area of California where they did something
similar and it turned into a desert? haven't we learned ANYTHING from
when California did it to the 'salton sea' area (I think that's the
area) ?1?) .

My second concern is WHY are we giving Las Vegas more water? Las Vegas
wastes an incredible amount of water so why should we give them more
water to just waste more? when you look at satellite photos or even
mapquest etc photos of lass vegas just how many people have HUGE WATER
WASTING pools (water evaporates in the heat right? which means these
people are 'constantly' refilling pools) and what about the huge resorts
that have 'water parks' or 'water exhibits' (which resort is it that has
hourly water shows? I wonder how much water they waste on a daily
basis?) or how about making the huge number of hotels in town put low
flow toilets (maybe they already have?) and other water saving features
like not giving water to restaurant diners automatically, etc.

what I am saying is simple-lass Vegas VOLUNTARILY wastes huge amounts of
water so, until and unless lass Vegas does something to reduce there
water usage VOLUNTARILY why should we give them more water which will
just be wasted also? Utah has a water program where they have the ·Slow
the flow, save H20· and its actually done some good according to the
news. so why should we lose a national park and kill off fields and
animals in the desert just so Nevada can build more water wasting parks
and pools and exhibits? LET LAS VEGAS FIGURE OUT THEIR OWN WAY TO SAVE
WATER and make lass Vegas figure out their own way to 'slow the flow'.
its a simple concept but the morons in lass Vegas would rather waste
water than start a voluntary water saving program. so how about TAXING
people with pools? or charging a LOT more for more than a 'normal
average family' uses on a monthly basis? until they do something to HELP
THEMSELVES why should I lose a national park to give them more water?
its not fair to me or anyone else in UTAH that already has their own
water saving programs.

that is MY opinion. even though some is 'repeated'.

Brett L. Burrows
Vacation Ownership Advisor for
Grand Chateau
310 Bearcat Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
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From: Con Thueson <conthueson@qmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 20097:10 PM
Subject: Do Not Let Nevada Steal Snake Valley Aquifer Water

I am a resident of Bountiful, Utah. I am very concerned about the attempt
by Las Vegas to take water from the Snake Valley Aquifer. First of all, I
am concerned about the direct negative effects this may have on Snake
Valley
farmers, ranchers residents and wildlife. And secondly, I am concerned
about the negative effects (dust storms, lowered air quality, etc.) that
this may have on the Wasatch Front. More studies are needed to determine
how much water, if any at all, can be safely drawn from the aquifer.
Please
do not let this action go forward at this time.
Thank You,

Can M. Thueson
1230 Canyon Crest Dr
Bountiful, OT 84010

10/R/200Q 2;09 PM
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From: Ronni McDonough <ronni.mcdonough@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 3:40 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

It seems nothing short of madness to even consider syphoning water from an
already arid desert valley to meet the needs of Southern Nevada's

inability
to curtail unrestrained population growth. This is not a deal where Utah
wins. Please do not allow this to happen. Even if you have no regard for
the people who live in Utah's west desert, you surely must care about the
health and well being of your children and grandchildren who are living
along the Wasatch Front. Our air quality is bad enough without adding to
the existing pollutants the dust bowl conditions that will continually

blow
our way if we allow the proposed pipeline to go through. God gave us
brains, I think he intended for us to use them.

Thank you for giving us a chance to voice our concerns,

, "

Ronni McDonough
1997 South 800 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
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From: -Joseph W. Bateman- <seagel_inc@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Sunday - September 27, 2009 4:28 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Project

As a resident of Salt Lake City, who is downwind of the Snake River
Aquifer, I oppose the deal of shipping water 300 miles to Las Vegas.
Withdrawing water from this ancient aquifer could have drastic effects on
the land above the aquifer, such as drought and dust that would blow
towards the Salt Lake Valley. I would like more studies to determine the
true impact of pumping the water that addresses the long term impacts on
the aquifer as well as the impacts on the Salt Lake valley. In addition,
this is just a short term solution to Las Vegas' water needs. Thanks for
your time and consideration in this matter. Joseph Bateman 975 E 400 S.
Apt. 18, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84102
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From: brian Moench <drmoench@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>. <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Sunday - September 27, 2009 10:52 PM
Subject: Las Vegas water pipeline

Dear Sirs:

Please add these comments to the official record.

The Utah Physicians for a Healthy Environment is a volunteer organization
of physicians and consultants from other scientific fields like
toxicology, biology, engineering and ecology. Our mission is to protect
public health from the consequences of environmental degradation in Utah.
We are very concerned about the proposed agreement allowing a pipeline to
drain aquifers in the West Desert and ship the water to Las Vegas. So far
the agreement, statements from the agencies of both states and many key
elected officials appear to ignore in total, the potential for serious
public health consequences.

Every resident of the Wasatch Front is all too familiar with the poor air
quality that we experience about 20% of the time. Medical research is
steadily expanding our understanding of the health consequences of air
pollution. We have known for many years that air pollution causes the
same kind of systemic inflammatory response as is caused by exposure to
second hand cigarette smoke. The clinical manifestations are virtually
identical.

OUr current levels of air pollution cause the average person about the
same health consequence as if we all lived with an active smoker or one
fourth as much as if we ourselves smoked and that includes our children.
The spectrum of pollution caused disease includes increased mortality
rates from all causes in both adults and children, accelerated heart and
lung disease, more hospitalizations, strokes, blood clots in the legs and
lungs, permanently stunted lung development in children, more birth
defects, premature birth, low birth wt. syndrome, and miscarriages.

In the last few years it has become well established that air pollution
causes genetic damage in human embryos leading to a myriad of diseases
later on in life including cancers, diabetes, atherosclerosis,
immunosuppression, diminished intelligence and even Alzheimer's dementia.

Studies of even short term air pollution events demonstrate increased
community wide mortality rates for as long as 30 days after episodes of
pollution that last less than 24 hours and impaired lung function even in
healthy people that can last at least a week after a short term pollution
episode has ended. We all have observed significant dust pollution from
the West Desert prior to storms moving into the state. If the Las Vegas
water pipeline is built this phenomenon will become much worse as will all
of the above mentioned health impacts to Utah residents.

Nevada soils however contain unique threats beyond desert dust. Mixed
into Nevada soils are significant concentrations of some of the most toxic
substances on earth. On a per weight basis mercury is the second most

1 {)/O/'l(\(lO
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toxic substance after plutonium, causing brain and neurologic damage even
at unimaginably small concentrations. It is deposited ubiquitously
throughout the environment because it is carried into the global
atmosphere primarily from the stack emissions of coal power plants. It
is also released during the smelting process at gold mines. Most of the
gold mines in the country are in Nevada and the mercury from those mining
operations concentrates in the Great Basin. Testing by the US Geologic
Survey of 300 streams in the country revealed mercury contamination of
every fish tested. The Great Salt Lake already has the highest
concentration of mercury of any inland body of water in the United States.

Erionite is a fibrous mineral similar in microscopic configuration to
asbestos and in fact causes the same kind of deadly, mesothelioma cancer
that asbestos does. Erionite is found in the residue of weathered
volcanic rock and it is widely distributed throughout Nevada soils. In
some parts of Turkey, where it exists in high concentrations, it is the
leading cause of death.

Nevada soils also contain residual radioactive isotopes from the over 900
nuclear bomb detonations that occurred in Nevada from 1951 to 1992,
specifically americium, plutonium, uranium, cobalt, cesium, strontium and
europium. Most of these elements are alpha emitters. One millionth of a
gram can yield 1,000 alpha particles per day and each alpha particle
carries over 4 million electron volts. It takes only 6-10 electron volts
to break a DNA strand. This means these radioactive elements can all
cause cancer and chromosomal damage especially when inhaled or swallowed
even in minute quantities, like one millionth of a gram.

Valley Fever, or coccidioidomycosis, is a difficult to diagnose, sometimes
chronically debilitating, occasionally fatal, fungal disease that has
quadrupled in occurrence in the last ten years in some Southwestern
states. It is a greater threat to immunosuppressed patients, diabetics
and pregnant women. One gram of Nevada soil can contain a billion
microorganisms that can carry this and other serious diseases when it
becomes airborne.

AS mentioned above, the storm track already brings dust from the Great
Basin Desert into our airshed on a regular basis, already impacting public
health in Utah. But the fragile and struggling native desert vegetation
that keeps this from being even worse is already under assault from the
hotter, drier conditions of climate change. Climate scientists'
projections for further temperature increases and less precipitation in
the decades to come are nothing short of frightening.

Meanwhile the aquifers of central and eastern Nevada and western Utah
provide the main lifeline for desert vegetation in an area the size of the
state of Vermont. Nevada water officials claim they will only pump
"excess" water, but at the same time they acknowledge the projected water
table drop will be anywhere from 50 to several hundred ft. well below
the reach of most desert plants.

Nevada authorities also claim that the consequences of groundwater pumping
cannot be known prior to actually removing the water and then offer the
assurance that if the results look bad to them they will stop or offer
compensation. That's like saying the consequences of someone pushing you
off a thousand ft cliff cannot be known until after you hit the ground,
but if it the results look bad they will offer you first aid and promise
not to do it again.

Water diversion projects like this have been done in other parts of the
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country and other parts of the world. The results have been exactly what
has been predicted: more dust, more pollution, and more disease.

A water diversion project drained 90% of the Aral Sea in Uzbekistan. Tens
of thousands of people have been displaced and the life expectancy of
residents who remain downwind of the dust bowl, has dropped by four years
due primarily to increased rates of throat and esophageal cancers. In
California where the Owens Lake was drained to supply Los Angeles with
water the now dry lake bed has become the largest source of particulate
matter air pollution in the United States.

For the small towns, ranchers, wildlife, and plant life in the West Desert
there is no such thing as excess water. For many of them the proposed
pipeline agreement is a virtual death sentence. But the rest of us will
see our beautiful vistas obscured and our economy and public health
imperiled, all for more fountains, urban sprawl and golf courses in Las
Vegas.

We trust that you will act aggressively to defend Utah citizens from this
ill-conceived proposal with such profound and likely irreversible
consequences.

Sincerely,
Dr. Brian Moench
president, Utah Physicians for a Healthy Environment (UPHE)

Other UPHE members
Dr. Anthony Faber
Dr. David Crimin
Dr. Richard Kanner
Dr. Stephen Shuput
Dr. Cris Cowley
Dr. Maunsel Pearce
Dr. Scott Hurst
Dr. Howie Garber
Dr. Brooke Jennings
Debra Hobbins, RN
Marion Klaus, PhD
Kathy Van Dame
Randy and Stephanie Colquitt
Steve Erickson
Dani Babbel
Scott Williams
Robin Dale PA-C, MS Medicine
Joel Ban
Steven Seftel
Joan Gregory
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From: Juan Arce-Larreta <juan231027@hotmai1.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 1:11 PM

As a parent of three living in Davis County I am very concerned about the
long term health of my children. Already facing numerous additional
airborne health threats including pollution from numerous refineries lying
just west of my home, extensive dust from gravel pits to the southwest,
heavy congestion in our area along 1-15, and dust rising from existing
dried beds of the Great Salt Lake, I believe that drying aquifers in the
west desert will result the creation of a dust bowl situation that will
bring only more harmful particulates to the area. With more and more
threats to the great salt water levels including growth of population
along the wasatch front and proposed industrial expansions that may use
hundreds of thousands of acre feet of lake water I imagine that threats of
other airborne particulates from dried lake beds may, but definitely
should not, already be in the future. Please do not take "any" action
that may dry areas such as the west desert or the Great Salt Lake and
subsequently lead to an unhealthier home in which to raise my family.

Sincerely,

Juan C. Arce-Larreta

677 East 50 North

NSL, UT 84054

801-936-1235
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From: CLARE GILMORE <clare.gilmore@msn.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date; Tuesday - September 29, 2009 7:23 AM
Subject: the agreement

This is a plea from a concerned resident. A resident who is already
finding the air in our valley difficult to breathe.

The Snake valley water allocation agreement is not only unfair to Utah but
will be horrifically unhealthy. You must stop the current process and take
the time to thoroughly study not only the fine details of the agreement
but the water quantity of the aquifer and potential damage to the air
quality of the wasatch Front.

Your fellow Utahans depend on you to craft a fair. scientifically based
agreement. Protect our health.

Thank you,

clare Gilmore

1 (\10/')(\(\0
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From: <mbwhitt@aol.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 7:28 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

Dear Governor Gary Herbert and the Utah Department of Natural Resources
staff,

???? After watching Ken Burns documentary on the National Parks, I am
struck by how fortunate we are that Theodore Roosevelt and others thought
of future generations and not of immediate economic gains when deciding to
preserve Yosemite National Park and the Grand Canyon.

???? I? believe that it is in Utah's best interest to thoroughly study the
environmental inpacts of any water agreement with Nevada.? I am concerned
about air quality in the Wasatch front being negatively affected by a
drying desert.? I am concerned about Great Basin National Park being
negatively affected by a reduction in water to its forests.? I am
concerned about ranchers in the west desert maintaining their agricultural
way of life and their contribution to preserving the land for fututre
generations.

???? Please do not make a short-sighted decision to benefit an over-sized
city in the desert (Las Vegas).? Lets live within our means, our water
means, and keep water where it belongs.?Utah's people, plants and animals
depend on it.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mary Beth Whittaker

4084 Foubert Avenue

Salt Lake City, Utah 84124

801-278-7453
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From: ·Wilde, Jackie K elV USA- <jackie.wilde@us.army.mil>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 8:00 AM
Subject: Vote No on this proposal

We have a fa~ily ranch in Skull Valley Utah and are worried that taking
water from the aquiver will negatively affect our ranch. Please keep
Utah water in Utah and conversely stop sending in waste from other
states/countries and storing them in Tooele County. We are not the
water bill payer for Nevada nor should we be the waste stock pile for
others.

Jackie Wilde (Orrs Ranch)
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From: Maia Taylor <maiataylor@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 12:38 PM
Subject: Proposed Pipeline

To Whom It May Concern,

As a resident of the arid Southwestern United States, our inability to
adapt
to the water issues we face at various times deeply concerns me. Nevada

and
Utah are the two driest states in the U.S., yet these states continue to
expand whereby greater and greater amounts of already-scarce water are
called for. Instead of changing our patterns of water consumption, energy
use, and urban expansion, we seek out increasingly absurd ways to
perpetuate
our outdated methods; this practice has only found us in progressively

more
dangerous positions. Due to this habit, Las Vegas, a seeming-oasis in the
middle of the driest part of the United States, now runs the risk of
running
out of water entirely. Rather than reducing the excessive water use of the
city, politicians have proposed building a pipeline to tap not one, but

two
aquifers.

I am a student in my final year of ecology at the University of Utah and
would like to remind those who read this letter of a few of its

principles.
Ecology is defined as the study of organisms and their environment. This
implies that all things have some type of interconnection and rely on one
another for some aspect of their livelihood. With that in mind, I would
like
to state again that Nevada and Utah are the two driest states in the U.S.
Aquifers, as you most likely know, are underground deposits of water, also
known as groundwater. This water takes millions of years to build up and
remains in delicate balance with the surrounding land, vegetation, and
climate. If people drain aquifers, the land is left without water to speak
of which results in death of plants, followed by the death of fauna, and
generally relegates the region to a &emwasteland.Ael' The desert land around

the
Snake Valley and Spring Valley aquifers rely a great deal on these two
sources of water; without them, the areas will be severely damaged. Land
subsidence will likely occur, in which the disappearance of water creates

a
weak foundation and the land sinks (the San Joaquin Valley of California
and
Mexico City are prime examples of this). The nuclear testing which

occurred
in Nevada during the twentieth century left vast deposits of hazardous
materials on the land. Aquifer depletion will allow these toxins to blow
into the air as particulate matter and will most likely be inhaled. I hope
that no one has forgotten the high counts of cancer which occurred in the
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areas surrounding the test sites after the aforementioned years. As a
resident of Salt Lake City, I am alarmed that the air stream blows

directly
into this valley from Nevada. I cana~t think of a single person who would
like to become a new generation of Downwinders.

I have never encountered a single individual who argues against the
inaccuracy of the Colorado River Compact and how this has damaged the

West,
particularly in recent decades. The Compact is antiquated at best yet we
keep reacting emotionally at the idea of redistributing the water rights.
The Colorado River no longer reaches the Pacific Ocean; this is not any
type
of secret, but I feel it necessary to remind people of this fact. The
Colorado River is the most managed river in the world and it does not

reach
the ocean any longer. Mexico does not receive their entire allotment of
water. We are literally depriving other people of water. And now Las Vegas
wants to tap into the Snake and Spring Valley aquifers to perpetuate their
city in a desert? I feel infuriated at this prospect and how far it has
come. Las Vegas will only find itself in worse circumstances than it is

now
should this irrational water consumption go unchecked. We cannot continue
to
support this type and amount of waste in any capacity.

When we hear the word A6resustainablea€; we must ask ourselves four questions:
what is sustainable: who is it sustainable for; for how long is it
sustainable; at what cost does this sustainability come? The proposed
pipeline can answer none of these questions with any assurance. The
pipeline
aims to give Las Vegas more water since the reservoirs which supply the
city
hold less and less water as time goes on. This groundwater use will supply
only Las Vegas with a limited amount of water for the future. The
groundwater will only last a limited number of yearsAE:"I do not feel
comfortable offering an estimateA€"given that aquifers take millions of

years
to regenerate. The pipeline will deplete natural water sources the
surrounding environment has relied on for millions of years, create land
subsidence, and dry the surrounding areas which will lead to hazardous
particulate matter lifting into the air which will most likely blow
directly
into Salt Lake City, the most densely populated area in Utah. I urge you

to
reconsider the Snake Valley Pipeline proposal. This pipeline is an

arrogant
use of power and a fraudulent representation of the predicaments facing

the
Southwest. The proposed Snake Valley Pipeline will only create more and
greater problems for the future adding strain to the healthcare system,
Western water rights, and creates a precedent for encouraging outrageously
Sincerely,
Maia Taylor
Co-director, Sustainable Environments and Ecological Design
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Print View

From: Daniel Craig Mccool <dan.mccool@poli-sci.utah.edu>
To: "snakevalley@utah.gov" <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: Daniel Craig Mccool <dan.mccool@poli-sci.utah.edu>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 12:35 PM
Subject: Snake Valley

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Snake Valley
Pipeline. My concerns focus on the "environmental escape clause," i.e. the
language in the proposed settlement that purports to protect the
environment of Snake valley if the pipeline is built and then evidence
shows that it is doing demonstrable damage to the flora, fauna, soil, and
water table in the area. Las Vegas argues that this clause protects the
Snake Valley from potential future harm. However, a dose of political
reality demonstrates the absurdity of that claim. If Las Vegas builds
this pipeline, at a cost of several billion dollars, and then we discover
that the dire predictions of irreversible environmental damage actually
come to fruition, it will be too late to reverse our actions. Las Vegas
wants to build this pipeline so they can provide water for sprawling
suburbs. The cost of the pipeline is enormous; such projects always cost
more than their estimated cost, so it is not unreasonable to assume that
this pipeline will cost $4 billion. Once that system is in place, there
is no chance whatsoever that it will be abandoned if we discover that it
is doing significant environmental damage to the area. No reasonable
person would assume that Las Vegas, upon a showing that the pipeline is
actually having the detrimental impact that so many are predicting, would
suddenly abandon the pipeline, forsake its enormous investment, and tell
all the people living in those suburbs that they no longer have a source
of water. That will not happen. Instead, what will happen is that Las
Vegas will first deny there really is much impact, then express its
regrets, and then tell Utah we should get a bill through Congress forcing
the federal government--the American taxpayer--to pay for mitigation and
damages. The long-term losses for Utah, rural Nevada, America's public
lands in that area, and the American taxpayer will be staggering.

This proposed pipeline actually represents an opportunity, in two ways.
First, the pipeline must be opposed by a broad-based coalition of
grass-roots organizations and individuals that includes ranching and
farming groups, environmen~al groups, fiscal conservatives, people in Las
Vegas that don't want to pay for a big wasteful government boondoggle, and
protectors of public lands in Nevada and Utah--including the agencies that
manage them. Such a coalition would have the power and influence
necessary to take on Las Vegas and win the battle against this pipeline.
Second, this is an opportunity for Las Vegas and other western cities to
start thinking about a new hydrological reality that forces them to live
within their means. The notion that Las Vegas, and other western cities,
can grow infinitely, in a world of finite resources, is illogical and
essentially destructive. We now live in an age of limits, and the water
problem facing Las Vegas is an opportunity to reexamine existing beliefs,
assumptions, laws, and policy, and develop a new approach to sustainable
cities and a viable economy that does not destroy its ecological
foundation. It is also time to question the validity of the 1922 Colorado
River Compact and consider significant revisions. It should be clear to
all parties that the current system of water laws and policies, designed
in another, vastly different era, no long serve the public interest.
Building pipelines will not solve our problems; we can only accomplish
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that by living within our ecological means.
Thank you.
Dan McCool
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Print view

From: Suzie Holland <hollandsuzie@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29. 2009 8:15 AM
Subject; snake valley water agreement

I don't agree that Nevada should be allowed to drill for water from the
underground aquifer in Snake Valley. If the water table draws down too far
we will not be able to stop them from continuing to use water unless we
take them to court which would take years. In the meantime the air quality
in Utah will deterioriate past its already unhealthy levels. Let Nevada
learn to control its growth and live within its means.

Suzie Holland
7859 Nantucket Drive
SLC. UT 84121
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September 30, 2009

Snake Valley Agreement
<:10 Utah Department of Natural Resources
Division afWater Rights
1594 West North Ternple, Suite 220
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

To whom it may concern,

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the proposed agreement between
the states of Utah and Nevada regarding the management of the Snake Valley
Groundwater System.

I am the biologist who wrote the Status Review (Jones 2007) on which the Petition to list
the least chub (lotichthys ph/egethonlis) as a threatened species under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) was based. As such, the bulk of my comments on the proposed water
sharing agreement focus on how the transfer of significant amounts of ground water from
the Snake Valley hydrgraphic basin will impact this species, which is likely to be listed
under the ESA before pumping would commence around 2019.

However, I wrap up these comments by pointing out specific problems and issues with
some of the details of the proposed agreement, primarily from a scientific and practical
management standpoint. In addition I close these comments with more general
arguments as to why the pursuit of this agreement is not in the best interests of the
ecosystems and people of Snake Valley. Millard and Juab counties, and the state of Utah.

1.0 The impacts of ground water diversion on the least chub

Background on tile least chub

The least chub (lotichthys phlegethontis) is a rare species ofminnow, endemic to Utah
and restricted to Utah's part of the ancient Bonneville Basin. It is found in shallow,
freshwater marshes and ponds. fed by natural springs.

The least chub has experienced dramatic population and distribution declines throughout
its range. This species has been extirpated from the majority of historic habitats where it
once existed and currently persists in only a few isolated spring complexes along the
Wasatch Front, the Sevier River basin and in Snake Valley. The main threats to the least
chub populations include increased urbanization. water development, livestock impacts.
and predation and competition impacts from introduced nonnative species. There are
currently only six known, wild. extant populations of least chub, in addition to a handful
ofrefuge populations established through transplant in various locations within the range
of the species. Overall. the long-term success of the establishment of refuge populations
has been mixed, with about a 50010 success rate. The few wild populations we know of
are not for a lack of looking. Over the last decade the Utah Division of Wildlife



Resources (UDWR) has undertaken over 120 surveys in what was considered to be the
best suspected least chub habitats remaining. Still, only six wild, extant populations are
known today.

Least chub listing effort

The petition to list the least chub (IOh'chthys ph/ege/hon/is) as a threatened species under
the Endangered Species Act (ESA) was submitted in June of 2007 by the Center for
Biological Diversity, the Confederated Tribes ofthe Goshute Reservation, the Great
Basin Chapter ofTrout Unlimited, and the Utah Chapter of the Sierra Club. In October
of2oo8 the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service issued the ''90-day'' Finding on this petition,
which found that listing of the least chub under the ESA may be warranted, and which
triggered a 12-month fannal status review by the Service to detennine whether listing of
the least chub is in fact warranted. In the 90~day finding, the Service specifically cited as
one of the chief threats facing the least chub the proposed groundwater pumping in Snake
Valley by the Southern Nevada Water Authority:

.... .(L)isting least chub as a threatened or endangered species may be warranted due to

water withdrawal and diversion .... the level ofconcern regarding negative impacts to
spring discharge rates, and ultimately least chub habitats, from groundwater pumping is
high." Federal Register IVol. 73, No. 200. pp. 61011 and 61012.

The USFWS has until mid October to come out with the final decision as to whether to
list the least chub as a Threatened Species under the ESA. There have been indications
from inside the Service that the decision will be to designate the least chub a candidate
species with high priority for listing.

General Impacts ofgroundwater withdrawal on the least chub

Predictable water levels have been identified as important in the life history of least chub
(Lamarra 1982; Crist and Holden 1980). Maintenance of certain water levels is
particularly key because levels must be high enough to allow the fish to migrate between
springs and surrounding marshes as environmental conditions change. Not only can
reduced water supply diminish the amount ofleast chub habitat, and thus the capacity of
an area to support least chub, but lowered water levels may also cause niche overlap with
other species. These overlaps may increase hybrid introgression and interspecific
competition (Crawford 1979, Lamarra 1981, Mills 2004). Lastly, maintenance of water
levels and discharge volumes is critical in preserving natural sediment transport
processes, thereby maintaining underwater habitat configurations and reducing aquatic
vegetation encroachment into sensitive spring areas.

Water levels in pools containing least chub that are spring fed (basically all the habitat
currently occupied by wild least chub populations) are in tum dependent on stable,
functioning aquifm that enable water tables near to surface to allow for consistent rates
of spring discharge. Water development, especially ground water pumping. could
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significantly lower the water table, possibly drying up or lowering the water level in
springs and marshes populated hy least chub.

Southern Nevada Water Authority's proposal

By far the most sigoificant threat to the Snake Valley least chub populations is future
water withdrawals from the Snake Valley aquifer proposed by SNWA. As is typical of
most Great Basin valleys, the groundwater beneath Snake Valley is contained within two
separate aquifers, one sitting on top of the other (Van Liew 2006). The upper aquifer, an
unconfined aquifer, resides in the alluvial material fanned from the erosion of the
surrounding mountain ranges, and is typically referred to as the local water table. The
lower aquifer is part of a larger hydrologic area known as the Great Salt Lake Basin,
which consists of a regional confined (artesian) aquifer whose water is contained within
the fractured carbonate rock that resulted from the formation of the Basin and Range
province. SNWA proposes to access this deeper, confined aquifer.

A few hydrogeologic studies of the Snake Valley aquifer have already been conducted
and shed light on the kinds of impacts the SNWA pumping project in Snake Valley might
have on the three wild least chub population complexes found there. The most widely
cited analysis was conducted by Kirby and Hurlow (2005), which in turn relies heavily
on the research and predictions contained in the previous study conducted by the USGS
(Schaeffer and Harrill 1995). Although total annual recharge of the Snake Valley
hydrologic basin was previously estimated to be around 100,000 acre-feet a year (Hood
and Rush 1965, Carlton, 1985, Utah Department ofNatural Resources 2006), the
Proposed Agreement between Nevada and Utah chooses to use the higher estimate of
132,000 acre-feet/year estimated by the Basin and Range Carbonate Aquifer Study
(BARCASS) (more on this point later in these comments). Principle sources of recharge
are snowmelt from the Snake Range to the West, and infiltration ofprecipitation and
surface runoff throughout the topographically lower parts of Snake Valley (Hood and
Rush, 1965, Carlton, 1985).

Kirby and Hurlow (2005) predict significant impacts to the Snake Valley aquifer due to
the proposed groundwater pumping. The following is an excerpt from this study:

Withdrawal from the nine wells in western Snake Valley andfrom other wells in
the proposed SNWA well system, especially those in Spring Valley, will
significantly affect the dynamics and overall budget ofthe Snake Valley ground
water system (Schaeffer and Harrill, 1995). The effects cannot be precisely
predicted with available data, but the fol/owing changes are likely to occur:

(1) Ground-water levels will decline in both the basin-jill and carbonate aquifers.

(2) Recharge to the Snake Valley ground-water system will decrease by the
25,000 acre-feet per year (31 hmJlyr) withdrawn from rhe SNWA wells and by
4,000 acre-feet per year (5 hmJlyr) that presently enters the Snake Valley ground
water system as underflowfrom Spring Valley to the west (Carlton, 1985). The
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underflow will likely be eliminated due to reversal ofcurrent potentiometric

surface gradients.

(3) Discharge at major springs will decrease by at least 10 percent, as indicated
by the example ofTwin Springs in northeastern Snake Va//ey (Schaffer and
Harrill, 1995). Discharge at other springs closer to the welJjield, such as the Big
Spring complex in western Snake ValJey, will likely decrease by a greater amount.
[later in report Kirby and Hurlow cite Schaefer and Harrill, 1995 who predicted
reduction or cessation of spring flow in Snake Valley due to proposed pwnping].

(4) Evapotranspiration in Snake ValJey wi// decrease by about 40 percent
(Schaeffer and Harrill, 1995, p. 34). Although decreased evapotranspiration may
result in more ground water available for withdrawal, the ecological impact of
this decrease would be substantial and water rights at the affected springs could
be adversely impacted.

(5) Subsurface outflowfrom Snake Valley, estimated at about 25.000 to 35,000
acre feet per year (31 - 43 hmJ/yr) (Carltan, 1985), would be reduced due to
reversal ofpotentiometric-surface gradients in Snake ValJey. This reduction in
subsurface outflow may eventuaUy cause decreased discharge at important
regional springs north and northeast ofSnake Valley.

Time-step models ofthe effect ofthe proposed ground-water withdrawals on
ground-water levels show downward deflection ofthe local potentiometric
surface within Snake Valley (Schaefer and Harrill, 1995) (figure 12). The
magnitude ofthe modeled drawdown cone is greater than JOOfeet (31 m)for
parts ofwestern Millard County near Garrison. Local ground-water level
drawdown, near Baker, Nevada reaches 100feet (31 m) just after the 10-year
time step (figure 12). Sequential time steps show a broadening cone ofdrawdown,
which extends up to 30 miles (42 km) east into Utah (Schaefer and Harrill, 1995)
(figure 12). Discharge at important springs in Wah Wah ValJey and T14le Valley
may also decrease. The ground-water model ofSchaefer and Harrill (1995)
assumes a simplified regional aquifer system consisting ofupper and lower
layers, which correspond to the unconsolidated basin-fill and carbonate aquifers,
respectively.

By far the most important "take home message" from Kirby and Hurlow's study is that,
once ground water pwnping commences at wells at the base of the Snake Range, spring
discharge at springheads throughout Snake Valley can expect to decrease by an amount
and at a rate that is as of now impossible to predict. SNWA itself has already
acknowledged that its Snake Valley pwnping will affect springs and spring.dependent
species, as well as groundwater dependent plant communities and riparian areas (GWD
Final Scoping Package, as well as the Proposed Agreement). As all least chub
populations in Snake Valley currently rely on constant, predictable spring discharge
(even if very small amounts), one is only left to predict that the consequences of future
ground water pumping could be, at the least significant, and at the worst catastrophic, for
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this species in Snake Valley. The argument that the aquifer is a renewable resource is
also in dispute: subsequent conversations with Kirby reveal that the water proposed to be
pumped from these deep wells may have been put down in the aquifer in prehistoric
times, and its possible the area's complex geologic structure, if shifting has occurred at
all, could now carry mountain runoff laterally miles away before entering any aquifer
(McDonough 2006).

One other point to note is that., even if SNWA is not granted the rights to pump Snake
Valley's aquifer, it already has been granted the rights in adjacent Spring Valley.
Hydrological studies have noted that reductions in the water table in the Spring Valley
aquifer could also decrease the present flow of significant amounts of groundwater
through the alluvial aquifer that connects to, and delivers additional ground water to,
Snake Valley (Harrill et aJ. 1988, and BARCASS).

The USFWS own 1995 proposal to list the least chub as endangered (which was thrown
out after the Least Chub Conservation Agreement and Strategy was written) cited the
existing and foreseeable surface and ground water pumping conditions in Snake Valley at
the time as already being a threat to least chub persistence: "[p]resent water withdrawals
from surface and underground sources are estimated at I0% of the total yearly recharge
rate... (t)hese rates do not appear to be threatening to least chub habitat. However,
additional proposed wells in the southern part of Snake Valley and surrounding areas
could lower the water table, resulting in drying up or lowering the water level in springs
and man;hes populated by least chub."

Of significance, in 1995 the amount of water withdrawals occurring at that time in Snake
Valley were considered a problem for least chub, yet no mention was made of the SNWA
proposal in the Federal Register, which could take up to an additional 41 % ofthe
aquifer's recharged water annually (assuming the actual recharge is in fact 132,000
aclft/yr, which is a matter of some dispute). If the pumping situation in Snake Valley in
1995 was seen as problematic enough to warrant an endangered listing for least chub
back then, the current SNWA proposal should certainly be seen as something of a
problem for the species now.

In summary, based on the research canied out to date and summarized above, the
proposed ground water pumping in Snake Valley (and adjacent Spring Valley) by SNWA
could potentially cause significant drawdown of the Snake Valley water table, with
potentially severe repercussions for least chub and all aquatic species and wetland
systems that rely on consistent spring discharge.

2.0 Specific comments on the Draft Proposed Agreement

The sections of my comments below are tiered to the numbered sections of the Proposed
Agreement, and Appendix C.

Specific Comments on main body ofDraft Agreement
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3.0 Available Groundwater Supply (D,4) One striking problem with the Proposed
Agreement the is the casual acceptance, carte blanche, ofthe BARCASS estimate of
132,000 acre/ft/year ofrecharge into the Snake Valley. As mentioned previously, a
number of previous studies had estimated total annual recharge of the Snake Valley
hydrologic basin to be around 100,000 acre-feet a year (Hood and Rush 1965, Carlton,
1985, Utah DepaI1ment ofNatura1 Resources 2006). In fact, BARCASS itself cautions
that its estimate of Snake Valley's annual discharge, or available groundwater supply, is
highly uncertain and not reliable (with a confidence rate of only 67%), conceding that it
might well be 30,000 afy too high. Moreover, the Draft Agreement similarly concedes
that the available groundwater supply for Snake Valley is uncertain, so uncertain that the
Nevada State Engineer's hearing on Snake Valley will be postponed until 2019 so more
data on available groundwater can be collected. It does not make sense to use such an
admittedly uncertain, unreliable figure as the basis for calculating the amount of
groundwater available for apportionment and dividing it between the two states at this
time. At the very least, the Draft Agreement should eschew any commibnent to a
particular figure now and should layout a more concrete and equitable method for
adjusting the nwnber at a later date. As written, Nevada has veto power over adjusting
the available groundwater supply downward, leaving Utah with little recourse should
additional scientific measurement and study confirm that 132,000 afy is inappropriately
high.

And on top of the uncertain amount of groundwater that we are starting with in Snake
Valley, the 132,000 does not account for and subtract interbasin inflow to Snake Valley
from Spring Valley. BARCASS estimated that the amount of inflow to Snake Valley
from Spring Valley is 49,000 afy. This inflow makes up a major portion of the
BARCASS estimate of available groundwater supply in Snake Valley. But the Nevada
State Engineer already has permitted Spring Valley to be fully appropriated by SNWA.
Thus, SNWA already has been granted the right to pump groundwater from Spring
Valley that presently flows into Snake Valley and makes up much of Snake Valley's
available groundwater supply. So, the only prudent estimate to use from BARCASS
would be 132,000 afy less the 49,000 of inflow from Spring Valley, which already has
been accounted for in Nevada, resulting in a true available groundwater estimate of
83,000 afy.

Yet an even more disturbing factor in the estimation of available groundwater in Snake
Valley is the absence of any mention of current and future climate change this part ofthe
region may encounter, and what effect this may have on future amounts of groundwater
in the hydrographic basin.

During the past century, global surface temperatures have iocreased by 1.1 'F, but this
trend has dramatically increased to a rate approaching 3.6'F/century during the past 25
years, the fastest rate of warming in the past 1000 years (!PCC 2007). Temperatures
during the latter period of warming have increased at a rate comparable to the rates of
warming that conservative projections predict will occur during the next century with
continued increases of greenhouse gases. As global wanning progresses, maximwn high
and minimum low temperatures are expected to increase, as are the magnitude and
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duration of regional droughts (!PCC 2007). Thus, the ecological effects of warming
temperatures and droughts associated with glohal warming are likely to impact the Great
Basin Desert. Among those effects are decreased duration and depth ofwinter snowfall
(IPee 2(07), earlier spring runoff and decreased water availability, decreased
productivity and cover of herbaceous vegetation and thus increased soil erosion, and
unprecedented rates of vegetation shifts due to die off, especially along boundaries of
semi-arid ecosystems (Allen and Breshears 1998, Davenport et al. 1998, Wilcox et a1.
2003).

Ofparticular concem should be the potential for future declines in snowpack in the Deep
Creek and Snake Mountains, which are the chief source of groundwater recharge into the
Snake Valley aquifer. Discharge rates, in tum, are tied to a stable aquifer, which is in
tum tied to recharge rates and pathways that are still not completely understood.
However, if (for example 100 years from now) snowpack rates are, say. 20-40% less in
these mountain ranges than they typically are today, one should assume this could have
an impact on hydraulic heads tied to the deep carbonate aquifer that is dependent on
snowmelt runoff. This prediction is not a mere guess: Hoerling (2006) recently examined
temperature data coJlected by scientists' worldwide to infonn a new assessment of
climate change in Utah and Colorado. His analysis predicts a five degree rise in
temperatures in this region by 2050, and perhaps as early as 2020. This will undoubtedly
lead to a reduced snowpack in mountains ranges in Utah and neighboring Nevada.

It is mind boggling that the Proposed Agreement, purportedly written with sound science
in hand and under guidance of scientists, has established an amount of available Snake
Valley water, far into the future, without the slightest mention of what effect climate
change might have on that future groundwater supply.

2.2 Specific Comments on Snake Valley Environmental Monitoring and Management
Agreement (Appendix C)

RECITAL G. (P.ll. Here it is stated that "The Parties desire to establish a consultative
process by which to manage the development of groundwater by SNWA within Snake
Valley," The fear that I have is this "consultative" process envisioned by the Draft
Agreement appears cumbersome, expensive, ineffective, reactive, and unenforceable.

RECITAL H, (p.2). This recital continues a disturbing thread from the previous recital
(0), in which the Parties agree that SNWA pumping "will result in changes to the
existing hydrologic and biologic conditions" in Snake Valley. Specifically, Recital H
goes on to state that "the safe yield doctrine...generally allows for...a reasonable amount
of drawdown in the groundwater aquifer. Such appropriations necessarily impact the
existing hydrologic system and captures discharge available to phreatophytes, streams
and natural lakes." My question is, what level of drawdown will be reasonable for the
least chub? Do SNWA and the State of Utah somehow have a priori knowledge that a
certain level of drawdown in the water table will stilI be OK and allow for the spring
discharge that feeds the least chub population sites? Or, rather, do Utah and SNWA think
it is "reasonable" that three of the six known populations of this species (which will in all
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likelihood be listed by the time pumping commences) will be extirpated when spring
flows inevitably decline or cease?

RECITAL J. (p.2). Still following the thread above, this Recital states that "The Parties
acknowledge that not all effects caused by the development of groundwater in Snake
Valley are unreasonable," I am eager to hear which effects Utah and SNWA think are
'''reasonable.''

RECITAL K. (p.2). Here, the Parties reiterate that they "shall rely on the best scientific
information available..." If this is true, why is the Draft Agreement being signed now,
before more data can come in from the test wells that were just appropriated by the Utah
Legislature and built within the last year or so? Why the rush, in the face of lacking data?

Section 1. Statement orIn/en! (p.l), On page 2 of the Environmental Monitoring and
Management Agreement, the document speaks of mitigating the effects of pumping on
the hydrological and biological resources of Snake Valley. On this matter (mitigation), it
has come to my attention that some of the local residents of Snake Valley concerned
about the Proposed Agreement have been attending some video conferences with the
Utah Department of aturaJ Resources to discuss the Draft Agreement. One point that
has come up is the possibility that ifpumping adversely impacts some areas SNWA
would "create a refuge" for affected wildlife (ostensibly least chub, spotted frog. and the
sub-globose snake pyrg, and longitudioal gland pyrg) and move them from their original
habitat to another location further from the pumping.

This proposal is one that I believe most biologists would not support. First of all, in the
hypothetical case of least chub transfer, where would SNWA propose to create such a
refuge for the least chub? SNWA must keep in mind that the Snake Valley is the world's
current stronghold for least chub, and there is no other habitat that we know of, indeed
anywhere in the Great Basin ecoregion, that can match Snake Valley in terms of
outstanding least chub habitat quality, How do we know this? We know this simply
because three of the six current, known, extant populations of least chub are found here,
As the biologist who wrote the status review on which the current listing petition is
based, I can say with authority that the Snake Valley habitats outmatch the other three
locations we have left that still house wild least chub, The Mona population, by the Utah
Division of Wildlife's own admission, has been "written oft" due to the failure to win the
Mosquitofish battle there. At the Mills Valley population site, recent UDWR monitoring
reports note that livestock damage at sites containing least chub in Mills Valley was
"moderate to severe," And the Clear Lake least chub population site, while in good
condition, is in part a modified, man-made impoundment with plenty of exotic carp.

The point here is simply that, all evidence points to the Snake Valley spring-fed marshes
and wetlands as being irreplaceable habitat for the least chub. Still, the UDWR is
charged, through the Least Chub Conservation Agreement and Strategy, to in fact "back
up" all six, known, wild populations of the chub (including the three in Snake Valley
Leland Harris, Gandy and Bishop Springs populations) through the establishment of two
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separate refuge populations for each wild population to ensure genetic redundancy in case
of catastrophic loss of ooy wild population.

If SNWA thinks the solution to the inevitable drawdown of the water table in Snake
Valley that will likely result in diminished flow of the springs that feed the least chub
marshes and ponds is to simply "create a refuge" somewhere and put the Snake Valley
least chub there, it would I think: be instructive for SNWA to first investigate what
success the UDWR has had up to now locating suitable refuge sites for these three
populations and successfully transplanting them for the long term. At the time of the
writing of the listing petition (2007), UDWR had reintroduced least chub from Snake
Valley to Deadmoo Spring (in 1995) in Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge, but this
troosplant effort was declared a failure in 2002 when the UDWR determined the
troosplooted population was extirpated. The UDWR had troosplooted the Bishop Springs
population type to the Red Knolls refuge site (in 2005), where it is faring well. However,
UDWR has not yet found a second suitable "back-up site" for the Bishop Springs
Population. In 1987 least chub from Goody Salt Marsh were introduced into Harley
Saunders Pond but that traosploot effort was declared a failure by 2004. The UDWR has
not yet found a another suitable refuge site for the Gandy Population. In 1996, least chub
from the Lelood Harris population site were traosplooted to Walter Spring in the Fish
Springs National Wildlife Refuge. That traosploot effort also failed by 2005, when that
population was found by the UDWR to have been extirpated. UDWR has not yet found a
another suitable "back-up site" for the Leland Harris Population.

On the whole, UDWR's track record for successfully transplanting least chub into
previously unoccupied habitat is not very good. On the eve of the listing petition.
UDWR was batting only a 50% success record of extant, seemingly viable transplants.
Given that, at the time of the listing petition, only one of those refuge populations (the
Lucin site, established in 1989) was more than two years old, this certainly does not say
much for the longevity of these refuge populations.

To be clear. the lack of numerous attempts to transplant least chub apart from what is
discussed above stern from the fact that the UDWR simply cannot find high quality, non
degraded or human impacted. mosquitofish-free sites that are suitable to attempt a
traosp1oot ofleast chub into. At the time of the listing petition, the UDWR had
conducted over 120 separate surveys for least chub across the state, at sites they thought
would be suitable habitat, trYing to find additional wild populations of the fish. These
sites were presumably also assessed for their suitability for future transplants. Yet, we
still have only a handful of sites where establishment of refuge populations has been
attempted (and, again, so far with limited success).

This all brings us back to the question ofhow SNWA can, with a straight face. casually
state that it can create additional refuge sites for impaired wildlife and transplant them
there, so it won't matter if the existing occupied habitat is destroyed when the
groundwater levels inevitably drop. And let's be clear about one more thing: Ihope that
in this misguided mitigation plan I was told of, SNWA is not proposing to, per se "create
new wetlands," but rather Iassume SNWA will identify wetlands not already occupied
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by endemic wetland species and announce some fonn ofprotection for the site. Actual
"creation" of new wetlands where there previously were none is a much less proven,
much more difficult, risky, and expensive option for mitigation. IfSNWA is seriously
considering a mitigation scheme oftrus regard, I would ask SNWA to give examples of
previous, successful wetland creation from scratch into which populations of endangered
species were put and monitored for successful population viability of the species for the
long tenn. I would be extremely interested if SNWA could come up with any examples,
because I for one am not sure that any do in fact exist. Yet another question to be
answered would be, if SNWA is in fact intending to somehow create refuge wetlands
from scratch where there were none before, which water source would be used? (the
thought of bringing some ofthe water being piped from the Snake Valley aquifer
overland to a mitigation site is, of course, absurd on its face).

Section 4 Monitoring. Section 4 appears to include the monitoring of existing pennitted
users' groundwater withdrawals in Utah, but existing pennitted users are not signatory to
the Management and Monitoring Agreement. I would be interested to hear how senior
water rights holders in Utah are bound to the tenns of this agreement?

In Section 4.1.1 on page 6 of Appendix C, the Draft Agreement speaks of the "frequency
of data collection to ensure early detection of effects resulting from SNWA groundwater
withdrawals in Snake Valley." Once again, I point out that some degree of certain
impacts are simply referred to as a "given" in this docwnent.

Section 5 Management Response and Operation Plan. regarding Section 5.1.1 (p.?),
will "management response actions designed to avoid the indicated effects" be
implemented before "management response actions designed to minimize,....or
mitigate, the indicated effects"?

Section 5.1.3 (p.?) appears to give the Management Committee with its two Utah and two
SNWA members absolute discretion over implementing any or all parts of the
Management and Monitoring plan, regardless of the specific provisions of the
Agreement, including early warning indicators, the severity and relative importance of
the pwnping impacts, etc. Is this really the best course of action?

Section 5.2 (p. 8) states that ''the Parties agree that no management response action may
be selected which ... causes the existing viable population ofa species to decline to an
extent which necessitates the species come under the purview of the Endangered Species
Act, (16 U.S.c. 1531, et. seq.) including Candidate Species provisions. In light of the
fact that federal listing of the least chub under the ESA appears imminent (and this in the
absence of any SNWA groundwater withdrawal in Snake Valley as of yet), this is an
interesting statement that the Draft Agreement makes. It would seem that, if spring
discharge begins to slow at any of the least chub population sites after pumping
commences, the only course of action would be to cease pumping in the vicinity.
Correct? (and on that note, if the least chub springs and marshes do dry up, what good
would "acquisition of real property and/or water rights dedicated to the recovery of the
Special Status Species within the current and historic habitat range within the Tier I
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and/or Tier II Monitoring Areas" (p.9) do? See above comments about trying to create

refuge sites for least chub).

Section 5.3 (and also Section 13) sets up cumbersome, expensive, and lengthy processes
in cases of disagreement by the Teclmical Working Group resulting in delays in any
actions to address adverse impacts, including reversing SNWA commitments in Sec.
5.1.3 to protect endangered, threatened and sensitive species and by the Management
Committee resulting in a non-binding recommendations.

Section 6 Data Quality Requirements. Section 6 provides for quality assurance/quality
control in the collection of hydrologic, biologic, and air quality data in Utah's Snake
Valley, a welcome improvement to data collection under the larger NVIUT Agreement.

Section 8 - Analytical Models, Section 8.1 provides for the mandatory inclusion of a
regional groundwater flow numerical model in the Management and Monitoring
agreement, but does not mandate its use in implementing the provisions of the agreement.

Section J2 - Funding. This agreement places the financial burden and the burden of
proof on the Utah rancher, farmer or city/water district. Rather than having Utah as a
partner, this Agreement requires that the rancher appeal directly to the Southern Nevada
Water Authority. IfSNWA disagrees with the damages, the next step is a panel. [fthe
panel disagrees, the next step is the courts at the expense of the damaged Utahn. The
State of Utah will not step in to protect its rural citizens financially or otherwise in the
agreement. It is reasonable for SNWA to guarantee a multi million doUar bond to protect
rural Utahns in the legal process for enforcement, compensation, and legal fees.

There is no guarantee for funding in this agreement for critical monitoring that would
detect impacts. Ifmonitoring is not funded (except for SNWA responsibilities: 4 required
in this agreement) USGS has 8 that could be dropped and UT has many as well. This
agreement does NOT require SNWA to stop pumping if the monitoring is not funded and
discontinues.

Appendix J - Biological Monitoring. The Nature Conservancy's Conservation Action
Planning (CAP) process is a good one and I support its use in this monitoring plan.

In Section 1.1.2 of Appendix I of the M&M Agreement (p.2) , it notes that the "sub·
globose snake pyrg, and longitudinal gland pyrg are not currently monitored," The
Monitoring and Management Agreement should consider more extensive surveys and
monitoring of these two mollusks, as the USFWS recently (August 18) reported in the
Federal register a positive 90-day finding on the petition to list both of these species
under the ESA.

Regarding Section 1.2 of Appendix 1 of the M&M Agreement (p.2), it states, "in the
phreatopbytic plant community south of Gandy Sail Marsh, a sufficient number of
permanent transects will be established and annually sampled to track composition and
cover at the alliance level." Why are phreatophytes being monitored in only one
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location? It scarcely matters what SNWA and Utah consider "a sufficient number" of
transects to be in this case..... they are sampling only one area. This is known as
pseudoreplication.

What do the highlighted (in grey) rows in Tahles 1.1 and 1.2 (p. 2-3) mean?

Appendix 3 - Air Quality Monitoring. The Wasatch Front already experiences numerous
compromised air quality days that affect the health of its citizens. The decrease in
vegetation acknowledged in the Draft Agreement, as many studies indicate from the
Owens Valley groundwater mining experience, will increase air pollution significantly
along the Wasatch Front, further threatening its citizens' health.. And as we have seen
from the experience with Los Angeles and Owens Valley, mitigating for this kind of air
pollution caused by desertification can run into the billions of dollars.

3.0 Closing Thoughts

I believe that the proposed agreement with the State ofNevada over the division of the
Snake Valley Aquifer could potentially result in an unmitigable disaster, not only for the
least chub, but potentially also for dozens of other rare and important native species that
rely on functional wetlands of Snake Valley, as well as the human communities that live
in Snake Valley.

In short, the Draft Agreement seems to be based on more assumptions than solid facts.
The recharge estimate of 132,000 acre feet/year is optimistic, especially in light of only
67% confidence ofBARCASS in its own estimate of available groundwater, in addition
to 15+ studies that indicate recharge is closer to 100,000-110,000. The absence of any
mention of how future climate change could potentially diminish the amount of available
water to be divvyed up between the states is striking.

This agreement acknowledges outright that groundwater withdrawals will affect plants,
seeps, springs, lakes and flows to other basins thereby severely impacting the native
species that rely on those systems functioning as they have historically. This is not to
mention that the demise of these systems will also lead to the depreciation of other
segments of Utah's rural economy - namely livestock growing, fanning, hunting, fishing
and outdoor recreation. This Draft Agreement should not be signed until all projected
impacts to the environment are stated, alongside models that are built which should
include:

• Projected declines to groundwater tables stated in feet at 3, 5,10,15,20,50,75, and
100 years out.

• Specific areas impacted and declines stated as noted in bullet above. The available
science is clear that water table declines closest to the Nevada wells will be greatest.

In closing, by entering into this Proposed Agreement with an uncertain (and "high end")
estimation ofrecharge rates and available groundwater to share (and which accounts for
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climate change in no way what-so-ever), and with the a priori admittance that this scheme
will negatively impact the irreplaceable and fragile ecosystems of Snake Valley, the state
of Utah is playing fast and loose with it's natural heritage. Utah is jumping into a bad
decision and hoping that the impacts won't be all that serious, or perhaps we can "catch
them" in time and somehow mitigate the worst of the impacts. This is taking a serious
gamble on Snake Valley's health and future. And I think we all know which of the two
states is better at gambling.
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Ntp:llwaterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreement!corrmentslcI35.txt

Print View

From: <ileneferris@gmail.com>
To: <constituentservices@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 3:38 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Agreement

Dear Governor Herbert,

Please do not sign the Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater
System. There is no surplus water to be exported. This deal wold result in drying
up all the wetlands in the Valley - area farming, wildlife and recreation would be
devastated. We could have tons more cancer and other related illness because of
dust storms.

There is no urgency to approve this deal. Citizens should have the opportunity to
review the entire project.

I am also writing for Darwin P. Leavitt 131 S. 200 W. Hurricane, UT 84737 who
agrees with me. dbleavitt65@q.com

Ilene Carter Ferris
2081 Wilmington Avenue
Salt Lake City UT 84109-1156
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http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreementlcomments/c149.txt

Print View

From: paul gaia <paulgaia@hotmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 10:06 AM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am opposed to any allocation of the water in the Snake Valley. I have
several reasons for my opposition. The first is for the health of my
family and the health ot my neighbors. I am concerned that if the water
table is drawn down in the aquifer that the air along the Wasatch front
will become even more unhealthy than it already is. There will be
additional dust that will be blown into the air when a storm comes through
the Snake Valley. When this dust is blown into the air and settles onto
our snow pack in the mountains the snow melts faster. This may not only
cause flooding, but will also impact the citizens of the WasatCh front
economically by negatively affecting the ski industry. Does Utah want to
be known as the ~greatest snow on earth- or the -dirtiest snow on earth?
Lastly, allocating the Snake Valley water may cause water shortages if the
Salt Lake aquifer is not able ro be recharged.

Sincerely,

Paul Gaia, concerned citizen

HotmailAi has ever-growing storage! Donle-t worry about storage limits.
http://windowslive.com/Tutorial/Hotmail/Storage?ocid-TXT_TAGLH_WL_HM_Tutorial_Storage_062009
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It is difficult to have to try to fight some entity away from reducing the quality of life for
citizens of our state as well as that of rural Nevada, to support the growth of a distant area
(Las Vegas). This is especially troubling when you consider that the primary commerce
and produce of Las Vegas is entertainment. They don't produce food, clothing. building
materials, automobiles or anything of lasting value, in contrast to the rural areas from
which they propose to take the water.
Furthermore, there appears to be considerable risk that the air quality for vasl areas downwind
from Snake Valley could be seriously damaged.
The proposed agreement seems to outline recourse (turn off or reduce the pumping), if the other
people involved are seriously affected. Let's be realistic, how many protracted court battles would
have to be won before any pumping would be reduced? How much time and money might it take
to fight these battles?
What is the hurry to sign an agreement now? Just that the SNWA has told us that we had better
agree while we have the chance? Why not wait until the impact studies are all complete? What
does it cost Utah to wait? We should always be able to agree to give up water later.
One other concern that I have with this agreement is why was it all negotiated in private? Why no
public input until it's already put together? This should be entirely public business, it's public
property except that which is already allocated and privately held.
Stanley Reese
6752 S 2700 W
West Jordan, UT 84084
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Print View

From: "TERRY MASSOTH" <twmassoth@hotmail.com>
To: <snakevalley9utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 7:08 PM
Subject: comment about proposed agreement

Dear Sirs:

My main concerns about this agreement are two-fold:
1. being a Salt Lake valley resident, I am most concerned about elevated
dust levels almost certainly to come if water amounts in the agreement are
withdrawn from the Snake Valley aquifer. As such, I would tend to request
that the amounts of water be drastically reduced, like by an order of
magnitude.
2. since I understand permit requests by Nevada authorities have been put
on hold, I would request that this agreement similarly be place on hold.

Many thanks for this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,
Terry Massoth
Consulting Geologist
Sandy, Utah
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Print View

From: -Julio C. Delgado· <jcdelgado@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 8:19 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Water project

Please before approving this project we need to get a clear
understanding of the future environmental consequences.
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Print View

From: Linda RIES <linda_rtes@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 11:10 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Groundwater

Dear department of Natural Resources:

I attended the public meeting on August 18 in Salt Lake City and want to
thank the Director of Natural Resources from both Nevada and Utah and
their staffs and everyone who worked on this proposal. At the hearing I
was persuaded that this may be a good compromise for the water
distribution of the Snake Valley ground water.

Since then I have attended other hearings and done more research and
looked at the hydraulics of ground water. While not an expert, it is
increasingly apparent that there is no excess water to be shipped anywhere
from the Snake Valley without serious and devastating results. In fact
the current uses may already be extracting to much water. This is a zero
sum game, what is taken out for use in agriculture or to water Las Vegas
does not go back in to the ground water. Any withdrawal lowers the water
table, which is the water resource for the valley and for other areas as
well. This water is part of an ecosystem that barely maintains itself
with current conditions. ANY removal of water will lower that water table
and start the death of various plants, which hold the soils which prevents
dust storms and feeds the wildlife and agriculture already present.

Once that vegetation dies, dust storms will increase, already polluted air
in the Salt Lake valley will become more polluted, and the dust in winter
will settle on the snow pack of the Wasatch mountains, causing the melting
of this snow pack to be earlier, when it is not needed for agriculture and
in wet years increasing the chances of floods. All of these things are
tied together. You can not change one parameter without affecting all.
Surely we know this by now.

Las Vegas, nor any city, can not keep growing in a desert area and expect
to just pull water from any where because they -need it-. There are
limits to growth, especially in the arid southwest, which by most
projections will only get drier in the coming decades. We must take a
long term view and realize NOW, that growth must be controlled. Water
must be available before growth is allowed, not found after the people are
in place and then stealing it from other users, which includes wild life,
forests, Native Americans, etc. At the informational meeting organized by
the Great Basin Water Network on Sept. 9th, I stated these same ideas and
reminded those in attendance that Las Vegas was only the first of many
areas facing a water shortage due to uncontrolled growth. While the
Wasatch front may have adaquate water now, our time is also coming. If
any area reduces its consumption of water by 50% per person, but the
population doubles, they
are using the same amount of water. GROWTH CAN NOT CONTINUE FOREVER.

Therefore, I must recommend against the adoption of this agreement,
especially when there is no directive that any damages from the withdrawal
of water by SNWA would cause the water removal to be stopped. That the
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water removal may be reduced or stopped is not good enough. As seen in
the Owen's Valley in California, once the water is being piped to the
city, there is very little chance it will be turned off due to adverse
environmental effects.

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Don Ries
663 E. Hollywood Ave
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
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Print View

From: <kpmendenhall@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: wednesday - September 3D, 2009 12:07 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Agreement

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important subject. I
believe authors of the current agreement are on the right track, and
support efforts of the governor and legislature to allow a thorough study
of the draft before any decision is finalized that would allow massive
withdrawal of groundwater to satisfy the thirst of our Las Vegas
neighbors. Experts have already voiced concerns that delicate desert
ecosystems would not survive the siphoning of groundwater and Snake Valley
ranchers are worried about their livelihoods. I am gravely concerned that
if the Snake Valley were to become a dust bowl, air quality along the
Wasatch Front, already unhealthy much of the time throughout the year,
would decline even further. There is no need to rush into an agreement. We
all have a stake in this decision and need to get it right before it's too
late. Let's allow the time to pursue more scientific study to determine
how much water the aquifer holds and at what rate water can safely be
withdrawn to preserve desert conditions needed to maintain air quality and
ensure adequate water supplies for local communities in the Snake Valley.

Thank you for listening.
Kirk Mendenhall
Magna, UT
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Print View

From: "Marion Klaus· <marionklaus9comcast.net>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>, <snakevalleyiwater.nv.goV>
Date: Monday - August 24, 2009 2:07 PM
Subject: Comments on the draft agreement for managing Snake Valley
groundwater

Dear Mr. Styler and Mr. Biaggi:

I appreciated the opportunity to attend the informational meeting in Salt
Lake City about the proposal to divide Snake Valley water between Utah and
Nevada and I have the following comments.

1) Mr. Biaggi mentioned that more precipitation is falling as rain
instead

of snow and that the melt is occurring much earlier than it previously had
in the mountains that supply water to the Snake valley. After the
meeting, he clarified his remarks to me by adding that how this will

affect
Snake Valley ground water is yet to be determined. These variations are
evidence of climate change, which is critical to consider in any such
proposal to divide water. Temperature is expected to increase in the
region, but the effects of precipitation variables for groundwater,
vegetation, and wildlife are not as clear. Nevertheless, with hotter
temperatures, vegetation and wildlife will likely need more water, not
less.
The same is true of the public who depend upon their prior claim to use

the
water in the area for their towns, homes, and agricultural interests. As
presented, nothing exists in the proposal to account for changing needs
that
may occur as a result of climate change variables. Contingencies need to
be
in place to plan for changes in ground water supplies as a result of
climate
change and increased need due to higher temperatures. I believe that all
planning documents constructed at this point in time need to include
consideration for climate change effects, or at least that renegotiation
will occur when effects of climate change become more apparent.

2)When Senators Reid and Bennet negotiated the language making this
proposed
allocation and management agreement necessary between the states of Utah
and
Nevada, representatives of the Goshute nation were not invited to the
negotiating table. But, because they were left out of and not represented
during the negotiations does not mean they should be left out of water.
Their needs should also be factored into the document allocations.

ln/RI?MQ
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3) Please alter the language in the Agreement to state that if conditions
are, at any time, found to be unacceptable to those with prior claim to

the
water, the engineers WILL make an executive decision to discontinue water
removal until such time as ground water can recharge.

4) The agreement as presented stated that biologic and hydrologic data
would
be monitored "as budgets allow", What happens if money is not available
but
the need exists and the drawdown is causing problems? It may take a very
long time for ground water impacts to show up and by the time that they

do,
it may be too late. As one member of the audience said, ·You can't drink
dollars and you can't breathe dust!"

5) Most of the negative impacts of SNWA will be in Utah and this agreement
does not give automatic power to Utah to stop pumping of groundwater by
Nevada when impacts are detected. You may have divided the existing water
supplies equitably as they currently exist, but Utah is not adequately
protected either for drawdown or climate change impacts.

Marion Klaus

Marion Klaus, ph.D. Biology

2730 Forest Spring Way

Salt Lake City, UT 847106

801-467-2946
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Print View

From: Naomi Franklin <franklinibiology.utah.edu>
To: <snakevalley9utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - August 25, 2009 2:31 PM
Subject: NO GO for Snake valley Water Agreement!

Utah Dept. of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple, suite 220
Salt Lake City. Ut 84114

The Snake valley Water Agreement between Utah and Nevada is NO GO!
Water in the West (and on Earth) is in short supply---and yet
undervalued. We need to cherish our water, increase its cost. use it
with utmost care. The water demands of thousands of new homes must be
calculated against our present and future water availability.

The water under dispute in the Snake Valley is not our water to
negotiate. It is not present run-off from our mountains, but an
underground aquifer of ancient water, a priceless reserve that may be
replenished only at a very slow rate. We must not suck the life-blood
from the earth in a thoughtless rush to economic growth.

With great care and restraint we may be able to provide for our
present population. We cannot expand indefinitely our numbers, nor our
consurnables, nor our polluting wastes. paraphrasing Professor Dan
McCool (interviewed by Doug Fabrizio 8/21/9, on KUBO's ·Utah Now·),
finite resources do not provide for infinite growth.

The ·Snake Valley Water Agreement", open to public comment until
9/30/9, was devised in secrecy by the Utah Division of Natural
Resources and the Southern Nevada Water Authority (8/15/09 SL
Tribune, Patty Henetz). SNWA may already have started a water
pipeline from Las Vegas towards the Snake Valley. Once such a
pipeline (estimated to cost 3 billion dollars) is built, you can bet,
as said Prof. McCool, that it will never be allowed to run dry.
Desertification of Utah will not weigh in.

The pipeline will be financed by new water hook-ups in Las Vegas,
i.e. it is designed to allow more home construction, more growth, in a
place destined for disaster by not-so-far-off water depletion.

The Agreement must NOT be agreed to. The pipeline should be cut off

at the knees.
generations to

Then the
come.

ancient waters will endure, to be blessed by

Naomi Franklin
1411 Utah St It4
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
801-974-5396
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Print view

From: -Kathy Hill- <kathrynhillsterigmail.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - August 25, 2009 4:23 PM
Subject: comments

Comments about the Draft agreement on management of Snake Valley
groundwater system

1st salvo:

General comments:

The agreement has two parts. One is the division and allocation of water.
The other part is the monitoring and mitigation plan. The first part of
the agreem~~t concerning the division and allocation of water is weak in
terms of science and equity between the states. A good agreement should
reflect the best knowledge we have of the water basin. take into account
the history of the basin, and be a fair division between parties. The
first part of this agreement does none of the above. It clearly favors
Nevada and SNWA in every respect. The second part of the agreement is
stronger, but is not strong enough to counter and correct the weaknesses
in the first part.

While I appreciate the extension of the comment period, it is still not
long enough. 1st) Mike Styler should be available to hear people'S
comments and to answer questions as part of the process. Going on holiday
during the month of September has essentially removed him from the process
and dialogue is important in making the best agreement possible. 2nd) The
residents of the Snake Valley want to understand the agreement and the
intent of the negotiating team before making a decision about it. We
currently are trying to schedule weekly interactive video-conferencing
meetings between Snake Valley residents and the DNR, but it will take time
to thoroughly study the agreement. 3rd) Snake Valley is primarily an
agricultural community and fall (September) is one of the busiest times
for ranchers and farmers. so time is limited to spend on studying the
agreement.

From the discussion at West Desert School on Aug. 24

8.2 ·Should any claim or controversy arise between
regarding the delivery of waters herein provided;

the States; (d)
(emphasis mine)

what does -delivery of waters· entail? We need to make certain that Utah
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is not required to provide the water declared available to Nevada in
strongest terms possible.

6.0-6.8 Snake Valley residents are in an adversarial position with SNWA
over the water grab. Dealing directly with SNWA agents about impacts
places Snake Valley residents in an awkward and uncomfortable position.
The Utah State Engineer could make this a more comfortable transaction by
appointing a person to act as a mediator between residents and SNWA.
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Print view

From: Abby jergins <8bjerqinslhotmail.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.qov>
Date: Thursday - ~gu.t 27. 2009 2,13 PM
Subject: snake valley aquifer

Utah can not afford to allow Nevada to pump Wbter OUt of this aquifer.
Nevada can not be trusted to accurately remove only Nevada'. allOtment of
water even if they are monitored by Utah. So It is my opinion that Utah
should remove Utah" water and put it in storage tanks or in a reservoir
for Utah'. usage. simply put Nevada can't be trusted to be on the look out
for Utah" water. It 80 Nevada will drink it; they can't afford to do
anything elsel

8ill Jerll'ins
Saint Geor~,Ur<'lh. 8<1.770

Get back to school stuff for them and csshback for you.
http://www.binll..com/c.shback?formcH$HYCB&Publ.WLHHTAG&crea_TEXT_MSHYCB~ckToSchool_C.s~.ck-BTSCaahbac~lxl
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Comments on proposed "Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley
Groundwater System"
August 25, 2009
By
Robin V. Davis, P.G.
524 Browning Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
801-486-0757
rHhn"isif!. utah .gll\

The above-referenced proposed Agreement contains inadequate metrics and time frames
in which an impacted resource can be timely mitigated. Scientific data that show large
scale pumping of a groundwater system, as proposed by SNWA, will cause excessive
dewatering, drying-up of surface water and subsequent vegetation loss and significant
increases in airborne soil particles. By signing this proposed Agreement, Utah
demonstrates that it is unwilling to accept the scientific facts and historic data. In signing
the agreement as proposed, Utah concedes that Nevada and SNWA can be unaccountable
indefinitely.

My observation of this proposed Agreement is that relevant and valuable scientific
evidence has been gathered, compiled, evaluated and reported by at least adequately-paid
state personnel and highly-regarded scientists, and yet the science is clearly being
ignored. I can only therefore suspect that elements outside of science are the subject and
basis of these negotiations.

The Proposed Agreement Provides Inadequate Metrics for Detennining Adverse Impacts:
- How dry does a spring or other natural resource need to be before being considered as
adversely impact or considered for mitigation?
- How much soil-binding vegetation is Utah willing to lose?
- What volume of dust (how much?) is expected to be generated when surface waters are
dried up? Quantifying the volume should be an easy task and is an obvious necessity to
understand potential impacts on Utah by airborne soil particles. Utah's paid scientists
should get this figured out and make it part of their monitoring for metrics of adverse
impact. I perfonned the calculations and estimate that, when the vegetation dies, which it
will within an estimated 25 years, that about 100 billion tnns nf soil particles will be
available for airborne distribution, about 20 billion tons from Snake Valley alone
- How will the proposed metrics for monitoring measure and discern a SNWA pumping
effect from a natural perturbation?
- How can mitigation be implemented if adverse effects cannot be determined in timely
manner win which to restore the impacted resource?
- How is "timely" defined in this proposed Agreement? My suggestion: " ... within a
reasonable time frame in which to mitigate the problem.....



Reasons why this proposed Agreement is not acceptable for the State of Utah:

Utah is not acting responsibly in protecting its natural resources if it agrees to the current
tenns and conditions of this Agreement because Utah would be ignoring the historic and
scientific facts and evidence that describe loss of natural resources through large·scale
pumping, as proposed by SNWA. Even the proposed monitoring and mitigation
measures will not protect Utah's ecology and economy from irreversible damages.

Specifically:

_ Scientific evidence shows that even the slightest impact caused by pumping can
take hundreds to thousands of yean; to rebound (Bredehoeft and DUIbin, 2009). The
authors state that "If pumping continually exceeds capture, then water levels in the
system can never stabilize, and the system will continue to be depleted," and "a new
equilibrium state that includes pumping can never be reached." This means that water
available from phreatophytes is quickly depleted and pumping exceeds the potential
capture in the system.

_ Similar studies reported io Schaefer and Harrill (1995) show that a oew
equilibrium in a groundwater system that includes pumping may be reached in over 200
years. Then there are more hundreds to thousands of years for the groundwater system to
rebound only ifpumping is stopped.

- Historic empirical data show that even minimal use and drawdown of the aquifer
has dried up some springs and riparian areas in the Snake Valley (e.g., Cecil Garland,
Callao). The drying up occurred about 30 years ago and matches the predictions
simulated by Bredehoeft and Durbin (2009). These data indicate that, within about 30
years the effects of large-scale pumping will certainly dry up every surface water body,
kill all the soil-binding vegetation, and will cause much greater and longer-tenn impacts
and irreversible ecologic damage that cannot be mitigated by the measures proposed in
this Agreement.

. Bredehoeft and Durbin (2009) find that greater distances between the pumping
well and an impacted spring cause longer time frames (millennia) to recover.

- All of the scientific and historic empirical evidence shows that large scale
pumping. as proposed by SNWA, is not envirorunentally sustainable and will cause
drying up, death and loss of the desert vegetation that binds the soil (e.g., phreatopbyte
loss described in Bredehoeft and Durbin, 2009). Without the vegetation, airborne dust is
generated, blows easterly to the Wasatch Mountains and accelerates snow melt (proven
by recently published studies by University of Utah scientists). Utah will therefore suffer
economically due to significant loss of snow necessary to sustain the ski industry, not to
mention even poorer air quality than Utah has today.

- How will Utah prove that degradation of air quality is caused by SNWA
pumping? If Utah signs this Agreement and at some point exceeds air quality standards
as a result of airborne dust caused by the SNWA pumping, Utah will be stuck with



unacceptably poor air quality and non-compliance that it cannot reasonably or potentially
mitigate. Section 6.4 of the proposed Agreement essentially states that SNWA can
continue pumping as it studies and determines mitigation measures. Not requmng
stopping pumping is entirely unacceptable and irresponsible natural resource
management. That Section 2.8 states that Utah willingly accepts these consequences is
evidence of Utah's irresponsibility in managing it natural resources. The result is that
Utah will have no recourse.

_This proposed Agreement needs, at a minimum, the language in SNWA's recent
applications to pump in Cave, Dry and Delamar valleys, where the Nevada State
Engineer (2008): "The State Engineer finds that if unreasonable impacts to existing rights
occur, curtailment in pumping will be order unless impacts can be reasonable and timely
mitigated." In addition to "existing water rights" this language should include "existing
natural resources including but not limited to springs, riparian areas, wetlands, surface
water."

- Stopping the pumping is the obvious first step in mitigating impacts and "less
stringent management actions have a correspondingly lesser beneficial impact"
(Bredehoeft and Durbin, 2009).

- Not stopping pumping is disingenuous and absolutely unacceptable for two
reasons: (1) $3 million won't pay for much of anything substantially mitigative or
meaningful, especially in decades from now, and; (2) Continued pumping violates all
common and proven scientific sense when trying to mitigate an adverse impact.

During the August 17,2009 meeting (10:00 am at UDEQ building 2, Salt Lake City) an
audience member noted that stopping pumping is the obvious first step in mitigating any
damage, yet it is not required in the proposed Agreement. Utah's deputy to the state
engineer responded that he doesn't want to constrain the agreement by requiring a stop
pumping measure if deepening a permittee's well could solve a pennittee's problem (of
drawdown, e.g.). Deepening the well? To where? 2000 feet? Bredehoeft and Durbin
(2009) present the results of a simple, exemplary model that shows 700 feet of drawdown
can he expected from a project of this magnitude. That is significant drawdown certain to
dry up all existing water rights and surface water and cause excessive volwnes of
airborne soil particles.

Other Comments
This document needs a table of contents, list of acronyms and other relevant elements of
a professionally-drafted state document.

Page 2. Definitions: a section for "Sustainability" according to Nevada and Utah needs to
be defined and inserted between Sections 1.12 and 1.13.

Section 6.5: the sentence ends with "laws of Nevada." What laws of Utah apply here,
and if not, why not?



Section 6.7: Include Utah State Engineer following " ... for use by the Nevada State
Engineer.. ,"

Section 6.8: Insert "and Utah's contractors" in two locations following "employees of
the State of Utah"

Appendix A: Whose Public Law 108-424 is this? Nevada? Utah? Give the full citation.

Commentor's References

Bredeboeft, J and Durbin, t., 2009, "Ground Water Development-The Time to Full
Capture," Ground Water, Vol. 47, No.4, pp. 469-610, July-August 2009.

Nevada State Engineer, 2008, Ruling 5875-In the Matter of Applications 53987 through
53992.

Schaefer, D.H. and Harrill, l.R, 1995, "Simulated Effects of Proposed Ground-Water
Pumping in 17 Basins of East-Central and Southern Nevada. USGS Water-Resources
Investigation Report 95-4173. Reston, Virginia: USGS.



Comments RE Utah/Nevada Agreement Terry Marasco September 9, 2009

1. Process for damages - this Agreement places the burden of proof and expense
of legal costs on the damaged party and requires to appeal to SNWA after
inherent process is eXhausted. The State of Utah does not stand by its citizens in
the legal process. This needs to be changed as follows:

a. The State of Utah becomes the legal representative of the damaged party;
b. The damaged party and the State (UT) appeals to the State of Nevada, not

SNWA;
c. SNWA must provide proof that their actions did not cause the damage; and,
d. SNWA is not a direct party to this process.

2. Groundwater mining

The presentation by Messers Styler and Biaggi stated "no groundwater mining"
(removal without repiacement). This statement cannot be supported by the
science. The recharge produced by these processes is matched by natural
discharge from the groundwater system. Over geologic time, the natural
recharge to the groundwater system has produced a groundwater table that is
very near the iand surface within much of the targeted valleys. The shallow
groundwater table is expressed in the springs, seeps, meadows, wetlands, and
ponds that occur throughout the valleys. These groundwater-dependent
environmental features consume groundwater, and their existences are
inseparable from that consumption. Furthermore, the acreage of groundwater
dependent features is such that the consumptive use just equals the natural
recharge to the groundwater system. However, the export pumping will disrupt
that balance. The pumping will result in a one-for-one reduction in the natural
discharge from the groundwater system. That reduction will be manifested
necessarily as a proportionai reduction In the acreages of meadows, wetlands,
ponds, and large areas of phreatophytes

This agreement acknowledges a drawdown (sec 2.8, 2.9) and states "allows for
the appropriation of groundwater in a manner that is sustainable and results in a
reasonable amount of drawdown in the groundwater aquifer. Such
appropriations necessarily impact the existing hydrologic system and captures
discharge available to phreatophytes, streams and natural lakes."



The agreement should not be signed until the impacts to the water table are
stated 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75, and 100years, and shall include where the
impacts are expected to occur (at and 1000' increment distances from each
well). And, not before the public is allowed to review the expected impacts.

3. No guarantee for funding process and monitoring - this Agreement does not
guarantee funding the process, nor near- and long-term monitoring processes,
except for SNWA component. This agreement relies on hypothetical future
funding. If monitoring is not funded (except for SNWA responsibilities 4 required
in this agreement) USGS has 8 that could be dropped and UT has many as well.
This agreement does NOT require SNWA to stop pumping if the monitoring
discontinues. The operations plan depends on hypothetical future funding.

Utah should not bear the costs of any process or function. SNWA shall bear the
costs and guarantee the funding with a bond valued at $10,000,000.

4. This agreement does not meet a reqUirement of the Uncoln County Land Bili
which set this agreement in piace: (3) Prior to any trans basin diversion from
ground-water basins located within both the State of Nevada and the State of
Utah, the State of Nevada and the State of Utah shall reach an agreement
regarding the division of water resources of those interstate ground-water flow
system(s) from which water will be diverted and used by the project.", not jUst
Snake Valley required by the Land Bill;

For example: Double dipping: the block numbers stated in this agreement do not
consider the 49KAF (acre feet) acknowledged by BARCASS (which they rely on
elsewhere) that Spring Valley contributes to Snake Valley. The NV State Engineer
has allowed 40K AF/year to be pumped from Spring (60k/year after 10 years).
Additionally, the recharge figure used in BARCASS (132k af/year) is the highest
of any studies (17-19 studies state 105K to ll1k). The confidence rate stated in
BARCASS for this figure is only 67%. Thusly, numbers are highly misstated.

The public needs to know the larger picture before this agreement is signed:

a. the interconnectivity of the basins that intersect with Snake Valley (both in
and out flows;

b. the estimated amounts of inflows and out flows; and,
c. a restating of the allocations with the above considerations.



5. Financial burden for Utahns - this Agreement leaves future Utah citizens highly
exposed to financial burdens perhaps for generations. We need only iook to the
Owens Valley experience where the worst air quality in the US was declared by
the EPA. Today, Los Angeles has had to pay $551,000,000 to mitigate air quality
there and at ieast $65,000,000 to restore the OWens River. This Agreement
places the entire financial burden of enforcement, compensation, and long-term
mitigation on Utahns. It appears reasonable to ask Nevada to post a financiai
guarantee of at least $50,000,000,000 to protect Utah against future damage
and needs to include the following categories: the legal costs to Utah for
enforcement of the agreements provisions; compensation to damaged parties;
reparations for environmental impacts

6. Radioactive materials wili not be monitored and need to be. The Snake Valley
and most of UT are in the radioactive shroud from above-ground nuclear bomb
tests. This area already has a history of down-winders. Using the OWens Valley
as a template (similar hydrology -groundwater Withdrawals-conditions, and
vegetation), groundwater mining destroyed vegetation (acceptable in this
agreement) resulting in dust storms causing the most polluted air in the US
(EPA) and traveled as far, ironically, as Los Angeles. The Wasatch Front is in the
path of Snake Valley air patterns.

Additionally, the air quality monitoring stated in this agreement is inadequate.
There needs to be explained to the public before any agreement is signed:

a. 5 years of pre-air quality data collected to establish benchmarks;
b. At least 20 monitoring stations that cover areas near and distributed

according to established wind patterns from Snake Valley to the Wasatch
Front; and,

c. Assurances from the State of Nevada that there wili be adequate funding

7. After the comment period this agreement needs to be restated as a draft then
released to the public for an additional comment period from the public.

8. Native Americans - 3 tribes (separate nations) were not consulted by the
negotiating team, nor included in the Fed Bill. All tribes in the affected areas



need to input the agreement, restate the agreement with their input, and then

release another draft.

9. An agreement is not required. In public meetings both Deputy UT AG Mike
Qualey and Mike Styler misstated today that the Lincoln County Lands Bill
"requires' that Utah and NV reach an agreement. This is not the case at all. UT
and NV are required to reach an agreement only if the water is pumped. This
was also misstated by John Entsinger before the SNWA Board (SNWA attorney in
Las Vegas before the SNWA Board).

This Agreement misses a large opportunity to approach water issues shared
among these states in new and creative ways that decreases if not eliminates
damage to either states' water resources and economies and minimize the need
for pipelines and dams.

There are alternatives to Utah and Nevada water resource needs that may
obviate the need for large-scale projects such as this. Both Nevada and Utah
cities use significantly more water/capita than other western cities. If both Utah
and Nevada approach per capita use in cities like Albuquerque and Tucson in
residential water use, there may be more than adequate water resources instate
for growth.

Rather than work on this agreement, the states agree to put off for 10 years any
agreement then in the meantime:

Utah and Nevada Develop a Blueprint to Reconfigure their Water
Resources that Benefits all Stakeholders and Minimizes the Need for
Large-Scale Infrastructure such as Dams or Pipelines then Present the
Blueprint to Utah's Governor and Legislature.

This process engages all Stakeholders: national, state and local
government (both lawmakers and agencies), AG, M&I, Institutional, the
general public, and conservation and environmental communities to
develop and proffer a new blueprint to share current water resources, and
looks to needs for the near- and long-terms. Technical and legal expertise
from within and without the states is consulted. The group meets
regularly. Meetings with all stakeholders, including the general public, are
held throughout the state 2-3 times to gather ideas and concerns to input
and refine the biueprint. The blueprint is released for comment, refined,
and then sent to the governments of both states.



It is not out of the question the question to include all 6 Great Basin states
(Utah, Nevada, California, Idaho, Oregon and Wyoming) and work with
hydrologic boundaries rather than individual political boundaries.
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Print View

From: <ggreathouse@frontiernet.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 11:01 PM
SUbject: Draft Snake Valley Water Agreement

Comments on the draft agreement.
1. Allowing Nevada to proceed to an additional 36,000 afy in one block is
not prudent. Nevada should have to phase in its water use over time
(perhaps in 12,000 afy blocks). Then hold to that level of pumping for a
period of years while monitoring of current wells determines whether there
are adverse impacts on senior water rights in Utah. If there are adverse
impacts, Nevada should not be allowed to proceed to developing the next
block of water. The large amount spent by Utah on monitoring wells, would
be further justified by their use in determining adverse impacts after
each block of water was developed.

2. The Agreement contains no hard and fast stop on development if ground
water levels do decrease. With all of the monitoring wells and the
current wells and springs that are used productively, there should be some
level of decline in spring flows and underground water levels that would
require development of additional water by Las Vegas and Nevada to be
stopped and if they have developed some of the additional 36,000 acre feet
for their pumping of the water developed to be cut back or stopped to
protect the senior water users.

3. It should be made clear that it is optional to approach the Las Vegas
interests for mitigation of damages. Water users should have the option
of working through the States to begin with, if the water user so desires.

For instance, if over time it becomes clear that the Las Vegas interests
consistently deny any adverse impact and refuse to mitigate damages to
other water users, the water users should not have to continue going to
the Las Vegas interests for damage resolution and should be able to go
directly to the State of Utah for help.

4. The method of determining adverse impacts through the offices of the
State Engineers of Nevada and Utah is not adequately developed in the
Agreement. The Agreement seems to believe some determination will be
reached, but no method of resolving differences in the views of the
respective states by their State Engineers is set forth in the Agreement.
It would appear that if the State Engineers disagree on impact, then there
is no determination of impact and the Las Vegas interests could continue
to pump. There should be a method incorporated in the Agreement to handle
differences in opinion between the Nevada and Utah State Engineer.
Perhaps a third State Engineer from either Idaho or Wyoming could be
brought in to break stalemates or in the alternative an outside
engineering firm could be used to ultimately decide an issue on which the
Utah and Nevada State Engineers could not agree.

5. Senior water rights in Utah should be provided a direct right of
action if they feel they have suffered an adverse impact that is not being
resolved. They should not ultimately have to depend on the State of Utah
to protect their interests against Nevada. There are not huge numbers of
water users in the Snake Valley, so this should be able to be incorporated
in the Agreement without exposing Nevada and Las Vegas water interests to
a huge number of lawsuits.
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Sincerely,
Greg Greathouse
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Print View

From: Ken Hill <kenfhil1840839gmail.com>
To: Boyd Clay~on <boydclayton@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 15, 2009 1:08 PM
Subject: appendix 1 > 1.1 > sentence is convoluted

I think the first sentence of appendix 1, 1.1 needs fixing. The first
comma is unneeded. The phrase "for the purpose of providing an
early-warning indication as to whether, in combination with the
hydrologic monitoring component, SNWA groundwater development in Snake
Valley is causing adverse effects· does not make sense because of a
misplaced comma. This sounds like snwa's pumping and hydrologic
monitoring may cause adverse effects. I have supplied a fixed version.
Does this need to be in a written comment?

---original version ---
The intent of the biological monitoring considered here, is to collect a
suite of ecologically informative data, at Key Areas of Biological
Concern (KABCs) , for the purpose of providing an early-warning
indication as to whether, in combination with the hydrologic monitoring
component, SNWA groundwater development in Snake Valley is causing
adverse effects.

--- better (if accurate)
The intent of the biological monitoring considered here is to collect a
suite of ecologically informative data, at Key Areas of Biological
Concern (KABCs) , for the purpose of providing an early-warning
indication, in combination with the hydrologic monitoring component, as
to whether SNWA groundwater development in Snake Valley is causing
adverse effects.

\01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01

Let everything that has breath praise the Lord - Psalm 150:6
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September 30, 2009

Utah Department of Natural Resources

Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple, Suite 220
Salt lake City, Utah 84114
RE: Snake Valley Water agreement

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Snake Valley Groundwater Draft

Agreement (Draft Agreement). I represent the approximately 300 members of Western
Wildlife Conservancy, a non-profit conservation organization located in Salt Lake City.

We are strongly opposed to the Draft Agreement and urge that it not be signed by Utah

State officials.
Our chief concern centers on the lack of a reliable safety mechanism for terminating

withdrawal of water from the aquifer should it become apparent that it is causing significant
harm to air, water, wildlife or human beings. One of the provisions of the agreement is that the
state engineer of either state (Utah or Nevada) will have the power to unilaterally stop the
pumping once adverse effects begin to be manifest, but this is just talk. There are two reasons

why no sane, informed person can take it seriously.
First, let us understand that the Snake Valley Aquifer, which straddles the UT~NV border,

is connected with the Spring Valley Aquifer that underlies Nevada soil. There appears to be no

guarantee in the Draft Agreement that pumping from the Spring Valley Aquifer can be

terminated by the Utah State Engineer under any circumstances, even though it may deplete

the Snake Valley Aquifer.
Second, by the time adverse effects become evident (whatever those might be deemed

to be), stopping the pumps will obviously not be sufficient to prevent them; moreover, it will
not be sufficient to prevent them from worsening, since there will be a lag time before effects
already in the pipeline (so to speak) become fully manifest. In this respect, the situation is

analogous to one in which a rise in the concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide will

produce ongoing atmospheric warming as the greenhouse gas absorbs energy that would

otherwise be radiated out into space. The full warming effect takes time to develop. In the

case of the Snake Valley Aquifer, a lowering of the water table will also produce effects that

develop over time. Thus, by the time the Utah State Engineer (hypothetically) demands that
the pumps be turned off, adverse effects will continue to worsen for years and decades into the
future.

Third, seriously now, how can any thinking person believe that the Utah State Engineer
will actually demand that the pumps be turned off once they are on? There will be powerful
incentives not to. At the best, we may expect some so-called mitigation, in the form of pay

offs, to Utah, on condition that the pumps remain on.

Others will comment on the extent of the adverse effects to soil, air, water, wildlife and

human beings that this project may be reasonably expected to cause. They will not be worth

the price. We urge you to not sign the Draft Agreement. Anyway, what's the hurry? Why not



walt until more study has been done before contemplating such action? And why not
deliberately involve the public in the decision-making from here on out?

Sincerely,

Kirk C Robinson, PhD., JD
Executive Director, Western Wildlife Conservancy
68 S. Main St., Suite 4
Salt lake City, Utah 84101
801-468-1535
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Print view

From: <vernalpool@riseup.net>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Saturday - September 19, 2009 12:49 PM
Subject: UPDATED Comment on Snake valley Utah-Nevada Agreement)

Hello,

Have recently learned some additional relevent details and am updating my
earlier comment. My new position is to be against the Snake valley
Utah-Nevada Agreement. This has changed from my earlier position of
neutrality based upon the vagueness of the document and my inability to
decipher the politically framed jargon. My field of understanding is in
the sciences and ecology, not in politically based legal documents that
are designed to confuse the general public and discourage people from
participating in these important matters.

My original position of being against the SNWA pipeline from Snake valley
to Las Vegas has NOT changed, I remain steadfastly opposed to the SNWA's
pipeline idea. No confusion here.

However, i am in support of attempts made to protect the least chub,
spotted frog and spring snails, though i feel the most effective way to
accomplish this goal is by monitoring the water table so that it emerges
at the springs. Protection of the Snake Valley aquifer would be most
effective by keeping Snake Valley water in the Snake Valley and not
allowing ANY water exports to distant metropolitan regions in either
state.

In addition another reason for my opposition to the SNWA pipeline should
be included, water table dropping would result in the loss of pump plants
and their roots that stabilize the soils. Following this loss of soil
support we can expect severe dust storms entering the atmosphere, eroding
topsoil and causing air pollution from particulate matter for downwind
residents.

Thanks for being patient and understanding my confusion. Below is the
updated comment that should replace my earlier comment sent from the same
email address.

Thanks,

Mark

Comment on Snake Valley Utah-Nevada Agreement for aquifer protection;

My goal in writing this comment is to protect the ecological integrity of
the Snake Valley aquifers, springs and marsh complexes. It is very clear
to me and many others who have begun researching this aquifer and springs
complex that ANY excessive withdrawals and exports out of Snake Valley by
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either state would spell disaster for the Snake valley aquifer and related
wetlands ecosystem. This comment will focus primarily on the proposal by
SNWA to construct a pipeline capable of extracting large amounts of
aquifer water to be transported to Las Vegas region.

The Snake valley aquifer complex requires long term protection for the
benefit of the ecosystem and also the region's human communities that rely
upon this aquifer's water for their survival. Significant risks to the
Snake valley aquifer complex would occur by allowing the SNWA's 300 mile
water pipeline to Las Vegas to be constructed. One of the primary risks is
from aquifer cavern collapse as the overburden of eroded gravel sediments
accumulated above the aquifer will no longer be supported by the water
underneath. Aquifer caverns in this region are primarily composed of
slightly metamorphosed limestone, and a brief visit to the crumbled rubble
of Lehman Cave's Talus Room would show the potential of crumbled aquifers
following years of overdraft by the SNWA pipeline.

The limestone caverns found at Great Basin National Park's Talus Room were
formed and enlarged over the long term wet season years of rainwater
percolating downwards and becoming carbonic acid, eating away at the
limestone material. ACCording to geological history, the Talus Room's
rubble was formed during an interim dry season when the water table
dropped several hundreds of meters, resulting in the excessive weight of
overburden forcing collapse of the former aquifer's ceiling structure. The
ability of the aquifer caverns filled to capacity with water were able to
support the overburden's weight under gravity, though loss of the water
and replacement with air proved to be insufficient to support such a
tremendous burden. It is probable that future drops in the same region's
water table due to excessive extractions and transport outside of the
region by SNWA's pipeline would result in aquifer caverns becoming empty
of water and thus stressed by the gravel overburden'S weight, resulting in
eventual cavern collapse.

According to studies and research on other aquifers, anytime an aquifer is
overdrawn and the cavern partially collapses from weight of overburden
without water to support the aquifer's ceiling, the result is compaction
of sediments and land subsidence visible from the surface. The land
subsidence occurs as the empty space of the aquifer cavern is filled with
overburden, and the actual elevation of the ground then drops as the
overburden fills the empty space of what once was an aquifer. This process
has already been documented in several locations, including the permanent
loss of the Midwest's Ogallala aquifer, the San Joaquin aquifer's
subsidence of nearly twenty feet and sinkholes regularly appearing
throughout Florida as their limestone aquifers are overdrawn to the point
of ceiling collapse. In every case thus far, once an aquifer is overdrawn
to the point of cavern ceiling collapse and surface level land subsidence,
there can be no possible returns to the original storage capacity of the
aquifer prior to collapse.

Another risk of excessive extraction from the SNWA pipeline would be to
the ecosystem's food pyramid by preventing natural spring formation at
intersections between the water table and above ground openings. Springs
in this region occur when the water table is high enough to spill out onto
the surface, resulting in unique isolated ecosystems capable of supporting
their own endemic biota found nowhere else. The biota found here includes
several species of plants, algae and other primary producers that
photosynthesize sunlight into energy available for animal consumption. The
next level of the food pyramid above the primary producer plants are
primary consumers; insects, mollusks and other small organisms that feed
directly upon the plants. Above them are secondary consumers; fish, birds
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and mammals that eat the primary consumers. This entire food pyramid
ecosystem is depending upon a regular supply of spring water appearing at
this same location every year.

One of the focus species of the primary consumer category are spring
snails, many considered either threatened and/or endangered because they
are unable to travel to other springs and have become their own separate
species due to the isolating conditions of the springs located far apart
from one another. Each species of spring snail shows physical and
physiological traits uniquely evolved in adaptation to their surroundings,
usually determined by specific chemical, water and temperature conditions
found only in their spring.

One example of the genetic isolation found in spring snail species is the
Sub-globose Snake Pyrg (Pyrgulopsis saxatilis), found only in Gandy Warm
Springs. Other spring snails endemic to the Snake valley include the
Longitudinal Gland Pyrg (pyrgulopsis anguina) and the Bifid Duct Pyrg
(Pyrgulopsis peculiaris). These spring snails have adapted to specific
water conditions in the springs where they and their ancestors have lived
for thousands of years.

This entire ecosystem can become non-existent by a long term drop in the
water table resulting from excessive extraction by the SNWA's proposed
pipeline. Once the spring snail's habitat becomes unlivable, there is a
likely potential that the spring snail will be unable to reproduce and
survive the loss of spring water. The outcome of this long term human
induced drought would be extinction of each unique species of spring snail
with no possible returns.

In addition to the spring snails are other secondary consumers that would
include the snails at some stage of their life cycle as part of their
regular food source. One of these is the least chub (Iotichthys
phlegethontis), as mentioned in Appendix 4 of the Utah-Nevada Agreement.
Here it states that Snake Valley springs and marshes (Leland Harris
Springs, Gandy Marsh and Bishop Springs) play an important role in habitat
for the remaining wild populations of the least chub, and without a
regular water supply fed by a stable water table the least chub could be
extirpated from this crucial habitat. Other threatened fish that depend
upon regular surface water supplies from Snake Valley springs include the
Bonneville cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii utah). Provided that the
Snake Valley ecosystem is protected and fish populations are able to
increase, these larger native trout species also represent a fisheries
resource for humans.

Long term protections are needed for the Snake valley region's springs and
their unique ecosystem inhabitants for several reasons. As conscious
beings, we humans recognize that water tables can drop from reasons
outside our control, such as long term drought and climate change. We also
recognize that our actions independent of climactic processes can also
result in the drop of the water table, and this is under our control. We
can prevent extinctions of the spring snails and all the other animals
that depend upon them simply by maintaining the water table to the levels
required for the springs to emerge at their surface locations. To maintain
the water table levels we only need to be careful monitoring and
allocating water from these springs.

Current human uses of the Snake Valley aquifer water that would alter the
water table levels and spring formation include ranching and limited
residential uses. The ranching uses of aquifer water remains in the same
region, and eventually percolates downwards and recharges the same
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aquifer thus maintaining some neutrality between losses from extractions
and gai~s from recharges to the same water table. However, this would not
be the case for the SNWA pipeline, where the aquifer water extracted from
the Snake Valley complex would never be recharged to the same location,
instead would be lost to the Colorado River system and eventually enter
the ocean at the Gulf of California. While this may be good news for the
beleaguered and overly saline waters of the Gulf of Californ~a, it is
certainly a death sentence for the spring snails' food pyram~d ecosystems
that depend upon Snake valley aquifer water emerging aboveground at the
spring locations.

The good news is that with minimal interference the spring snails' food
pyramid ecosystem will function normally provided that monitoring of the
water table occurs on a regular basis. It would be far more logical and
effective to monitor the local ranchers and residential water uses than to
further complicate the equation of aquifer extractions and recharge by
introducing the SNWA's proposed pipeline capable of extracting far greater
quantities with no possible recharge to the original aquifer. Similar to
overdrawn then collapsed aquifer caverns and extinction of endemic
species, the chance of no possible returns is best avoided. We need to
collectively protect the Snake Valley aquifers, springs and all their
inhabitants and dependents by preventing the construction of the SNWA's
proposed pipeline.

Another reason for opposition the the SNWA pipeline proposal is the risks
of water table dropping resulting in dust storms. In addition to loss of
animals that inhabit the springs, we can expect loss of phreatophytes,also
known as "pump plants" ,whose deep roots tap into the water table below the
overburden and around the springs themselves from a lowered water table.
Some examples of phreatophytes include greasewood (Sarcobatus
vermiculatusland the bright yellow fall blooming rabbitbrush
(Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus). In addition to providing forage to
countless grazing ungulates like pronghorn, elk and deer, the
phreatophytes also are important as soil stabilizers.

If the phreatophytes die off because their roots cannot reach a rapidly
falling water table, they cannot play their vital role as stabilizers of
the already dry surface soils. After the death of the phreatophytes we
can expect a steady erosion of the surface soils lacking roots to hold
soil particulates in place. This erosion would also occur during windy
conditions, resulting in massive dust storms entering Utah and traveling
further in the upper atmosphere. This form of air pollution could be
prevented by protecting the aquifer's water table so that phreatophytes
are able to access a relatively steady water table level.

In conclusion, by focusing mostly on divisions between allocations and
ignoring potential risks of excess water extractions and export outside
the region, the Snake Valley Utah-Nevada Agreement is not adequate to
assess the complexity of the aquifer, spring and marsh ecosystems and the
diversity of biota that depends upon regular supplies of water. The Snake
Valley Utah-Nevada Agreement is unclear on methods of protections of the
least chub and spotted frog that they mention in their Appendix, and their
proposals made to distribute water in vaguely defined allocations enable
SNWA pipeline advocates a greater foothold than is acceptable. Keeping in
mind my original goal of protecting the Snake Valley aquifer from proposed
SNWA exports, am voting against the Snake Valley Utah-Nevada Agreement.

The Snake Valley aquifer complex is not confined to human imposed state
boundaries and needs to be treated as a single ecological entity across
both sides of the border. Successful conservation of least chub, spring
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snails, spotted frogs and other endemic inhabitants of the Snake Valley
aquifer complex depends upon maintaining the water table at levels
required for regular discharge at surface spring flows. A good rule of
thumb for a sustainable water distribution agreement would be a~Water that
comes from Snake Valley stays in Snake Valley.a€O Since the Snake Valley
covers both Utah and Nevada, the distribution of water to residents and
ranches can be fairly even across both states.

The reason for keeping Snake Valley aquifera~ extracted water allocations
in the same original valley basin is to balance the extractions with
constant recycling by percolating recharge water back into the same
aquifer. This is the same process that Las Vegas implements with Lake
Meada~ water; all treated wastewater is recycled back into their original
supply at Lake Mead. Geological history reminds us that the full capacity
of the Snake Valley aquifer was attained only after thousands of years of
rainfall during much wetter climates than our current weather pattern.
This indicates that steady exports of aquifer water outside of the
original basin li.e., to Las Vegas and the Colorado River) will result in
faster rates of depletion and drawdown of the aquifer than by using and
recycling the water for recharge into the original Snake Valley basin.

Thank you for your consideration,

Mark Miller
P.O. Box 1864
Elko, NV 89803
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Print View

From: <Gostalinda@aol.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Saturday - September 19, 2009 7:48 PM
Subject: comments to Snake Valley Agreement

I understand the comment period has been extended to September 25. I did

give you this in writing at one of your public presentations. My comments
on
the snake Valley aquifer and water diversion project are as follow:

I understand that Utah has no control of this project, but Nevada did
agree
to measure the aquifer and to cease and desist if the aquifer was being
depleted (mined) and not refilled.

I respectfully request that Utah use measurements from the GRACE satellite

to determine the depletion, with before and later measurements. The
detailed article printed in Science News I gave to you at your meeting is

repeated below. I think the links will work, if not contact me for
password
information if needed.

Linda Johnson, 1356 E 4500 S, Salt Lake City UT 84117
801-277~4499 and
cell 801~870-5006

phone

Home (http://www.sciencenews.org/view/home) / News
(http://www.sciencenews.org/view/latest) / ~September 12th, 2009;
Vol.176 #6
(http://www.sciencenews.org/view/issue/id/46803/title/Septerober_l2th,_2009;_Vol.l76_#6)
/

News item
Big Gulp, Asian style

Increased irrigation is rapidly depleting Indiaa~ groundwater
By ~Sid Perkins_
(http://www.sciencenews.org/view/authored/id/21/name/Sid-Perkins)
_September 12th, 2009; Vol.176 #6
(http://www.sciencenews.org/view/issue/id/46803/title/September_12th,_2009:_Vol.176_#6)

(p. 5)
(http://www.sciencenews.org/index/generic)
(http://www.sciencenews.org/index/generic) Text Size

(http://www.sciencenews.org/view/access/id/46389/name/sp_india_groundwater_map.jpg)

_Enlarge_
(http://www.sciencenews.org/view/access/id/46389/title/sp_india_groundwater_map.jpg)

Drink upDramatic increases in the irrigation of crops across northern
India have substantially depleted the regiona~ groundwater. Between April
2002
and August 2008, aquifers lost a total of more than 54 cubic kilometers
per
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year (larger amounts from the areas depicted in pink) .Tiwari et
al./Geophysical Research Letters (in press)

Irrigation in northern India in recent decades has pulled water from the
ground faster than the regiona~ soaking monsoon rains can replenish it.

And
satellite data reveal that the pace of extraction has accelerated in
recent
decades. scientists report in two new studies.
In an area thati£DS home to about 10 percent of the worldi~ people. that
could be a recipe for disaster, pollcy experts say. A growing population
with
an increasing standard of living will only boost the demand for
groundwater. a trend that could eventually lead to a reduction in
agricultural yields.
shortages of potable water and an increase in societal unrest.
Northern India and the surrounding areas l€· a 2,OOO-kilometer-long swath
that rims the Himalayas from Pakistan to Bangladesh if- are home to more
than
600 million people. The region is also one of the most heavily irrigated
areas in the world, says Virendra H. Tiwari. a geophysicist with the
National
Geophysical Research Institute in Hyderabad, India, and coauthor of a new

reservoir. New data gleaned from gravity-measuring

annual rate of extraction in that region has jumped more

Research Letters. Government
agricultural productivity

in an upcoming Geophysical
place in the 1960s to boost

report to appear
policies put in
nearly
tripled the amount of irrigated acreage in India between 1970 and 1999.
In the mid-1990s, Indiai~ Central Ground Water Board estimated that
farmers
pulled more than 172 cubic kilometers of water each year from aquifers in
the study region of northeastern India. southern Nepal and western
Bangladesh, says Tiwari. Thata~ more than three times the volume of
Indiai€""s
largest surface
satellites
suggest that the
than
60 percent since then, Tiwari and his colleagues report.
Researchers estimate that monsoon rains supply, on average, 246 cubic
kilometers of precipitation to the region each year, says Tiwari. So,
during the
mid-1990s, groundwater supply i€" which largely comes from rainfall that
soaks into the ground i€- was sufficient to meet agricultural demands. But
data
gathered between April 2002 and June 200B by the two satellites of the
Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment show that irrigation now extracts

substantially more water than is replenished each year.

Ihttp://www.sciencenews.org/view/access/id/46B14/name/storyone~ckstory.jpgl

_Enlarge_
(http://www.sciencenews.org/view/accesslid/46814/title/storyone~ckstory.jpgl

Back story: Mining aquifers for farming_View larger version_
(http://www.sciencenews.org/pictures/091209/storyone_backstory_zoom.jpg)
I underground
water supplies in many of the globe's most heavily irrigated regions,
highlighted here in shades of purple, are draining faster than they can
he
replenished. Overall only about 10 percent of the world's agricultural
food
production depends on groundwater for crop irrigation, but some regions
are much
more reliant on aquifers for farming.Adapted from United Nations Food and
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year from aquifers beneath three states in Indiaa~ northwest,

hydrologist at NASAA€""s Goddard Space Flight Center in
that arid region, home to more than 114 million people,
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Agricultural Organization

GRACE, a joint mission of NASA and DLR, the German Aerospace Center, is
designed to map Eartha~ gravitational field and to detect changes in that
field over time (SN: 1/4/03. p. 6).
The craft can discern movements of groundwater &€~ which, after it was
p_ed
from aquifers to irrigate northern India, either flowed away from the
region or evaporated, says Tiwari. Across the region, the net loss of
groundwater averaged 54 cubic kilometers per year between April 2002 and
June 2008,
he and his colleagues estimate. As a result. the water table &€~ the upper
surface of the water in the aquifers &€. fell about 10 centimeters per
year.
Coincidentally, this net loss of groundwater is about the same as that

lost
from melting glaciers in Alaska during the same period, he notes.
A separate analysis of GRACE data, this one focused on northwestern India,

reveals that groundwater depletion there is even higher. Between August
2002 and OCtober 2008, farmers pumped an average of 17.7 cubic kilometers
of
water per
says
Matthew Rodell. a
Greenbelt. Md. In
the
water table fell an average of 33 centimeters per year. he and his
colleague report online August 12 in Nature.
Because rainfall in the region was normal during the study period, all of
the loss of water mass detected by the GRACE satellites is presumed to
have
come from groundwater depletion. says Rodell. The net loss of groundwater

from northwestern Indiaa€""s aquifers is equal to three times the volume of
Lake Mead, which supplies water for many parts of the U.S. Southwest.
The pace of groundwater depletion in northern India is greater than anyone

expected and mirrors trends seen in many other regions, including China
and
the western United States, says Sandra Postel, director of the Global
Water Policy Project, based in Los Lunas, N.M. When groundwater
disappears or
becomes too difficult to pump, people who now support themselves on the
land
will become economic refugees, she contends. In many parts of the world,
Postel adds, a~water problems are becoming very serious, very fast.&€O
Governments in many parts of the world often aren8~t forthcoming about
groundwater or other resources within their borders, so using remote
sensing
data is the only way to track usage trends for those resources, says Jay
Famiglietti, a hydrologist at the University of California, Irvine and
coauthor
of the Nature report. a~Big movements of water can&~ hide from GRACE,a€D he
notes.
GRACE detects shifts in water storage indirectly. The two craft orbit the

planet along the same path. with one traveling about 200 kilometers ahead
of
the other. As the first craft in the pair approaches a gravitational
anomaly on EarthS.~ surface a€· say, a mountain range made of dense rock &€.
it is
pulled forward in its orbit. After the first craft passes over the
mountains. it is pulled backward. The second craft is simultaneously
pulled forward
as it a~proaches the mountains. The magnitude of subtle changes in
distance



between the two craft reveals the size of the gravitational anomaly.
Data gathered by the GRACE craft are versatile. scientists have used the
pair to measure ice loss from Greenland and Antarctica (SN: 12/17/05, p.

3871. changes in water levels in the Amazon Basin (SN: 8/7/04, p. 94).
and
even the movement of tectonic plates that occurred during the massive
quake
that occurred off the western coast of Indonesia in December 2004 (SN:
1/7/06. p. 6).
Analyses using GRACE data i~are an incredible too1.&€O Postel says.
Groundwater data for most regions are notoriously poor. she notes. a~Even

in
industrialized countries we dona~ measure groundwater we11.&€O

Page 4 of4
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Dennis Ghiglieri
619 Robinson Court

Reno, NV 89503

September 30, 2009

Allen Biaggi, Director
Nevada Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources
901 S. Stewart SI. #5001
Carson City, NV 89701

Mike Styler, Director
Utah Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple #220
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Rej Draft Utah-Nevada Agreement for the Management of Snake Valley Groundwater
System and the Snake Yalley EnYironmental Monitoring and Management Agreement

Dear Directors Biaggi and Styler:

As a life-long Nevadan and conservationist I am writing these comments to express my
concern about the negative impacts on the environment and rural communities that I believe
are manifest in the draft agreement cited above. The agreement is a response to the
application by the Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) for 51 ,000 acre-feet-annually
(AFA) from Snake Valley, a groundwater basin of eastern Nevada and western Utah, and
required before SNWA can export any water through a pipeline to the greater Las Vegas
area.

The agreement purports to support an equitable division of groundwater in three of the
valleys it covers. The agreement is premised on a "yield" of 132,000 AFA. It divides the
groundwater into existing rights and "new" rights and "reserved" rights. There are no rights
specified in the agreement for water for protecting the environment in either Nevada or Utah.
The lack of any specific right or guarantee to water which today flows in springs and
wetlands and sub-irrigated meadows and groundwater dependent streams is a fatal flaw of
the agreement and the agreement needs to be redrafted to incorporate specific protections
for the groundwater dependent environment. A thorough agreement requires that both the
environment and the economic interests of the valley are fully protected.

A side agreement between the SNWA and Utah to monitor and establish "management"
committees is inadequate to protect the environment. Further, the side agreement
completely ignores the serious environmental impacts of pumping to the portion of Snake
Valley which lies in Nevada. In fact, the agreement offers no protections whatsoever for
Nevada wildlife or natural groundwater dependent springs, wetlands, SUb-irrigated meadows
and streams. The Great Basin National Park, one of the important economic generators of
the region, is given no mention or protection in the agreement. Any protection for
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environmental resources in Utah is exclusively through the side agreement and does not
actually call for any specific action to prevent loss of wetlands and springs. The agreement
provides no defined protection for the environment dependent on the existing groundwater
equilibrium nor is there any specific threshold which defines "reasonable" drawdown and
decline in environmental resources.

The agreement fails to recognize and seek to protect the economic benefits of a healthy
environment supported by the existing groundwater eqUilibrium. Rather, it treats the
environment and the plants and animals (and the local users of water as well) as a problem
deserving only of "mitigation". Mitigation must be decided upon with the agreement of
SNWA. If SNWA doesn't agree to the mitigation, after an unspecified period of time has
passed, and only for resources in the Utah portion of Snake Valley, would Utah be able to
seek relief trom the State Engineer or the court? The agreement itself does not provide the
necessary structure to solve an environmental problem through a requirement to reduce
pumping by SNWA.

While there is recognition in the "definitions" that there will be "changes" in the hydrology
from groundwater development, there is no accompanying definition which limits the
changes in any significant and specific way as already mentioned. For example, what is an
"unreasonable" lowering of the groundwater or impact to springs and seeps and wetlands
and groundwater dependent streams. I would submit that it is unreasonable for springs,
seeps and wetlands to suffer loss which exceeds a well defined threshold such as 5 percent
of Its historic flow or extent. Leaving the subject of environmental degradation to guess
work Is not acceptable as a framework. Mitigation, also, can be selected from a list of
possible actions but does not assure that the springs, seeps, wetlands, and/or groundwater
dependent streams will be protected at all and may, in fact, be sUbject to complete loss.

The environmental impacts from pumping of groundwater will undoubtedly be felt first in
Nevada. Yet, there are no protections built Into the agreement which limit negative impacts
in Nevada. At the very least, the environmental protections proVided for resources in the
Utah portion of Snake Valley should be extended to all water dependent environmental
resources in Nevada. To do nothing for the Nevada water dependent environmental
resources in the agreement is to seemingly sacrifice Nevada's environment to unreasonable
loss.

Here is a list of other issues which need to be addressed before the agreement should be
adopted by either Nevada or Utah.

• All water users in Snake Valley should be represented by a board or commission
which is funded to look out for the economic and environmental interests of Snake
Valley as an environmental and economic entity and not be subdivided arbitrarily or
left as individuals to fight a huge, external agency.
132,000 AFA is not the perennial yield or available water supply but instead it is a
calculation, from a single year stUdy, of evapotranspiration rates measured in a few
specific locales and extrapolated over the entire region. The basis for establishing the
perennial yield should be exclusive of flow coming from up-gradient basins for which
SNWA already has been granted rights.

Comments on NV-UT Agreement Page 2
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• All existing uses and environmental uses of water within Snake Valley (and the other
valleys to which the agreement refers) must be included in the already appropriated

category.
• Terms such as "reasonable" must be defined. "Mitigation" must be defined in detail in

the primary agreement and "mitigation actions" must be defined and a specific
ordered list of those actions should also appear in the primary agreement and not left
to a side agreement. The agreement between the states should define all the critical
actions which the States agree are needed to protect the environment and people of
Snake Valley as a whole.

• The agreement must recognize the environment as an important component of the
Valley's healthy environment and existing economy and deserving of protection. The
agreement's current statement that the states agree to "minimize environmental
impacts and prevent the need for listing additional species under the Endangered
Species Act, II is inadequate and offers no protection to the environment even in Utah.
A complete inventory of water dependent environmental resources must appear in the
agreement and specific protection spelling out what will be preserved must be
included in the document. The document must cover all water dependent resources
in both Nevada and Utah.
All resource protections and inventories which are presently provided for only In Utah
should be extended to include the entire region covered by the agreement.

• The studies to be carried out in the 10 year period should be spec~ied and both
states should agree that all studies which are to be used in decision making are to be
done by an Independent agency and be peer reviewed and pass quality assurance for
ali data collection.
Baseline studies must be conducted during the 10 year period and should be
conducted by an independent agency and be peer reviewed and pass quality
assurance for all data collection. Baseline studies should be over a 5 year minimum
period and completed at least 1 year prior to the 2019 NV State Engineer hearing on
the SNWA Snake Valley applications.

Finally, I am deeply concerned about the side agreement exclusively between SNWA and the
State of Utah. 1 believe that for the purposes of the agreement that the side agreement must
be incorporated into the body of the main agreement between the States of Nevada and
Utah and define specific actions and procedures to resolve groundwater pumping adverse
impacts on the environment and the economic activity of the entire region for which the
states are themselves responsible. Ultimately, the States cannot relinquish their
responsibility to assure the agreement contains the protections for the environment which
are meaningful and responsive to observed problems. Ultimately, only the States can assure
that actions will be taken to protect its citizens and the environment which supports them.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

lsi
Dennis Ghiglieri
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Print View

Frc., Anita Hansen <hOllleba.efOahotmail,com>
'1'0: <.~kev.lleyt\,1t.h.llOV>

Dat.. : Sunday - S~tl!llllber 20. 2009 9:06 PM
SUbject: DIU" e_nts on the Snake Valley agreement

Page 1 • Before any Snake Valley water is pumped, Las Veo". ahou.ld b<I
required to ee.t very stiff ••ter regulations. (golf eour••• , lawns. dast
control I

1'bfI State 8Ilgineera ahould represent the GOvernors.

Th18 agr_nt ahould not nap further gTovt.h of Snake Vdley. 'MI18
allT_nt .hOlllo:' protect and pre••rve snake valley ...ter frc. S!>.'1Uo and the
growing W...tch Front an4 Southwest Utah.

If th...",,_nt. goes tOnt.~. the .ater t..t>le drops and P'I=P comen
e:e-pb.1D. smell. .heNld be requ.ired to turn off "heir ~. and it Ihou.ld be
on SNWA'. shoulders t.o prove that the daaage is "ot cauled. by t~. As 18
=rrently readJl, it ia the ovnoer who has to prove th.. t the daaage w••
c:.u.-.1 by SNWA.

SNWA should noc be the onea to negootlate to dl!te%tine .ell daaage. It
ahO\,lld be the two Suta englneen. IP"ge 1-1.)

page 8
h not

giv•• a go04 li.t
their concern.

Page 9 The $300,000 f",n<1 to be hel<1 for a ..itigation fWl<1 h grouly low.
It .ho",l<1 be ..ore like $300,000 Ill-Uion.

page 10 SNWA .hou.l<1 not be lIi\1llera to this agreement. The State
Engineera aho"'ld make thh agreement and hold SNWA to the agreement
raq",irementa.

Thia agreement "ho",l<1 be very clear and concise beca",se in ten yeara all
of the phyen in the c",rrent game will change. Thh agreement will
affect the children of today. We sho",ld take the time to do it right the
Urn ti1llll. WMit h the h"'E:ry?

An agre_nt aho"'l<1 be m.ade between the " ..0 s"a"ea on Snaloe Valley water,
We don't want to not have an agreement and have the i.a",e go to the
S",preme Co",rt. 8y then it ..ill be too Late!

we believe tha.t Millard County .hC1Jld s",ggest a more fair water .plit,
168/32, 65/35 or 67/33)OOt that an agree:ol!Ilt be ..d... It .houldn't be "40
it O\lr ••y or no way." 'rhe number. hllntered. t..ck and forth are ..inly
political. Let'. not let "the n\lEbe",," be the driver for the agreeaent.

Pl_•• talte the tI.e to refine the egreement, NObody know. how _ch water
we ar. tdkil:lll abeNt "'nder ground.

Bing bring. YO'" health info f~ tru.ted aOurce•.
http.llwww.bing.cc./ ••a ..ch?q*P8t+all.rgy~fo~.MHE~PUbl.wtJOtr~cr..-T~-.DfK~ealt~.lth-Pe~llerll'Y_lxl
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Thank you for considering the
following comments, questions, and suggestions.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Baker

Comments on Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater System
General comments
1. There is currently pumping in Nevada that has caused Needle Point Spring in
Utah to stop flowing and in fact, the water table keep decreasing. Yet, nothing
has been done to ameliorate this situation. If the states have problems figuring
out such a small interstate problem, it does not lend confidence to the states
agreeing on such a large pumping scheme as proposed by SNWA and the multitudes
of different ways it could affect water rights in both Utah and Nevada.

2. For the biological monitoring, it appears that conservation targets will only
be sensitive species. This is too small a scope. It is likely that many species
live in the aquifer underlying Snake valley and have yet to be discovered and
described. The Edwards Aquifer has 40 species of subterranean creatures living
in it (http://www.edwardsaquifer.net/species.html). While Snake valley's aquifer
probably doesn't have so many, this aquifer should be searched. Scientifically
based, peer-reviewed methods exist, and Dr. Steven Taylor from the Illinois
Natural History Survey would be one person capable of overseeing such a study.
The creatures living in the Snake valley aquifer would be some of the first ones
that would be affected by groundwater pumping. An inventory of them is critical
before the commencement of the large-scale groundwater pumping. wells and
springs can be surveyed for these creatures, along with the Gandy Warm Springs
Cave and Lexington Cave, both of which are in contact with the water table. A
list of sensitive species should be developed after additional sensitive
habitats are surveyed.

3. The extended comment period is appreciated, but it still seems that this
process is being rushed. Additional time to review and comment on the agreement
is requested.

Detailed comments
Section l.la regards a lowering of the water level in a well that differs from
the ~well's historical production.~ What time period does the ~well's historical
production~ encompass? If a well has a long history, is the well's historical
production averaged over this entire time period, or is more weight given to
recent times, where lower water tables may paint a very different picture?

Section l.lb regards a lowering of spring flow that differs from the ~spring's

historical supply.~ Most springs have scant or nonexistent discharge histories.
Are more springs going to be targeted in order to develop this record of
-historical supply?· How are seeps, which can be important for vegetation
growth, to be treated, since spring flow at them is nearly impossible to
measure? If different groups have different measurements, how will these be
resolved?

Section 3.2 states that -Based on the best currently available data... • How will
the states agree on a new afy number by future studies? I recommend inserting
the clause right after data ·scientifically based, third-party collected,
peer-reviewed reports~

Section 4.5 regards data; Please use more specific language about who will
create, maintain, and publicly share database and on what timeline.

Section 6.1 regards public notice. In South Snake Valley, we request that public
notices be posted to the post office bulletin boards and be provided to
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community leaders to post on the Snake Valley listserve.

Section 6.3.a.9 ~climatic conditions, e.g. drought year- who determines what
constitutes a drought year?

Section 6.3.b.7 ~Recent seismic activity· Who will be monitoring this?

Section 6 throughout. It appears that the burden of proof falls on the Senior
Water Right Holders. Although the senior water right holders should notify SNWA
and the states of concerns about water reductions, SNWA should assist in
gathering data of what their pumping may be doing to these senior water rights.
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Print view

From: Terry Marasco <tmarasco@sbcglobal.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 23, 2009 7:29 AM
Subject: Comments re UTNV Agreement

Comments for NV and Utah Agreement: Stop Pumping Triggers
Terry Marasco September IB, 2009
tmarasconrminatural-resource-mgt.com
While it is acknowledged in this agreement that a~ore studies need to be
conducted8€O, the high estimate of water has been allocated. Then it is
reasonable to include certain protections.
The science available now gives a reasonable picture of 1) the range of
water volume, 2) where highest impacts will take place, 3) the time for
impacts to occur, 4) the long-term effects of those impacts even after
pumping ceases.
The reasonable template for legal actions for the groundwater mining
expected by the science in Snake Valley is the Owens Valley experience.
For example:
In the early 1970s Los Angeles completed a second aqueduct supplied by a
dramatic increase in groundwater pumping from the valley, a further
reduction in the amount of irrigated lands, and an increase in diversions
from the Mono Basin. Despite Los Angeles&~ assurances that its activities
would cause no harm, its groundwater pumping dried up most of the
valley&~ major springs and began to deprive tens of thousands of acres of
groundwater-dependent vegetation of its water supply. Also, by the
mid-1970s, Mono Lake began to shrink.

Decades of expensive litigation (on some occasions even when Los Angeles
signed then broke agreements) by the financially pressed local counties,
the state, and environmental and citizens groups, combined with increased
environmental awareness, have led to commitments by Los Angeles in recent
years to restore the 60 miles of the Owens River, to mitigate the dust
rising from the dry bed of Owens Lake, to maintain Mono Lake at specified
levels, to return river flow to the Owens Gorge, and to responsibly manage
groundwater pumping in the valley.

Therefore it is reasonable to include, with a clause that states these
numbers may be adjusted based on new science before any agreement is in
effect, and the history of such water diversions are likely to include
near- and long-term legal actions:
1. pre-determined and automatic triggers that would curtail or
discontinue groundwater pumping in Nevada if certain defined changes or
conditions are detected by the monitoring including trippers upstream such
as Spring Valley;
2. defined changes specifically by area (random valley floor stations,
at springs, at ranches and residences), and defined small and large area
flow systems in Snake and Spring Valley;
3. provisions that would allow the Utah State Engineer to seek
mitigation and/or compensation in the form of guarantees of

$5,000,000,000;
4. Mandate fines of $25,000/day if Nevada does not cease pumping, and
require Nevada to provide guarantees of $25,000,000 to enforce this
agreement in che appropriate legal forums;
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5. Provide specific air quality cease-pumping triggers. The triggers
are to state not only PMIO and lesser particulates, but also levels of
mercury, erionite (an asbestos like mineral that causes the same kind of
mesothelioma cancer), the radioactive elements americium, plutonium.
uranium, cobalt, cesium. strontium. and europium. and the fungal spores
that cause Valley Fever (coccidiodomycosis) are all in high concentrations
in surface soils in Nevada; ans
6. provide that groundwater pumping could resume once groundwater
levels, spring flows, depth to water in wells, have recovered to
pre-determined levels.

Terry Marasco
Silver Jack Inn & LectroLux CafAC
POB 69, Baker, NY 89311
www.silverjackinn.com
www.tmarascophotography.com
voice 775-234-7323
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Darwin C. Wheeler
P. O. Box 40

Garrison, UT 84782
Phone: (435)855-2431
Fax: (435) 855-2432

Wednesday, September 30, 2009

Attn: \\ \\ w.waterrights.utah.go\

clo Utah Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water Rights

RE: Snake VaHey Agreement

I am 4th generation living and farming here in Snake Valley. I have a son working on the
fann with me, he is 5th generation. Above all I believe local interests should be protected
against the exploitation of our way of living. We have attended various hearings and
meetings about SNWA's proposals to remove water from Snake Valley for the people of
Las Vegas and are in full agreement with all of the objections we have heard to date!
However, I would like to fonnally advised you of my own objections to the agreement in
it's current fonn.

One concern is that Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) is a signer of the
agreement and as such, becomes a principal when in fact they are simply a "water user".
As a "water user" they are at the same level as the farmers and ranchers in Snake Valley.
The level of cooperation of this agreement should be among the state ofNevada, the state
of Utah, their natural resource departments, and their state engineers. By making SNWA
a principal it is like having the fox watch over the hen house...we all know that won't
work!

At each meetinglhearing endangered species in the West Desert such as the Bonneville
Trout were brought up, but the residents of this valley are also endangered and with the
proposed agreement we will be hanned to the point that we will be unable to earn a living
in this valley. There is great concern about the wildlife, echo system and the lives of all
the residents of this valley.

As stated by Steve Maxfield, from Kanosh, UT "there is no extra wet water to divide
between the two states." He went on to quote from one of the professional papers from
the 1995 United States Geological Survey (USGS) 149D shows the basin and the inner
flow in question and puts it further out. It goes to Utah Lake and Great Salt Lake. This
year we had a wet spring. Lake Powell came up 12 feel. They thought it would come up
30 feet. They thought that the Great Salt Lake would come up I foot but it went down I
foot. We are talking about water that is going underground. He called it the
"underground Colorado River". These rights and historic uses have already been
transferred into interbasin. He thinks that we will have an impact of a minimum 20,000
acre feet a year from Spring Valley to Snake Valley. As we look at Snake Valley and the



wet water, the water just isn't there. The pumping in Snake Valley has already drawn
down the water table and has gone through transevaporation."

The agreement lacks a provision that actually protects the people living in Snake Valley,
let alone the people of Utah. The provision in the agreement states that no third parties
can bring any action against the agreement. It appears that the agreement is not
protecting the people at all! When it comes to mitigation as stated in 6.2 it states, "Any
owner of an Existing Permitted Use who believes that development or withdrawal of
Groundwater by SNWA has caused an Adverse Impact to its Existing Pennitted use may
notify SNWA that the permit owner claims an Adverse Impact and shall provide any
pertinent infonnation that supports their claimed Adverse Impacts."

In other words, SNWA will have the right to detennine if they have harmed other water
users in Snake Valley and they will detennine to what extent the other water users have
been damaged. What protection does that give to those of us who have been living here
and making out living for generations! There should be a third party, not SNWA
determining the harm that has been done, in any agreement that is made between
the two states! SNWA should have noting to do with mitigation and/or decisions
made related to "Adverse Impact". They should bave no rigbts beyond the rights of
the people of Snake Valley! As the agreement is written there is no protection for
tbe people of Utab.

Another point we oppose is the amount of money that SNWA would hold in a mitigation
fund, as noted in 6.4 of the proposed agreement. The current agreement states that in no
event will the balance of the mitigation fund be reduced below $3,000,000 while SNWA
maintains groundwater development and withdrawal facilities in Snake Valley. We all
know that $3,000,000 is a pittance and doesn't even approach the damage that will be
experienced when they begin pumping water from Snake Valley. For a more reasonable
amount to be held in a "mitigation fund" perhaps the amount paid for ranches in Spring
Valley should be looked at. In addition, the agreement should spell out who would
manage and administer the funds and where would they be held. This information should
be spelled out in the agreement.

I am in agreement with the comments of John Keeler, Utah Fann Bureau. He said, "at
this point there doesn't appear to be a pressing need for Utah to sign this agreement. The
Nevada State Engineer has set Spring of2011 as his evidence for submission deadline
nad the hearings on Snake Valley in tbe fall of2011. With so many unanswered
questions that have been talked about - recharge, hydrologic connection, on-going
drought and fairness - Govener Herbert and the State of Utah Water Rights Officials
should put this draft agreement on hold and insist on a more fair and equitable split for
Utah. As Congress has mandated, an agreement between Utah and Nevada is a worthy
goal, but not as an expense to Utah."

Another concern is related to "Air Quality" and monitoring. My wife and I had the
frightening experience of being caught in a dust stonn between Garrison and Milford.
The dust was so heavy that you could see nothing beyond the inside of the windshield!



The cab of the truck was so filled with dust that we bad difficulty breathing. Two scbool
buses were also caught in this dust stonn and emergency vehicles had to come to the
rescue with oxygen masks for a number of the students. Can you imagine what will
happen when the water level is so low that existing ground cover is gone? We are
already experiencing deterioration of ground cover and increased dust storms because of
the drought and it isn't isolated to Snake Valley. We have experienced dust storms in
Delta, Hinckley and even in the Salt Lake area. Imagine what will happen as water is
piped out of this valley.

I also noted some problem with terms in the proposed agreement. For example, in
section 2.5'5 statement on evaluating with certainty available groundwater is filled with
vague undefined terms such as, "evolving trends" ,... Defined terms must be used
throughout the agreement so nothing will he left to the imagination or interpretation.

The agreement states that monitoring of data from groundwater pumping would be
required and would be incorporated into a database for public viewing. But it doesn't
spell out who would manage the database or exactly what database would be used. Who
will be responsible for the cost ofdevelopment and maintenance of the database?

The agreement also indicates that future studies and other information would be
incorporated into the process of administering and managing groundwater development
in Snake Valley ...how will it be determined what future studies and other information
will be needed? Who will collect the future information and how will it be used? Who
will pay for these future studies... what is the definition of"Other Information"?

The agreement in the current state leaves too much to interpretation. What is the hurry?
Take the time necessary to define all the 'vague terms' and make sure all the necessary
scientific studies have been completed and utilized prior to an agreement being signed.

We all know the "Golden Rule" .... those with the gold make the rules. As fanners and
ranchers in Snake Valley we simply don't have the gold to hire the high priced attorneys
that SNWA has working for them. Lets face it, we have a fox guarding the hen house as
well and the "gold" making the rules, and people who don't even live here making the
decisions that dictate even the possibility of our generational livelihood. Nevada has
water rights in this valley, but I am definitely against the deportation of it via the
proposed agreement.

Please note, we are in full agreement with the response offered by Great Basin Water
Network in their response dated September 23, 2009.

Regards,

Darwin C. Wheeler
P. O. Box 40
Garrison, UT 84728

Emma Kay Wheeler
P. o. Box 40
Garrison, UT 84728

Christopher Wheeler
P. O. Box 40
Garrison, UT 84728
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Print View

From: "Kathy Hill" <kathrynhillster@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 1:58 PM
Subject: additional comments

These comments are the result of a meeting with members of the Great Basin
Water Network. They express my sentiments exactly and so I enter them as
additional comments.

INAPPROPRIATE STATEMENTS RE LEGAL STANDARDS (Sections 2.8 and 2.9):

Sections 2.8 and 2.9 should be deleted. They purport to do nothing more
than restate existing legal standards in both states. If this is all they
do, then there is no need for them, and they certainly do not belong in
the "findings" section of the Agreement. But, in fact, these sections do
not accurately reflect the more nuanced and dynamic nature of Utah and
Nevada water law and policy. Historically, both states' standards have
shifted with changing circumstances and understandings of hydrogeology.
At the present time, the legal treatment of groundwater drawdown and
impacts to senior water rights is more complicated and variable than the
simple statements contained in sections 2.8 and 2.9 reflect. And it is to
be expected that in the future, the legal standards and policy imperatives
informing these issues will evolve. Accordingly, there is no place in the
Agreement for such oversimplified and rigid legal formulations, and they
should be taken out of the Draft Agreement

Further, the Lincoln County Lands Act requires that the shared groundwater
resource be managed sustainably, and given the numerous water rights,
livelihoods, and environmental resources at stake, greater protection for
Snake Valley under the agreement is necessary. In order to guarantee
appropriate protections to Utah citizens, Utah ought to insist that
principles of true sustainability guide the management of Snake Valley by
the States. Such principles would not allow for the drawdown of the
groundwater system to the extent of capturing much existing
evapotranspiration in Snake Valley, which includes legally protected,
economically and ecologically vital subirrigated meadows.

INADEQUATE MITIGATION FUND (Section 6.4):

The provision for a minimum of $3 million in Section 6.4 to fund
mitigation effort is laughably inadequate. For nothing more than dust
mitigation impacts from drying out previously most areas of Owens Valley
the Los Angeles Department of Power and Water already is locked into about
half a billion dollars of immediate mitigation costs, followed by ongoing
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annual operational costs in the tens, and perhaps eventually hundreds, of
millions of dollars. Since Snake Valley's wind shed includes the Salt
Lake City area and Wasatch Front, the dust mitigation costs for increased
dust emissions from Snake Valley alone could well run into the billions of
dollars. And other environmental and senior water rights mitigation costs
are likely to be in the tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars as
well.

So, the Agreement should require SNWA to establish and maintain a
mitigation fund of at least several hundred million dollars, and
preferably a billion dollars. Given the scope and gravity of mitigation
that may be necessary for Snake Valley, and for downwind Utah more
generally, anything less than a fund of few hundred million dollars would
not provide even a temporarily adequate sort of cushion or guarantee to
Snake Valley water rights holders and Utah residents who will depend on
that money when they are impacted.



Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft agreement. Please accept these comments on

the draft agreement submitted September 28, 2009, by Steve Erickson, 444 Northmont Way, Salt lake

City, UT 84103.

I believe the State of Utah and it's negotiators must into account take these and other serious and

substantive comments submitted and return to negotiations with Nevada to fix what are dearly

significant, even fundamental flaws with the draft. Further, if this is to be seen as an honest public

process, then any changes made to the draft agreement in future negotiations must be made public and

the public must have an opportunity to review and comment on those changes prior to finalizing the

agreement. To do otherwise would be to disregard and disrespect the citizens, organizations and

governmental entities who have provided a public service to Utah by weighing in on this most important

and controversial matter.

Hydrology:

There is no surplus water in Snake Valley that can be exported without unacceptable consequences.

Utah gives away its water for nothing but promises and some monitoring requirements in return. las

Vegas gets the water, Utah gets the dust storms ~ and the health consequences that go with them.

This is not a "fair and equitable" division of the water in the Valley. It uses bad math and questionable

science to arrive at an arbitrary formula that permits Nevada to take the majority of the water in the

basin. The Utah Association of Counties (UAC) estimates the agreement gives Nevada a 7 to 1 edge in

the split.

It wilt be necessary to dry up all the wetlands in the valley in order to achieve the export targets set by

this agreement.

This deal could result in draw-down of the aquifer by dozens to hundreds of feet near Baker, Eskdale

and Garrison. When the springs and meadows dry up, it will be too late for mitigating the damages

other than to pay the water rights holders.

The available groundwater supply is grossly overestimated and greatly exceeds the recharge. Nevada

currently publishes the perennial yield as 31,500 afy on its side of the border, not the 66,000 afy

assumed by the agreement. The potential error in the GWET estimate is plus or minus 30,000 afy.The

reliability factor of the BARCASS figures used in the agreement is just 67%. And a drop in annual

precipitation of just X inch would alter the BARCASS model for recharge by 10,000 acre feet/year.

The deal includes in Utah's current use 20,000 afy in Fish Springs NWR water rights even though Fish

Springs is outside the Snake Valley, effectively over-stating Utah's current use and thereby contributing

to the unequal split of remaining water favoring Nevada. Fish Springs' water should be accounted for

separately, not counted against Utah's "share".



The deal does not include adjustments for SNWA groundwater pumping in Spring Valley which could

reduce the in-flow to Snake Valley by 16,000 aty or more. Spring Valley pumping must be factored into

any agreement.

The Nevada State Engineer (NV SE), who will rule on the SNWA applications for over 50,000 acre feet of

groundwater per year (afy), has generally granted under 50% of applications in previous rulings on

SNWA applications In Nevada valleys. We could reasonably expect he would do the same on the Snake

Valley applications. Yet the draft agreement puts the Block 2 "ceiling" for the NV SE at 36,000 aty.

While the NV SE will make his decision based upon the facts and testimony presented at the Snake

Valley hearing, this agreement effectively gives him Utah's permission to go up to 36,000 aty, and since

he is a political appointee, it is reasonable to assume that this will influence his decision. It should be

remembered that SNWA stated its intent to seek only 25,000 aty in 2007 (though they did not withdraw

or amend their original applications), presumably because they felt it was a more rational, supportable

quantity. They subsequently reversed course when the BARCASS numbers suggested greater perennial

yield in the valley than 15 of 17 previous studies.

Any privately owned water rights in the Snake Valley that are sold to SNWA should be subtracted from

the amount of groundwater available as "unallocated" for export to las Vegas.

nming and process:

There is no urgency to sign this agreement. The Nevada State Engineer will not rule on the SNWA

applications until the fall of 2011 at the earliest.

last spring, SNWA requested a one-year delay of the NV SE hearing on Snake Valley because its required

groundwater model was taking longer than expected to complete (the SE granted a two-year delay in

Interim Order #3). In their response to Interim Order #3, SNWA wrote that the groundwater model

would be done by late 2009. Since this key piece of "evidence" is so close to completion and could

contain Information that would make substantial changes to the draft agreement prudent or necessary,

Utah should not sign the agreement until the public and those whose water rights might be affected

have ample opportunity to review and comment on that model.

A ten year delay benefits SNWA, not Utah. SNWA director Pat Mulroy has said she's not concerned

about the delay because the pipeline probably won't be built and ready for Snake Valley water until

2019 (las Vegas Sun, 8{24{09). SNWA's original plan and timellne was for Snake Valley pumping to

come on line in 2022.

With the current economic crisis in las Vegas, SNWA can't justify the need for the pipeline based on

now inaccurate growth projections, nor are they likely to secure financing for this multi-billion dollar

boondoggle.

Just two weeks ago, SNWA suspended construction on the so-called "third straw" in lake Mead, a

billion-dollar project to assure delivery of water to las Vegas if the lake drops below the currently used

intake. Why? Reduced demand for water in las Vegas due to the recession and the collapse of the



housing market. Clearly, las Vegas doesn't feel quite the urgency to seal the deal as Utah seems to feel.

That's hard to understand, and Utah officials have yet to do so.

Utahns should have an opportunity to review and comment on the entire SNWA Groundwater

Development Project through the BlM's Environmental Impact Process (EIS) before their unelected

state officials sign off on just the Snake Valley portion of that pipeline project. Utahns should know that

the impacts of the project in Nevada alone may have dire consequences for Utah, and they should have

the chance to weigh the Snake Valley impacts in light of those larger impacts. Postpone the agreement

until after the conclusion of the EIS.

Environmental Concerns:

Appendix Cof the agreement is full of good intentions but is largely unenforceable. The intent to

"establish plans", "set out a process to define" and "establish... responses" amounts to a contract of

unspecified hypothetical eventualities. If something happens, then maybe something else will happen.

SNWA agrees to maintain a mitigation fund of $3 million (1/1000th of the low-ball estimated cost of the

pipeline construction) to assist or compensate water rights holders. There is no funding for restoration

of the environment. If SNWA's pumping creates a dust bowl like Owens Valley, CA, the mitigation and

restoration costs will run into the hundreds of millions of dollars - money that Utah would have to sue

to recover. This agreement could hamper Utah's case to recover damages.

The agreement is an "unfunded mandate" in that it requires certain costs of groundwater monitoring.

There is no guarantee that the Utah legislature will agree to fund the monitoring program in future

years.

legal concerns:

The agreement does not comply with the Equitable Apportionment Doctrine, which favors current and

historic uses of waters and does not consider relevant the location of the recharge of those waters.

The burden of proof is on the small water users to convince SNWA that it is SNWA's pumping affecting

their wells and their water rights.

The agreement doesn't cover third parties. SNWA is buying up ranches and water rights and putting

that water in their pipeline. The agreement should cover all Snake Valley water that goes into that

pipeline regardless of whose it is.

Just because the State claims the agreement is not an interstate compact doesn't make it so. Effectively

it is an interstate compact and as such doesn't comply with legal requirements for a compact.

The agreement undercuts or ignores other legal challenges and excludes the Goshutes entirely.



The agreement prohibits "groundwater mining" but fails to define it. This ban of groundwater mining is

also in Nevada water law, but this has not deterred the Nevada State Engineer from allowing SNWA to

pump and export over S9.000 afy from previously adjudicated Spring. Cave, Dry Lake, and Delamar

Valleys. This glaring flaw in the agreement must be fixed prior to approval.

The agreement would undermine the federal environmental review process which is now underway.

The agreement might jeopardize any future case brought by the State of Utah for damages or for

restoration of the environment should the SNWA pumping cause Owens Valley-like impacts upon the

environment.
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Print View

From: Ken Hill <kenfhil184083@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gOV>
CC: Boyd Clayton <boydclaytoniutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 8:28 AM
Subject: comments RE UT-NV-SNWA agreements

Please accept these comments concerning the draft UT-NV-SNWA agreements.
Please consider them in further negotiations to improve the agreement.

Ken Hill
Partouo
550 He 61
via wendover, UT 84083-9604

:""'" General "'''''''

general

Too much of this agreement is couched in vague terms. Terms should be
changed to be as specific as possible while retaining flexibility to
respond to unforeseen or developing conditions.

This water export proposal is one sided to the extreme. Southern Nevada
stands to gain only benefits while Snake Valley stands to gain nothing
but negative impacts. All phases of this agreement should be slanted
toward safety. Any allotment of water should begin low and gradually
increase if safe. Upon any unacceptable impacts should trigger stopping
the pumps until it is certain the pumping is not responsible.

All funds required to monitor and otherwise implement these agreements,
including staffing by either party, should be paid by SNWA or its
successors. The funding should be without strings attached. This applies
to the TWG and Management Committee staffs. This also applies to any
expenses of the Snake Valley Aquifer Research Team in the exercise of
their appropriate duties.

future drafts open to public comment ---

All future drafts of the agreements should be open to public comment for
at least 30 days.

public scrutiny in implementing and readjusting agreement

The negotiations have taken place in secret. As a result, the agreement
is not as good as it could be and public confidence in the agreement is
weak. To avoid this problem in the implementation of the agreement,
public scrutiny must be mandated and maintained. Data will be publicly
available and so should the decision making based on the data. Otherwise
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stakeholders will not be able to discern whether the TWG and Management
Committees are properly and adequately addressing issues.

Just as the monitoring data will be public, so too the meetings and
decisions of the Technical working Group, the Management Committee, and
any other entity created by this agreement be open to public scrutiny.
Meetings should be open to public attendance, including conferencing
hook ups (including video, phone, and internet) so people at remote
sites such as Garrison, EskDale, Partouo, Callao, and Ibapah can attend
without having to travel hundreds of miles.

Within 7 working days of any meetings of the TWG and the Management
committee. minutes should be published on publicly accessible web sites.

delay because of unresponsive GRAMA request

The comment period should be extended because a GRAMA request for
documents underlying the agreement was at first denied then granted a
few days before the ending of the comment period -- and even then the
documents were not immediately released. This has had the effect of
denying possibly crucial information needed to properly evaluate the
agreement. The comment period should be extended an additional 30-60
days to allow for proper analysis of this new information.

--- snwa drops out of SV -- UT stuck with an agreement ---

If SNWA bails out of the project, is UT stuck with an agreement with NY
RE water available? The agreement needs to address this possibility.

No Goshute input

The Goshute Tribe in Ibapah, Utah, has stated that no one contacted them
about their interests in these agreements. This is the same kind of
treatment they received from the Department of Interior when they were
not consulted about the Spring Valley stipulated agreement.

Signing of this agreement should be postponed until such consultation
with the Goshute Tribe can be completed.

--- funding ---

Just as SNWA is guaranteed a portion of federal land sales in southern
Nevada, Snake Valley should be guaranteed a portion of the value of
water transported in the pipeline for necessary monitoring. Monitoring
should not be left to the resources and inclination of either the Utah
legislature or the SNWA board.

--- vague definitions ---

Many parts of the agreements are vague and prone to making discussions
go on too long. Word like "may" or ~strive· should be "will". It reads
more like a memorandum of understanding than a contract or agreement.
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Words or phrases like "harm" and "acceptable impacts' need to be defined
so they mean something specific both now and when the current
negotiators are no longer in office.

Also, comments by negotiators indicate they intend certain conditions
and outcomes that are not spelled out in the agreement. For example,
negotiators have said Utah will be a closed basin which will mean new
impacts have to be the result of SNWA pumping. But the agreement does
not reflect that. It should -- by imposing triggers to respond to the
impacts obviously caused by SNWA's pumping.

--- ::= UT - NY agreement === ---

--- findings 2.8 and 2.9 ---

Utah's concept of safe yield and Nevada's concept of perennial yield are
explained in "findings". But Nevada's concept is more aggressive in
allowing more drastic drawdowns and destroying more vegetation. There
should be more detail in the Utah section, including discussion of the
'root zone exception' as outlined in the excerpt below or in other
language as appropriate.

Furthermore, an additional definition should be included to explain the
differences between UT and NV water law and the ramifications of those
differences in this agreement. This is important because UT citizens are
being handed off to function under NV water law and its implementation
under the NV Engineer.

And, of course, the agreB~ent needs to include language ensuring that
Utah residents do not get shuffled to a system of laws that are less
concerned with environmental damage (NV) than the laws they would
normally be under (UT). All the agreement sections dealing with Utah
residents' relationships with NV water law need to be examined and
carefully worded to ensure Utah residents' rights are not being
curtailed and to ensure that changes in NV water law do not diminish
Utah water rights holders.

GROUNDWATER CASE LAW AND LEGAL ISSUES IN UTAH
presented before the TASK FORCE STUDYING WATER ISSUES OF THE UTAH
LEGISLATURE
by John H. Mabey, Jr.
October 21, 2004

b. a~Root Zonea€D Exception
In 1949, the Utah Supreme court excluded the water in soil that sustains
the beneficial plant life on a landownera~ property. This a~root zonea€D
water is considered part of the soil owned by the landowner and is not
public property subject to appropriation. Riordan v. Westwood, 203 p.2d
922 (Utah 1949).

--- changes in NV water law ---

Since Utah water rights holders will be subject to Nevada water law, the
agreement needs to specify what happens when any changes to NV water law
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occur, either by legislation or legal decision. Otherwise, Utah
residents could find themselves in a position where their legal rights
are diminished relative to other Utah citizens. The agreement needs to
ensure that changes in Nevada water law do not harm Utahns in Snake
valley or diminish their rights.

--- duty values need to be specified

Duty values should be specified, particularly the duty for exporting
water from the basin.

--- recital about interbasin flow ---

since BARCASS underlies much of the agreement, especially in estimating
discharge of 132.000 afy, there should be a recital added indicating
that BARCASS also estimates interbasin flow from Spring Valley to Snake
valley as well as other interbasin flow throughout the regional flow
system.

If SNWA is allowed to pump Spring Valley and thereby interrupt the flow
into Snake valley, they will be given double water rights for the amount
that is interrupted. The agreement should take that into account, but
does not.

Because interbasin flow is not considered in this agreement, the
allocated water amounts in this agreement are skewed to favor NV and SNWA.

--- recital reinforcing NV water law RE interbasin exports ---

A recital should be added.

The Final Agreement should acknowledge that Nevada law requires the
State Engineer to take environmental conditions and potential for
economic development of the host basin into account in decisions related
to interbasin transfers. The Final Agreement should hold Southern Nevada
Water Authority (SNWA) responsible for negative impacts on the
environment, economic potential, or senior water rights holders in Snake
valley and in any other basin that might be contributing to the water
available in Snake Valley.

--- agreement area is too narrowly focused ---

Public law 108-424 specified an agreement that factored in the regional
flow system, not just Snake Valley. Therefore, this agreement is
insufficient. It does not take into account interbasin flows as
estimated in BARCASS.

spring valley as stand-alone ---

Even if Snake Valley does not become a target basin, BARCASS indicates
an interconnection between Snake Valley and Spring Valley, among other
interconnections in the regional aquifer system. The agreement does not
cover that, contrary to the specific wording in public law 108-424. The
agreement must specify what mitigation will address interrupted
interbasin flow whether or not water is exported from Snake Valley.
Additionally, not accounting for interbasin flow in the agreement could
mean SNWA getting more water than deserved. If they get Spring valley
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water that diminishes recharge into Spring valley -- without having that
amount deducted from any Snake Valley water rights -- that will be the
equivalent of getting that amount of water twice.

PUBLIC LAW 108-424
Section 301 (e) (3)
Prior to any transbasin diversion from ground-water basins located
within both the State of Nevada and the State of Utah, the State of
Nevada and the State of Utah shall reach an agreement regarding the
division of water resources of those interstate ground-water flow
system(s) from which water will be diverted and used by the project. The
agreement shall allow for the maximum sustainable beneficial use of the
water resources and protect existing water rights.

--- 132 k -- too much ---

Should start much lower and increase if safe to do so. Not start high
and try to pull the plug later, against great political and economic
pressures. USGS is rethinking the discharge numbers and is planning a
further study. They admit BARCASS probably overestimated discharge. It
is irresponsible to maintain the high BARCASS numbers.

Additionally, the split between the states is unrealistic in light of
the historical use and natural discharge in Snake Valley -- which favors
Utah. Basing a split on recharge flies in the face of traditional water
apportionment, including the Colorado River and the rivers feeding
walker Lake. It is contrary to federal equitable apportionment standards.

The amount of supposed available water comes from evapotranspiration
over the whole of Snake Valley. But there is no way Callao ET can be
realistically captured from Baker without totally unacceptable negative
impacts. Therefore, the amount of -available ET- is unrealistic and
should not be used in this agreement.

Finally, interbasin flow from Spring Valley into Snake Valley, as
estimated by BARCASS, is not factored into this agreement at all. This
grossly favors NV and SNWA by drastically skewing the allotments in NV's
favor.

1.4 -- order of beneficial use does not imply priority

1.4 a~Beneficial Usea€O means the use of water for one or more recognized
purposes including, but not limited to, municipal, domestic, irrigation,
hydropower generation, industrial, commercial, recreation, fish and
waterfowl propagation, and stock-watering; it is the basis, measure and
limit of a water right.

This should be changed to ensure that the list of beneficial uses in not
a prioritized list:

1.4 a~eneficial Usea€O means the use of water for one or more recognized
purposes including, but not limited to, and in no priority order:
municipal, domestic, irrigation, hydropower generation, industrial,
commercial, recreation, fish and waterfowl propagation, and
stock-watering; it is the basis, measure and limit of a water right.
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--- BARCASS disconnect ---

BARCASS is being used for some key factors such as discharge estimation
but another BARCASS finding is being ignored: interbasin flow. If one is
accepted, so should the other. The agreement must mandate monitoring to
determine if Spring valley pumping interferes with interbasin flow from
Spring Valley into Snake Valley. Any interference must be accounted as a
severe impact and charged against SNWA water rights in Snake valley_
Such interference should be cause for immediate cessation of pumping in
both Spring valley and Snake Valley.

Block 2 Utah water designation

The designation of 'block 2' water based on a cut off date of 1989 is
inappropriate. Utah water rights holders filed applications in good
faith without any notification their rights would be junior to Nevada
water rights. Utah water rights applicants in 1979 would have had no
expectation of Nevada rights being senior to theirs. The situation would
have been the same in 1989 in Utah. This agreement is supposed to
protect water rights holders but if this provision is allowed to stand
will, in fact, abrogate the rights of many Utah water rights holders.
This could be grounds for law suits against Utah and the agreement.

--- block 3 waters -- reserved water ---

In most other simdlar situations, reserved waters are generally used for
something other than future development.

--- verification of current water rights allocations ---

Accurate inventories, particularly in Nevada, are needed to insure that
the basic water rights allocations are correct. This needs to be
verified as it could affect the division of water between the states.
They should be published in detail in an appendix. As Ronald Reagan said
many times, "trust but verify."

3rd parties ---

8.4 Nothing in the Agreement is intended to provide any contract for the
benefit of third parties, and no such persons or entities shall have any
cause of action as against the States arising from this Agreement ...

This seems overly optimistic and non-binding on any Utah citizen who is
damaged by any misconduct or negligence in the implementation of this
agreement. The mere fact of its inclusion will not prevent a 3rd party
from acting in his/her best interest, including legal action.

--- Utah Snake Valley Research Team and Advisory Council ---

Systematic liaison between the TWG and Utah's Snake Valley Aquifer
Research Team has been established in the UT-SNWA agreement. Similarly,
systematic liaison between the Management Committee and the Snake Valley
Advisory Council should be included in the agreement.

::: UT-SNWA agreement :::
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--- 1. statement of intent

1. Statement of Intent.
In order to accomplish the purposes of this Agreement. the Parties
agree, as more specifically set forth in this Agreement, to 1) establish
monitoring plans to determine the hydrologic, biologic and air resources
of the state of Utah which may be affected by SNWAa~ development of
Nevada state groundwater rights within the Snake valley HB, 2) set out a
process to define, subsequently review and, if necessary revise, early
warning indicators of sufficient scope and diversity to indicate effects
to the hydrologic, biologic and air resources caused by SNWA8~

groundwater development in Snake Valley, and to 3) establish reasoned
and effective management response mechanisms to counter the effects
through, initially, avoiding the actions leading to the effect,
secondly, minimizing the effect, or thirdly, mitigating the effect. In
order to accomplish these tasks the Parties agree to utilize the
following tools: ...

This should be reworded to specify that the list of tools includes the
following tools but is not limited to them. This would allow for such
issues as climate change which mayor may not fit into one of the
enumerated established models and plans.

funding the agreement(s) implementation

All funds required to monitor and otherwise implement these agreements.
including staffing by either party, should be paid by SNWA or its
successors. The funding should be without strings attached. This applies
to the TWG and Management Committee staffs. This also applies to any
expenses of the Snake Valley Aquifer Research Team in the exercise of
their appropriate duties.

The bills should be sent to SNWA for payment.

2.3 operational period ---

2.3. Operational Period. a€reOperational Perioda€D shall mean the time period
beginning immediately following the export of any groundwater by SNWA
from Snake Valley and lasting for so long as SNWA holds Nevada state
groundwater rights with a point of diversion within Snake Valley.

SNWA could conceivably cease holding Nevada water rights without
cessation of the pumping. If SNWA were to enter into an agreement with a
subcontractor, for example. Or if SNWA were to sell or otherwise
transfer their water rights. The agreement needs to apply to whoever may
succeed SNWA for as long as anyone has water rights to export water from
Snake Valley.

maps are not accurate or complete ---

The agreement references map (Figure 1 - Utah/SNWA Agreement Monitoring
Areas). The map is not accurate. It depicts phreatophitic areas as
hardly existing. But whole sections of the bottom land of Snake Valley
contains greasewood so thick it is hard to walk through. Other aspects
of the map may also be inaccurate.
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The map needs to be completely updated and resubmitted to public
scrutiny and comment.

Basic and details maps of soil compositions throughout the basin should
be added to maps in order to better determine the number of air quality
stations needed. The agreement seems to reflect a theory that the soils
are consistent throughout the basin, which may not be true and which may
require multiple air quality stations.

--- appendix 1 > 1.1 > sentence is convoluted

appendix 1 > 1.1 > sentence is convoluted

I think the first sentence of appendix 1, 1.1 needs fixing. The first
comma is unneeded. The phrase -for the purpose of providing an
early-warning indication as to whether. in combination with the
hydrologic monitoring component, SNWA groundwater development in Snake
valley is causing adverse effects· does not make sense because of a
misplaced comma. This sounds like snwa's pumping and hydrologic
monitoring may cause adverse effects. I have supplied a fixed version.
Does this need to be in a written comment?

---original version ---The intent of the biological monitoring
considered here, is to collect a suite of ecologically informative data,
at Key Areas of Biological Concern (KABCs), for the purpose of providing
an early-warning indication as to whether, in combination with the
hydrologic monitoring component, SNWA groundwater development in Snake
Valley is causing adverse effects.

--- better (if accurate) ---The intent of the biological monitoring
considered here is to collect a suite of ecologically informative data,
at Key Areas of Biological Concern (KABCs) , for the purpose of providing
an early-warning indication, in combination with the hydrologic
monitoring component, as to whether SNWA groundwater development in
Snake Valley is causing adverse effects.

--- operational period ---

2.3. Operational Period. a~erational Perioda€O shall mean the time period
beginning immediately following the export of any groundwater by SNWA
from Snake Valley and lasting for so long as SNWA holds Nevada state
groundwater rights with a point of diversion within Snake Valley.

The agreement responsibilities and obligations need to be binding on
anyone who may become successors to SNWA or who may be engaged as sub
contractors in any phase or aspect of the water withdrawal process.

10 year starts after spring valley pumping _

6.7 Nevada agrees to hold the SNWA Applications in abeyance through
September 1, 2019, to allow additional hydrologic, biologic, and other
data to be collected in Snake Valley for use by the Nevada State
Engineer and for use in other processes. Prior to September 1, 2019, the
Nevada State Engineer will not hold a hearing or grant a permit pursuant
to the SNWA Applications.
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BARCASS, upon which key elements of this agreement rely, predicts large
amounts of interbasin flow from Spring Valley into Snake valley. Due to
the real possibility that Spring valley pumping will interfere wit~
interbasin flow into Snake valley, the lO-year abeyance should beg~n
when Spring valley pumping begins in order to better study whether
interbasin flow is occurring.

And upon good evidence that interbasin flow is being interrupted, any
drop in Snake valley recharge must be charged against any water rights
NV has awarded SNWA in Snake Valley.

___ monitoring for ground cover closer than Gandy ---

Appendix 1 -- section 1.2

In the phreatophytic plant community south of Gandy Salt Marsh, a
sufficient number of permanent transects will be established and
annually sampled to track composition and cover at the alliance level.

This is not specific enough as it could imply that the only phreatophyte
monitoring is directly south of Gandy Salt Marsh. Phreatophyte
monitoring needs to be done all up and down Snake Valley, but
particularly in tier 1, close to the well fields. The section should be
reworded:

In the phreatophytic plant community south of Gandy Salt Marsh and
extending to the southern end of Snake ValleY, a sufficient number of
permanent transects will be established and annually sampled to track
composition and cover at the alliance level.

--- Bonneville Cutthroat Trout

Bonneville Cutthroat Trout are not being monitored as part of these
agreements. They should be.

--- 8.2 monitoring in operational phase ---

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement,
SNWAa~ contributed funding of the ecological model during the Baseline
Period shall be limited to $500,000. Any funding commitment for
ecological modeling during the Operational Period is subject to
appropriation approval by SNWAa~ Board of Directors.

There presently is no ecological model for the Spring Valley biological
monitoring. We will be meeting in October to select a committee of
experts to help us (the Biological Work Group) choose what ecological
model to use. Then it will take at least a year for that model to be
developed with the Spring/Snake Valley data.

The Stipulation called for exploring the use of an ecological model, but
didn't say that one had to be used. The NPS thinks it's necessary in
order to see effects before they get up into the park and cause
impairment. At this point, all the Stipulation Parties seem to see the
usefulness of an ecological model, but it's not certain that there will
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be one, especially since they can be expensive.
Gretchen

snwa monitoring funding limit .5 M ---

8.2 Ecological Model.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement,
SNWAa~ contributed funding of the ecological model during the Baseline
Period shall be limited to $500,000. Any funding commitment for
ecological modeling during the Operational Period is subject to
appropriation approval by SNWA&~ Board of Directors.

This should be tightened to require SNWA's continued funding if the TWG
and Management Committee decide it is necessary. SNWA's board should not
be in a position to veto important funding.

stopping the pumping

6.5 The Interstate Panel shall determine whether an Adverse Impact has
occurred. In the case of the occurrence of an Adverse Impact, the
Interstate Panel shall determine the appropriate mitigation. The
determination of the Interstate Panel shall be administered by the
Nevada State Engineer. The process for any challenge or review of an
order of the Nevada State Engineer shall be determined by the laws of
Nevada.

Some specific triggers need to be established that, if met, would stop
the pumping while determinations are arrived at.

8.2 -- delivery of waters ---

8.2 Should any claim or controversy arise between the States; (a)
(d) regarding the delivery of waters herein provided; the signatories of
this Agreement, or their successors,

This is vague and undefined. In a meeting at West Desert School, Boyd
Clayton, Mike Queally, and Walt Donaldson could not answer what this

meant.

Either (1) this should be deleted or (2) it should be clarified to say
what it means and then be subject to another round of comments -- since
we are not in a position to comment on such vague and undefined language.

3.2.2 consensus ---

The TWG shall strive for consensus in all determinations and
recommendations.

Consensus is fine, but can be time-consuming, almost a veto. The
agreement should contain language that forces SNWA and Utah
representatives to strive for reasonable but limited lengths of time. If
a negative impact is the source of discussion about which consensus
building is sought, the likely source of the impact should be stopped
while consensus is coalescing.
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--- 3.2.2 - 9 ---

9. If appropriate, oversee development and use of a regional ecological
model to track biotic
community response to SNWAa~ groundwater withdrawal from Snake valley

Strike 'if appropriate'. Why would it not be appropriate to track biotic
community response via a regional ecological model?

--- 4 monitoring objectives ---

3) include certain water quality parameters that may be affected by
groundwater development within Snake Valley; and, 4) include certain air
quality parameters that may be affected by groundwater development
within Snake valley.

The word 'certain' in water and air quality parameters should be made
more specific.

--- 5. Management Response and Operation Plan.

5. Management Response and Operation Plan.
5.1 Creation of Operation Plan. Prior to the beginning of the
Operational Period, the Management Committee, upon the recommendation
and advice of the TWG, shall approve an initial written Management
Response and Operation Plan (a~Operation Plana€Dl. The Parties recognize
that the scope, terms and conditions of the initial Operation Plan will
necessarily be based upon the data available at the beginning of the
Operational Period.

This description needs to be clarified. It reads like the operation plan
will be created prior to the beginning of the operational period based
on data available at the beginning of the operational period. The cart
is before the horse.

--- 5.1.1

5.1.1 The Operation Plan shall include:
1. Identification and definition of early warning indicators for effects
to hydrologic, biologic and air resources in the Area of Interest;

This should specify that acceptable levels of drawdown will be
determined in this phase.

--- 5.1.2 ---

5.1.3 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this
Agreement, nothing contained in the Operation Plan shall mandate or
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otherwise require that any specific management response action be
implemented based upon an early warning indicator or otherwise. The task
of initiating any and all management response actions shall be within
the sole discretion of the Management Committee.

This seems like an anti-off switch. The management committee has an
effective veto. Even after 3rd party arbitrators make suggestions, the
management committee can veto their implementation.

--- 5.2

As part of the determination, the Management Committee shall take all
necessary steps to ensure that management response actions are: 1)
scientifically sound; 2) can be engineered and implemented in a
reasonable manner; 3) are implemented in a timely manner.

How can anyone in Snake Valley find comfort in this statement when the
amount determined as natural discharge and the SO/SO split in allocation
of that inflated amount is far from scientific or reasonable. And the
only thing timely about this process is the rushed comment period.

point 2 seems like a plea for cost-effectiveness so SNWA does not have
to spend too much. This should be made more specific and stringent and
binding.

5.3 missing 'of' ---

5.3 Good Faith Effort to Finalize Operation Plan. SNWA and Utah shall in
good faith pursue the creation the Operation Plan as set forth in
section 5.1

should have 'of' between 'creation' and 'the'

--- 5.3 final payment ---

Final payment to the third party shall be conditional upon completion
within the allotted year

All costs associated with the monitoring and other implementation of
this agreement should be SNWA's responsibility without giving SNWA the
ability to use this financial obligation as a lever to control or
manipulate.

8.2 sufficiently resolved hydrological model

The Parties agree that regional ecological model may be a useful tool in
evaluating and predicting effects of SNWA groundwater development when
coupled with a sufficiently resolved hydrologic model.

This should be more specific and as accurate as possible.
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___ 8.2 funding for ecological model after baseline period

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement,
SNWAa~ contributed funding of the ecological model during the Baseline
Period shall be limited to $500,000. Any funding commitment for
ecological modeling during the Operational Period is subject to
appropriation approval by SNWAa~ Board of Directors.

Funding for an ecological modeling should not be left to the discretion
of SNWA board. They should be required to pay for this if the TWG and
management committee so order or a 3rd party group decides upon failure
of the management committee to reach consensus.

10 NV Engineer proceedings ---

The wording should clarify that this, as everything else, is binding on
SNWA's successors, subcontractors, or anyone else exporting water from
Snake Valley using water rights originally applied for by SNWA and/or
their predecessor.

12 Funding ---

All costs associated with the monitoring and other implementation of
this agreement should be SNWA's responsibility without giving SNWA the
ability to use this financial obligation as a lever to control or
manipulate.

All funds required to monitor and otherwise implement these agreements,
including staffing by either party, should be paid by SNWA or its
successors. The funding should be without strings attached. This applies
to the TWG and Management Committee staffs. This also applies to any
expenses of the Snake Valley Aquifer Research Team in the exercise of
their appropriate duties.

--- 13 dispute resolution process -- conflict of interest

Agreement should specify how conflicts of interest are to be determined.

need for experience-based input in monitoring plan ---

The agreement should specify that the creation of monitoring plan(s)
must include fact-finding sessions with Snake valley residents to verify
that scientific theories about monitoring realistically conform to
observation by residents who have much more onsite experience in Snake
Valley. For example, the main map indicates only a few small
phreatophyte areas but residents could easily point to large areas of
phreatophytes throughout the length of Snake valley. Residents in every
Snake Valley community and farm should be systematically interviewed and
allowed to scrutinize monitoring plans for accuracy and reliability.
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13 dispute resolution process ---

The recommendations reached by the dispute review board should be
considered binding until overturned by higher authority. The pumping or
other likely source of negative impacts should cease until proven they
did not cause the source of contention.

==== biological monitoring ==== ---

invasive weeds

As the water table drops and phreatophytic plants die off -- which is
the discharge the agreement says will be captured -- invasive weeds may
very well become established throughout Snake Valley, leading to
negative ecological and economical impacts. The phreatophytic and other
monitoring should be very extensive and specifically include monitoring
for invasive weeds. The agreement says avoidance is the first strategy,
and that philosophy also should be applied to monitoring and avoiding
invasive weeds.

--- 1.2 tier 1 biological monitoring

In the pbreatophytic plant community south of Gandy Salt Marsh, a
sufficient number of permanent transects will be established and
annually sampled to track composition and cover at the alliance level.

To avoid a narrow interpretation, this should be changed to read ~In the
phreatophytic plant community south of Gandy Salt Marsh, EXTENDING TO
THE SOUTH END OF SNAKE VALLEY, a sufficient number of permanent
transects will be established and annually sampled to track composition
and cover at the alliance level.-

This also should include monitoring for invasive weeds that may replace
dying phreatophyte communities.

=~= hydrologic monitoring

1.1 hyrdologic monitoring costs ---

The capital costs of establishing the hydrologic monitoring network
shall be shared as stated in Sections 1.1.1 and Table 1.1.

All funds required to monitor and otherwise implement these agreements,
including staffing by either party, should be paid by SNWA or its
successors. The funding should be without strings attached. This applies
to the TWG and Management Committee staffs. This also applies to any
expenses of the Snake Valley Aquifer Research Team in the exercise of
their appropriate duties.

--- 1.1.1.3 funding maximum of 3 new wells ---
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1.1.1.3. New Monitor Wells
SNWA shall inseall up to three (3) new monitor wells should the TWG
determine that the a~existinga€Omonitoring network outlined in section
1.1.1.2 is insufficient

This is one of the few places in the agreement that is specific. Three
wells may not be enough.

--- 1.1.1.4. Groundwater Production

1.1.1.4. Groundwater Production
As stated in Section 1.1.1.1, SNWA shall continuously record groundwater
production rates and volumes in all SNWA production wells. The State of
Utah, through the Utah Division of Water Rights (UDWRI), shall record
all groundwater production data on groundwater production wells in Snake
Valley. Utah used for irrigation, mining, and municipal and industrial
purposes. At a minimum, these records shall report monthly production
totals and the duration of pumping during the reporting period.

Why does this section specifically limit this to Utah wells? Nevada
wells other than SNWA's also should have the same requirements.

--- 1.1.1.5. Springs and Surface Water - costs ---

1.1.1.5. Springs and Surface Water

SNWA and UGS shall work cooperatively to establish monitoring sites at
the selected springs and diffuse groundwater discharge areas listed in
Table 1.1. The Parties shall share in the capital costs of establishing
these monitoring sites as provided for in Table 1.1.

All funds required to monitor and otherwise implement these agreements,
including staffing by either party, should be paid by SNWA or its
successors. The funding should be without strings attached. This applies
to the TWG and Management Committee staffs. This also applies to any
expenses of the Snake Valley Aquifer Research Team in the exercise of
their appropriate duties.

--- === appendix 3 - air quality monitoring ===

--- 1.1 2nd paragraph ---

An air quality monitoring station shall be located within the Utah
portion of the Tier I

Due to the variation of soil types, this should not be limited to one
station.

--- 1.1.1. Tier I Air-Quality Monitoring

1.1.1. Tier I Air-Quality Monitoring
SNWA, in consultation with the TWG, shall locate, construct and
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instrument a monitoring station for air quality and meteorological data
within one year of the beginning of the Initial Period. This station
shall be located in Utah at a site representative of the Snake Valley
airshed and operated continuously for at least 5 years prior to and for
the duration of the $NWA groundwater withdrawal.

This should be longer than 5 years prior to pumping. This should be for
10 years after pumping begins in Spring Valley because of interbasin
flow, as per BARCASS.

Also, the duration is not long enough. It ends when pumping stops but
the effects may continue to degenerate for several years after. The
agreement should include some specific air quality and all other
monitoring and mitigation obligations beyond the cessation of pumping.

radioactive particles ---

The southern part of Snake valley has been identified as having suffered
negative effects of nuclear testing in southern Nevada. There could be
significant amounts of radioactive particles bound in the soils that
could be disturbed if vegetation dies_ These particles could contribute
to unhealthy air quality. This should be included in the air quality
monitoring plan.

=== missing appendixes ===

--- appendix 4 agricultural impacts ---

There should be another appendix specifying monitoring for agricultural
impacts.

--- appendix 5 -- socio-economic impacts ---

There should be another appendix specifying monitoring for
socio-economic impacts.

appendix 6 -- list of all costs implementing agreement _

The agreement should have an appendix listing all costs identified in
the agreement and who is responsible for them. SNWA should be
responsible for all capital and operating costs.

--- appendix 7 -- detailed water rights inventories _

There should be an appendix with detailed water rights inventories for
both Utah and Nevada. Accurate inventories, particularly in Nevada, are
needed to insure that the basic water rights allocations are correct.
This needs to be verified as it could affect the division of water
between the states.
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Print View

From: William Moellmer
To: snakevalleyiutah.gov
Date: Tuesday - September 29. 2009 9:19 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

Greetings:

It seems to me that the issue can be easily solved by requiring the SNWA
to keep a healthy data base of all wells' water depths in the entire
valley. When one well starts to drop, then Nevada has to stop taking the
water.

William O. Moellmer
william.moellmerQutah.gov

William O. Moellmer, ph.D.
Environmental Scientist
Utah Division of Water Quality
Location: 288 North 1460 West
Mail Arldr.: P.O. Box 144870
Salt Lake City. Utah 84114-4870
(801) 538-6329 Phone
(801) 538-6010 FAX
wmoellmer@utah.gov
www.deq.utah.gov
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Print View

From: Annette Garland <annette.garland@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 11:10 AM
Subject: Comments on the Utah-Nevada Snake valley Draft Agreement

September 28, 2009

Annette Garland

Callao 225 Pony Express Rd.

Callao via Wendover, Utah 84083

I am commenting on the proposed Utah-Nevada Snake Valley Groundwater Draft
Agreement. While I appreciate the complexities of this agreement, I feel
that it is fatally flawed in many areas and should not be signed until
these
flaws are corrected.

*In Findings:"

*2.4 &~a€:the States acknowledge that such information is insufficient to
determine with precision the Available Groundwater Supply.a€D ,.

·Use of Inflated Available Groundwater Figure:*

The figure of 132,000 afy is the highest figure that I have seen
attributed

to the available groundwater in Snake valley. The BARCASS itself says
that

this figure is probably too high and has only a 67% confidence rate in its
accuracy. Therefore, when dividing up the water, this agreement has
started
with an unrealistically high figure. A more moderate figure should have
been
used as a reasonable estimate. It is most irresponsible for our Utah
officials to settle for this estimate. If Utah agrees to this figure, we
will be giving up any rights later on to refute it. *The agreement must
use
a lower and more reliable estimate of the available groundwater in Snake
Valley. *

*2.6 S~Recharge of the Groundwater supply in the Snake Valley Groundwater
Basin occurs primarily within Nevada. Groundwater discharge and
Consumptive use has historically occurred primarily in Utah.S€O*

*50%-50% Division:*

This document declares that Nevada is entitled to 50% of the water in
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Snake
valleya~ groundwater supply. While Ia~ sure Southern Nevada Water
Authority would like for all of us to believe this, western water law does
not support this a€aentitlementa€O. Western water law has always favored the
discharge areas- not the recharge areas. Historically, 80% or more of the
groundwater in Snake valley has been used in Utah. Also, over 80% of the
land area under the aquifer is in Utah.

* In fact, the Supreme Court has weighed in on equitable apportionment.
In

Colorado v. New Mexico, (1982) , it was ruled that equitable
apportionment

usually favors current users and economies that are already using the
water.
In equitable apportionment the headwaters or recharge location is
irrelevant. 1*

In *Nebraska v. Wyoming* ( and reaffirmed in *Vermejo 11*) it is stated
that prior appropriations will be the guiding principle of water
distribution. The character and rate of return flows, the extent of
established uses, the availability of storage water, the practical effect
of
wasteful uses downstream and the damages to respective state interests if
limitations are imposed. 2

By saying that Nevada is entitled to 50% of the water because Nevada
mountains get 60% of the recharge, the agreement is, in fact, rewriting
western water law. I dare say that many places in the west use water

where
there is no recharge or head waters-including Las Vegas. This Finding also
does not take into account the recharge from the mountain ranges on the
eastern edge of the Snake Valley basin. The Fish and House Ranges are

both
over 9.000. *Therefore, 1 believe that a good agreement must adjust this
figure to reflect historical consumptive use and the land area beneath the
aquifer. * *At present, there is no surplus water in Snake Valley on

either
side of the line.*

*2. 8 a~a€:Utah generally allows for the appropriation of Groundwater in a
manner that is sustainable and results in a reasonable amount of drawdown
in
the ground water aquifer.8€O*

*Unknown drawdowns:·

How much drawdown is a~reasonablea€O? Stefan Kirby and Hugh Hurlow say
that

the drawdown is likely to be as much as 100 feet near Garrison, Utah.3
This
is not acceptable. John Bredehoeft and Tim Durbina€"S model shows that

there
could be a very large area where the drawdown exceeds 700 ft., and
equilibrium to the Carbonate Aquifer may not be reached for 2000
years. 4 This
does not protect water rights, nor does it protect the environmental
integrity of Snake Valley.

Interbasin transfers are often controversial due to their size. their
costs,
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and their environmental impacts. This transfer will have significant
environmental impacts on Snake valleya~ aquatic ecosystem. The wetlands,
seeps, and springs in Snake valley are dependent on a water system that

the
BARCASS says is in equilibrium. Because of the existing pumping and the
drought, we are already beginning to see the effects of an unbalanced

water
system. Only under the most severe situations should water be stripped
from
a basin-at-origin and be moved to another basin. This is not that
situation.
*The agreement should protect Snake valley from drawdowns that would
destroy
the phreatophytic environments of the valley. The mining of water from
Snake Valley is not acceptable.*

a
*6.1 **&ereS€:that any owner of an Existing Permitted Use may notify SNWA of

claim to an Adverse Impact to its water right due to Groundwater
withdrawal

by SNWAa€: . .s.m*

*Go to SNWA first?:*

This problem-solving strategy is repugnant to most Snake Valley
residents. SNWA
has been an arrogant adversary for more than 5 years. The example of
Kennecott Corporation working with neighboring citizens is explained as

the
rationale for this Finding. SNWA is not Kennecott. Kennecott Corporation
has a vested interest in protecting its Utah neighbors. SNWA has no such
interest. Utah officials are abdicating their responsibility to the
citizens of Utah by not initially representing us in effect arbitrations.
*SNWA
must not be our first defense against pumping impacts. We do not choose

to
live dependent on SNWA for our sustenance.*

*6.2 **.s.€re.s.€:permitted Use(r) may notify SNWA that the permit owner claims
and
Adverse Impact and shall provide any pertinent information that supports
their claim of Adverse Impacta€: .a€D*

*Burden-of -Proof:*

to fill out forms and jump through hoops. *Whatever the
SNWA should be required to provide the burden- of -proof

did not cause the adverse impact. *

SNWA should not be
impact. Also, the
responsibility of
who
do not have time
venue of appeal,
that its pumping

able to
burden
SNWA* .

determine what is and what is not an adverse
of -proof of an adverse impact should be the
*Farmers and ranchers are hard working people

*Public Law 108-424 Section 301 (e) (3) *

*Utah-Nevada Agreement: *

The Lincoln County Lands Act says that a~prior to any transbasin diversion
from Groundwater Basin within Utah and Nevada the states shall reach an
agreement regarding the division of water resources of those interstate
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groundwater flow systemsa€D. The proposed agreement does not deal with the
entire flow system, except to charge 20,000 afy to Snake Valley for Fish
Springs. The agreement does not address the SNWA pumping that will occur
in
Spring valley, and it doesna~ address the water that will flow to the

Salt Lake. I have heard this figure to be at least 10,000 afy.

entire flow systems of both states are addressed. *

a time requirement for an agreement mandated in
to be in a hurry to sign this agreement. *This

There is not
donae-t have

should
not be signed until the

the LCA. We
Agreement

* Snake valley Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement*

*Management Committee*

*3.1.1 **Creation and Purpose: a~The Parties shall create a
Management

Committee. to include two executive principals from each of the partiesa€:*

*The Utah representative to the Management Committee shall coordinate
efforts with the Snake Valley Aquifer Research Team.aED*

This agreement plainly implies, but does not state, that the sole
decision-making body of this Operation Plan is made up of 2 executives

from
SNWA and probably 2 of the Utah officials that negotiated this agreement.
It
is unclear how the Management Committee would a~coordinate effortsa€J with

the
Snake Valley Research Team. There is also no mention of the Snake Valley
Advisory Council also mandated in Utaha~ HB120. It appears that the
citizens of Snake Valley, who will be most affected by the pumping, really
have no inpute into this Operation Plan. So far, the agreement favors
Nevada (SNWA) in all cases.

*Disputes Review Board*:

The dispute resolution process under the Disputes Review Board is also a
problem. This Board includes 1 member of SNWA and 1 from Utah and 1

member
agreed upon by the first two.

*13. a~a€:Although the recommendations of the Board should carry great weight
for both Utah and SNWA, they are not binding on either partya€:a€O*

It would appear SNWA could stall any action or ruling by the Management
Committee while the pumping proceeds. This agreement is not enforceable.
'A
good agreement must be enforceable, and SNWA or other entities that would
inherit their water rights should not be able to control the
decision-making
process. *

*The Process of the Utah-Nevada Agreement:*

The process of writing this agreement has been flawed. It has taken 4
years
of secret negotiations to produce this document. The only inpute taken
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from
the citizens of Snake valley has been given by way of Dean Baker. While I
believe he honorably participated in the negotiations, I do not believe

his
views were allowed to shape very much of the agreement. It is obvious

that
SNWA was very influential. The Utah negotiators have asked the citizens

to
trust them, but they have not been forthcoming with any of the documents
that would shed light on these negotiations. Only after receiving a GRAMA
request appeal have Utah officials promised to reveal the details of the
negotiations. This is a false concession as we will still not see these
documents before the comment period is over.

The Utah DNR held 4 public information meetings within a week of the
release of the agreernent- all at times that were either inconvenient or

too
soon to be published in the local newspapers.

The recent meeting with the Governor and the Advisory Council was rushed.
The
signing is being rushed. Utah citizens want to know why, and our
a~representativesa€Oare not answering that question-. -It then becomes a
question of trust. rtA~ foolish to trust without some knowledge.

-The public has overwhelmingly rejected this agreement and the rush to
sign

it. The citizens of Utah have spoken and still Utah officials are pushing
ahead to sign the agreement. The negotiations have taken 4 years to

produce
a document that wona~ be used for 10 years. Therefore it must not be

signed
60 days from its release. If and when there is a good agreement, the
governors of both states should be politically responsible and sign their
names to that agreement.-

References:

1. -Colorado v. New Mexico-, 459 u.s. 176 183 187(1982).

1. -Nebraska v. Wyoming- 515 U.S.

1. -Hydrologic Setting of the Snake Valley Hydrologic Basin, Millard
County, Utah, and White Pine and Lincoln Counties, Nevadaa€-Implications

for

Possible Effects of Proposed Water Wells- by Stefan Kirby and Hugh
Hurlow. Excerpt from the -Report of Investigation 254, Utah Geological
Survey-.

1. -Ground Water Development- The Time to Full Capture Problem * by J.
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Print View

From: -Kathy Hill" <kathrynhillster@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 4:30 PM
Subject: more comments

Kathy Hill

Comments Set 4

Comment 1

Definition of "Findings·

The conclusions of a judge, jury, or administrative tribunal regarding
the underlying facts of the case under consideration.
Webster's New world Law Dictionary

I question the term "FINDINGS· for this section since some of them don't
seem to have undergone the scrutiny of a judge, jury, or administrative
tribunal. Of particular concern is the misstatement of section 2.8.

2.8 states the safe yield doctrine that allows for appropriation of
Groundwater in a manner that is sustainable and results in a reasonable
amount of drawdown in the Groundwater aquifer. It further states there
will be impacts and capture of discharge to phreatophytes. I question
whether the last sentence is really part of the safe yield doctrine which
I quote:

73-5-15. Groundwater management plan.
(b) -Safe yield" means the amount of groundwater that can be

withdrawn from a groundwater basin over a period of time without exceeding
the long-term recharge of the basin or unreasonably affecting the basin'S
physical and chemical integrity.

FIX: Use (b) as the statement finding the safe yield document. Delete
anything that is not stated in (b).

Comment 2

2.11 "desire- and -assist- are not measurable terms.

FIX: change wording to "The States shall incorporate monitoring data from
measured Groundwater withdrawals into a publicly available database, which
the State Engineers will use to manage the Available Groundwater Supply.

10/RI?OOQ
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Comments on the Snake Valley Envionmental Monitoring and Management
Agreement.

Comment 3

General comments:

It seems inappropriate to have an agreement with one specific water
applicant and the State of Utah. I am concerned about the implications if
the States of Utah and Nevada go to Supreme Court over disputes. The
UT/NV agreement is primarily a water apportionment agreement. Given the
Supreme Court's reluctance to interfere with states' right, they may
determine to stay with the current water apportionment no matter how
inequitable it is. At the same time, the Supreme Court may choose not to
address the M & M agreement with SNWA. This would leave Utah at a severe
disadvantage. If the Agreement between Utah and Nevada were a strong,
equitable document, this agreement between Utah and SNWA would not be as
critical. However, since the UT/NV agreement is a political agreement and
does not reflect good science or an equitable apportionment of water
between the states, this agreement becomes the saving grace of Snake
valley, its residents and environment. It is essential that this document
has water-tight language if it is to serve the purpose intended for it 
to protect Snake Valley from over appropriation of the groundwater system.

Comment 4

John Bredehoeft (J. Bredehoeft, T. Durbin GROUND WATER 47,no.4:506-514)

has published a paper that details the problems of monitoring a system as
large as Snake Valley. It is simply impossible to adequately monitor and
mitigate large areas since the impacts are delayed by distance. It is
quite conceivable that impacts are irreversible by the time the impact has
become apparent. Mitigation is equally ineffective over large distances.
So to believe that early warning signs and minimal response actions will
prevent serious harm is naA-ve and dangerous. The only safe way to manage
the groundwater in the basin is to be conservative in available
groundwater supply and only allow water removal in small increments over a
period of many years.

Comment 5

An agreement between Utah and SNWA leaves an enormous hole through which
water can run out without interruption. This agreement should be between
Utah and any party exporting any amount of water from the basin.

Comment 6

Mike Styler has said that he expects this agreement to be signed in mid
October. This does not allow enough time for a thoughtful review of
submitted comments or time to present them to Nevada for possible
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renegotiation of difficult issues. The signing of the agreement needs to
be postponed for a number of reasons. 1) some comments will require more
serious negotiations before Utah citizens will consent to an agreement.
2) after a new draft agreement has been written, it should be presented to
Utah citizens again for comment and review. 3) An agreement may establish
a framework for future Supreme Court decisions should that action be
necessary. Therefore, it is critical that the agreement is one we can
survive with or without the mitigation component.

RECITALS

Comment 7

G. "desire" does not mean commitment. Use "Will" instead of "desire".
The reiteration of agreeing that detrimental changes will occur appears to
give permission rather than restrict the impacts. Those assertions should
be deleted.

FIX: Change wording in first sentence to "The Parties will establish a
consultative process; define consultative process; delete ".which the
Parties agree will result in changes to the existing hydrologic and
biologic conditions and may potentially effect the air resources of Snake
Valley and the defined Area of Interest.- delete -.if necessary."

Comment 8

H. Statement does not accurately reflect Utah's safe yield doctrine.

FIX: use precise language: 73-5-15. Groundwater management plan.
(b) ·Safe yield- means the amount of groundwater that can be

withdrawn from a groundwater basin over a period of time without exceeding
the long-term recharge of the basin or unreasonably affecting the basin's
physical and chemical integrity.

Comment 9

J. -Not unreasonable" is left to individuals to define.

FIX: Define what reasonable effects are.

This interesting statement should be included indicating capturing ET on
private property in Utah is illegal if the owner of the land considers the
plants beneficial.

-Root Zone" Exception

In 1949, the Utah Supreme court excluded the water in soil
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that sustains the beneficial plant life on a landowner's

property. This "root zone" water is considered part of the

soil owned by the landowner and is not public property

subject to appropriation. Riordan v. Westwood, 203 P.2d

922 (Utah 1949).

Cormnent 10

2.1 - 2.3 outlines Initial, baseline, and Operational Periods. Another
period is necessary - that of ongoing mitigation after operation is over.
Models predict it may take hundreds or even thousands of years for the
groundwater system to be recharged. SNWA's obligations need to continue
until mitigation is not required any longer - until the groundwater system
recovers to initial baseline stage.

FIX: require mitigation and monitoring go beyond operational period until
former levels of groundwater are reestablished.

Corrunent 11

3. 1 Management Committee is comprised of an even number - a stalemate on
issues that may need quick responses. A list of triggers and responses
should be included here. The management committee may choose to override
the responses only if there is unanimous agreement and compelling reasons
for it. There is too much power in this committee, no checks or balances,
and too much conflict of interest to make objective decisions.

FIX: predetermined list of triggers and responses established by group of
experts only to be over-ridden by compelling reasons and unanimous consent
by the management corrunittee

Conunent 12

4.1 Monitoring Area Description
Concern, but the map is not very
phreatophytic vegetation.

Figure 1 shows Key Areas of Biological
comprehensive and misses acres of

FIX: a map showing KABC should be assembled by local people of Snake
Valley and experts as a joint work. Local people know the area, experts
know the types of things to be included.

Comment 13

4.1.2 Monitoring does not include the possibility of reverse flow or a
lessening of hydrostatic pressure that would allow intrusion of salt water
in the aquifer.

FIX: Reverse flow and hydrostatic pressure measurements need to be
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included in the monicoring of Tier II and should be monitored from the
beginning of the project.

Comment 14

5-6 The Operation Plan is a Christmas wish list that asks for nothing but
a -good faith effort.- There is a broad range of response actions to
avoid. minimize. or mitigate impacts but no penalties for causing impacts.
It is easy to foresee a series of weak response actions to manage a

deteriorating environment and a shell game evolves as management shifts
water from one area to another.

FIX; The monitoring plan needs to include thresholds and triggers that
invoke specific and progressively more rigorous response actions up to and
including shutting down pumping; severe monetary penalties for slow and/or
ineffective responses; a framework of the plan laid out before the
agreement is signed; safeguards for water rights users as well as for the
environment.

Comment 15

7 Data collecting and reporting is currently left to SNWA. There should
be other avenues of monitoring and comparing data to ensure accuracy. It
is unclear if this data will be available to the public or only to State
agencies.

FIX: -trust but verify· and ensure that data is available to public.

Comment 16

9, Conditions set in 6.8 of the UT/NV agreement to allow UT to present
relevant information during the hearing of SNWA applications need to be in
place also for change applications. Sufficient time also needs to be
given to run models and get baseline data before change is granted.

Comment 17

10. This needs to be a requirement for any party seeking to export water
from the basin, regardless of the amount. If the water goes into a
pipeline. the agreement needs to be binding on them.

Comment 18

12.
the

This is an unfunded mandate. Funds
Utah legislature for the duration of

need to be guaranteed
the agreement.

by SNWA and
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Comment 19

13. In a dispute, the Board must have the authority to make a decision
that is binding on both parties. Otherwise, the process can be stalemated
for an indefinite and prolonged amount of time.

FIX: Decision by the Board needs to be binding. Disagreement with ruling
can be brought before the State Engineer. Until the State Engineer makes
a ruling, the Board's decision needs to remain in effect.

Comment 20

Biological Monitoring

1.1 Map needs to be redone as it does not cover all the KABC. When the
TWO makes recommendations to the Management Committee, the Management
Committee should only be released from the recommendations of the TWG by
producing compelling evidence to the contrary.

Comment 21

Hydrologic Monitoring

1.1 monitoring sites should have recommendations by local snake valley
citizens_ Sites should be included in recharge areas where headwaters are
found. Trout Unlimited has published findings that indicate headwaters
can be affected by groundwater withdrawals.

Comment 22

Air Quality monitoring

1.1 One air quality monitoring station is not adequate for the size of
Snake Valley. The south end of Snake valley had sandy soil, while the
northern end is primarily clay soil. In the bottomlands where water
collects, the soil is more easily carried by wind than in other areas. We
have already seen deterioration of ground cover and increased dust storms
to the drought, particularly in the bottomlands. Air quality experts
should consult with local citizens to determine the appropriate placing
and quantities of monitoring stations.

Finally, it is with great trepidation that I submit these final comments.
I do not believe the monitoring and management will prevent massive
destruction due to the de-watering of Snake Valley if Nevada takes the
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water allocated to them as their share of the aquifer. The only thing
that will protect Snake Valley is an agreement that allocates the water
based on a realistic, sustainable amount. This agreement in its current
form does not provide the protection Snake valley needs.
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Print view

From: Kristen Anderson <kleighandersonigmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29. 2009 8:20 PM
Subject: Undue haste

I understand and appreciate that the State of Nevada has rights to the
Snake
valley aquifer as well as the State of Utah. and that it is important to
maintain good relationships with neighboring states and cooperate to solve
disputes. However, neither state benefits from tapping an aquifer if there
is not enough information to estimate the Available Groundwater Supply as
is
specifically mentioned in section 2.4 of the proposed deal, especially

with
considerations such as seasonal variation and drought to be factored in.

Furthermore. Section 2.8 recognizes that drawdown of the aquifer would
"necessarily" have an impact on the hydrological systems of rivers and
lakes. It may also potentially affect groundwater wells, such as those

used
in the region for agriculture.

Agreeing to perform studies during operation. as opposed to identifying
areas of concern and potential impact prior to budgeting and construction
has a high potential for risk.

No method for enforcing compliance to allocated and unallocated water use
is
included in this plan. the same cautions being taken for reserved
groundwater in Section 5.3 ought to be taken for allocated and unallocated
water. There is no apparent reason other than the desire for

implementation
that the same caution should not be extended to allocated and unallocated
water prior to construction and budgeting.

Hydrologic Monitoring and Management Plans suggested in Section 5.2 have
no

oversight mentioned in regards to representatives of the other state.
Re-consultation and withdrawal reduction in Section 5.4 may have negative
effects on users in both states who rely on the already established
withdrawals.

The interstate panel in section 6.5 should be co-administered by both the
Nevada State Engineer and the Utah State Engineer in order to adequately
meet the claims of citizens of both states.

In conclusion. this deal needs to consider the impact of withdrawal to
areas
of concern and determine Available Groundwater Supply for allocated and
unallocated groundwater before implementation. Also, citizens of both
states
would be better served if representatives of both states are involved in
the
drafting of Hydrologic Monitoring and Management Plans that withdraw large
quantities of water. and also if representatives of both states administer
interstate panels for adverse impact claims.
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Print view

From: <detar@physics.utah.edu>
To: <snakeval1eyiutah.gov>
CC: <detar@physics.utah.edu>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 9:41 PM

Utah Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights

We have read the draft agreement and appreciate the opportunity to
conment.

We are familiar with Snake valley, having spent several weeks doing
archaeological field work and wildlife observation there.

We are dismayed at the historical legal definition of -beneficial use" and
"senior rights·, which ignores prior beneficial use by wildlife. In our
view using precious water to float pirate ships at casinos in Las Vegas is
an abomination and not worth the life of a single Snake valley midge. But
by law just about any human use is beneficial and senior wildlife rights
are not part of the picture.

We recognize that this agreement includes provisions for environmental
monitoring. However, aside from focusing on two important native
indicator species, the Columbia spotted frog and the least chub, which we
applaud, the stated criteria for preservation of wildlife is that no
species should be reduced in numbers so as to end up on the Endangered
Species listing. This sets the bar almost at ground level. Thus, for
example, it appears that reducing the Snake Valley antelope population by
a significant fraction would not be considered an adverse impact. Later
in Appendix C it is stated that impacts are expected and some such impacts
are acceptable. We think the draft agreement should require NO
SIGNIFICANT REDUCTIONS in any wildlife species that can be attributed to
loss of surface water.

We are concerned that withdrawals of ground water will cause unacceptable
reductions in the level of the underlying aquifer. The agreement says
that withdrawal is permitted that -results in a reasonable amount of
drawdown in the Groundwater aquifer-. The key issue here is
sustainability, which the agreement mentions as a goal. But sustained at
what level? Half of the present level? This needs to be quantified. Any
withdrawal that results in significant loss of phreatophytes should be
unacceptable.

We are concerned that the enforcement process for adverse wildlife impacts
is too limited. The management committee tasked with wildlife protection
can only make recommendations, which could be disregarded by SNWA. Since
the bar for wildlife protection is set so low, it is highly unlikely that
much will come of such recommendations.

Thus we think the current agreement provides woefully inadequate
protection for existing wildlife species and needs to be amended to do so.

Sincerely,
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Carleton DeTar
Laurel Casjens
953 Little valley Rd
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
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Ms. Linda G. Jolmson
1356 E. 4500 S.
Salt Lake Cty, lIT 84117
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EnlaraeQ.
Drink upDramatic increases in
the irrigation of crops across
northem India have
substantially depleted the
region's groundwater. Between
April 2002 and August 2006,
aquifers lost a total of more
than 54 cubic kilometers per
year (larger amounts from the
areas depicted in pink).TlWari at
aUGeophysical Research
Letters <in press)

Big Gulp, Asian style
Increased irrigation is rapidly depleting India's groundwater
By Sid Perkins
V'oJeb edition: wednesday, August 12th, 2009

Irrigation in northern India in recent decades has pulled water from the ground faster than the region's soaking
monsoon rains can replenish it. And satellite data reveal that the pace of extraction has accelerated in recent
decades. scientists report in two new studies.

In an area that's home to about 10 percent of the world's peopfe, that could be a recipe for disaster, pa1tcv
experts say. A growing population with an increasing standard of living will only boost the demand for
groundWater, a trend that could eventually lead to a reduction in agricultural yields, shortages of potable water
and an Increase in societal unrest.

Northern India and the surrounding areas - a 2,DOO-kilometer-long swath that rims the Himalayas from
Pakistan to Bangladesh - are home to more than 600 minion people. The region Is also one of the most
heavily irrigated areas in the wortd, says Virendra M. Tiwari, a geophysicist with the National Geophysical
Research Institute in Hyderabad, India, and coauthor of a new report to appear In an upcoming Geophysical
Rese8rch Letters. Government policies put in place in the 1960s to boost agricultural productivity nearty tripled
the amount of irrigated acreage in India between 1970 and 1999.

In the micM990s, India's Central Ground Water Board estimated that farmers pulled more than 1n cubic
kilometers of water each year from aquifers in the study region of northeastem India, southem Nepal and
westem Bangladesh, says Trwari. That's rrore than three times the volume of India's largest surface res&lVoir.
New data gleaned from gravity..measuring satellites suggest that the annual rate of extraction in that region has
jumped more than 60 percent since then, TlW3ri and his colleagues report

Monday, August 17,2009 AOL: Gostalinda
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Researchers estimate that monsoon raIns supply, on average, 246 cubic kilometers of precipitation to the
region each year, says Tiwari, So, during the mid-1990s, groundwater supply - which largely comes from
rainfall that soaks into the ground - was sufficient to meet agricultural demands. But data gathered between
Ap912002~and.,Jufle.-20oaby "tne.two satellites ofthe Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Sfl6w'-ttlat
1ni9at1Orr'now extracts substantl;ally more water than is replenished each year.

GRACf;, a jQint mission of NASA and DLR, the German Aerospace Center, is designed to map Earth's
gravitational field and to detect changes in that field over time (SN: 1/4103. p. 6).

The craft can discern movements of groundwater - which, after it waspumped from aquifers to irrigate
northern India, either flowed away from the region or evaporated, says Tiwari. Across the region, the net loss of
groundwater averaged 54 cubic kilometers per year between April 2002 and June 2008, he and his colleagues
estimate. As a re$ult, the water table - the upper suriace of the water in the aquifers - fet! about to
centimeters per year. Coincidentally, this net loss of groundwater is about the same as that lost from melting
glaciers in Alaska during the same period, he notes.

A separate analysis of GRACE data, this one focused on northwestem India, reveals that groundwater
depletion there is even higher. Between August 2002 and OCtober 2008, farmers pumped an average of 17.7
cubic kilometers of water per year from aquifers beneath three states in India's northwest, says Matthew Rodell,
a hydrologist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbett, Md. In that arid region, home to more than
114 million people, the water table fell an average of 33 centimeters per year, he and his colleague report
online August 12 in Nature,

Because rainfall in the region was normal during the study period, all of the loss of water mess detected by the
GRACE satellites is presumed to have come from groundwater depletion, says Rodell. The net loss of
groundwater from northwestern India's aquifers is equal to three times the volume of lake Mead, which
supplies waterror many parts of the U,S. Southwest

The pace of groundwater depletion in northern India is greater than anyone expected and mirrors trends seen
in many other regions, i'ncluding China and the western United States, says sandra Postel, director of the
Global Water POlIcy Project, based in Los lunas, ~ltM. When groundwater disappears or becomes too difficult
to pump, people who now support themselves on the land will become economic refugees, she contends. In
many parts of the world, Postel adds, "water problems are becoming very serious, very fast.-

Governments in many parts of the world often aren't forthcoming about groundwater or other resources within
their borders, so using remote sensing data is the only way to track usage trends tor those resources, says Jay
Famiglietti, a hydrologist at the University of California, Irvine and coauthor of the Nature report -Big
movements of water can't hide from GRACE,· he notes.

GRACE detects shifts in water storage iOOirectly. The tvro craft orbit the planet along the same path, with one
traveling about 200 kIlometers ahead of the other. As the first craft in the pair approaches a gravitational
anomaly on Earth's sUrface - say, a mountain range made of dense rock - it is pulled forward in its orbit.
After the first craft passes. over the mountains, It is pulled backward. The second craft is simultaneously pulled
forward as it approaches the mountains. The magnitude of subtle changes in distance between the two craft
reveals the siZe of the gravitational anomaly.

Data gathered by the GRACE craft are versatile. Scientists have used the pair to measure ice toss from
Greenland and Antarctica (SN: 12/17105, p. 387), changes in water Jevels in the Amazon Basin (SN: 817104, p.
94), and even the movement of tectonic plates that occurred during the massive quake that OCCUlTed off the
western coast of Indonesia in December 2004 (SN: 1/1/06, p. 6).

Analyses using GRACE data "are an incredible tool,· Postel says. Groundwater data for most regions are
notoriously poor, she notes. "Even in industrialized countries we don't measure groundwater well."

Monday, August 17,2009 AOL: Gostalinda
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Print view

From: "Earl Christensen" <EChristensen@propellerinc.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, <snakevally@water.nv.gov>
CC: <Brad_Shafer@bennett.senate.gov>, <gfairbanks@utah.gov>,
<awelling@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - August 18, 2009 5:56 PM
Subject: Snake valley is a bad idea

Building a pipeline from the Snake valley to Las Vegas is a very bad
idea. Here's why:

I} The entire negotiation process has been deceptive to
public. Why were the negotiations held behind closed doors?
fundamentally so that the people of Utah would not understand
attempted water grab or so that Utah's "negotiators" wouldn't
embarrassed?

the
Is it
Nevada's
be

2) Despite any agreement, is there anyone who truly believes that,
once the pipeline is built, that it would ever be turned off regardless
of the water table level in the Snake Valley? Absolutely not. Who is
going to turn off water to thousands of people? So, fundamentally, any
agreement is null once the pipeline is built. All the water is going to
Las Vegas no matter what. Consider the water disagreement between
Kansas and Nebraska:

"OMAHA, Neb. (AP) -- Kansas' top water resources administrator says a
letter he received from Nebraska on Monday did nothing to move the
states closer to an agreement in their dispute over Republican River
Basin water.

Nebraska Department of Resources Director Ann Bleed said in her letter
to David Barfield that she disagrees with the methods Kansas used to
measure the overuse of water "

Here's the link on the above water dispute. Read it carefully as you
can change the names Kansas and Nebraska with Utah and Nevada one year
after the pipeline is built:
http://www.siouxcityjournal.com/articles/2008/02/05/news/nebraska/f6072b
e39554489a862573e60013c068.txt

3) The Utah "negotiators" do not know their history. Read up on
what Los Angeles did to the Owens Valley with their water grab. The
once thriving farm community is now a ghost town. It transformed "The
Switzerland of California" into a desert. And, after destroying the

10!lV?OOQ
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Owens valley by stealing the water, is Los Angeles any better place to
live? This episode is famous for creating the saying ·water flows
uphill towards money", What happens when the money runs out?

4) Every community has to live within its means. Go ahead, Las
Vegas, grow as fast as you want. Add more casinos. golf courses and car
dealers. But you can only grow until your resources run out. I vote
you have to stop when taking my resources begins. I want my kids and
grandkids to see the Snake Valley as it is and I want Utah's air to be
dust free.

5)
showing

A good relationship between states is important. Nevada is
bad judgment, disrespect for Utah, and poor statesmanship.

I vote no on the pipeline and seriously question the Utah negotiators.
What are you thinking? How do we get out of this mess?

Sincerely,

Earl G. Christensen

President

Propeller, Inc.

office 801-607-3211

cell 801-368-7100

362 S. University Avenue

Provo, UT 84601

www.propellerinc.com <http://www.propellerinc.com/>

Awarded ~Utah's fastest growing company· in 1997

httn'lIw~tf'!l'T1Phl'! lIlAh. pnv/~n::lkeVil llevA~eementlcnmment~cOOQ.txt 100RI2009
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August 22, 2009

RECEIVED

.~ ... Le3

Utah Dept. of Natural Resources
Attn; Director Mike Styler
POBox 145610
1594 West Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5610

Dear Director Styler;

Re: 1be Snake Valley water aquifers

This aquifer controversy bas been in the news, and for comment over the last few
months.

It DOW appears that after four years ofapparently secret negotiations that Nevada
will best Utah in gaining access to and the use nfthe aquifer's waters.

My comment is that hopefulJy Utah maintains the rigllts to and access to the
aquifer waters thai are underneath the State of Utah and thallhese waters could be
pumped out to needy Utah loeations sometime in the future. IfNevada is going to be
allowed to pump waters from their side of the aquifer, Utah should maintain the rigllts to
PumP waters from the Utah aide of the aquifer. It may be many years before this
becomes a necessity, however, the rigllts should be established for the State to take these
waters when needed.

Sincerely yours,
..>?"

RECEIVED
AUG 262009 Ii...

WATER RIGHTS
SALT LAKE
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Print view

From: <Gostalindaiaol.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.goV>, <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Tuesday - August 18, 2009 9:45 PH
Subject: Comments to the Snake Valley Groundwater system Management Plan

Comments to the Snake valley Groundwater System Management Plan

TO whom it may concern:

I attended the Salt Lake City presentation of Utah DNR et al regarding
the Snake valley water removal project today, and would like to offer a
few
comments. Before I start, I will bring to your attention that you hosted
a
presentation, not a public hearing. You took but did not record
questions
and answers. Public hearings should be recorded and the questions and
answers should be part of the record. All of which I am sure you know and

calculated carefully. The result of so doing is to destroy any trust in
the
planning group as honorable and fair. That's a bad and wasteful outcome.

1. Mitigation can only be in dollars if the water has already been put
to a non-stoppable use. Las Vegas should be prohibited from taking the
water and using it to support infrastructre growth like housing until
some
trial period has proved the water removal to be benign.

2. Although your (mine too) attorney insists there is no other vehicle
than the Supreme Court of the United States in case of a dispute, it is
possible for the parties to bindingly agree to other methods of
arbitration.
The Colorado River Water Compact has been notoriously difficult to
arbitrate,
yet they have managed to do so, and there is precedent and proven methods

deliberate obfuscation, and the

are meaningless in the
"will" in many cases, for

If A, then B WILL happen, eliminating the
"we agree to address· adverse impacts, but

be mitigated before .... • The large amount

for cooperation to be gleaned from their practice book.
work to make the agreement more binding can succeed and
undertaken.

3. Along with' 2, I think too many words
agreement. I would substitute ·shall- and
various forms
of "might· and "may.
could· concepts. Not
"adverse impacts will
binding
verbiage in the document appears to be
public is very aware of it.

I think further
should be

"maybe
that
of non

4. There should be a section of
monitoring in a binding fashion.

the document which addresses funding of
I suggest that a portion of the value

1-.H~·II.. ,,,,.,,,....;I'r1-. 1-. ,.. ,' I~.,.'!.. II A .,.,...., /" 1,.(\ 1 (\ .-v' 1 (\!o/"nf)O
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of
the water sent through the pipeline be dedicated in binding agreement to
the
monitoring. Monitoring should not be left to the whim of the budget
committee of the State Legislature(s).

5. There are new and better ways to monitor the effects of pumping from
the aquifer. The newest I am aware of (this is not my field) is reported
in
Science News this week. The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
satellite co sponsored by NASA and DLR, the German Aerospace Center, is
designed
to map Earth's gravitational field and detect changes over time. It
apparently was able to detect huge deficits in groundwater in northern
India and
map changes thereto over the relatively short time span of six years.

Here is the urI for the article regarding the GRACE satellite, which has
the ability to synthesize groundwater levels, and depletion thereof. I do
not
know how long this posting will r~~in available. so I gave a print copy
of the article to you at the presentation.

-http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/46322/title/Big_Gulp%2C_Asian_st
yle_
(http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/46322/title/Big_Gulp._Asian_style)

Thank you for consideration of my remarks.

Linda Johnson
1356 E 4500 S. Salt Lake City UT 84117; home phone 801-277-4499
submitted 8/18/09
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Vote NO! To the dividing of the aquifer that runs under the Snake Valley with Nevada, for Las Vegas

benefit & our demise.

I am the 5th generation ofmy family to live in Snake Valley, the first a.:nving in 1872. I under~tan~ th~
importance of water & know the importance of the weather, which replemshes the ground water In thIS hIgh
desert area. The early ranchers relied on the weather & the mountain water to grow their crops. The
ranchers of today have underground well to back up the weather & mountain run off. But in recent years
they have had to drill the wells deeper. Proof that the weather is changing & the water is receding to deeper

levels.
All of the original ranches & homesteads had hand dug or drilled wells not much deeper than 100 ft. In

1997 the town of Baker, Nevada put in a town water & sewer system. Since that time all the old wells have
gone dry. And the Baker Ranch had to go deeper with its irrigation wells. To further prove that the water
table is dropping, all of the original places had water running to their property, this was used to water trees,
animals, hay and other crops. Probably in some cases it also supplies the water they used in the homes. Now
you do not even know of the existence of some of these homesteads because the water no longer reaches
their so the trees have all died & fallen over. We who have lived here all our lives know what it takes to not
only grow crops but to sustain the lives of the trees & other fonus ofplant live that was started over 100 yrs

ago.

Vote NO! To SNWA & Las Vegas, they need to learn to say no to growth & learn to live within the limits
of what their present water supply will allow them to survive.

What is happening to our water supply? The weather is changing & the water is receding. What
happened to Lake Bonneville & the Sevier Lake? Both have disappeared because the amount of snow &
rain fall has continued to change & become less. This along with the hotter temperatures & wind have
cause the evaporation oftbese bodies of water to be non existence with only dry land left to even show of
'heir existence.

Why is Utah in such a hurry to draft a plan with Nevada to divide the aquifer? Money or power?
Either way we will be sold out. Why because SNWA has more money & political power than we do.

Even though Snake Valley straddles both Utah & Nevada, the water should not belong to either state
but to Snake Valley & the people who live here. OUR WATER is not for sale.
I think it is important for the people who are drafting this plan with Las Vegas, SNWA, & the state of

Nevada, to come to Snake Valley & see how hard the ranchers & everyone else work to survive. With the
water we have.

As an allergy & Asthma suffer the wind & dust is not fun. But it would be much harder if SNWA
get's this Valley's water.

I am asking you to reconsider before you vote to give half of the Valley's aquifer to Las Vegas,
& SNWA. Las Vegas needs to curb its growth, & live within the limits of its water supply, instead of
stealing our water & our way oflive. We may only be a handful of people in the eyes of the big cities. But
where to the people of the cities think the beef for Hamburger & steak comes from. Cattle, hay & other
crops are grown here which are all important in some way. A lot of the hay grown in Snake Valleys goes to
Las Vegas. We can breathe fresh air here instead ofliving in the close confinements of the cities adding to
their pollution. Believe it or not we do have money that we take to these cities & spend.

I don't believe that the laws or people with more money & power should be allowed to play God's with
our lives. We were put on this earth the same as the rest. But we choose to live in the desert, living a simpler
but harder way oflife. Does this give the Utah representatives or SNWA & the Nevada representatives the
right to sell us out because we live in this valley? That allows us clean air most of the time, where we can
'iee for miles & our closes neighbors are a few miles away, instead of in the confines of the cities with it
pollution. VOTE NO! To sending our water to a congested city located in a DESERT which does not seam
to know how to say STOP to its growth. STOP to parks, golf courses, & casinos. Stop Las Vegas from
growing beyond its own means of survival.



I thought that all men were supposed to be treated with equality. Then why are our voices not being heard?
Why does our way of live not matter? Because the people, who were elected to represent us, are taking it
upon them selves to only represent the parts of the state that have money & power. Is this discrimination?
Yes! Because we pay taxes & have right to our water, & the right to be heard. We are human beings, we
deserve to be heard & our way oflive allowed to be sustained. Not ignored while the big cities are allowed
to continue to grow at our expense.

Patsy Baker SeWab,z
Baker,NY
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Print View

From: Mira Roper <amroper@rocketmail.com>
To: <snakevalley9utah.gov>
CC: <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September S, 2009 3:46 PM
Subject: Snake valley Groundwater PROTEST

We live and farm around Delta, Utah and have for our entire lives. We are
very concerned if ANY water is pumped from the Snake Valley aquifer it
will not only affect their ground water but most certainly our ground
water as well. We strongly oppose any water being taken from the aquifer
to supply Las Vegas. If they have allocated all their water, they need to
conserve water and stop expanding. We don't know why we should jeopardize
our way of life and livelihood for Las Vegas' needs (greedsl.

AS it is, over the past couple of years, many people have had to drill new
wells because the water level has dropped due to irrigation and other
unknown factors in our area. This will be greatly compounded if any more
water is taken.

We feel the Salt Lake Valley and the entire northern section of Utah will
be very adversely affected if this happens. We hope Mr. Styler will show
some loyalty to his hometown and not be "bought off" or sellout his
fellow farmers/ranchers. How Mr. Styler thinks this split is fair to
Millard and Juab counties is beyond belief!!

If all else fails, studies need to be done for at least 10-20 years to see
what the actual affect would be to the areas involved. There is no need
for Utah to rush a deal through. We're afraid Nevada feels the studies
will show damage to the landscape and aquifer; therefore, they need to
make a deal permanently and quickly.

I guess we'll all see exactly what money can buy.

Alan Roper
Mira Roper
214 West 300
Delta, Utah

South
84624
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Print View

From: Ken Hill <kenfhillB4083@qmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Friday - september II, 2009 7:21 AM
Subject: Public scrutiny

So far the negotiations have taken place in an environment of
confidentiality. excluding public scrutiny of the agreement details. I
am concerned that this not be continued as the agreement provisions are
implemented.

I propose that just as the monitoring data will be public, so too the
meetings and decisions of the Technical working Group, the Management
Committee. and any other entity created by this agreement be open to
public scrutiny. Ideally, meetings should be open to public attendance,
including conferencing hook ups (including video. phone, and internet)
so people at remote sites such as Garrison, EskDale, Partoun, Callao,
and Ibapah can attend without having to travel hundreds of miles.

Also, I propose that minutes of every meeting be posted online on a
publicly accessible website within 7 days of the meeting.

Ken Hill
Partoun
550 HC 61
via wendover, UT 84083

\01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01

Let everything that has breath praise the Lord - Psalm 150:6
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http://waterrights.utah.gov/snakeValleyAgreementlconmmrslcI85.00

Print View

From: <redrock50@comcast.net>
To: "." <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 5:15 PM
Subject: Delay any approval of the Snake Valley proposed water
redistribution project

I am skeptical that anyone other than highly paid lawyers and/or
representatives of special interests will have any impact on the outcome
of this issue. The impact of redistributing this water to Las Vegas has
ramifications that will certainly be more significant than any early study
may imply. I hope that the governor will delay any "deal" until all issues
are thoroughly addressed. The result of losing this groundwater can have a
long-lasting negative impact on the entire Wasatch Front, in addition to
the local ranchers who will cease to exist.

Please delay any immediate approval!

Thanks for your consideration.

Brad Weston
302 West 1060 South
Orem, UT 84058

."."' ....""" ...... " .....



From: Brauer Family, Jim, Ann & Ell
PO Box 269 Indian Springs, NV 89018
PO Box 151 Beaver, UT 84713

September 30, 2009

To: Allen Biaggi, Director
Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
9015. Stewart Street, #5001
Carson City, NV 89701

Mike Swier, Director
Utah Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple, #220
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on behalf of our families, children, and
future generations.

The Draft Nevada-Utah Agreement for the Management of Snake Valley Groundwater
System and the Snake Valley Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement
SHOULD NOT go forward as currently proposed. We strongly agree with the comments
submitted by the Great Basin Water Network (dated September 23,2009) and other parties
with scientific expertise. We look forward to seeing the comments carefully evaluated and
incorporated into an agreement which will protect the shared groundwater system in
Snake, Hamlin, and Pleasant Valleys, and will protect existing water rights, and the
environment of the valleys.

1. The agreement was negotiated in secrecy. For an agreement on such an important
resource as water to be successful, it must be based on public participation, full
disclosure, scientific evidence, and good faith negotiations that indude all affected
parties. Important parties to the agreement have been completely left out. Examples
are the Goshute Tribes, endangered and threatened species of the future, National
Parks, and Wildlife Refuges.

2. This is an interstate compact that encumbers funds from Nevada and Utah, as well
as the Federal Government. As such it requires the approval of and funding by these
entities before it can be finalized.

3. The legislation requiring this agreement says the states must agree on "maximum
sustainable use of the waters prior to any interbasin transfer from groundwater
basins located within both States." The agreement, 2.8, states "Utah generally allows
for the appropriation of Groundwater in a manner that is sustainable." Further, in
2.10 and 5.4 the agreement states the desire of the States "to allow for the
development of the maximum sustainable Beneficial Use of water resources within
each state." In no instance is the term SUSTAINABLE defined, although 5.4 allows for
its recalculation. What is the agreed upon definition of SUSTAINABLE. Will a
"maximum sustainable use" remain constant through time, or be reevaluated
periodically'



4. The agreement addresses only two threatened or endangered species in Snake
Valley. No complete biological survey of Snake Valley has ever been completed. This
is a necessity to be able to predict and identify changes caused by ground water
pumping. The agreement must provide for incorporating other potential threatened
or endangered species that are discovered, identified, and/or listed in the future.

S. The ten-year delay before Nevada State Engineer hearings on SNWA's applications in
Snake Valley has the effect of removing protestants from the process. In the period
since 1989 when the applications were filed and protests were accepted, a number
ofthe protestants have died, moved, or sold their property. The added ten-year
delay will only increase this number, allowing SNWA to move forward without having
to address protestants. It ties up water applications and hampers economic
development in Snake Valley and other affected valleys. The agreement must include
a provision that protests will be accepted again before hearings proceed, whenever
that may be.

6. In the past, SNWA has operated in secrecy. Data and research have not been publicly
available or peer reviewed. It is unacceptable to have SNWA as a third party in
charge of collecting and/or interpreting data, receiving and evaluating complaints,
or making decisions about whose damages are to be mitigated, whose are not, and
the amount and kind of mitigation.

7. There is no provision in the agreement for changes to water laws in either state that
may affect the agreement. Allowing the agreement to be amended by the agreement
of the parties (Nevada, Utah, and SNWA) is vague and unacceptable. SNWA must not
be a third party with the power to bring about changes. It is not a sovereign entity,
and must not encumber Nevada or Utah. Should SNWA fail, go bankrupt, or leave
Snake Valley, will the states of Nevada and Utah then have to assume liability? The
agreement does not specify how long it is effective, or how long SNWA is
responsible for the pumping effects, damages, debts, or mitigation. This is
unacceptable.

8. Any monetary amounts established by the Agreement must be stated in 2009 dollar
equivalents, thus protecting against inflation.

9. In the twenty years since the applications were filed, SNWA has shown no progress
toward using eXisting and/or new technology to conserve and reuse water
efficiently. SNWA must be required to show significant progress in conversation
before hearings proceed on the water applications. As it stands with the agreement,
there is no incentive for SNWA to improve its conservation practices.

Comments sent via email to:

snakevalleyc,Jutah .gov

snakevalley@water,nv.gov
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Print View

From: SHM <kapsacademy@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 1:00 PM
Subject: Snake Valley water

The Southern Valley Nevada Water Authority's proposal to pipe water needs
to be studied closely. The delicate balance of the ecosystem, if
destroyed, would have serious repercussions that cannot be ignored. Not
only would the natural environment be potentially devastated, but the
livelihood of ranchers and others could be as well.

This proposal needs significant time to study, and rejected if the outcome
will be as dismal as it now appears it would be.

Sincerely,

Susan Mikesell
Park City, UT
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Print View

From: Debra Pritchett <dep3591@grnail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 7:31 AM
Subject: Snake valley Agreement

desert water use.
The only

to know, as well

to know what water is
impact of piping it

the time
what the

Please take
already, and

effects.
changing

possible, the future
available, how it is

I am writing to ask that all time and consideration possible be given to
<he
decision to finalize an agreement regarding Utah's west
This decision will impact Utah for the rest of forever.
appropriate way to make a decision of this magnitude is

as

out
of Utah into Nevada will be. That time now may provide water to our Utah
in
the future, that otherwise will be gone in the very near future.
Allow the studies to be completed before any final recommendation is made.



Print View

From: Dorothy Getz <mainepower9aol.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 8:18 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

PLEASE DON'T GIVE AWAY WATER RIGHTS TO NAVADA WHEN UTAH MAY NEED THAT
WATER IN THE FUTURE. PLEASE DON'T MAKE A DECISION UNTIL THE ADVISORY
COUNCIL CAN HAVE TIME TO STUDY THE SITUATION AND MAKE AN EDUCATED
RECOMMENDATION. IT WOULD BE UNWISE TO CONDEM THE FUTURE OF UTAH WATER
USE BECAUSE OF POLITICAL PRESSURE. THANKS FOR CONSIDERING WISDOM AND
PRACTICALITY.

SINCERELY, DONAREE NEVILLE, HOLLADAY, UTAH

Page 1 of I
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Print View

From: Gretchen Semerad DuBois <semerad7@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 11:04 AM
Subject: Draft Snake Valley Document

Dear Governor Herbert,

As a native Utahn and scientist, I believe that there is no need to
finalize an agreement with Nevada over the Snake Valley aquifer at this
time. There are a number of serious concerns that should be further
studied before any decision about the aquifer is made, including impacts
to the desert ecosystem tied to the aquifer, impacts to our local ranchers
and farmers, and potential air quality impacts to the Wasatch Front. I
support additional scientific studies of these issues, as well as further
studies on the amount of water that the aquifer holds and whether or not
it is already declining.

If the climate continues to warm as scientific consensus currently shows,
water will become more and more important to our state. There is no need
to rush to an agreement on this issue, especially before all the
scientific data is in. We need to protect our state's resources,
ecosystems, air quality, and our citizens. r encourage you to seek all
possible scientific data on this issue and allow plenty of time to collect
and understand that data before any decision is made.

Thank you,
Gretchen Semerad
1533 Kings Row Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117
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Print View

From: <tatum@hum.utah.edu>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 10:22 AM

Dear Governor Herbert: I am writing in regard to the proposed UT/NV draft
agreement about the proposed use of Snake Valley water resources for the
Southern Nevada Water authority. I agree with today's SL Tribune editorial
suggesting that there is no urgency to approve this agreement prior to the
hydrology science being finalized and a reassessment of the need for the
water in today's economy and the slowdown in development in Clark County,
NV. I am very concerned about the possible repercussions of draining the
Snake Valley aquifer with regard both to the lives and cultures of
ranchers and farmers in the West Desert, the sustainability of the Fish
Springs National Wildlife Refuge, and air quality along the Wasatch Front
resulting from dust storms of blowing soil. Please do not sign off on this
agreement for the state of Utah at this time. Thank you for your
attention.

Stephen Tatum
198 Q. Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
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Print View

From: -Joseph Sloat- <JSloat@WarnerTC.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 10:58 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Water

Water is the oil of the future in terms of the scarcity of natural
resources. Utah HOLD OFF!! Nevada is not worthy of one gallon of
our most precious resource. Not to mention that there is scientific
data that suggests that if the Snake valley Aquifer is tapped, it could
soon be infiltrated with brackish water from the Great Salt Lake.

What about our farmer?

Secret meetings to determine allocation of OUR WATER?????? Nonsense I
say!! !!

Las Vegas growth has outpaced water needs? TOO BAD!!! !!! How
ridiculous is it to have a gigantic city that is dying of thirst in the
middle of some of the most inhospitable country in the United States

I propose that IF Nevada is in such need for our water, we give them the
option to pay the same price a Salt Lake City resident pays for
household water consumption. The revenue could be invested in Utah State
Infrastructure, education, and a host of other needy areas,

Ridiculously high water costs will curb Las Vegas growth.

I say Nevada is not due one ounce of our most precious resource. NOT
ONE OUNCE!!!!

Joseph C, Sloat

Truck Sales Representative

Warner Truck Center

2240 South 5370 West
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Print view

From: Jp Conaty <loopy18cc@yahoo.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC:<mariepoulson@utah.gav>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 3:22 PM
Subject: Water sharing

It's easy to see interests in Las Vegas wanting to see this agreement on a
fast track, but why aren't Utah leaders digging in their heels a little
more? At least until more scientific analysis can be done? With the
current real estate bust in Las Vegas it seems like pressure from the Las
Vegas developer should eased as well
Rather than dragging our feet every inch of the way, Utah, western desert
ranchers aside, seems certain and maybe even eager to see this suspect
deal done.
What am I not seeing?
Thank you.
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Print View

From: -Richard Spotts· <spotts9infowest.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 8:20 PM
Subject: Please postpone signing UT/NV Snake valley agreement until all
the facts are available

september 29, 2009

Dear Utah officials:

Please postpone signing the UT/NV Snake valley agreement until all of the
current related hydrological and biological studies are completed, as well
as the BLM's NEPA process of preparing a Draft and Final Environmental
Impact Statement. At that time, the best available scientific information
will be available, and the BLM's NEPA and related public involvement
process would be finished. with all of that scientific information and
public input at hand, the Utah and Nevada officials should take a fresh
look at this draft agreement and decide whether or how it should be
revised.

The parties to the draft agreement, and the language of the agreement
itself, acknowledge that there is no rush to execute this agreement at
this time. Doing so now would be patently premature, and arguably would
circumvent or denigrate the importance of the pending studies and NEPA
process. Please do not put this important cart before the horse. Please
be patient and wait for the full picture.

Snake valley ranchers concede that the ground water table has already been
falling, and that many wells and springs have already dried up. This
creates a clear presumption that current groundwater extraction already
exceeds the natural recharge rate, and that perhaps there have already
been more water rights granted than the aquifer can sustainably provide.
Climate change will likely cause prolonged droughts in the West, which
would make the currently bad situation much worse. Absent objective
studies that demonstrate a clear ·surplus· of water in this aquifer, it
would seem foolish and wasteful to proceed with an agreement that purports
to allocate water well in excess of reality.

Please add me to any snail and/or E-mail list to receive news or updates
on this matter.

Thank you very much for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Richard Spotts
1125 w. Emerald Drive
St. George UT 84770-6026
spotts@infowest.com
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Print View

From: <braun-bearibeyondbb.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 9:31 PH

Dear Gov. Herbert and other involved state officials. I'm writing to request that you allow
more time for analysis and comment before making a decision regarding this Snake Valley
Groundwater Agreement. There's too much uncertainty about the impact of this agreement
to rush into it.

Thanks for accepting my couunent.

Mark Montgomery
1075 W. Emerald Drive
St. George. UT 84770
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Public Comments on the Draft Agreement:

Transcript ofUAC·GBWN Citizeos'Hearing Held September 9, 2009

List of Speakers: (in order, name underlined above their comments)

Peter Corroon, Mark Ward, Terry Marasco, Dan McCool, Brian Moench, Kenneth

Norman, Cunis McCarthy, Steve Summers, Maury Harmon, Cecil Garland, Robert

Comstock, Kirk Robinson, Bob Brister, Paul Vao Dam, Joel Ban, Jerald Anderson, Don

Ries, Gerald McDonough, Ted Wilson, Paul Tusting, Chris Wheeler, Ed Uehling, Ilene

Ferris, Rupert Steele, Darin Smith, Kathy Walker, Steve Erickson

Mayor Peter Corroon:

Welcome everybody. Thanks for coming to the hearing tonight. We appreciate it. We're

going to get going here in a second. In case you're ...we have a lot of meetings in this

building so in case you're here for the Snake Valley discussion. I know there's another

meeting about after-life experiences, it's not in this room tonight. That's supposed to be

downstairs. So if you're interested in after-life experiences you can go downstairs as

well.

This meeting tonight is organized by the Utah Association of Counties. Thank

you very much. Brent Gardner is here and Mark Ward as well is here from the Utah

Association of Counties. We also have the Great Basin Water Network who's represented

here. And Steve, I assume that's you.

That's me.

The representative here tonight. I did have a chance to go down to the Snake Valley and

visit, and Cecil Garland was very kind to give me a tour and wonderful family. Fed me
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lunch as well. We appreciate them being here. We had some good discussions. I met with

a rew people. It's always interesting and important to See things firsthand. So I got that

opportunity. Which is why, I think, we wanted to have a public meeting tonight to hear

from our Salt Lake County residents and record what is said and the comments that are

made and make that a part of our official comments to the governor on this matter.

I think the KSL editorial board had some good wisdom in March when it made

these comments. It said, "Water stored naturally beneath Utah or Nevada should only be

pwnped to the surface and diverted to Las Vegas when it can be proven the project won't

adversely affect the fragile West Desert ecosystem." I'll add on to that saying that the

fanner's and rancher's livelihoods as well. And I know there I S been a lot of people

working on this issue, concerned about this issue, and I know our two states have been

negotiating in good faith over an agreement. And so we want to hear what your

comments are on the Draft Agreement and what you feel is important that we send as

comments to the governor. So, I appreciate you all being here. The comment period ends

September 30, so if you want to submit your own comments you're welcome to do that.

The Draft Agreement can be found at www.waterrights.utah.gov.Soifyou want to read

it. I don't know if we have copies of the agreement available here for anybody. We don't.

So get online and check that out if you'd like to do so. Without further ado, I'm going to

turn it over to Steve Erickson who's going to tell you where the bathrooms are and other

important matters.

Steve Erickson: Thank you, Mayor. I have the most important job of the evening.
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And I'm Peter Corroon, the Salt Lake County Mayor. I just heard somebody say

that, so I apologize for not introducing myself. I guess I'm in my own home so I forgot to

do to, and I apologize.

Steve Erickson:

We greatly appreciate Salt Lake County and Mayor Corroon in making this

facility available and Ann Dber for ber assistance in all of this and welcome you all here.

I'll act tonight as your hearing office. I'm not an impartial party. I've worked for the

Great Basin Water Network. We are opponents of the Las Vegas pipeline and we have

concerns about the agreement. We hope to hear your concerns about the agreement

tonight. Our intent is to deliver those to the State for inclusion in their collection of

comments tbat they're collcting online and hopefully those comments will be

incorporated into the [mal, final draft, and at that point we hope that the State will

commit to another opportunity for people to look at the last and final draft before the

agreement goes through the next process, which we presume wilt be signing, unless the

decision is made not to sign it.

I want to tell you that if you care to speak, we'd like to have you sign up. I'm

going to try to go through in order of those who signed up after we have a few speakers

to give you a little more background. There's a sign-up sheet on the clipboard there, we

also have postcards which we would encourage you to look over. If you agree with the

message, we'd like to have you sign it and leave it here and we'll hand deliver it to the

governor, addressed to the governor, and we'd love to have you do that if you're so

interested. At the back there's also copies of a letter from, rather an op-ed piece from the

Utah Fann Bureau, as well as some suggestions for talking points and/or comments on
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the agreement you could use if you care to. Jfyou wish to make agreements, uh, with

comments on the agreement, as Mayor Corroon said, we would encourage you to do that.

Go to the Division of. the Utah Division of Water Rights website, you'll find a whole

section of infonnation on the proposal and on the agreement, as well as comments that

have already been posted from others and you'll hopefully learn a great deal more. You

can, at that point access the agreement itself, as well as several associated documents. So

we encourage you to do that as well.

We hope to give everyone sufficient time to speak. We're going to try to hold

everyone, other than maybe the first couple of speakers who have some PowerPoints to

do and a little bit more background, to about five minutes. So I'U, when the time is up,

I'll give you the yellow card. I don't have a red card; we won't throw anybody out, but a

five minute limit and I'll give you the hint about a minute to go and hopefully that will

help you to curtail your comments, but be brief and to the point.

The ladies rooms are down here, down the hallway on my left, your right; the

men's rooms directly opposite this hallway. I think with that we essentially covered the

major logistics. I'll probably remind people as they come in that if they wish to speak

they can sign up over here.

With that, again, I'd like to introduce Mark Ward with the Utah Association of

Counties who has a presentation to make which hopefully will infonn your comments

and will also serve as the comments as the Millard County, and indirectly as the

Association of Counties. So, Mark...

Mark Ward:
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Thanks. Steve. I'm Mark Ward, again, with Utah Association of Counties. I'm a

policy analyst and attorney there working on mainly natural resources, public land issues

and, of course, water issues as they come up. In the last approximately three years, I've

provided representation to different levels for Millard County, Juab County, Tooele

County and 10 a certain exlenl, Salt Lake County and Utah County. They're all

stakeholders in this controversy. And what I bring you tonight are the collective concerns

of the counties about the tentative agreement and some thoughts about maybe ways to

improve that agreement. Talk about some principles that ought to, I think, would better

serve the State, especially from the county standpoint, with respect to the tentative

agreement. As we look at the tentative agreement, and we look at the question: What is a

proper split of groundwater between two states? How much groundwater belongs to each

state in a property state? To us, there are five factors you look at. And what I have over

here to help kind of further the discussion is a poster, and it's not, sorry it's not larger, but

maybe you can take it look at it at a different time. Maybe I'll just put it right over here

for ease of... or is that, that's going to block your view of the screen, isn't it? Maybe I'll

just put it right over here. And what it is is an outline of Snake Valley. And you can't see

it maybe very well, but there's a state line running right through it. And what you see in

the middle there, sort of that light colored, sort of streak in the middle is the area where

the United States Geological Survey, USGS, believes the groundwater is, is used. That's

where there, those are the acres where the groundwater is used and that's where what's

called discharge. That's where groundwater in a basin is actually comes off and is used

by plants and animals, where it evaporates in springs and standing water. And so to us,

our manner of thinking, we think it's the system with western water law that discharge is
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probably the most important factor. The next most important factor is historic use. Where

has the water historically been used in the basin? Recharge is in there, but we don't think,

we submit that it's not as important as historic use or discharge.

Also another factor is what happens to Fish Springs? Now Fish Springs is a

National Wildlife Refuge in a valley that's downstream from Snake Valley. The question

is, when you utilize the groundwater in Snake Valley, what happens to that resource

downstream?

And a fifth factor is there's another valley called Spring Valley, and that's part of

the project. Southern Nevada Water Authority has been granted rights by the Nevada

engineer to pwnp anywhere from 40 to 67,000 acre feet a year from that valley. What

will be the impacts to Snake Valley from the pumping in Spring Valley? So in essence,

you're standing there in Snake Valley, you look downstream to Fish Springs, which is in

Fish Springs fla~ and you ask, what will our, what will the pumping here and the use of

water here do to that resource? And then you pivot and look upstream and you as~ what

will pwnping the Spring Valley do to the resources of the Snake Valley? They're all

interconnected.

Discharge. Where is the land that depends upon the groundwater? In other words,

where is the groundwater put to beneficial use for such things as crops, pasture. forage,

for municipal and so forth, and also, just as important, where does nature use the

groundwater for plants and for wildlife. There are two ways to look at discharge. First,

what are the acres in Snake Valley that depend upon it? Where are those acres? And how

many acres are there in each slate? Another closely related way to look at it is how much

acre feet of groundwater is discharged in those acres? So there's acres of land and acre
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feet of grouodwater. According to the USGS in their BARCAS study, of the acres in

Snake Valley that depend upon grouodwater there are 220,779 acres of those acres in

Utah. That's 84% of all land that depends on groundwater in that valley is found in Utah.

In Nevada, it's 41,364 acres, or 16%. This is from USGS Utah recalculating the

BARCAS data. BARCAS is the definitive study. It was commissioned by Congress in

2004. So right off the top, you know that 84% ofthe groundwater dependent land in

Snake Valley is situated in Utah. Now what about discharge and acre feet? Again,

BARCAS tells us that 82% of the groundwater, in tenns of volume ofwaler that's

discharged in Snake Valley, is discharged in Utah-l 08,000 acre feet or more. In

Nevada, it's 24,000 plus. So the split there is 82% to 18%. It's remarkable how close

those two ratios are: 84 to 16 for acres and 82 to 18 for acre feet ofwaler. So that those

are the relevant facts that kind of hit you right off the lOp in between in the eyes on the

question of discharge. Discharge is heavily favored in Utah's favor.

Now, some say, well, yeah, but a lot of those acres are just desert plants and

desert animals. Are they really tied to water rights? Mayhe not. But Millard Couoty, who

was the only entity to file a protest when SNWA's-when I say SNWA, that's the

acronym for Southern Nevada Water Authority. In Nevada they say "sun-wa". For some

reason, the regional dialect here, we say "sin-wa". I don't know why [laughter]. But here

we say "sin_wa". Millard County was the only county to file a protest of those

applications. They flied applications in Snake Valley before the Nevada engineer for

50,000 acre feet of water a year. Millard County was diligent and filed a protest, but in

paragraph 6 ofthat protest, after, I'll say in the prior paragraphs, Millard County made a

big deal to try to protect the water rights. But then they said this, they said, «the
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appropriation of the water will further threaten springs, sinks, and phreatophytes." Those

are, that's groundwater dependent plants, which provide water and habitat critical to the

use and survival of wildlife, livestock and other existing uses. In other words, Millard

County made it a point to protest not only in behalf of traditional water right uses of

irrigation and agricultural uses, but also I submit, what we'll call nature uses as well. And

Millard County today is simply standing behind that protest. And, incidentally, that

protest was signed by then Commissioner Michael Styler. So we are continuing that

course. When I say we, Millard County. Okay. That's enough for discharge.

Real quickly, historic use. How does the water divide out between the two states

in terms of allocated water rights historically? And here we're looking at the critical data

of 1989 or earlier. The depletion on the Utah side based on 1989 or earlier groundwater

rights we're told by the Utah negotiating tearn is 35,000 acre feet. In Nevada it's 12,000

acre feet. There the ratio is 74 to 26%. Again it favors Utah. What about recharge. We're

told again by the Utah negotiating team that here recharge, recharge for those of you who

don't know a whole lot about hydrology, you can think ofa water budget in a closed

basin kind of like your bank account. There are deposits to your bank account and there

are withdrawals. Deposits we call recharge. That's like rain and snow that falls and that's

also like water that flows into the valley from other basins. That's recharge. And outflows

is evapotranspiration through the open standing water and also through the plants, the

water, that's how it discharges out into the _?_ and some of the water flows out of

the basin. So you have inflows, rainfall, that's recharge, evaporation, evapotranspiration,

outflow, discharge. Again, 60%, 40% there for Nevada.
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Now the question is, you know, what's more important? Discharge and historical

use or recharge? Without launching into a long boring lecture on western water law, I

think I can generally say with confidence that western water law favors where the water's

going to be used, where it comes out and is depended upon. That's how the Colorado

River Compact is largely structured.

Uh, in any event, moving on. What about downstream impacts? We, ub, we're

told by the negotiating team, and we have no reason to doubt it, in fact we. we actually

support that to protect Fish Springs downstream, Snake Valley conswnption should be

reduced by 20,000 acre feet in order to protect the resources of Fish Springs. We support

that.

Does that mean present use? Reduce the present use of the water?

No, I'm sorry. Good question. It means if you take the total water budget, which

is 108,000 acre feet, wet water, we're told by the folks at Utah Division Water Rights and

the Department ofNatural Resources that really you ought not to use that maximum

amount. You ought to back off 20,000 acre feet down to 88,000 acre feet, to make sure

that we're not interfering with the flow of ground water from Snake Valley over to Fish

Springs. We have no reason to doubt that. We applaud that and we support it. But that

just underscores the fact that these basins are interconnected. However, here's where the

discussion becomes, I think, interesting. If that's the case, then what about the impacts

from upstream? What about the impacts from Spring Valley where pumping's going to

occur? There are really two questions, two sub-questions to this. First, what is the Spring
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Valley to Snake Valley interbasin flow? How much is that? The second is, how much of

that will be reduced if the pumping occurs? So you have to quantify what is the flow in

the first place and then how much is that going to be interrupted? These are not easy

questions because it's groundwater. It's carbonite aquifer background water. We have

some guidance. BARCAS estimates that Spring to Snake Valley estimated flow is at

49,000 acre feet a year. However, there's a statistical range of probability on that based

on current science could be as high as 60,000 acre feet or as low as 30,000 acre feet.

BARCAS came out and said, look we've got this confidence interval, but we'll peg it 49.

And 33,000 of that flows around the southern flank of Snake Range, which is a critical

area where it's right in the line of pumping on the Spring Valley side where the water

flows to where it's going to be pumped on the Snake Valley side. And here's a map to

demonstrate that. Snake Valley, course, that's where the state line runs through. You see

Spring Valley over there and the directional flow of groundwater, uh, if you look at that

33 there, that's the estimation. You see the 30...oh, I'm sorry. Hit the wrong bunon. You

see the 33, you see the 16, that's where you get the 49, and they estimate that 33's

coming around, but that, course, that could be lowered, could be higher. Now what's the

reduction for that interstate flow, interbasin flow? We don't know for sure, but Millard

County's position right now is that it's safe to take half that 33,000 or roughly 16,000

acre feet. In other words, the position of MiUard County is that, you know, you took off

20,000 to protect downstream impacts to Fish Springs. You ought to require Nevada to

take 16,000 acre feet off, out of their allocation too, because they're going to be using it

up in Spring Valley. The way to think of it is Utah decided to retain 20,000 to protect its

use that they're going to take at Fish Springs. Nevada's decided to take their part up at
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Spring Valley. Why not, 00, you know, you can't use it twice. You can't use it in Spring

and then Snake too. But that's a discussion point and it's a major concern that the

counties have is that the agreement, while taking care to protect against the impacts of

Fish Springs, does not appear to make allowances for impacts from Spring Valley. So this

60,000 acre feet, again, is roughly half of the interbasin flow south of the Snake Range.

Now why is this important that we look at both valleys? Well, it's underscored by

the fact that Congress in 2004, Congress said, BLM you cannot allow this water to go to

Las Vegas from Snake Valley until the two states sign an interstate agreement. That's

what, we're here. we're here to talk the interstate agreement. But if you take a close look

at the language. the congressional language says before there's a transbasin diversion

from a groundwater basin located both in Nevada and Utah-which is we're talking

about Snake Valley, right?-before that happens, the state, the two states shall reach an

agreement regarding the division of what? Those interstate groundwater flow systems

from which water will be diverted. Well a flow system is different than a basin. A flow

system are several basins. Again, well I haven't shown this map yet, but there's several

maps out there and everybody understands that area that .. ,that area there, there, that's

known as the Great Salt Lake Deseret Flow System. It includes Spring Valley, it includes

Snake Valley, it includes the valleys beyond Snake Valley, including Fish Springs. And

what Congress is saying in that statute is you have to divide not the water of a basin but

the water of a flow system. Okay? Now there's wisdom in that language because it

happens to dovetail with the county's concerns about looking both upstream and

downstream when you figure out how to divide the water. The two are harmonious. The

instinct, the natural instinct that you have that says, yeah, you ought to look at the
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dynamics from valley to valley to valley happens to be consistent with the congressional

language that says you're not supposed to divide just a basin; you're supposed to divide

an interstate groundwater flow system, and that's section 301(E)(3) of Public Law 108

424, otherwise known the 2004 Lincoln County Conservation Recreation and

Development Act. Okay?

So, again, that map I showed you a minute ago, the blue, this is a BARCAS

report. The blue is color coded to mean the Great Salt Lake Desert Flow System. Why is

it a flow system? All that water heads to one destination: Great Salt Lake. It knows no

boundary. It doesn't understand state hOlUldaries and it doesn't understand valley

boundaries. The water moves from valley to valley. What you do with Spring Valley

affects Snake Valley. Wbat you do in Snake Valley affects Fish Springs. And the

negotiating team, hats off to them for recognizing, innately recognizing that by what they

did to protect Fish Springs. But our dialogue with them is could you pivot around, please,

and do the same thing for Spring Valley.

So we have discharge 82 to 18. Historic use, 74 to 26. Recharge favors Nevada.

Fish Springs allowance 20,000 acre feet. Spring Valley pumping allowance 16,000 acre

feet.

Quick look at the Draft Agreement. On its face the agreement gives Utah 55,000

acre feet of allocated water and 12,000. But again, 20,000 of that is Fish Springs

allowance. So it's really only 35,000 that's being, that's for use right in Spring Valley, or

Snake Valley. 35 to 12. A minute ago 1told that that's the historic use ratio, 74%. Now

here's what the agreement purports to do. It identifies another 41 ,000 acre feet of water

that's unallocated that's pan of that 108,000 acre budget, acre foot budget and it says,
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okay, Nevada gets 7 acre feet for every 1 that goes to Utah. In other words, 36,000 acre

feet of unallocated water would go to Nevada; 5,000 acre feet will go to Utah. There's

another category called Reserve. I call it dry because it really is, I think both sides will

tell you, it's really dry water. What they try to do is square up the 108,000 acre foot

budget with BARCAS's budget of 132,000, that's a difference of24,000. That's 6 plus

18, 24, and they say, well, look, Nevada, you take three shares to every one of ours and

we'll, the numbers will come up even, 66,000, 66,000. So it's been presented as an even

split. Again, it fails to take into account depletion from Spring Valley pumping. It's one

of the big problems. It fails to take into account Spring Valley pumping. Plus, it's

problematic when you look at discharge, historic use, which has favored Utah; it's

problematic to look at the unallocated as a 7 to 1 split in favor ofNevada. That's a real,

that's a sticking point for the counties, It flies in the face of discharge; it flies in the face

of historic use, plus the failure to account for Spring Valley. So, uh, what happens is

there's really, when you throw in the 16,000 acre foot depletion and you force the 36,000

acre feet for Nevada, they end up taking 64,000, you've only got 108 to split, well, that

leaves only 44 left for Utah. If their allocated is already 35, if they're trying to save 20,

set aside 20 to save Fish, what does that mean? It means a potential deficit for Utah.

What's that deficit ... because you can't ... 35 plus 20 is 55. You've got to do subtract to

get down to 44, which is all that's left after you take Nevada's 12, 16 impact from Spring

Valley and 36 that they're going to get allocated under the Agreement. The math leaves

you with a deficit and the math leaves you with a 59/41 split over all ? Nevada.--

And that's the concern. So how do you square 59 to 41 with discharge of 82 to 18,
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historic use 74 to 26 and recharge at 60 to 40? That's the problem. And that's basically

the concern.

There are other tables here, which if you're interested in afterwards I can show

you how it breaks out if you want to split the water according to discharge or recharge or

average the two. But that's a quick overview of the county's concerns, why the tentative

agreement doesn't seem to square up with the time-honored principles of discharge and

historic use. Thanks.

[applause]

Steve Erickson:

Thank you, Mark. Our next presenter is Terry Marasco, who is a stalwart with the

Great Basin Water Network and business owner in Baker, Nevada. Terry...

It's going to take a minute to just get this... [pause]

While Terry's getting ready we wish to remind people that if you wish to sign up

you can either do so at the desk or our able assistant, Deb Callister, is circulating around

the room and we'll try to go in order here. We'll try to move it along. There's also yellow

cards that we're asking you to sign if you agree with the message and we'll deliver those

to the governor. We do want to recognize Representative David Litvak who's here this

evening, our lone representative in attendance. Thank you, David. There's also on the

staff table some suggested talking points and infonnation about the agreement. Also the

statement of the Farm Bureau. So, feel free to get up and pick those up if you so wish.
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[discussion of technical difficulties]

We're going to ask everyone else (laughs), with no PowerPoint in tow to use this

microphone to that those in the back can hear effectively. Maybe you can help me there,

Brian. Thank you.

Does this work? Yes. I'm Terry Marasco. I own a restaurant and motel out in

Snake Valley in Baker, Nevada. And I bought it in '04 and learned about the water grab

and have been on top of this ever since. One of the rules I took very soon on, because I

have an amateur interest in geology, was to follow the science because the science to me

is the most objective thing we can talk about when we look at this issue.

This is a picture of a dust storm. And I'm going to start at the end. This is the

future of what the science says if we have massive groundwater removal from Snake

Valley. I'm a photographer. I took this picture, uh, while I was going west on Route 50,

west of Delta, and this is a dust storm headed to the Wasatch Front without a water

problem. This is already the desert, very dry as you can see, and unfortunately that's what

I think the science brings us to.

I just want to talk very briefly today about one problem with the agreement, and

it's this section 5.4. It says it prohibits groundwater mining, impairment of water quality,

and compaction of aquifers or surface instability. This flies in the face of the science on

this particular issue. The Owens Valley experience, which is similar geology, similar

surface vegetation, similar precipitation, much more water volume from snow melt, but
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in fact, is the same environment in the Great Basin that we would look forward to if these

huge amounts of water are pulled out the ground. If I could say in the most simple terms

that the science has taught me-and this is done by one of our scientists-that you cannot

have the same body of water in two places at the same time. It's either going to be in

Snake Valley or it's going to be somewhere else. And that somewhere else not only is

Las Vegas, but it could he factors or organizations in Utah looking to that water. There

are already applications from central Iron COWlty out in Wah Wah Valley, which is the

southern Snake Valley. So everybody's got their eye on Snake Valley from what we're

learning.

But anyway. this is the system as it is now, recharge is 100%, some afthe things

that Mark talked about. This is a system, what's called a disturbed system in scientific

terms, whereby the pumping takes out 90% of the water in this example and only 10% is

left to springs, meadows, ranns. etc. When in the undisturbed state, it's simply 100%

goes to those factors. This is the map that Mark-let me just reduce this a little bit. Let's

see, let's close this-that Mark referred to and one of the more recent analyses that I've

seen that concerns us is in order for...

That's actually from the Draft report.

From the Draft report, okay. One of the issues that we have in the most recent

analysis is that the pumping of the volumes of water that are proposed here would have to

cause a backflow from Snake Valley back to Utah, so the water would be prevented from

going to Snake Valley because it's being pulled out in Nevada. But to get the volumes

they wan~ they would not only lower the groundwater table in Snake Valley

significantly, but at the same time would have to pull the water that's already there out
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and pump it to Las Vegas. So, just in a nutshell-I've been given 7 minutes-I'm trying

to convey to the public, and when we go back and look at this slide presented by the State

of Utah and Nevada, that ifyou pull out these massive groundwater withdrawals and you

have drops in the water table, according to USGS. half of what's proposed in Snake

Valley is 25,000 acre feet, they expect a hundred foot drop in Garrison. And that doesn't

account for.. .let me just get to this next slide. That doesn't account for a doubling of that

that SNWA wants.

This again is a basic, very basic...1asked our hydrologist to boil down in a

graphic something that everyone could possibly understand. Current state, natural

condition. water goes to shrubs, goes to farms, goes to meadows, goes to springs. The

removal of the recharge to Las Vegas, you have dead shrubs, dry meadows and dry

springs. And fundamentally when you look at this, I think this is a fair statement given

the volume of water that they want to pull out, the only green spots perhaps left in Snake

Valley would be farms. All the phreatophytes that depend, and their roots go down, let's

say 60 feet, large shrubs, the water table drops to a hundred, 200 and more over time,

that's the end of vegetation as we know it in Snake Valley.

So, let's see... to the air quality issue. This is Sally Manning. Sally Manning's a

scientist that did a lot of work in Snake Valley and generously has given us many

thousands of pages, as, by the way, have many scientists on this issue, actually from all

over the world, not just the US. We had enormous studies on this issue. This is called

pedestal grass and pedestal grass, this used to be in a meadow, a wet meadow, and you

notice that there's this pedestal and the pedestal is indicative of a drop in soil level after

the meadow's dried up in this specific case from groundwater mining in the Owens
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Valley. And that the soil went somewhere and ironically in the early years before

mitigation the soil went in dust storms in the Owens Valley Oaughs). this is not funny,

but it is, guess where? On the cars, roofs, and allover Los Angeles. And they were

wondering at the time where this dust was coming from. So that's a long way that this

travels. So when we think about air patterns in Snake Valley over into the Wasatch Front,

we have this problem. This is another example of a fonner wet meadow and bunching of

organic soils in sort of_?_. but you can see the amount of soil that has disappeared.

Vb, I just want to relay in less than 30 seconds a personal conversation I had that I

think is, gives not only my perspective, but I think, where I think many people might

want to think. Westminster College had come out and did a seminar and stayed at my

motel, a whole bunch of kids, and I gave them a talk on the water grab. And one of them

raised their hands and said, "You sOWld like someone who doesn't want to compromise."

And I said, (laughs), "Well, wbeo you have this kind of potential devastation, wbat is

there to compromise about? Why would I want Snake Valley to turn into this dust bowl?"

I have a business that relies on tourism. We have a park that relies on clean air and I said,

"There are some things in life you compromise on; there are some things you absolutely

do not." Thank you.

[applause]

The next speaker is Brian Moench.

.. .so I can get my computer set up ...
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We can do Dan McCool as our next speaker. Dan, are you ready?

Do I need to face you? Or can I face the people?

No, in fact ... by all means, However you're most comfortable. Just do grab the

mike.

Dan McCool:

Let's try this to see ifit works. Mark and Steve, thank you so much for inviting

me to speak. I only have five minutes to explain a very, very complicated situation. Let

me just talk about the long-term politics. I'm a political science professor at the

University of Utah. I've studied water policy my entire professional life and I think the

handwriting on the wall is very clear on this. [fthey build that pipeline and they spend $4

billion and they put in another 250,000 homes in the suburbs afLas Vegas and then we

find out that, low and behold, the predictions are true, it's going to do tremendous

damage, they are not going to somehow magically say. "Okay, our $4 billion investment

has been wasted, we will abandon the pipeline. We'll tell 250,000 people they have to

move elsewhere and their homes are worthless." That is not going to happen. So if they

build it, we are stuck with it, regardless of the amount of damage it does.

Now, assuming this happens. When they suck this aquifer dry and they keep

inviting more and more people to come, then they're going to ask for more. We cannot

have a Las Vegas that grows endlessly. That concept is physically impossible. So if we

give them this they're going to ask for more and more and more and more. And where's
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it going to come from? It's not going to come from Nevada; it's going to come from us.

That's the political and hydrological reality of this situation.

So this is ... Mark did a wonderful job of explaining how unfair the allocation is.

The bonom line, though, is that we must not allow this pipeline to be constructed. If we

want a long-term future for Utah with our water, we cannot allow this to happen. And

what's so fascinating about this situation is we have a very unique political opportunity

here to put together a very broad coalition of interests. This is almost without historical

precedence in water policy. We can put together a coalition that includes environmental

groups, ranching and fanning groups, fiscal conservatives, people who care about states

rights. And don't forget that there's a bunch of people in Las Vegas that don't like this

either. They may not care about us, but they care about the environment of central

Nevada and the parks there. And there's a lot of people in Las Vegas who don't want to

spend $4 billion and be taxed for it so some developers can come out and build a couple

of more suburbs. So we really have a golden opportunity to stop this if we all get together

in a very broad-based political coalition and fight this thing. So I don't think it's

unrealistic to say we can stop this pipeline. I think it can happen. I really do. Water

politics, you know, it's always tough, but this can happen.

So the last thought I want to leave with you is, you know, America loves a David

and Goliath story and we have one right here. The Goliath in this case is the hopelessly

non-sustainable urban environment of Las Vegas, right? And the David, well, there's a

roomful of David's here tonight. So remember to use that sling and I think we can kill

this project. Thank. you very much. I appreciate that.
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Thank you.. Dan. Brian Moench is next.

Good evening. My name is Brian Moench. I'm the president of the Utah

Physicians for a Healthy Environment. We are the largest volunteer advocacy group for

environmental health in the state of Utah.

Every resident of the Wasatch Front is all too familiar with the poor air quality

that we experience about 20% of the time. Medical research is steadily expanding our

understanding of the health consequences of air pollution. We have known for many

years that air pollution causes the same kind of systemic inflammatory response as is

caused by exposure to second-hand cigarette smoke. And the clinical manifestations or

diseases are virtually identical. Our current levels of air pollution cause an average person

about the same health consequences as ifwe all lived with an active smoker, or ooe

[olUth as much as if we ourselves smoked, and that includes our children. The spectrum

of pollution.caused disease includes increased mortality rates from all causes in both

adults and children, accelerated heart and lung disease, more hospitalizations and strokes,

blood clots in the legs and lungs, permanently stunted lung function development in

children, more birth defects, more premature births, low birth weight syndrome babies

and miscarriages. In the last rew years it has become well estahlished that air pollution

causes genetic damage in human embryos, leading to a myriad of diseases later on in life,

including cancers, diabetes, atherosclerosis, immunosuppression, diminished intelligence

and even Alzheimer's dementia. Studies of even short-term air pollution events

demonstrate increased community-wide mortality rates for as long as 30 days after

episodes of pollution that last less than 24 hours and impaired lung function even in
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healthy people that can last at least a week after a short-term air pollution episode has

ended.

We have all observed significant dust pollution from the west desert prior to

storms moving into the state. And here's an example of one in Milford. If the Las Vegas

water pipeline is built, this phenomenon will become much worse as will all of the above

mentioned health impacts to Utah residents. Nevada soils, however, contain unique

threats beyond just desert dust. Mixed into Nevada soils are millions of tons of some of

the most toxic substances on earth. On a per weight basis, mercury is the second most

toxic substance after plutonium causing brain and neurologic damage, even at

unimaginably small concentrations. It is deposited ubiquitously throughout the

environment because it is carried into the global atmosphere primarily from the stack

emissions of coal power plants. It is also released during the smelting processes at gold

mines, and most of the gold mines in this country are in Nevada. And the mercury from

those mining operations concentrate in the Great Basin. Testing by the US Geologic

Survey of 300 streams in this country revealed just about two weeks ago showed mercury

contamination of every fish tested in the entire country. The Great Salt Lake already has

the highest concentration of mercury of any inland body of water in the United States.

Erionite is a fibrous mineral similar in microscopic configuration to asbestos and

in fact causes the same kind of deadly mesothelioma cancer that asbestos does. Erionite is

found in the residue of weathered volcanic rock and it is widely distributed throughout

Nevada soils. In some parts of Turkey where it exists in particularly high concentrations,

it is the leading cause of death.
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Nevada soils also contain residual radioactive isotopes from the over 900 nuclear

bomb detonations that occurred in Nevada from 1951 to 1992, specifically mercurium[?],

plutonium, uranium, cobalt, cesium, strontium and europium. Most of these elements are

alpha-emitters. Now I know most of you came here thinking there would be no math, so

my apologies. One millionth ofa gram of any of those radioactive isotopes can yield

1,000 alpha particles per day and each alpha particle carries over 4 million electron volts.

It only takes 6 to 10 electron volts to break a DNA strand. This means these radioactive

elements can cause cancer and chromosomal damage. especially when inhaled or

swallowed, eveD in minute quantities like one-millionth of a gram.

Valley Fever, or Coccidioidomycosis, is a difficult to diagnose and sometimes

chronically debilitating, occasionally fatal disease that has quadrupled in occurrence in

the last ten years in some southwestern states. It can be particularly dangerous for people

with compromised immune systems, like diabetics and pregnant women. Now last time I

checked Utah does have a few pregnant women (laughter). And only one-third of us are

diabetic. It is caused by inhaling the microscopic fungi spores that thrive in the alkaline

soils in the deserts of the southwest. In some areas, one gram of dust can contain a billion

of these microorganisms.

As mentioned before, the storm track already brings dust from the Great Basin

into our air shed On a regular basis, already impacting public health in Utah. But the

fragile and struggling native desert vegetation that keeps this from being even worse is

already under assault from the hotter, dryer conditions of climate change. Climate

scientists' projections for further temperature increases and less precipitation in the

decades to come are nothing short of frightening. Meanwhile, the aquifers of Central and
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eastern Nevada and western Utah provide the main lifeline for desert vegetation in an

area the size of the state of Vermont. Nevada water officials claim they will only pump

excess water. But at the same time they acknowledge that the projected water table drop

will be anywhere to 50 to several hundred feet, well below the reach of most desert

plants.

Nevada authorities also claim that the consequences of groundwater pumping

cannot be known prior to actually removing the water. and then offer the assurance that if

the results look bad to them, they will stop or offer compensation. That is like saying that

the consequences of someone pushing you off a thousand foot cliff cannot be known until

after you hit the groWld. But if the results look bad, they will offer you first aid and

promise not to do it again.

Water diversion projects like this have been done in other parts of the country and

other parts of the world. The results have been exactly what has been predicted: more

dust, more pollution and more disease. Over the last 40 years a water diversion project

has drained the, quote, excess water, from the Aral Sea in Uzbekistan. These are satellite

photographs of what has happened to the Aral Sea, which used to be the fourth largest

lake on earth. It is now 10% of its original size. Tens of thousands of people have been

displaced and the life expectancy-listen to this-the life expectancy of residents who

remain downwind of the now created dustbowl has dropped by four years, due primarily

to increased rates of throat and esophageal cancers. This is what is left now 0£90% of the

Aral Sea.

In California, quote, excess water, in the Owens Lake was drained to supply Los

Angeles with water. The now dry lake bed has become the largest source of particulate
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matter air pollution in the United States, producing as much as 8 million metric tons of

dust per year. The closest town in Keeler, California, has seen particulate matter pollution

levels 23 times higher than the national health standard allows. This is a quote from the

ER physician at Ridgecrest Community Hospital 60 miles away. "When we see the white

cloud headed down through the pass, the ER and doctors' offices fill up with people who

suddenly got worse. It's a pretty straight-forward cause and effect." For small towns,

ranches, wildlife and plant life in the western desert, there is no such thing as excess

water. For many of them the proposed pipeline agreement is a virtual death sentence. But

for the rest of us, we will see our beautiful vistas obscured, our economy and public

health impaired, all for more fountains, urban sprawl and golf courses in Las Vegas.

Former president George W. Bush issued this famous warning to countries

throughout the world a few years ago: you are either with us or against us. I predict that

Utah voters will use this same warning to those who run for public office in this state,

referring to the Las Vegas water grab: you are either with us or against us. Thank you.

[applause]

The next speaker is Kenneth Norman. Kenneth and everyone else, when you

come to the podium, please just state your name for the record so we get it recorded.

Okay, my name is Kenneth Norman. I'm from Salt Lake. My mother-in-law lived

down in Vegas before she was murdered. And what gets me is I really don't know why

they want to come all the way up here to tap into retons that's been there for hundreds of
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years and I think it should stay that way until we really, really need it. Lake Mead is just

a fraction away from Vegas, just a fraction. Instead of going 360 some~odd miles for the

line, they could probably go about 35, 40 miles and tap into Lake Mead. And I don't

know why they have to have all this rigmarole when it'd be a lot easier and less

expensive to tap into Lake Mead. They could have all the water they want. I don't see us

have to go with the water for their swimming pools down there. I know there's hundreds

of swimming pools. which is more than there is in Salt Lake. And then they got your big

casinos with the waterfalls, with the water, with the ... what do they call it? With the

battleships? They cannot keep that because it gets silt, so they have to change it. So why,

like I say, why cannot tap into Lake Mead instead of tapping into something that's been

there for years. Thank you.

[applause]

Thank you, Kenneth. Our next speaker is Curtis McCarthy.

My name is Curtis McCarthy. I live in the south end nfthis valley, Bluffdale. I'm

kind of here on roy own agenda. See, I've got grandchildren that want to live here along

the Wasatch Front. And the medical, I know all too well, only mainly because my father

served in the Air Force, World War n, he was in the medical corps at Kearns flying field,

which was just on the west side of the valley here. It was top secret at the time and he

told me years later several times that they had the highest respiratory infectious rates of

any base in the United States. And that was because there wasn't, they'd disturbed soils
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and then by greening it up, this valley was able to reduce that amounts of dust stenns.

But as you remember, if you'd been in the valley, it was in August, that horrible dust

stonn we had. Couldn't even go outside. In my opinion that was way worse than smog

because, I mean, because it was literally horrible. I know the west desert. I also know that

when you pump just a little bit you move salt underneath the soil, it moves from one well

to the other well. Uh, we've got to be able to be on top afthis and I, I doo't want to see

the dust stenns coming because I want to protect my children, my children and my

grandchildren. Thanks.

[applause]

Thank you, Curtis. Our next speaker is Steve Summers.

Thanks. I'm here for Bonneville Cutthroat Trout. It's a fish that's a native trout,

the Great Basin of Utah. It's been out there for tens oftbousands afyears. It belongs

there. It is our native trout. And it's not truly endangered, but it's considered by me to be

threatened. Ifwe go out and put an 84-inch pipeline in there, we will lose the springs, we

wiUlose the flows, we're going to lose the little tiny streams that these trout do so well

in. Las Vegas already has enough water features, it has enough golf courses, it has

enough filled suburbs. It doesn't need any more water at this time. The old western

saying goes, "Water doesn't flow downstream; it flows towards money." And it really

bothers me to see who's behind all this. I'm really curious to see where the money. where

the power is going. Utah really is a David in this Goliath story. So speaking for the
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Bonneville Cutthroat Trout, I want to say this is an absolutely terrible idea to pump the

water out of the west desert. Thanks.

[applause]

Thank you, Steve. Next speaker is Maury Harmon.

I'm Maury Harmon and I'll read this. Question: Is there not someone of sufficient

power and judgment to stop this act of_?_, Some thoughts. One, it is provincial to

assume the use of the aquifer isjust a Utah Nevada problem. The purposes for which

water is used are national in scope. Two, in determining highest and best use of the

aquifer, we should consider the value afLas Vegas to the nation. Las Vegas provides

glitter, golf. entertainment. and gambling in million dollar casinos. How high are these

objectives on the scale afnatian building and stability? Three, Las Vegas has deep

pockets and is prepared to purchase what it wants through generous contributions to

political campaigns. Campaign funding biases political judgment. There is an anecdote.

The body politic has power in nWIlbers. Let our elected officials, officer holders, know

your concerns. Four, Las Vegas prides itself on the efficient use of water. Containment is

the answer to our controversy. Not one more drop of water from any source. Tell Las

Vegas to accept the burden of getting along through superior management of the water

they now have. Should they wish more urban sprawl, then reduce the number of golf

courses and water features. We do not owe it to Las Vegas to look like a lake in a desert.

Five, leave the Snake Valley aquifer alone. Do not mess with something that can result in
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dire consequences for the rest of the nation. It was mentioned earlier about the Owens

Valley. Good example. It's a dust bowl. All the water went to Los Angeles. Marvelous

tradeoff. That's the world's largest open sewer (laughter).

Thank you, Maury. Our next speaker is Cecil Garland.

I'm Cecil Garland. I've lived 36 years in Snake Valley. My wife's a teacher and

has been teaching there for 36 years.

I very much appreciate the Mayor coming out and he spent a day asking me all

the right questions. To me, that's the way to see and understand Snake Valley. I started

out with shovels and canvas dams irrigating and I've watched our community grow and

their use of the water, our use afthe water has grown, ifnot exponentially. it's doubled.

tripled itself.

I have a little amusing story. Last night (laughs), most ofus were in Delta doing

pretty much the same thing and our friend, Mark Ward, was holding forth about how he

had spent the entire day putting together all these figures and so forth that he had and

then it was the middle of the night and he was still trying to get these figures to mesh and

work up and he said all of a sudden it occurred to him, that hey, there's no surplus water

in Snake Valley. I thought, Mark the next time you want to know something about Snake

Valley, ask me. I'll tell you (laughter). We don't have any, we don't have any surplus

water in Snake Valley. I'm incapable ofturning on a computer SO I can't make any

models. But I'U tell you this: I know what it was like when I came to Snake Valley 35

years ago. I had springs. Some were, maybe 40 springs, maybe more on our ground that
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don't exist now. The swimming hole pasture, the swimming hole, doesn't have enough

water in it to float a duck anymore. A place where I couldn't ride a horse because it was

so swampy, you can drive a tractor or truck or anything across it now.

I'd like to quickly tell you about one spring we call Rocky Springs, which is two

miles west of, on the mountain west of Callao. This spring, when I first came there, the

sheep men used to _?_out their sheep there and they built a little pond in there, as big as

this room, approximately. And the spring, Rocky Spring, would run down in there and fill

that up. My cows could go there and drink water. And then it would come out of that

little pond that the sheep people had built, run down and run across the road and maybe

run down a mile, three quarters of a mile down the wash before it sunk: into the ground

again. The last time I was up there, which was last spring I believe it was, there wasn'1

hardly enough water coming out of there, much less to fill the pond or run down across

the road or down a wash. There was hardly enough water out of that spring to, for a child

to get a drink:. Now this is a thousand feet above where we're irrigating. In other words,

about ?

So when our neighbor people-{lf I guess we call them neighbor people; they

don't act very neighborly sometimes in Southern Nevada--complain about the drought,

for goodness sake, we're the epicenter of the drought. We know what drought is all

about. We're in some form of a drought all the time. How in the world would one of the

driest valleys in the southwest, the driest part of the United States, be able to furnish

water to a metropolis? And even if not one soul lived in Snake Valley, I think it would be

wrong to strip the water out of it and kill the vegetation.
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I was able to sbow the Mayor wbat happens when you take the greasewood off.

Greasewood roots will go down about sixty feet in search of water. When you see

greasewood, you know without any question or doubt that down in underneath someplace

there is water. There may not be a lot, but they, it does exist. So on the valley floor

there's literally a carpet of greasewood that goes over a hundred miles long. You get up

on the bench a little bit, there is no greasewood because the greasewood can't reach that

water.

So I was able to show Mayor CorTOon what happens-and I've cleared about 300

acres of groWld for hay ground; I raise cattle and hay-and there's a short period of time

in there when I can't keep water on that and I can't, it's the wintertime and I can't

irrigate, and these pictures of dust storms are pretty classic of what happens, except that

I'm only talking about 40 acres or 20 acres. Can you imagine what's going to happen

and it's already happening, as a matter of fact. The greasewood is already stressed. I

could show you, and did show the Mayor in may places, where the greasewood is already

stressed-because we're pulling the water table down, this terrible drought that we have

now, or whether it's climate change or whatever, is affecting the greasewood, the

vegetation there now. But I was able to show him what happens. And on the north end of

the field, the prevailing wind's from the south, you've got sand dunes that didn't exist

there before and it came off of my 30 acres of ground. Now I've got it into hay

production and there's no dust, but I'm just telling you what can happen and I've seen it

time and time again. About six or seven years ago, the wind blew so hard and I just

planted a 40 acre piece of ground and it blew so hard it took the whole four inches of top
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soil and all the seed out. I had to go in and completely disc that and reseed it again. Now

it's in grass and alfalfa.

As far as the agreement is concerned, it's almost impossible for me to

understand-I can't understand-why any people, any agency that represents the people

of Nevada, or of Utah, pardon me, would sign such an agreement. I, I cannot understand

what ...what is the impetus? What prevails here that I don't understand? I can only say

that it in my opinion is a disaster. Number one, we're putting this off for ten years. In ten

years, Southern Nevada will have all of their options and applications for water open.

They'll still have those. They will have, perhaps, recovered it was that timeframe when

they intended to use the water anyhow. And where will Utah be? We will have signed

away our options and when we sign this agreement, that's basically what you do. You've

eliminated on down the road. Sure you can haggle over this study and that study, but

that's what it will amount to is haggling. Now, in this agreement, personally as a rancher,

it says mediation and compensation. Think about that (laughs). Who in the hen am I

going to mediate with? Well, Southern Nevada Water, of course. Well, they said, we

don't know what happens with your water, the cow drunk it or something (laughter). But

we'll compensate you. I don't want to be compensated by these people. I don't want to be

an indentured servant. I don't want to go to them with my hat in my hand saying give me

some money. I'm happy with my ranch the way it is; I want to keep it that way. So we

don't have any surplus water and how do I know that? Well, my springs are drying up.

Water table is falling and I can measure it every day I want to in the well and it's drying

up.

How am I doing, Steve?
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You've got a minute (laughter).

I get carried away. Vegetation is suffering. There is no question at all. Heck., you

got California on the west and the Colorado River on the east side and we're right in the

middle. California is dying, burning up. Colorado River we hear a lady friend in Las

Vegas complain about it almost every day, Pat Mulroy. But Colorado River's drying up.

They're going to he without a drink of water in Las Vegas. I'm reminded what Marie

Antoinette said. Paraphrase that a little bit. If they can't drink water, let them drink

whiskey or beer or something (laughter). That's being facetious, but I want to tell you

this much, one of the most contemptuous things that you can say in the southwest, and

particularly in our valley, is '<We've come to take your water." We're not down there

trying to take their water. but they're come to take our water and that's exactly what they

said. When they came up there the first time, and I'll never forget it, they said "We've

come to take your water." Or they didn't say your water, our water. And "you don't know

how much water you've got and you're wasting a lot of water" and that was the

beginning of this whole thing. I said that very day, "We don't have any surplus water in

Snake Valley. We don't have any surplus water."

Now in spite of all of the figures that you've seen today, you want to remember

this one thing: the water that they're going to give to Las Vegas supposedly in this

proposal is fiction. It's fiction water. It exists on paper but it doesn't exist in reality. And

dear folks, remember this single one thing: all of the water in Snake Valley is presently

under water rights and when they take the water, whether they take it out of Spring

Valley, Steptoe Valley or Lake Valley, it doesn't come into our valley. Or whether they

just pump it out of our valley, they are taking water from two things: from the water
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rights holders, the senior water rights holders, and they're taking it from the phreatophyte

vegetation, which can only protect the valley from dust storms and destruction.

One flnal word about Owens Valley. Owens Valley is close to the ocean. They get

more snow in feet than we would nonnally get in inches. They had a river; we don't have

a river. They had a lake; we don't have a lake. The devastation that will happen in Snake

Valley... !'ve got to (laughs)... is far, far greater and quicker, much more rapidly than

whatever happened in Owens Valley.

Thanks for holding this meeting. It's only through our ability as a small

population to come to people like yourselves, who have a strong interest in the future of

Utah and the west desert and to spread the word and to bring about the political voice, the

powerful political voice of the people. And I thank all of you for coming to this meeting.

[applause]

SE: With that I'd like to recognize the one person who can reign in Cecil Garland,

that's his lovely wife, Annette. And she's selling these cookbooks to benefit the water

grab fight. So if you're interested. we've got a whole batch of them here at the end of the

meeting. Or if you're ready to leave, you can settle up with Annette and grab one of

these.

Our next speaker is Robert Comstock:

Just two points. First, we must tonight acknowledge that this pipeline. if allowed,

will irrefutably and irrevocably abrogate constitutional rights to life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness for thousands of US citizens who have lived, labored and died for up
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to five generations in these threatened valleys. Number two, if this agreement is signed

the economic interests of Las Vegas, including the Coyote Springs development that

seeks to build 150,000 single family homes and 16 Jack Nicklaus golf courses, will

immediately upon signing, will immediately and incessantly move to up the date for the

starting of the pumping to support this development. Once the pumping starts, due to the

proponents of this ecological disaster, will they expect us to believe that when the

envirorunental destruction starts to appear, that then the pumping will stop and 2 to

300,000 people will be told to walk away from their bomes in Las Vegas?

[applause]

SE: Thank you, Robert. Deb, I heard a beep up there. Was that one of your tapes?

I'm just curious. I think this one's all right.

Our next speaker is Clare Gilmore. I'm sorry, pardon me, Clare. Our next speaker

is Kirk Robinson.

Hello, my name's Kirk Robinson. I'm a citizen of Salt Lake City and of Utah, a

native resident. And I'm also director of Westem Wildlife Conservancy founded here in

Salt Lake City in 1996 and represent the interests of a number of members of my group.

Now I don't know all the details of this proposal and particularly what will

happen if this particular agreement is not signed, or perhaps if no agreement at all is

signed, but I have very serious concerns about this particular agreement. It seems to me

that given the fact that we live in a desert already, that Nevada and Utah are the two

driest states in the nation, and secondly that the climate is warming, whether it is a result

of_?_ causes, CO2 or whatever, it is wanning. Hence, there is going to be more
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desertification, not less. We've already got a problem; pumping this water is going to

cause problems. I don't see how anyone can take seriously the idea of surplus water in a

desert, especially surplus sub-surface water, excess water. How did anybody decide that

there's water that has no purpose in this place and can just be taken without any negative

effect on anything? I think it's utterly ridiculous on its face and this whole thing is a

grand exercise in delusional thinking.

Now, I went to a meeting about three weeks ago in another location where

Michael Styler and others from Utah and Nevada talked on this subject and foHowing that

meeting, I went up to Michael StyleT and I asked him if it was conceivable to him that if

this agreement is signed that it will lead ultimately to the pipeline extension into Snake

Valley not being built. And he leaned over and he whispered to me, "That's my ulterior

motive." He thought that the conditions in the agreement were so, uhf strict that

ultimately the [SNWA], or whatever they're called (laughs), the Southern Nevada Water

Authority people would decide it wasn't worth the cost to try to build the pipeline into

Snake Valley. Now I've learned that Snake Valley's actually connected to Spring Valley

and even if they didn't build it in the Snake Valley, you might want to build it in Spring

Valley and that would affect presumably Snake VaHey water, possibly Fish Springs,

JX)ssibly even the Great Salt Lake. And I'm very concerned about that. He told me that,

well, he actually told everybody in the audience that the state engineers, either one of

them or both together, could decide at any future time to shut down the pumping from

Snake Valley if, in their judgment, certain unwanted effects were to occur to the soil, to

the atmosphere, to wildlife, etc. That in fact the state engineer of Utah would have
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unilateral authority under this agreement to turn off the pipeline and he thought that that

would be incentive enough for them to decide not to build it.

My final comment is I'm not convinced about that. It's a gamble, you know, and

it's a serious gamble and I worry that maybe Mike Styler and others in the state are not as

good at gambling as people in Nevada (laugbter). Thank you.

[applause]

Thank you, Kirk. Our next speaker is Bob Brister.

My name is Bob Brister. I'm a resident of Salt Lake City. I want to congratulate

the people of Snake Valley who've really been on the front line in this figbt against the

Las Vegas water grab. They've really been doing the fight for all ofus and Utah in my

opinion.

I'm a Salt Lake City resident and I do have a stake in this figbt. I'm very

concerned about the dust, the air quality issue, We already have huge air quality problems

here in Salt Lake City and this stealing of the water from Snake Valley's only going to

make it worse. I'm concerned about wildlife in the west desert, Fish Springs. One of my

main fonns of recreation is going out to our beautiful public lands and wilderness areas,

including those out in the west desert, and I want to see the wildlife out there flourish and

stealing water from them is not the way to do that. I'm concerned about the

environmental justice issue for the residents of Utah and Snake Valley in particular. I see

this whole water grab as extremely anti-democratic. I'm very concerned ahout Utah state
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officials selling us out. There's a lot of money in Las Vegas and they can buy a lot of

power and I'm concerned about the Utah state officials and I think we have to take a

really hard line with them politically. If they sell us out on this issue, we never vote for

them, ever. Thank you.

[applause]

Thank you, Bob. I know that there's been a few people come in as we've been

going on here. Ifyau'll see Deb Callister, who is the woman waving at me here, she's got

sign-up sheets.

Our next speaker is Paul Van Dam:

Thank you for coming out tonight. I think this is important. Elise and I drove from

81. George where we live. I've been a resident of this area for most of my life, but I

moved from here to 81. George about a year and a half ago because I couldn't breathe

anymore, Dr. Moench. The air was so bad so often I went to where it was better. I've

been the county attorney of this county many years ago in the 70s. I've been your

attorney general, uh, in the early 90s. I got involved, very involved in the Central Utah

Water Project and as anomey general got to know water in Utah pretty well. And so I

went to Southern Utah, I was hired as an executive director of a citizens group who was

concerned ahout water conservation, concerned about the Lake Powell pipeline.

And so when Cecil Garland said he doesn't understand what might he going on

here, I have a possible explanation. As you know Pat Mulroy, who is the water czar in
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Southern Nevada, began sometime ago to raise serious questions about the Lake Powell

pipeline and whether or not Utah should be building it, whether or not it was water, what

it did to Nevada. And I can tell you Utah very, very much, very desperately wants to take

that 100,000 extra acre feet of water that they believe they still have in the Colorado

River after the Central Utah Project. And they don't want Nevada to become a hindrance

to that. So I have to wonder ifit isn't possible that within the hierarchy of state

government, there isn't a little deal being made that simply goes like this: we won't

oppose your water project, your pipeline, if you don't oppose our pipeline.

Both of them make about as much sense as the other one. I mean, Lake Powell is

down to half; Lake Mead is well below that. There've been 19 different models, very

reliable models done of weather change, and yes, there are parts of this country that will

get drier and there are parts that will get wetter, but the parts that will get drier are these

southern parts of the country. And so I've watched during my lifetime here in Salt Lake

and in Utah and Southern California, I've watched the growth. I've watched Nevada

grow. When I became a water~knowledgeable person, I began to wonder, well how is

water is going to be obtained for the kind of growth that we're expecting. Well, along the

Wasatch Front, this may be the second driest state in the Union, believe me, the Wasatch

Front is water rich. We have the equivalent of somewhere around a 30 to 40 to 50 inches

of rain because of what we get from the mountains and we get a million, a million acre

feet of water that gets diverted from watersheds that should be in the Colorado River that

comes now to the Wasatch Front and to all the places the Central Utah Project serves. So

there's no shortage of water here, even though I think our water people would like us to
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believe that. Southern Utah also is blessed with what's ea1led the Pine Valley MOWltains

and the Virgin River and there's a lot, a pretty good amount of water down there.

Las Vegas and Nevada basically,just simply when the _?_ Colorado River

Compact was signed in 1922, were not at the table with a significant amount of political

power to accomplish anything. And what did they get from the mighty Colorado River?

300,000 acre feet of water. That's a drop in the bucket. And so, yes, as they began to

grow, they had no water. Well, they've got a 1,800,000 people in Clark CoWlty and the

environs there. That's a staggering number of people and they're pulling all of their

allotment out of Lake Mead. They've got 70,000 acre feet of water underneath the valley

itself. And they're buying a huge amount of water from Arizona right now and they're

getting very desperate for more water. And I have to ask you, and I have to ask them,

when do you do the math? When do you say, you know what? We have limited resources

and we've got to stop growing. It just simply won't work.

And that's what happening in our end of the state right now. Our county now has

150, 160,000 people. That's a lot of people in a little valley in a little place in St. George.

And we are blessed with a pretty good supply of water. It's called that Virgin River, the

Virgin River Gorge, and the water that's underneath it. But 130 mile Lake Powell

pipeline that's being proposed, it's now going to cost a I billion dollars, plus SO years

worth of interest, making it in today's tenns about a 3 billion dollar project that we can't

afford, is not the reliable source of water and, as has been pointed out so many times

tonight, at some point there's going to be a serious drought. We know that from tree rings

that have been studied over millennia, and we like the Indians, the Anasazi that preceded

us, are going to be walking out of here or driving out of here to places that have water.
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So what I say is I couldn't be more supportive of Cecil and of the people in that

valley because, you know, they've always been living on borrowed time and borrowed

water and there is no excess water there and it isn't going to happen. And you know that

250 mile pipeline being proposed by Las Vegas is a frightening thing because it is taking,

it is proposing taking water that is not there. What I think they have to face, what we all

have to face, ultimately, is that there are limits to resources, there are limits to growth,

and we better start thinking about living within them because it's catching up to us and

it's catching up to us rapidly. God bless you and I hope things work out there. We're

fighting for you.

[applause]

Thank you, Paul. OUf next speaker is Joel Ban:

I wanted to make two observations with respect to the meeting Kirk referenced,

the one with Michael Styler where they presented the draft agreement. The first point is

one of the attorneys from, I think, the state of Utah said that this agreement was really in

the best interest ofUtahns because the alternative would be a legal situation where the

Supreme Court of the United States would have original jurisdiction and how to equitably

apportion the water between Utah and Nevada and it's better to go through this process,

through the deal with, between Utah and Nevada than to have to go to the Utah Supreme

Court. It's not clear to me, and the attorney didn't really make it clear, that it would be

more equitable to go that route than to have to go with the situation we're in now, where
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Nevada gets seven times the water as Utah gets. And my opinion is we should, ifNevada

wants to take our water, then that's fine. We have to fight them either with, through the

political process or through the courts, whether it be through the US Supreme Court or

through other federal courts, the state engineer, whether through the Endangered Speeies

Act or the BLM process with _?_, And that's, that's my fIrst point.

And secondly, Professor McCool's point about once the pipeline is built, you

know, I wholeheartedly agree with the fact that once that pipeline is huilt there will be no

way to stop the flow of water. Someone had mentioned that possibly the state engineer

would use his discretion to shut off the water. I don't think it's very realistic that that's

going to happen. First of all, a lot of the problem with that assertion is that the effects,

and there will be effects, the state governmental representative said there would be

effects, it's just not clear as to what those effects would be, but the effects would appear

long after the water has been taken from the resource. So it takes time for those effects to

show up. And that's the main problem with the mitigation they're offering is once it

becomes apparent that these effects have taken place, the mitigation will be quite useless

since, you know, the resource has already been, uh, utilized, you know, it's beyond

repair, essentially. There's an appeal process where the states have to go through this, uh,

some type of appeal process. It wasn't entirely clear to me, but once that appeal process

has taken place, it's pretty clear that there'll be no hope in saving the resource because

the effects will have taken place and the resource will already have been utilized. So

that's my two observations from the meeting that they had a couple of weeks ago. Thank

you.
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[applause]

Thank you, Joel. Next speaker is Jerald Anderson.

My name is Jerald Anderson and I live on the south end of Snake Valley, down in

the Garrison, _?_ area. Cecil and Annette and a number of us seem to tag-team this

because this is important to us. We've talked about a number of things tonight in tenns of

the importance of air quality issues and this is kind of the air quality issue that we live

and breathe all the time since this issue came up. We're here tonight to try to understand

what kind of comments we ought to make with reference to this agreement. And I really

appreciate the work that Millard County and Mark Ward has done to kind of give us a

sense that there are other ways to look at how we evaluate this resource that's shared in

Snake Valley between Utah and Nevada. And there's no way around the fact that it has to

be shared; physically that's the way it is and I appreciate Marks' description of the

physical realities afthis groundwater system. This is a dynamic, living ecosystem and we

need to keep that in mind as we evaluate what could happen here, what's happened in the

past, what could happen in the future, what the impacts are of making changes to the

distribution. whether they're natural or manmade, whatever those impacts are, the

changes to the system.

I was part of the team that went to the interim committee at the Legislature in

2004 to present this issue, which ultimately resulted in the language that Mark was

talking about in the Public Law, the Lincoln County Lands Act. We recognized early on

how significant any removal of water from Snake Valley could be because we live there.
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We make our living there, we grow things off the land, we understand the characteristics

of the water, what it means, how it's used, where it ends up.

One of the things I didn'1 realize was how good our neighbors were because you

work pretty hard with your nose to the ground out there and unless an issue like this

comes up to unite you, you don't have the opportunity to really rub shoulders with people

like Cecil and Dean Baker and the Hills and a lot of other people, and now Mark Ward

and our county commissioners. That really has been a blessing. If nothing else comes out

of this we know each other better and we know who we can count on now. Terry and

Gary _7_ on the Nevada side and as much as we might possihly disagree with each

other on the fmer points of this, we're absolutely united that there is no excess water in

Snake Valley. It's the truth. We get to see it. We get to live it.

As far as the agreement is concerned, I brought this notebook up here just cause

it's the smallest one I've got. But we've got reams and reams and notes and paper and

reports and the things Terry talked about to try to evaluate what's going on, look at the

potential issues, the impacts. So it's not my intention to try to go through the detail. There

are a myriad of comments to be made about the technical, the political, the environmental

issues. There's some real simple ones if we think about the history. One is we believe that

we've heen living off that, off that incredibly wet season of '82-'83, which flooded the

highways and the Sevier Lake, which caused the huilding of a pumping station to

evaporate water out the Great Salt Lake out here on the west side of the lake. That

provided a source of water that fed springs, kept our water levels high, but that has been

used up. We've seen the natural level of the system begin to reduce from the effects of

that great recharge. We also recognize that the BARCAS study was done in the wettest
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period oftime since that '82-'83 season. The nwnbers that this agreement are based on do

not represent any sort of reality in the drought situation that we face in Spring Valley and

have faced since at least the late '90s and I suspect before that. We just weren't as aware

of it then.

So there are a lot of comments to be made, but it occurs to me that you can do the

wrong thing the best way possible and still have done the wrong thing. And I think that's

what we're looking at as we evaluate this agreement. Mark has shown us, and I wasn't

really thinking this way until I saw these numbers last night, that there are other and

better ways to evaluate what would be called an equitable distribution. And probably

more along the lines the courts would take if we were to do an adjudication action. I'm

less afraid of the court action than I am an agreement that's based on the premises and

desires oftbe person who wants the water.

So, one of the other things we recognize is that that this is a little like, well, my

daughter's a medical student. This is a little like the cadaver lab that she attended when

she was in her undergraduate program, because what this agreement does in terms of its

allocation is it puts the Utah side of Snake Valley in a jar offormaldehyde and all you get

to do is slice it up and look at the way it used to be. It will never be better than it is now,

if it's ever that good.. The economic reality of that is to those of us who live in Millard

County, we'd like to be a resource, an improving resource to Millard County and to the

state of Utah and the agreement as it's currently framed makes that an impossibility. The

future is dead in Snake Valley. So, we have to find another basis to evaluate this. If

there's going to be an agreement, on what basis is it going to be made, because it can't be

on the proponent's basis. That's a surrender, not an agreement.
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So I was thinking about this, you know, what's the best example we can come up

with of how to divide up one thing that two people claim? Well. it occurs to me it's the

biblical story of Solomon and the two women who claim the same baby. So if we look at

it in that context, the first thing we have to do is decide what the ultimate objective of the

agreement has to be. Now in Solomon's case the stated objective was to detennine who

owns the baby and that's kind of the way this agreement has worked out. But if we look

at the story in a little more detail and understand what it portrays, we realize that isn't the

ultimate object of Solomon's wisdom. The real objective was to let the baby live.

Solomon's initial procedural situation was the same as this agreement: just divide up the

object of controversy; everybody walks away with their legal share. The problem with

that is the baby has to die. So it's the life of Snake Valley that's being divided up, not just

some number that's being used to portray some quantity of water, whatever you believe

that number is. This is a living ecosystem and it cannot survive without all of its

component parts. Now an agreement that protects this groundwater base life in Snake

Valley and the ecosystem and its inhabitants, whether they be plant, animal, people,

anything that lives there, might be a good thing if it's based on that common objective

that the baby has to live. But this agreement cuts off parts of the baby and allows one of

the women to carry it effto her home and baby does nOllive in this agreement, that baby

dies.

So what I say is let's take the infonnation that Mark and Millard County have

developed. Let's take the work that's been done as a foundation to develop this

agreement because it's opened our eyes to so many things, so many facts, so many new

ways to look at things. Lets take that and use it to evaluate the potential for a real
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agreement, a cooperative agreement that provides life for Snake Valley and maybe if we

do that and this is what I would recommend to Governor Herbert, that he wait until we,

take another look at this whole situation from all these other perspectives. Maybe an

agreement can rise like a phoenix from the ashes of what the work has already been done.

Thank you.

[applause]

Thank you, Jerald. Our next speaker is Don Ries.

My name's Don Ries. I live here in Salt Lake City. I don't have any more

information to present than these gentlemen have, but I have some questions for all of us

and I think if we don't address some bigger questions, we're not going to win this thing.

Nobody's going to win. First of all, what's water, what water's available for the wildlife

of the natural ecosystem? Nobody's allocated anything for that it seems in this

agreement. So it seems like from all the testimony that we shouldn't be taking any more

water out oftbe Snake Valley. [fthat's true, then before we castigate Las Vegas too

much, I think we need to look a little bigger picture. Somebody said the Wasatch Front is

a rich in water, but for how long? How long can we continue to grow and use this water

until we come up to the same problem that Las Vegas has? How long can Washington

County grow until they come up to the same problem? So before we start throwing stones

as Las Vegas, I think we've got to look at the bigger picture and come up with a plan of

how are we going to manage all this water out here because we're all in the same boat.
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Las Vegas is at it now; in 10, 15,20 years, Salt Lake's going to be in it. We cannot

continue to grow as we are growing. I don't care what your religion is, all you have to do

is the math. We can't keep increasing our population. It just isn't going to work. There's

a limited resource. It sounds like the Snake Valley's already drying up somewhat.

I would ask us another hard question. If it continues that way without any

pumping to Las Vegas, are we willing to use less water from the aquifer? How much are

we willing to give back to the aquifer?

Lastly, if this agreement is not going to work then what's, where do we go? All

I've heard is this agreement is bad. But where do we go? What are our alternatives? What

do we do next? How do we work this out? And I hope you folks could write all of us with

some answers on that. Thank you.

[applause]

Thank you, Don. Our next speaker is Gerald McDonough:

I've got to leave my wife stranded on a street somewhere, so, uh, I'll try to be as

brief with this as I can. Vh, all of the comments that have been made have been

absolutely wonderful and I've learned a lot tonight and it's altered my view of several

things. Vh, I'll just read a couple of things that I've extracted here.

Before any agreement is entered into there are numerous legal questions that

should be addressed. Over the last three years negotiations with the state ofNevada have

been conducted in absolute secrecy by Mr. Styler, and of course, now serves as director
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ofNatural Resources for the state. One ofthe questions that should be asked is in whose

best interest was it that negotiations remain secret for such a long period of time? It was

certainly not in the best interest of the ranchers and the water right holders in the state of

Utah. Was the secrecy afthe negotiations in violation orany of Utah's open meeting

laws? Urn, for a long time Mr. Styler's position was that he had mOTe infonnation that we

did and if we had the information that he had, 00, we would agree with him. But over the

three years of negotiations he divulged nothing to the public whatsoever; he did make

some very interesting sorts of revelations. Several of you have already made reference to

the original release of the pre-BARCAS agreement two and a half years ago. Now I was

at that particular meering at the State Capitol with the joint committee of the, uh, Senate

and House department of, uh, committees on natural resources. And Mr. Styler got up

and said that he had read through the BARCAS study, in the preliminary study, and that

the BARCUS study, preliminary study, was not in favor of the state of Utah. Vb, when he

was asked by members of the committee to produce evidence or to give some sort of

reason why he thought that it didn't favor the state of Utah, he said that he promised not

to. And when they asked him who he promised him not to, he wouldn't reply. I have

never found out an answer to who it was that he made that promise and I'd like to find

that out now. After reading through the BARCAS agreement, many people have come to

the conclusion that the BARCAS agreement doesn't favor Nevada or Utah. The primary

discovery of the BARCAS agreement was that the valleys are more interconnected than

we had previously thought, that is, that water comes out of the mountains in, you know,

Steptoe valley and makes it way in a round aboul fashion into the Snake Valley. Prior

water rights would seem to indicate that the ranchers in the, you know, Snake Valley,
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should have a better legal claim. It must be asked whether there is any ulterior motive

outside the immediate agreement that might be behind the push for an agreement to sign

now. The public has to know what these outside arrangements might be.

Pat Mulroy, the executive director of the Southern Nevada Water Authority, has

threatened if the state of Utah impeded the construction of the Southern Nevada Water

Authority's pipeline that she would see to it the planned pipeline from Lake Powell to S1.

George was stopped. Whether this is true or not, this kind of intimidation should not have

had any bearing on the stipulations in the agreement, and I want to know if they did.

Uh, Mike Styler repeatedly stated that the agreement, uh, is necessary to prevent

unnecessary legal, unnecessary litigation, is needed to prevent unnecessary litigation.

While avoiding unnecessary litigation is commendable when an equitable agreement can

be reached an equitable agreement is an unsatisfactory alternative to lawsuits. At the

public hearings conducted by the state engineer's office, most of the citizens who

commented protested voraciously that the agreement was inequitable. In response, Mr.

Styler has agreed to extend the deadline from making written on the agreement until the

end of September. This is hardly a reasonable response, as the protest will end up being

reviewed by the very same person whose actions are being protested. This would seem to

raise some constitutional questions since the right of citizens to petition the government

to redress of grievances is being short circuited if not hijacked entirely, and it makes a

mockery ofUtab's public meetings law.

Why should the state of Utah stipulate to anything that is not based on estahlished

or science? I won't read any of the rest of that. I've got to get out of here. I'm sorry.
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Perhaps the most worrisome of all is the question that is yet to be answered to my

satisfaction is to what extent will the silent disagreement bar or resnict access to courts of

citizens along the Wasatch Front and Salt Lake Valley who may be impacted by future

dust storms and air pollution originating in Snake Valley.

The issues are enormous, the potential consequences so long lasting and

irreparable, it would seem to be a form of criminal negligence not to exercise due

diligence in this case. I think there's a lot of other legal questions too. Maybe we should,

you know, draft a letter to the, uh, state attorney general. Of course, we have an ex

anomey general here; he could probably answer half of those. Thank you.

[applause]

SE: Thank you, Gerald. Just a quick update for everybody. We've been here two

hours now and I admire your patience. There's about 10 more speakers left and please, if

you're wanting to fill out any of those yellow forms, the yellow card, just leave it on your

seat or bring it up in front. Also, feel free to pick up information at the back.

Our next speaker's Ted Wilson:

Good to see my good friends from Snake Valley, Annette and Cecil. I met them

years ago, uh. and ifyou've ever been to their home out there, you've got to have an

emotional moment for the people who care about that land and have developed their little

comer of it over the years in concert with good water usage.
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And I think what we're faced here with is something much more serious and

much bigger than maybe we're even focused on here tonight. And that is very, very

simply, that you go to an area, you build a city, the city is supplied by water that was

computed in 1922, Paul mentioned that. You build growth into the fennula of prosperity,

the degree that that area must continue to grow in order to have prosperity of any kind.

And then after you run out afwater you develop a project of water from nowhere. I'm not

just talking about Las Vegas. To a degree I'm talking about Salt Lake City, even though

you're right, we have a lot more water than meets the eye. I'm talking about Denver, with

the big straw project on the, on the, onhoard. I'm talking about Los Angeles that's

already committed this big sin of starting the Owens Valley and these Rube Goldberg

schemes are now appearing allover the west: pump water from nowhere. And the Snake

Valley. Spring Valley. all the valleys that are interconnected by an underwater flow

between them, have no water. They have no water. They have enough water for a few

farm families, like the Garlands and the others that live there. They have enough water to

keep our plants and perhaps avoid the disaster that Brian Moench so articulately and

eloquently presents to us. And we need to catch onto all these schemes, because, folks the

west has outgrown its limits to the point that we're going to have to find a nice way to

retract. And that's the seriousness of this project.

Now can we give this message to Utahns? I remember a debate in this state called

the MX. Remember Cecil?

Yes, I do.
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There are something modes, something modes, and co-modes, right? Cecil says

(laughters). There's the basin mode and there's a something mode and then there's the

commode. And we got that message out because they wanted to put a race track, first

strike insensitive hard shelled track in every valley oftills state, almost, to tell the

Russians or the Soviets that they couldn't attack us with a first strike missile. The project

was finally defeated when people at the LDS Church in the upper echelons looked at a

map and got the message. And then others came in and it became a groundswell of

operation throughout this community. This can fmd the same course. Brian Moench has

the absolute answer to this for the bigger population. For the smaller population we need

to talk about water rights and the fact there is no water and the goodness of good family

farm life. But in terms of the overall message to the state, Brian, you've got the key and

congratulations for your analysis. And Terry you have the key, as you look at business

and the kinds of things it would do to you in Nevada. And Mark, good job on those stats.

They all come together. We have a fight here and I want to put Utah Rivers Council that I

direct finnly in support of it, because we can win it and I wish you all well. Thank you.

[applause]

Thank you, Ted. Our next speaker is Paul Tusting.

Hi, there. My name is Paul Tusting and I'm a Salt Lake County resident but I've

spent a lot oftirne in the last 10 years kind of poking around out in the west desert. For

those who haven't been there before, I'd really encourage you to head out there. It's a
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special place. It's as wild as anywhere I've been in Africa or Asia or even Alaska, you

know, it's a really beautiful place. It's got mountains higher than anything here in the

Wasatch and it's got lots of these small little, beautiful fragile desert oasises. And you've

got to see it to believe it.

And, you know, I was here at the meeting about three weeks ago and, you know, I

do want to commend that group that put that together. There's a difference between the

pipeline and the proposal for the two states working together. There's an old western

saying: "Whiskey's for drinlcin'. water's for fightin'" and I think that group is, there's

some good minds there and some good people trying to figure it out.

My problem with the agreement is that they really talked about two options: sign

it now or face a fight down the road. And that's pretty discouraging. You know, one thing

is that proposal hasn't been out there for that long to the public. We as citizens have been

able to read and look at it, but we have limited resources. What about some of the other

stakeholders here? You know, the BLM, there was a quick comment about at that

meeting, you know, had they had time to do environmental impact statement? No. BLM

has lots of the low lands and lots of the foothills. You know the Forest Service manages a

lot of the high lands, you know, up on the mountain peaks as well as the Forest Service,

or, 00, the National Park Service.

But, you know, maybe even more important than that is the confederated band of

Goshute Native Americans. They are a sovereign nation. They should have at least as

much right as states in this matter, you know. We're talking about a high tier there and I

don't know if time or resources have been allocated there to really get that kind of input

In.
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You know, my last real comment has to do with how vague this agreement is in

terms of what happens if all.. .there's a lot of prescribed metering. But what's going to

happen when the metering shows that there's damage? It's very vague on what may

happen. There's no talk about what must happen. And there's been a few folks talking

earlier tonight, once a billion dollar, multi·multi billion dollar, uh, pipeline is in, I just

have a hard time believing that people are just going to tum it off, you know. I just don't

see it as being realistic.

So, you know, what I'm asking for today is not to sign or to not sign the

agreement, I still think there's a lot of promise with it with that team. What I'm asking is

for the state of Utah to have more time to come to a good conclusion. That's it. Thank

you.

[applause]

Thank. you, Paul. Our next speaker is Chris Wheeler.

Hello, there. Chris Wheeler from Garrison, Utah, out there in the sticks (laughter).

I'm sixth generation, a rarity there. You don't find those very often; I'm among the very

few.

Anyway, there is no extra water out there. My farm, there's no water. I mean

there's no extra water. So basically, yeah... I don't have a speech ready so I'm a little bit

nervous (laughter). But, anyway, urn, putting our trust in the state, state guys is a little bit

scary cause I know that state is a little bit money hungry, not because it's money hungry,
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but it's Iowan money and it's easily bought and that's scary. especially being out there

cause we have no say. There's maybe 500 people maximum in the whole valley. I mean

there's not very many. That's just too scary. It's scary having our trust in aU these, in

everything. I like all the scientific data, that's all great, yes, fine, dandy. There is no water

(laughs).

Why don't we take that pipeline and ship it southwest to the ocean, desalinate. It's

expensive. I know they've proposed it. Why don't we take the pipeline, tum it around.

We know Lake Mead's appropriated. Let's go to the ocean, desalinate the water, bring it

up. It's an endless supply. It can help us with that climate change and the ocean rising,

what little bit it might actually help (laughter). I mean I know it's expensive. It's going to

take a lot of electricity to do and run, but it's going to take a lot of electricity to run all

these wells and ship it that way, too. So let's go green. Keep the valley green and let's all

stay, let's keep it green. Thank you.

[applause]

Our next speaker is Joseph Bauman(?) He may have just stepped out, uh. Ed

Uehling, is that, am I mispronouncing that, Ed?

Ed UeWing:

No, that's right. Exactly. I guess I'm the only one here from Las Vegas. I

appreciate the opportunity to speak. Ijust can't get out of my mind, though, an

experience that I had almost exactly 20 years ago and I'd like to discuss, tell about that

first. I went with my son, I took my son to Israel and we drove around Israel and West
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Bank and had a dinner with friends of a friend, or relatives of a friend, in the City of

Janeen on the West Bank. Vh, these people were Palestinians. They'd been, their families

had been on the land for 600 years. They had, the family had lands, but they could only

get water for a few hours every week in a tank: that they had on the roof of their house.

That was the only time the water was given to them and they couldn't, they had no water

for their crops, for their farm. And a few miles from there, we went, we were able to

drive all over very easily because we bad Israeli plates on our car. We were able to enter

the settlement that's up above that city. Vb, the word settlement is really, it's a fancy

suburb. It's a very nice area of houses, like in Las Vegas or like in Salt Lake City. There

the water was flowing all over the place. Water in the, water displays in the city. And this

in the emotions of this hearing remind me ofthat.

This water is being stolen from a valley that needs it. You've expressed so well,

especially, especially Mr. Garland has expressed so well about what is, what's happening.

There is no water. And I think there are some very good solutions, though. Some that

were, would cost nothing. If Terry-I'm sorry I don't know you, but I don't know your

last name, and Dr. Moench, Dr. Moench, and Mr. VanDam, and Mr. Garland, would go,

appear on a radio program "State of evada". The, the, it's on the public radio in Las

Vegas. It's done by a person who's had Pat Mulroy on the program a number of times

and has disputed several things with her. You could make a phenomenal presentation that

would have a tremendous effect in Las Vegas if you would just go and be on that

program. The person who runs the program I'm sure would think it would be amenable to

that and would invite Pat Mulroy and almost certainly she would not show up. But if she
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did, she is a, she is a compulsive liar. I'm sorry. But she... those are strong words, but she

IS.

She told us several years ago when she wanted to implement a sales tax because

she couldn't raise the water rates in Las Vegas. We had to have this sales tax. We passed

the sales tax and she's, she's raised the water rates a nwnber of times since the sales tax

has been passed. And she put ad in the newspaper telling, total fictions about this project.

Number one that there's a drought in the Colorado River. No, there's not a drought in the

Colorado River. There's a normal flow in the Colorado River and it's, and it is about six

million, six million acre feet per year of which, as has been pointed out, uh, by Mr. Van

Dam, Las Vegas gets about 300,000 acre feet, whicb is 1/20'" the flow of the river. It's

the only big city on the river. And the flow, though, when they distributed the water on

the river back almost 100 years ago, they were using years that had, that were very wet.

So they're distributing 8 million acre feet of water so the level of Lake Mead is dropping.

They're taking 2 million acre feet of water excess out of the lake. The lake is built for

three years supply of water, 25 million acre feet. And they're taking, so the water level's

dropped a hundred feet. They're missing, what, about 12 million, almost half the water in

the lake, 12 million acre feet. 10 million acre feet. And so where is that water going? It is

going for totally absurd uses and there. so this is where I would disagree with Mr. Van

Dam. There is plenty of water and it's only 20 miles from Las Vegas. It's just that the

water is being misallocated and this allocation can be turned around, can be changed.

Last night in the hearing in. a, in Delta, a number of people expressed anger

with-not during tbe thing, during the bearings, but afterwards-l talked to people and

tbey felt that Harry Reid was, was really bebind this and gave a number of reasons: be's
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involved with the Coyote Springs, or his son's involved with Coyote Springs. This is

another suggestion I would make to you, is go approach and try, he's very powerful, as

we all know, try to get him to change this Colorado Compact. He has the power to do

that. Just a few changes, just, for example, just charging people to take water out of the

Colorado River. Charge a hundred dollars an acre foot. Then, within, within five years,

the Lake Mead will be full, Las Vegas will have all the water it needs. The water district,

Pat Mulroy charges us approximately a 1,000 or 1,200 dollars per acre feet for the water

that we, that we use in Las Vegas. So there are numerable, there are numerous

alternatives here.

Another is, for example, they're talking about decreasing by conservation the

amount ofwaler, the average amount of water consumed. We consume 250 gallons per

person per day in Las Vegas. Albuquerque consumes 99 gallons. Las Vegas wants to

reduce this to 200 gallons. This will produce about 50,000 acre reet of water, which is

double what we're talking about being taken of this valley that really has no excess water.

There are, the point is, there are lots of alternative and there are lots of ways of

fighting this, and the really inexpensive way is just to go appear on this program. You

people make a very compelling case that would he heard hy the, by the key people in Las

Vegas. This program is listened to by the key people in Las Vegas. Dh, I see my time is

up. Okay. But, and then there are other alternatives that could also be used.

[applause]

Thank you, Ed.
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Ilene Ferris:

_?_ we all live downstream. I grew up, my great-grandfather, my grandfather

came to the White River Valley in 1899 and now I'm third generation and the next two

generations are there running the ranch. And already they fought water rights. One of the

big ranches, you probably know which ranch where they're pulling the water into the

Cummins Lake? Do you know that one?

[SE: I'm sorry, I don't.]

Anyway, they're already, ynu know, completely ruined nne ranch by pulling out

the water so that it can't produce anything. What I'm wondering is what are we going to

eat? Uh, these ranchers out there produce some good things that we need to eat and,

anyway. I agree with all of it, all of it. But, then the Nevada people who live, all live in

Clark County, there are so few of them that they really don't get a voice in it. Thanks.

[applause]

Morgan Larsen? Wasn't sure about that. Db, James Thalman? ls James back?

Well it appears we don't have any additional folks signed up. So, seeing that Rupert

Steele has come in, Rupen do you want to speak this evening?

Good evening, everybody. My name is Rupert Steele. I'm chainnan of the

Confederate Tribe of the Goshutes. Some of you may not know there's two band of
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Goshutes. There's the __ band, they're about 40 miles west of here, and I'm with a

band of Goshutes out to Wendover.

It's been frustrating for the Tribe because, uh. when the BARCAS was first out

with the draft, we noticed that the Reservation was horse shoed around and with this

Snake Valley agreement, they also did the same thing. So it's been frustrating for the

tribe. So I asked the question, why is that being done? And the question that I got was

that your water aren't, your reservation, the water underneath the Reservation will not be

affected (laughter). So I'm trying to get assurance from somebody that our water will be

guaranteed. But we know, I've been born out there, I born and raised out there, and I

know that we are in a very serious drought out in the Reservation. We had to cut down

half of our canle on the Reservation due to lack of grazing. So, and when they tell me that

you guys have a lot of water out there, and being born and raised there I know they're not

telling the truth. I know there's no water out there for anybody to take out of those

springs of Snake Valley.

The reason that we're, I found out that they didn't want to deal with us because of

our sovereignty. We're a state within a state. So the, the only thing that we could do is to

go to the federal governments. But, guess what federal government did? They sold us out.

They signed this _?_ agreement without our knowledge. So my point there is the

Tribe is not being consulted with in the whole projec~ with the BARCAS and also the

Snake River agreement. So it's been frustrating and we do have two council members

that are sitting on the Snake Valley Water Board that the governor had established, but

still, they weren't invited to any of the meetings. So, it's been frustrating for us and we

opposed by resolution the BARCAS and we oppose the Snake Valley agreement
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primarily because we weren't brought to the table for any of the talks. So that's where the

tribe stance is and I don't see them changing their resolutions. I think it will be

impossible for them to change it.

There's a lot of good information that we saw here today. I don't know if any of

you have visited the Deep Creek Range? The Tribe has, we have some hunting, we do elk

hunting, we do deer hunting and during the year, like right now, those water artesian

wells that are out there, they're starting to slow down. With this drought going on, they

may lower.l don't know what's going to happen and with, and you know, I can just

imagine how much it's going to take to fill a 7 foot water pipe down there.

And my other concern was who's going to have to and ask to go teU our water

authority, hey, the water's going down? You need to shut that pump off. But I know that

once that water gets inside that pipe it's not going to stop until the water is completely

drained out of there and the pumps have burned themselves out. So this is very serious

and I agree with each and every one of you that there's no water out there for transport

out of there. It may have been different if there's rivers in Snake Valley. But Snake

Valley, we don't have any rivers out there. All we depend on is Mother Earth to provide

us with snowfall and rain and in a few years we haven't gorten that.

I remember, I was a little boy, it used to snow a lot. I was running around out in

the snow. The snow was almost as deep as I was. It was up to the window sills and that's

the last time I ever remember. I was a little boy then that this happened, And today, we

don't get anything out there at the Deep Creek Range. And we're the last range that when

the snow,comes in from the northwest, we get the last part of the snow because the rest of

the ranges get it and we get the last part of it. So when they tell me there's a lot ofwater
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out there, I don't know where. Somebody knows. But when I ask, they say, we won't

know. We do not have the numbers of what it is. It's only estimated guess, it's a good

guess. And the other thing that really scares me is that we won't know until we start

pumping, so (laughs), that's not good.

The Tribe _?_ as well as everybody in Spring Valley and Snake Valley's in

great jeopardy. Our existence is in great jeopardy. I met with the Secretary of the Interior,

Larry Echohawk, last week and I asked him or I pleaded to him, I said, "What are you

going to do when the Reservation runs out ofwater? Are you going to move us

somewhere where there's water? That's your responsibility." But he wouldn't give me a

straight answer. So, I've been going to the top levels with this issue to hopefully try to

put a dent in it and try to prevent it from being pumped out. So, thank you, Steve.

[applause]

Thank you.

SE: Is there anyone we missed, other than the two commissioners I'm going to

introduce in just a moment, who would like to speak at this point? If not, we're closing in

on the end, but we have with us two of the county commissioners from Millard County

who are the only protestants who are officially recognized in the State of Utah other than

individual water rights holders in the Nevada state engineer's hearings process. And

Millard County has carried the ball for us rather well up to this point. We're certainly

only in the early innings of this baseball game, but with us tonight are Commissioner
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Darin Smith and Commission Kathy Walker. And they're going to conclude for us, if

they will.

Commissioner Darin Smith:

Thank you. I appreciate being here tonight. One of our objectives, Commissioner

Walker and I, was to come up here tonight and listen to all your comments and we truly

appreciate your comments. We met Governor Herbert last week and in having a

discussion with him, you know, we said we're going to go and have a couple of public

meetings and get the input of the public and see what their feelings are. In all the public

meetings I've been at there are always a lot of good common sense. _?_ proposals

that come out and I appreciate that process and I think Governor Herbert appreciates that

process. Being a fonner county commissioner, he understands kind of where the rubber

meets the road and I think he's very open and interested in the comments that we gather.

We're going to take them and present them to him. We're going to present a kind of a

counter-proposal that we hope that he'll take back to Nevada.

I appreciate Boyd Clayton being here tonight. You know, Boyd's part of the

negotiating team and I know there's a lot of folks on the Utah side that have put a lot of

time and effort in to coming up with this agreement, you know, so far, but it's the first

time we've all been able to see it. It's the first time that Millard County has seen it and as

you've all seen by Mark's presentation, uh, kind of what our comments are and the

direction that we think it ought to go.

Appreciate Steve and the efforts that be's made the last three or four years.

Couple of years ago I was in a meeting with some of our local state representative down

in Nephi and we brought this issue up and there was a little bit of lip service that was
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done to this issue, mainly by them and some folks in the state were there and everybody's

like, well, we can't really do anything, you know, we don't know what we can do. Kind

of a dead issue or we're kind of powerless. And I got up in that meeting and I looked at

all of them in the face and I said, "You folks are here to represent me and I represent

some of these folks and this issue is an incredibly important to us, to the State of Utah,

really to the western United States." And some of them were offended at first a little bit.

Afterwards, I think thinking about that, some of them said, "You know, you're right and

these are the people that we represent and there is something that we can do." And from

that time forth we've got incredible support through all of our legislators. We've gone

and got bills passed. We got appropriations for studies. And it gives you a little bit of

faith in the process. If you really want to make a difference you can if you get involved

and you should and we appreciate everyone that's been involved.

Our citizens who live out there are incredibly smart people and they live out there

by their choice. They love their quality of life and they wouldn't trade it for anything, not

for money, not for anything. And as I sit down as an elected official I represent them and

I say, you know, well, uh, there's a movie I watched with my kids once. It's called

"Independence Day". I don't know if some of you have seen it. It's about aliens come

down and have taken over the world and it's kind of doomsday and the president stands

up as they're all trying to decide who's going to fly the jets and he gives a little speech.

He says, "We will not go quietly into the night." And that's been my motto in

representing the citizens in my county. An emotional issue for me because it's their

livelihood and it's their independence and they deserve the right to live the way that they

want to.
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I live underneath an agreement. I'm a fanner by trade and I live at the bottom or

the end of the ditch on the Sevier River system and the Sevier River system is regulated

by an agreement called the Cox Decree, which allocated the water for use along the

Sevier River a long time ago and I'm dependent on that and I appreciate that agreement

because it brings order to that system. And there's an issue, although I fight with county

commissioners from Garfield County and Sevier County because they think that I get

their, their water, it's a system and it works and it's been upheld and respected for a

century. And so I don't think an agreement is that bad oran idea. I think that if it's the

right agreement and there's enough public input and enough of a process that it goes

through, that it's something that people can work with in the end that it might be the way

to go. I think Governor Herbert thinks at some point there ought to be an agreement.

I'm a gambler: I'm a farmer (laughter). I gamble every year and I hope and pray

every year at this time that I have enough to do it again the next year. And I don't know

that not having an agreement is better than having a bad agreement. I personally, not

speaking as a county commissioner, I guess, I would probably take my chances with the

current agreement we have; 7 to 1 split over that water is not enough to sustain a valley.

Basically it locks the valley up and allows for no growth, no other input into Millard

County economically or any oftha! stuff. And that's not acceptable. And that's our main

issue right now, as Mark has explained to everybody. It's not equitable the way that it's

being split. There ought to be some other way.

And the other issue we have is timing. Why do we have to do it right now? Why

can't we take the time? Like Cecil says there is no extra water in Snake Valley. There is

not. Some people claim that there is. State law allows for the groundwater table to be
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lowered. It's all accepted, it's accepted in Utah and Nevada. We have lots of springs

around our valley, around Salt Lake Valley, around any valley where there used to be

flowing wells. And there aren't anymore because it's been allowed and accepted that a

drawdown of the water table is accepted for certain uses. Water always goes for the

highest and best use. And that's probably okay; it's been okay. It's had to happen. But at

some point the State of Utah and the State of Nevada are going to have to produce some

legislation that puts a limit on that. They're going to have to say this is acceptable, but

you can't go, you can't go lower than a point, otherwise, we're all going to be in trouble.

And you know, that's something that we're going to pursue. I think Senator Stowel1's

going to pursue that. Dean Baker completely agrees that that's the issue. He's done it to

himself. He's put in _7_ in dried up wells and affected himself. And the whole area

out there's been shown that it's in balance now. As Mark has shown and other people

have talked about, it's in balance now. There is no extra water. This issue is a political

issue. It's an environmental issue and it's a moral issue. Morally it's wrong, okay.

Environmentally, the folks that live and depend on resources out there are, in my opinion,

the best environmentalists that you will ever find because they're not miners. I'm not a

miner on my fann. If I'm a miner I don't get to do it very long. They're more concerned

about protecting the resource than anybody because they depend on it. They have a lot of

knowledge and, you know, this process helps bring that up. A lot of common sense.

Question?

Please. What's the investment, the wind fann. the wind turbines and... ?
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Millard and Juab Counties? I'm sorry, Beaver.

Yes. Yeah. What's the investment and what will these dust storms do to those

turbines?

You know, I don't think those dust storms, the way the wind blows, will affect

those turbines. It usually blows this way or it comes back this way. No, it could happen.

But I mean, if the water's taken...

If the water's taken, you know, that may happen. They're quite a ways away. But

the possibility is always there. The possibility's' out there for a lot of things to occur. So I

guess the point I'd like to make is why not take a lot of time in looking at this issue,

because by the time that you decide that it didn't work it's going to be too late. Why

not-and there've been lots of good suggestions, even last night-maybe give Utah and

Nevada a little bit ofwaler in _?_ and see the effect of that. Why not wait and see

what happens in Spring Valley in 20 years and then look at it and see. There should be a

process of in really small increments as pumping is allowed. to see, you know, what the

effect is. That's the only way to safely do it.

Are they already taking the water from Spring Valley?
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No, just the _7_ out there is appropriated 40,000 feet to start, and then they can

scale it up. Is that right?

Yes.

But, then take it to where?

They scale it. They start at like 10 or something and work their way up.

It will go to Las Vegas.

The production hasn't occurred yet. It's still years away.

Yes, it's years away, but Utah ought to wait until they see what that effect is, you

know, and account for that water because it's a closed system, as Mark has explained. It's

a groundwater flow system. It's not just one valley. It's all related. We're all related. This

is an, initially people say. oh, this is a rural issue. It's not just a rural issue. We're all

connected. All the public land issues that we deal with are everybody's issues. You guys

have issues up here that really concern me and I want to be a part of it. Our association of

counties has learned that because we have rural and urban commissioners who get

together and we talk about, you know, all these issues and how we're going to deal with

things. We take a lot oftime. You know a lot of protections on our fonn of government,

the way things are built, sometimes can be very frustrating because they take a long time.
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As a county commissioner sometimes I like to see things happen a linle quicker and it's

very frustrating because it takes not only months but years to do certain things and that a

protection that we have and it's a good protection, even though it might be frustrating to a

lot of us, but things need to take time so you get it right. And with this issue, this

agreement needs to take time and we need to look at the, we need to wait 10 years. We

need to wait to sign this agreement for a while. There's no urgency now other than

political. And so in a political environment, which, you know, I dcal with a lot, you have

to stand up and fight for what you think is right and it takes a lot of input from the public

and citizens. So we encourage you folks to send your comments to the governor and to

Mike and to Boyd, the negotiating team. They said that they will look at all the comments

and go, you know, and meet with Nevada again. Maybe Nevada will say, no, sorry, you

know that's it. But we try and we keep trying and we won't give up and we truly

appreciate you folks' support, comments and your involvement and I again, thank you for

coming. Thanks, Steve, for having us, this meeting and I appreciate your guys' support.

Thank you.

[applause]

Commissioner Kathy Walker:

I guess I'll say a few words. I won't talk nearly as long as Commissioner Smith.

Hi, I am Millard County Commission chair Kathy Walker. It's my pleasure to be here

and it's nice to see so many. We really do appreciate your support.

The Snake Valley offers unbelievable recreational opportunities as so many have

already stated. There is hunting, hiking, uh, rock climbing. It may be just a perfect place
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for solitude, a place to escape from the crowd. If you've ever been down there, the

silence is just unbelievable. And thank you, Mr. Wheeler, for pointing that out. It's just

an amazing place. There's also economic development there. There's agriculture. there's

ranching. there's tourism related services, and there's potential for many other projects

that baven't been developed yet, but the potential is tbere.

As Millard County Commissioners, we believe that the current draft agreement

eliminates future growth and development. It may very possibly change if not destroy the

lifestyle in tbe Snake Valley, throughout Millard Cnunty and throughout Juab, Tooele,

and even into the Wasatch Front. The Milford Flat fire was a natural disaster caused by

lightening strike. I'm sure everyone on the Wasatch Front has felt the effects. We're

seeing that as the dust storms from Milford Flat blow here. The draft agreement as

currently proposed, we believe, is a man-made disaster, which may be even more

bazardous to bealth of all Utabns, not only in Millard County, but throughout the entire

state.

Millard County Commission and Millard County residents and our Snake Valley

friends, our Nevada friends, we all believe that water is worth fighting for and we will

continue to do so until we feel that Utah water is protected. So we thank you very much

for your support and ask for your continued support and as Commissioner Smith and

many others have said, ask for your comments to our governor and to Department of

Natural Resources Director, Mike Styler, and, of course, Millard County Commission is

willing to take comments and present those as well. If there's no questions, I'll step

down.
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[applause]

Steve Erickson:

Well, with your indulgence I'll take a quick moment and give Brian this card just

in case I start to wander. But I think what you've heard from our commissioners here is

exactly right, that this is a political policy decision that has to be made. It's not an

agreement that deserves to be done simply because of well-negotiated, negotiated in good

faith. It needs to be fully vetted. What we've seen so far, it's failed the test. What we

need to do is to tell Governor Herbert in whatever way you choose that it's not in his best

interest for his first major policy action to be a giveaway of Utah's water. That he, his

legacy shouldn't be, a, Harry and the Gary pipeline legacy of dustbowls in Utah. And it's

also important that you get to your legislators to tell them that in fact, this in an unfunded

mandate and that they are abrogating their responsibility to public policy-making in this

state to allow decisions like this of this magnitude of this importance to be made by the

executive branch without their oversight. So we've got a real problem here with the way

this has been approached. We need, as citizens, to make clear to our elected officials, we

can't allow this to go forward, that we have to pause, that we have to look at this much

more carefully. We need to have an opportunity for people to look at tbe big picture. We

haven't even had a chance to weigh in on the pipeline itself yet, to hear what the impacts

will be in Nevada alone, even ifSnake Valley is exempted from this. lfsomehow Snake

Valley's never to lose any water to Las Vegas,just what will happen in Nevada will have

an impact upon us on here downwind in central Nevada when it gets deserted by, by this

massive pipeline project. So there's no reason, other than, uh, threats from the Nevada

interests for Utah to sign an agreement prematurely.
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Those of you who represent organizations, we need to get all of your members to

write to the governor and to write to legislators to say, no it's not time to do this

agreement as it stands now. We hope we can generate even more public pressure over the

next couple of weeks, but we will need all ofyuur help and I really, really thank you all

for being so patient, staying here through this lengthy meeting, having other things, even

the President to watch tonight that certainly could have conflicted. So thank you again.

Thanks Salt Lake County for their support in all oflhis and they're making, the making

the facility available. And hope we can keep the pressure up and get the result that we can

all live with down the road.

Is there a plan? Do we have a plan? What's our plan?

Well, the plan right now is to continue to get the message to leadership, the

legislature. that this agreement needs to be fixed or nixed. That's basically the way we'd

like to see it done. Vb, improve it or set it aside. And there's' no need, again, to sign this

agreement in any hurry or any pressure from Nevada interests.

Do you see any effectiveness to a demonstration?

When you get out the numbers, I guess that's the main thing we'd have to see. I

think right now we've got another couple of opportunities. We'll be meeting with the

legislature next week. They'll be an opportunity for discussions with Salt Lake County

again next week, so there's a number of things going on. But it's mainly right now, I
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think, letting the governor know and letting your legislators know that we're not satisfied

with the product that's come out of this four years of negotiations in spite all the efforts.

Steve, I talked to Senator Stowell today and Senator Stowell chairs the interim

committee, he's the Senate chair for that, the joint SenateIHouse Natural Resource

Interest Committee. He said that to make sure that people know that the committee wants

to take public comment at that meeting. That meeting is on the 16th
, which is a week from

today. I cannot remember the time.

It's later in the meeting and there's only half an hour, so I'm not sure very many

people are going to be satisfied...

He told me there'd be 45 minutes to an hour.

For those who come up you might get a minute or two, but there should be an

opportunity, I would think, for people to also submit their comments to the interim

committee. So if you have your comments done, we'll hand deliver them if necessary or

take them up to the Capitol, email them to me, if you like. I can give you my email and

I'll make sure I print them out and people are aware. We're going to deliver these to the

governor, but there's no reason we can't show them off to the legislature first:. We had

about 80 of these cards signed last night and about 60 last night in Millard County and

Delta and we've had others from Snake Valley in the past, so we've got a lot of public

support. There is not much support for the pipeline, period, that I'm aware of anywhere in
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the state. So it's really just a matter of galvanizing that opposition, making sure that the

decision makers are aware of it.

One quick housekeeping matter, very important. I, on behalf of the Association of

Counties, want to thank Salt Lake County. Ann Ober has worked with me on this issue.

She works with Mayor Corroon and just thank you for providing these facilities and for

the opportunity to _?_. Thank you.

And thank you all.

My email if you care to send me anything is l:ricKson.stt.:\t.: I a comcasLnc:t.

[end]
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COMMiSSiONER. OAR.Qtt P. SMITli COMMISSIONER KATHY Y. WALKER COMMISSIONER BART A. WHATCOTT

COURTHOUSE· FILLMORE
765 SOUTH HWY 99
FILLMORE, lIT B4631

(435)743·6223 Phone
(435)743-6923 Fax

September 22, 2009

COUNTY OFFICES - DELTA
"71 SOUTH 200 WEST
P.O. BOX 854
DELTA, lIT 84624

(435)864-1400 Phone
(435)864-1404 Fax

Honorable Gary R. Herhen
Governor, State of Utah
Utah State Capitol Complex
350 N Stale Street, Suite 220
PO BOX 142220
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-22"0

Dear Govcmor,

Please find enclosed the comments made by the citizens ofNevada and Millard Counry in
regards to the Snake Valley Water Draft Agreement Hearing held September 8. 2009 in Delta,
Utah. Also. a copy ofthc presenlation that UAC Anomey Mark Ward presented, as well as;)
copy of the Utah Farm Bureau News by Leland Hogan and comments from Harvey Hutchinson,
who was unable lo attend thc meeting due to his recent spinal surgery.

Sincerely,

•

Katby Y. Walker
Millard County Commission Chairman

Enclosures· Mark Ward's presentation. Snake Vall~y \VateT Draft Agreem~nt conuncnb. copy of Utah Fann Burc:lu
News letter by Leland Hogan. and comments from 1l1U"\'eY Hu.chinson
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MILLARD COUNTY COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING
THE 8th DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2009

Millard County Fair Grounds, 187 S Manzanita, Delta, Utah

Public Hearing to discuss the Snake Valley Water Draft Agreement.

PRESENT: Kathy Y. Walker Chairperson
Daron P. Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. COmmISSIOner
Bart A. Whatcott ................•••............. , Comm.issioner

Richard Waddingham County Attorney
Marki Rowley Deputy County Clerk

ALSO PRESENT: Mark Ward Utah Association of Counties (V.C.) Attorney
Diane and Max Chipman Las Vegas, NY
Dorothy Morrison Columbus,OH
Julia Sbarp Delta, UT
Pwn Layman Oak City, UT
Fred S. Tolbot Abraham. UT
Dough Turner. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. Southern, ur
James Kallio Sutherland, UT
Clayton Jeffery Delta, lJI'
Scott Anderson Delta, UT
Linda Gillmor Delta, UT
Amy Odonaghue _" Deserct News
John and Anita IIanscn Garrison, UT
Clay H. Cununings .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. Fillmore. UT
Brian Allen Fish Springs National Wildlife Ref., Dugway, lIT
Dean Baker Baker, NY
Marjorie S. Jenkins , Meadow, UT
Shennon Tolbert Hinckley. UT
Jerald and Marlene Bates. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. • .. .. . .. Garrison, UT
Paul J. Stephenson Delta, UT
Lavar Cox Delta, UT
Shawn Gonder Oak City. UT
Clyde and Nan Bunker Delta, UT
Steve Walker _......................•............. Delta, lIT
Robins McPherson. _ _. . . .. Lynndyl, UT
Andy Nickle Delta, DT
Patrick Painter Nepbi, UT
Paul Caso _....................•...•••.•....... _. .. Fillmore, UT
Iletty Jo Western Delta, UT
Jeanie Owens _ Fillmore, UT
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Dean Draper Hinckley, UT
Steve Erickson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Salt Lake City, UT
Craig Greathouse Della, UT
Gary perez ,..................... White Pine County Commissioner
Karl Jenkins Meadow, UT
Kay Wheeler and Darwin Wheeler Garrison, UT
Jerald Anderson Garrison, VT
David Starlin Eskdale, UT
Ed Uehling Las Vegas, NY
Carrie C. Stephenson Delta, UT
Layne Tolbert Abraham. UT
Blaine Ipson Delta, UT
Robert D. Nielson, Lynndyl, UT
Russell Greathouse Lynndyl, UT
Daniel Anderson Oak City, UT
Gayle Buaker Della, UT
Beverly DeWyze Della, UT
Ladd Holman Millard Co. Water Cons. Board, Leamington, UT
Ron Draper Delta, UT
Wade Tolbert CUPHD, Hinckley, ur
Ida L. Tolbert Hinckley, UT
Jim Raufman Black Rock. UT
Stephen W. Martin .. , Delta, UT
Emery Polelonema Six County AOG, Richfield, UT
Todd Turner Delta, UT
Jim Nickle Delta. UT
Jolinda Nickle , Delta, VI
Megan Greathouse Lynndyl, UT
John Keeler Manti. UT
Cynthia Kaufinan Black Rock, UT
Leo Stott Meadow. {Jr
Todd Thome.. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. Six County AOG
Deborah Callister SLC, ITT
Trent Wilde Millard County, UT
Pete Shields and Shirlee Shields Delta, UT
Ken Hill , Wendover, VI
Bob Meinhardt Delta, ur

PURSUANT TO AN AGENDA WHICH HERETOFORE HAD BEEN PROVIDED TO
each member of the governing body, posted at the principal office of the Millard County
Commission, posted on the Utah Public Notice Website, and provided to the Millard County
Chronicle Progress, a newspaper ofgeneral circulation within Millard County, as required by law,
the following proceedings were had:
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Commissioner Walker called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. after a brief weJcome and
explanation of what the meeting will be about.

After a Presentation given by Mark Ward, UAC Attorney, Public comment was heard.

Lavar Cox, Hinckley Utah, asked why Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) is part
of the negotiating committee, when it is a water user. "It's like baving the fox in the henhouse."
This agreement should be between two !lo'tates, deciding what the historical use is. He said that
SNWA needs to be out of the decision making. There should be an agreement between Utah and
Nevadabut it needs to be based on historical use. He wanted to know ifthis is ngovemment for the
people, of the people and by the people, or is it a government by politicians. If it is a government
by the people, then the people have already spoken under historical use. They have said no to
SNWA. White Pine County, Millard County and any resident in Snake Valley have said no. We
need to pay attention to that particuJar "NO" becaa"e that is the historical use of those who use the
water. He is very thankful for the work that the Millard County Commissioners have done on this.

He said that he talked to a representative from the state ofUtah about having SNWA in the
agreement process and they said that Nevada will not come to the table without them. Mr. Cox says
he calls their bluff.

Paul Stephenson, Delta Utah., said that the presentation may have changed his mind on some
of the things, but not all of them. He said that he has been thinking about this for sometime and has
come (0 the conclusion, as most ofthe people have, that he docs not want legalized theft ofthe water
in the west valley. He cannot imagine what was in the minds ofthe commission to allow an engineer
from Nevada to make any decision regarding this matter. That makes him not trust this process from
the start. This should have been done by qualified residents ofanother state, not ofUtah orNevada.
Mr. Stephenson says that we need to get to work and find a way to stop the theft of the water. The
County Commissioners, if they can, should stop all drilling if that water will be going into Nevada.

There arc endangered species in the West Desert such as the Bonneville Trout If the Sahara
Club doesn't want to bring suit he says that we should start organizing and bring lawsuits right now.
Ifwe do nothing we will have no water in the west valley,leaving the area unhealthy to live in. The
air will not be fit to breath. He has already notieed the amount of trees that have died. He says that
Mud Lake has dried up as well.

He is also concerned '\vith the pumping of the water that could cause the aquifer to decrease.
He says that the rocks above the aquifer are kept up somewhat by tbe pressure of the spring. Tfyou
empty the springs there will be 8 big hole there. Ifthi5 is done what will hll.ppcn? Will the rocks
move and cause earthquakes from Nevada to the Wasatch Front. Have they thought about that'l Mr.
Stephenson says we need to start calling and ,",oIriling letters to the legislature until this thing is
abandoned.

Steve Maxfield, Kanosh lIT, said that he has gone through the professional p3JX-"'rS and the
empirical evidence that was included in the barcass study. There is no extrn wet water to divide
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between the two states. In one of the professinnal papers from the 1995 United States Geological
Survey (USGS) l409D shows the basin and the inner-flow in question and puts it furtherout Itgoes
to Utab Lake and Great Salt Lake . This y<:a1 we bad a wet spring. Lake Powell came up 12 feel (fl).
They thought it would come up 30 ft. They thought that Great Salt Lake would come up 1 ft but it
went down 1 ft. We are talking about the water that is going underground. He called It the
"underground Colorado River", These rights and historic uses have already been transferred into
interbasin. He thinks that we will have an impact ofa minimum 20,000 acre fect a year (af/y) from
Spring to Snake Valley. When we look at that. that is what win affect the historic use. As we are
looking at Snake Valley and the wet water, the water isn't there. The pumping in Snake Valley has
already drawn down the water table and has gone through transevaporation.

This agreement lacks the proper signatures of authority as well as the parties to the
agreement. There is a provision in the agreement that states no third party cun bring any action
against this agreement. He questioned who this is protecting, the states, or the people. The people
are the direct water users and this is our one chance to protect our water.

He thinks that defmitions are the most overlooked damning thing in this document. He made
comment on definitions 2-8 and 2-9. We are not talking about wet water that flows in the ditches
that we are trying to give away. We are talking about water that plants, native and non~native, arc
using to survive, and water that is already allocated in other basins all the way into great basins.
There isn't any water to split. He also bas concerns with the transbasin flow. the mitigation, the
right to farm and the people's rights as it is/or isn't said in the agreement.

Megan Greathouse, Lynndyl Utah, said she has some doubt as to whether the water is there.
She said that SNWA would have to wait tcn years to develop the water, but at that point they would
be able to develop 30,000 af/y. She thinks that iftbis is allowetl it should be developed gradually
not in that big of an acre amount Their addendum to the contract aJlowed for ecological issues
which include hydrologic studies every year or lcss iftbey agree upon it This is given them a
loophole to not monitor the groundwater situation as closely as it should be. Also, anyone that is
adversely affected by waterpumping. appeals to SNWA. There arc things that are inherently wrong
with that. They are the one getting the water and you are going to go to them and say, "You've hurt
me help me". That will not be an affective method. There is an interstate board that you can go to
beyond that, but at that point the damage may already be donc. She also tbinks a $3,000,000
mitigation fund, looking at the number of acres and talking legal battles doesn't allow adequate
money to compensate.

John Keeler, Utah Fann Bureau, said that at this point there doesn't appear to be a pressing
need for Utah to sign this agreement. The Nevada Statc Engineer has set Spring of 2011 as his
evidence for submission deadline and the hearings on Snake Valley in the fall of2011. With so many
unanswered questions that have been talked about - recharge, hydrologic connection, on-going
drought and fairness - Governor Herbert and the State ofUtah Water Rights Officials shouldput this
draft agreement on hold and insist on a more fair and equitable split for Utah. As Congress has
mandated, an agreement between Utah and Nevada is a worthy gool, but not a... an expense to Utah.

Attached is a letter[rom the Utah Farm Bureau New,f.

John Hans~ Garrison Utah, said that the well that cwrently runs his home was drilled after
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1989. ACC<lrding to page 5 ofthe agreement that talks ahout water rights prior to 1989 he will los<:
his water that runs to his house. He wanted to thank the ~fillard County Commissioners for the
effort they have put forth in this matter. He said he doesn't like to speak against people but, h~
thinks that so far the state representatives have put this together "cowardly" and not standing up for
the people that they represent. According to this agreement, Nevada wanted the water so they could
grow more, and this stops aU the growth in Utah because there is no more water to be taken. We
have to be the ODes to prove damage and that expense is aU on us. If there is any damage then
pumping should stop and SNWA should he the oue proving that they haven', caused any damage,
not us proving that they have caused damage. So far as he can see Las Vegas ham't had to go
through as many sacrifices as they have put us through. There are still a lot of lawns, parks, golf
courses, swimming pools and all kinds ofplaces that they could start making sacrifices, before they
have to "rape" us up here. SNWA has full representatio~ the people and Snake Valley have no
representation other than through the Commissioners and this shouldn't re the way.

Marge Jenkins, Meadow Utah. said that they came to a meeting here a couple of years ago
that started offwith a film presentation ofall the wonderful aspects ofLas Vegas and moving to Las
Vegas. They commented that they would like to increase their housing by 15,000 new homes and
told ofall the wonderful recreational aspects, in particular, their 63 golfcourses. We know that grass
uses the greatest amounts of water. She thinks that if Las Vegas will cut down to abom 10 golf
courses then we could think: about giving them water. Until they do, she says UNo water"!

Pam Lyman, Oak City Utah, she wanted to make sure that everyone got 8 questionnaire.

Ron Draper, Delta Utah, said this is a complex issue. He came to this meeting to see what
he could learn. He said that Millard County extends all the way out to Snake Valley and we need
to do whatever we can to preserve our water rights for our county. We need water to do whatever
we need to do; housing, residential use, commercial use and fanning. He bas a little bit ofpessimism
with Millard County having about 12,000 residents vs the millions of residents of Las Vegas. It
seems like a very small David against 6 very large Goliath. Overall. he thinks that we need to do all
that we can to preserve our Millard County waler rights.

Ed Uehling. Las Vegas NV, said that he wanted to comment on the integrity of the SNWA
and the Las Vegas Valley Water District. Several years ago they wanted to increase the sales tax
because they said they were unable to raise the water rates. That was not true. Since they incrcasoo
the sales tax, which produces ahout $50,000 to $100,000 a year for the water district, they have
raised the water rates tremendously as well as the connection fees. Then during the first 6 months
of the year they published several false advertisements, one ofwbich was, there is a drought in the
Colorado River. There is not a drought in the Colorado River. There is 6,000,000 afly. There is
only a drought ofcommon sense with brain cells and political ",,'ill. Nevada is only supjX)sed to get
300,000 af/y out ofthc Colorado River, but they are actually taking morc and that is why the lake
is going down. The rest of it goes to farms in Southern California and Arizona. They are using
irrigation techniques that were used back in the times of the Romans which is a huge waste ofwatcr.
There are many things that can be done to trade that water. They could build desalting plants on the
OCe-dll and lradc with the city of San Diego and the city of Tijuana or the fanns of the Imperial
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Valley. Doing this they would he able to get bundreds and thousands ofafly.
He says that be is very uohappywith the rep=entation made by the SNWA. This agreement

is not the only solution. At a meeting held in Las Vegas on August 20, 2009 there were 50-70
solutions presented. The director of the water district had her back to all the presenters and only
looked at a few who complimented her. She refused to listen to any of the presenters and was
incapable of expressing even one idea that was presented at the meeting. He says that it is very
dangerous to make any agreement with SNWA.

Cecil Garland, Juab County, said that everyone is right on with what they are saying. He has
worked with the water for 35 years. There is no surface water in Snake Valley. He finally got Mike
Styler, Director of the Division ofNatural Resources, to admit that. Boyde Clayton admitted as
much, but he said "We've been using the water all this time, now it's Nevada's tum:' Mr. Garland
said thatisn'l what he thought the Jaw was based on. He sees it this way: ifthere is no surface wdter
in Snake Valley then all the water that is being pumped out is under valid water rights. UyDU start
taking thatwaterfrom Lake Valley to Step-Toe to Spring Valley to Snake Valleytben that water will
be taken from our water rights. He said that the greatest harm this agreement has done to the water
users who are fighting against this, is an official declarat.ion or a quasi-official declaration that
somehow or another because water comes out as a resource or recharge it gives Nevada the right to
SOO/a ofthe water. The water that they are talking ofis "'paper water, fictional water". When we talk
about lowering the water table feet. we who live in Snake Valley, are talking about inches and inches
burt us and dry up springs! He bad about 40 springs on his propeny. He remembered so well when
he first came to lUs place how the springs flowed. 'The kids wenl swimming in the hole. now the
springs bave all dried up. The water table has fallen about lOft. The springs are drying up; the
vegetation is also drying up and dying. He doesn't need computer models to tell him this because
he already knows. This has to ~1op. If they are saying put it off for ten years, then put it offfar the
ten years. The problem is that in ten years Nevada will have all of its viable applications lined up
and ready to go, and Utah will be standing there scratching their backside and picking their nose
wondering what the heck happened. They will have nothing because options are what matters. Utah
better not give up their options. Ifwe give up our options we wiU helve nothing.

Terri Marrasca, Baker Nevada, said that based on the science and Mark Ward's presentation,
not only will the water table drop in Utah buI there will be a back How. IfSNWA wants to pump
as much water as they propose, the water that they pull out ofthe ground will have to not only come
from lowering the table but from a back flow to feed that pumping. This analysis will come out in
the near future. The agreement should have as much as a $50,000,000,000 bond because in Owens
Valley LA Water and Power had to put up $551,000,000 to mitigate air problems aod $65,000,000
to restore the Owens River. The financial impact on Utah is so far more than S3,OOO,OOO which is
supposed to he. fund that is re-fed. To guarantee Utah's protection, Las Vegas or SNWA should
put up a huge amount of money that is guaranteed to Utah.

00 the issue of trust, during the Spring Valley hearings and the time leading up to the
hearings, Pat Mulroy, SNWA, had a campaign that said, "We are environmental stewards. We will
protect the environment in Spring Valley." At the same time, SNWA lawyers went to the State
Engineer of Nevada and said they want to eliminate environmental considerations scenic and
recreational values from the hearing. So you have this rhetoric that was discussed. Before that,
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SNWA says one thing, and in the meantime they go to the stale engineers and say lets get rid ofthis
stuff that we say in our add that we will protect This is on the public record and we all understand
what we are dealing with.

Clayton Jeffery, Delta Utah, said that water roDS downhill and that seems to be our problem.
Some ofthe things that are bothering him is that this agreement has three parts to it: Nevada, SNWA
and Utah. It boils doVr'D to if Utah has an issue. it will be turned over to SNWA or Nevada. They
are saying ifyou have an objection they will write it down and say okay youbave had your say, so
what Its like "booten in the wind". There needs to be some teeth in this thing, any fool knows that
if you take water out of the bottom the top goes down. If we have to make an agreement we
shouldn't be in any sweat to do it. This should be 8 tentative thing.

Shawn Gonder, Oak City Utah, said that this is going to set precedence for years to come on
political water issues. Why can't I transfer water from Garrison to Oak City and drill a well, they
are transferring water out of state from Snake Valley, Utah to Las Vegas. Nevada. He heard
someone from Millard County say why are we fighting this water issue. this doesn't affect us
anyway. It really does affect us. He feels that ifNevada wants the water then they should put up the
bonds for the damages or the extension oflhe wells for Snake Valley. lfthcy pump even 12~OOO af
of water from the lower aquifer that took thousands of years to fonn, it wiU affect all springs. Do
we know how much afIy pumping affects Burbank, Fish Springs. Indian Peaks, etc. You can see
over the years what happens wben you stop recharging the water. It has caused a lot ofslews to dry
up.

Within the past year the Delbert Young place by Big Springs added more pivots and now
Needle Point Spring on the mOlUltain home range bas dried up. Where is the excess waler there.

Is Utah trying to make amends with Nevada so they can pipe Lake Powell to SL George and
not have Nevada dispute that project. Why do you think Lake Powell and Lake Meade'5 water level
went down. Is there political movement ofwater to say that we need more water. He really thinks
that Utah needs to handle this wisely because it will have a lasting affect.

Dorothy Morrison, Columbus Ohio, and a fonner Millurd County resident said that the thirsty
tentacles of the South West arc already reaching into the Great Lakes area. This is a pivotal battle
ground. She came to support this and encourage Utah to fight the fight.

Robert Nielson, Lynndyl Ut:8t4 agrees with what Clayton Jeffery said. Mr. Nielson served
on the Millard County Water Conservatory District for 25 years; 18 of those years he was the
president of the board. It seems strange to him that Nevada could take as mueh water as Utah. He
took a class from the University ofUtah taught by a water law attorney. The attorney very definitely
stated that the water that is within the state of Utah belongs to Utah and the water that is in the State
ofNevada belongs to Nevada. Farrnore of Snake Valley is in Utah than in Nevada, so far more of
the water should be aUotted to Utah.

Going back to Millard County's water history, his father was one of the first people to drill
an irrigation well between Lynndyl and Leamington. When the Deltacompanies found out there was
water along the river between Lynndyl and Delta, they immediately filed suit for ten large wells. Mr.
Nielson's father and the other farmers already had their permits filed and were already drilling. The
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state engineer at that time was Hubert Humphry. He was very defmite that each party who was

drilling a well only had 17 years to drill the well.
They found out that in Millard County there are two straw ofwater: the upper water strata

and the lower water strata. The upper water strata only goes to about 650 ft. The Jower water suata
starts at about 700 ft and goes to as much as 1200 ft. The farmers ofLynndyl, Leamington and Oak
City area came to an agreement with the Delta farmers that Delta would not perforate their wells
above 600ft and the fanners ofLynndyl, Leamington and Oak City would not perforate tlleir well
lower than 520ft. This was strictly adhered to by Hubert Humphry. He went to the point ofhaving
a representative from his office come out and inspect the perforation of the wells as they v.rere
drilled. The majority of the wells in the Lynndyl, Leamington, and Oak City are drawn from the
upper water aquifer. They are adhering to what the state engineer had told them and they don't have
any trouble with it. Mr. Nielsen wants to work out an agreement like this with Nevada so they will
not he allowed to take more water than isallotted to them. This should all he worked out legally and
there shouldn't be any big hurry to get it done right DOW. The people in the state offices shouldn't
be in such a big hurry to settle and come to an unfortunate agreement

Kane Hill, Partoun Utah, thanked the Commissioners for having the meeting and for all the
work they have done. They are kind ofan inspiration to all ofus out there. So far the negotiations
have been taken place in secret and haven't had public scrutiny. He wants to wire into the agreement
throughout the monitoring that the data and the decisions that follow the data be public. Whenever
they have a meeting they should allow the presence of the public, or at least get the minutes of the
meeting publicized no later than 7 days after the meeting takes place. [fthe public could have a view
of the process it would take it out of the reahn of secrecy. Some places in the agreement say that
Utah will pay certain costs and a few places that say SNWA will pay certain costs, if their board
approves it. He thinks that it should he hardwired into the agreement that SNWA should pay all
costs incurred in association with this agreement

Gerald Anderson, Eskdale Utah. wanted to applaud the commissioners forthe Y{ork they have
done. He also liked the letter from the Farm Bureau. He said that it dcfines the people in Snake
Valley. These are things that the negotiating team snould ofhad access to and been given the chance
to debate in public or at least get public input. The way this agreement is structured may protect the
way oflife as it is now, but it doesn't leave a future for Snake Valley. The water is already allocated
There is nothing left with which to do anything.

If this agreemcntgoes into effect the way it is stated. then tOOre will be no additional future
economic value for Millard County from Snake Valley. It will not be possible for Snake Valley to
be more than it is today. Snake Valley has a tremendous amount ofdevelopable resources whether
it is agriculture or tourism, but it has to have an environment that is attractable to potential economic
development

Allan Biadgy's statement was, 'There won't be a green spot left in Snake Valley after this
is done". 1bat is a pretty dear indication ofwbat the future of Snake Valley will be under this
agreement, as it's stated. "'be agreement ilself addresses the desire to cstHbJish an equitable and a
cooperative arrangement for the administration of the water resoW'Ccs ill Snake VaUey. Mr.
Anderson also said that the work Mark Ward presented gave us a new idea of what the term
"equitable" really should mean when we lalk about sharing resources. For that reason alone this
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agreement needs to be halted in its tracks. It has to be resurrected a'i a phoenix from its ashes or it
has to he completely refonncd as something that is equitable. .

The second point is being cooperative. The leveJ ofcooperation ofthis agreement 15 among
the signatory parties between the stale of Nevada, the state of Utah, their oatun" resoun:e
departments, their state engineers and the proponent oftaking the resource out ofthe valley. When
SNWA is a signatory to the party they become a principal and we just can't get the elephant out of
the room. The fact that it is cooperative for the agencies doesn'tdo anything for the peopJewho live

there.
One of his concerns with this agreement is, while it may accomplish nothing in terms of

administering the resources or protecting the vegetation or any ofthe natural resource value ofSnake
Valley, it will create an administrative load on the people who live and work there now. From that
standpoint alone, he doesn't see enough in this agreement that it can stand on its own. He can't
identify that it solves or addresses its own stated goals nor does it do anything ofvalue for tbe pl-"Ople
ofUtab. He thinks that we should just step back.

Kathy Hill, North Snake Valley, thanked the commissioners for giving people theopportunily
to talk about their concems. She especially thanked Mark Ward for laying out the problems with
the 50/50 split. There was onc prot that she feels was not looked at close enough and that is just the
sheer science ofletting Nevada access 36,000 affy, Nature doesn't allow for that It's like a bathtub
that has been installed wrong and the drain end is upstream from the downstream. They are going
to try and capture water that is already being used for another purpose. The purpose right now is
phreatophytes. Most of the phreatophytes are in north Snake Valley, Pumping water from the
southern end will destroy the phreatophytes on the north end of Snake Valley as a result ofground
water mining. The water is going to continue to draw down for several years after they stop the
pumping.

There is not any protection in this agreement at all. There is some mitigation, but it is not
protection for Utah watcr right users. She can foresee ranchers in Snake Valley loosing all their
water in their weUs. 'Ihere is mitigation by SNWA giving them paychecks. They wiJI become on
thc dote by SNWA. They will pump our water down and then say they can bring in new water. She
foresees that they will be waiting on the dole for SNWA and waiting for water trucks to bring them
water. That is what this agreement allows and this is totally unacceptable.

Gary Perea, Baker NY, appreciates the worl< that Millard County bas done. The good that
this has done is it has brought people together that would not normally work together. The one thing
he wants to touch briefly on is the allocations ofwater. He agrees with the residents ofSnake Valley
that there is no extra water. The water table is going down now. He would like to see in the
agreement that both Utah and Nevada each get 10.000 affy of unallocated water, then Utah gets
10,0Il0af!y and Nevada gets 25,000 afJy of the reserved water. Utah and Nevada both have power
over that water, 10,000 uf7y is probably still to much but at least it will bc a starting point. and would
stilJ give J0 years to look at the science. Neither state water engineer should be able to permit water
in any given year ofmore than 1,OOOaf/y. This will give at least 10 years to measure the withdrawal
of that water. This should be a gradual step; nol taking so much water all at once. There are
positives and negatives to both having and DOt having an agreement.
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Dean Draper, Hinckley Utah, says in reading the agreement as it is written now there arc no
teeth. There arc will's and may's when there should be shall's. It is an unfunded agreement. There
are no enforcements to be had as ,,,,ritten. He talked of a town called Carigo that has a stcam ship
that once floated but now it is embedded in the lakc covered with dust. The prospect of having all
of that water drained from our valley '.\'ould mean that Snake Vallcy would look like Sevier U!.ke.

An aspect of the agreement that \vas not considered was that SNWA has the propensity to
buy ranches and file for water which they would allegedly have the right to move water from one
basin to another. In the agreement to keep them from purchasing water existing allocated rights
prior to 1989. If they had a willing seifer to tramfer that water down to the Lincoln County line.
Interstate transfer of water is supposed to stop at the stat~ line. This needs to be investigated and
included in the agreement. There arc rumors that there might be as much as 20,000 af of water
alreadv allocated in Snake;:: VaHey by Utah that could be up for sale. This needs to be investigated
to sec if there is somc \vay to preclude it from transfer and have it addressed in the agreement
Those who have proposed this agreement have vie\ved this as a way to take SNWA applications for
50,000 afi'y in the valley and drop it immediately to 36,000 atl'y. That is a net 10Sfl of 14,000 teet
right up front. If the slate engineer of Nevada allocated 50% as set f{:1l1h in the agreement and
drops it to 18,000 afly, the hydrologic studies would make it so they would haw very little to begin
with, The idea being that "thcre is no extra water". The agreement is a good idea to protect both
states but it needs to be redone and needs to address these other issues.

Dean Baker, Baker Nevada, thanked the Millard County Commission for th~ work they have
done and how much they have supported the opposition of this pipeline. I Ie has worked for 20 years
on opposing this pipeline and will continue to do so. There is nothing about this agreement that
makes him in favor ufthe pipeline or wanting to sale water. The only way that he will do this is if
he has no other choice because of the laws. Ifyou take Mark Ward's numbers and put them on this
valley and Mudd Lake, Clear I,akc, rlowell and all of those it would be an interesting comparison
of the numbers. It has become totally acceptable to both states to draw thal water level down. So
neIther aile of those states could legally say that you can't l(l\\,cr the WOller table because any place
you go to it has been lowered. The difference is that they built a city there, but to transfer the water
out and still say that it is acceptable to draw it do\vn is as wrong as it could be. There should he a
huge emHt by both states to have their legislatures limit drawdowns in exporting water. That vjew
seems to be unable to get around, He virtually agrees with everything that has been said here.
Whether it is better to have an agreement or not is still a very clear que~tion in his mind.

Having listened to all of what ha.<.; been said here and what has been going on for two years,
there is no potential for this to stay in negotiations with those people any longer. This had to get on
the table and he totally disagreed wilh it not bcing on the table for all Ihe time he was there. There
was no lise for it to go on any longcr. Nobody knows if the numbers arc right we just know thatthe
water level is gt)ingdown. Ifit is dra:,wn down more it will have major Impacts. '1 he acceptability
of taking the water somewhere else is the bad part. How we stop the pipeline llnd keep them for
creating the impacts is a question in his mind.

There was no other comments made.
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Some of the concerns are:
• The agreement opens the way for Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) to pump water
from Snake Valley to Las Vegas, as much as 200,000 acre-feet of water per year via a 350 mile

pipeline.
• The water is wanted to support urban development in Las Vegas, including the Coyote Springs
Project, which would create an artificial golf oasis and 150,000 new homes to the north of Las
Vegas.
• Las Vegas is already drawing water from other valleys in the surrounding area. It continues to
allow growth and development when it does not have the water resources to support this large

population.
• These projects threaten to deplete the Great Basin of scarce water resources to facilitate
explosive growth, They would degrade the quality of life in urban areas and to destroy rural

livelihoods.
• Removing water from desert aquifers will draw down water tables, dry springs, and potentially
tum rural lands into dustbowls.
• Habitats for endangered and sensitive plant and animal species will be threatened.
• Rural economies are threatened in favor of big city growth.
• The agreement has been written and signed by Mike Styler, Utah Department ofNatural
Resources and his Nevada counterpart, Allen Biaggi. These are not elected officials. The
advisory committee included engineers from both states and legal advisors. No residents or
business owners representing Snake Valley were included in the negotiations. This is very much
an attitude of "The government knows what's best for you".
• The agreement ultimately will be signed by the governors of Utah and Nevada. Presumably,
they will follow the advice of their respective officials unless they hear from their constituents
(voters).
• The proposal is opposed by officials in ALL affected counties, as well as surrounding counties.
Salt Lake County Mayor, Peter Caroon (who will possibly run against Governor Herbert in the
next election) has voiced his opposition to the proposal. Governor Herbert, at this time, seems to
favor it.
• If you have ever lived in Snake Valley, if you have ever visited Lehman Caves, Great Basin
National Park, Fish Springs or Hidden Canyon Ranch, you should oppose this agreement.
• The agreement "protects" the rights only of people who were water users in Snake Valley prior
to 1989. It means any of the people who have moved into the area in the past 20 YEARS have
NO RIGHTS under this agreement and NO PROTECTION from damage to their property or
livelihood should their water be pumped out through the pipeline.
• The agreement ignores the rights of the Goshutes and other tribes whose homes are on
reservation land in the Snake Valley. As Native Americans, these tribes constitute a sovereign
nation. Utah and Nevada have no right to divide the water of this land without making these
tribes equal party to the agreement. What use is it to give land to these people by treaty, then take
their water from it?
• The entire Snake Valley is arid desert land. Would it be such if there was "excess" water?

Public comment on this agreement will be taken until Sept. 30th, after which the fmal draft will
be made and sent to the governors to sign. There is no guarantee that Mike Styler and Allen
Biaggi will make any changes based on those comments. The only motivation is for the
Governors to respond to their constituents.



Here's what you can do (please choose at least two):
Leave a comment below. I will forward and comments to the official public comment site, as

well as to Governor Herbert.
Send your comments directly to snakevalley@utah.gov before Sept. 30th.
Contact Governor Herbert's office through www.utah.gov/govemor/(click on the COMMENT
button on the top right of the page) or send a message to him on Facebook (Gary R. Herbert)
Get your Facebook friends to join the cause
Visit info@greatbasinwaternetwork.org for more information
Attend the next public hearing Sept. 9th, 6:30 to 9:30, at the Salt Lake County Government
Complex, 2100 South State Street, Room #N-2003.

Curtis McCartin wrote
at !0:07pm on September 4th, 2009
In early summer this year we had horrible dust storms here in the Salt Lake Valley. Those are
just a sample of the dust storms we will have to endure once western Utah starts to wither from
the over pumping of water to Las Vegas. This is bizarre to think we can pump water out of a
desert basin and think the plants that rely on that water will survive. After the damage is done a
"I told you so" will not be any solace.

..
~J

Brittany Stauffer wrote
at 10:21pm on September 4th, 2009
This is a good cause to support. I will send this to all of my friends!!!

LCaJma StautTcr wrote
at 7:41am on September 5th, 2009
What Curtis says is so true. This ultimately will affect all of us. There are people that live there
it's not a big open area. Read the info, let your voices be heard. Don't let the government decide
what's best when they don't have a clue as to what is going on!

Ken IJill wrote
at 7:55am on September 5th, 2009
They negotiated in secret for 4 years and then held whirlwind public meetings within a couple of
days before most people could read the draft agreement. Then allowed 30 days (extended to 45)
for comments. Prior to public release to citizens, Mike Styler ofUT DNR, sold this agreement to
Utah media editorial boards. This agreement uses unrealistically large estimates of available



water and divides it in a way contrary to how water normally is allotted -- by recharge rather than
historical use. Governor Huntsman promised Utah an otT switch when negative impacts began
appearing. This agreement's only triggers begin an endless process of yak, yak, yak, yak, yak -
while the environment goes "south" and dust stonns go north (to the Wasatch Front). Nevada
gets all the benefit, Utah gets all the risk. Having no agreement only guarantees lengthy,
expensive legal battles -- against deep-pocketed SNWA. Gov. Herbert: is this your legacy? This
agreement badly needs fixing.

The UT DNR has agreed to have video teleconferenced meetings using UEN, EdNet equipment.
These meetings are to go through the agreement line by line. We had one on 2 Sept. The next is
10 Sept. Remote sites attending the first meeting were Nephi (Juab Commissioners), EskDale,
West Desert High School, Ibapah (via phone link), and a lawyer friend in California (also via
phone link). Anyone interested might check with a local high school to see if EdNet equipment
there could be used to add another remote site. We seriously need to understand the agreement in
order to make more effective comments so we discourage any general, philosophical, "No, no,
no" rants (although many of us feel that way).

Rhianno!1 Wchstcr hmdcn wrote
at 6:51pm on September 5th, 2009

I couldn't have said it better than Curtis.

- .
Felicia Rae Johnson (Bonneville High School) wrote
at I0:30pm 00 September 5th, 2009

Western and Southern Utah have enough water shortages as it is. We don't need to pump out
more of it to Nevada.

Cla\ StauOer wrote
at 8:08am on September 6th, 2009

Governor Herbert, please do not sign this agreement without first studying ALL sides of the
issue. People who live on Utah's deserts are important Utah citizens too!

bnih Fo\\ucn Johnson (Weber) wrote
at 4: 13pm on September 6th, 2009

Gov. Herbert, we elected you and Gov Hunstman to represent us. Now is the time to do it. Gov
Hunstman promised to put a stop to it and we would expect you would do the same.

It is a Desert! How are we taking water from somewhere that does not have excess water? What



about the Native Americans? What about the ranchers? What about the every day citizens that
need this water to sustain their livelihood? What about the natural habitat? Or be selfish, what
about those of us on the Wasatch Front who would suffer?

This is such a serious issue to consider and yet it seems as though it is being taken lightly and not
being given the proper attention and not getting the information to the citizens of your state.
Please consider OUR state and the ones that elected you and not take the "Goverment knows
best" approach. That is why have a democracy.

Mclod\ Dillon Anderson wrote
at 9:37pm on September 6th, 2009

Gov. Herbert, the lives of many who live in the desert will be adversely affected. That is not the
only issue at stake. Please do not let this happen. Study the adverse affects not just to the people.
but to the land and all those in other places that would be adversely affected.
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Fwd: Re:~ from Brilwl fltOerdl
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COUld you please get someooe to respond dInlctIy!Xl the an;tituent In the e-mail below I1'!erred by the Gawmor"S 0fI'ice. Milte
sure I get a oopv c:I the response. Thanksl

Betty T. BarelI
Ulilh Department of Nal1nI Resources
SOHJ8·7201
bettvtbarc!a@ut,goy

Lbh Department d NlII1nI~ hcus are 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 pm..
Monday ttwu 1lusdlIy and do5led friday, sate and fedenlI holidays.

»> constituent 5ervIas <constjtuent:ser@IJtah,QQV>9(JIJ/2OI:IiJ9:38AM »>
8ekJw IS ... DP'Y whim was AlaI¥ed by the~5 Cll'rJce dCcnstltuert.serv.ces on 09{30f2009. Please~ dredty to
the c:onstItuert and rt!fJV to this emai with a aJPf of~ J1!SPOf19! by 10/14/2009.

Dr. Br\an Moench
lAiIh JltrFsk& 15 For A HeatttJy EnvIrornl!lnt
4091 5pIendor Wwy
satt lAke Oty UT 84124

Email Addr"ess:l7moaldl@yahoo,COD

SUBJECT,
The lbh~ for a HeIIhy Er1¥i'Oi'ilellt (UPHE) hiPl'@thort:ughtyslldedtheproposal by the SlfWA to O'ain S91if1cant
quantities d water" from the aQlifI!rs of Nevada em the Snake V*'! that is shared by NeYada and Utah. We wish to expand on OU"

previously submIttIld oornrneIlts.

We cnw Il'Utt of our infonnlItlon on the IeglII Md poMtIcaI hisb:Iry on Ihis iSSue from IrlWIStIgatM! l'!JPOl1S appearing In the Las
VeglI5 Soo, los Angdes TIl'I'IeS. llku.tIe 9 News. and b illSU\:b fnlm southml Newda lV news reports.

~ Is wide 5P't*i 5b$ltidIIli on the pIrt of mwry~ regII'ded an::! wei (J.IIIified t•• ':J$ts) gec«'l)ids and 1T7d"*'ubts who
are not l6Id8" CXII'llrkt or the~ 01 the SotAhml Neo4de Wrb!T Authcr1ty abotA: VrIIhether SIJbStantlaI water Cln be withdRJwn
rrom the aql.Mers d fa5lI!m Nevada an:I westrm utah wIltn.C: aci-op In the waller" lilIbIe afbetwel!n 50 and seo.oenl tuUed feet.
ThIs Is the wQsteIt posItIa'l d elq)trtS sud1 as nnothy Ckrl*l., James DeilaJn, Johl 81 «idllJiS",;,~ ""'"'" and DiwId ChiIr'Il!l
we iJI90 note thllt the EPA, 1IIJIl, Nation Partt 5e'vice and lnCBiOr Dept. eY'!l'1tUIIy abandoned objedlons~ due to
Congi essloilal « other poiltlcai pre5l5U'e5 rattler than It reYIsion or~ In their sdI!ntiftc dBbI regarding the waI2:r tabi@

"""'-
We hlNe also ist!ned to arv:t ,.. testmlny from th! t'l!!S6d!nIs,. r.mers ard I1I'Id'e'S who have !Ned Ind WOl1cfd WI the lJfI'edecI
nil fer IlWIY'~ and dertve thl* hdh:lod from waber ~ldeIlt adMty.~ they ecpess dsbeIief In the daims d
ea::etS Mter bMg "'XJIe The f'9ns'" the a!Jeeilleilt~ wIume d avaIab6e waller" seem to~ eq)eJts and Snake
V*, re*IenIs to be bBsed on tistaiclly -wet" years and l.nUIi:iaaII'( ..... ,li!a1k: and 9IJI serving c:rojt:dkJliS d runre
PI~·

we in aware thllt I.Wlder NeYadlIIIaw .... lrimg. Is !legal, prohIbItlng a manipulated drcpln the wab!r table, but It1al: it also
gIYes no pi tCtdb, lD wgetatiun Mel! the PI EiIIt.JJP..,tI!s \IlIHctI serve the aItk:aI fin:tion d and'o1ng desert soli end pnNef1ting
00st stDrn'& In fact" in~1~111g Spmg Y*y, the 9tWA appIed lD the Nevada state lIJiIt!r engineer for ecpuplatkw'l~
to the !:i. tiiIt.oP'1t5 gin...., Share d the ¥iII8ttr.

we~ I'e.t sewnI jcunIIsts',.ns stlltIng that InCL!maIIY'I!!mOS trom the SIMA~. speciftc str*9Y to~ the
iKPI'ers iW"'''~ tD .. the !:i.tllltl:4JI r,tb so thai: they aUcI net~ for ....,. aI wtiIe~ pl..tJIdy that they
inl:ended tD spBrtl the ptI"*4il)'tes.

Even If ttft alleged strategy Is not deliberiltety employed, there Is!lbst!ntllll risk thai: lIir quality ttrougnout the Il'IbenTlOlI'lbIlRa
wi! be adw!nlety~ In 011 ecamINItIan d the agitil!ll'i&1t WI! find 'MY MWe IXIR#ort that the S'1}IIIl!Sted ilUlkoi liIg wlII
translate IntO plillIc heiJIttI pocMttIoIl fer SI!W!filII1lISClf\!i,.

1. The p"4JU5ll!id nUb1ilg pi"DCl!!!IO for r I . IQ aMrse irC*=tS SIlBTI5 n!l'Nriatlty r..... apecll'Ic and thaefole east, Slbject to
pOSISIbIe~ 1be nUtIl.De d factDrs lnl'luendng amblent PMl0 iXli ICe Ciiltlo IS it If... jbJo1rlQ staaons would aImo!it 5U1!ly
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Imit the atiIity tJ:lll!lii!JlltspOi lSIlIIity to the pipeline as the cause d II lCl ! as! c' PMiO Ie¥ds.

2. There Is no spedI\dty about whet O)I'ICIeIlbation Ie\Ids, freQueocY or dIntkJn rJ PMIO i1lCl ease5 woAd b1gger a protest rrom the
state d utah or begin the "dsp.te resoIuttoo proass".

3. lhen! 15 no~ thIl: the person Iqlleselt\ll!ii Utah In any "dsp.te resakJtion proce5I5" ..... haw eftte' ent'Il ......... ttaI or
heIIh~ or the apprtJYai d orglllllzatblS that do. That WOIAd be essential for pote:tian of lItJh PlLJk t&th in.", l\.tu'e_.
4. The~ time between the death d~ and their eYeIltUlIt dl!iappearclnCe f\-om !tie Iai idscape almost O!rtain/y
guarantees that the .. QUlIIIty Ir'r1*IS may rd~ IIItiIIIs too lite tD l"e'It'M them. If .. quality Is IJIIld as the ttRshoId for
begiI"lOOg the -dspl.te 1tS:lUian~.byltlen thedan'lage to naltYewgeQltkln may br:~ MIr'ly b''ogtstsfeel thai: it
Ih!:R pIant5.-e IciIed df I: mav be ~ Pi D6oll!jled period rI time,. Itdy decades, bief1:n a tr/!!III gel ...... , rdlms to the Iill id!lC;ape,
espedatf In a hottJer" Q1er dmate that ttle Great Ba*lls wtuaIy~..teed to ecpeiiellCe In the dl!odes tEl come.

Fu1tIeIII iOI e, lM'lCIeI" those drwnlStarlCl!!S there woJd be few 5ltlstttutt plants capable rI estabIIst1hglhemselves well e:rxxq, to
pn:Mde SOil r1!tIrtkln. One Is the notDrious "<:heat rpgf' that has pIioyed a Iatg@ role In men easily propagItled western wiIdIIres
ani his been the tarvet d e acIc:atb. dforts In Ulah.

S. l.I*1g NMQS as the~ for )JdgIng the pJJIic heilIh~ d air QUiIIitv~ fran ttis P"'O:Ied is~Atp

Becal.R dthe~ sklW~~ ... U'lder the t.t d drW.GICl!!S there Is a~ time Jig between new
l'MJIts lmm InlllIr:M sclera and to lespOidlll ad)Sments rJ m:teraI regutlItIcns. tteMeYer, the de!J'ee to wttil new sdenae
b1Inlphs (Mlt poItIcs In updating EPA standards Qn very w4ddy dt:pedilg on the peBCInIINties and poIitk:aI phlIo9ophles d the
CU'l'ent Adl,llllhm atb..

Realnttr pSlIshed mecIaI~ has deerty dtItlIlIltd that for~ IniItII!r air poIIU:Ion there Is no ltli estIc*I bdow
wttil heIIh er.cts are net seen. In CCher WClI"ds. iInf IrUl!e5e In pcIution~ hlwe ... 1n.-:t on pdc heIIIth whettleI" 01 not it:
reecnes the ttl eiOd d the NAAQS.

In fad:, tI'is raeardl has establistl«l repeIIlecIy that for many poIution con 1pOllents, n::It.dng parttc:Uate matter, the dIseaSe
CCIRlleQU!nO! Is nct hlM1y t8IIIled ID iIfT'Ibkrt tOalbatiollS. In the same~ that SI11CltIn d orIy a few~ a day hirYe
aImosI: as nu:tl cIr*aI rt!ik illS hew(~~ to kM co mlbatb is d pcIution can1es am:ast 85 nut! risk as expo5U'e
to nu:tl t*;ltw toLBitI.....1S. If the~ 'iegB pIpdne ends up aeeanv more~ pdIuticln. td the w ,,*(1CIliU IS nmains
be60w a.rent PM 10 odal" that does not mean pOOIic: health wII tIlwe been pd£dtd.

6. Then!: are~ ttftliIlS in the lJOlI WI the west Desert tNt wi! haw~ pI'"(lfoLn:t irT1Jrads 01 P'tlIic: heaIltl be¥Dnd jI.S:
pwtiaMte 1l\ItlI!r. Merm'y, erionItr (an alIbIItDs IlIII! IN'll!raI that QIU5I!5 the SIme Idnd rlnleSCttlllloil'li QOC:8'). the~
elements~ pUaUn" lnfUn,. cabriI" CI!5iun. stJ:trtUr\. and euq:lil.m, and the fu9II spores Ihllt ClJl.ISIe Vi!/Iet Fever(. ,., ",,,.,,,.,'IQJIis) are" n tigh w ... Ib.... 1n SLI'fKe sols WI NeYada. 0IhI!r diseIRs now thou;.ti: CD be AlSlllitbed throu!;.tI
"~OOip .,.c.rted by <lst are lie.19IIiS\. WIuenza. SARS, and toot ..:I matnl cI!iIlise..

7. The pd:lIdy oIfaed rationale from Lbh's~ br1nctI b enII!rtJg i'm this 19••eit I'IClW CL!J'DrS on the dI:liIlIt8'f €I
iMidng a piDl(I8d and perhaps cosdy aut bilttte 'MI:h Nevada In the fi.tLn!. we ciUion that this agl&!i,ldlt wIIlteIy reut: in
ITlOl"e _ biItdes not-. If p.t6:: hMIltt Impacts are 9specb!d or e'l'en proven !he e'Oi'Cleilldlt ImI d this ClgiEdlldlt Is sa
Vi9Jt that it would aImast~ IawUts bl!twel=rllbtl and NevadI as wei as between lbh and dean air adYtxacy~
whose position Wl:dd be that utah was not dc*Ig~ to protJec:t: public hMIth.

If Nl!l'4IcIa c:mmts~ rI doIIrs CD begin the~ and hLrdreds €I ttIousBnds d new NeoIada home owners become
dePeiidei. 01 !he waer, m ,rt'aIt utah .. nat be Itie CD $b:lp the JUIl*lg ¥iItIol.t a c:astIy. podlty dealdes long court batti!
reganIes d.., agleel Ild it. ._lWhIe the IU* l1IIIth mp.:ts would IIIefy a:nlnue l'a' the dIntion d the IegIIII bailie. When
Los Angeles s9'Ied agllllJTl!lD ,tljjiiilll .... Owens Y*t Ji.I'1*1g. by W!f'e sued IlIA e::tI'Ou!d~ b 21 .,..rs wN6e the
case ITIeilII ideI«I through the auts.

Dust ftom NMIdiI WOUd also I2ry with I: elXlIlOl'Ilic;,~ dlll'e cnt a5hetlc~ that would _ bn»de1 the state
d utah's __ eqx:aft,. passI:f'f t3lIIt1g~ pdes to enIlPr the --. _ tunss erdes. The sid hl.Istry is <I'le dlTlll'lY
eGl.iPItS rI.., stadllMes. In sun, ttlI5 agIM,ll!I'ls nat _ to prevert IegBI~ inIIIlId .. is orit..to ddr( them.
da'Qe the Isl!iues,. fl'lIIe then nue~ ncre.se the runber rlltIgilI'Its cnt IeI'\IIe IU* heiJIh wubrat* b the cbatIon r:I
the ..... """""'"

UPHE wves the 9(M!I"nOl"S of'ftoe CD OR Its wllldelal* inIIumae to take an aggressive and toward wale' ct'II1Sl!Mltion
ttr'tIughoLt the west. we see ".,.,~ to stIape IU* b!hlMor that would pi"f huge chtliends in recbing 011 water
~ an:! dJMte th! need for ...,.. c:henIon proteds~ the Las Vegas pipl!Ine. 0IhI!r desat dUes in the US and
AusInIIa howe~ nu:h grIIItl!r recidcn51n ..... a:nsunption thin LIas VegiIs and utah shWd InSist ttDlIe reductlons
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pnade any wab!r lIY!nIoo projeds. In ta.n Ulatl shUd adopt thoI5e same p-iIdk:fs to stow HeYada that It n fact can be done.
l.JIHE mlSiders wab!r CXI'lSerVatDl dos!fV r8ated to the PI cmtion r:I JXi* heaItt

OUr pt!Oldlg (XlI1.,eG stern from tv mecIcaI expertise and c:oncen for the health d aI utah residents. However, as citizens we
also wish to speak up en behaII' d those people in the nxaI fIlnnIng convnunlties and Goshute Reservatkln whose heaIttI and
1fve(!hOOds wi!~ PIA: at even greater"*, How a sodety treats the most 'o'UInerabIe an;t pawertess lln'lCII'lg them Is a retIl!cUon c:t Its
monI charade'". utah should~ setthg an~ d defel"'9 rrom~, alits dlizlens,. no maUe'" who they an! or where...., ....

._--Pige3!



STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR
MILLARD COUNTY'S OPPOSITION
TO THE AUGUST 13, 2009
PROPOSED AGREEMENT
BETWEEN UTAH AND NEVADA

August 14, 2009



POINT 1 The Proposed Agreement Gives Away
Too Much of Utah's Snake VaUey
Water.

A. The Claim to a 50/50 Overall Split is Incorrect.

• The Utah negotiators try to sell the Proposed Agreement as an even nverall split of Snake Valley
Ground Water, by posting these nwnbers:

To Utah:

To Nevada:

Block 1 Water (allocated in or beforel989) 55,000 afy total: 55,000 afy
Block 2 Un-allocated Water (highest priority) 5,000 afy total 60,000 afy
Block 3 Un-Allocated Water (lowest priority) 6,000 afy total 66,000 afy

Block 1 Water (allocated in or before 1989) 12,000 afy total 12,000 afy
Block 2 Un-Allocated Water (highest priority) 36,000 afy total 48,000 afy
Block 3 Un-Allocated Water (lowest priority) 18,000 afy total 66,000 afy

• But the 55,000 afy figure for Utah Block I water (highlighted above) is not right. Block 1 Utah
water for use in Snake Valley amounts to only 35,000 afy, not 55,000 afy.

• Where does the 55,000 afy figure come from? It is a distortion because it includes 20,000 afy the
Utab Engineer allocated for water rights in the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge ("Fish
Springs"). But Fish Springs is completely outside the Snake Valley Basin..

• Again, Utab's Block 1 water in Snake Valley amounts to only 35,000 afy, not 55,000 afy.

• Therefore, the selling point that the Proposed Agreement gives Utah and Nevada an overall even
split of groundwater to satisfy water rights in Snake Valley, is simply not true. It rests on the
misleading and incorrect inclusion of20,OOO afy ofFish Springs water into the mix.

• The true numbers show that the Proposed Agreemenl gives Nevada a much more favorable overall
split of Snake Valley available groundwater than 50150:

Utab:

Nevada:

Block I Water (already allocated as of 1989) 35,000 afy total: 35,000 afy
Block 2 Un-allocated Water (highest priority) 5,000 afy total 40,000 afy
Block 3 Un-Allocated Water (lowest priority) 6,000 afy total 46,000 atv

Block 1 Water (aheady allocated as of 1989) 12,000 afy total 12,000 afy
Block 2 Un-Allocated Water (highest priority) 36,000 afy total 48,000 afy
Block 3 Un-Allocated Water (lowest priority) 18,000 afy tntal 66.000 afy

• 66,000 sly for Nevada vs. 46,000 afy for Utah represents a 59% to 410/0 split in Nevada's favor.

• Including the 20,000 afy Fish Springs water in the equation should be rejected, because it gives the
false impression that the overall split of Snake Valley groundwater is even, when it is not.
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•

B. The Claim to a 50/50 OveraU Split is Pointless.

Even if the claim to a 50/50 overall split were correct (which it is not - see A), a raw 50/50 split does
not achieve true equity between the states. Why not? Because the vast majority of Snake Valley
irrigable and usable land is situated in Utah.

To be truly equitable, the Proposed Agreement should divide all available Snake Valley groundwater
between the States according to the number of acres of irrigable and usable Snake Valley ground in
each State, i.e., acre foot of water/acre of usable Snake Valley land.

A raw 50/50 overall split is inequitable because it ignores the huge disparity in Snake Valley land
and land use between both states.

C. The Claim to An OveraU 50/50 Split Is SwaUowed By the Proposed
Agreement's Unfair Split of Unused Water:
7 to 1 in Nevada's Favor for the First 41,000 afy;
3 to 1 in Nevada's Favor for the Remaining 24,000 afy.

• A 7 to 1 split of Block 2 unused water in Nevada's favor and a 310 I split ofBlock 3 water in
Nevada's favor is grossly inequitable no matter how it is analyzed.

• First of all in terms of land mass and growth potential, the ratio between the two states of irrigable
and usable land in Snake Valley is clearly skewed towards Utah. This fact makes a 7 to 1 split of
Block 2 water and a 3 to I split of Block 3 look anything but equitable.

• Secondly in tenns of established use, the disparity in land mass between the states explains why
35,000 afy of groundwater was allocated in Utab and only 12.000 afy in Nevada. This nearly 3 to I
disparity in Utah's favor reflects the geographic realities of the way Snake Valley sits in the two
States.

• Against these geographical, historical and present contemporary realities, a proposed 7 to I split of
Block 2 unused water in Nevada's favor, and a proposed 3 to 1 split of Block 3 unused water also in
Nevada's favor, is an arbitrary and obviously politically driven groundless fiat that completely
ignores self-evident notions of fairness and equity.

• Thirdly, even when tunnel vision focuses improperly on the sole fact that 60% of the precipitation in
Snake Valley falls on the Nevada side compared to 40% on the Utab side, that still does not justify 7
to I and 3 to 1 unused water splits in Nevada's favor.

• Utah is treading into dangerous precedent by agreeing to such a grossly disproportionate split that
ignores time honored notions of relative historical use, relative irrigable land mass, and relative
potential for intra-basin development.
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POINT 2: Utah Should Wait Before Signing an Agreement Until
SNWA is Really Ready to Go Forward On Its Snake
Valley Groundwater Applications.

Utah Should Not Cave on a Bluff; But Cave Ifand
When SNWA Actually Shows Its Hand.

A. Utah is Under No Legal Obligation to Make an Agreement with
Nevada.

• Congress cannot constitutionally force Utah to make this agreement with Nevada, not now, not ever.
See the Tenth and Eleventh Amendments to the United States Constitution and Alden v. Maine, 527
U.S. 70 (1999) and its progeny.

• Moreover, Congress never intended in the 2004 Lincoln County Land Act to order Utah and Nevada
around. Rather, the Act the provision was added to ensure that Nevada BLM would not allow an
actual inter~basin water transfer until the two States actually made a satisfactory agreement, if and
when they ever did so.

• But again, even if the Act were construed as a direct order for Utah and Nevada to make a deal, such
an order is unconstitutional. See the point above.

B. Utah Should Be Under No Rush to Make an Agreement Now.

• Certainly there is no need for Utah to sign an agreement now. This latest maneuver for another
delay - this time Wltil 2019, merely fuels previous perceptions that SNWA is bluffing, is not ready
to go through the Snake Valley hearing in 2011, and cannot move forward on the project for several
more years with or without Utah's agreement.

• For purposes of analysis, SNWA either is bluffing and cannot get ready until 2019, or SNWA is not
bluffing and is ready to prove its groundwater applications during the Snake Valley bearing
scheduled for the Fall of 20 II.

• Either way, Utah should wait at least until the scheduled round of Snake Valley ground water
hearings in 2011, and do the agreement shortly before that hearing if SNWA shows by then it is not
bluffing and will really go forward this time (SNWA has already caved and sought delays twice in
the past year due to lack of rumored lack ofreadiness, funding, will, etc.).

• IfSNWA proves to be bluffing again when 2011 rolls around, then Utah should just keep on waiting
year after year for the time, if ever, when SNWA actually lays down its cards and goes forward with
the hearing.
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C. Utah Should Give Millard County the Courtesy as the Sole
Protestant in Utah, to Have Primary Say In Handling SNWA's
Effort to Hold its Groundwater Applications In Abeyance in tbe
Snake Valley Groundwater Proceeding.

• 20 years' delay of the SNWA Snake Valley [ennal groundwater proceedings is long enough. If
SNWA seeks one more delay, much less a ten year one, Millard County should be free to at least ask
the Nevada Engineer to consider dismissing SNWA's applications without prejudice, allowing
SNWA to re-file if it ever becomes ready, willing and able to proceed. Utah will undercut this
procedural privilege ordinarily due a protestant in a groundwater application proceeding, ifUtah
enters an agreement blessing SNWA's desire to hold the applications in abeyance for 10 more years.

• By making a deal with SNWA to allow 20 year old groundwater applications to be held in abeyance
another ten years in the Nevada Snake Valley groundwater proceeding, Utah is invading Millard
County's province to determine its own fate as the sole protestant in the Nevada on the Utah side.
Utah out of courtesy should let Millard should have primary say in Utah whether to challenge
SNWA's plan to hold the applications in abeyance. After all, Millard County, not Utah, is the
proper protestant here.
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POINT 3 If the Interstate Agreement Fails to Divide up the
Groundwater ofthe Entire Great Salt Lake
Groundwater Flow System, But Instead Divides up
Only Snake Valley, Then The BLM Will Not Have
The Statutory Authority to Allow The Transport of
Snake Valley Water to Las Vegas.

• The proposed agreement fails to divide up the water of the entire Great Salt Lake Groundwater Flow
System. Therefore it fails to meet the clear language of section 30 I(e)(3) of the 2004 Lincoln
County Land Act, which calls fnr an hi-state agreement that divides up the water of an interstate
groundwater flow system, not a groundwater basin, before BLM may allow an inter-basin transfer
out of Snake Valley.

• Whether the two states do such an agreement is their business. But the BLM will be subject to court
challenge and injunction ifit tries to permit the transfer of Snake Valley water based on an interstate
agreement that divides up only Snake Valley water and falls short of dividing up the entire
groundwater flow system like the Act so clearly requires.
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---Millard County's Geneerns
With the Snake Valley Drall

Agreement

How Much Groundwater Righlly Belongs to
Each Slate?

- ------
Three Goveming Principles

Five lmporumt Facts

Three Principles
--- -----------

1 FocU$onWaterThal's!tif

l. Account for Downstream Ami l/pstn:am
ElTecl\

GcographYlIlld Hi$lory Rifle

\

Principle Number I
Wet Water

o BARCASS say~ 10la1 rechugc· }Jl,fJOO u(l..

o Out Utah & Nevada lSlly it's: lfJ{I,{}OO {[{ft!

o W.illll£d County Agrm

Principle Number 2,
Look Down and Op Stream

o Draft agreement Look ill Snake Valley

""1,
(bllt they unoffICially lhOl. dQI4'It(trC'um tfJ(1)

o Millard CounLy: !'int, Only Look at r':ntire
GrounJwa\(.,'I" Flow Sy~lem

o Cong.res.~: Ar'" n',tl, "Offa,d
COHnt..

2004 PIJBLlC LA W 108-424
~__-,S",e","ction 30 I(0)(3)

D "Prior to any transbasin dil'UJ;;olt from
g,mmd·K'at~' ba.f;ns located within both
the Slate of Nevada and the State of
Ulah., , ,



2004 PUBLIC l.AW 108-424
_---'S,ccti()~ 30 I(eX3). (cont'."dL) __

o ... the State of Nevada and the State of
Utah shall reaeh an agreement regarding
the dil'isioll of those inleTSfale
groulldwater flow St'Stelll(<;) from which
water will be diverted and used by the
projccL..

It's Not Rocket Science
--

TIlfCC Prin:..:c-"ip:..:l:..:es'- _

o Hefon: you (fl.wt from an imcrstatc jU$ia Focu!> on Water That's.!fcl

o You dil'idr lhc int.enulll: #/...' j"I'Sft'1J1 Address llownstrnm d.lli! lJp5tream Effccts

>_ Geography :lnd History Hllft'

Main Factor

- i,-'- =
..; =e-

:-.-
I.

2.

Where is the Land That Depends on
Grouadw.ter?

Whert is GilKU:dwltcr~ kI ~CDr;r.w.1~ (Or':
crops, PaslI1l't &. Foraao:
Mtmil.-ipal

Where l)~ NatulT UU Gl'oolldWlltcr for:
Plants
wildlif~



Main Factor
Millard County Protest

Paragraph 6
Where Is the Land That Depends on

Groundwater?

I. Where l~ Grour.dWlllet" rullO Uc:neficial Use for:
Crops, I'D~lUrc & Fornge
Munidj:NIl

I •. : •. '

r>ii,h:r

"the appropriation of the water .. will
further threaten springs, seeps and
phreatophytes which provide waler and
habitat critical to the use and survival of
wildlife, l.orazing livestock and other
surface existing uses,"

Millard Counly Prolesl
Parngraph6

~_ .......... ,-.,..~_ ..-.....--
;:::::::::=.~~I
-~.,~. _ .... , .. -,...... ¥. \" ._-__ u. _ •• _

-~ .=....-="~~.......

"the appropriation of the waler .. will
further threaten springs. seep:; Hlld

phrcatoph)1~which provide water and
habital critical to the usc and sUfvivai of
wildlife, grazing livestock and other
smfflcc existing uses."

Millard County Protest
Paragraph 6

"the appropriation of the water .. will
further threaten wring...~ seer-s .!llJd
phreatophyles which provide water and
habitat critieallo the usc and survival of
wildlife. l!la7ing livc!lIOCk an!! o~r
surface existing uses."
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Groundwater Dependent Acres

~----~-........,.......~---·--·----"\l.-il.__ .\~t.~--.
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Utah:

Nevada

220.779

41.364

Five Facts Discharge In Acre Feet of Water

o Discharge
D Historic Usc

o Recharge

o Impacts t!!. Fish Springs Downslrcam

o Impacts.tmm Spring Valley Pumping
Upstream

Utah:

Nevada

108.085

24.162

Fact #1: Discharge

Two Ways to Look at It:

Acres That Depend on Groundwater

Fact #2: Historic Use

Depletion Based on 1989 or Barlier
Groundwater Rights:

Acre Feet of Water Discharged on
ThoscAcrcs Nevada

35,000

12.000



Fact 1/3. Rt.'Cbargc

0"'"
Nevada 61lli

fact # 4 Re Downstream Impacts

To Protect Fish Springs Snake Valley
Consumption Should Be Reduced
20,000 af/y

rilct #3 Re Upstream Impacts
--

Two Questions:

What is the Spring Valley to Snake
Valley IntCfbasin Flow?

How much will Spring Valley
Pumping Reduce that Flow?

Spring to Snake Valley Jnterbasill
__--'Flow _

~pring 10 Snake Valley Estimated Inlerbasin
How: 49,000 IUY

(95¥. rlnl:t Jo.OOt - 60.0001

33,000 around somhcm llank ofSnake
}tangc

16,.000 FunherNonh
SotvU: 1loIofC.l,.~~F«._ n. '"

Reduction 10 Inlerbasin Fluw
Causcd ~y Sp'r. V. Pumping

Absent Further Scientific Study,
Assume lntcrbasin Flow wm Drop
16,000 af/y

Which is Roughly Halfof the Interbasin
Flow South ofthe Snake Range



Alkx:ated
Unallocated

Total

Five Facts - Review

Discharge Utah 82" I Nel·. IS%,

Historic Use Utah 74% I Nel'. 16%

Recharge Nevada 60% I Ultlh 40%

Fish Springs Allowance:
20.000 afly

Spring Valley Pumping Allowance:

16,OtJOaf!y

Draft Agreement - The Actual
A Closer Look---

M ~

35,000 12.000

5,000 =
40,000 48,000 1\8,000

Spring V, Pump (16,000)

Net 24.000

(11.000 aI deficit cuts inlo allocmcd water rights)

16,000

J6,000

64,000 108.000Toral

Draft Agreement" 108.000 a1
Forcing The 36,000 Nev<lda Number

~~---

Utah ~
Allocated 35,000' 2,000

Fish Springs 20,000

Spr. V. t'umlling

UnalIOCllted

Draft Agreement - Actual
--~ ~~--~

U~h ~

AlloCllted 35,000 12,000
74% 2(,%

UnallOCllted 5.000 36,0110
U'Y. ~

Total 40,000 41\,000 fll\,OOO

4~% ""

Draft Agreement - The Spin

(ZO,ijOO t";<1L Silt;!!!!. Allll!nIRt't i~ TIIrll\¥1J Inl

Unallocaled 5,000 36,000 7kJ / !'in.

Resen'c, Dry ~ ~ J Ie / ,'\'n,

16,000

36M!!!

-.
12.000

Draft Ayeement - 108,000 af
Forcing ·'be 36,000 Nevada Number

lib!!
Allocated 35,000

F'i,~h Springs 20,000
Spr. v. Pumping

Unallocated

12,00055.000Allocated

TOlal 66,OOfJ 66.000 132.000 Total 44.000 64,000 108.000
(No Cbw '\I:'oIoada fgr ~D(ing "'lk!
t'll..." 1m a <



Split 10&,000 According to Historic Use

(J6,000)

(35,000) (I2,OOOl

Nevada

28,080

Utah
79..920

(20,000)

74/26

Fish Springs
Spr. V. Pumping

Already Allocated

Draft Agreement - 108,000 af
Fo.rcing The 36,000 Nevada.N~mbcr

!J.Y!h Ncvudtl

Allocated 35,000 12.,000

Fish Springs 20,000
Spr. V. Pumping 16,000
Unallocaled (\1.0001 ;U!J!QQ

Toltll 44,000 64,000 108,000

41" 5", RelTUlining for Allocution: 24,940 80

j(emaining for Allocation: 24,940 (4,240)

Split 10&.000 Avcraging Dischargc &
Historic UseWhat ~s a Fair Split of the Wet Water?

Draft Agml. 59/41 jor Newula?

Discharge 81/18 for l/tnh?

Historic Usc 74/26 for Utall?

Recharge 60/40 jor Nel'udrr ?

Some other Avcrage??
Reduce Nevada's Allocation 16,000 to

Account for Spring VaUcy Impacts ?

78122

Fi~h Springs

Spr. V. Pumping
Al~y Allocated

Utnh Nevada
79.928 23.760

(20,000)

(16,000)

05.000) (12,000)

Split 108,000 According to Discharge Split l08,OOO According to Recharge

(16,000)

(35,000) 02.000)
(16,000)

(35,000\ (12,000)

82118

Fish Springs

Spr. V. Pumping

Already Allocated

Utah

88,560

(20,000)

Nevada

19,440 40160

Fish Springs
Spr. V. Pumping

Aln::ady Allocated

Utah

43,200

(20,000)

Nevada

64,800

Rcmllining for Allocation: 33,560 (8.560) Remaining for Allocation: (11,800) )(i,ROO



Remaining for Allocation: 10,880 14,120

Splits Under Draft Agreement
(UtahlNevada)

-'-- --
Reduce Budget to 88,000 af to prote<.1. Fish

Springs, but make no allowance for
Spring Valley Pumping: 4jf55

Budget at 108,000, charge both sm1es ror
inler-basin effects, hut force 36,000
allocation to Ne\'ada: 4J/59

Either U'tlJ', iJ ems 11,000 into Ufa" '.\'
senior wafer righl.(

~

42.120
illJlh
65,880

(20,000)

(16,000)
(:15.000) (12.000)

6J/39

Fish Springs

Spr. V. Pumping

All'ClIdy Allocated

Split 108,000 Averaging Discharge &

_ __ Rccharge-c-----

68/32

Remaining for AlIOC31ion: 18,440 6,560

Fish Springs

Spr. V. Pumping

Already AJloC;tted

Summary - Range of Other Splits
lUtahfNevllda)

82JIR

74/26

78122
40/60

6j139

6R/32

65/35

Discharge:

J-1istoricallL'iC:

Avg, J)i~htlJ'gc & lIistorical Usc:

Recharge:

Avg. Discharge &. Rcc:harge;

Weighted Avg. 2J; Discharge &
1J; Rccltarg-:;

Avg. Discharge, His!. Usc, Recharge

Split 108,000 - Weighted Average
__ 2:-:. ni~chargc & 1x Rl.,:dlllTgc

~ Nevada
73,440 34,560

(20.OiKl)

(16,000)

(35,000) (12.000)

I{emaining foc Allocation: 15,200 9.800

65/35

Fish Springs

Spr. V. Pumping

Already Allocated

St:ll,;: Negotiating Team IJrg..-d Millllrd Count}' 10
SuPPOl1 Draft Agreement Reasons Given:

o Predktablc, Matter is Scttkd
o F.nvironmentall'rotections

o Ten Ycur Dcmy, Time for More Science

o Agn:ement Cell be Changed ifNcw Science
WammtS II

o Can'l Go 10 Court Until You're Hnrme<.l, Dy
Illen It's Too Late

o Cootractual Remedy.Pmcel;s, Could do Worse
in Coort

Split 108.000 - "veragc Discharge
Ilistoric U~ & Recharge

illJlh li£Yw
70,200 37,800

(20,OOO)

{I 6,000)

05.000) (J 2,000)



Survey

Should Nevada Have ill Account for ImpaclS
from Spring Valley Pumping?

Ifso. how much: 16,000 af/y _ Othc'

Survey (cout'd)
What is a Fair Split of Water (1JUlhINevada)?

Droll Agreement (No Acet for

Spring Valley

l'umping) 4S1S5

Umft Agreement (Ace! for Spring

Valley Pumping) 41/59

Survey (cont'd)

Wbat is:\ Fair Split of Waler (UtahlNcvada)?

Discharge: K2JIR

HistoriCll1 use: 74/26

Avg. Discharge & lIi~{oriC1l1 tJi1oe: 7&m

Recharge: 40160
Avg. Discharge & Recharge: 61139

Survey (cout'd)

What is a Fair Splil ofWaler (Utnh/Nevada)

Weigbted Avg. 2x Discharge &

Ix Recharge: 68/32

Avg. Discharge. Hist. Use, &

Reclwgc 65135

The Eud

""""..
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utaH Farm Bureau FecJerlIItlon

9865 South State Street, Sandy" Utah 841J7().32()5 .. Fax: (801) 233·3030
www.fb.comIutfb

RANDY N. PARKER
CHieF eICEcurivE OFFICER

(801'233-304D

September 30, 2009

Mr. Kent Jones
State Engineer/Division of Water Rights
Utah Department of Natural Resources
1594 West North Temple, Suite 220
Salt Lake~UT 84114

Dear~s:
The Utah Farm Bureau Federation is the largest farm and ranch organization in
the state representing more than 26,000 member families. Water is the lifeblood
of agriculture and its availability will determine the success and/or failure of food
producers in the Great Basin region.

Farm Bureau's interest in the Snake Valley Agreement is fundamental under the
principles of westem water law. Proven water rights held by farmers and
ranchers within Snake Valley and even broader rights across Utah's West Desert
could potentially be harmed by the trans-basin groundwater transfer proposed by
Southem Nevada Water Authority (SNWA).

Thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony on the proposed agreement on
the trans-basin transfer of Snake Valley groundwater.

Attached you will find a comprehensive statement that includes
recommendations and Farm Bureau policy adopted by our delegates at the 2008
annual convention.

Farm Bureau looks forward to working with you as you incorporate comments
and finalize the Utah - Nevada agreement on Snake Valley groundwater.

SinCejY'

cvr~
Randy N. Parker

Attachment RECEIVED
SEP 30 2009

WATER RIGHTS
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UTAH DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Michael Styler, Executive Director

Statement of the
Utah Farm Bureau Federation

Randy N. Parker, CEO

Regarding

SNAKE VALLEY GROUNDWATER DRAFT AGREEMENT

The Utah Farm Bureau Federation is the largest farm and ranch organization in the state
representing more than 26,000 member families. Water is the lifeblood of agriculture
and its availability will determine the success and/or failure of food producers in the
Great Basin region. Farm Bureau's interest in the Snake Valley Agreement is
fundamental under the principles of western water law. Proven water rights held by
farmers and ranchers within Snake Valley and even broader rights across Utah's West
Desert could potentially be harmed by the trans-basin groundwater transfer proposed by
Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA).

Thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony on the proposed agreement on the
trans-basin transfer of Snake Valley groundwater.

First, the Utah Farm Bureau wants to complement DNR Executive Director Mike Styler,
Utah State Engineer Kent Jones as well as other members of the Utah negotiating team
for aggressively working to protect the sovereign waters of the state of Utah, agricultural
interests and the fragile desert ecosystem when considering the SNWA application to
pump groundwater from aquifers occupying the Utah·Nevada border or in close
proximity.

History suggests that the Snake Valley aquifer is in balance based on long-term
discharge and recharge. The St'fflA proposal to extract groundwater and transfer it to
Las Vegas will have a direct impact on Utah interests. Nevada and Utah are the two
most arid of the 50 states. During times of drought, recognized impacts on the nearby
landscape indude springs drying up and plant/ite changing. Approved levels of
agricultural pumping and the impacts of regional droughts could be just a precursor to
the impacts of SNWA's trans·basin transfer proposal.

Water is the lifeblood of the arid west. Availability of water is critical to the farm and
ranch families and their associated rural communities. Even the slightest lowering of the
underground water resource adversely impacts farmers and ranchers. The increased
pumping costs could render agriCUlture economically infeasible in thRECEIVED
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Snake Valley
Page 2

Utah agriculture continues to be an important economic engine providing jobs and local
tax base. However, it is of greater importance to Utah rural communities like those
located in Western Millard County. In the counties that could be harmed by the
proposed SNWA pipeline, there is additional cultural and economic consideration.

The Farm Bureau, through its annual policy process, asks for -careful planning by
municipalities when acquiring water rights or water stock when developing water
resources and systems in order to reduce adverse Impacts on agricultural and other
water users.· The establishment of the transMbasin transfer of Snake Valley water so
c10sety associated with the rights of a neighboring state and its citizens is problematic.

Utah Farm Bureau polley is explicit regarding changes in points of diversion and water
rights transfers. We recommend the Utah State Water Engineer ·prohibit changes In
points of diversion, water rights transfers and new well permits until the Impact on
existing water rights and surrounding areas has been detennined.- This protection is
fundamental as the state of Utah considers an agreement to manage the Snake Valley
groundwater system.

Issues of concern in the Draft Agreement:

3.0 Available Groundwater Supply

The USGS completed Basin and Range carbonate Aqu~er Study (BARCASS) study
provides a baseline for groundwater sustalnability at 132.000 acre feet annually.
BARCASS appears to be flawed as noted by valley residents and professionals.

• When the fanners begin pumping to meet their summer irrigation needs, water
}evels quickly drop and artesian well dry up.

• The study period offers as its basis several-wer years that directly Impact the
BARCASS sustainability modei estimated at 132,000 acre feet annually.

4.0 Allocation and Management of Available GrQundwater Supply

TABLE 1 - Allowed Amounts of Consumptive Use of Groundwater.

Allocated Utah 55.000 aly
Nevada 12,000 aly

Unallocated Utah 5,000 aly
Nevada 36,000 aly

Reserved Utah 6,000 aly
Nevada 18,000 aly

The Snake Valley aqu~er lies largely in Utah, while much of the moisture for recharge is
collected in the mountains located largely In Nevada. It has been suggested by SNWA
that because recharge occurs from -Nevada- water, they should have~s-49h1 to\~t, r. __ ...

nE:vt:1V C ....
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Snake Valley
Page 3

This perspective, certainly intriguing yet contrary to western water law, suggests the
Upper Basin States should receive a greater allocation of the Colorado River.

An analysis of Snake Valley and its connection to the aquifer that straddles the Utah·
Nevada border merits discussion. More than 80 percent of the groundwater dependent
land associated with the Snake Valley aquifer is located in Utah providing water for:

• Irrigating crops and pastures
• Rangeland for livestock grazing
• Dairy farming
• Municipal and domestic water use
• ArtIsan wells
• The broad desert ecosystem
• Stabling soils

The "allocated wet" water, as with the Colorado River Compact, has been established
through historic law. At Issue is the "unallocated wet" and the "reserve paper water"
estimated in the 132.000 acre feet SARCASS. The historic legally proven water
identified for protection in the Draft Agreement Is 67,000 aaa feet allocated 55,000 sty
for Utah and 12,000 afy for Nevada.

• Of the 55,000 acre feet allocated to Utah, il appears that the negotiating team
improperly carved out at Utah's expense 20,000 acre feet for Fish Sprtngs
National Wlldl~e Refuge creating an inequitable split of the remaining unallocated
wet water resources.

• Recognizing that 84 percent of the groundwater dependent lands are located in
Utah and only 16 percent in Nevada, the Draft Agreement as relates to
unallocated wet water is heavily weighted to Nevada, and even adding in the
unallocated paper, the scenario changes llttle.

• The unallocated wet water split at 7 to 1 in Nevada's favor suggests the future
development benefits belong to Nevada.

• The proposed split in Table 1 is a dangerous precedent in an arid region where
other interstate water challenges and negotiations are likely to arise.

REGIONAL AQUIFER

The Draft Agreement addresses the downstream impacts associated with the impacts of
SNWA pumping on Fish Sprtngs, however, the effects on Snake Valley water rights
associated with downstream pumping in Spring Valley or Lake Valley are less apparent.

The United States Geological Survey in Fact Sheet 086-00 (August 2000) points out that
this "Nation's groundwater is among its most imporlant resources. It provides drtnking
water to urban and rural communIties, supports Irrigation and industry, sustains the flow
of stream and rivers and maintaIns riparian and wetland ecosystems.· REeElVE0
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It continues, -Groundwater resources in the Southwest are among the most overused in
the United States. Natural recharge to aquifers is tow and pumping in many areas has
resulted In lowering of water tables. The consequences of large-scale removal of water
from underground storage are becoming increasingly evident. These consequences
include -land subsidence, loss of springs, streams, wetlands and associated habitat
and degradation of water quality:

In later studies, USGS Fact Sheet 103-03 (November 2003), analysis Indicates
-increased ground-water pumping in sQuth-central Arizona (PhoenixfTucson) has
resulted in water-level declines of between 300 and 500 feet. Land subsidence was
noticed as early as the 1940's and a lower water lable has adversety impacted
vegelation. It analyzed the fast growing Las Vegas area reporting "In places, ground
water levels have dedined by 300 feet ... these declines have caused springs to dry up
and artesian wells to stop flowing.·

Snake Valley Spring Valley Hydrology

The hydrologic connection between Snake Valley and Spring Valley has been reported
as significant. Recharge to the Snake Valley aqu~er is tied directly to the groundwater
recharge of Spring Valley. Groundwater ftow estimates show that as much as sixty
percent of the recharge in the south end of Snake Valley is tied directly to its hydrologic
connection with Spring Valley. The Nevada Slate Engineer has authorized the pumping
of 40,000 acre feet of Spring Valley groundwater for use in Las Vegas, which could
Ultimately be ramped up to 60,000 aae feet.

• The Draft Agreement recognizes and protects Fish Springs from the Impacts of
downstream pumpIng, but makes no similar allowance for the likely impact to the
Snake Valley uses.

• Pumping associated with Spring Valley and other downstream aqUifers could
interrupt the normal flow of groundwater across western Utah, adversely
impacting regionally winter livestock grazing on utah's West Desert.

• USGS Is currently conducting additional studies aimed at better determining the
impacts StWVA's Spring Valley will have on Snake Valley's hydrology.

• Protection of Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge from adverse impacts of an
inter-basin transfer is certainty a worthy goal, however it should not budgeted in
only at Utah's expense in the final Agreement.

6.0 Identification and Mitigation of Adve!}e Impacts to Existing Permitted Uses

Considerable attention is given in this sectIon to provide an agreement that protects
Utah from adverse impacts from the development and withdrawal of Snake Valley
groundwater. In fact. there Is probably no agreement between states that reaches this
standard for protection of existing rights and the environment. Farm Bureau applauds
Utah's negotiating team for the resulting Draft Agreement.



Snake Valley
PageS

However, the trans-basin transfer of thousands of aa-e feet of waler resources brings
with it a series of unknowns. First and foremost, groundwater recharge is directly
associated with surface water. In a groundwater basin most water experts believe is in
balance, ultimately, the removal of 10,000, 15,000 or 30,000 acre feet of water piped to
Las Vegas will have an adverse impact.

There are a number of unanswered questions that require attention based on the
proVisions in the Draft Agreement:

• In this desert econ-system which Indudes farmers and ranchers. It will take a
relatively long period of time for the adverse effects to show up.

• Once the damage to the groundwater basin occurs, mitigation will be diffia.lIt if it
can be fixed,

• There is not a mechanism within the Draft Agreement that addresses the impacts
to Utah related to the Implementation of SNWA's groundwater development
project and the Interstate groundwater flow system.

• Does the Draft Agreement mitigation fund provide broad based remediation and
performance requirements that will protect Utah interests in Snake Valley and
broader groundwater flow system?

6.2 SNWA Assessment and Mitigation Provision

There appears to be a great amount of authority and discretion provided to SNWA in the
Draft Agreement related to claims of adverse impacts:

1. The claimant files notice with SNWA providing pertinent infonnation.
2. St-lWA shall assess the claim.
3. Sf'N'JA shall verify if an adverse Impact has occurred.
4. Provision for Interstate Panel.

The Draft Agreement might Ultimately be strengthened through inclusion of an
independent oversight committee to:

• Review the results of studies dUring the ten year period that the Nevada State
Engineer has agreed to hold the SNWA groundwater applications.

• Identify and establish remediation and conflict policies to assist Utah and Nevada
in conflict resolution.

• To act as the ultimate arbitrator in claims against St-NVA.

Farm Bureau recognizes that reaching an agreement between the states of Utah and
Nevada is preferable to the alternatives. We recommend efforts continue to this end.
Noting that the Governor is only now appointing the Snake Valley AqUifer Advisory
Council, originally called upon for Input in the negotiation process, Fanm Bureau
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recommends that the rushed deadline for signing the Agreement for Management of the
Snake Valley Groundwater System be postponed to meet this obligation and take
additional input. The Nevada State Engineer has set the Spring of 2011 as deadline for
evidence submission and scheduling his Snake Valley hearing during the Fall of 2010.

There continues to be unanswered questions related to the Draft Agreement:

• Recharge
• Hydrologic connections
• Ongoing drought
• Fair and equitable water split

As required by Congress, a mutual agreement between Utah and Nevada Is a worthy
goal, but should be at the expense of Snake Valley's and Millard County's Mure.

In closing, there is one issue that complicates finalizing the agreement between the
states of Utah and Nevada. The agreement calls for the immediate interruption of
pumping at any point when it deemed detrimental to existing Snake Valley water rights,
the environment or the sovereign rights of the state of Utah. If the Snake Valley project
moves forward and the groundwater becomes part of the St-NlA growth strategy for the
Las Vegas metropolitan area, will they really shut down the pumps supplying water to
tens of thousands of homes?

RECEIVED
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September 28, 2009

ADen Biaggi, Director
Nevada Deportment ofCon!ervIIion &; Natural Resources
901 S. Stewart Streel, Ste. 5001
Car500 City, Nevada 89701

Dear Mr. Biaggi:

In reviewing the agroc:mentfU1lent8le <:ompocl between the States ofUtah and Nevada re8l'fding
thelllJlD88OlDOlll ofin_groundwale",esourees, Snake Valley, the Tribol Council submits
the following:

I. Consultation with the Ely ShosboDe Tribe, a Federa1ly recognized sovereign nation,
regarding this _ Compocl was never established and in review of the proposed
compocI, the Tribe bas been excluded from any meaningful oversight, management,
mediation or technical review of the proposed action.

2. The Compect effects the Snake Valley groundwater basin located in both Nevada and
Utah and that this basin includes ow recognized sovereign nations ancestla! homeland.
The Ely Sboabone Tribe, now localed in White Pine County, Nevada historically bas a
homeland eJ1COlIlI"'''';og a Jarge area of Eastern and Northern Nevada, a substantial area
of Southern Idaho, Westem Utah and Southern Califomia. The United States eDlerc:d into
a treaty on October I, 1863, whereby creating a duty til<tbe United States GoYemma!t to
entrust, protect and pr...... the resoun:es of the Ely Sboabone 1ndian IeIritory til< our
benefit and IUO in perpetuity. Tbia larilory also encompasses Soake Valley in both
Nevada and Utah.

3. It must be noted that we have standing to this issue. FiIst established through comments
the Tribe submilltld on SNWA water appticaIioos 54022 through 54030 filcd in October
of 1989. The Tn.. oppIied for and was denied WOJlOIlllive ageocy status by the BLM in
the re1ated E1S process. The~compocl~ to facilitate SNWA's 8It<:mpts
to applOpriote waterliom Snake Valley and pipe it to Las Vegas.

4. The Ely ShosboDe Tn.. bas fedcnlly reserved _ rights pursuant to the "Winters"
doctrine as recogniud in Wlnto:r vs. U1fiIed Stal.... 207 U.s. 564 (19Oll). See.4rizrNwl v.
CaJifomia, 373 U.S. 546 (1963). The Wintas _iue established 1bat the creation of an
1ndian _ impliedly reserves water rights to an 1ndian In.. sufficient til< the
present and future -. of the reoervation. The reserved _ of the Ely Sboabone
Tribe, and other tribes who are localed in or near Snake Valley, must be considered.

R",i"d Tio. S.,.19. 1009 9:10AM No. 1373 I
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5. Our conoems .... the cultural. hydrologic, biologic aDd air quality oompooents of this
action that "" have been excluded from porticipelion in. Our cuItuno is derMd from the
cbaracteristics of the environment for which we have lived for several millenniums. Our
culture and Iaoguage dori_ its existence from the food, shdter and oral histoly made
possible from the _ that _ our home. With the deslIuction of these flawing
waIers, all the things that made us a people will be destroyed. This obviously is a matter
ofgrave "coocern".

6. The springs found in this project ......... the fOODdaIion ofall life and defiDc our culture.
The Ely Shoshone Tribe, loc:ated in White Pine County, Nevada is a foderaIly recognized
Indian Tribe. The aboriginal territory of the Ely Tribe encompasses1alge ueas ofEastern
Nevada. and SIIl>st.ItiaI portions of Soutbem [clabo and Soutbem California. The United
States a>t=d into a Tn:aty with the Ely Tn1>e on O<:tobe< [, [ll63, wb=bY creating a
duty for the United S_ Govc:nuncnl to _ prota:l and JlIeserve the resources of
the Ely Indian Raoervation. The Ely Indian Raoervation is Jocated in \be Steptoe Valley,
which is adjacad to Saake Va1ley.

7. No provision exists to compensate the Ely Shoshone Tribe for any damages to the
springs, pIams or animals that iDhabit or rely 00 these _ for their existence. These
reooun:es c:&lJllOI be aceunteIy valued bean... their loss will have cultural and
eoviroomeotal damages.

8. We have esloblisbed a wlue for springs located in \be TIer [ and TIer II monitoring ueas.
TheY .... as follows:

Tier L A mjnimlDD ofSO million dollars per spring or ripmian habitat.

Tier D. A minimum oBO million dollars per spriolj or riparian habitat.

We recognize that these lIUIIlbas are exua>le1y low when \be multiplier effect, an
""""unting of pr;m.y through tertiaIy and beyond eoooomic multipliers including
employmen~ urban growth, tinaocial in:vestmen~ taxation etc., is taka> into
considention.

II is DOled in \be record that \be Indian Claims Commission failed to include any
financial compensaIioo in the Western Shoshone Distribution Bill for any water rights
within any of \be hydrologic basins that SNWA bas inteRst in that are included in
terrilD<y add.....'" bY the Roby Valley Tn:aty.

9. We extend our coac<ms to the phreotophytes that exist snnounding the springs for they
to provide food and !IIeItor for the Mlimals that inhobit \be area. The ptoposal agreemenl
cites the useof_that .... <aIcuIated to use the vegctoti." blllSpilatioo amouut. Ifthe
capillaly fringe, the soil reg;oo that provides water for tnmsportalioo is lowered or in the
agreement!; tams uti1ind. then the plants will die and all animal life that relies on the
vegetation will also perish.

Received Tim. S.P, 29. 2009 9:20AM No. 1373 2
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10. Tbat by l<lllOBJlilioD of tbo oboYe, tbo Ely Sbosbono Tribe ... 10 porticipole in tbo
0'Ya'Iigbt aDd .llilj.liltftltionoftbis Comped:

II. The Trihol CouaciI 11M rniewallbooc "'••Qld Il a (''''....11IIOOliD8 bdd OD Seplm1ber
28, 2009 md wted 'monilllOQSly in support of this petition.

Sincetely,

dL-:'~~
Alvin S. Marques
Chairman

oc: Micboel R. Styl«, Exa:uti.e DiJector, U1ah DepoIbDeDI ofNoIun1 Rl:sow<:es
P8Irioia Mulroy, GmenI Maaop, Soulbt:m N...... W....Autbulity
File

Received Time S".29. 2009 9:20AM No. 1373 3



GREAT BASJN WATIR NI1WORK

1755 E. Plumb Lane, Suite 170
Reno, NV 89502
(775) 786-9955

September23,2009

Allen Biaggi, Director
Nevada Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources
901 S. Stewart St. #5001
Carson City, NV 8970I

Mike Styler, Director
Utah Department ofNatura1 Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West Nnrth Temple #220
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Re: GBWN Comments on the Draft Utah-Nevada Agreement for the Management of Snake
Vaney Groundwater System and the Snake Valley Environmental Monitoring and Management
Agreement

On beba1fof the Great Basin Water Network ("GBWN"), we are submitting comments on the Draft
NevadalUtah Agreement for the Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater System and the Snake
Valley Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement ("Draft Agreement"). The GBWN is
comprised of individuals, counties, Tribes, consetvation and business groups, hunters, fishennen, and
scientists who support the sustainable use of water. The GBWN works to protect the water resources of
the Great Basin for current and future residents - hwnan, animal, and plant. GBWN also works to
ensure that decisions are made with caution, coherence, and based on the best scientific information
without undue political and developer special interest pressure. In addition to these comments, GBWN
is submitting the attached legal critique of the Draft Agreement and incorporates that critique by
reference in these comments.

GBWN comments will affinn the goals of the Draft Agreement, express concerns about the negotiation
process especially the lack of public input, demonstrate in some detail how the Draft Agreement fails to
meet its goals and purposes, and provide some critical changes that are needed for the Draft Agreement
to receive public support, especially by those whose lives are directly affected by the agreement.

The GBWN strongly supports the goals of the Draft NVIUT Shared Groundwater Agreemen~ the
equitable division of groundwater in Snake, Hamlin, and Pleasant Valleys and the protection ofexisting
water rights and the valleys' environment (sustainable use),

GOWN Comments on the Draft Utah-Nevada Agreement

However, the GBWN is disappointed in the process used by both States to develop the Draft
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Agreement as well as the rush to finalize a flawed agreement. Secret processes rarely result in good
public policy decisions because major stakeholders are left out orthe negotiations. In this case, the
Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Indians were totally left out of the negotiations. There is also no
role provided for the Utah Legislature's authorized Snake Valley Aquifer Advisory Commission in
either the development or the implementation of the Draft Agreement. Nor is the Great Basin National
Park mention in these agreements. Despite the problems with the process used to develop the Draft
Agreement, we agree with Nevada and Utah negotiators who now support a transparent process for
managing Snake Valley water cooperatively.

While we appreciate the extension of the comment period to September 30, 2009, we are concerned.
that the public has not had adequate oppottunities to review a document which has taken over 4 years
to develop, nor has the public had adequate opportunity to obtain docwnents related to the negotiation
process. 111ere has been no publicly stated rationale as to why the proposed Agreement must be
"approved" by mid-October. We agree with the editors of the Deseret News who cautioned (September
20,2009) against the sales pitch argument that the States have to sign now or the deal is off. Signing in
mid·October would not provide for an adequate response by the negotiating team to public comments.
Indeed. it would be extremely inappropriate for the public to be notified oflbe changes that were made
in response to public comments at a rushed Agreement signing ceremony. Therefore, we request that
you provide for a 30 day public review period of the Draft Agreement, once it is revised in response to
public comments received before the September 30 deadline.

The GBWN believes that the Draft Agreement fails to meet any of its goals - equitable division of
shared grOl.U1dwater in Snake (and Hamlin and Pleasant) Valley, protection of existing permitted uses,
and protection of the environment. OW" concerns foUow:

Equitable Division of Shared Groundwater:

In order fOT a division of shared groundwater to be equitable, the States must start with a reasonable
amount of "available" groundwater. We do not believe it is good public policy to use an overestimate
of available water, repeating this mistake as was done in the 1922 Colorado River Compact division
among the 7 states, or in many over-appropriated valleys in. Nevada and Utah. We agree with the
negotiators' acknowledgment (Sec. 2.4) that "such (existing) infonnation is insufficient to determine
with precision the Available Groundwater Supply" or estimate the potential impacts of proposed SNWA
pumping. The 132,000 afa available groundwater ill Sec. 3.2 of the Draft Agreement is not a realistic
munber, but instead the highest estimate for evapotranspiration rates in Snake Valley. It is taken out of
context of its origin, the 2007 BARCASS I study by the USGS, a study which received ",idespread
criticism for its W1reliability (including criticism by the States ofUtah and Nevada). The USGS
acknowledges in its 2009 "Draft Proposal to Refine Groundwater Discharge Estimatesfo,. Snake
valley, Nevada and Utah" the study's sh0l1comings and needs for refining unreliable nwnbers.

"Groundwater-discharge estimates developed during the Basin and Range carbonate-rock
aquifer study (BARCASS: Welch and others, 2008) relied heavily on published ETrates. These
published rates were measured at locations ofsimilar climate and topography outside the study
area and became the basis for formulating the likely range ofETrates associated with the
vegetation and soil conditionsfound throughout the BARCASS area. Ranges later were
assessed and modified with limitedfiled data collected o...·er a relatively short one-ear period
from five ETsites located in Spring Valley (3 sites) and WhitR-ECEt~.'tffnd a single
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site in Snake Valley.
Because ofthe relatively large size ofSnake Valley and minimal local ET measurements,

estimated groundwater discharge for this valley was documented in BARCASS as being the
most uncertain ofall basin discharge estimates. About 87% ofthe 275,000 acre discharge area
in Snake 1'alley is desert shrubland dominated by greasewood and rabbi/brush. These areas
account for about 7()<JAJ ofthe 132,000 acre~ft ofdischarge estimated in BARCASS ~ an estimate
that is about 52, 000 acre-fl higher than reported in aprevious reconnaissance-level study
(Hood and Rush, 1965). The primary causefor tIre large difference in estimated total discharge
between these fM..'0 studies is the average groundwater discharge rate for desert shrubland:
0.39/fll' estimated in BARCASS compared to 0.20ft/yr estimated in the reconnaissance study.
Although this is a relatively small difference in discharge rates,the impact on total estimated
groundwater discharge is significant because ofthe large area ofapplication. For example, a
change in the shrubland discharge rate for Snake Valley ofonly 0.10fiiyr changes the wtal
discharge estimate for the valley by about 24,000 acre-fl. "

It is clear that the BARCASS estimated ET mte for desert shrubland is potentially double that of the
actual historic ET rate in Snake Valley.

In addition, selecting the highest amount ofpossible groundwater discharge in a basin from one study
violates the traditional procedures used by the Nevada State Engineer in state water hearings where
evidence from expert witnesses using all of the available scientific information on recharge, discharge~
perennial yield and carbonate flows is weighed before a ruling is made on applications for and/or
protests on available water in a basin.

While P.L. 108-424 is cited in the introduction to the Draft Agreement. the law's actuailanguage "prior
to any transbasin diversion from ground-water basins located within both the State of Nevada and lhe
State of Utah, the State of Nevada and the State of Utah shall reach an agreement regarding the division
ofwater resources of those interstate groWld-water flow system(s) from which water will be diverted
and used by the project" does not specify an agreement solely regarding Snake Valley, but specifically
refers to "interstate ground-water flow systems."

In addition, the Dmft Agreement fails to disclose that the "Snake Valley" coveted by the Agreement
actually includes some or all of 3 basins - Snake, Hamlin, and Pleasant Valleys. In addition, Snake
Valley numbers include an amount for Fish Springs, an area outside and downgradient of Snake Valley,
but does not include Spring Valley an upgradient valley in Nevada or other valleys in Utah which may
be contributing carbonate and/or alluvial groundwater flows to Snake Valley or receiving them. No
breakout is given in the Draft Agreement of the water budgets for the 3 basins, how numbers for
allocated, unallocated, or reserve water for the 3 basins were calculated, or how double-counting
carbonate flows from up-How basins was avoided in the calculations.

30f!7GBWN Comments on the Draft Utah-Nevada Agreement

The Dmft Agreement fails to provide, other than referring to the rushed and incomplete BARCASS
study, a scientific rationale for the split ofshared groundwater between Nevada and Utah listed in Table
I, nor how the amoWlts in the 3 categories were calculated. Previous studies show the 1960's Hood
and Rush study ofa perennial yield of 80,000 afa in all of Snake Valley to be split with 25,000 afa in
Nevada and 65,000 afa in Utah (Knowland, 1986). There is also no equity in the potential distribution
ofpumping impacts between the 2 States or in proposed "mitigation" provided for pumping impacts in

tbe 2 States. EIVED
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The Draft Agi<ement also fails to provide information on how the amounts in the 3 categories of waler
in Table 1 were derived and what kinds ofwater are included in each category, such as

• vested water rights,
• federal reserved water rights,
• reserved water rights for the Confederated Tribes ofGoshute Indians,
• water for future growth in Snake Valley,
• water necessary to prevent adverse impacts to existing permitted uses.

While the Agreement requires monitoring data .from groundwater pumping to be incorporated into a
database and to be made available to the public, it fails to provide any information on the specifics,
including what database would be used, who would manage the database, why only "measured
groundwater withdrawals" information would be available publicly, how database infonnation would
be made available to the public, the costs for developing and managing such a database or who would
cover the costs.

Sec. 1.3 states that the Available Groundwater Supply on which the division of shared groundwater in
the Draft Agreement has been determined can be "subsequently determined through further study and
agreement with the State Engineers of Utah and Nevada," but provides no details on what further
studies would be considered. how the state engineers would determine available groundwater (by
declaration or through state water hearings) nor how reduced estimates ofavailable groundwater would
be "shared" by the States. This omission likely will lead to serious future conflicts.

While the Draft Agreement makes many references in Sec. 2 and in other sections to a "reasonable"
amount of drawdown which "necessarily impacts the "existing hydrologic system and captures discharge
available to pbreatophytes. streams. and natural lakes," includes a goal to "minimize the injury to
Existing Permitted Uses," and also a statement that Utah and SNWA agree that groundwater
development will result in changes to the existing hydrologic and biologic conditions and may
adversely affect air quality in Snake Valley and the defined Area of Interest, there are no findings or
statements in the Draft Agreement that the States of Utah and Nevada recognize that the Snake Valley
aquifer is fmite and all available water may be used by prior water rights holders or may be necessary
to sustain the hydrological and hiological integrity of Snake Valley. The Draft Agreement ignores
extensive existing data that the water table and spring flows in Snake Valley already are dropping due
to current groundwater development, that endemic species are at risk from existing water uses, and that
additional groundwater development will worsen existing water management problems in Snake
Valley.

Sec. 2.5'5 statement on evaluating with certainty available groundwater is replete with vague undefined
terms, including "evolving trends" in data collection regarding precipitation and recharge,
"characterization of the underground physical environment," and the "sophistication of hydrologic
estimation...

While Sec. 2.7 states the desire of both States to incorporate both presently available, ongoing and
future studies and other infonnation into the process for administering and managing groundwater
development in Snake Valley, it provides no details on what studies are needed, their costs, how they
would be ftmded, how "other infonnation" would be collected and by whom, or how this infomlation
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would be used to minimize or eliminate negative impacts.

Likewise, Sec.3.1 cites the intent of the States to use "BARCASS and other scientifically reliable
reports, studies, or data collection" in revising estimates of available groundwater in Snake Valley,
including SNWA data collection. Work undertaken by the USGS undergoes rigorous peer review, and
all resulting final products remain in the public sector. These public sector products not only include
the interpretive report, but also all data-input files and the calibrated modeling code. The Draft
Agreement fails to require SNWA monitoring or other data to meet all applicable industry and scientific
standard methods and protocols and to undergo Quality Assw1lIlcelQuality Control, without which its
reliability or credibility cannot be detennined. The Draft Agreement requires that nall data used or
proposed to be used to revise estimates shall be sbared between the States and be publicallly [sic]
available for review," but provides no details on how and when data will be made public and how
public review of this data will be incorporated into future detenninations of available groundwater.

Sec. 4.6 cites the intent of the State Engineers to make some annual monitoring data public, to meet as
needed, and to maybe hold a joint annual public meeting with all water users in Snake Valley to receive
public input on the use and. management ofwater there, but provides few specifics on how these actions
would be implemented. Missing details include:

• whether State Engineer meetings are public or closed,
• what triggers these meetings,
• how often such meetings would be held - annually, biannually, every five or ten years
• how or whether public input would change either the Draft Agreement, its implementation, or

future revisions of available groundwater estimates.

Nor does the Draft Agreement provide for annual disclosure ofother pwnping impacts, including
reductions in spring flows, acreage ofdestruction of seeps, sub-irrigated meadows, and riparian areas,
adverse impacts on existing pennitted uses and "mitigation" proposed and/or implemented to address
these adverse impacts.

Protection of Existing Permitted Uses

Sees. l.l.(a) & (b) fail to provide a specific deflOition of adverse impacts caused by SNWA pwnping to
existing permitted users with water rights in wells or in spring flows, despite the fact that these are
critical concerns to existing pennitted users and despite the legal mandate to protect existing water
rights. The Draft Agreement makes no distinction between adverse impacts which reduce productivity
of wells from 1% to 10% to 50% or 100010. The definition ofadverse impact is also conditioned on
other undefined terms, including "demonstrated" (no specifics on what kind of demonstration is
required, by whom and to whom) and "in a manner substantially similar (how substantially) and "to the
well's historical production (no specifics on the required period of record). Likewise, the Draft
Agreement provides no specifics on what adverse impacts to spring flow·based water rights mean,
whether a 1%, 1()oA, 50% or 100% reduction. It also conditions adverse impacts on other undefined
terms, including ndemonstrated" (no specifics OD what kind ofdemonstration is required, by whom and
to whom) and "less than the historical supply" (no specifics on the required period of record for
"historical" means).

Sec_ 6 sets up a mandatory adversarial process in which existing pennitted users in the Utah side of
Snake Valley must contact, "prove" to SNWA that their senior water rights are being adversely
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GBWN Comments on the Draft Utah-Nevada Agreement

impacted by SNWA pumping, request SNWA to provide "mitigation" for its adverse pmnping impacts
and if they disagree with SNWA determinations of adverse impacts or offers of mitigation, only then
can petition the State Engineers to protect their water rights. The Draft Agreement appears to transfer
the state engineers' legal mandates to protect senior water rights to a junior pennittee and to unfairly
put the bwden of proof ofadverse impacts on senior water rights holders, not on the junior pennittee.

Sec. 6.3 sets up an Interstate Panel to resolve disputes between existing pennitted water users and
SNWA, but sets no timeframes for the Panel to take action to protect senior water rights holders from
adverse pmnping impacts.

No such process or opportunity for Existing Pennitted Water users in Nevada to petition the Interstate
Panel is provided by the Draft Agreement for adverse pwnping impacts in Nevada or for direct petition
to the Nevada State Engineer.

In Sec. 6.7, Nevada agrees to hold the SNWA Applications in abeyance through September I, 2019, in
order to allow additional hydrologic, biologic, and other data to be collected in Snake Valley. The
Draft Agreement fails to specify

• what additional infonnation would be collected during this 10 year delay,
• who would collect this data,
• whether the data would be required to be credible or reliable,
• how and when this data would be collected,
• the costs ofthis data collection or
• who would responsible for funding,
• whether and when the public would have access to this data and
• how this data would be used by the state engineer.

In addition, the 10 year delay extends the de facto stranglehold which the 1989 SNWA applications has
had for 20 years on needed water appropriations for economic development in the Nevada side of
Snake Valley.

Sec. 4.5 acknowledges the intent of the States to set up a monitoring data collection program in Snake
Valley but fails to provide any information on how long monitoring will continue or how the
monitoring plan will be implemented. This is a critical omission since adverse impacts from massive
groundwater development in Nevada may not occur in Utah for years, perhaps after the SNWA project
is completed (75 years according to SNWA spokesperson). In addition, while the Draft Agreement
commits SNWA and the States of Utah and Nevada to fund the required monitoring program, it fails to
provide any penalty or require any action if fWlding for monitoring is not provided.

Sec. 6.4 sets up a perpetual mitigation fund with an agreement by SNWA to maintain a minimum
balance of$3,ooo,000 "while SNWA maintains Groundwater development and withdrawal facilities in
Snake Valley." Not only is $3,000,000 clearly inadequate to mitigate the potential impacts caused by
SNWA pumping, the Draft Agreement also fails to provide specific infonnation about the operation of
this mitigation fund, including where the funds would be held, by whom, and how the accounting for
fund revenues and expenditures would be made and by whom. The Draft Agreement also does not
provide for any SNWA commitment to mitigate adverse impacts once pumping ceases, even though
adverse impacts may continue to occur before a new equilibrium is Rv:ciiV'tlj'"ft
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Agreement provide for terms and conditions of the pennit to apply to other parties who may supply
and/or pipe Snake Valley groundwater to SNWA for exportation through the SNWA pipeline or who
may supply water from valleys adjacent to Snake Valley to SNWA for "mitigation" ofadverse pumping
impaclS in Snake Valley. The Draft Agreement also fails to provide any penalty for failure by SNWA
to keep the required minimum $3,000,000 balance.

Protection of the Environment of Snake Valley

While Sec. 2.10 of the Draft Agreement recognizes the desire oflhe States to allow for the
development ofmaximwn sustainable beneficial use, it fails to define what a "sustainable" beneficial
use is, nor is this term defined in the States' water laws. Sec. 5.4 appears to define what "sustainable" is
nol, at least hydrologically, but the Draft Agreement offers no clue as to what "sustainahle" means to
existing permitted uses or to the environment in Snake Valley. Sec. 5.3 requires the state engineers
before approving any groundwater permits to "reserved" water to determine if infonnation "reasonably
demonstrates that groundwater can be safely·and sustainably withdrawn," but fails to provide
definitions of any of these terms.

The Draft Agreement fails to provide a definition of "adverse impacts" (Sec. I) to envirorunental
resources in Snake Valley.

While the States in Sec. 4.8 agree to work cooperatively to "minimize environmental impacts and
prevent the need for listing additional species nnder the Endangered Species Act," the section provides
no details on protecting other environmental values in Snake Valley, including other animal and plant
species, soil stability, and intact desert ecosystems. And while Sec. 7.1 requires the State ofNevada to
appoint a representative to participate in the Columbia Spotted Frog Conservation Team nnd the Least
Chub Conservation Team, the Draft Agreement does not disclose any state commitment to the
conservation goals for these two at-risk species.

Sec. 2.7 provides for collection ofdata and other infonnation "for administering and managing
groundwater development in Snake Valley," but the Draft Agreement fails to consider the need for
managing groundwater for other purposes., including healthy ecosystems, sustaining water-dependent
cave ecosystems, seeps and sub-irrigated meadows on which native wildlife depend, the insects in
streams on which the Bonneville cutthroat trout depend, and ensuring water necessary for the economic
future of Snake Valley.

The Draft Agreement fails to provide a process for anyone to petition the state engineers to address
adverse pumping impacts on the Snake Valley environment and/or require mitigation.

In Sec. 4.4 the States agree to jointly identify areas ofconcern that could be affected by groundwater
development in Snake Valley. yet the section fails to provide any information on how this agreement
would be implemented or whether the process would be secret or open to public input. The Draft
Agreement fails to mention the Great Basin National Park.
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Our previous questions about the need for long-tenn monitoring and mitigation ofpumping impacts on
existing permitted uses also apply to the agreement's empty mandate to protect enviromnentaJ
resources.



Sec. 7.2 appean to limit the purpose of the Utah and SNWA the Snake Valley Environmental
Monitoring and Management Agreement to "make infonned detenninations as to whether groundwater
withdrawals have caused an adverse impact to an existing pennitted use,n but fails to show how
implementing this agreement would protect the environment of Snake Valley. We don't believe that the
Spotted Frog or the Least Chub fit the definition of "existing pennitted uses."

Other flaws in the Draft Agreement:

Sec. 8.2 makes a reference to "the delivery of waters herein provided," but does not define this
potential claim or controversy between the States.

Sec. 8.3 does not provide the length of time in which the Draft Agreement would be effective. Nor
does it appear to bind SNWA's successors or potential future partners, ifSNWA sells or buys its water
applications or water rights to or from others.

Appendix C: Snake VaDey Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement between the
,tate of Utah and SNWA

This Agreement suffers from many of the same problems as the Draft UT-NV Agreement does,
including vague tenDS, interminable processes, pumping impacts assessments that go nowhere, a lack
of secure funding, and that it is non-binding on SNWA successors. The "consultative" process
envisioned by the M&M Agreement for SNWA and Utah to deal with pumping impacts in Utah
resulting from SNWA groundwater development in Nevada appears to the GBWN as cumbersome,
expensive, ineffective, reactive, and unenforceable.

This Agreement fails to disclose what authority the Technical Working Group and the Management
Group set up under this M&M Agreement actually has over the operation of SNWA's water rights in
Nevada

This Agreement fails to provide for requiring its tenns and conditions to apply to SNWA 's successors
ifSNWA sells its water applications andlor water rights to another party, or buys rights from others in
the Valley

Sec. 4 of this Agreement appears to include the monitoring of existing pennitted users groundwater
withdrawals in Utah, despite the fact that existing permitted users are not signatory to this Agreement.
This Agreement fails to explain how senior water rights holders in Utah are bound to the terms of this
Agreement

Sec. 5.1.3 appears to give the Management Committee with its 2 Utah and 2 SNWA members absolute
discretion over implementing any or all parts of the M&M plan, regardless of the specific provisions of
this Agreement, including early warning indicators, and the severity and relative importance of the
pumping impacts. If this is correct, this Agreement is not enforceable.

8 of 17GBWN Comments on the Draft Ulah·Nevada Agreement

Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 13 set up cumbersome, expensive, and lengthy processes in cases ofdisagreement by
the Technical Working Group which will result in inevitable delays in any actions to address adverse
impacts. These ineffective processes may also result in reversing SNWA commitments in Sec. 5.1.3 to
protect endangered, threatened and sensitive species and in making recommendations by the
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Management Committee non-binding on the signatories.

Sec. 8.1 provides for the mandatory inclusion of a regional groundwater flow nwnerical model in the
M&M Agreement, but does not mandate its use in implementing the provisions of the Agreement

Sec. 9 provides for SNWA consulting the State of Utah on changes in points of diversions and
withdrawal rates, but not for the possibility of substantive changes caused by new locations or pumping
rates to invalidate or require substantial changes to this Agreement.

Sec. 12 subjects the monitoring required in the M&M Agreement to appropriations by the SNWA
Board and the Utah Legislature, but does not subject SNWA pumping/adverse impacts to these
constraints.

This Agreement fails to require collection of baseline data collection or monitoring springs or wells or
managing SNWA groundwater development and impacts in Nevada's Snake Valley. Without this
infonnation, Snake Valley cannot be managed as a whole groundwater basin. Likewise, endemic
species occupy springs in Nevada which are subject to adverse impacts of SNWA pumping. Bonneville
cutthroat trout depend on insects which depend on habitat in streams in or below the Great Basin
National Park that were identified as "likely susceptible to groundwater withdrawal" in the publication:
Elliott, P.E., D. A. Beck, and D. E. Prudic. 2006. Characterization of Surface-Water Resources in the
Great Basin National Park Area and Their Susceptibility to Ground·Water Withdrawals in Adjacent
Valleys, White Pine County, Nevada. USGS Scientific Investigations Report 2006-5099. Carson City,
NV.

Necessary Changes to the Dnft Agreement

The GBWN cannot support the Draft Agreement unless the following critical changes are made:

1.The final Agreement must be substantively responsive to public comments on the proposed
Agreement

2.The scientifically unsupported 132.000 afa must be replaced with a more credible nwnber, using
existing and new hydrology studies over the next several years to come up with a more realistic
estimate of available water in Snake Valley.

3. The fmal Agreement must be specific on the studies which are needed to bener define
groundwater water availability in Snake Valley. basin water budgets, and direction and amounts
ofcarbonate flows, induding two study proposals with which we are familiar:

• Utah USGS proposal: Assessment of groundwater flow paths, sources of water to
springs and cODnection ofbasio-fiU and carbonate aquifers in Snake Valley and
surrounding basins, Utah and Nevada, June 2009. This is a 3 year, $376,800 study
with results to be published in a USGS Scientific Investigations Report, PhD
dissertation. and in a journal article. Data will be pennanently archived in the USGS
NWIS database where it will be publicly available, and models will also be archived and
available.

GBWN Comments on the Draft Utah-Nevada Agreement
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• Nevada USGS proposal: Draft Proposal to Refine Groundwater Discharge Estimates
for Snake Valley, NY and UT. This is a 4 1/2 year SIM study to refine current
estimates of groundwater discharge by ET in Snake Valley, with data to be published in a
USGS report and available on the web.

4.1be final Agreement must replace the proposed NVIUT groundwater division in Table 1 with a
more equitable split, many of which are being suggested in public corrunents on the Draft
Agreement.

5.1be final Agreement must include 8 water settlement for the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute
Indians.

6. The final Agreement must include clearly defined terms.

7.TIle final Agreement must make the adverse impacts/mitigation process in section 8 voluntary
and put the burden of proof on SNWA that its pumping is not causing adverse impacts on the
existing permitted users.

8.The final Agreement must require that all data collected be required to meet industry and
scientific standard methods and protocols and to undergo Quallty AssuranceJQuallty Contro!.

9. The final Agreement must require that all data collected as required by these Agreements be
made accessible to the public, as soon as possible, but no later than 60 days after collection.

10. The final Agreement and the UtahlSNWA Agreement must sel triggers for specific responses to
adverse impacts caused by SNWA pumping.

IJ. The final Agreement must require 5 years of baseline studies ofhydrologic, biologic, and air
quality resources and monitoring in all of Snake Valley that include current, historical and
newly collected data from nonnal. drought and wet years.

12. The final Agreement must disclose the definitions of and calculations on the amounts of water
included in Table I categories.

13. The final Agreement must acknowledge the State Engineer's authority under Nevada stale law
to process junior water applications until the Snake Valley hearing is ev~ntually scheduled or a
provision sbould be added to the final Agreement specifically authorizing tbe Nevada state
engineer to take this action in Snake Valley.

14. The tinal Agreement must add a provision which binds SNWA's successors and potential future
partners to the tenns and conditions of the NVfUT Agreement and the M&M Agreement

IS. The final Agreement must add a provision which requires the owners or purveyors of any water
from Snake Valley which is eventually transported in the SNWA pipeline be subject to the tenns
and conditions of the Agreement.

16. The final Agreement must add a provision which requires the owners or PlUVfiors ofany water
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used to mitigate adverse impacts ofSNWA pumping in Snake Valley to be subject to the terms
and conditions of the Agreement.

17. The final Agreement between Utah and SNWA, instead of a M&M program which reacts to
adverse pumping impacts. must develop nprogram which will actually prevent adverse
pumping impacts to sensitive resources in Snake Valley. including those in the Great Basin
National Park.

18. The final Agreement must set up a public process for identifying Key Areas of Biological
Concern and Key Biological Indicators in Snake Valley. It must acknowledge Great Basin
National Park, its water-dependent caverns and its springs, streams, and riparian areas.

19. The final Agreement must add provisions which require suspension ofSNWA water permits if
either the SNWA mitigation fund balance drops below the $3,000,000 minimum or funding for
monitoring required by the NVIUT Agreement or the M&M Agreement is not provided by
SNWA or the Slates ofNevada and Utah.

20. The final Agreement must not be finalized Wllil the Snake Valley Aquifer Advisory
Commission, mandated by the Utah Legislature. reviews it and is provided a role in its
implementation.

21. The final Agreement must be signed by the Slates' governors.

22. A good Agreement takes time and input from everyone affected by this Draft Agreement. Some
of these changes can be swiftly accomplished, but others will take longer.

Thank. you for considering the comments of the Great Basin Water Network.

Sincerely,

rl

/./ctJu ~ y;~

Susan Lynn 050 Strickland
GBWN coordinators in Nevada and Utah

ATTACHMENT

cc: Governor Jim Gibbons
Governor Gary Herbert
NY and VT Attorney Generals
NV and UT state legislators

Steve Erickson
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GREAT BASIN WATER NETWORK LEGAL CRITIQUE QF THE DRAFT AGREEMENT
FOR MANAGEMENT QF THE SNAKE VALLEY GROUNDWATER SYSTEM

This memorandum contains the Great Basin Water Network's ("GBWN's") additional comments
concerning specific legal deficiencies in the Draft Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley
Groundwater System ("Draft Agreement"). These comments are incorporated by reference in
GBWN's comprehensive comments on the Draft Agreement.

THE DRAFT AGREEMENT EFFECTIVELY IS AN INTERSTATE COMPACT, BUT IT DOES
NOT COMPLY WITH THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCH AN AGREEMENT, AND
APPEARS TO UNNECESSARILY SUBJECT UTAH AND lIS CITIZENS TO NEVADA LAW:

• The Compact Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Article I, § 10, requires Congressional consent
for all agreements between states that enhance the political power of the states in relation to the
federal government. U.S. Steel Corp. v. Mul/istate Tax COlllm 'n, 434 U.S. 452, 459 (197g).
The Draft Agreement is subject to the Compact Clause because it apportions an interstate
groundwater aquifer, which the United States Supreme Court has held to be an article of
interstate commerce subject to federal jurisdiction. Sporhase \'. Nebraslw, 458 U.S. 941 (1982).
As such, an attempt to place burdens on or apportion the aquifer would have to be sanctioned by
Congress in the form of an Interstate Compact pursuant to the Compact Clause of the United
States Constitution. See u.s. Steel Corp. v. Mul/istate Tax Comm 'n, 434 U.S. 452, 459 (1978).
The federal interest in the Snake Valley aquifer is especially high given the presence of Great
Basin National Park.

• This Agreement clearly does not comply with the requirements ofth~ Compact Clause.
Interstate compacts are creatures of federal law, Cuyler v. Adams, 449 U.S. 433, 440 (1981), and
are W1der the jurisdiction of the U.S. Supreme Court. The Draft Agreement sets up a situation
in which Nevada law as opposed to federal law governs disputes involving individuals, and the
states agree to mediate disputes that arise between the states. Specifically, detenninations of the
Interstate Panel will be administered by the Nevada State Engineer, whose orders are subject to
Nevada Law. Draft Agreement § 6.5. Furthet, if the states, through their state engineers, are
unable to resolve controversies that arise under the agreement, "the signatories shall select a
neutral mediator agreeable to both States who shall mediate the dispute." Draft Agreement §
8.2. The Agreement also creates a framework in which changes to the Agreement are to be
made cooperatively, meaning that in effect, Nevada has 8 veto over decisions such as adjusting
the available groundwater supply. See Draft Agreement §§ 1.3,4.8; 5.4. This framework puts
Utah at a serious disadvantage, one that it does not have to accept, especially given its strong
position in a potential case before the U.S. Supreme Court Wider the Equitable Apportionment
Doctrine (described below).

THE APPQRTIONMENT OF GROUNDWATER IN SNAKE VALLEY UNDER THE
AGREEMENT APPEARS TO BE SIGNJFJCANTLY LESS FAVQRABLE FOR UTAH THAN
WOULD BE THE CASE UNDER THE FEDERAL EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT
DOCTRINE. WHICH WQULD ENTITLE UTAH TO A GREATER SHARE OF SNAKE
VALLEY GROUNDWATER:

• Equitable apportionment is the doctrine of federal common law that governs disputes between
states before the U.S. Supreme Court concerning their rights to an interstate water resource.
Colorado v. New Mexico, 459 U.S. 176, 183 (19g2) (citations omitted).

• Equitable apportionment generally favors current uses and estaRECcilVE'fidepend
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on the waters in question. Colorado v. New Mexico, 459 U.S. at 187.
• In Snake Valley the equitable apportionment doctrine would favor Utah herause the majority of

Snake Valley is in Utah, most of the historic use in Snake Valley is in Utah, Snake Valley's
water supply is limited and water tables already are decreasing, and the potential injury to
existing Snake Valley uses is significant.

• Under equitable apportiomnent the location of the headwaters or source of recharge is irrelevant
in considering the equities involved. Colorado v. New Mexico, 46~ U.S. at 187 (citations
omitted). Therefore, a 50/50 split of Snake Valley water appears to be considerably more
generous to Nevada and less generous to Utah than federal law would consider appropriate,
given the fact that the majority of land and historic use of groundwater in Snake Valley is in
Utah.

• By the same token, under equitable apportiorunent principles future use should be split among
the two states based on land area and current use, which again would weigh in favor of Utah
receiving a larger quantity ofwater than Nevada

13 of 17
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THE DRAFT AGREEMENT'S ESTIMATE OF AVAILABLE GROUNDWATER SUPPLY IS
IMPROPERLY PREMISED ON AN INFLATED AND UNCERTAIN BARCASS FIGURE:

• The available groundwater supply esrimate borrowed from the BARCASS study is
inappropriate to use as a baseline estimate in the Draft Agreement for two reasons.

• First, it is deceptively inflated because it does not account for and subtract interbasin inflow to
Snake Valley from Spring Valley. BARCASS estimated that the amount of inflow to Snake
Valley from Spring Valley is 49,000 slY. This inflow makes up a major portion of the
BARCASS estimate of available groundwater supply in Snake Valley. But the Nevada State
Engineer already has pennitted Spring Valley to be fully appropriated by SNWA. Thus, SNWA
already has beeo granted the right to pump groundwater from Spring Valley that presently flows
into Snake Valley and makes up much of Snake Valley's available groundwater supply. So, the
only prudent estimate to use from BARCASS would be 132,000 alY less the 49,000 of inflow
from Spring Valley, which already has been accounted for in Nevada, resulting in a truer
available groundwater estimate of83,000 afy. This double counting of inflow from Spring
Valley highlights the reasoning behind the requirement in the "Lincoln County Conservation,
Recreation, and Development Act of 2004's ("Lincoln County Land Act") tJlat any agreement
encompass the entire interstate groundwater flow system from which the water is to be diverted.
As written, the Draft Agreement does not comply with the Lincoln County Land Act, because
the scope ofthe agreement is limited to Snake Valley, which is only part of the Great Salt Lake
Desert Regional Flow System.
Second, BARCASS itself cautions that its estimate of Snake Valley's annual discharge, or
available groundwater supply, is highly uncertain and not reliable, conceding that it might well
be 30,000 slY too higb. USGS, Water Resources of the Basin and Range Carbonate-Rock
Aquifer System, White Pine County, Nevada, and Adjacent Areas ofNevada and Utah, A
Report to Congress, 62·63 (2007) [hereinafter "BARCASS"). A conservative, more defensible
starting point, then, would be no more than 102,000 slY rather than 132,000 alY' And tlmt is
before accounting for the interbasin inflow to Snake Valley from Spring Valley, which already
has been fully appropriated in Nevada. [n fact, the Draft Agreement itself concedes that the
available groundwater supply for Snake Valley is uncertain, so uncertain that the Nevada State
Engineer's hearing on Snake Valley will be postponed until 2019. It does not make sense to use
such an admittedly uncertain, unreliable figure as the basis for calculating the amount of
groundwater available for apportionment and apportioning it between the two states at this time.
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At the very least, the Agreement should eschew any commitment to a particular figure now and
should layout a more concrete and equitable method for adjusting the nwnber at a later date.
As written., Nevada has veto power over adjusting the available groundwater supply downward,
leaving Utah with little recourse should additional scientific measurement and study confinn
that 132,000 afy is inappropriately high.

AS WRlmN, THE DRAIT AGREEMENT DOES NOT APPEAR TO COMPORT WITH
THE UTAH GOVERNMENT'S PUBLIC TRUST DUTY TO PROTECT AND CQNSERVE
UTAH'S WATER RESOURCES FOR THE LONG-TERM BENEFIT OF UTAH CITIZENS:

• The State of Utah has an obligation to manage its groundwater, deemed a public resource by
Utah statute, in trust for the Utah public's long-term benefit. The State may not bargain away
this duty as it has done in the current Draft Agreement by: (I) assuming an unreasonably high
available groundwater supply for Snake Valley as noted above; and (2) placing the burden of
defending Utah water rights against appropriation by a Nevada entity on individual water rights
holders Wlder Nevada's law.

• . The Agreement places the entire burden on existing water rights owners to demonstrate that
SNWA has caused an adverse impact to their water rights. This is unfair. Since SNWA is the
entity seeking the "new' water and creating all of the risk of harm to senior water rights
owners, it is only fitting that SNWA should bear the risk it is foisting on Snake Valley. It should
also be noted that SNWA is a gigantic government agency with billion-doJlar budgets to work
with, whereas the individual water rights owners in Snake VaHey are hardworking ranchers,
fanners, and businesspeople who do not have adequate funds to fight with SNWA. Tbe easiest,
simplest. and probably fairest way to do this is to create 8 rebuttable presumption that SNWA's
pumping is the cause ofany negative change, or impact, to the water rights of any existing
water right in Snake Valley. SNWA would then have the opportunity and the burden of
overcoming, or disproving, that presumption. Given the enormous disparity between the means
and resources of SNWA, which are virtually limitless, and those of ordinary citizens with water
rights, which are scant, this allocation of the burden of proof is far more just.

• SNWA also should bear the burden ofproving that it is not the cause of harmful impacts to
existing water rights because it is SNWA alone that is pushing for and will reap all the benefits
of this project and these new appropriations, whereas it is the existing water users in the Valley
who will bear the brunt ofany hannful impacts caused by the project.

• Similarly, water rights holders should not have to negotiate with SNWA should impacts occur,
but ought to be able to report the impacts directly to the interstate panel. As written, the Draft
Agreement puts water rights holders at a significant disadvantage, because the agreement sets
up a situation in which water rights owners must negotiate with SNWA before they may resort
to the interstate panel should impacts occur. For dIe reasons stated above, this arrangement is
unworkable as it places an undue burden on senior water rights holders by requiring them to
bargain over their supposedly protected senior rights with an entity that has far superior
resources and power.

• In addition to improperly placing the burden on senior water rights holders, the Dran
Agreement does not give these water rights holders the tools with which to support their claims
of impact to their water rights, thus making it even more difficult for them to prevail should
SNWA's pwnping impact their wells. Impacts are largely undefined by the Draft Agreement as
is the monitoring vaguely referenced in sections 2.11 and 4.5-4.8 of the Agreement, and thus,
the detennination of impacts likely would be made on a case-by-case basis, putting individual
water rights holders at a disadvantage and forcing them to REthCEivE't)ncertain battle
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to protect their water rights. At a minimum, the Agreement must include specific concrete
triggers that would be used to define impacts as weU as a detailed method fo~ m~asuring such
impacts that would take the burdeo off individual water rights bolders. Momtonng sbould be
done by a third party at SNWA's expense. Finally, the Draft Agreement contams no provlsl0n
for reimbursement to these water rights holders for the cost incwred in defending their water
rights. Without fmancial support, it is unlikely that water rights holders wiU have the resources
to defend their water rights against SNWA's pumping.

AS CURRENTLY WRITTEN, THE DRAFf AGREEMENT'S SCOPE IS TOO NARROW
BECAUSE IT DOES NOT ExPLICITLY INCLUDE ALL WATER CONVEYED THROUGH
SNWA'S PROPOSED PIPELINE REGARDLESS OF OWNERSIDP AND ALL PROJECT
RELATED WATER:

• As drafted, the Agreement covers only water permitted 10 SNWA under Snake Valley
applications Ciun-eDdy on file with the Nevada State Engineer. This creates an unacceptable
loophole for SNWA to contract with other people or entities to acquire and export water from
Snake Valley, raising the same risks for existing water rights holders and the environment in the
Valley, without having to abide by the same commitments as it is boWld to in relation to ,its own
water rights. In addition, the Draft Agreement fails to acknowledge that water obtained and
used by SNWA to mitigate hannfuJ impacts it has caused in one part of Snake Valley may very
well have hannful impacts on other parts of the Valley. In order to adequately protect the State
of Utah and existing water rights holders in Snake Valley, and to ensure that the protections
which the Agreement purports to provide will not be circwnvented, the Agreement must
expressly provide that all of SNWA's obligations under the Agreement apply to all water
conveyed through SNWA's pipeline, regardless ofownership, and to all other project-related
water, including water used for mitigation purposes. Expanding the Agreement's scope in this
way is necessary to ensure that SNWA is not permitted to playa shell game with water rights to
evade its responsibilities and that actual, meaningful mitigation takes place rather than a mere
shifting of impacts from one part of Snake Valley to another part of the same valley or to other
valleys.

UTAH SHOULD NOT SIGN THE AGREEMENT AS DRAFTED BECAUSE IT DENIES UTAH
AVOICE IN WATER RIGHTS DECISIONS ON THE NEVADA SIDE OF THE BORDER
THAT WOULD AFFECT AND THREATEN WATER RIGHTS ON THE UTAH SIDE OF THE
BORDER:

• As drafted the Agreement allows Utah to playa part, along with Nevada through the bi-state
review panel, on disputes concerning Utah water rights in the Utah portion of Snake Valley.
But the Draft Agreement explicitly excludes Utah from baving any say in decisions concerning
Nevada water rights in the Nevada portion of Snake Valley, even though the interconnected
nature ofaU groundwater in the basin eIlSW'eS that those decisions will affect Utah water rights
in Snake Valley, too. Thus. the Draft Agreement would give Nevada a say in the determination
ofquestions concerning Utah water rights io Snake Valley, while depriving Utah of a
corresponding say in the determination of questions concerning Nevada water rights in Snake
Valley. That imbalance is patently uofair to Utah and Utah water rights holders in Snake Valley.

THE AGREEMENT MUST BE RE-DRAFTED BECAUSE IT PROVIDES ABSOLUTELY NO
ACTUAL PROTECTION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT:

• Despite its anemic rhetoric about environmentalProtectiRt~~t fails to
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provide for any actual concrete protection of the environment and undermines the possibility of
environmental protection in at least two fundamental ways.

• To begin with, the agreement adopts an unreliable and unreasonably high estimate of Snake
Valley's available groundwater supply as the available groundwater supply, setting the Valley
up for excessive pwnping by SNWA, which cannot help but cause devastating environmental
haml. If anything, the highly speculative BARCASS estimate should be used only as the
uppermost limit ofany potentially available groundwater supply, and clear provision must be
made for actually settling on a lesser amount. By all the parties' concession in the Draft
Agreement, they simply do not have adequate data to set a reasonable estimate of available
groundwater supply yet.

• The other way in which the Draft Agreement undermines the prospects for meaningful
environmental protection is that it contains absolutely no provisions of its own for monitoring
and mitigation ofpotential environmental harm caused by SNWA's pwnping. Nor does the
Agreement contain any concrete, specified standard, threshold, triggers, criteria, or goals for
environmental protection or even for a monitoring and mitigation plan.

• Rather, the Draft Agreement shifts responsibility and accountability for all monitoring and
mitigation, and environmental protection, to separate agreement between SNWA and Utah
alone, which is attached as an appendix. By its nature this arrangement lessens Utah's ability to
ensure that the environment will be protected. It also allows the State ofNevada to avoid any
responsibility whatsoever for any environmental protection in Snake Valley. Further, this
separate "Monitoring and Management Agreement" between SNWA and Utah largely mimics
the toothless stipulated agreements that SNWA has hullied several federal agencieS iuto in
connection with its application in other valleys in Nevada. Like those illusory agreements this
monitoring and management agreement lacks important specifics and essentially sets up
nothing more than a so·called collaborative process in which SNWA will have a decisive seat
on each committee that has to reach consensus before any decision can be made or any
mitigation can occur.

• The result is that SNWA, an agency whose only objective is to obtain as much water as possible
for southern Nevada, will be in a position to stall any decision or action from being taken if that
decision or action would inconvenience SNWA.

THE DRAFT AGREEMENT IS DEFECTIVE BECAUSE THE GOSHUTES TRIBE WAS
EXCLUDED FROM THE NEGOTIATIONS, AND THE AGREEMENT FAILS TO ACCOUNT
FOR THE TRIBE'S CLAIMED WATER RIGHTS IN SNAKE VALLEY:

• The Goshutes Tribe was admittedly not included in the negotiation of this Agreement or
apparently even consulted before the Agreement was drafted. ntis oversight opens up the
Agreement to attack for its failure to account for or address the Goshute Tribe's assertion that it
possesses significant water rights in Snake Valley under the Winters doctrine and other federal
legal precedent. Before the parties responsibly can sign the Agreement purporting to apportion
and manage the water resources of Snake Valley comprehensively, the Goshute Tribe must be
~onsulted and account must be taken of any claimed tribal water rights in the Valley.

THE AGREEMENT AS DRAITED WOULD UNDERMINE THE FEDERAL
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS:

• SNWA's pipeline project is subject to review and preparation of an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) under the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"). That review already
is underway and an EIS is supposed to be produced for the enRfCE1VEt)0IO). By
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establishing a ten year delay for further study and monitoring of growldwater and related
resources in Snake Valley the Agreement undermines the EIS ability to properly analyze and
address the Snake Valley portion ofthe project, either creating an unreasonable risk tbat the
federal NEPA review process will be inadequate with regard to Snake Valley or that it will have
to be redone after a decade oftime bas elapsed.
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Ivins City
55 N. Main September 23, 2009

Ivins, UT 84738
(435) 628·0606
www.ivins.com Honorable Gary R. Herbert

Utah Governor's Office
Utah State Capitol Complex
East Office Building, Suite E220
P. O. Box 142220 , ' ,
Salt Lake City, tiT 84114·2220

Dear Governor Herbert:

'.

Conslltuenl Serv\Cea
OffIce of the GoYemor- .

SEP 281009

'llis letter is written on behalfof Ivins City to voice strong support for the SNAKE
VALLEY AGREEMENT FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE SNAKE VALLEY
GROUNDWATER SYSTEM ("Snake Valley Agreement") which is currently under
public review.

As a participant in the Washington County Water Conservancy District Regional
Agreement we share water resources across state lines iu\d are.dependent upon the
ability 'to- acquire ,Colorado River Water through the Lake Powell Pi~linc Project. It is
our hope that management afthe Colorado River system can be performed through
coope.rati~ efforts represl?nted by' the Snake Vailey Agreement.

. ,
It is respectfully requested that every action avail~ble be taken to ensure that the Snake
Valley Agreement is promptly executed.

Sincerely,

R. Daren Barney
Ma~or

-.



Laurie L Caf5on, Commissk1ner
Richard Carney. Commissioner
Gary Lane, Commissioner
'aL86M MaId6'/. CommisssioMr
sry Perea, Commissioner

..IMM ...".,., Eor..::ll'liXJ CIfIrlc d tt1180etd ~'itrecrIomrlll
If!loarll of crIountll crIommissioners

September 23, 2009

953 campton Street

Ely, NBVtJda 8930 7

(175) 289-3065
Fax (175) 289-8860

Snake Valley Agreement
C/o Nevada Department of Conservation

and Natural Resources
Suite 5001
901 S. Stewart St.
Carson C;ly, NV 89701

Attention: Allen Biaggi

Dear Mr. B;aggi:

The White Pine County Commission has reviewed the UtahlNevada Agreement on the
Use of Snake Valley Water. The County Commission continues to oppose the
Groundwater Development Project because of the likelihood that it will result in negative
envirorunental and economic impacts on our area. However, the White Pine County
Commission believes that Snake Valley, its environment, and its residents are better
protected by the presence of an agreement than they are without one. Although White
Pine County supports the goals and basic concepts in the Draft Agreement, we feel there
are critical issues with draft as proposed and it must be revised prior to final acceptance.

White Pine County has the following specific concerns with the Agreement:

Public Processes: There has been a lack of public process in the creation of the Draft
Agreement and the Agreement does not ensure public participation in the review of
comments, revisions, or implementation.

1) Meetings related to the Agreement, on-going evaluation, and implementation
should be conducted according to the guidelines of the Nevada Open Meeting
Law and the Utah Open and Public Meetings Act.

2) Any documentation and data used to make the determinations in the Agreement
should be available for public review.

3) Future discussions to evaluate existing data and new studies and to modify the
Agreement should be open to the public.
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Laurie L. Carson
September 23, 2009
Page 2

4) Critical steps in the process to review, revise. and accept the Final Agreement
should be conducted through Public Hearings and should include at least one
hearing in Snake Valley.

Dctennination of Available GroWld Water Supply: In the Draft Agreement, the division
of water is based on the determination that there is 132,000 af/y in Available Ground
Water Supply. This appears to be based on the theoretical findings in the BARCASS
Study. This estimate is much higher than previous studies including the 1965 Hood and
Rush analysis used by the Nevada Division of Water Resources. The Final Agreement
either needs to consider other estimates of Available Ground Water Supply or a
BARCASS 2 is required to provide the studies to support the assumption that there is
132,000 afly available in Snake Valley.

Need and Procedure for Acoeoting Additional Data: The Draft Agreement ideotifies the
concern that the data are insufficient. The County agrees with this detennination and
supports the segments of the Draft Agreement designed to allow additional data to be
considered. The County has a concern about the process for identifying appropriate
additional infonnation to be considered. The Agreement refers to "Evolving Trends in
Data Collection" and "On-going and Future Studies and Other Information." The County
recommends that the Final Agreement be revised to define what is meant by "evolving
trends in data collection" and to identify what "on-going studies" and what type of "other
infonnation" will be included. The Final Agreement should also detail the processes to
be used in reviewing and accepting additional studies and other information to ensure its
scientific basis and reliability. The County recommends reliance on USGS studies that
are in progress or that may be commissioned to answer specific questions regarding the
water resources available in Snake Valley. USGS has a well recognized peer review
process and has demonstrated its credibility in conducting unbiased and independent
scientific research. All additional information should be made available for public
review and comment.

Need to Define Terms: The Draft Agreement uses tenns that need additional definition
including "Maximum Sustainable Beneficial Use," "Adverse Impacts," and "Adverse
Impacts to an Existing Pennitted Use." The County sympathizes with the difficulty in
developing an agreement based on water law in two different states and the need to fmd
terminology that will bridge the differences between the two. However, in using
terminology that may not have legal defInition in either state, the Final Agreement needs
to be very careful to provide specific definitions and should specify thresholds, who will
determine when those thresholds are exceeded, and the processes for making those
determinations.
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Laurie L. Carson
September 23, 2009
Page 3

Need to Define Authority and ReSjlOnsibjlities Under Nevada and Utah Water Law:
The Final Agreement needs to provide mono detailed explanations of how the Agreement
will work in conjunction with existing Nevada and Utah state statutes.

Include All Water Sources: The Final Agreement should include any and all water
sources that may contribute to the 132,000 af/y. The BARCASS study indicates that
water flows from south Steptoe Valley into Spring Valley and then into Snake Valley. It
estimates that as much as 49,000 afly may flow from Spring to Snake Valley. USGS is
currently studying the flow afwater from Spring Valley into Hamlin and then Snake
Valley. The Draft Agreement includes Pleasant and Hamlin Valleys but does not
reference Spring Valley. The Final Agreement should include analysis of the sources of
water that may comprise the 132,000 af/y detennined to be available in Snake Valley, It
should include a discussion of the impacts of the Groundwater Development Project
pumping and exportation of water from Spring Valley on the availability of water in
Snake Valley as well as any impact it might have on Steptoe Valley.

Special Nature of Interbasin Transfers and Negative Impacts Caused by Water
Exportation Through the Ground Water Development Project: The Final Agreement
should acknowledge that Nevada law requires the State Engineer to take environmental
conditions and potential for economic development of the host basin into aecount in
decisions related to interbasin transfers. The Final Agreement should hold Southern
Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) responsible for negative impacts on the environment,
economic potential, or senior water rights holders in Snake Valley and in any other basin
that might be contributing to the water available in Snake Valley.

Approval Process and Requirements on Parties to the Agreement: The Final Agreement
should be signed by the Governors ofUtah and Nevada rather than their designated
department heads. The Final Agreement should identify the funding source for
implementation of the agreement and require the two states to make commitments for any
funding determined as their responsibility. White Pine County believes that SNWA
should be held responsible for funding implementation of the provisions in the Draft
Agreement. The Final Agreement should include a statement identifying the
responsibilities ofSNWA under the primary agreement and it should state that the
agreement is binding on SNWA and its successors. The provisions of the Monitoring and
Mitigation Agreement should be incorporated within the Final Agreement and should
include a requirement that any owners or purveyors ofwater entering the pipeline are
held responsible to the same tenns and conditions as SNWA, If water rights in Snake
Valley are awarded to SNWA, it should not be allowed to lease its water to any other
entity unless that entity is required to adhere to the provisions of the Final Agreement and
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Laurie L. Carson
September 23, 2009
Page 4

Ten Year Delay: The Agreement provides a ten year delay for action on the Southern
Nevada Water Authority applications in Snake Valley. The County is concerned that this
delay has a negative impact on the citizens of Snake Valley. The applications were filed
by Las Vegas Valley Water District in 1989. The citizens of the Nevada portion of Snake
Valley have been unable to secure water rights from the State Engineer for development
of the municipal water system at Baker. expansion of existing operations, and new
development for the past 20 years. If they are asked to wait another 10 years, the
Agreement needs specific provisions for the State Engineer in Nevada to accept and
consider requests for new water rights for legitimate uses.

Please take the comments of White Pine County and its Snake Valley residents into
consideration in your process to revise the Draft Agreement, approve the Final
Agreement, and implement the terms of the Agreement. The White Pine County
Commission appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Draft Agreement and would be
happy to work with you in an effort to revise the Draft to address the concerns of our
citizens.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

;;(~{;l~
Laurie L. Carson,
Chairman

cc: Governor Jim Gibbons
Governor Gary Herbert
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September 22, 2009

Snake Valley Agreement
c/o Utah Department ofNatural Resources
Divisinn ofWater Rights
1594 West North Temple, Suite 220
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

RE: Comments on Proposed Snake Valley Agreement . " -

Western AgCredit has a material interest in the management ofwater resources in the Snake
Valley and throughout Utah and other areas in the Intermountain West. Western AgCredit is the
largest agricultural lender in Utah and we have several customers whose operations are located in
Snake Valley and who depend on the water resources in that area. We also finance some
agricultural operations located in Eastern Nevada.

We are opposed to any plans to transfer material amoWlts afwater out of the Snake Valley.
We realize that this is a complicated issue because of the conflicting interests between Utah and
Nevada and the unanswered questions regarding the rights of each state to control the water in
Snake Valley. However, extreme care must be taken to avoid actions that could potentially 1)
threaten the viability of existing water users with established water rights, 2) cause serious
environmental damage to Snake Valley, and 3) impair air quality throughout the rural and urban
areas east of Snake Valley. Based on the discussions and presentations in recent meetings, it seems
that - with the exception of the Southern Nevada Water Authority - most interested parties are
united in their opposition to piping water out of Snake Valley to the detriment of the valley and its
residents.

We are supportive of the wise use of available water for agriculture and for sustainable
development in the area where the water is located, These uses should be properly managed based
on science and reliable data to determine the amount of water available in the groundwater basin.
However. a much higher standard of reliability should be required of data and studies used to
support any claim of "excess water" before it is appropriated for use outside of the groundwater
basin.

We recognize that there is a significant difference ofopinion as to how to best protect Snake
Valley, its residents and the citizens of Utah east of Snake Valley from the potentially devastating
impact of excess allocation and withdrawal of groundwater in the valley. Utah's negotiators who
have worked over the pas! several years drafting the proposed Agreement for Management of the
Snake Valley Groundwater System are of the opinion that the Agreement will be the best tool to
assure appropriate allocations of the water and to protect existing water users. Other parties are



suggesting that the proposed Agreement be renegotiated and modified to better proteel Snake
Valley and Utah's interests. Others have the opinion that an acceptable negotiated agreement is
almost impossible and that a lawsuit against Nevada. and ultimately a resolution by the courts, is
the best strategy to accomplish the objectives.

We recognize that Western AgCredit does not have sufficient information to definitively
conclude which of the strategies will bring the best results for Utah. It appears that all of the
alternatives have some merit. but that each of them also has significant risk and uncertainty.
However, we hope that each alternative win be carefully evaluated and the risks fully considered
before a final decision is made. We also hope that there will not be a rush to select a course of
action until many of the answered questions can be resolved. Throughout this process, we
encourage you to focus on the objectives of 1) wise management of these important water resources
and 2) avoiding actions that would result in seriously adverse, long-term consequences.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Agreement.

Sincerely,

!J&:j-~ ~~
Board Chairman President & CEO

cc: Mr. Michael R. Styler, Executive Director /
Department ofNatural Resources
PO Box 145610
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5610



Ronald W. Thompson
General M9nttger

Roberta McMullin
secretary·Treasurer

Barbara G. HJelie
As~smntG8neroIM8nag&r

Counsel

WASHINGTON COUNTY

WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT
September 3, 2009

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Edward Bowler, Chair

Denn~lve~, V~Chair

Daniel D. McArthur

Jim Lemmon

Howard Bracken

James N. Ence

Thomas Hirschi

Governor Gary R. Herbert
Utah State Capitol Complex
350 North State Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 142220
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-2220

Re: Snake Valley Agreement

Dear Governor Herbert:

Fax No. 801-538-1528

The Washington County Water Conservancy District has a direct interest in ensuring peaceful
relations between states that share water resources. Washington County shares water resources
across state lines and is also highly dependent for its :future prosperity upon the ability to acquire
Colorado River Water, subject to the Colorado River Compacts, through the Lake Powell
Pipeline Project. Accordingly, we are writing to express our support for the SNAKE VALLEY
AGREEMENT FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE SNAKE VALLEY GROUNDWATER
SYSTEM ("Snake Valley Agreement'') now under public review. We strongly encourage you to
take every available action to ensure that this Snake Valley Agreement is executed.

Attached are copies of two letters written to Governor Huntsman in 2005 and 2006, expressing
our concerns about the efforts to prevent the negotiation and execution of a cooperative Snake
Valley Agreement between the states of Utah and Nevada regarding the Snake Valley aquifer.
The concerns expressed in those letters remain valid today. I would like to emphasize a few of
the more salient points.

The Snake Valley Agreement recognizes certain facts that reveal the positive va1u~ of the terms
of the Agreement. For example, the water that recharges the Snake Valley Groundwater Basin
comes primarily from Nevada, there is excess unappropriated. water in the basin that is available
for appropriatioo under the laws of eacb state, and Southern Nevada Water Authority ("SNWA'')
has filed applications under applicable Nevada law. According to the best evidence available, of
a total available supply of 132,000 acre feet per year ("afy"), only 62,000 aJY has been allocated,
leaving the balance to be allocated under the laws of each state as provided for in the Agreement.

More importantly, the Snake Valley Agreement provides protections for Utah water users that
would not be otherwise available under the laws of either state. These protections include:

533 E. Waterworks Drive • St George, Utah 84nO • Office: (435) 673-3617 Fax: (435) 673-4971
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Page 2

• A global plan for water use that ensures that Utah can continue to access water resources
ofthe basin and limits Nevada from claiming all oftbe remaining water based upon the
applicable law ofprior appropriation

• An elaborate monitoring plan will be implemented to provide for gathering ofdata and
sharing it with the public

• Water withdrawals in excess of 100 a:fy will be metered
• The states will work cooperatively, rather than each following applicable state law

unilaterally without consideration aftbe other state's interests
• For Dew appropriation approvals in excess of 1,000 afy a Hydrologic Monitoring and

Management Plan will be developed
• A portion of the 132,000 afy supply will be reserved from withdrawal until further

scientific information is made available
• Prohibitions are establisbed to avoid mining (overdrafting) of the groundwater,

degradation ofwater quality or diminislunent of the physical integrity of the basin
• A procedure is established to protect the existing permitted users from impacts offuture

development by SNWA including mitigation efforts such as paying for adding depth to
wells or extra pwnping costs arising from lowering of groundwater tables that can occur
when aquifers are fully utilized to the extent of safe yield

• An appeal procedure is available to further protect water users
• A mitigation fund ofat least $3 million is established
• Protections are established for the Columbia Spotted Frog

None of these protections would be available to Utah water rights holders based upon established
state law.

It is worthy ofnote that the water users ofthe state ofUtah would not have the benefit ofthe
Snake Valley Agreement, but for the passage of Public Law 108-424, which required the states
to reach a Snake Valley Agreement (the "Acf'). lfthis legislation, which was enacred through
the efforts of Senator Reid ofNevada, were to be repealed, Utah would no longer be able to rely
upon or obtain the added benefits listed above. Given the importance of the Snake Valley water
development outlined below, I hope that those who are working so hard to undo many years of
constructive negotiations will not be successful, because they may be those most harmed by the
failure ofthis cooperative effort.

The Snake Valley water rights applications of the SNWA should be considered in historical
context. The state ofNevada received an allocation of only 300,000 acre feet pursuant to the
Colorado River Compact, far less than any other state. As aresult of its limited allocation,
followed by the subsequent urban development in southern Nevada, there has been pressure on
the other Colorado basin states to accommodate more deliveries to Nevada from the Colorado
River. While some accommodations have been made through water banking and exchanges, the
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other six basin states, including Utah, have encouraged SNWA to undertake development of
Nevada's intrastate water resources as a condition precedent to further accommodations from the
other Colorado River basin states. This encouragement creates a reasonable expectation on the
part ofSNWA that the state ofUtah would not unreasonably interfere with its efforts to obtain
water rights through nonna! procedures under Nevada law. In fact, as outlined above, the state
ofUtah has obtained concessions from SNWA that reduce the rights it might othenvise have
expected to enjoy under Nevada law.

Failure oftbe two states to reach a settlement apportioning their respective entitlements to the
water in this groundwater basin will not make this matter go away. Snake Valley is an interstate
body and each stale is entitled to an equitahle share. Absent an agrument, it appears Nevada
may seek to repeal the requimnent that the State Engineers reach an accord and perhaps repeal
some of the other protections provided in the Act. If this were to happen, SNWA will
undoubtedly request the Nevada State Engineer to take action ofits Snake Valley groundwater
applications. This could result in a drilling war in which the SNWA would undoubtedly be more
aggressive. Further, ifnegotiations collapse, Utah may be faced with court litigation where
Nevada seeks to have a court equitably apportion this resource between the states. This would
result in time.-consuming and very costly litigation with an uncertain result in the court.
Traditionally. the panies are more effective in resolving such matters even when the parties
reach an agrument where neither is fully satisfied with the results. Thus, it seems critical to
Utah's public interest that negotiation be completed and the agrument executed by both states.

Finally, we believe that nobody benefits from rancorous disputes over water across state lines.
Washington County can only benefit from continuance of the good will that has historically
governed the relationships between states and water managers, working relationships that could
be damaged if we diverge from sound management policy in accordance with applicable law and
adopt positions influenced by highly publicized but inaccurate rhetoric generated by those with
narrowly focused local interests. We hope to ensure that management ofthe Colorado and
Virgin River systems continue to be perfonned through cooperative efforts, similar to the efforts
culmjnating in and represented by the Snake Valley Agreement

I encourage you to take any and every action available to you to ensure that the Snake Valley
Agreement is executed without further undue delay. ]fyon desire further information or] can be
of any assistance to you, please do not hesitate to ask.

Ronald W. Thompson
Enclosures
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Honorable Jon H,mtsman, Jr.
Utah Governor's Office
Utah Stat. Capitol COIllp!""
East Oflicc Building, Suite EnD
PO Box 142220
s.Jt Lake City, Utah &4114-2220

Dear Governor H\DItsmm:

This letter iswritten to rcvisiull."""""'" expressed to you regardingthe SnaIccValley Water issue.
set fo<1lt in our letterd.alcd October 12, 2005 (copy attached), and to delin_ furt.bcr the balance
ofintcrcsts which we believe supports the solutions we propose, as more fully set forth belo....

As. you arc aware, the ctllTeOt situation in Utah. where it appears that little progress is being made
towards an agreement with Nevada. may strain important relationships with ourNevada nciglDors.
Given our shared in1crcsts across a ownber of key issues -including alODg the Virgin River - I
believe it is critical to work cooperatively.

We bC'Jieve that this mattc:t invoJvescoming to a practical approach to apportionment ofthe 'fo'B1:er
interests between the two states. There are numc:rouscx.amp'cs where two orman: st&les claim an
interestin the sameintcrstatc walttresourcc. The IJnitod S..... Supmn.Courtllas hadoPJ>Orl'mitY
to 1lIdl= this issue OD allllmbcr ofoccasions. The Coort has set fortlllhc guiding principle that
each state is entitled toa fair and c:quitable share ofia.t:crstatc water resource pursuant to thedodrine
of"cquilablc appomomo""·

This doctriDc takes into acwunl such matters as the existing ri&bts in each state, the existing
economies, tiJture needs and such other mat1Crs to provide a basis fer the equitable apportiOtlBent.
While this dex:triDc bas notyetbeeD applied to a groundwatercase, these considentionsmake sense
and tIou would lilcely apply.

The Court strongly favors the ...... negotiaring th<irrospc<tive rights to the WllIl:r SOU«C involved.
rather than resorting 10 litigation. States: may enter into an interstate agreement which would
recognize the respective rights ofeach state and could provide for proper administration oftre

136 North tOO East. St. George. Utah 84770 • Offiw: (435) 67~36t7 Fait: (435~ 673-4971
______-'Ed-....~il:_"wcw<d"""'!!'!.,~~:~ • Horne Page; wcwcd.stalEf.ut.ua
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resourte. Without such an agreement. the unfortunate situation arises that one state may simply
move fOrward by approving water rights on its side of the border and thus allocate more than its
equitab!c share of the resource, which is likely to make it more difficult to reach an agreement
between the_.

For these reaso.., we ben... tba1the Snake VBlJey BlJocation should be resolved by ag=a1CllI
between the stales.

11I onler to furtber e1ucldBUo our position, Iet'. taIcc • look at the hydrology of the Snake Valley
aquife<.

The SnakeValli:yaquife<Jbaddl.,the UtahlNevada berderandcoverJ portio..ofMi1lord oM Juab
Counties in Utah. The SouIh<m Nevada Water Authority ("SNWAi has fiI<d applica!i<ms to
appropriate _ from thi, aquifer to meet the growing Jll:<ds ofllle Las VCBas -. Thi~ of
"""'"" has created eoncernamoDIl the Wlllerusers in UtahngardinJltbeir "'Jl"Clive ri&hts to wale<
from this same aquifer.

Utah and Nevado are beth ....""'iAtion dootrine S1>1CJ, and both probibit mining ofgrouudwat<r.
Also, each state 'apjlOIb the principle ofso£<> yield from the groundwater buin. Thus, these two
stal£J arewoll,ituated to DCBoOatem cquitllble appordOllll1CDl of1lleir respective rigllb to the Snake
Valley oquifer. ConJl'OS'~ this wben it paSJed the Lincoln County Cousmatioll,
RecreatiOD and DeveJopmem Act of2004. This Act addrcssc,the polential_tc gnnmd""ter
isJues ,.latingto the SnokeValleyoquifer, rocognizinll thatllOthinginIllimibor supersedeseodsting
riihtJ UDder Utah or Nevodo law. The slat1Jtca_to contemplate exactly tho type ofin1cmatc
agreement that would result in an equitable allocation of water between the two states m:i the
m.nagement oftbe aquifer.

White we rect'ti";7tl that Utah ooeds 10 be qeressiveand vigilant in seeJdng its fair and equitable
JIwe oftbe Snake Val1e:yaquifer. it docs not serve either 5!att', i.nte:reststo let the allocation issue
t"ertt<. [I would be unfortunate ifNevada has the impression that Utah is simply not willinl to
addRu: the ma.t:trs. This could lead to straining an important relationship which Iknow you have
worked so honI to build.

We beli... it i, in Utah', iut=Jt to proceed expeditiously with DCBodatiOllS to resolve this issue.
subject to completion ofthe n<:<:essaIystudies. Acoordingly,we suggesttbat youlUlhorizl:the Utah
S....EoP- and the Division .fWater RcsoUlOOJ, with oversight from the Governor', office, to
proceed IiJll"C'Sively in discussio.. with the oppropriate Nevado officials. The following po:nb
should be emphasized:
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• Tht3e discussions shoII1d be based on.the hydrologie data c:umIllIy avaiIable, wItiIe
..pcdiling any addiIionallcclmical study !bat may be oeedcd. Since this is a fairly
ranotc aquifer, it i, uDdcrstan<lable that not all of the _Ie hydrologic
iDformation is currently available for making a final decision regarding the
apportionou:nt of the waIcr bclwccn the stale•• Howover, it shOuld be poss'bJe to
make at least apreliminary. conservative apportionmcot ofa base amount ofwater
that Ibc .....would be entitled to, with an '8fCC'DC'1t that this figure j, not fiDaI and
would be refined .. additional hydrologic data is developed.

• This could be coupled with an agICCmClllthat only a conservative qusntityofwalcs
would initially be aIIocoled in Nevada 1Wng into llXOunl the sit<: of the basin in
each SIalc, the existing waler rights in each SIalc, aod related _

• Any such prclimi..y egrc:ement would be based on the c>q>eded ..te yield of the
aquifer, and each state wouJd agree 10 prevent mining ofthc aquifer.

• An ovcniiht or advisory committee coll1d be ctCI1ed with awater wet group from
each _ to monitor the silUation and pIOVidc input regarding their=

• Tbcrc shOuld be an agreement that, ifimpaimlent occurs hy the use ofwster in the
Ilfjoinilll SIalc, that impoimJcnt would be mitigaled. Since Nevada is b"kcly to be
movina more qgressivelyin developing the """""'" than Utah, 911Cb1l1_
should provide proIOction for Utah wster users. It seems lilo:ly that NlMda would
ogree1Dthi,-.

• The states sbouId move forward to developing a comprehensive managcmcnl plan
for Ibc bosin that would be CO<lJisIenl with their lOSpCCtive interests mI the
pro<cctioo oftheir WIler users.

We appr<cialc all you arc doing for the State and me gJUctUJ for your.-lion to the water;,sue!
that are an critical to Washington County. We would be happy to discuss this malIer with l"U in
further detail at any time CODVCDient to you.

Very truly youn.

'-~<4'/~
~W. Thompann ~

General Msnager

RWTiJm
Enclosure

co: NeilA!hdcwo, CbiefofStaff(w/encL}
Lt. Govern... Gary Herbert (wlencl.)
Mike Styler (w/cncl.)
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SOARDOF~ES

Dale Gubler. 0Iairnan

Demis tverson.,~

DaMiI D. McArthtJl'
EdwwdBcwle<

Molgan S.Jansen-""""""--
Ilooonble JcaH_ Jr.
Utah GoNcmor's Office
U1ah _ Capi>ol 0>mpI0x
East 0fII0e B..l<fiDc, Suite E220
POBOXI~O

SaIl Lake City,lIT 14114-2220

This letter is wriuea ~ e:qRU our serious COIIlZI DS abo. rec=t talk about tbc ptaposed'
tlmsbMin diveGioG fromsro~ taM in. Linto1D and White Pi!Jc CouDries in Neva!a. ft
certaiJlJy appears that the disamion is beiIJI damiJ:Jd:d by lJlU...·.,.w~ fears. civco the dsr
Iooguage oftl>e ·UooolJI CcuDly C ODd 0eYe1opa>eo< Ad of2004' (oho
Ad).

We cannot~ the c:ridcal. importance ormaiJ'ltai:oina.~ approach 10
dU...... If the _ in _ ore stymied by political b;pu1>oIe, _ fW, 0'

uofuund:d opposition, canity.......,""' ..... iDvoIved in tho CoIondo IUve< Co__be_lcnod and, ...... oerio<Is/y, oppd'iDOl1 OJ"'" Lake powoJ! Pipeline by Nevada aod ....... ""'..
may endangu thoI projed.

Let'. koep in mmd. dlal the Ad laluUes ... study to lnw:stipe grolftl water quwity.
QUIlity. aDd flow cfw"..lu isties ill the deep carixmaJe ancl.lIuviai aqui6:rsofWhifc: PiPe Counly.
Nevada. and. any growdwater bMirls that ale located in Whhc Pine County. Nevada. or Uneoln
Count)'. Nevada:. and adjaoem: acu In Ublh.,.. The stUdy mUit addrcsa mevc1 dl1l.; deteanine
watu ""..... di5cllaree and <cdlarce in aquilm. iacludinih~loaic aod oth« ,....I~ aod
dep;et aquifCr _ iacludina 1110 ROChqe and etildmtJIc ...... UnIil1llis study is done, Ibe<c
is iniuffic:icDt lo.fomarion» dctcrmiqe what the impacts migftt be of. trlnstwsjn divefSion praject.

[pjriorOJ any _ d1vecsion 110", pwnd-....... ""oslocalod
within both the Slata ofNcvada a.nd the Stale ofUrab. the State or

13S North 100 East • St. aeo.ve, Utah 84770 • O!fice: lOS) 673-3617 Fu; (435) 61J.4i71
E-Mat:~.IUh-9O" • Homo P&g!l: fiIIICWIXI.slatlJ.uI.lIS
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NeYoda'onll "'" _ oW""nll.-h....__dina tho
_ of_ ......... of ground._1low
Sl'*m(.) ftom.mJcll_ will hed1_ omd usod by tho projOCl
The .,.eaDIInt Iball allow Rtr tb: muimam. sustIinabIe bcoe:fic::i.al
... otlhe_ ......... and_.-w_ ......
(Fmplwsi. odcIod.j

II docs not_..... fotthc irraII_ .....of30 IocoJ-.prioc to """p!<tiMl of1he
studies and agrlleDlbds ~ed by law. to emmte~y and illa.dvis:ed DCW policies or
leaWaDvO inlIiodvcr. ittpIlli_wbcn.....ma"SU<Il ...... rnay imporillho lAb _Pipoti..
wIlicb will proviclo aailital_,.....'" ID up" baJfa _.esidarto ofWaobingtoa '-'Y
.. ...u.......__10-.Uto&. Tho LoJco P-n Pipoliao will 0&0 olIow Ihe
SIolo to _ uipifitmt pol!iooofilulIocalloD o!CoIondo RivorCo"","" _ mI may yield
potentially impallWteavimarneafal benefits in rivcrfto\l4.

Tho -"'"by _that Ibls Ihoold he oUse<Ilo a fixfaallovol ;,-1lII ho:ausc ft
would 5ll!lI'V8 no UIdid fDlaest 10 Jaisc this to. level ora fodca1IstIdc corop'ct, rather shan leaving
it in tk _ ofpooplo at tho _1ovoI who ha.. tho CJqlOf1Isc to ..........ld _"'-'. w.
urp: )lOU to tab evr:ry .etion n«'Iq'W)' to allow tb: !DId)' to pnxer.d in &axH'daoe 1Io'tth the Ad,
"""JDiZina that1hc~~ tllc _ publich_in 1Itis ....... and Ircqls Iho Stall: of
Utah ill CDrItrnI of'fbo oub..... of'tbi3 cridcaI issoo.

'Jbmk )'Ou for your attc:Dtion 10this matter. Ityou haYc arty qnesdt'tlJ. please do 001 hesitate
to c:all on me.

cc:: W",,"- Coualy Cocnmlsmo
D. Ut1y AodmoD
Mna. Stylcr
1.nyOIds
MamlsflWSl
D.llin1.....
Fred rmliason
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September 16, 2009

Snake Valley Agreement
clo Utah Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple. Suite 220
Salt Lake City. UT 84114

Dear Director Styler:

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the proposed Agreement for Management
of the Snake Valley Groundwater System (Agreement). As you know, our committee has been
following this issue for the past few years and have considered multiple pieces of legislation to
address it.

In August of 2006, committee members visited the Snake Valley area. We met with many citizens
and listened to their concerns regarding the proposal to withdraw water from the Snake Valley.
We consider this a critical issue, not only for the citizens within the Snake Valley area, but for the
state as a whole.

In particular, we are concerned about the effect mining groundwater from the aquifer would have.
Although Section 5.4 of the Agreement prohibits mining or overdrafting groundwater, the
Agreement does not specifically address how mining would be determined and over what period
of time.

Our committee is familiar with the controversy and difficulties associated with possible
groundwater mining in other parts of the state and have visited the Beryl/Escalante Valley to
witness and leam from these difficulties. It is challenging in Beryl Valley to tell exactly how much
water is being mined or whether the drop in the water table is a local effect of adjacent wells. For
example, there was a wide variety of water table readings between different wells that were
tested.

Based on this experience, we request the addition of a rew sentences in the middle of section 5.4
of the agreement to include the following concept:

Before SNWA exports any groundwater from Snake Valley, the state engineers will establish and
jointly agree upon:
(1) the method that will be used to monitor and determine when groundwater mining is

occurring;
(2) the time period over which the mining determination will be made to distinguish mining from

the natural fluctuation of the aquifer level;

RECI=I\I~1"'
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(3) the method that will be used to distinguish between groundwater mining, drought, and local
interference between wells; and

(4) the criteria that must be met before reductions in withdrawals are required.

We thank you for your consideration and respectfully request that you incorporate these
suggestions into the Agreement.

Thank you for your efforts in this regard.

Sincerely,

I.1~L ~vtfl(
Dennis E. Stowell. Senate Chair
Natural Resources, Agriculture,
and Environment Interim Committee

,/W~~d~---
Roger E. Barrus. House Chair
Natural Resources, Agriculture,
and Environment Interim Committee

RECI=/vr::O
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CONFEDERATED TRIBES

'" tlte
GOSHUTE RESERVATION

p.o. BOX 6104
IBAPAH, UTAH 84034

PHONE: (435) 234·1138
FAX: (435) 234-1162

RESOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING BOI>Y OF TfIE
CONFEI>ERATEl> TRffiES OF THE GOSHUTE RESERVATION

RESOLUTION NO: 09-Cr '75"

Opposition to tbe Agreement between the State or Utah lind the State of Nevada
regarding the Snake Valley Water Agreement.

WHEREAS, the Goshute Business Council is an Indian organization as defined under
the Indian Reorgani7.3tioll Acl of Junt' 18, 1934, as amended and
primarily operates and functions in 8ccordance with terms and conditions
ora Tribal Constitution and By-Laws, approved November 25, 1940, as
amended and other duly ",dapted and approved Tribal Ordinances.
Codes and Guidelines;

WHEREAS, the Confederated Tribe of the Goshute Reservation is located partially
witlun westem Utah and panially within eastem Nevada, adjacent to the
Snake Valley, and

WHEREAS. the stales of Utah and Nevada have entered into an agreement allocating
the water rights for Snake Valley between Utah and Nevada, and

WHEREAS, the Goshute Tribe has a vested interest in the Snake Valley Water
A~emenl as it will affect the Tribes water rights. and

WHEREAS, Despite the fact that two members of the Confederated Tribes oftbe
Goshute Reservation serve on the Snake Valley water board, the Goshute
Tribe was not consuJted by either the slate of Utah or Nevada in reaching
its agreement allocating the "''3ter in Snake Valley.



NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT, the Confederated Tribes of the
Goshute Reservation Business Council by passage of this Resolution
adamantly oppose the Snake Valley Water Agreement entered into
between the states of Utah and Nevada and for their failure to cooperate
and consult with the independent and sovereign tribal nations affected by
this agreement.

NOW, BE IT FURTHER BE RESOLVED THAT, the Goshute Business Council
strongly urge the Governor of Utah to deny approval of the Snake Valley
Water Agreement to protect the Utah natural resources and to protect the
rights of the citizens of Utah.

I, the undersigned, as Chainnan of the Goshute Business Council for the Confederated
Tribes of the Goshute Reservation, hereby certify that the Goshute Business Council is
composed of five (5) members of whom ( ), constituting a quorum, were present
at a meeting called and held on the~ll! day of A:p,.si , 2009, and that the
foregoing resolution was adopted and approved by ~rmative vote of 4 FORi 0
AGAINSTj~ ABSTAINED pursuant to the authority contained under Article VII,
Section l(a) afthe Tribal Constitution and By-Laws, approved November 25, 1940.

;:£#J;/;1:A
Rupert Steele

Chaimlan Goshute Business Council

ATTEST:

l>-L. d '
PhYll~GOSh~ecretary

2



IN REPLY
REFER TO:

United States Department of the Interior

OFFICE OF TIlE SOLICITOR
Pacific Southwest Region

2800 COltage Way

Room E-1712
Sacramenlo, California 95825-1890

October 2, 2009

Via FederalExpress Mail and Email

Snake Valley Agreement
c/o Utah Depanment ofNatural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple, Suite 220
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

Snake Valley Agreement
Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Division of Water Resources
901 South Stewart Street, Suite 2002
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Re: Comments on the Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater
System between the States of Nevada and Utah (NVIUT Agreement) and the
Snake Valley Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement between
the State of Utah and the Southern Nevada Water Authority (UT/SNWA
Agreement).

To Whom it May Concern:

This letter presents comments from the United States Department of the Interior Bureaus (001
Bureaus), Bureau of Land Management, Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Park
Service, on the subject agreement. I DOl Bureaus commend the two states on the release of the
Draft Agreement for Management of Snake Valley Groundwater System and suppon the concept
of interstate coordination ofgroundwater resources. Our comments raise certain queslions and

I The Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation and other affected Tribes
are still reviewing the Agreement and will provide their comments in a separate letter at a later date.



observations that we would like to bring to the States' attention for your consideration as you
finalize the agreement. Below we raise certain general questions and observations and have

provided additional more detailed comments in the attachment to this letter.
2

In our review of the NVIUT Agreement, it is not clear how the Agreement addresses protection

of non·consumptive beneficial uses ofwater that are not covered by a water right but that are
none-the·less protected by state law. These beneficial uses of water include those necessary to
protect various species that rely on a particular water source that could be impacted by the
withdrawal of groundwater. In our reading of the NVfUT Agreement, the Agreement protects
"Existing Permitted Uses" which are limited to consumptive uses of groundwater in Snake
Valley Groundwater Basin pursuant to water rights granted or recognized by either State.

3
If this

reading is correct, the Agreement does not provide protection to those beneficial uses of water
that are not covered by a water right that occur in one state and may be adversely affected by an
appropriation in the other state.

The Agreement provides that the Nevada State Engineer will continue to address such adverse
impacts to water rights in Nevada, which indicates that water-dependent resources in Nevada
will continue to be protected under Nevada Law for appropriations in Nevada.4 What is not clear

is whether the Agreement adequately addresses impacts to such water·dependent resources in
Utah that may be impacted by a Nevada appropriation or water-dependent resources in Nevada

that may be impacted by a Utah appropriation.

Additionally, we note that the NVIUT Agreement focuses on mitigating for adverse impacts once
they occur instead of focusing on avoiding such impacts before they occur. For example,
Section 6 of the Agreement requires SNWA to mitigate for an injury, not take actions to avoid
such injury. This limitation in the NVfUT Agreement does not seem consistent with the intent of
Appendix C of the Agreement, the UT/SNWA Agreement that provides for the monitoring and

management of the Snake Valley groundwater system. In Section 1 oftlle UTfSNWA

Agreement, the Parties agree to include early warning indicators in the monitoring program to

indicate potential effects to the hydrologic, biologic and air resources caused by SNWA's
pumping and to manage the system to initially avoid actions that cause the undesired effect,

2 We understand that these comments wilt be considered by both Nevada and Utah even though provided after
the stated deadline for comments of September 30, 2009. Please see attached email message sent to both States
on September 30,2009.
l "Existing Permitted Uses" also elCpressly Includes the water rights for the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge,
although the specific amount of water allotted to the Refuge under the NVfUT Agreement is less than the total
quantity of water rights held by the Refuge.

• Under Nevada law, the Ne....ada State Engineer may not appro....e an application for the appropriation of

groundwater If he determines that the appropriation, among other factors "threatens to pro....e detrimental to the
public Interest" and with respect to inter basin transfers of groundwater, that such appropriation is not
"en.... ironmentally sound as to the basin from which water is exported." See NRS 533.370. Utah has similar
provisions regarding the approval of applications to appropriate water. See Utah Code 73-3-8. These provisions of
state law pro.... ide for the protection of water-dependent resources that are not covered by a water right but that
may be adversely affected by a proposed appropriation in the state in which the resource is located.

2



second to minimize the effect and last to mitigate. It is not clear if this important management

program is carried through to the NV/UT Agreement to provide the necessary protections to

existing water rights and water-dependent resources. The concept or«early warning" to avoid
adverse impacts is especially critical in a groundwater system such as Snake Valley. We believe
it is important to consider whether the concept or"Available Groundwater Supply" should be an
absolute quantity that is available for consumptive use; or rather should it include the concept of
avoiding adverse impacts to existing uses, even though this may result in less water being

available for appropriation than the amount identified in the Agreement.

It is not clear to us whether the UT/SNWA Agreement includes monitoring, early warning
indicators and management of responses for any adverse effects from SNWA's pumping on the

hydrologic, biologic and air resources in both states, including those resources managed by or
under the jurisdiction the DOl Bureaus. The Agreement does not appear to recognize that many
of the "key areas ofbiological concern" and related resources and water rights are located on
federal land. Because many of these resources are located on federal land, we recommend that
representatives of the DOl Bureaus be regular standing members, although non-voting members,
of the Technical Work Group. We also recommend that the DOL Bureaus be afforded the
opportunity to participate in the numerical modeling described in Section 8.1, In addition, we
recommend that the model development and use include oversight by the two states and other
stakeholders, peer review and public comment and not preclude the use of other models that are

suitable for analysis of the potential impacts from SNWA 's pumping.

We also are unclear why the Tier I Monitoring Area was not expanded to include southern
Spring Valley and the Interbasin Monitoring Zone of Hamlin Valley which are up gradient of
and may be affected by SNWA pumping sooner than more distant portions of Snake Valley and
has not integrated the monitoring in Snake Valley with the ongoing monitoring program for

Spring Valley. It would be helpful if the Agreement addresses how this integration will be

accomplished. Further, there appears to be an oversight in the Agreement in that it does not
address monitoring of phreatophytic shrublands and areas containing saline and sadie soils.
Monitoring of these resources is important because the loss of such vegetation and exposure of
the soils could adversely affect the, air quality which is an expressed concern in the Agreement.

We request that the States consider including in its expression of cooperation as provided in
Section 4.8 of the NV/UT Agreement, to work cooperatively to manage the Snake Valley

hydrologic basin and adjacent basins as a whole and consider related cumulative effects of that
management. The 001 Bureaus welcome greater participation in the ongoing monitoring and

management activities related to Snake Valley Groundwater Basin as referenced in these
comments. We are pleased that the two states are diligently working to put into effect an
agreement to address the beneficial use of water in Snake Valley and ask that you consider our
concerns and comments in the process. Please contact, the undersigned with any questions
regarding these comments.
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Attachments

Sincerely,

S/?f"~ ;(~
STEPHEN R. PALMER
Office of the Regional Solicitor
U.S. Department of the Interior
2800 Cottage Way, Room E-1712
Sacramento, CA 95825
Telephone: (916) 978-5683
Telefax: (916) 978-5694
Attorney for Bureau of Land Management
and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

~'L-t;;L,J;r- Peter A. Fahmy
Office of the Solicitor
Division ofParks and Wildlife
Lakewood Unit
U.S. Department of the Interior
12795 W. Alameda Parkway, Suite 155A
Lakewood, CO 80228
Attorney for National Park Service
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Attachment to October 2, 2009 Letter- Expanded DOl Bureaus Comments on Agreement
for Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater System

Comments on Agreement between Nevada and Utah

Page I:
The following Agreement language could be contradictory:

I.I.b. In the case ofExisting Permined Uses for which the point of diversion is a spring,
a reduction in spring flow to an amount less than the Existing Permitted Use, and that can
be demonstrated to be less than the spring's historical supply. (Italics added.)

2.8 Utah acknowledges that the safe yield doctrine that governs Groundwater
appropriation in Utah generally allows for the appropriation ofGroundwater in a manner
that is sustainable and results in reasonable amount ofdrawdown in the Groundwater
aquifer. Such appropriations necessarily impact the existing hydrological system and
captures discharge available to phreatophytes, streams, and natural lakes. (Italics added.)

Please clarify "historical supply" as it is used in 1.I.b. Specifically, does historical supply apply
to instantaneous discharge or to annual volume? We are concerned discharges could be
decreased for months at a time, which in tum may cause habitat destruction, but the appurtenant
water rights may not be considered injured if the total yearly volume equals total annual historical
use.

Page 2:
Please clarify that the water rights appurtenant to Fish Springs National Wildljfe Refuge are
alloned 20,000 acre-feet per year of the 55,000 acre-feet per year consumptive use of
groundwater in Utah, which is what we interpret pursuant to 1.6 of the Agreement and the
Sources and Uses spreadsheet posted on the Utah Division of Water Rights web page. Pursuant
to 2008 communication from the Utah Division of Water Rights, Fish Springs NWR was allotted
25,000 consumptive acre-feet per year.

Page 3:

Section 2.5 in its discussion of the factors involved in accurately determining "Available
Groundwater Supply" inadvertently neglects to include data about groundwater discharge.

Page 4:
Section 3.2 states the best Available Groundwater Supply value is 132,000 acre-feet per year.
Section 3.1 states revision of this nwnber may occur based on additional information. Please
include in this section the method and procedure for this revision, as additional modeling is being
perfonned by SNWA and United States Department of the Interior contractors. The DOl
contractors anticipate initial model construction and simulations to be completed by December
2009. Currently, DOl contractors have some input values different from BARCAS, including
estimates of Groundwater Evapotranspiration discharge values.

Section 4.2 allows for 24,000 acre-feet per year to be reserved. Subtraction of the amount
reserved, 24,000 acre·feet per year, lowers the Available Groundwater Supply to 108,000 acre
feet per year. However, this value is still up to 28,000 acre-feet per year higher than prior
published reports. Thus, we request this section include a discussion on how the value of24,000
was selected. We have considered that the 24,000 acre-fect per year value may be due to the
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large statistical uncertainty associeued with the BARCAS estimate ofgroundwater
evapotranspiraiton; however, the value does not appear to correlate to anything we can find in
BARCAS.

Also, the reselVed water shall not be granted by the State Engineers until it can be reasonably
demonstrated that additional groundwater can be safely and sustainably withdrawn from Snake
Valley and Allocated and Unallocated uses will not be unreasonably affected. However, the
Nevada State Engineer's decision on Spring Valley pumping also orders a similar "ratcheting-up"
of withdrawals. Specifically, after to years of pumping 40,000 acre-feet per year from Spring
Valley, the Nevada State Engineer may allow SNWA to pump an additional 20,000 acre-feet per
year from Spring Valley, finally reaching a total of 60,000 acre-feet per year. Thus. we suggest
that the Agreement address how the Spring Valley and Snake Valley "ratcheting-up" scenarios
are to be integrated. Specifically, ifSNWA is allowed to pump up to 60,000 acre-feet per year
from Spring Valley, will monitoring under the Spring Valley Stipulation occur for some length of
time after this increase before there is any consideration of granting groundwater rights in the
ReselVed category in Snake Valley?

The allocation appears to overlook concerns with the distribution of pumping and
associeued impacts. More than 80010 of water deemed unallocated or reserved has been
assigned to Nevada, most of which will likely be withdrawn from the small part of Snake
Valley defined by SNWA's proposed points of diversion between Baker and Big Spring.
Intense pumping in this area likely will capture most of the recharge from the Snake
Range that is the principle source of water for remaining areas of the valley. This seems to
be inconsistent with the stated goal in 4.8 (t) that the States will work cooperatively to "manage
the hydrologic basin as a whole."

Page 5:
We suggest Section 4.5 be re-written in order to include data which are not necessarily associated

with groundwater withdrawals pursuant to water rights, such as monitoring data from springs and

other groundwater discharge sites. We suggest

The States agree that it is critical to incorporate monitoring dala into a database on a
timely basis to facilitate determinations ofthe Available Groundwater Supply and other

work ofthe Technical Working Group (TWO) described in Appendix C. Both States
agree to cooperate on data gathering and data sharing to better understand the geology

and hydrogeology and the Available Groundwater Supply of Snake Valley. Data made

available to the public and members ofthe TWG through the database should include

groundwater level data from monitoring wells, measurements ofspring discharge, and

other information which mayfacilitate a better understanding ofthe geology and

hydrogeology and the Available Groundwater Supply ofSnake Valley. Included in this

database should be information describing groundwater withdrawals and consumptive

use (estimates compiled by the State Engineers) for water rights ofrecord in Snake
Valley and adjacent basins, or references for the latter.

Page 7:

Sections 6.3 states SNWA will initially have full authority to determine Adverse Impact to

Existing Use and offer mitigation to the permit holder. We suggest there be a means to keep the

State Engineer of Utah informed ofconflicts immediately as they arise.
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Section 6.3 also discusses use of the Interstate Panel to determine degree of harm and mitigation
in the case of an Adverse Impact. In the case of federal or tribal real-property rights, however, it

may not be appropriate or legally correct to have State representatives determine the outcome of a

reduced federal or tribal real-property right.

Sections 6.3.a. and 6.3.b should include "hydrogeology" and "data and information from Spring

Valley development, monitoring, and analyses" as information types.

Page 9:
Section 6.4 is silent on whether federal agencies, as holders of "Existing Permitted Uses" would
be eligible to receive funds from the mitigation fund established by SNWA when those water
rights are impacted. As one of the largest individual holders of water rights in Snake, BLM
could potentially be asking for a sizable chunk of those funds. Others in Snake Valley may
assume that those funds are intended for distribution to private parties who don't have the
resources available to a federal agency to address water supply problems.

Section 6.5 discusses "appropriate mitigation." The paragraph should be expanded to state that
the Interstate Panel will solicit input from applicable federal and tribal governments in order to

determine what may be required to mitigate Adverse Impacts to federal and tribal trust resources.

Section 6.7 allows for the SNWA applications to be held in abeyance until at least September 1,

2019. We request that the Agreement also require SNWA to file their Changes in Point of

Diversion at least 18 months before the hearing in order for us to produce more accurate

modeling scenarios.

Comments on Appendix C to NevadalUtab Agreement

Page 2

Page 2, Section 1 states the purpose of the Agreement is to establish monitoring plans, to define

early warning indicators, and to manage responses for any effects SNWA groundwater pumping

in Snake Valley may have on hydrologic, biological, or air resources ofthe State o(ljtah.

Likewise, the activities of the Technical Working Group (TWG) and Management Committee are

not intended to address the potential impacts of SNWA pumping on Nevada resources (those of

Snake Valley, Nevada, and southern Spring Valley).

DOl agencies request the Agreement's purpose be expanded to state the purpose of the agreement
is to establish monitoring plans, to define early warning indicators, and to manage responses for

any effects SNWA groundwater pumping in Snake Valley may have on hydrologic, biological, or

air resources ofthe State ofUtah and offederal and tribal trust resources in Utah and Nevada.

Page 4
Section 3.2.1 states the Technical Working Group is to be comprised of two representatives from

SNWA and three representatives from the State of Utah. In addition, the SNWA and Utah may
invite additional staff or consultants. Finally, SNWA and Utah may mutually agree to invite a
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representative of the Nevada and Utah Engineers' Offices as well as other non·SNWA and non·

Utah entities to assist. We suggest a member of the Nevada Department of Wildlife be added as

well and that there be two members from the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources to balance the

additional Nevada representative. We suggest this as Page 4, Section 4.4 states "the States agree
to jointly identify acres of concern including, but not limited to wetlands, springs, and other

riparian dependent resources that could be affected... ..... (Italics added.) As the TWG is

currently proposed, there is no Nevada State representation for wildlife.

We also suggest the Agreement acknowledge the Monitoring Area (both Tier 1 and Tier 2)

includes Key Areas of Biological Concern and resources that are on federal land (BLM, FWS, or

NPS managed). Additionally, one of the primary goals of environmental monitoring is to try to

prevent the need to list additional species under the Endangered Species Act. Coordination with

the federal bureaus is important to ensure that issues with monitoring plan design, data analysis,

data interpretation, and appropriateness of specific management and mitigation actions is
coordinated early with the federal government, which is the largest landowner in this area. The

monitoring and mitigation plans may not adequately address water rights and natural resource
issues on federal lands. Representatives from 001 bureaus are involved with similar monitoring

efforts in adjacent basins and can help coordinate efforts to ensure consistent approaches are

utilized and regional·scale analyses are conducted. The federal bureaus request that they be

regular standing members, although non·voting members, in the TWG, and other technical

working groups that may be established under the agreement.

Page 5
Page 5, 4.1, Monitoring Area Description refers to the Area of Interest as the Upper Great Salt
Lake Desert Flow System. We request the Upper Great Salt Lake Desert Flow System be defined

in the agreement, and the Area of Interest include Spring Valley, particularly southern Spring

Valley.

Pages 5 and 6

Section 4 discusses Monitoring Objectives. We note the Tier I monitoring area includes a large

part of Snake Valley that is within Nevada, and yet there is no biological monitoring proposed in

Nevada other than what will be incorporated from the Spring Valley Stipulation, and this only

includes monitoring ofextreme sourhwest Snake Valley along Big Springs Creek.

Additionally, many of the identified monitoring sites in Utah are nol early warning sites (i.e.,

monitoring at these sites will document impacts to resources of concern, but will not serve as

early warning). One of the primary objectives of the monitoring program is to provide early

warning (through the selection ofearly warning indicators and early warning sites) of potential

effects to Key Areas of Biological Concern in Utah. Some early warning may be provided

through Spring Valley stipulation monitoring along Big Springs CreeklLake Creek; however,

there are several Points of Diversion that are north of Big Springs and there may be other areas in
Nevada that could be monitored to provide early warning of impacts to Utah (e.g., phrealophylic
shrublandslwetlandlmeadow area in the Baker, Nevada area). The monitoring program, and the
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ability to meet the goal ofproviding early warning. is potentially incomplete without
consideration ofadditional monitoring on the Nevada side pf8nake VaJ/ey.

We cannot stress enough the importance ofa complete and robust early warning monitoring
network. Bredehoeft and Durbin, 2009, in Ground Water Development- The Time to Full
Capture Problem, Ground Water, 2009, discuss the delayed response between the observation of
an impact and its maximum effect as well as the long lag time between changing stress on a
system (e.g. a reduction in pumping) and seeing an impact at a distant site (the recovery of
groundwater levels). We are concerned ifmonitoring is limited to primarily targets sites of high
water-right or species value, then by the time impacts are identified at those sites and suspect
pumping is attenuated or ceased, the drawdown perturbations will still continue for some length
of time and Adverse Impacts will further intensify.

tn general, there appears to be little provision (or monitoring ofphreatophvtic
shrub/antis. Tier I biological monitoring includes sampling ofphreatophytic vegetation
south of Gandy Salt Marsh, and it is unclear if this means wetlands, meadows, or
phreatophytic shrubland. Tier 2 biological monitoring does not specifically mention
monitoring of vegetation communities or other habitat components for species of greatest
conservation need. These valleys are dominated largely by phreatophytic shrublands.
The agreement appears to overlook the potential impact ofgroundwater diversions on saline and
sadic soils. tfthese soils are dried out, then current vegetation may be lost and it may not be
possible to revegetate those soils with other plant communities. The result could be increased air
particulate pollution. The agreement could include an objective to map all saline and sadic soils
in Snake Valley, and to conduct studies concerning the response of those soils and their attendant
vegetation when groundwater levels decline. There are several isolated locations in Snake Valleys
where such soils have been dewatered, and these locations could provide study sites. In addition,
it would be advisable at this time to install instrumentation on representative saline and sadic
soils that can establish a baseline for soil moisture levels and soil chemistry. This is a large
omission, especially considering the concern for impacts to air quality that might result
by loss of this vegetation community type.

Finally, we request greater clarification as to what constitutes reasonable and unreasonable effects
and reasonable and unreasonable mitigation. The Parties acknowledge the perennial yield
doctrine that governs groundwater appropriation in Nevada. This doctrine allows for
appropriation ofgroundwater which normally discharges through ET, spring discharge, or
underflow to or from other basins. Yet, one of the goals of the Agreement is to establish
mechanisms to counter groundwater withdrawal effects by initially avoiding actions leading to
the effect, secondly, minimizing effects, and thirdly, mitigating the effects. We are still unclear
how these two ideas will mesh. Is the Agreement stating any effect to Utah resources is
unreasonable and must be avoided,. mimimized, or mitigated? Will the TWO be establishing
criteria for what is a reasonable versus an unreasonable effect?

Page 10

Section 7.2 discusses hydrologic data reporting. Whereas SNWA should be responsible for
developing and maintaining a shared-data repository and annual data reporting; TWG members,
including SNWA members, should jointly or separately provide interpretations of monitoring and
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other data, including the contouring ofmeasured groundwater levels, preparation of water·level
change maps, and any numerical groundwater flow model simulations or other evaluations of
potential impacts or the efficacy of mitigation options. Such joint interpretations will relieve

concerns of bias.

Page II
Section 8.1 discusses regional groundwater flow numerical modeling. Whereas SNWA
should be responsible for maintaining and updating at least one regional numerical
groundwater flow model for the purposes of integrating and interpreting available
infonnation/data, anticipating potential impacts, and evaluating the efficacy of mitigation
options, they should not be the sale operators of such a model. That is, the model
maintained by SNWA should be readily available to other members of the TWO for use
in perfonning analyses and providing the results of analyses to the Management
Committee. Additional provisions should be specified for oversight, peer review, and public
comment. Experience with other modeling efforts has shown these items are important in
reducing unintended bias and gaining stakeholder confidence in model output. More important,
other numerical groundwater flow models which are deemed suitable for analysis by one
or more TWO members should also be used to the extent available or developed. Input
and output files for these additional models/simulations should also be posted by SNWA
on the shared-data exchange site for use by all members. Language to the effect that
'SNWA shall maintain, update, and operate@agreed-upon numerical groundwater flow
model (or even several models), in cooperation with the TWO' conveys that modeling
will be the sole domain of SNWA and should be amended.

Section 8.2 discusses ecological modeling. The TWO will evaluate the utility ofecological
modeling within Snake Valley during the "Initial Period" (Le., prior to start of the baseline
period) based on the success ofecological modeling efforts being conducted in Spring Va//ey.
However, ecological modeling in Spring Valley has yet to be approved by the management team
for the Spring Valley Stipulation and we are unsure when such an effort will occur. If Spring
Valley ecological modeling does occur, development and a complete understanding of its utility
may not be realized during the "Initial Period" for Snake Valley. Thus, we suggest the wording
be changed so that ecological modeling is not contingent upon the Spring Valley modeling.

Also, we suggest wording be added which commits SNWA to fund and maintain an ecological
model throughout the entire Operational Period. In addition, SNWA is only committing
$500,000 to this effort during the baseline period. This amount of funding may not be sufficient
to create a landscape level model that couples to the groundwater flow model nor maintain it over
the baseline data-collection period.

Also, as in the case of data interpretation and the groundwater numerical model, SNWA should
be responsible for maintaining any ecological model(s) on a shared.data exchange site, but they
should not be the sole operators of such models.

Finally, please provide a definition for the Section 8.2 reference to a "sufficiently resolved
hydrologic model."
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USFWS comments appurtenant to Appendix 1
Page 2
Section 1.2 and its description of Tier I biological monitoring is confusing. It only mentions

monitoring phreatophytic plant communities at one site (Gandy Salt M~h), but vegetation could

be monitored, if it is selected as a Key Ecological Attribute, to track habitat condition relative to

SNWA groundwater development in other areas. It needs to be made clear that vegetation

monitoring at other sites will occur (springs. wetlands, meadows), as this is more likely to be an
early wamine indicator than the monitorine ofvertebrate species. and is more easily tied to
impacts from groundwater withdrawal than population fluctuations in some vertebrate species,

such as amphibians.

Also, Table 1.1 states that the California floater in Pruess Lake is being monitored as part of the

Spring Valley Stipulation. This is not true. lfit is important to monitor this species at Pruess

Lake. it should be added in to the Snake Valley plan. In fact, there is no monitoring of any kind

proposed for Pruess Lake under the Spring Valley Stipulation biological monitoring plan.

USFWS comments appurtenant to Appendix 2:
Page 1

The Tier I Monitoring Area should be expanded to include southern Spring Valley and the

lnterbasin Monitoring Zone of Hamlin Valley, which are upgradient of and may be affected
sooner by SNWA pumping than some more distant portions of the Tier USnake Valley

Monitoring Area. Whereas hydrologic data collection in the Interbasin Monitoring Zone of

Hamlin Valley and southern Spring Valley is already provided for under the SNWA·DOI Spring

Valley Stipulation, these data should be considered part of the Tier I dataset under this agreement

and incorporated in interpretations. That is, these data will be collected in addition 10 that

described in Section 1.1.1.2. Data within this expanded Tier I Monitoring Area should be
interpreted by the TWO to implement the agreement.

The hydrologic monitoring plan may not adequately address water rights and natural resources on
Federal lands. For instance, BlM holds water rights on springs (such as Kane Spring (Utah water
right 18-406) and Needlepoint Spring (Utah water right 18-571}) that are in close proximity to
proposed points ofdiversion. Such springs should be included in the monitoring plan. Including
representatives of DOl bureaus on technical working groups and/or provisions for formal review
oftbe monitoring plan designs by DOl bureaus would help ensure proposed monitoring
adequately address issues on federal lands.

Page 4

Page 4, Section 1.1.2.1 refers to installing up to three monitoring wells in each of the Tier II

hydrographic areas. For clarification, it would be helpful to state the areas are the northern

portion of Snake Valley, Fish Springs Flat. Tule Valley, Wah Wah Valley, and Pine Valley.

USFWS comment appurtenant to Appendices 1 lind 2
We request Appendices I and 2 add discussion regarding how the Snake Valley monitoring

program will integrate with the Spring Valley monitoring program established under Ihe DOI-
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SNWA Spring Valley Stipulation. 1t is unclear how the monitoring being done under the Snake

Valley agreement will ultimately integrate with the monitoring effort being undertaken for Spring

Valley underthe DOI~SNWA agreement. The Spring Valley Stipulation was not intended to

cover Snake Valley withdrawals. Now that progress is being made to withdraw Snake Valley

water, we feel there is a need for a more integrated, holistic approach to monitoring of the Upper

GSLDFS inclusive of Spring Valley as there is groundwater moving from southern Spring Valley

to southern Snake Valley via Hamlin Valley.

Also, Big Springs CreekILake Creek is identified as a conservation target under the Spring Valley

stipulation. Any recommendations for management actions under the Agreement that has
ramifications for this area should be coordinated with the technical working groups established

under the Spring Valley Stipulation.
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Print View

From: Michelle Hofmann <hofmann2000@comcast.net>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 8:16 PM
Subject: Utah Moms for Clean Air Public Comments Snake Valley Water
Agreement

September 30, 2009

Utah Moms for Clean Air hereby submits its comments and objections to
the proposed Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater
System. We submit that the agreement in its current form is
insufficient to protect the health of Utahns and should be rejected.

Prior to any agreement, the State of Utah should undertake
comprehensive studies of the potential impacts of export pumping on
the ecological systems of Snake Valley, to determine the extent that
any such draw would result in the drying of surface water of the Snake
Valley, and forecast the resulting loss of vegetation and increase in
airborne dust. The State~£Ms experts should determine, as accurately as
possible. the potential for an adverse effect on Utah~£Ms air quality
and human health.

If such studies conclude an export of water from the Snake Valley is
reasonably expected to diminish UtahA£Ms air quality, the State of Utah
should reject an agreement. If the studies conclude that some water
may be safely extracted from the Snake Valley without adversely
affecting UtahA~s air quality, only then should the State of Utah
negotiate an agreement with the State of Nevada. Any agreement must
contain stringent monitoring requirements and require that groundwater
extraction will cease if adverse effects occur. The agreement must
also provide for adequate security from the State of Nevada to provide
for remediation of any adverse effects.

The lack of conservation mandates is of significant concern.
Vegas consumes significantly more water per capita than other
southwestern cities. Allowing Las Vegas to satisfy its water
from dry rural areas hundreds of miles away simply encourages
unsustainable growth that will lead to more water needs. Any
agreement should require that Las Vegas more aggressively implement
water conservation measures.

1. The Agreement is Premature, and Is Based on Unreliable and
Incomplete Data

Section 30l(e) (3) of the Lincoln County Conservation. Recreation, and
Development Act of 2004, Pub. Law 108-424, provides:

Prior to any transbasin diversion from ground-water basins located
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within both the State of Nevada and the State of Utah, the State of
Nevada and the State of Utah shall reach an agreement regarding the
division of water resources of those interstate ground-water flow
system(sJ from which water will be diverted and. used by the.p~oject.
The agreement shall allow for the maximum susta1nable benef1c1al use
of the water resources and protect existing water rights.

The State of Utah is not required to enter into an agreement with
Nevada at this time, or at any specific time for the division of Snake
Valley water. Rather, no water may be pumped by Nevada prior to an
agreement.

As no time is required for an agreement, and indeed, the proposed
Agreement delays until 2019 the time the Southern Nevada Water
Authority (SNWA) may apply to draw water from the Snake Valley, the
State of Utah should delay any agreement in order to spend the time
necessary to comprehensively study the issue, and enter into an
agreement only if it protects UtahAe-s interests.

The states acknowledge there is incomplete information to determine
the available. groundwater supply in Snake Valley (Section 2.4), yet
the proposed Agreement assumes the availability of 132,000 acre-feet
per year and divides it between Utah and Nevada. (Sections 3.0,
4.2). The 132,000 AFY is derived from the BARCASS Study estimate of
Snake Valley water discharge, which number is higher than any previous
estimate. Numerous other studies estimate the discharge at
105-110,000 AFY. The high BARCASS number is subject to a confidence
level of only 67%. Thus, the 132,000 AFY estimate of water
availability in BARCASS is likely greatly overestimated. Utah should
not accept this inflated number as a baseline for an agreement.

Further, BARCASS states that the recharge to the Snake Valley was only
110,000 AFY during this period. This appears to indicate the water
table is already dropping, a situation that must be studied further
prior to any agreement, and which would be exacerbated by any export
pumping. The U.S. Geological Survey has cast doubt on a method of
calculating available water by simply specifying that ground-water
withdrawal should not exceed the rate of natural recharge. This
A£reWater-Budget Mytha€~ is an a€~oversimplificationof the information that
is needed to understand the effects of developing a ground-water
system. As human activities change the system, the components of the
water budget (inflows, outflows, and changes in storage) also will
change and must be accounted for in any management decision.A€~

Therefore ABrea predevelopment water budget by itself is of limited value
in determining the amount of ground water that can be withdrawn on a
sustained basis.A€~ U.S. Geological Survey, Sustainability of Ground
Water Resources, Circular 1186.

According to the U.S. Geological Survey analysis, assuming available
water even at the lower figure of 110,000 AFY may be lead to
unsustainable results. Assuming that 132,000 AFY are available is
simply unreasonable.

The possibilities of droughts and climate change must also be
considered in formulating long-term groundwater management plans. A
collection of 19 climate models predict that the southwestern United
States will dry significantly in the 21st Century, a transition that
may already be under way. Seager, R. et al., 2007, Model Projections
of an Imminent Transition to a More Arid Climate in Southwestern North
America, Science, Vol. 316. no. 5828, pp. 1181 A€" 1184, May 2007. The
forecasts show less precipitation and higher temperatures that will
stress the already dry southwest.
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Such drought and climate change may be evidenced by the fact that
water levels in the Snake Valley already appear to be declining, as
demonstrated by BARCASSA~ estimates that 132,000 AFY is discharged from
Snake Valley while only 110,000 AFY was recharged in the same period.

The proposed Agreement also fails to account for a double counting of
water resources. BARCASS indicates 49,000 AFY flows from spring
Valley in Nevada to the Snake Valley. The Nevada State Engineer has
authorized SNWA to pump 40,000 AFY from the Spring Valley, which
amount will be increased after ten years to 60,000 AFY. That pumping
will necessarily affect the water flowing into Snake Valley, and will
likely decrease the available discharge from Snake Valley.

2. The Agreement Would Allow Unsustainable Groundwater Drawdowns that
May Severely Affect UtahaE-s Air Quality.

The groundwater table in the Snake Valley and adjacent basins is close
to the land surface throughout much of the area, and surfaces through
springs, seeps, and wetlands. The water table supports soil-binding
vegetation throughout the region. The current use of groundwater by
farmers and ranchers in the Snake Valley basin results in discharge
within the basin, thus supporting recharge of the groundwater system.

Even so, local use of the Snake Valley water resources by farmers and
ranchers has dried some riparian areas and springs. Residents have
reported that the water table has receded in recent years, and some
residents of Snake Valley have had to drill new wells. (See
statements of C. Garland, Callao, UT; G. Nielson, Delta, UT; A. Roper,
Delta, UT.)

The proposed Agreement would allow groundwater pumping on a vast
scale, for export outside the Snake Valley basin, hundreds of miles to
Las Vegas. This export of Snake Valley water would upset the recharge
to the groundwater system and will result in a one-for-one loss of
water available for recharge. If export pumping from a water system
continually exceeds water capture, water levels will never stabilize
and the system will continue to be depleted. Bredehoeft, J. and
Durbin, T. 2009, Ground Water DevelopmentA€"The Time to Full Capture,
Ground Water, Vol. 47, No.4, pp. 469-610, July-Aug. 2009.

As a result, there would be a gradual significant drawdown of the
groundwater table, causing the loss of desert vegetation that binds
the soil. The proposed Agreement acknowledges and apparently accepts
this result: Groundwater appropriation in Utah Aereresults in a
reasonable amount of drawdown in the Groundwater aquifer. Such
appropriations necessarily impact the existing hydrologic system and
captures_discharge available to phreatophytes, streams and natural
lakes.A€~ (Section 2.8). a~The majority of Groundwater appropriation
within Nevada throughout the stateaE-s history has been premised upon
the capture of Groundwater naturally discharged as phreatophytic
evapotranspiration.A€~ (Section 2.9).

When the Snake Valley surface water dries up and the soil-binding
vegetation dies, the resulting ecological damage could take hundreds
or thousands of years to reverse. A AEarlecline in groundwater levels
could produce lasting and irreversible effects on both the agriculture
and native vegetation of the Snake Valley. If the basin-fill aquifer
is substantially dewatered, ground subsidience, cracking, and
permanent degradation of its hydraulic properties may occur.a€A Utah
Geological Survey Investigation 254, March 2005.

The loss of soil-binding vegetation will leave billions of tons of
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soil particles that will be available for airborne distribution. (R.
Davis, P.G.). The dust will travel with the wind and air patterns to
the populated areas of Snake Valley, and then to the heavily populated
Wasatch Front. Such a result poses an unacceptable risk to the health
of Utahns. According to the Utah Department of Environmental Quality:

a~Fugitive dust is simply dust that is stirred up, creating. an air
quality problem. It is made up of fine particles called part1culate
matter, or PM. Because it irritates eyes and nasal tissue and
seriously impacts the respiratory system, PM is a health concern. It
also inhibits normal plant growth and development.A€
http://www.airquality.utah.gov/Permits/dust/index.htm

The health effects of particulate matter pollution are well
documented. Particle pollution contains microscopic solids or liquid
droplets that are so small they can get deep into the lungs and cause
serious health problems. Numerous scientific studies have linked
particle pollution exposure to respiratory illness, decreased lung
function, asthma, development of chronic bronchitis, irregular
heartbeat, heart attacks, and premature death in people with heart or
lung disease.

While all individuals may experience temporary symptoms from exposure
to elevated levels of particle pollution, vulnerable populations
including children, older adults, and people with heart or lung
diseases are the most susceptible to health effects from particle
pollution exposure.

The impact of air pollution on childrenA~s health is of grave concern
to Utah Moms for Clean Air. Children do not choose to live in
polluted areas, and it should be the State of Utaha~s utmost priority
to provide a clean and healthy environment for our children to grow
and thrive. Studies have linked heightened PM pollution to not only
increased respiratory ailments and disease in children, but also to
increased infant mortality, miscarriage, lower lQs, and permanently
diminished lung capacity.

State monitoring data demonstrates that the 24-hr standard for PM2.5
under the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) is routinely
violated across much of the StateA~s monitoring network. The EPA has
designated as nonattainment virtually the entire Wasatch Front urban
corridor stretching from the Utah-Idaho border to central Utah. These
counties contain 85% of Utaha~s population, or more than 2.3 million
people. The State of Utah has embarked on an effort to achieve
attainment of the NAAQS for PM2.5.

Allowing a dewatered Snake Valley to become a potential significant
source of airborne dust in the Wasatch Front could nullify Utahae-s
efforts to clean up our air and subject Utahns to further harmful
health effects of air pollution. Despite this risk the State of Utah
has not studied the anticipated drying up of the Snake Valley, the
potential resulting dust, or the impact the dust may have on Utahae-s
air quality and human health. It is now accepted medical science that
there is no safe level of PM pollution. Therefore any increase in
dust pollution will affect the health of Utahns and is an unacceptable
result.

Although the financial impacts of air pollution on the State are
secondary to the human health impacts, it should be noted that air
pollution is costly financially. Utah is spending significant sums to
bring our air quality into compliance in terms of state monitoring and
enforcement, and there costs incurred by industry and individuals in
the form of pollution controls. The State and its population spend
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vast sums on health care costs associated with respiratory illness,
and businesses lose productivity through lost worker days. Failing to
achieve NAAQS attainment after the remediation period would result in
the loss of hundreds of millions of federal transportation dollars.
Tourism and business investment in our state is adversely affected by
air pollution. There are significant potential losses to the ski
industry, as increased dust would have a detrimental impact on the
snow pack.

Furthermore, the proposed Agreement fails to account for the hazardous
materials known to be present in the West Desert soil. The Snake
Valley (and much of Utah) is within the radioactive veil from above
ground nuclear bomb testing in Nevada from the 19505 through the early
19905. The soil contains radioactive elements including plutonium,
uranium, cesium and strontium. Minute quantities of these radioactive
elements can cause chromosomal damage and cancer. The soil also
contains mercury, which is emitted by coal-fired power plants, and by
gold mines, several of which are located in Nevada. Exposure to even
very small quantities of mercury causes neurological and brain damage.

There are examples of water diversion creating drying conditions and
significant air pollution. In Central Asia, a massive irrigation
scheme of the Aral Sea source waters caused the sea to dry up over the
past 40 years, so that it is only 10% of its original size. The
remaining concentrated salts and industrial waste residues have
created a toxic dust that is blown for hundreds of miles throughout
the Aral Sea region. Populations in nearby countries have experienced
increased respiratory disease, cancers, and infant mortality. The
loss of the seabed and the resulting pollution has also resulted in
the elimination of ecosystems, the extinction of fish and wildlife,
and widespread economic hardship and unemployment. The World Bank
alone has spent at least $470 million on remediation projects, and
governments and international organizations are spending additional
millions on the problem.

Similarly, in the United States in the early twentieth century,
California diverted water from the Owens Valley in southeastern part
of the state to satisfy Los AngelesAe- water needs. The resulting
desiccation of the Owens water systems has created the single largest
source of PM-lO dust in the United States, and what EPA has designated
as the worst air quality in the nation. Dust from the dry lake bed is
a significant health hazard to residents of Owens Valley and nearby
areas. To date Los Angeles has spent more than $60 million to restore
the Owens Valley water systems and more than $500 million to remediate
the air quality of Owens Valley. {I]

Decades after these systems were desiccated, governments are spending
hundreds of millions of dollars to remediate the damage, yet such
efforts fail to undo the damage already done to human health.

3. The Agreement Fails to Protect Utah Against Adverse Effects of
Pumping.

The proposed Agreement fails to provide that in the event of a serious
consequence to the State of Utah, the groundwater pumping will stop.
This is the most obvious and effective of mitigative measures, and
must be included in any agreement. Any increase in particulate matter
pollution should require a cessation of pumping. Furthermore, because
there is a lag time between water table drawdown, the compromise and
die-off of vegetation, and the release of dust, ~n ~greement mu~t

provide for mitigative measures upon evidence that the water table is
retreating such that vegetation will be compromised.
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The proposed Agreement provides that SNWA shall establish a mitigation
fund in the amount of $3 million. That amount is wholly insufficient
to mitigate adverse consequences from a large scale pumping operation
which itself is expected to cost several billion dollars. As stated
above, the remediation of Owens Valley and its airshed has cost more
than $600 million to date.

In summary, Utah Moms for Clean Air requests that the State of Utah
reject the proposed Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley
Groundwater System. The agreement wholly fails to protect the health
of Utahns. There is no requirement that Utah enter into an agreement
with Nevada, at this or any specific time. Thus, there is ample time
for studies of the Snake Valley water system and the impact that water
exports will have. An agreement should only be negotiated with the
State of Nevada after comprehensive study of the expected impacts on
Snake Valley ecosystems and the potential impacts on dust, air
pollution, and UtahA€Ms air quality. Any agreement must require Las
Vegas to aggressively reduce its water consumption to reduce its water
demand on other ecosystems.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Michelle Hofmann, MD, MPH

Cameron Cava

Co-Presidents, Utah Moms for Clean Air

[1] Timothy Durbin, former U.S. Geological Survey hydrogeologist,
and former SNWA consultant, has stated A€ooThe Owens Valley is a model of
what to expect.a€~ Las Vegas Sun, Quenching Las Vegasa~ Thirst: Part 5,
June 29, 2008 (referring to SNWAA~s applications to export water from
the Spring Valley, adjacent to Snake Valley).
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COMMENTS OF MULLARD COUNTY
REGARDING THE AUGUST 13, 2009 DRAFT ENTITLED

"AGREEMENT FOR MANAGEMENT
OF THE SNAKE VALLEY GROUNDWATER SYSTEM"

(Hereafter the "draft agreement")

1. Millard County disagrees with the draft agreement's 7 to 1 split of
unallocated groundwater (36,000 afIy for Nevada, 5,000 afIy for Utah). That is grossly
out of sync with the facts:

2. FACT: USGS Utah has analyzed the BARCASS data and concluded that
there are over 260,000 acres ofland in Snake Valley which they say depend on
groundwater to sustain all life found thereon (flora, fauna, human). That is 260,000 acres
of springs, spring-fed riparian lands, groundwater fed meadows, croplands and pastures
irrigated by farmers with well water, phreatophytic shrub communities tbat support
public lands grazing, and towns and residences with their culinary water and sewer
systems, THAT ALL DEPEND EXCLUSIVELY ON THE GROUNDWATER OF
SNAKE VALLEY.

3. FACT: USGS Utah has further detennined from the BARCASS data that
84% of those 260,000 groundwater dependent acres ARE LOCATED IN UTAB.

4. FACT: USGS Utah has further detennined from the BARCASS data that
82% ofSnake Valley groundwater that discharges annually through evapotranspiration
(ET) DISCHARGES IN UTAB.

5. FACT: In 1990, Millard County Commissioner Michael Styler stated in
his written protest on behalf of Millard County, that the requested appropriation of
groundwater "will further threaten springs, seeps and phreatophytes which provide water
and habitat critical to the use and survival ofwildlife, grazing livestock and other surface
existing uses." In other words, Commissioner Styler himself realized the necessity of
standing up not just for allocated water rights but for desert flora and fauna that also
depend on groundwater.

6. FACT: According to the comparative reports of the Utah and Nevada
negotiation teams, 76% of groundwater depletion in Snake Valley through water-rights
based beneficial use OCCURS IN UTAH.

7. FACT: The Utah Negotiating Team's website estimated that 40% of the
Precipitation recharge to Snake Valley, OCCURS IN UTAH.

8. FACT: The average of the Snake Valley discharge, historic use and
recharge ratios still favors Utah over Nevada significantly: 65% to 35%.

9. FACT: 20,000 afIy of the block 1 allocated groundwater which the
draft agreement claims supposedly goes to the Utah side of Snake Valley,
is never used in Snake Valley. Instead it passes through to Fish Springs
Flat completely outside of Snake Valley.

10. FACT: BARCASS estimates that 49,000 afly of groundwater flows from
Spring Valley to Snake Valley, with 33,000 af/y of that flow coming around the southern



flank of the Snake Range right in the path of upstream Spring Valley SNWA pumping
plans, which the Nevada Engineer approved to eventually exceed 60,000 af/y. Yet the
draft agreement makes no allowance for impacts to groundwater basin inflow due to
anticipated SNWA Spring Valley pumping.

11. FACT: The 20,000 afly set-aside for Fish Springs is a tacit
admission by both negotiating teams that really only 88,000 afly of wet
water, not 108,000 afly, is available for Snake Valley. And of that
88,000, Utah gets only 40,000 afly (35,000 allocated + 5,000 unallocated) while Nevada
gets 48,000 afly (12,000 block 1 and 36,000 block 2).

12. FACT: Moreover, the Utah numbers in the preceding paragraph (and
correspondingly the Nevada numbers) are an illusion, because no allowance is made for
Spring Valley pumping impacts to Snake Valley interbasin inflow, which impacts could
easily exceed 16,000 afly annually (which is approximately half of the BARCASS
estimated Spring to Snake Valley flow around the southern flank of the Snake Range).

13. FACT: Section 301 (e)(3) of the U.S. Public Law 108-424 (commonly
referred to as the 2004 Lincoln County Land Act) requires the draft agreement to address
the entire Great Salt Lake Regional groundwater flow system. not just the Snake Valley
basin:

"Prior to any transbasin diversion from ground-water basins located
within both the State of Nevada and the State of Utah, the State ofNevada
and the State of Utah shall reach an agreement regarding the division of
those interstate groundwater flow svstem(s) from which water will be
diverted and used by the project." (Emphasis added)

14. FACT: The draft agreement does not constitute an agreement
contemplated in the foregoing statutory language. because the draft agreement addresses
only Snake Valley and not the entire Great Salt Lake Desert Regional Groundwater Flow
System of which the Snake Valley hydrographic basin is only one part.

15. Those who are prone to support the draft agreement despite the gross
inequity ofthe interstate groundwater split, pin their hopes on the illusion that the
agreement mitigation and dispute resolution procedures will provide a quick enough
remedy to stave off irreversible impacts to water rights and ecosystems, when compared
to the length oftime it takes to pursue a court remedy. FACT: by the time pumping
impacts are noticed on the Utah side, it will be far too late to remedy them even under the
draft agreement for two reasons, one sociaVpolitical and one scientific:

Reason one: By the time adverse pumping impacts are noticed in Utah,
billions of dollars will have been invested and spent on the Las Vegas pipeline
and new pipeline-dependent Las Vegas area suburbs will have been
established and entrenched. Turning off the pumps will be a politicaJJsociai
impossibility.

Reason two: Scientists say that replenishing the depleted water table (not to
mention eliminating the contamination from the reverse flow of the salt playa near
Callao) will take too long ere ceo-system destruction in Snake Valley will be
complete and virtually irreversible - along the lines of Owens Valley.



Thus the idea of a quick and effective fix available under the draft agreement is illusory,
to put it generously.

16. FACT: A proper and fair water split that guards Utah's rightful water in
the first place, not an after-the-harm stab at mitigation of harm that will surely follow the
draft agreement's inequitable water split, is the only effective protection against the harm
that will result from over-pumping of groundwater.

17. Not letting Nevada take Utah's fair share of its grnundwater and thus
limiting the ability oCthe Nevada engineer to award SNWA too much water in the first
place, is the only sure defense. Everything else is a pipe (some say a "pipeline") dream.

18. Utah's only hope is a preventive one, not a curative one. THERE IS NO
SUCH THING AS A CURATIVE SOLUTION IN TIllS MAITER. YOU EITHER
STOP THE GRAB OF UTAH'S RlGHTFUL WATER UP FRONT OR GET READY
TO KISS THE SNAKE VALLEY AGRlCULTURAL BASE AND ECO-SYSTEM
GOODBYE.

19. An agreement between the two states is the best option, but only if it is a
fair and equitable one. It is hard to imagine Utah's faring worse before the Supreme
Court than the outrageous 7 to 1 unallocated water split imposed on Utah under the draft
agreement. Utah has nothing to lose and everything to gain before the Supreme Court
when compared to this split. BUT AGAIN, THE MAIN POINT IS IT WILL BE FAR
TOO LATE TO REVERSE THE DESTRUCTION EVEN UNDER THE DRAFT
AGREEMENT.

20. Therefore, Utah should make the following counteroffer to Nevada:

Split the 108,000 of known wet water 65% for Utah and 35% for Nevada.
Itemization of the split:

Charge Utah 35,000 for senior water rights and 20,000 for Fish Springs, and give Utah
15,200 of block 2 water to reacb a total of 70,200 afJy or 65% of the 108,000 afly wet
water.

Charge Nevada 12,000 for senior water rights, 16,000 to be held in suspension to
adjusted up or down after Spring Valley pumping impacts are better understood, and give
Nevada 9,800 of block 2 water to reach a total of37,800 or 35% of the 108,000 afJy wet
water. Give Nevada in addition all 24,000 af/y of the block 3 reserve.

This would make the overall split of Block 1,2 and 3 of the 132,000 afJy equal to 53%
Utah and 47% Nevada.

21. The draft agreement should include a disclaimer by Utah that even
though Utah is signing it, Utah does not agree that it satisfies the requirements of the
2004 Lincoln County land act which require the two states to agree to a split of the entire
interstate groundwater flow system as opposed to just the one Snake Valley groundwater
basin. The draft agreement should also state that Utah does not waive its right to
challenge for any reason an action of the BlM, SNWA or others regarding any permit or
effort \0 cause the transbasin flow of water from Snake Valley, including the reason thaI
such action by the BlM is inconsistent with the provisional authority Congress gave the
BLM under Section 301(e)(3) of the 2004 Lincoln County Land Act.



22. Millard County as part of its continuing confidential discussions with the
Governor's office, will submit a marked-up copy of the 8-13-09 Draft Agreement
showing additional detailed proposed edits to that draft, in addition to the foregoing.

23. Finally, Millard County agrees with and urges careful consideration of the
September 29, 2009 comments submitted by Eskdale Community. That community is
located in the Millard County part of Snake Valley. As stated therein, the Eskdale
comments "reflect the combined input from approximately 25 adult residents of the
Eskdale Community and surrounding area in Snake Valley." This is an obviously
important demographic for the Millard County portion of Snake Valley. The
groundwater allocation recommended in the Eskdale comments is even more pro-Utah
than Millard County's recommendation above. Nevertheless Millard County would
strongly support the Eskdale proposed allocation as another reasonable and worthy
analysis, were the State inclined to adopt and incorporate it into any counteroffer back to
Nevada.

24. Submitted herewith are a number ofother documents which relate to the
development and explanation of Millard County's position. These documents are
incorporated into and made a part of these comments and should be considered in
connection herewith.

Millard County appreciates the opportunity to submit these comments. Millard County
urges the State of Utah to not sign the draft agreement, but rather make a counteroffer to
Nevada consistent with the comments herein.



The Draft Agreement - An Unfair Split That
Itnperils Utah Senior Water Rights

Allocated

Unallocated

Spr. V. Pumping

Give Away

Total

Utah Nevada

55,000 12,000

5,000 36,000

(16,000) 16,000

44,000 64,000

41% 59%

7 to 1 Nev.

108,000

Reserve

Total

6,000

50,000

38%

18,000

82,000

62%

3 to 1 Nev.

132,000



Millard County Proposes the State Make the
Following Counter-offer to Nevada:

Split the 108,000 af/y of Wet Water According to the
Average of the Valley's Natural Discharge,
Historic Use and Recharge (65% Ute 35% Nev.).

Divide the Regional Groundwater Flow System as
Required by the Congressional Statute.

Suspend Part of Nevada's Share Due to Spring Valley
Pumping Impacts by 16,000 af/y, to be Adjusted
Down or Up Based on Eventual Proven Impacts.



Proposed Counter Offer:
Split 108,000 By Average of Discharge

Historic Use & Recharge (65% - 35% Utah)

Already Allocated

Fish Springs

Spr. V. Pumping

Unallocated

Total Wet Water

Utah Nevada

35,000 12,000

20,000

16,000

15,200 9,800

70,200 37,800

65% 35%

108,000

24,000Reserve

Total Wet & Reserve 70,200 61,800 132,000

53% 47%
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Clean Air Coalition
September II, 2009

Mike StyleT, Executive Director
Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple, Suite 220
SLC, UT 84114
liQakc\allcv tJ. UI; .~l\_

Re: Snake Valley Agreement

Thank you for Ihis opportunity to comment. Thank you for the proactive work to insert a Congressional
requirement for Utah & Nevada to enter an agreement prior to any interstate transfer of ground waters.

Wasatch Clean Air Coalition supports the comments of the Utah Physicians for a Healthy Environment;
and submits these additional comments.

1.
Cecil Garland, rancher, reports that springs are drying and the water table has dropped 10 feet in the
Snake Valley. It seems obvious that the water withdrawals in the Snake Valley currently exceed the
maximum sustainable use, and any additional extractions would be mining of groundwater as prohibited
by 5.4.1.

On this basis, the agreement is improper because there is no available water for interbasin transfer.

11.
In the event that the agreement is signed by Utah. comments are given below for improvement to the
agreement. These comments are not to be construed as a weakening of the conclusion in section I above,
rather are intended as damage control in the almost inconceivable event that Utah facilitates in any way
interbasin transfer of waters from Snake Valley.

ill.
Many have legitimately objected to the long, SECRET negotiations that preceded the release of the draft
agreement. There are many points in the agreement where the public should be involved or notified in a
manner that would mitigate the WlSeemly secrecy surrounding the development of this agreement.

Re: 4.5 ...The States agree that all monitoring data collected will be shared and made available
to the public."

1



Comment: The manner of availability should be spelled out. Website link should be in the
agreement. This data should be available to commenters now during this comment period. It
should be possible for a commenter to easily find the information that Cecil Garland reports:
drying springs & water table drop.

Re: 4.7 The State Engineers shall meter, ... quantity that exceeds 100 (one hundred) acre-feet per
year and report said diversions on a calendar year basis.
Comment: This data should be circulated to subscribers to a list serve of interested parties.

Re: 5.3 Reserved - The State Engineers shall not grant any Groundwater withdrawal permits to
extract Reserved Groundwater until the State Engineers agree information reasonably
demonstrates that additional Groundwater can be safely and sustainably withdrawn from Snake
Valley and that Allocated and Unallocated uses will not be unreasonably affected.
Comment: 1bis agreement by the State Engineers should go out to public comment.

Re: 6.1 In the event SNWA is granted any permits pursuant to the SNWA Applications, SNWA
agrees to provide public notice, at least one year prior to the export of Groundwater from Snake
Valley...
Comment: This notice should be circulated to subscribers to a list serve of interested parties.

Re: Monitoring & Management Agreement
3.2. Technical Working Group

Comment: Meetings of this group should be public, subject to public notice, public agenda,
public posting of minutes and record of decisions.

Re: Monitoring & Management Agreement 3.2.3.6. During the Operation Period, review SNWA
proposed or ongoing pumping schedules in Snake Valley for both testing and production
purposes; ...
Comment: These pumping schedules should reviewed regularly, at least quarterly. These
pumping schedules should be readily available for public inspection.

Re: Appendix. I: Biological Monitoring ... A detailed biological monitoring plan will be
developed. during the Initial Period and implemented and modified as appropriate throughout the
Baseline Period and Operational Period...
Comment: This Plan should be subject to public comment and updates & repoItS related to this
plan should be readily available for public inspection.

IV.
Re: 4.8 The States agree to work cooperatively to (a) resolve present or future
controversies over the Snake Valley Groundwater Basin; (b) assure the quantity and
quality of the Available Groundwater Supply, (c) minimize the injury to Existing
Pennitted Uses; (d) minimize environmental impacts and prevent the need for listing
additional species under the Endangered Species Act, (e) maximize the water available
for Beneficial Use in each State, and (0 manage the hydrologic basin as a whole.

Comment: Item (d) "minimize environmental impacts and prevent the need for listing
additional species under the Endangered Species Act," should be moved to first priority.
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V.
Re 6.4 In the event that any pennits are issued to SNWA pursuant to the SNWA
Applications, SNWA shall establish a mitigation fund ... $3,000,000.

Comment: $3 million seems an inadequate amount in light of the fact that damage caused by withdrawals
of this fossil Snake Valley water will cause permanent impainnent of the habitability of the valley.

VI.
Re. SNAKE VALLEY ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT
H. Utah acknowledged at section 2.8 of the Utah-Nevada Agreement that the safe docnine that governs
groundwater appropriation in Utah generally allows for the appropriation of groundwater in a manner
that is sustainable and results in a reasonable amount of drawdown in the groundwater aquifer. Such
appropriations necessarily impact the existing hydrologic system and captures discharge available to
phreatophytes, streams and natural lakes.

Comment: "Reasonable" drawdown should be specified in a draft and subject to public comment.
Tolerable impact on phreatophytes, streams and natural lakes should be defined and specified after public
input.

YD.
2.2. Baseline Period. "Baseline Period" shall mean a time period ofnot less than five years immediately
preceding the export of any groundwater by SNWA from Snake Valley. The Baseline Period will begin
when SNWA provides notice to Utah.

Comment: The agreement to hold SNWA applications in abeyance tluu 9/1/2019 should be entered in
this agreement between Utah and SNWA. SNWA is not a signatory nor bound by the AGREEMENT
FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE SNAKE VALLEY GROUNDWATER SYSTEM wbere the date is
given.

Vill.
Re: 3.1.2 Operation. The Management Committee shall meet within 21 calendar days of notification from
the TWG of a need for action, or notification from any member of the Committee, and shall reach a
decision within 60 calendar days oflWG notification. lfthe

Comment: The remainder of the language is missing here. This document is incomplete.

IX.
Re: 3.2. Technical Working Group
3.2.1 Creation and Purpose. The Parties shall create and convene a multidisciplinary
Technical Working Group... shall include two representatives from SNWA ...and three representatives
from the State of Utah (Utah Geological Survey, Utah Division of Air Quality, Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources).

Comment: A member ofthe Snake Valley Aquifer Research Team should be a full member of the TWG.
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X.
Re: 6. During the Operation Period, review SNWA proposed or ongoing pumping schedules in Snake
Valley for both testing and production purposes; ...

Comment: A specific frequency for review should be specified in draft & subject to comment.

Xl.
Re: Appendix I: Biological Monitoring ... It is the intent of the Parties that the capital and operating
costs of implementing biological monitoring plan components beyond the current UDWR effort will be
primarily borne by SNWA.

Question: If Utah Legislature reduces the budget for the current UDWR effort, how is SNWA's
obligation affected?

XII.
Comment: an appendix that contains acronyms would improve the document.

lhanlc you for your attention to these comments.

Peace,
Kathy Vall Dame, Policy Coordinator
Wasatch Clean Air Coalition
1148 East 6600 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121
(801 )261·5989 dvd.kvd®juno.com
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CONFEDERATED TRIBES
4tltr

GOSHUTE RESERVATION
p.o. BOX 6104

IBAPAH. UTAH 84034
PHONE- (435) 234·1138

FAX (435) 234-1162

Concerns on the Snake Valley Water Settlement

The following is an outline ofconcerns of the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation
(hereinafter "Tribe") in response to the proposed Snake Valley Water Settlement (hereinafter
"settlement") between Utah and Nevada.

Position on the settlement
Executive and administrative precedence surrounding the reasoning of the

settlement
Violation of Federal judicial precedence. treaties. and Federal Trust Responsibilities

Summary of Concerns

I. THE SETTLEMENT IGNORES THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF THE GOSHUTE
RESERVATIONS RESERVED WATER RIGHTS.

For over a century. it has been understood federal law that Indian Tribes have rights to
large. but often still unquantified amounts afwater. When Indian reservations are created, natural
resources, including water sufficient to satisfy the purposes of the reservation, are reserved
automatically.l As a result, tribal reserved water rights represent an -exception to the general rule
that allocation ofwater is the province of the states:2 Although waters are open to appropriation

under the laws of various Western states, such laws do not have jurisdiction over of federal
reservations.3 Unlike appropriative rights, Indian reserved water rights are not based on diversion
and beneficial use, which are requisites to obtaining and maintaining a water permit under the
appropriation system. Instead, under reserved rights, a sufficient amount ofwater is reserved to

1 Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 600 (1963); Winters v. United States, 207 U.s. 564 (1908)
J Cohen's Handbook ofFederal Indian Law, Felix Cohen, Sec. 19.01(1)
3 Cappoertv. U.S., 426 U.s. 128, 143-145 (1976); Fed. Power Commin v. Oregon, 349 U.S. 435 (1955)



fulfill the purposes for which a reservation was established.4 The Tribes federally-reserved water

rights have been completely ignored in the settlement.

II. MOST LIKELY, THERE IS SIGNIFICANT INTERBASIN TRANSFER BETWEEN THE TRIBES
CURRENT WATER SOURCE IN THE DEEP CREEK BASIN WITH THE SNAKE VALLEY BASIN.

To the aforementioned points, in conjunction with it exploratory technical field
investments, the Tribe can claim a current and substantial interest in the water assets in the Deep
Creek Basin, and by numerous technical accounts, by way of inter basin transfer trends, whereby
the Deep Creek Basin has a reasonable propensity to serve as a significant recharge/discharge
source for the Snake Valley Basin, the Tribe also claims substantial interest in Snake Valley

allocations.

Insofar as this interest is reasonably consequential to the Tribes' well-being, especially in
economically trying times, the Tribe is unsatisfied by the unchecked tenacity of the settlement to
immediately allocate rights without sufficient technical data assuring the protection of the Tribes'
interests in the water assets in an adjoined basin. And while the Tribe was provided a comment
period, the Tribe impresses that it should have been consulted prior to any comment period, given
its sound status in the past, as an interested party, It was not consulted or otherwise considered in
the development of the settlement to date, and therefore feels the agreement is inherently
premature.

Additionally, an authentic comment period requires the free availability of information
surrounding the topic under scrutiny. To date, neither Utah nor Nevada will release the records,
upon explicit request. deliberating basis for the development of the settlement, and so the Tribe is
paralyzed in efforts to provide calculated and informed comment of the settlement

Ill. THE SETTLEMENT VIOLATES UTAH'S OWN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACCORDING
TO THE RULING ON THE TRIBE'S REQUEST FOR AN APPROPRIATION.

The Tribe finds the proposed settlement especially troubling because it provides for a
200,000 acre/foot allocation on technical grounds it deemed insufficient to allocate 50,000
acre/feet, only months before the agreement On June 23, 2009, application number 17-217
(A77473) was effectively rejected, citing a lack of sufficient technical data for an immediate
allocation, The settlement cites the exact same studies and data as the Tribe's request, but finds it
sufficient to allocate four times the amount requested by the Tribe. The Tribe's requests for
reconsideration has been accepted, but given the clandestine nature of the settlement's
development in relation to the order of multiple congruent events, the Tribe believes that perhaps
the reconsideration has merely been granted on political grounds.

• Cohen's at Sec. 19,01(1); Winters v. U.s., 207 U.S. 564



Proposed Solution

Given the aforementioned elements, the Tribe respectfully requests the following:

• In a separate action, the State ofUtah grant the Tribe's request for an immediate allocation
of 30,000 Acre/Feet, representing a portion of the Tribe's federally recognized reserved
water rights, which is consistent with the tenns of the settlement.

• That the Tribe receive a graduated allocation of 5,000 acre/feet each additional year, not to
exceed 50,000 Acre/Feet in total, at the same percentage-adjusted rates the settlement
engages for testing and subsequent increase.

This agreement would allow the Tribe to protect its federally reserved water rights immediately
while allowing the residents of the Deep Creek Basin to monitor any potential interbasin transfer.

The Tribe presumes, upon such an agreement:. it has no apparent interest to further pursue any
other applications or requests, and will immediately withdraw such items that exist to date.
Further, it would guarantee all data and findings it earns from federal grant moneys, in turn made
eligible by its state-affirmed water right, will be entirely and immediately available for the State of
Utah to review as it pleases.

The Tribe feels such a request is reasonable and well within the realms of the technical and political
position the state has taken with the settlement. It feels it presents a technically humble request
and asks the state to make every effort to maintain an dialogue representative ofgenuine efforts to
help the Tribe find resolve in its efforts to secure its nature resources interests.
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Emery Polelonema
six County AOG, Richfield, UT
Todd Turner
Delta, UT
Jim Nickle
Delta. UT
Jolinda Nickle
Delta, UT
Megan Greathouse
Lynndyl, UT
John Keeler
Manti, UT
Cynthia Kaufman
Black Rock, UT
Leo Stott
Meadow, UT
Todd Thorne
six County AOG
Deborah Callister
SLC, UT
Trent Wilde
Millard County, UT
Pete Shields and Shirlee Shields
Delta, UT
Ken Hill
Wendover. UT
Bob Meinhardt
Delta, UT

PURSUANT TO AN AGENDA WHICH HERETOFORE HAD BEEN PROVIDED TO
each member of the governing body, posted at the principal office of the Millard
County Commission. posted on the Utah Public Notice Website, and provided to the
Hillard County Chronicle Progress, a newspaper of general circulation within
Millard County. as required by law, the following proceedings were had:

Commissioner walker called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. after a brief
welcome and explanation of what the meeting will be about.

After a Presentation given by Mark Ward, UAC Attorney, Public comment was heard.

Lavar Cox, Hinckley Utah, asked why Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) is
part of the negotiating committee, when it is a water user. WltA~s like having
the fox in the henhouse. w This agreement should be between two states, deciding
what the historical use is. He said that SNWA needs to be out of the decision
making. There should be an agreement between Utah and Nevada but it needs to be
based on historical use. He wanted to know if this is a government for the
people, of the people and by the people, or is it a government by politicians.
If it is a government by the people, then the people have already spoken Wlder
historical use. They have said no to SNWA. White Pine County, Hillard COWlty
and any resident in Snake Valley have said no. We need to pay attention to that
particular WNO Wbecause that is the historical use of those who use the water.
He is very thankful for the work that the Millard County Commissioners have done
on this.
He said that he talked to a representative from the state of Utah about having
SNWA in the agreement process and they said that Nevada will not come to the
table without them. Mr. Cox says he calls their bluff.

Paul Stephenson, Delta Utah, said that the presentation may have changed his
mind on some of the things, but not all of them. He said that he has been
thinking about this for sometime and has come to the conclusion, as most of the
people have, that he does not want legalized theft of the water in the west
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valley. He cannot imagine what was in the minds of the commission to allow an
engineer from Nevada to make any decision regarding this matter. That makes him
not trust this process from the start. This should have been done by qualified
residents of another state, not of Utah or Nevada. Mr. Stephenson says that we
need to get to work and find a way to stop the theft of the water. The County
Commissioners, if they can, should stop all drilling if that water will be going
into Nevada.
There are endangered species in the West Desert such as the Bonneville Trout.
If the Sahara Club doesn&~t want to bring suit he says that we should start
organizing and bring lawsuits right now. If we do nothing we will have no water
in the west valley, leaving the area unhealthy eo live in. The air will not be
fit to breath. He has already noticed the amount of trees that have died. He
says that Mud Lake has dried up as well.
He is also concerned with the pumping of the water that could cause the aquifer
to decrease. He says that the rocks above the aquifer are kept up somewhat by
the pressure of the spring. If you empty the springs there will be a big hole
there. If this is done what will happen? will the rocks move and cause
earthquakes from Nevada to the Wasatch Front. Have they thought about that?
Mr. Stephenson says we need to start calling and writing letters to the
legislature until this thing is abandoned.

Steve Maxfield, Kanosh UT, said that he has gone through the professional papers
and the empirical evidence that was included in the barcass study. There is no
extra wet water to divide between the two states. In one of the professional
papers from the 1995 United States Geological Survey (USGS) 1409D shows the
basin and the inner-flow in question and puts it further out. It goes to Utah
Lake and Great Salt Lake. This year we had a wet spring. Lake Powell came up
12 feet (ft). They thought it would come up 30 ft. They thought that Great
Salt Lake would come up 1 ft but it went down 1 ft. We are talking about the
water that is going underground. He called it the "underground Colorado River".

These rights and historic uses have already been transferred into interbasin.
He thinks that we will have an impact of a minimum 20,000 acre feet a year
(af/y) from Spring to Snake Valley. When we look at that, that is what will
affect the historic use. As we are looking at Snake Valley and the wet water,
the water isna~t there. The pumping in Snake Valley has already drawn down the
water table and has gone through transevaporation.
This agreement lacks the proper signatures of authority as well as the parties
to the agreement. There is a provision in the agreement that states no third
party can bring any action against this agreement. He questioned who this is
protecting, the states, or the people. The people are the direct water users
and this is our one chance to protect our water.
He thinks that definitions are the most overlooked damning thing in this
document. He made comment on definitions 2-8 and 2-9. We are not talking about
wet water that flows in the ditches that we are trying to give away. We are
talking about water that plants, native and non-native, are using to survive,
and water that is already allocated in other basins all the way into great
basins. There isn8€Nt any water to split. He also has concerns with the
transbasin flow, the mitigation, the right to farm and the people8~s rights as it
is/or isn8~t said in the agreement.

Megan Greathouse, Lynndyl Utah, said she has some doubt as to whether the water
is there. She said that SNWA would have to wait ten years to develop the
water, but at that point they would be able to develop 30,000 af/y. She thinks
that if this is allowed it should be developed gradually not in that big of an
acre amount. Their addendum to the contract allowed for ecological issues which
include hydrologic studies every year or less if they agree upon it. This is
given them a loophole to not monitor the groundwater situation as closely as it
should be. Also. anyone that is adversely affected by water pumping, appeals to
SNWA. There are things that are inherently wrong with that. They are the one
getting the water and you are going to go to them and say, ·You8€bVe hurt me help
me". That will not be an affective method. There is an interstate board that
you can go to beyond that, but at that point the damage may already be done.
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She also thinks a $3.000,000 mitigation fund, looking at the number of acres and
talking legal battles doesn&~t allow adequate money to compensate.

John Keeler, Utah Farm Bureau, said that at this point there doesna~t appear to
be a pressing need for Utah to sign this agreement. The Nevada State Engineer
has set spring of 2011 as his evidence for submission deadline and the hearings
on Snake Valley in the fall of 2011. With so many unanswered questions that have
been talked about - recharge, hydrologic connection, on-going drought and
fairness - Governor Herbert and the State of Utah Water Rights Officials should
put this draft agreement on hold and insist on a more fair and equitable split
for Utah. As Congress has mandated. an agreement between Utah and Nevada is a
worthy goal, but not as an expense to Utah.
Attached is a letter from the Utah Farm Bureau News.

John Hansen, Garrison Utah, said that the well that currently runs his home was
drilled after 1989. According to page 5 of the agreement that talks about water
rights prior to 1989 he will lose his water that runs to his house. He wanted
to thank the Millard County Commissioners for the effort they have put forth in
this matter. He said he doeana~t like to speak against people but, he thinks
that so far the state representatives have put this together ·cowardly· and not
standing up for the people that they represent. According to this agreement,
Nevada wanted the water so they could grow more, and this stops all the growth
in Utah because there is no more water to be taken. We have to be the ones to
prove damage and that expense is all on us. If there is any damage then pumping
should stop and SNWA should be the one proving that they haven8~t caused any
damage, not us proving that they have caused damage. So far as he can see Las
Vegas hasna~t had to go through as many sacrifices as they have put us through.
There are still a lot of lawns, parks, golf courses, swimming pools and all
kinds of places that they could start making sacrifices, before they have to
"rape· us up here. SNWA has full representation, the people and Snake Valley
have no representation other than through the Commissioners and this shouldna~t

be the way.

~~rge Jenkins, Meadow Utah, said that they came to a meeting here a couple of
years ago that started off with a film presentation of all the wonderful aspects
of Las Vegas and moving to Las Vegas. They commented that they would like to
increase their housing by 15,000 new homes and told of all the wonderful
recreational aspects, in particular, their 63 golf courses. We know that grass
uses the greatest amounts of water. She thinks that if Las Vegas will cut down
to about 10 golf courses then we could think about giving them water. Until
they do, she says "No water"!

Pam Lyman, Oak City Utah, she wanted to make sure that everyone got a
questionnaire.

Ron Draper, Delta Utah, said this is a complex issue. He came to this meeting
to see what he could learn. He said that Millard County extends all the way
out to Snake Valley and we need to do whatever we can to preserve our water
rights for our county. We need water to do whatever we need to do; housing,
residential use, commercial use and farming. He has a little bit of pessimism
with Millard County having about 12,000 residents vs the millions of residents
of Las Vegas. It seems like a very small David against a very large Goliath.
Overall, he thinks that we need to do all that we can to preserve our Millard
County water rights.

Ed Uehling, Las Vegas NV, said that he wanted to comment on the integrity of the
SNWA and the Las Vegas valley Water District. Several years ago they wanted to
increase the sales tax because they said they were unable to raise the water
rates. That was not true. Since they increased the sales tax, which produces
about $50,000 to $100,000 a year for the water district, they have raised the
water rates tremendously as well as the connection fees. Then during the first
6 months of the year they published several false advertisements, one of which
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was, there is a drought in the colorado River. There is not a drought in the
Colorado River. There is 6,000,000 af/y. There is only a drought of common
sense with brain cells and political will. Nevada is only supposed to get
300,000 affy out of the Colorado River, but they are actually taki~g more and
that is why the lake is going down. The rest of it goes to farms ~n Southern
california and Arizona. They are using irrigation techniques that were used
back in the times of the Romans which is a huge waste of water. There are many
things that can be done to trade that water. They could build desalting plants
on the ocean and trade with the city of San Diego and the city of Tijuana or the
farms of the Imperial Valley. Doing this they would be able to get hWldredS and
thousands of af/y.
He says that he is very unhappy with the representation made by the SNWA. This
agreement is not the only solution. At a meeting held in Las Vegas on August
20, 2009 there were 50-70 solutions presented. The director of the water
district had her back to all the presenters and only looked at a few who
complimented her. she refused to listen to any of the presenters and was
incapable of expressing even one idea that was presented at the meeting. He
says that it is very dangerous to make any agreement with SNWA.

cecil Garland, Juab County, said that everyone is right on with what they are
saying. He has worked with the water for 35 years. There is no surface water
in Snake Valley. He finally got Mike Styler, Director of the Division of
Natural Resources, to admit that. Boyde Clayton admitted as much, but he said
·Wea£Mve been using the water all this time, now it8~s Nevadaa~s turn." Mr. Garland
said that isna~t what he thought the law was based on. He sees it this way: if
there is no surface water in Snake Valley then all the water that is being
pumped out is under valid water rights. If you start taking that water from
Lake Valley to Step-Toe to Spring valley to snake valley then that water will be
taken from our water rights. He said that the greatest harm this agreement has
done to the water users who are fighting against this, is an official
declaration or a quasi-official declaration that somehow or another because
water comes out as a resource or recharge it gives Nevada the right to 50t of
the water. The water that they are talking of is "paper water, fictional
water". When we talk about lowering the water table feet, we who live in Snake
valley, are talking about inches and inches hurt us and dry up springs! He had
about 40 springs on his property. He remembered so well when he first came to
his place how the springs flowed. The kids went swimming in the hole, now the
springs have all dried up. The water table has fallen about 10 ft. The springs
are drying up; the vegetation is also drying up and dying. He doesna~t need
computer models to tell him this because he already knows. This has to stop.
If they are saying put it off for ten years, then put it off for the ten years.
The problem is that in ten years Nevada will have all of its viable applications
lined up and ready to go, and Utah will be standing there scratching their
backside and picking their nose wondering what the heck happened. They will
have nothing because options are what matters. Utah better not give up their
options. If we give up our options we will have nothing.

Terri Marrasca, Baker Nevada, said that based on the science and Mark Warda~s

presentation, not only will the water table drop in Utah but there will be a
back flow. If SNWA wants to pump as much water as they propose, the water that
they pullout of the ground will have to not only come from lowering the table
but from a back flow to feed that pumping. This analysis will come out in the
near future. The agreement should have as much as a $50,000,000,000 bond
because in Owens Valley LA Water and Power had to put up $551,000,000 to
mitigate air problems and $65,000,000 to restore the Owens River. The financial
impact on Utah is so far more than $3,000,000 which is supposed to be a fund
that is re-fed. To guarantee Utah8.€""'s protection, Las Vegas or SNWA should put up
a huge amount of money that is guaranteed to Utah.
On the issue of trust, during the Spring Valley hearings and the time leading up
to the hearings, Pat Mulroy, SNWA, had a campaign that said, "We are
environmental stewards, We will protect the environment in Spring Valley." At
the same time, SNWA lawyers went to the State Engineer of Nevada and said they
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want to eliminate environmental considerations scenic and recreational values
from the hearing. So you have this rhetoric that was discussed. Before that.
SNWA says one thing, and in the meantime they go to the state engineers and say
lets get rid of this stuff that we say in our add that we will protect. This is
on the public record and we all understand what we are dealing with.

Clayton Jeffery, Delta Utah, said that water runs downhill and that seems to be
our problem. Some of the things that are bothering him is that this agreement
has three parts to it: Nevada. SNWA and Utah. It boils down to if Utah has an
issue, it will be turned over to SNWA or Nevada. They are saying if you have an
objection they will write it down and say okay you have had y~ur s~y, s~ what.
Its like "hooten in the wind". There needs to be some teeth 1n th1s th1ng, any
fool knows that if you take water out of the bottom the top goes down. If we
have to make an agreement we shouldn8.€'"'t be in any sweat to do it. This should be
a tentative thing.

Shawn Gonder, Oak City Utah, said that this is going to set precedence for years
to come on political water issues. Why can!~t I transfer water from Garrison to
Oak City and drill a well. they are transferring water out of state from Snake
Valley, Utah to Las Vegas. Nevada. He heard someone from Millard County say why
are we fighting this water issue. this doesn!€Mt affect us anyway. It really does
affect us. He feels that if Nevada wants the water then they should put up the
bonds for the damages or the extension of the wells for Snake Valley. If they
pump even 12,000 af of water from the lower aquifer that took thousands of years
to form, it will affect all springs. Do we know how much afly pumping affects
Burbank, Fish Springs, Indian Peaks, etc. You can see over the years what
happens when you stop recharging the water. It has caused a lot of slews to dry
up.
Within the past year the Delbert Young place by Big Springs added more pivots
and now Needle Point spring on the mountain home range has dried up. Where is
the excess water there.
Is Utah trying to make amends with Nevada so they can pipe Lake powell to St.
George and not have Nevada dispute that project. Why do you think Lake Powell
and Lake Meade8€'"'s water level went down. Is there political movement of water to
say that we need more water. He really thinks that Utah needs to handle this
wisely because it will have a lasting affect.

Dorothy Morrison, Columbus ohio, and a former Millard County resident said that
the thirsty tentacles of the South West are already reaching into the Great
Lakes area. This is a pivotal battle ground. She came to support this and
encourage Utah to fight the fight.

Robert Nielson, Lynndyl Utah, agrees with what Clayton Jeffery said. Mr.
Nielson served on the Millard County Water Conservatory District for 25 years;
18 of those years he was the president of the board. It seems strange to him
that Nevada could take as much water as Utah. He took a class from the
University of Utah taught by a water law attorney. The attorney very definitely
stated that the water that is within the state of Utah belongs to Utah and the
water that is in the State of Nevada belongs to Nevada. Far more of Snake
Valley is in Utah than in Nevada, so far more of the water should be allotted to
Utah.
Going back to Millard County!€Ns water history, his father was one of the first
people to drill an irrigation well between Lynndyl and Leamington. When the
Delta companies found out there was water along the river between Lynndyl and
Delta, they immediately filed suit for ten large wells. Mr. Nielson&~s father
and the other farmers already had their permits filed and were already drilling.

The state engineer at that time was Hubert Humphry. He was very definite that
each party who was drilling a well only had 17 years to drill the well.
They found out that in Millard County there are two stratas of water: the upper
water strata and the lower water strata. The upper water strata only goes to
aDout 650 ft. The lower water strata starts at about 700 ft and goes to as
much as 1200 ft. The farmers of Lynndyl, Leamington and Oak City area came to
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is, while it may accomplish nothing in
protecting the vegetation or any of the
it will create an administrative load on

From that standpoint alone, he doesn&~t
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an agreement with the Delta farmers that Delta would not perforate their wells
above 600ft and the farmers of Lynndyl, Leamington and Oak City would not
perforate their well lower than 520ft. This was strictly adhered to by Hubert
Humphry. He went to the point of having a representative from his office come
out and inspect the perforation of the wells as they were drilled. The majority
of the wells in the Lynndyl, Leamington. and Oak City are drawn from the upper
water aquifer. They are adhering to what the state engineer had told them and
they don3€Mt have any trouble with it. Mr. Nielsen wants to work out an agreement
like this with Nevada so they will not be allowed to take more water than is
allotted to them. This should all be worked out legally and there shouldnS~t be
any big hurry to get it done right now. The people in the state offices
shouldn8£Mt be in such a big hurry to settle and come to an unfortunate agreement.

Kane Hill, Partoun Utah, thanked the COmrrUssioners for having the meeting and
for all the work they have done. They are kind of an inspiration to all of us
out there. So far the negotiations have been taken place in secret and haven8~t

had public scrutiny. He wants to wire into the agreement throughout the
monitoring that the data and the decisions that follow the data be public.
Whenever they have a meeting they should allow the presence of the public, or
at least get the minutes of the meeting publicized no later than 7 days after
the meeting takes place. If the public could have a view of the process it
would take it out of the realm of secrecy. Some places in the agreement say
that Utah will pay certain costs and a few places that say SNWA will pay certain
costs, if their board approves it. He thinks that it should be hardwired into
the agreement that SNWA should pay all costs incurred in association with this
agreement.

Gerald Anderson, Eskdale Utah, wanted to applaud the commissioners for the work
they have done. He also liked the letter from the Farm Bureau. He said that it
defines the people in Snake Valley. These are things that the negotiating team
should of had access to and been given the chance to debate in public or at
least get public input. The way this agreement is structured may protect the
way of life as it is now, but it doesna£Mt leave a future for Snake Valley. The
water is already allocated. There is nothing left with which to do anything.
If this agreement goes into effect the way it is stated, then there will be no
additional future economic value for Hillard County from Snake Valley. It will
not be possible for Snake Valley to be more than it is today. Snake Valley has
a tremendous amount of developable resources whether it is agriculture or
tourism, but it has to have an environment that is attractable to potential
economic development.
Allan BiadgyaPs statement was, -There won8£Mt be a green spot left in Snake Valley
after this is done". That is a pretty clear indication of what the future of
Snake Valley will be under this agreement, as it&€"'s stated. The agreement itself
addresses the desire to establish an equitable and a cooperative arrangement for
the administration of the water resources in Snake Valley. Mr. Anderson also
said that the work Mark Ward presented gave us a new idea of what the term
"equitable" really should mean when we talk about sharing resources. For that
reason alone this agreement needs to be halted in its tracks. It has to be
resurrected as a phoenix fram its ashes or it has to be completely reformed as
something that is equitable.
The second point is being cooperative. The level of cooperation of this
agreement is among the signatory parties between the state of Nevada, the state
of Utah, their natural resource departments, their state engineers and the
proponent of taking the resource out of the valley. When SNWA is a signatory to
the party they become a principal and we just cana€Mt get the elephant out of the
room. The fact that it is cooperative for the agencies doesnaPt do anything for
the people who live there.
One of his concerns with this agreement
terms of administering the resources or
natural resource value of Snake Valley,
the people who live and work there now.
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see enough in this agreement that it can stand on its own. He cana~t identify
that it solves or addresses its own stated goals nor does it do anything of
value for the people of Utah. He thinks that we should just step back.

Kathy Hill, North Snake Valley, thanked the commissioners for giving people the
opportunity to talk about their concerns. She especially thanked Mark Ward for
laying out the problems with the 50/50 split. There was one part that she feels
was not looked at close enough and that is just the sheer science of letting
Nevada access 36.000 af/y. Nature doesn&€Mt allow for that. ItS£Ns like a bathtub
that has been installed wrong and the drain end is upstream from the downstream.
They are going to try and capture water that is already being used for another

purpose. The purpose right now is phreatophytes. Most of the phreatophytes are
in north Snake Valley. Pumping water from the southern end will destroy the
phreatophytes on the north end of Snake valley as a result of ground water
mining. The water is going to continue to draw down for several years after
they stop the pumping.
There is not any protection in this agreement at all. There is some mitigation,
but it is not protection for Utah water right users. She can foresee ranchers
in Snake valley loosing all their water in their wells. There is mitigation by
SNWA giving them paychecks. They will become on the dole by SNWA. They will
purnp our water down and then say they can bring in new water. She foresees
that they will be waiting on the dole for SNWA and waiting for water trucks to
bring them water. That is what this agreement allows and this is totally
unacceptable.

Gary Perea, Baker NV, appreciates the work that Millard County has done. The
good that this has done is it has brought people together that would not
normally work together. The one thing he wants to touch briefly on is the
allocations of water. He agrees with the residents of Snake Valley that there
is no extra water. The water table is going down now. He would like to see in
the agreement that both Utah and Nevada each get 10,000 af/y of unallocated
water, then Utah gets 10,OOOaf/y and Nevada gets 25,000 af/y of the reserved
water. Utah and Nevada both have power over that water. 10,000 af/y is
probably still to much but at least it will be a starting point. and would still
give 10 years to look at the science. Neither state water engineer should be
able to permit water in any given year of more than l,OOOaf/y. This will give
at least 10 years to measure the withdrawal of that water. This should be a
gradual step; not taking so much water all at once. There are positives and
negatives to both having and not having an agreement.

Dean Draper, Hinckley Utah, says in reading the agreement as it is written now
there are no teeth. There are wil18€fts and may8€fts when there should be shal18~s.

It is an unfunded agreement. There are no enforcements to be had as written.
He talked of a town called Carigo that has a steam ship that once floated but
now it is e~dded in the lake covered with dust. The prospect of having all of
that water drained fro~ our valley would mean that Snake Valley would look like
Sevier Lake.
An aspect of the agreement that was not considered was that SNWA has the
propensity to buy ranches and file for water which they would allegedly have the
right to move water from one basin to another. In the agreement to keep them
from purchasing water existing allocated rights prior to 1989. If they had a
willing seller to transfer that water down to the Lincoln County line.
Interstate transfer of water is supposed to stop at the state line. This needs
to be investigated and included in the agreement. There are rumors that there
might be as much as 20,000 af of water already allocated in Snake Valley by Utah
that could be up for sale. This needs to be investigated to see if there is
some way to preclude it from transfer and have it addressed in the agreement.
Those who have proposed this agreement have viewed this as a way to take SNWA
applications for 50,000 af/y in the valley and drop it immediately to 36,000
af/y. That is a net loss of 14,000 feet right up front. If the state
engineer of Nevada allocated 50% as set forth in the agreement and drops it to
1e,OOO a£/y, the hydrologic studies would make it so they would have very little
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to begin with. The idea being that ~there is no extra water-. The agreement is
a good idea to protect both states but it needs to be redone and needs to
address these other issues.

Dean Baker, Baker Nevada, thanked the Millard County commission for the work
they have done and how much they have supported the opposition of this pipeline.

He has worked for 20 years on opposing this pipeline and will continue to do
$0. There is nothing about this agreement that makes him in favor of the
pipeline or wanting to sale water. The only way that he will do this is if he
has no other choice because of the laws. If you take Mark Wardd~s numbers and
put them on this valley and Mudd Lake, Clear Lake, Flowell and all of those it
would be an interesting comparison of the numbers. It has become totally
acceptable to both states to draw that water level down. So neither one of
those states could legally say that you can&~t lower the water table because any
place you go to it has been lowered. The difference is that they built a city
there, but to transfer the water out and still say that it is acceptable to draw
it down is as wrong as it could be. There should be a huge effort by both
states to have their legislatures limit drawdowns in exporting water. That view
seems to be unable to get around. He virtually agrees with everything that has
been said here. Whether it is better to have an agreement or not is still a
very clear question in his mind.
Having listened to all of what has been said here and what has been going on for
two years, there is no potential for this to stay in negotiations with those
people any longer. This had to get on the table and he totally disagreed with
it not being on the table for all the time he was there. There was no use for it
to go on any longer. Nobody knows if the numbers are right we just know that
the water level is going down. If it is drawn down more it will have major
impacts. The acceptability of taking the water somewhere else is the bad part.
How we stop the pipeline and keep them for creating the impacts is a question in
his mind.

There was no other comments made.

1 Il/Q I"J (\(\0



CONFEDERATED TRIBES
o/tlte

GOSHUTE RESERVATION
P.O, BOX 6104

IBAPAH, UTAH 84034
PHONE: (435) 234-1138

FAX: (435)234-1162

Concerns on the Snake Valley Water Settlement

The following is an olltline of concerns ofthe Confederated Tribes ofthe Goshute Reservation

(hereinafter "Trihe") in respouse to the proposed Snake Valley Water Settlement (hp.reinuftcr

·settlement") between Utah and Nevada.

Position on the settlement
Executive and administrative precedence surrounding the reasoning of the

settlement
Violation of Federal judicial precedence, treaties, and FcdcrClI Trust ResponsibIlities

Summary of Concerns

I. THE SETILcMENT IGNORES THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OFTHE GOSHUTE
RESERVATIONS RESERVED WATER RIGHTS.

For over a century, it has been understood redcrallaw that Indian Tribes hi!ve rights to
large, but oflen still unquantified amounts of water. When Indian reservations are created, nalural

resources, including w<:Itcr sufficient to siltisfy the purposes of the reSerVi,Il!On, ilre reserved

automatically.; As a result, tribal reserved waler rights represent an "exception to the genen.ll rule

that allocation of water is the province ofthe s....ates...: Although waters are 01:tC1l to approprii.ltion

under the laws of various Western states, such Ja\\'S do not have jurisdiction over of federal

r€servations.~ Unlike appropriative rights,lndi,ln reserved water rights arc not b<lscd on diversion

and beneficial use, which arc requisites to obtaining and maintaining a water permit under the
appropriation system. lnsteild, under reserved rights, a sufficient amount ofwater is reserved to

fulfil! the purposes for which a reservation was estabHshed:~ For further detail in th~'it' and other

I Arizona v. California. 373 U.S. 546, 600 (1963): Winfers v. United State~ 207 U.S. 564 (1908)
1 Cohen's Handbook ofFcderaf Indian l.J1w, Felix Cohen, Sec. 19.01 (1)
! Cappaert v. U.S., 426lJ.S. 128, 143·145 (1976); Fed. Power Commin v. Oregon, 349 US. 435 (1955}
, Cohen's at Sec. 19.01(1); Winters v, U.s., 207 U.S. 564



extremely consequ f'oliar !'>1anding: judio<ll prceedE'-!1ce, treaties, and executive orde:-s, please refer to

Exhibit 1. The Trihes federally reserved water rights have been romplt'lcly ignor€"d in the

settlement.

II. MOST LIKELY. n[EKE [S SIGNIFICANT INTERBAS[K TRANSFER BFTWEEK THE TRIBES

CUKRENT WATEK SOURCE IN THE DEEP CKEEK BASIN WITH THE SMKE VALLF\' BAS[N.

To the aforementioned points, in conjunction with it cxplor~tnry technical fie!d

investments, the Tribe can claim a current ,md sub5tanti;ll interest in the water assets in the Decp

Creek Basin, ..md hy numerous technical accounts, hy way of inter basin transfer trends, wherehy
the Deep Creek Basin has a reasonable propensity to servp as a significant rechargt' source for the

Snake Valley Basin, the Tribe also claim:-; substantial interest in Snake Valley allocations.

Insofar <.IS this interest is reasonably consequential to th(' Tribes' well-bt!ing. especially in

economically trying times, the Tribe is unsatisfied by the unchecked ten<lcity oflhc setth!rTlcnt to

immediately allocate rights without sufficient technical data assurin~ tht> protertinn of the Tribes'

interests in the water assets in an adjoined basin. And while the Tribe was provided a comUH:nt

period, the Tribe impresses that it should have heen consulted prior to any comment pf'riod, given

its sound status in the past. as an imert!sted party. It W<lS not consulted or athen-Yise considered ill
the development of the settlement to date, ;lnd therefore feels th(' ag-recment is inherently

premature.

Additionally, an authentic comment period requires the fret' aV;lilability of Information

surrounding the topic under scrutiny. To date. neither Utah nor Nevada will rcleilse the records,

upon explicit request, deliberating Lasi!> for tnt! development of the settlement. and Stl the Tribe- is

paralyzed in efforts to prOVide calculated anrl informed comment of the !->ertlement.

111. THE SErfLEMENT VIOLATES UTA II'S OWN ADMINISTIlAT[VL PROCEDURE ACCORDING

TO THE HilLING ON THETIUBE'S REQUF_'T FOR AN APPHOPRIATIO~.

The Tribe finds the proposed settlement especially troubling bee.luse it provides for a
200,000 acre/foot allocation on technical grounds it deemed insufficient to nlloc<Jte 50.000

acre/feet. only months before the agreement. On June 23,2009, applicatinll number J 7-217

(A77473) was effectively rejected. citing a lack ofsufficient technical data for an inlmcdiate

allocation. The settlement cites the exact same studies and d<.lta as the Trihe's request, hut finds it

sufficient to allocate four times the amount requestcd hy thf' Tribe. The Tribe's requests for

reconsideration has been accepted, but given the c1andf'stinc nature of the settlement's
development in relation to the order ofmulfiplc congruent events, the Tribe believes that perhap~
the reconsideration has merely been granted on political grounds.



proposed Solution

Given the aforementioned clements, the Tribe resp€ctfully requests the follo ....ing:

• In a separate <letion, the State of Utah gr<.lllllhc Tribe's request for ,,In immediate allocatioll
of20,OOO Acre/Feet, representing <J. portion of the Tribe's federally rcco~nized reserved
water rights, which is cunsistcnt with the terms ofthp settlement.

• That the Tribe receive a gT<lduated allociltiun of 5,000 acre/feet each o:ldditiollal yCilr, not to
exceed 50,000 Acre/Feet in lotal, at the same percentage-adjusted rales lhc settlement
engages for testing and subsequent increasp.

This agreement would allow the Tribe to protect its federally reserved water ri!2;hts immediately

while <.lUowing the residents of the Dep.p Creck Basin to monitor any potential interbClsin transfer.

The Tribe presumes, upon such an agreement. it has no apparent Interesl to further pursue any
other applications or requests, and will immediately withdraw such items that exist to dare.
Further. ltwould guarantee all data <Iud filldil1gs it earns from fedenll grnnt moneys, in turn mad?

eligible by its state-uffirmed \vater right, will he entirely and immediately avuilablc ror the State of
Utah to review as it pleas!!S.

The Tribe feeb such a request h; reasonable and well within the realms of the tedll1icLll and political
position the stilte has taken with the settlement It feels it prt>sellt~a technically humble request

and asks the state to make every effort to maintain an dialogue representative ofgenuine efforts to
help the Tribe find resolve in its efforts to secure ib naturf' resuurces interest....



EXHIllIT 1.

MEMORANDUM IN SUP1'ORT OF THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF
THE GOSH UTE RESERVAnONS' CONCERNS AJ\l) PROPOSAL IN

RESPONSE TO THE SNAKE VALLEY WATER SETTLEME IT

The federal government has a trust responsibility to Indian trihes to prolecl iL~ resources

which includes. hut not limited to. protection afland, water. minerals, find children.
l

Specifically. \l,"3.ter is clearly a resource covered under the fcdcn.lllTllst responsibility protections.

Congress has recognized the federal government's ..trust responsibilities to protect Indian water

rights and assist Tribes in the wise use of those n:sourccs.'- We,Ylern Water I'olicy Review Act ()f

J992. Pub. L. No. 101~575. title XXX. Sec. 3000~(9). reprinted at 43 U.S,C, Sec. ~71. The

couns have invoked the trust responsibilit)" to limit rl:derJllldmini~lrJtive aCljun regarding Indian

tribes. particularly in the context of adminbLration of tribal property b) the Depanment of

Interior. Manchcslcr Band o/l'nJll() indians ". U.S., 363 F. Supp. 1238, 1~45·1247 «(.'J.D. Cal.

1973). 'n,e cuurts havc likewise used the rrust responsibility to limit fcderal agcllcic') conducting.

any fed~ral government action relating to Indian trihes and to hold agency actiun iO a high~r

standard for dealings with Indian trihes or resources . ......unee 1'. EPA, 645 F.::!d 701. 711 (9th Cir.

19R1) ("lijt is fairly dear that any federal government action is subject tu the lJnil~d States'

I s~ CllUfJkee Na/ion ~. Georgia, 30 U.s. I. 17 (1831) (staling that the federnl-trilY.t1 relalionship is like tJl.O.l of a
"ward to his guardian."); SC'e also Iforcc.~ter \' (icorgia. 31 U.S. 515. See. e.g.. Deptt of Justice Policy on Indian
SovcreigntJ and Govemment-to·Govcmmcnl Relatioos with the Indian Tribes, :l\'ai!attle at
www.usdoj.gov/otjlS0\1rb.htm ("the lJcpa!1mclIl shall be guided ... by th(: IJui1l.:d Sl:nes' trust respI)!lsihility in (he
many ways in which the D<:panmem takes actiun 011 mattcr.~ i1lfccting Indi'-l" lribc.~"); 251:.S.C. Scr.:. 4SHcc
(Secretary of the Interior must encourage tribal sci f-f!:ovemance hy cntering imo agf'Cements \\ ilb tribes "consiStent
with the !-cdL'Tal Government's laws and trust reJationsllip to and n..><;pOIlsibiliT) for the Indian people"); 25 l:.S.C.
S~. 3701 (~1aling IhflJ '1he Unitl.:d States has tI 1TU'it R'Sponsibility to prOTect. con~rvr:. utili7.c. and manag::.. Indian
agriculturoillands consistent witJI jl~ Hducial)' obligatiun and il~ uniqul' n:lmionstup witb Indian tribes-): ~ L.S.C.
Sec. 4043 (Spccial Tnlstee for American indian~ must cre:rte a pbn ttl "l'rtSUrc proper mld efficienl disch:lr!!~ uflhe
Sccretary''i trust responsibilities In Indian tribes lind individual Jndb.m.-): 25 C.F.R. Sel' 225 1(Secreta!)' ,;ftlll'
Interior "continues to have a trust ohligationlO ensure th.lI the right.. ofa lTiOc or il1dividuallndi;m arc protL'C!l'd in
the event ofa violation of the telm~ (If any minerals agrt;clIlcnt): 20 U.S.C. Sec. 740 I ("Ii]t is the policy of the
United Stlltes 10 fulfill the Federal Govemment's unique and continuing lrust relationsltip with and resp[m~ihility til

the Indian people for the education of Indian children").



fiduciary responsibilities toward the Indian tribe'); f'arawno \', Babbilf. 70 F.3d 539. 545 (9
lh

Cir. 1995). Thwugh many acts of Congress and numerous d~cisions urthe United States

Supreme Court. the fl.'der<.ll governmcnt "has charged itsdfwith moral obligations of the highest

rcsponsibility and trust." SemfflOle Nation v. United SltJfeS, 3 J6 U.S, 297 (1942), '111C standards

ofdury required of the united States government and its agencies as a lruStcc for tribes is "ntll

mere reasonableness. but the highest fiduciary standards." MellOminee Trihe 1'. United Slate.\,

101 Ct. CI. 10, 19-20 (1944), Therefore. the federal government and its agencies must be

thorough and vigilant ""hen it comes to protecting and advocating for tribes anti tribal resourCf:$.

The majority of India.'1 tribes are not utiJi7.ing. to the full extent. their legal entitlement of

reserved water rights. "I'or political and institutional reasons, the United Slates has failed to

secUfc, protect and develop adcqualt': water supplies. for many Indian rrihes:" Cohf.!n 's. at 12~1

{citing National Watcr Comm'n, Ware/" l'o/icit!sfur ,he FlIlUre: Final Rcpur( to the Prc.lidellf

and to the Congress (lIthe United SWle.v 474-475 (1973) (stating that :·In the history of the

United States Government's treatmCni of lndian tribes, its failure tn protect Indian water ri~hts

for usc on the reservation!' il set aside for them is onc of tilt: wrrier chapter~:')),

One important factor ofth~ federal govemmcnts Juilurc to protecllndian v.atcr rights is

money. ld. Another facLOr 15 the impact of the Endangered Spcci~s Act (ESA). 16 U.S.C. SIX.

1531 et seq. ld The [SA requires that beron: a tederal agem:) authorizes. funds, approves or

undertakes an activity that !Day adversely irnJXIcl U thrcaten~ or endangered species or critical

hiibitat, the Fish iind Wildlife Service. or the :"Jatiunal \1urinc- fisheries St:rviee must dctcnninc

the biological impacts of the proposed action. Id. Such impacts me assessed agoinst a baseline

of existing activities that already have an impact on the species. Jd. Indian water rie.hts. even if

adjudicated or awarded m; part ofa seUJcmcnt act. are not incllld~ in the hiisdine unless sucb
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'W1tler rights arc in actual use, which few tribal reserved rights uR:. Since vested or pt:rfcctcd

non-Indian water rights form u part of the ba<;c1ine, then the exercise of senior but unvesled tribal

water rights could he prohibited hecause of p(ltential impacts on threatened or endangered

species or hahitat. while junior non-Indian rights arc pennitled to continue bccau<;c they are pat1

of the existing baseline. ld. This can pose a seriolls problem for unvt::sted. but legally sound

trihal reserved right~.

Another rca<;on for the fedcml govemment"s failure 10 <.!evdop and prole;;1 lndian water

nehts is due to conflict!. of imcTcst_ The !)epartmcnt of the- lnterior is re~punsibh: (or ad\'ancinu- -
and protecting the inlercst~ of the (ndian tribes and for representing a variety of public interests

in land and resources. which often compete with lndian Wl1ler ri!;!ht.s illtcre<.;t..o;. fd al 1223.

Howcver, when Congrcs.<; represent<; both tribal and competing federal intcrest" in water. sucb

dual representalion docs nol breach the federal tnls{ r~sponsihility of the trihc . .\'el'lJdl1 v. [,'.S.

4fi31;.S. 110.135 (1983). In \I<:\·ada. which involved l.l l:OnI1il:1 of interest. the Supreme Court

Sl<ltt:=d:

It may well appear that Congress was requiring the Secretary (If the Interior to ~:arry

water un alleast two shoulders when it dekgatt:d to him hoth the responsibility for
thc supervision of the Indian tribes and the COllU11cnccmcnt of reclamation projects
in areas adjacent to reservation lands. But Congrcs!>. ehose to do Ihis .. .thc
Government cannot follow the fa<;;tidiotls standards of a private fiduciary. who
would breach his dutie!>. to his single beneficiary sold) by reprcs~nting pOlentially
conflicting in~rests without the beneficiary's const:nt.

463 U.S. \ 10, 128 (19ti]). Therefore. if a tribe does nOl trust the federal govcmmcnt to

adequately promote its interests. tribes can intervene in the water appwpriation litigation. While

MlJuntain Apache Tribe r. JIodel. 784 F.2d 9211. 924-925 (91n CiT. 1t)86): .!I.'cw Mexico v.

Aamodt, 537 f.2d 110:2.1 ]06 (lOll' Cir. 1976). In light of the ahove. lhe- l'rihe wiJI have to

determine whether the United States can adequately fulfill its fiducial) n.'.sponsibilily toward the

3



Tribe regarding its reserved water rights and utilize that decision in how La proct:ed.

A. "Winter's »octrinc" Protects Trihal Rcscrnu Rights

The \,ast majority of tribal rights to 'water arisl:: under the implied reservation doctrine

first promulgated in 1908 in Wimers v. United SWIC.... 207 L.S. 564 (1908) Cohen '.... at 1171. In

Wiltrers \'. United Slute.'i. the Cnited SbteS Supreme Court ruled that trihal right to wuler was

impliedly reserved in the agreement establishing tht> reservation. Hiil/lel'S. at 565. The policy of

confining Indian tribes to reservations implied that the tribes would have the means, including

water, to fullill the federal govemmcnrs purpose oftransfnrming them tn bunters illld gatherers

to an agrarian. pastoral peorle. (alIel'l '.... ai J 172. TIle creation of the n:servatiOI1 impliedly

reserved \vatcr rights. Winters 1'. US.. 207 C.S. 564. This rescr...ed wafer right \'es'ts on the date

that Congress reserves the land, Ari::cma r. Ca1tfornia. 373 C .S. 546,600 ('1963): and remains

regardless of non·u~. Hac:~fi')}·d \'. Bahnit. 14 F.3d 1457. 1461 (10th CiT. 1994). I"herefore.

pursuant to the "Winters Doctrine'· Indian tribes. at the time their Congress reserved lnt:ir lands.

had enough water sct aside b) (:ongrcss for their present ;md fumre netds. nod I1ml those w3tcr

rightS arc reserved in order to curT) oUl the purposes for which the hmds were set aside: and that

such rights are paramount to wakr rights later perfected under state law. Win/en v. U.5;.. :!07

U.S. at 576-577; see also Arbmlll'. Ca{t(ornia. 373 C.S. 546. 600-601 (1963).

Winter.\ and Arizuna established that lndian reserved rights to water arc Jetemullcd hy

fooeral. not state. law. Cohen ...... at I J74. Indian rights and imerests in propert) arc set forth and

protected by federal law and SUlle jurisdiction over lndian property interests within Indian

country j:; preempted unless expre::isly authorized by Conb-"r~ss. O/1cida indian Nation 11_ C'oumy

q(Oneida. 414 U.S. 661. 667. 670 (1974): .IolmJ(ln r. M ·lnlOsh ~ I U.S. 543: C(JlI11~1· q{}"ahma

v. Cm!/Cderoled Tribes & Bands ~n"(' )'akima IlJditm A'ariol1. 502 U.S 251 (1992J (however. <;cr
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analysis regarding McCarran Amendment. sec. I en supra. In facL (ongress has cxprcs~ly

n::eognizcd that slate la\'\' is prc('mpt~d regarding Indian water rights. 43 U.S.c. Sec. 371: :!5

US.c. Sec. I322(b): 2R t:.S.c. Sec. 1369(b).

Winters and Ar;=ona also cstnhlishcd thaI the substance and scope of tribal water rights

were lIetennined by federal law. Other eourts hayc also held that trih~1 waler rights are -·defined

by federal. not stale law..' U.S. v. Adair. 723 F.2d 1394, 141 O~ 1411 & It. 19 (9
th

Cir. 1983):

Co/ville Crmfederatcd Tribe., v. WallOn. 752 F.2d 397,400 (91n Cir. 1(85): U.S'. l-'. McJnlire. \01

F.ld 650. 654 (9'11 Cir. 1939): ArizonCll'. San Carols Apache Trib(', 463 U.S. 545, :;71 (1983):

Colo. River Warer ron.w:rvalion /Jisl. r US.. 424 U.S. 800,813 (1 <176l.

lmplieit in thc Winters Doctrine h thai the exercisc oftriha! water righls has the potential

to "disrupt" non~lndian water users hecau::;e tribal reserved rights ari"C nndcr fedemllaw. and

because they are often put to actual u::;~ after ::>Iatc appropriation rigllts are established. The

impact. onjunior statc appropriat(lrs. however. cannol (Iperat~ to divest tribes of their fhieml

water rig.hts. ('ohen's. at 1175. rn the Winfcn caSt'. the Don-Indian appropriators on the \1jll~

Ri\·cr had been using the water for irrigation for some ycun- prim to the trillal use. h(lWeVCr the

Court helll that the Lribes· use W<loS senior to, or had priority ()vcr. the junior sWle-!uw rights. and

that the tribal rights could he asserted eycn though it would deprive Ihl: non-Indian irrigalors of

the water the) had heen using and on which they had been relying. Winlers 1'. u..)'., 207 l.'.S. al

568-569. It is clcar then. that "rfJrum its inception, th~n... thr II inll!".~ doctrine contemplated that

juoior non-Indian user~ could rhe ion..:ed lOJ forf"il their water rrighlsl when trihes asserted tht=ir

reservcd rights." Cohen ·s. at 1/75. The impact on state water users j!' not a r<lctor in the

detennination or scope of the fooeral law right to an implied resen:ation of wakr. ('o"HI"

C01!{ederQfcl! Tribes v. Wallon, 751 F.:!d 397. 405 (9111 err. 1985): .~'(·w Mexico ' .. Aamodt. 537
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F.ld 1102, 1113 (I (ltn CiT. ]976). In addition to the superiority of fl:deruJ Ill". the Supreme

Court in Arizona establi:-;hcd that water is impliedly rcserve::J to fulfill th~ purposes of the Indian

reservations regardless of how those reservations wert: e5tnblished. nler~fore. reservations

created by executive order or statute have the same water rights as tho~ estahlished hy treaty or

agreement. Cohm :~. at 1176.

B. Date of Priority

Priorit)' is arguably the most important elemenL of the doctrine of prior appropriation.

Western appropriation righlS arc ranked in chronological order. from lhe mosf senior 10 lhC' most

junior uccording 10 Lht'ir priority dates. Cohen 's, at 1179. I-irst in Lime. first in right i.I;, the

principle used hy the court systems in quamif)'ing water rights in the West and guarantees lhat in

times of shortage. senior appropriators receive the full amount of tbcir right heforc junior

appropriators re-eeive water frum the same system. Sec lolorodo R;l't!I' WaleI' Conselwuivl1 Disi.

1'. u.:,,:, 424 U.S.gOO, 805 (1976). Indian tribal water ri¢1ls are affectt:d b~· the- rJat~ of priority.

In order LO mesh Indian water righe> with the appropriation systc:m used in the Wc:-t. tribal

rcserv~d right" requin- priority dates to establish their seniority.

The priority date nftrihal Waler rights depends on the type ofwntcr right invoh1cd ami

whether the use of the water existed before the establishment of the f\....><;ef\·ation. If mncr was

reserved for uses oc purposes thaL did not exist before the rcscrvalillll wns eSUlbli5hcd. tht,

priority dates is tht:' date the rescn'ation was estahlished (whelh~r the re~--rvmjon was cstahlished

through treaty or executive order). However. ifwJ.tcr was restl'ved lO continuc an ahoriCTinul. e

practice. lben the priorit)" date is time immemorial. Cohen's, at 1179.
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I\.s B result.. there are ditTering d<ltcs that the Goshutc '1 rint' may liSt' tP determine thl:

trihal priority date for If/infers water rights including the date the '["reaty with tJle specific trihe

was signed or time immemorial.

TreaD' Date

One scenari0 on which the GOflhutc Tribe conJd bafle its priority date is the treaty date,

'which is October 12, 1863. 111e Treaty with the Shoshoni-Goship (also kno\\'t1 as the 'rreaty of

Peace and Friendship or the Treaty of 1X63) was emered into between the L:nitecl States

government ul1l.1 the Goshute Tribe in I R63.

Utilizing the priority date of 1863 based on the Tribt,'s ircaty would give the Trihe water

rit.!hls senior to anv user in the VaHcy.
" .

The lfimcrs case ruled that the tribal right to \-vater was impliedly reserved tn the

agreement ci"itnhlishing the reservation. The Treaty with the Shoshoni-Goship upon which the

Trine would base its priority date was a treaty of pC3CC. The treaty did Hot fonnaH)' create a

reservation. howc\'cr. it laid out. in detail. lhe "boundarit"s of the \:ountry dajm~d ami occupied"

by the Tribe and made a promise for a reservation to he fomwJ.ly established in the future.

Although the treaty did not for01<tll)' crente the reservation. it is still quite likc-1) that the

Tribe could date its priority back to the treaty date rather thun the Fxccutjve Order date. This is

hecause courts have held that Win/as rights have a priority us orthc date the United Statrs

prmnised 10 ,'t(;!(lfc a n:S(!I"I'tI!iOJ1, not the date on which the resenulion boundaries W(;:fC finally

delineated. State ex rei. Martinez v. Lewis, 116 KM. 194.861 P2J 235 244 (N.M.Apr. 1993)

(hereinafter "Jl'farline:! "). In the M.arline;; case. the lreat) at issue wus a reace treaty. which did

not directly involve the transfer of any land but ,>,'hich contained a promise of u juturc

reservation. In bolding that the Tribe's water rights l.:ould hold the treaty priority date, tho: COUlt
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swted that "ralny comrary holding would oc (} crabbed interpretation ("I[tl1(' dealings h~t" CI:I1 the

Indians and the United Slates. un interpretation the weight of authority lcache!; us to uvoid ...

[and] the very Win/ers doctrine upon which Indian waler rights arc h3!'ed." Id. 31 244.

Therefore, under Martine::, a peace treaty. or a treaty that promises to lTeate a reservation but

does nul <lctually do so, is suflicient to secure a priority date according to the dm~ of!-iuch treaty.

Like the treaty in Martine;;, th~ TrealY with the Shoshoni·Ooship was also lJ peace treaty.

In addition to being a peace treaty it also delineated the boundaries in which the Goshutc

Shoshone Tribe was to reside and made: a distinct promise ofa future reser\'ation. TIlt: Treaty

with the Shoshoni·Goship states that the "boundaries of the countr) claimed tlnd occupied" hy

the T;ibe are "'loJn thc north hy the middle urthe (frem dc~~rt: on the.: w~sl hy Stcptnc Vall~y; on

the south hy lhe Toocdoe or (jrcen Mountains: and on the east by Gn~ut Salt Lake, Tuilh und

Rush Valleys:' Treaty with the Shm.honi-Gu.\hip. Aniclt: 5. The Trem) rurth~rmakes a promis~

of<! lurmal reservation: ''It]he suid bands agree that whenever the President 0; lht, United Stute::;

shall dcem it e:qx:dient for them to abandon the roaming life which they now lead. and b~comc

settled as herdsmen or agriculturists, he is h::reby authorized to make SIK.:h reservation for their

usc:·ld. at Art. 6. The treat)' also rders to thC' Tribe as "hunters or herdsman," ld. at Art. 7.

Further. regarding the treaty. the Tribe has. statc<l the f(l!lcl'v,;ng;

October 12. 1863. Tabby, Autosome. Tints-pa-gin and Harry-nap. thc designated
chiefs of the ShoshoncROoship Tribe. signed .a "Tr~a1y of Peae\.' and Friendship"
at Tale (Tooele) Valley. This treaty required that we give up our wandering and
live on a reservation and that the Govcmmcnt wuuld compensate us for the
destruction of g.ame. The treaty was ratified hy Con~'l"l:ss Hnd signed into law on
Ji1nuary 17. 1865 by President Abmham J.incoln. The fedeml gon:mmC'nl and
Mormon Church organized Indian fanns for our people oem Ibap<lh. Unh. We
farmed and adopted much oj" the v~"hitc mans culture. ~ome of LIS even adoptcd his
rdigion. A penmlllent reservation was established south oflbapah io I 'H4.

8



http://ww\\..goshulctribe.com.ltis clear ihen. thai although the treaty did nOI fl1rmally designate

the legal boundaries of the Rt'~cr\'ation, Lhat it cstahlished general rcsen'<Irioll houndaries 10

which the lribe was confined and that it contemplated that the Tribe would couvert to un

aLrricuhuraJ societ)" including ag,riwllurc, irrigation. and hl:rding. and made the promise ofa

future reservation. Cndcr Marline::::. therefore, the Goshules have a strong argument that it!>

priorit)' date hegins on the treat~ date.

Further. the Indian law t.:anol1s of wnstruction. which require all agreements, treaties,

statutes and executive orders to be efl!1strued liberdlly in fa\'or of tribes and also require any

ambiguities in a treaty or other agreement or law to he constnlCd in favor oftht., Indians. suppon

a {'rcaty priority date.

Time Immemorial

l\nother scenario by which the (ioshute Trihe could measure ib priorit) dale is under the

doclrine of time immemorial. Tribal waler righls rt:scr\'cd lor purposes that predate the creation

o1'the reservation. such as aboriginal uses. carr.... earlier priority dates. Man) trudition'11 or

aboriginal tribal uses, practices and customs required water and if such uses. practices anu

customs W~l'e cont-imH:d by the dOl:IlO1cnt that created the rC5crvmiol1. the right to ""uter for such

PUrpOS~5 continues with a priorit~, date of time immemorial. C·,S ", Adair. 7::1 r .::d 1.194. 14 J4

(9110 Cir. 1983); SIGle ex rei. (jrt:e~\' I'. Confederafed SalIsh alld j...·oo!clIai T,.i1J('.~ {)ftllt.' Flal!/{:ad

ReSerI'Olio/1. 712 P.2d 754, 764 (\1on1. 1985). for cxampk. water reserved 10 nl<lintain li::iherit=~

for tribes historically engaged in or dependent on fishing has a priority date of time imm~moriai.

Priori!" Datf! A.\·sc.nmuml [or Uta" oml.Nemrla

a. Utah



Althuugh Utah began keeping records of its surface water rights in 1903 and ground

waler rights in 1935. water used refoTe such dates can be established h) filio!! a "diligence

claim" with the Utah Division of Water. http://,,,'\-\'\\'.v.;atenights.ut<lh.gov/ wTinfo/dcfault.asp.

Many urthe rights held by current water rights' users in the Deep Creek Valier date back to

J880. However, the Tribe's treaty predates man) of the W'dter rights for the ranchers in the deep

creek valley.

h. Nel1odo and Sou/hem NCllUdo Water A lIthoritF

The Nevada Division of Wuler Resources is responsible for adminiskring and enforcing

Nevada water law, including the adjudication and appropriation or groundwater and ",urfnce

water in the state. The administrative head ofthi::; di\'isinn is the SiDle I'nginecr, whose ollice

was created b)' the Nevada 1,egislarurc in 19()3. The purrOS(' orthe 1903 legislation was t()

"account for all of tht' existing water us!: according to priori!)"" http://wmcr.m·.gov/

\\1al::r%10Rightsl\Vater%20La...../sti.lte_role.dm.

'l1lt~ Slate Engineers Office wa~ L~tahl:shed and heg'lll issuing pennits in 190:1. !'.;mail

frum Roher, Il. /..eish~fi, F. K. Section C1Ik/. Surftu:e Water and Alijudicafion Sections.."rel'oda

Division (~fJVutef' Resources to Beth Parker. Coslnlle ./ ribal AI/arney. Juue I. ~009. Howl:\'cr.

"claims ofvcstcd rights continue to he filed with /the] oHiec eYen today. These are liled!o

establish "claims" on tht' usc of water prior to 1903 lor surface waleI' sources, and arc just that.

chlimS. until Ihe particular source is adjudicaled. ,- Ill.

The 1903 act was amcnded in 1905 10 sei out a method lor appropriation ofwalcr not

already being put to a beneficial usc. It was nOllIntil the passllge orlhc t\e\'uda General Water

Law Act of J913 that the NcvloIda Division of Watcr Res(.urc.:e~ ,",'35 granted jurisdictinn over all

\Veils tapping artesian waler or 'W<Iter in deflnable underground aquifers. The J9391\c:vada
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lJnderground Wat~rAct granted thc Nevada Division of Water Resource:, lOlal jurisdiction uver

all groundwalc;:r in the state." http://watt:r.nv.g<lv!

\Vater%20Right..fWatc,..o/o:W I..a'\,!state_TOIc,ctin.

The Southern N~\'flda Water Authurity (hereinafter "SN\\'A") is a coalition afrive water

conservancy districts in Soulhern Nc"ada, ln April ::!OO7. Ncvada State ,".ng,ineer Terry Ta) lor

authorized S!'f\\'}\ to pump up to 40.000 acre-feel of ''';attrr annually from the aquifer that lies

underneath Spring Valley. west of Grcal Basin ""atianal Park, S1\V,'A al.<;o want.. to t:Ike

groundwater out of Snake Valle). on the Ut:1h·),jcvada border and pump Ihe ,,-uteI' through a 285

mile pipclint: to southern :.lcvada. St\WA had requested 91.000 acrc-ieel annually.

The Goshute Trihe has and continues to oppost' SNWA's prnposa!s because uf the

likelihood that Sf\ \VA's actions would have a negative: imp:Jcl vn the Tribe's re!-terv<.-d rights tu

water. On January 1R. 200&. the Goshutt: Trihe ::eni a formal requcsi lu Ihc I-H,\1 5i::cking

coopeiJting agency status in the Bi,\1's fm'ironmcmal Impact StCltement ("EIS') or s~\VA's

proposals, The Bure<lu orLand Management denied the Goshule's request to hccome a

cooperating agency. hi uffimling the decision of the l\e\'ada BLM Directur. tht'lnkrior Hoard

of Land Appt:.als stated that a declsion graming or dtmying a requc"t 10 become lJ cooperating

agency under ~EPA is within the discretioJ1::J.ry uuthorily of the lead agency (BLM). It also

stated that although the United Statc.o; OWC5 a general trust respollsibility [0 Indian trib::s. this

responsibility does nol impose a duty beyond complying with applicable slUlutes and regulations

and thm evcn though Goshutc Reservation's grou\ldwat~rmay he affected h) the project, such

effects do not give Goshutc jurisdiction hy I;IW.

Because of the BLM 's refu<w.1 to allow the Tnbc 10 participate as a cO(lp~rating agency,
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the Tribe is pr.::parcd to take the follO\ving SIt::pS. First the Trihe wil1 commellt, during the

{;ommt:nl period. on all possible n.SfleC1S of the Draft EIS. The Trihe will then file a motion lti

reconsider with ihc Interior Board ofLand Appeal5. If the Triht:" s request is denied again. then it

is prepared to 5cc1.: judicial review.

CutTently, SNWA is 011 a tim::linc to miss a Scheduling Order dendlim:. On October ~R"

2008. the ).Jc\'ada State Engineer issued Interim Order :--lo. 2 and a SL:hcduling Order whi{;h set

the da.te (or the public hearing on SNWA's applications to appro prime groundwJter in the Snake

Valley for September 29. 2009. As part. nfthe Scheduling Order, SNWA ",<IS supposcd 10

de\'c1op a hydrologic groundwater model and prescnt specific resultS of that model to the State

Engineer, Concurrently, S~WA has been \vorking: with the BUd 10 prepare an US (to which

the HL!v1 denied the Trih~ t:oopc:mting agency status). S:'-J\\ A "",ants to uddre<;s the model and

the EIS at the same hearing. Iluwever. Sl'WA has sUllcd thal it will nol be ohlc to complete the

modeling dfort. which wa.... supposed to he {;ompletcd hy Junc 19.2009 so it cuuld b\; used in the

Septcmber hearing. As a result of its failure to mcet lht' d~adlint:. S~WA is requesting an

additional year to allow it tll complete modeling efforts, LJr. From Kay BrQ/her,f.'. Deputy

Ge/1l1ral Mwwger. Engineering and Operalio/1s l?fSA:nA rn Jasun Idng, Acting S',al(' Engim:er.

SEate ofl\evada. March 30. 2009.

~ov.. that thc June lQ. 2009 d~adline has passed. lhe Trihe should rcqw:::.t that S"\"\\'A's

application for !:'Toumlwater in the Snake Valley he denied due to Sl'\WA's l~lilun:: to comply

wiLh thc Scheduling Order.



Laurie L. Carson, Commissioner
Richsrd Camey. Commissioner
Gaty Lane. CorntnitIsionBr
RaLHntJ Ma.ldtl)l; (;ommisssioMr
Gaty Perea. Commissioner

JoNf/I~ E..~ a.- 0/"..~ ~ ,"ine <!.!.ount~

!filoarb of <!.!.ount~<!'!'ommimriomrs

September 23,2009

953 Campton Street

Ely. NevlIdB 89301

(nS) 289-3065
Fax (775) ~8860

Snake Valley Agreement
Clo Nevada Department of Natural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple. Suite 220
901 S. Stewart St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Attention: Mike Styler

Dear Mr. Styler:

The White Pine County Commission has reviewed the UtahlNevada Agreement on the
Use of Snake Valley Water. The County Commission continues to oppose the
Groundwater Development Project beca~ of the likelihood that it will result in negative
environmental and economic impacts on our area. However, the White Pine County
Commission believes that Snake Valley. its environment. and its residents are bener
protected by the presence of an agreement than they are without one. Although White
Pine County supports the goals and basic concepts in the Draft Agreement, we feet there
are critical issues with draft as proposed and it must be revised prior to fmal acceptance.

White Pine County bas the following specjfic concerns with the Agreement:

Public Processes: There has been a lack of public process in the creation of the Draft
Agreement and the Agreement does not ensure public participation in the review of
conunents, revisions, or implementation.

I) Meetings related to the Agreement, on-going evaluation. and implementation
should be conducted according to the guidelines of the Nevada Open Meeting
Law and the Utah Open and Public Meetings Act.

2) Any documentation and data used to make the determinations in the Agreement
should be available for public review.

3) Future discussions to evaluate existing data and new studies and to modify the
Agreement should be open to the public.
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4) Critical steps in the process to review, revise, and accept the Final Agreement
should be conducted through Public Hearings and should include at least one
hearing in Snake Valley.

Determination of Available Ground Water Supply: In the Draft Agreement, the division
of water is based on the determination that there is 132,000 af/y in Available Ground
Water Supply. This appears to be based on the theoretical findings in the BARCASS
Study. This estimate is much higher than previous studies including the 1965 Hood and
Rush analysis used by the Nevada Division of Water Resources. The Final Agreement
either needs to consider other estimates of Available Ground Water Supply or a
BARCASS 2 is required to provide the studies to support the assumption that there is
132,000 af/y available in Snake Valley.

Need and ProcedW'e for Accepting Additional Data: The Draft Agreement identifies the
concern that the data are insufficient. The County agrees with this determination and
supports the segments of the Draft Agreement designed to allow additional data to be
considered.. The County has a concern about the process for identifying appropriate
additional information to be considered. The Agreement refers to "Evolving Trends in
Data Collection" and "On-going and Future Studies and Other Infonnation.'" The County
recommends that the Final Agreement be revised to define what is meant by "evolving
trends in data collection" and to identify what "on-going studies" and what type of "other
infonnation" will be included. The Final Agreement should also detail the processes to
be used in reviewing and accepting additional studies and other information to enswe its
scientific basis and reliability. The County recommends reliance on USGS studies that
are in progress or that may be commissioned to answer specific questions regarding the
water resources available in Snake Valley. USGS has a well recognized peer review
process and has demonstrated its credibility in conducting unbiased and independent
scientific research. All additional infonnation should be made available for public
review and comment.

Need to Define Terms: The Draft Agreement uses terms that need additional definition
including "Maximum Sustainable Beneficial Use," "Adverse Impacts," and "Adverse
Impacts to an Existing Permitted Use." The County sympathizes with the difficulty in
developing an agreement based on water law in two different states and the need to find
tenninology that will bridge the differences between the two. However, in using
tenninology that may not have legal definition in either state, the Final Agreement needs
to be very careful to provide specific definitions and should specify thresholds, who will
detennine when those thresholds are exceeded, and the processes for making those
detenninations.
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Need to Define Authority and Responsibilities Under Nevada and Utah Water Law:
The Final Agreement needs to provide more detailed explanations of how the Agreement
will work in conjunction with existing Nevada and Utah state statutes.

Include All Water Sources: The Final Agreement should include any and all water
sources that may contribute to the 132,000 af/y. The BARCASS study indicates that
water flows from south Steptoe VaHey into Spring Valley and then into Snake Valley. It
estimates that as much as 49,000 af/y may flow from Spring to Snake Valley. USGS is
currently studying the flow of water from Spring Valley into Hamlin and then Snake
VaHey. The Draft Agreement includes Pleasant and Hamlin Valleys but does not
reference Spring Valley. The Final Agreement should include analysis of the sources of
water that may comprise the 132,000 afIy determined to be available in Snake Valley. It
should include a discussion of the impacts of the Groundwater Development Project
pumping and exportation of water from Spring Valley on the availability of water in
Snake Valley as well as any impact it might have on Steptoe Valley.

Special Nature of Interbasin Transfers and Negative Impacts Caused by Water
Exportation Through the Ground Water Development Project: The Final Agreement
should acknowledge that Nevada law requires the State Engineer to take environmental
conditions and potential for economic development of the host basin into account in
decisions related to interbasin transfers. The Final Agreement should hold Southern
Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) responsible for negative impacts on the environment,
economic potential, or senior water rights holders in Snake Valley and in any other basin
that might be contributing to the water available in Snake Valley.

Approval Process and Requirements on Parties to the Agreement: The Final Agreement
should be signed by the Governors of Utah and Nevada rather than their designated
department heads. The Final Agreement should identify the funding source for
implementation of the agreement and require the two states to make commitments for any
funding determined as their responsibility. White Pine County believes that SNWA
should be held responsible for funding implementation of the provisions in the Draft
Agreement. The Final Agreement should include a statement identifying the
responsibilities ofSNWA under the primary agreement and it should state that the
agreement is binding on SNWA and its successors. The provisions of the Monitoring and
Mitigation Agreement should be incorporated within the Final Agreement and should
include a requirement that any owners or purveyors of water entering the pipeline are
held responsible to the same terms and conditions as SNWA. If water rights in Snake
Valley are awarded to SNWA, it should not be allowed to lease its water to any other
entity unless that entity is required to adhere to the provisions of the Final Agreement and
the Monitoring and Mitigation Agreement.
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Ten Year Delay: The Agreement provides a ten year delay for action on the Southern
Nevada Water Authority applications in Snake Valley. The County is concerned that this
delay has a negative impact on the citizens of Snake Valley. The applications were filed
by Las Vegas Valley Water District in 1989. The citizens of the Nevada portion of Snake
Valley have been unable to .secure water rights from the State Engineer for development
of the municipal water system at Baker, expansion of existing operations, and De"..
development for the past 20 years. If they are asked to wait another 10 years. the
Agreement needs specific provisions for the State Engineer in Nevada to accept and
consider requests for new water rights for legitimate uses.

Please take the comments of White Pine County and its Snake Valley residents into
consideration in your process to revise the Draft Agreement, approve the Final
Agreement, and implement the tenns of the Agreement. The White Pine CoWlty
Commission appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Draft Agreement and would be
happy to work with you in an effort to revise the Draft to address the concerns ofour
citizens.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie L. Carson,
Chairman

cc: Governor Jim Gibbons
Governor Gary Herbert
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Print View

From: Randy Parker <Randy.Parker@fbfs.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: Leland Hogan <Leland.Hogan@fbfs.com>, <saosguthorpe@aol.com>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 12:46 PM
Subject: Snake Valley Groundwater Draft Agreement

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Michael Styler, Executive Director

Statement of the
Utah Farm Bureau Federation
Randy N. Parker, CEO
September 30, 2009

Regarding

SNAKE VALLEY GROUNDWATER DRAFT AGREEMENT

The Utah Farm Bureau Federation is the largest farm and ranch organization

in the state representing more than 26,000 member families.
lifeblood of agriculture and its availability will determine
and/or failure of food producers in the Great Basin region.

Water is the
the success
Farm Bureau?s

interest in the Snake Valley Agreement is fundamental under the principles

of western water law. Proven water rights held by farmers and ranchers
within Snake Valley and even broader rights across Utah?s West Desert
could potentially be harmed by the trans-basin groundwater transfer
proposed by Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA).

Thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony on the proposed agreement

on the trans-basin transfer of Snake Valley groundwater.

First, the Utah Farm Bureau wants to complement DNR Executive Director
Mike Styler, Utah State Engineer Kent Jones as well as other members of
the Utah negotiating team for aggressively working to protect the
sovereign waters of the state of Utah, agricultural interests and the
fragile desert ecosystem when considering the SNWA application to pump
groundwater from aquifers occupying the Utah-Nevada border or in close
proximity.

History suggests that the Snake Valley aquifer is in balance based on
long-term discharge and recharge. The SNWA proposal to extract
groundwater and transfer it to Las Vegas will have a direct impact on Utah

interests. Nevada and Utah are the two most arid of the 50 states. During

times of drought, recognized impacts on the nearby landscape include
springs drying up and plant life changing. Approved levels of
agricultural pumping and the impacts of regional droughts could be just a
precursor to the impacts of SNWA?s trans-basin transfer proposal.

lOfll:r>MQ"'l<;PM
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Water is the lifeblood of the arid west. Availability of water is critical

to the farm and ranch families and their associated rural communities.
Even the slightest lowering of the underground water resource adversely
impacts farmers and ranchers. The increased pumping costs could render
agriculture economically infeasible in the region.
Utah agriculture continues to be an important economic engine providing
jobs and local tax base. However, it is of greater importance to Utah
rural communities like those located in Western Millard County. In the
counties that could be harmed by the proposed SNWA pipeline, there is
additional cultural and economic consideration.

The Farm Bureau, through its annual policy process, asks for ?careful
planning by municipalities when acquiring water rights or water stock when

developing water resources and systems in order to reduce adverse impacts
on agricultural and other water users.? The establishment of the
trans-basin transfer of Snake Valley water so closely associated with the
rights of a neighboring state and its citizens is problematic.

Utah Farm Bureau policy is explicit regarding changes in points of
diversion and water rights transfers. We recommend the Utah State Water
Engineer ?prohibit changes in points of diversion, water rights transfers
and new well permits until the impact on existing water rights and
surrounding areas has been determined.? This protection is fundamental as

the state of Utah considers an agreement to manage the Snake Valley
groundwater system.

Issues of concern in the Draft Agreement:

3.0 Available Groundwater Supply

The USGS completed Basin and Range Carbonate Aquifer Study (BARCASS) study

provides a baseline for groundwater sustainability at 132,000 acre feet
annually. BARCASS appears to be flawed as noted by valley residents and
professionals.

A· When the farmers begin pumping to meet their summer irrigation
needs, water levels quiCkly drop and artesian well dry up.

A·
directly

The study period offers as its basis several ?wet? years that
impact the BARCASS sustainability model estimated at 132,000 acre

feet annually.

'.0 Allocation and Management of Available Groundwater Supply

TABLE 1 ? Allowed Amounts of Consumptive Use of Groundwater:

Allocated Utah 55,000 afy
Nevada 12,000 afy

Unallocated Utah 5,000 afy
Nevada 36,000 afy

Reserved Utah 6,000 afy
Nevada 18,000 afy

Th.
for
has

Snake Valley aquifer lieS largely in Utah, while much of the moisture
recharge is collected in the mountains located largely in Nevada. It
been suggested by SNWA that because recharge occurs from ?Nevada?

HI/'It/'ltv\O "I.'" D'"
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water, they should have greater right to it.

This perspective, certainly intriguing yet contrary to western water law,
suggests the Upper Basin States should receive a greater allocation of the

Colorado River.

An analysis of Snake Valley and its connection to the aquifer that
straddles the Utah-Nevada border merits discussion. More than 80 percent
of the groundwater dependent land associated with the Snake Valley aquifer

is located in Utah providing water for:

Irrigating crops and pastures
Rangeland for livestock grazing
Dairy farming
Municipal and domestic water use
Artisan wells
The broad desert ecosystem
Stabling soils

The ?allocated wet? water, as with the Colorado River Compact, has been
established through historic law. At issue is the ?unallocated wet? and
the ?reserve paper water? estimated in the 132,000 acre feet SARCASS. The

historic legally proven water identified for protection in the Draft
Agreement is 67,000 acre feet allocated 55,000 afy for Utah and 12,000 afy

for Nevada.

A· Of the 55,000 acre feet allocated to Utah, it appears that the
negotiating team improperly carved out at Utah?s expense 20,000 acre feet
for Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge creating an inequitable split of

the remaining unallocated wet water resources.

A· Recognizing that 84 percent of the groundwater dependent lands are

located in Utah and only 16 percent in Nevada, the Draft Agreement as
relates to unallocated wet water is heavily weighted to Nevada, and even
adding in the unallocated paper, the scenario changes little.

A·
suggests

The
the

unallocated wet water split
future development benefits

at 7 to 1 in Nevada?s
belong to Nevada.

favor

A· The proposed split in Table 1 is a dangerous precedent in an arid
region where other interstate water challenges and negotiations are likely

to arise.

REGIONAL AQUIFER

The Draft Agreement addresses the downstream impacts associated with the
impacts of SNWA pumping on Fish Springs, however, the effects on Snake
Valley water rights associated with downstream pumping in Spring Valley or

Lake Valley are less apparent.

The United States Geological Survey in Fact Sheet 086-00 (August 2000)
points out that this ?Nation?s groundwater is among its most important
resources. It provides drinking water to urban and rural communities,
supports irrigation and industry, sustains the flow of stream and rivers
and maintains riparian and wetland ecosystems.?
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It continues, ?Groundwater resources in the Southwest are among the most
overused in the United States. Natural recharge to aquifers is low and
pumping in many areas has resulted in lowering of water tables. The
consequences of large-scale removal of water from underground storage are
becoming increasingly evident. These consequences include? land
subsidence, loss of springs, streams, wetlands and associated habitat and
degradation of water quality.?

In later studies, USGS Fact Sheet 103-03 (November 2003), analysis
indicates ?increased ground-water pumping in south-central Arizona
(Phoenix/Tucson) has resulted in water-level declines of between 300 and
500 feet. Land subsidence was noticed as early as the 1940?s and a lower
water table has adversely impacted vegetation. It analyzed the fast
growing Las Vegas area reporting ?In places, ground-water levels have
declined by 300 feet ? these declines have caused springs to dry up and
artesian wells to stop flowing.?

Snake Valley ? Spring Valley Hydrology

The hydrologic connection between Snake Valley and Spring Valley has been
reported as significant. Recharge to the Snake Valley aquifer is tied
directly to the groundwater recharge of Spring Valley. Groundwater flow
estimates show that as much as sixty-percent of the recharge in the south
end of Snake Valley is tied directly to its hydrologic connection with
Spring Valley. The Nevada State Engineer has authorized the pumping of
40,000 acre feet of Spring Valley groundwater for use in Las Vegas, which
could ultimately be ramped up to 60,000 acre feet.

A· The Draft Agreement recognizes and protects Fish Springs from the
impacts of downstream pumping, but makes no similar allowance for the
likely impact to the Snake Valley uses.

A· Pumping associated with Spring Valley and other downstream
aquifers could interrupt the normal flow of groundwater across western
Utah, adversely impacting regionally winter livestock grazing on Utah?s
West Desert.

A· USGS is currently conducting additional studies aimed at better
determining the impacts SNWA?s Spring Valley will have on Snake Valley?s
hydrology.

A· Protection of Fish Springs National wildlife Refuge from adverse
impacts of an inter-basin transfer is certainly a worthy goal, however it
should not bUdgeted in only at Utah?s expense in the final Agreement.

6.0
Existing

Identification
Permitted Uses

and Mitigation of Adverse Impacts to

. "'

Considerable attention is given in this section to provide an agreement
that protects Utah from adverse impacts from the development and
withdrawal of Snake Valley groundwater. In fact, there is probably no
agreement between states that reaches this standard for protection of
existing rights and the environment. Farm Bureau applauds Utah?s
negotiating team for the resulting Draft Agreement.

However, the trans-basin transfer of thousands of acre feet of water
resources brings with it a series of unknowns. First and foremost,
groundwater recharge is directly associated with surface water. In a
groundwater basin most water experts believe is in balance, ultimately,
the removal of 10,000, 15,000 or 30,000 acre feet of water piped to Las
Vegas will have an adverse impact.
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There are a number of unanswered questions that require attention based on

the provisions in the Draft Agreement:

A· In this desert econ-system which includes farmers and ranchers, it

will take a relatively long period of time for the adverse effects to show

up.

A. Once the damage to the groundwater basin occurs, mitigation will
be difficult if it can be fixed.

A· There is not a mechanism within the Draft Agreement that addresses

the impacts to Utah related to the implementation of SNWA?s groundwater
development project and the interstate groundwater flow system.

A. Does the Draft Agreement mitigation fund provide broad based
remediation and performance requirements that will protect Utah interests
in Snake Valley and broader groundwater flow system?

6.2 SNWA Assessment and Mitigation Provision

There appears to be a great amount of authority and discretion provided to

SNWA in the Draft Agreement related to claims of adverse impacts:

1. The claimant files notice with SNWA providing pertinent
information.
2. SNWA shall assess the claim.
3. SNWA shall verify if an adverse impact has occurred.
4. Provision for Interstate Panel.

The Draft Agreement might ultimately be strengthened through inclusion of
an independent oversight committee to:

A· Review the results of studies during the ten year period that the
Nevada State Engineer has agreed to hold the SNWA groundwater
applications.
A· Identify and establish remediation and conflict policies to assist

Utah and
A·

Nevada
To act

in
as

conflict resolution.
the ultimate arbitrator in claims against SNWA.

Farm Bureau recognizes that reaching an agreement between the states of
Utah and Nevada is preferable to the alternatives. We recommend efforts
continue to this end. Noting that the Governor is only now appointing
the Snake Valley Aquifer Advisory Council, originally called upon for
input in the negotiation process, Farm Bureau recommends that the rushed
deadline for signing the Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley
Groundwater System be postponed to meet this obligation and take
additional input. The Nevada State Engineer has set the Spring of 2011 as

deadline for evidence submission and scheduling his Snake Valley hearing
during the Fall of 2010.

There continues to be unanswered questions related to the Draft Agreement:

Recharge
Hydrologic connections
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Ongoing drought
Fair and equitable water split.

As required by Congress, a mutual agreement between Utah and Nevada is a
worthy goal, but should be at the expense of Snake Valley?s and Millard
County?s future.

In closing, there is one issue that complicates finalizing the agreement
between the states of Utah and Nevada. The agreement calls for the
immediate interruption of pumping at any point when it deemed detrimental
to existing Snake Valley water rights, the environment or the sovereign
rights of the state of Utah. If the Snake Valley project moves forward
and the groundwater becomes part of the SNWA growth strategy for the Las
Vegas metropolitan area, will they really shut down the pumps supplying
water to tens of thousands of homes?

Utah Farm Bureau Federation
9865 South State Street
Sandy, UT 84070

Tel: 801.233.3040

The information contained in this message may be privileged and
confidential and protected from disclosure. If you are
not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that
any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by
replying to the message, and please delete it from your computer.
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House of Representatives

September 24, 2009

State of Utah
lTI'Ali STATE CAPITOL. PO BOX 14.5030

350 N STATE STREET. SUITE 360
SALT LAKE CITY', trrAH 84114-5030 • (801) 538-1029

~~
~~
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The Honorable Gary R. Herbert
Go~of~S~ofUrab

350 NorthS~ Street, Suile 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-2220

Dear Governor Herbert:

We would like to share with you our concerns regarding the Snake Valley Agreement, an
agreement that will have a vast and far-reaching impact.

We feel that more time is needed to research and understand the effect that this decision will
have on the land and for those who live on and work the land.. We agree with the Natural
Resources Interim Committee that a more deliberative process would he beneficial. We are
pleased to hear that you will he consulting with~ advisory committee. This will allow
information-gathering from all sides ofthe issue. including the critically needed scientific
research and data

Issues that concern us are:

o The impact oflowered water table to Urab fanners and rancher.;. This could create a
flow ofwater from the Great Salt Lake into the aquifer. causing contamination ofthe
groundwater. .

• The majority Qfthe groundv.:ater is i.e Utah, w"...ile the SCUI'"'...e is primarily in Nev3d3..
Nevada belieVes that they should have greater access, because the water comes from ~ir
mountains. Water Jaw supports the rights ofthe state where the water is held. With
Nevada's suggestion, other waterways and their water users could be impacted, such as
the Colorado River.

• Jbe·piping afwater from Spring Valley already has a depleting effect on Snake Valley.
o The loss ofgroundwater could create loss ofvegetation, thus allowing the contaminated

soil to he blown eastward. .

o We are concerned about the potential negative impact on our air quality and possible
resulting litigation because ofit.

• The scientific research is critical for solDld decision-making. Time is needed to complete
this important component.
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• The Nevada Engineer has set their s!aU:'s evidence submission deadline for Spring 2011,
thus, allowing time for Utah to research and gather more information nn the effects nf
this agreement Utah should take adv8Dlllge o{this opportunity to fully reseozch the
implications ofthis decision.

We ask for your consideration in ereating a climate ofcareful and thoughtful deliberation by
delaying the signing of the agreement to allow for thino occur,

We would be happy to talk with you furth<r about our concerns,

Sincerdy,

'~Id ll__
.David Litvac(
House Minority Leader

~,I.~
Carol Spackman Moss
House Assistant Minority Whip House Minority Caucus Manager
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Utah Medical Association

September 28, 2009

To Whom it May Concern.,

The Utah Medic81 Association considers it the obligation of physicians to be advocates for the
protection of the public's health. In that regard, we would like to express concerns with the
proposed agreement between Utah and the Sonthern Nevada Water Anthority (SNWA) regarding
the management of the Snake Valley groundwater system. The pressures of population growth
and climate related stress already impact water use throughout the West and water diversion
projects with environmental and human health impacts require close scrutiny to insure sufficient
protection of the public's health.. Unfortunately, this agreement, in its current foIIIl., does not
accomplish this goal.

Though it is commendable that Utah and the SNWA have committed themselves to working
together to monitor and manage environmental impacts of future water diversion projects in the"
region, there is insufficient detail in the environmental monitoring plan to suggest that, should
adverse impacts occur, appropriate action will be taken. The proposed monitoring and
management process is remarkably nonspecific and subject to significant manipulation. With the
bulk of the expense of monitoring born by the SNWA (and subject to appropriations by the
governing body of the SNWA), conflicts of interest abound.

It is our understanding that, as long as discharge and recharge of the aquifer are comparable,
there will not be a significant decline in groundwater levels. Based on the proposed agreement,
this is a big assumption. The States acknowledge in the agreement that "information is
insufficient to determine with precision the Available Groundwater Supply," yet despite this
uncertainty, the agreement goes on to allocate a very precise available groundwater supply of
132,000 afy. It is umeasonable to make specific allocations of groundwater before the available
ground water supply can be determined with more precision.

Based on the limited information that is available, underground water levels in the Snake Valley
already appear to be dropping. In fac~ a $6 million federally commissioned study of water
resources in the region (BARCASS) demonstrated that this is indeed the case----even before the
SNWA taps into the groundwater supply. The Snake Valley bas the highest annual discharge in
the region at 132,000 afy, however, only 110,000 afy recharged in the same period. To date,
there bas been no study examining the impacts of additional pumping on this underground water
resource. Additionally, there is widespread skepticism on the part of many highly regarded and
well qoalified biologists, geologists and hydrologists about whether substantial water can be
withdrawn from the aquifers of Eastern Nevada and Western Utah without significantly
impacting the groundwater supply.

Physidans who care for and about the people of Utah

3\0 East 4'00 South. SuIte '00
Salt Lake Oty. trr 84 J07-4250
www.utahmed.O!'i

phone; {SOl} 7-47-'l500
[ax: (SOl) 747-3501

email: uma@Utahmed.orv



According to the Utah Geologic Survey (UGS Investigation 254, March 2005), R. "decline in
groundwater levels could produce lasting and irreversible effects on both the agnculture and
native vegetation of the Snake Valley. If the basin-fill aquifer is substantially dewatered, ground
subsidence, cracking, and permanent degradation ,of its hydraulic properties may occur." .West
Desert phreatophytes serve a critical role in public health protection by anchoring desert soil and
preventing dust storms. By definition, the perennial yield doctrine that governs groundwater
appropriation in Nevada would displace water currently consmned by plants with groundwater
withdrawals for human use. By definition, the plants would get less water and would presumably
dry up, significantly impacring the dust problem and ali quality in the region and anywhere
downwind.

The potential air quality impacts pose significant health concerns and despite efforts outlined in
the agreement to monitor air quality in the region, it is the opinion of the Utah Medical
Association that the current agreement is unlikely to protect the public's health for several
reasons:

1. There is no" specificity about what concentration levels, frequency or duration of particulate
matter increases would trigger a management response according to the teIlIls of the
agreement As stated in the agreement (Appendix C.5.1.3.), even if adverse impacts were to
be identified, "nothing [shall] require that any specific management response action be
implemented."

2. The lag time between when phreatophytes become compromised and when ali quality
impacts are seen could result in damage to native vegetation that may be irreversible,
perpetuating health threats ofpoor air quality even ifwate.r diversion activities cease. ,

3. Using the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) as the means of determining
public health protection is inadequate. It is now accepted medical science that there is no air
pollution threshold below which health effects are not seen. That means any increase in dust
pollution from the West Desert will have public health consequences in Utah regardless of
whether it exceeds the NAAQS.

4. There are unique threats in the soil in the West Desert that will have potentially profound
impacts on public health beyond particulate matter. Mercury, erionite (asbestos like mineral
that causes mesothelioma cancer), radioactive elements from a history of above ground
nuclear testing, and fungal spores that cause Valley Fever (coccidioidomycosis) are all in
high concentrations in surface soils in Nevada. These are some of the most toxic substances
known and yet this agreement does nothing to assess or mitigate these health risks.

Should this agreement move forward in its current fonn, the residents. fanners and ranchers in
West Desert farming communities and on the Goshute Reservation would see their health and
livelihoods put at risk. Indeed, adverse health and quality of life impacts may be spread
throughout the State. It is particularly conceming that the Confaderated Tribes of the Goshute
Reservation did not have any input into the agreement, despite being a Sovereign Natio~ Water
is an essential and precious resource. The agreement provides no mention of conservation



measures nor appropriate land use planning that can be effectivdy supported by the available
natural resources. At this time, the Utah Medical Association does not see any way that Utah can
enter into the current agreement with the SNWA without jeopardizing the health and quality of
life of its own citizens.

Sincerely,

,~~~-rvf[l~
Michelle S. McOmher. MBA, CAE
Executive Vice President/CEO
Utah Medical Association
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September 23, 2009

GREAT BASIN WATER NETWORK

1755 E. Plumb Lane, Suite 170
Reno, NV 89502
(775) 786-9955

Allen Biaggi, Director
Nevada Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources
901 S. Stewart St. #5001
Carson City, NV 89701

Mike Styler, Director
Utah Department ofNatural Resources
Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple #220
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Re: GBWN Comments on the Draft Utah-Nevada Agreement for the Management of Snake
Valley Groundwater System and the Snake Valley Environmental Monitoring and Management
Agreement

On behalf of the Great Basin Water Network ("GBWN"), we are submitting comments on the Draft
NevadalUtah Agreement for the Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater System and the Snake
Valley Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement ("Draft Agreement"). The GBWN is
comprised of individuals, counties, Tribes, conservation and business groups, hunters, fishermen, and
scientists who support the sustainable use of water. The GBVVN works to protect the water resources of
the Great Basin for current and future residents - human, animal, and plant. GBWN also works to
ensure that decisions are made with caution, coherence, and based on the best scientific information
without undue political and developer special interest pressure. In addition to these comments, GBWN
is submitting the attached legal critique of the Draft Agreement and incorporates that critique by
reference in these comments.

GBWN comments will affirm the goals of the Draft Agreement, express concerns about the negotiation
process especially the lack of public input, demonstrate in some detail how the Draft Agreement fails to
meet its goals and purposes, and provide some critical changes that are needed for the Draft Agreement
to receive public support, especially by those whose lives are directly affected by the agreement.

The GBWN strongly supports the goals of the Draft NVIUT Shared Groundwater Agreement, the
equitable division of groundwater in Snake, Hamlin, and Pleasant Valleys and the protection of existing
water rights and the valleys' environment (sustainable use).

GBWN Comments on the Dmft Utah-Nevada Agreement I of 17



However, the GBWN is disappointed in the process used by both States to develop the Draft
Agreement as well as the rush to fmalize a flawed agreement. Secret processes rarely result in good
public policy decisions because major stakeholders are left out of the negotiations. In this case, the
Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Indians were totally left out of the negotiations. There is also no
role provided for the Utah Legislature's authorized Snake Valley Aquifer Advisory Commission in
either the development or the implementation of the Draft: Agreement. Nor is the Great Basin National
Park mention in these agreements. Despite the problems with the process used to develop the Draft
Agreement, we agree with Nevada and Utah negotiators who now support a transparent process for

managing Snake Valley water cooperatively.

While we appreciate the extension of the comment period to September 30, 2009, we are concerned
that the public has not had adequate opportunities to review a document which has taken over 4 years
to develop, nor has the public had adequate opportunity to obtain documents related to the negotiation
process. There has been no publicly stated rationale as to why the proposed Agreement must be
"approved" by mid-October. We agree with the editors of the Deseret News who cautioned (September
20, 2009) against the sales pitch argument that the States have to sign now or the deal is off. Signing in
mid-Octoher would not provide for an adequate response by the negotiating team to public comments.
Indeed, it would be extremely inappropriate for the public to be notified of the changes that were made
in response to public comments at a rushed Agreement signing ceremony. Therefore, we request that
you provide for a 30 day public review period of the Draft Agreement, once it is revised in response to
public comments received before the September 30 deadline.

The GBWN believes that the Draft Agreement fails to meet any of its goals - equitable division of
shared groundwater in Snake (and Hamlin and Pleasant) Valley, protection of existing permitted uses,
and protection of the environment. Our concerns follow:

Equitable Division of Shared Groundwater:

In order for a division of shared groundwater to be equitable, the States must start with a reasonable
amount of "available" groundwater. We do not believe it is good public policy to use an overestimate
of available water, repeating this mistake as was done in the 1922 Colorado River Compact division
among the 7 states, or in many over-appropriated valleys in Nevada and Utah. We agree with thc
negotiators' acknowledgment (Sec. 2.4) that "such (existing) information is insufficient to determine
with precision the Available Groundwater Supply" or estimate the potential impacts of proposed SNWA
pumping. The 132,000 afa available groundwater in Sec. 3.2 of the Draft Agreement is not a realistic
number, but instead the highest estimate for evapotranspiration rates in Snake Valley. It is taken out of
context of its origin, the 2007 BARCASS I study by the USGS, a study which received widespread
criticism for its unreliability (including criticism by the States of Utah and Nevada). The USGS
acknowledges in its 2009 "Draft Proposal to Refine Groundwater Discharge Estimates for Snake
Valley, Nevada and Utah" the study's shortcomings and needs for refining unreliable numbers.

"Groundwater.discharge estimates developed during the Basin and Range carbonate-rock
aquifer study (BARCASS: Welch and others, 2008) relied heavily on published ET rotes. These
published rates were measured at locations ofsimilar climate and topography outside the study
area and became the basis for formulating the likely range ofET rotes associated with the
vegetation and soil conditions found throughout the BARCASS area. Ranges later were
assessed and modified with limitedfiled data collected over a relatively short one-ear period

GBWN Commcnl$ on the Or.J.ft Utah-Nevada Agreement 2 or 17



from jive ET sites located in Spring Valley (3 sites) and White River Valley (2 sites) and a single

site in Snake Valley.
Because ofthe relatively large size ofSnake Valley and minimal local ET measurements,

estimated groundwater discharge for this valley was documented in BARCASS a\' being the
most uncertain ofall basin discharge estimates. About 87% ofthe 275,000 acre discharge area
in Snake Valley is desert shrubland dominated by greasewood and rabbitbrush. These areas
accountfor about 70% ofthe 132,000 acre-ft ofdischarge estimated in BARCASS - an estimate
that is about 52,000 acre-fl higher than reported in a previous reconnaissance-level study
(Hood and Rush, 1965). The primary cause for the large difference in estimated total discharge
between these two studies is the average groundwater discharge rate for desert shrnbland:
0.39 ftlyr estimated in BARCASS compared to 0.20ftlyr estimated in the reconnaissance study.
Although this is a relatively small difference in discharge rates,the impact on total estimated
groundwater discharge is significant because ofthe large area ofapplication. For example, a
change in the shrubland discharge rate for Snake Valley ofonly 0.10 ftlyr changes the total
discharge estimate for the valley by about 24,000 acre-fl. "

It is clear that the BARCASS estimated ET rate for desert shrubland is potentially double that of the
actual historic ET rate in Snake Valley.

In addition, selecting the highest amount of possible groundwater discharge in a basin from one study
violates the traditional procedures used by the Nevada State Engineer in state water hearings where
evidence from expert witnesses using all of the available scientific information on recharge, discharge,
perennial yield and carbonate flows is weighed before a ruling is made on applications for and/or
protests on available water in a basin.

While P.L. 108-424 is cited in the introduction to the Draft Agreement, the law's actual language "prior
to any transbasin diversion from ground-water basins located within both the State of Nevada and the
State of Utah, the State of Nevada and the State of Utah shall reach an agreement regarding the division
of water resources of those interstate ground~water flow system(s) from which water will be diverted
and used by the project" does not specify an agreement solely regarding Snake Valley, but specifically
refers to "interstate ground-water flow systems."

In addition, the Draft Agreement fails to disclose that the "Snake Valley" covered by the Agreement
actually includes some or all of 3 basins - Snake, Hamlin, and Pleasant Valleys. In addition, Snake
Valley numbers include an amount for Fish Springs, an area outside and downgradient of Snake Valley,
but does not include Spring Valley an upgradient valley in Nevada or other valleys in Utah which may
be contributing carbonate and/or alluvial groundwater flows to Snake Valley or receiving them. No
breakout is given in the Draft Agreement of the water budgets for the 3 basins, how numbers for
allocated, unallocated, or reserve water for the 3 basins were calculated, or how double-counting
carbonate flows from up~f1ow basins was avoided in the calculations.

The Draft Agreement fails to provide, other than referring to the rushed and incomplete BARCASS
study, a scientific rationale for the split of shared groundwater between Nevada and Utah listed in Table
1, nor how the amounts in the 3 categories were calculated. Previous studies show the 1960's Hood
and Rush study ofa perennial yield of 80,000 afa in all of Snake Valley to be split with 25,000 afa in
Nevada and 65,000 afa in Utah (Knowland, 1986). There is also no equity in the potential distribution
of pumping impacts between the 2 States or in proposed "mitigation" provided for pumping impacts in
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the 2 States.

The Draft Agreement also fails to provide information on how the amounts in the 3 categories of water
in Table I were derived and what kinds of water are included in each category, such as

• vested water rights,
• federal reserved water rights,
• reserved water rights for the Confederated Tribes of Goshute Indians,
• water for future growth in Snake Valley,
• water necessary to prevent adverse impacts to existing permitted uses.

While the Agreement requires monitoring data from groundwater pumping to be incorporated into a
database aod to be made available to the public, it fails to provide any information on the specifics,
including what database would be used, who would manage the database, why only "measured
groundwater withdrawals" information would be available publicly, how database information would
be made available to the public, the costs for developing and managing such a database or who would

cover the costs.

Sec. 1.3 states that the Available Groundwater Supply on which the division of shared groundwater in
the Draft Agreement has been determined can be "subsequently detennined through further study and
agreement with the State Engineers of Utah and Nevada," but provides no details on what further
studies would be considered, how the state engineers would determine available groundwater (by
declaration or through state water hearings) nor how reduced estimates of available groundwater would
be "shared" by the States. This omission likely will lead to serious future conflicts.

While the Draft Agreement makes many references in Sec. 2 and in other sections to a "reasonable"
amount of drawdown which "necessarily impacts the existing hydrologic system and captures discharge
available to phreatophytes, streams, and natural lakes," includes a goal to "minimize the injury to
Existing Permitted Uses," and also a statement that Utah and SNWA agree that groundwater
development will result in changes to the existing hydrologic and biologic conditions and may
adversely affect air quality in Snake Valley and the defined Area of Interest, there are no findings or
statements in the Draft Agreement that the States of Utah and Nevada recognize that the Snake Valley
aquifer is finite and all available water may be used by prior water rights holders or may be necessary
to sustain the hydrological and biological integrity of Snake Valley. The Draft Agreement ignores
extensive existing data that the water table and spring flows in Snake Valley already are dropping due
to current groundwater development, that endemic species are at risk from existing water uses, and that
additional groundwater development will worsen existing water management problems in Snake
Valley.

Sec. 2.5's statement on evaluating with certainty available groundwater is replete with vague undefined
teOlls, including "evolving trends" in data collection regarding precipitation and recharge,
"characterization of the underground physical environment," and the "sophistication of hydrologic
estimation."

While Sec. 2.7 states the desire ofboth States to incorporate both presently available, ongoing and
future studies and other infonnation into the process for administering and managing groundwater
development in Snake Valley, it provides no details on what studies are needed, their costs, how they
would be funded, how "other information" would be collected and by whom, or bow this information
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would be used to minimize or eliminate negative impacts.

Likewise, Sec.3.1 cites the intent of the States to use "BARCASS and other scientifically reliable
reports, studies, or data collection" in revising estimates of available groundwater in Snake Valley,
including SNWA data collection. Work undertaken by the USGS undergoes rigorous peer review, and
all resulting fmal products remain in the public sector. These public sectorrproducts not only include
the interpretive report, but also all data-input files and the calibrated modeling code. The Draft
Agreement fails to require SNWA monitoring or other data to meet all applicable industry and scientific
standard methods and protocols and to undergo Quality Assurance/Quality Control, without which its
reliability or credibility cannot be determined. The Draft Agreement requires that "all data used or
proposed to be used to revise estimates shall be shared between the States and be publicailly [sic]
available for review," but provides no details on how and when data will be made public and how
public review of this data will be incorporated into future determinations of available groundwater.

Sec. 4.6 cites the intent of the State Engineers to make some annual monitoring data public, to meet as
needed, and to maybe hold a joint annual public meeting with all water users in Snake Valley to receive
public input 00 the use and management of water there, but provides few specifics on bow these actions
would be implemented. Missing details include:

• whether State Engineer meetings are public or closed,
• what triggers these meetings,
• how often such meetings would be held - annually, biannually, every five or tcn years
• how or whether public input would change either the Draft Agreement, its implementation, or

future revisions of available groundwater estimates.

Nor does the Draft Agreement provide for annual disclosure of other pumping impacts, including
reductions in spring flows, acreage of destruction of seeps, sub-irrigated meadows, and riparian areas,
adverse impacts on existing permitted uses and "mitigation" proposed and/or implemented to address
these adverse impacl<;.

Protection of Existing Permitted Uses

Sees. 1.1.(a) & (b) fail to provide a specific definition of adverse impacts caused by SNWA pumping to
existing permitted users with water rights in wells or in spring flows, despite the fact that these are
critical concerns to existing permitted users and despite the legal mandate to protect ex.isting water
rights. The Draft Agreement makes no distinction between adverse impacts which reduce productivity
of wells from I% to 10% to 50% or 100%. The definition of advcrse impact is also conditioned on
other undefined terms, including "dcmonstrated" (no specifics on what kind of demonstration is
required, by whom and to whom) and "in a manner substantially similar (how substantially) and "to the
well's historical production (no specifics on the required period of record). Likewise, the Draft
Agreement provides no specifics on what adverse impacts to spring flow-based water rights mean,
whether a J%, 10%,50% or 100% reduction. It also conditions adverse impacts on other undefmed
tenus, including "demonstrated" (no specifics on what kind of demonstration is required, by whom and
to whom) and "Iess than the historical supply" (no specifics on the required period of record for
"historical" means).

Sec. 6 sets up a mandatory adversarial process in which existing permitted users in the Utah side of
Snake Valley must contact, "prove" to SNWA that their senior watcr rights are being adversely
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impacted by SNWA pumping, request SNWA to provide "n:itigation" for its adver.s~ pu.mping impacts
and if they disagree with SNWA determinations of adverse Impacts or offers of mitIgatIon, only then
can petition the State Engineers to protect their water rights. The Draft Agreement appears to transfer
the state engineers' legal mandates to protect senior water rights to a junior permittee.an~ to unfa~rly
put the burden of proof of adverse impacts on senior water rights holders, not on the JunIOr permittee.

Sec. 6.3 sets up an Interstate Panel to resolve disputes between existing permitted water users and
SNWA, but sets no timeframes for the Panel to take action to protect senior water rights holders from
adverse pumping impacts.

No such process or opportunity for Existing Permitted Water users in Nevada to petition the Interstate
Panel is provided by the Draft Agreement for adverse pumping impacts in Nevada or for direct petition
to the Nevada State Engineer.

In Sec. 6.7, Nevada agrees to hold the SNWAApplications in abeyance through September 1,2019, in
order to allow additional hydrologic, biologic, and other data to be collected in Snake Valley. The
Draft Agreement fails to specifY

• what additional information would be collected during this 10 year delay,
• who would collect this data,
• whether the data would be required to be credible or reliable,
• how and when this data would be collected,
• the costs of this data collection or
• who would responsible for funding,
• whether and when the public would have access to this data and
• how this data would be used by the state engineer.

In addition, the 10 year delay extends the de facto stranglehold which the 1989 SNWA applications has
had for 20 years on needed water appropriations for economic development in the Nevada side of
Snake Valley.

Sec. 4.5 acknowledges the intent of the States to set up a monitoring data collection program in Snake
Valley but fails to provide any information on how long monitoring will continue or how the
monitoring plan will be implemented. This is a critical omission since adverse impacts from massive
groundwater development in Nevada may not occur in Utah for years, perhaps after the SNWA project
is completed (75 years according to SNWA spokesperson). In addition, while the Draft Agreement
commits SNWA and the States of Utah and Nevada to fund the required monitoring program, it fails to
provide any penalty or require any action if funding for monitoring is not provided.

Sec. 6.4 sets up a perpetual mitigation fund with an agreement by SNWA to maintain a minimwn
balance of$3,000,000 "while SNWA maintains Groundwater development and withdrawal facilities in
Snake Valley." Not only is $3,000,000 clearly inadequate to mitigate the potential impacts caused by
SNWA pumping, the Draft Agreement also fails to provide specific information about the operation of
this mitigation fund, including where the funds would be held, by whom, and how the accounting for
fund revenues and expenditures would be made and by whom. The Draft Agreement also does not
provide for any SNWA commitment to mitigate adverse impacts once pumping ceases, even though
adverse impacts may continue to occur before a new equilibrium is reached. Nor does the Draft
Agreement provide for terms and conditions of the pennit to apply to other parties who may supply
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andlor pipe Snake Valley groundwater to SNWA for exportation through the SNWA pipeline or who
may supply water from valleys adjacent to Snake Valley to SNWA for "mitigation" of adverse pumping
impacts in Snake Valley. The Draft Agreement also fails to provide any penalty for failure by SNWA
to keep the required minimum $3,000,000 balance.

Protection of the Environment of Snake VaUey

While Sec. 2.10 of the Draft Agreement recognizes the desire of the Stales to allow for the
development of maximum sustainable beneficial use, it fails to define what a "sustainable" beneficial
use is, nor is this term defined in the States' water laws. Sec. 5.4 appears to define what "sustainable" is
not, at least hydrologically, but the Draft Agreement offers no clue as to what "sustainable" means to
existing permitted uses or to the environment in Snake Valley. Sec. 5.3 requires the state engineers
before approving any groundwater permits to "reserved" water to determine if information "reasonably
demonstrates that groundwater can be safely and sustainably withdrawn," but fails to provide
definitions of any of these terms.

The Draft Agreement fails to provide a definition of "adverse impacts" (Sec. I) to environmental
resources in Snake Valley.

While the States in Sec. 4.8 agree to work cooperatively to "minimize environmental impacts and
prevent the need for listing additional species under the Endangered Species Act," the section provides
no details on protecting other environmental values in Snake Valley, including other animal and plant
species, soil stability, and intact desert ecosystems. And while Sec. 7.1 requires the State of Nevada to
appoint a representative to participate in the Columbia Spotted Frog ConselValion Team and the Leasl
Chub ConselVation Team, the Draft Agreement does not disclose any state commitment to the
conservation goals for these two at-risk species.

Sec. 2.7 provides for collection of data and other information "for administering and managing
groundwater development in Snake Valley," but the Draft Agreement fails to consider the need for
managing groundwater for other purposes, including healthy ecosystems, sustaining water-dependent
cave ecosystems, seeps and sub-irrigated meadows on which native wildlife depend, the insects in
streams on which the Bonneville cutthroat trout depend, and ensuring water necessary for the economic
future of Snake Valley.

The Draft Agreement fails to provide a process for anyone to petition the state engineers to address
adverse pumping impacts on the Snake Valley environment andlor require mitigation.

In Sec. 4.4 the States agree to jointly identify areas of concern that could be affected by groundwater
development in Snake Valley, yet the section fails to provide any information on bow this agreement
would be implemented or whether the process would be secret or open to public input. Thc Draft
Agreement fails to mention the Great Basin National Park.

Our previous questions about the need for long-term monitoring and mitigation of pumping impacts on
existing permitted uses also apply to the agreement's empty mandate to prOlect environmental
resources.

Sec. 7.2 appears to limit the purpose of the Utah and SNWA the Snake Valley Environmental
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Monitoring and Management Agreement to "make informed determinations as to whether groundwater
withdrawals have caused an adverse impact to an existing pennitted use," but fails to show how
implementing this agreement would protect the environment of Snake Valley. We dodt believe that the
Spotted Frog or the Least Chub fit the defmition of "existing pennitted uses."

Other flaws in the Draft Agreement:

Sec. 8.2 makes a reference to "the delivery of waters herein provided," but does not define this
potential claim or controversy between the States.

Sec. 8.3 does not provide the length of time in which the Draft Agreement would be effective. Nor
does it appear to bind SNWA's succesSOI1i or potential future partners, if SNWA sells or buys its water
applications or water rights to or from others.

Appendix C: Snake Valley Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement between the
state of Utah and SNWA

This Agreement suffers from many of the same problems as the Draft UT-NV Agreement does,
including vague terms, interminable processes, pumping impacts assessments that go nowhere, a lack
of secure funding, and that it is non-binding on SNWA successors. The "consultative" process
envisioned by the M&M Agreement for SNWA and Utah to deal with pumping impacts in Utah
resulting from SNWA groundwater development in Nevada appears to the GBWN as cumbersome,
expensive, ineffective, reactive, and unenforceable.

This Agreement fails to disclose what authority the Technical Working Group and the Management
Group set up under this M&M Agreement actually has over the operation of SNWA's water rights in
Nevada.

This Agreement fails to provide for requiring its terms and conditions to apply to SNWA 's successors
if SNWA sells its water applications andlor water rights to another party, or buys rights from others in
the Valley

Sec. 4 of this Agreement appears to include the monitoring of existing permitted users groundwater
withdrawals in Utah, despite the fact that existing pennitted users are not signatory to this Agreement.
This Agreement fails to explain how senior water righl<; holders in Utah are bound to the terms of this
Agreement.

Sec. 5.1.3 appears to give the Management Committee with its 2 Utah and 2 SNWA members absolute
discretion over implementing any or all parts oftbe M&M plan, regardless of the specific provisions of
this Agreement, including early warning indicators, and the severity and relative importance of the
pumping impacts. If this is correct, this Agreement is not enforceable.

Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 13 set up cumbersome, expensive, and lengthy processes in cases of disagreement by
the Technical Working Group which will result in inevitable delays in any actions to address adverse
impacts. These ineffective processes may also result in reversing SNWA commitments in Sec. 5.1.3 to
protect endangered, threatened and sensitive species and in making recommendations by the
Management Committee non-binding on the signatories.
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Sec. 8.1 provides for the mandatory inclusion of a regional groundwater flow numerical model in the
M&M Agreement, but does not mandate its use in implementing the provisions of the Agreement.

Sec. 9 provides for SNWA consulting the State of Utah on changes in points of diversions and
withdrawal rates, but not for the possibility of substantive changes caused by new locations or pumping
rates to invalidate or require substantial changes to this Agreement.

Sec. 12 subjects the monitoring required in the M&M Agreement to appropriations by the SNWA
Board and the Utah Legislature, but does not subject SNWApumpingiadverse impacts to these
constraints.

This Agreement fails to require collection ofbaseline data collection or monitoring springs or wells or
managing SNWA groundwater development and impacts in Nevada's Snake Valley. Without this
information. Snake Valley cannot be managed as a whole groundwater basin. Likewise. endemic
species occupy springs in Nevada which arc subject to adverse impacts of SNWA pumping. Bonneville
cutthroat trout depend on insects which depend on habitat in streams in or below the Great Basin
National Park that were identified as "likely susceptible to groundwater withdrawal" in the publication:
Elliott, P.E., D. A. Beck, and D. E. Prudic. 2006. Characterization ofSurfacc-Water Resources in the
Great Basin National Park Area and Their Susceptibility to Ground-Water Withdrawals in Adjacent
Valleys, White Pine County. Nevada. USGS Scientific investigations Report 2006-5099. Carson City.
NV.

Necessary Changes to the Draft Agreement

The GBWN cannot support the Draft Agreement unless the following critical changes are made:

1. The fmal Agreement must be substantively responsive to public comments on the proposed
Agreement

2. The scientifically unsupported 132,000 afa must be replaced with a more credible number,
using existing and new hydrology studies over the next several years to come up with a more
realistic estimate of available water in Snake Valley.

3. The final Agreement must be specific on the studies which are needed to better define
groundwater water availability in Snake Valley, basin water budgets, and direction and amounts
of carbonate flows. including two study proposals with which we arc familiar:

•

•

Utah USGS proposal: Assessment of groundwater flow paths, sources of water to
springs and connection of basin-fill and carbonate aquifers in Snake Valley and
surrounding basins, Utab and Nevada. June 2009. This is a 3 year, $376,800 study
with results to be published in a USGS Scientific Investigations Report, PbD
dissertation, and in a journal article. Data will be permanently archived in the USGS
NWIS database where it will be publicly available, and models will also be arcbived and
available.

Nevada USGS proposal: Draft Proposal to Refine Groundwater Discbarge Estimates
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for Snake Valley, NV and UT. This is a 4 1/2 year $IM study to refine current
estimates of groundwater discharge by ET in Snake Valley, with data to be published in a
USGS report and available on the web.

4. The final Agreement must replace the proposed NVIUT groundwater division in Table 1 with a
more equitable split, many of which are being suggested in public comments on the Draft
Agreement.

5. The final Agreement must include a water settlement for the Confederated Tribes of the
Goshute Indians.

6. The final Agreement must include clearly defined terms.

7. The final Agreement must make the adverse impacts/mitigation process in section 8 voluntary
and put the burden of proof on SNWA that its pumping is not causing adverse impacts on the
existing permitted users.

8. The final Agreement must require that all data collected be required to meet industry and
scientific standard methods and protocols and to undergo Quality Assurance/Quality Control.

9. The final Agreement must require that all data collected as required by these Agreements be
made accessible to the public, as soon as possible, but no later than 60 days after collection.

10. The fmal Agreement and the UtahlSNWAAgreement must set triggers for specific responses to
adverse impacts caused by SNWA pumping.

II. The fmal Agreement must require 5 years of baseline studies of hydrologic, biologic, and air
quality resources and monitoring in all of Snake Valley that include current, historical and
newly collected data from normal, drought and wet years.

12. The final Agreement must disclose the definitions of and calculations on the amounts of water
included in Table 1 categories.

13. The final Agreement must acknowledge the State Engineer's authority under Nevada state Jaw
to process junior water applications until the Snake Valley hearing is eventually scheduled or a
provision should be added to the fmal Agreement specifically authorizing the Nevada state
engineer to take this action in Snake Valley.

14. The final Agreement must add a provision which binds SNWA's successors and potential future
partners to the terms and conditions of the NV/UT Agreement and the M&M Agreement

15. The final Agreement must add a provision which requires the owners or purveyors of any water
from Snake Valley which is eventually transported in the SNWApipeline be subject to the terms
and conditions of the Agreement.

16. The final Agreement must add a provision which requires the owners or purveyors of any water
used to mitigate adverse impacts of SNWA pumping in Snake Valley to be subject to the terms
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and conditions of the Agreement.

17. The final Agreement between Utah and SNWA. instead ofa M&M program which reacts to
adverse pumping impacts, must develop a program which will actually prevent adverse
pumping impacts to sensitive resources in Snake Valley, including those in the Great Basin
National Park.

18. The final Agreement must set up a public process for identifying Key Areas of Biological
Concern and Key Biological Indicators in Snake Valley. It must acknowledge Great Basin
National Park, its water-dependent caverns and its springs, streams, and riparian areas.

19. The final Agreement must add provisions which require suspension ofSNWA water permits if
either the SNWA mitigation fund balance drops below the $3,000,000 minimum or funding for
monitoring required by the NVIUT Agreement or the M&M Agreement is not provided by
SNWA or the States of Nevada and Utah.

20. The final Agreement must not be finalized until the Snake Valley Aquifer Advisory
Commission, mandated by the Utah Legislature, reviews it and is provided a role in its
implementation.

21. The final Agreement must be signed by the States' governors.

22. A good Agreement takes time and input from everyone affected by this Draft Agreement. Some
of these changes can be swiftly accomplished, but others will take longer.

Please fmd attached to this document a memorandum «Great Basin Water Network Legal Critique of
the Draft Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater System."

Thank you for considering the comments of the Great Basin Water Network.

Sincerely,

lsi lsi lsi

Susan Lynn Rose Strickland
GBWN coordinators in Nevada and Utah

AITACHMENT

cc: Governor Jim Gibbons
Governor Gary Herbert
NV and UT Attorney Generals
NV and UT state legislators
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GREAT BASIN WATER NETWORK LEGAL CRITIOUE OF THE DRAFT AGREEMENT
FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE SNAKE VALLEY GROUNDWATER SYSTEM

This memorandum contains the Great Basin Water Network's ("GBWN's") additional comments
concerning specific legal deficiencies in the Draft Agreement for Management of the Snake ,Valley
Groundwater System ("Draft Agreement"). These comments are incorporated by reference III

GBWN's comprehensive comments on the Draft Agreement.

THE DRAFT AGREEMENT EFFECTIVELY IS AN INTERSTATE COMPACT. BUT IT DOES
NOT COMPLY WITH THE LEGAL REOUIREMENTS FOR SUCH AN AGREEMENT. AND
APPEARS TO UNNECESSARILY SUBJECT UTAH AND lIS CITIZENS TO NEVADA LAW:

• The Compact Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Article It § 10. requires Congressional consent
for all agreements between states that enhance the political power of the stales in relation to the
federal government. U.S. Steel Corp. v. Multis/ate Tax Comm 'n, 434 U.S. 452, 459 (1978).
The Draft Agreement is subject to the Compact Clause because it apportions an interstate
groundwater aquifer, which the United States Supreme Court has held to be an article of
interstate commerce subject to federal jurisdiction. Sporhase v. Nebraska, 458 U.S. 941 (1982).
As such, an attempt to place burdens on or apportion the aquifer would have to be sanctioned by
Congress in the form of an Interstate Compact pursuant to the Compact Clause of the United
States Constitution. See u.s. Steel Corp. v. Multistate Tax Comm 'n, 434 U.S. 452, 459 (1978).
The federal interest in the Snake Valley aquifer is especially high given the presence of Great
Basin National Park.

• This Agreement clearly does not comply with the requirements of the Compact Clause.
Interstate compacts are creatures of federal law, Cuyler v. Adams, 449 U.S. 433, 440 (1981), and
are under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Supreme Court. The Draft Agreement sets up a situation
in which Nevada law as opposed to federal law governs disputes involving individuals, and the
states agree to mediate disputes that arise between the states. Specifically, determinations of the
Interstate Panel will be administered by the Nevada State Engineer, whose orders are subject to
Nevada Law. Draft Agreement § 6.5. Further, if the states, through their state engineers, are
unable to resolve controversies that arise under the agreement, "the signatories shall select a
neutral mediator agreeable to both States who shall mediate the dispute." Draft Agreement §
8.2. The Agreement also creates a framework in which changes to the Agreement are to be
made cooperatively, meaning that in effect, Nevada has a veto over decisions such as adjusting
the available groundwater supply. See Draft Agreement §§ 1.3,4.8; 5.4. This framework puts
Utah at a serious disadvantage, one that it does not have to accept, especially given its strong
position in a potential case before the U.S. Supreme Court under the Equitable Apportionment
Doctrine (described below).

THE APPORTIONMENT OF GROUNDWATER IN SNAKE VALLEY UNDER TIlE
AGREEMENT APPEARS TO BE SIGNIFICANTLY LESS FAVORABLE FOR UTAH THAN
WOULD BE THE CASE UNDER THE FEDERAL EOUITABLE APPORTIONMENT
DOCTRINE. WHICH WOULD ENTITLE UTAH TO A GREATER SHARE OF SNAKE
VALLEY GROUNDWATER:

• Equitable apportionment is the doctrine of federal common law that govems disputes between
states before the U.S. Supreme Court concerning their rights to an interstate water resource.
Colorado v. New Mexico, 459 U.S. 176, 183 (1982) (citations omitted).

• Equitable apportionment generally favors current uses and established economies that depend
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•

•

•

on the waters in question. Colorado v. New Mexico, 459 U.S. at 187. . .
In Snake Valley the equitable apportionment doctrine would favor Utah because the maJonty of
Snake Valley is in Utah, most of the historic use in Snake Valley is in Utah, S~ak~ ~alley's
water supply is limited and water tables already are decreasing, and the potential injury to
existing Snake Valley uses is significant. . .
Under equitable apportionment the location of the headwaters or source ofrechar~e l~ Irrelevant
in considering the equities involved. Colorado v. New Mexico, 467 U.S. at 187 (cltattons
omitted). Therefore, a 50/50 split of Snake Valley water appears to be considerably more
generous to Nevada and less generous to Utah than federal law would c~nsider appropri.at~,

given the fact that the majority of land and historic use of groundwater III Snake Valley IS III

Utah.
By the same token, under equitable apportionment principles future use should be split among
the two states based on land area and current use, which again would weigh in favor of Utah
receiving a larger quantity of water than Nevada.

THE OMIT AGREEMENT'S ESTIMATE Of AVAILABLE GROUNDWATER SUPPLY IS
IMPROPERLY PREMISED ON AN INFLATED AND UNCERTAIN BARCASS FIGURE:

• The available groundwater supply estimate borrowed from the BARCASS study is
inappropriate to use as a baseline estimate in the Draft Agreement for two reasons.

• First, it is deceptively inflated because it does not account for and subtract interbasin inflow to
Snake Valley from Spring Valley. BARCASS estimated that the amount of inflow to Snake
Valley from Spring Valley is 49,000 afy. This inflow makes up a major portion of the
BARCASS estimate of available groundwater supply in Snake Valley. But the Nevada State
Engineer already has permitted Spring Valley to be fully appropriated by SNWA. Thus, SNWA
already has been granted the right to pump groundwater from Spring Valley that presently flows
into Snake Vallcy and makes up much of Snake Valley's available groundwater supply. So, the
only prudent estimate to use from BARCASS would be 132,000 afy less the 49,000 of inflow
from Spring Valley, which already has been accounted for in Nevada, resulting in a truer
available groundwater estimate of83,000 afy. This double counting of inflow from Spring
Valley highlights the reasoning behind the requirement in the 'Lincoln County Conservation,
Recreation, and Development Act of 2004's ("Lincoln County Land Act") that any agreement
encompass the entire interstate groundwater flow system from which the water is to be diverted.
As written, the Draft Agreement does not comply with the Lincoln County Land Act, because
the scope of the agreement is limited to Snake Valley, which is only part of the Great Salt Lake
Desert Regional Flow System.

• Second, BARCASS itself cautions that its estimate of Snake Valley's annual discharge, or
available groundwater supply, is highly uncertain and not reliable, conceding that it might well
be 30,000 afy too high. USGS, Water Resources of the Basin and Range Carbonate-Rock
Aquifer System, White Pine County, Nevada, and Adjacent Areas of Nevada and Utah, A
Report to Congress, 62-63 (2007) [hereinafter "BARCASS"]. A conservative, more defensible
starting point, then, would be no more than 102,000 afy rather than 132,000 afy. And that is
before accounting for the interbasin inflow to Snake Valley from Spring Valley, which already
has been fully appropriated in Nevada. In fact, the Draft Agreement itself concedes that the
available groundwater supply for Snake Valley is uncertain, so uncertain that the Nevada State
Engineer's hearing on Snake Valley will be postponed until 2019. It does not make sense to usc
such an admittedly uncertain, unreliable figure as the basis for calculating the amount of
groundwater available for apportionment and apportioning it between the two states at this time.
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At the very least, the Agreement should eschew any commitment to a particular figure now and
should layout a more concrete and equitable method for adjusting the number at a later date.
As written, Nevada has veto power over adjusting the available groundwater supply downward,
leaving Utah with little recourse should additional scientific measurement and study confirm
that 132,000 afy is inappropriately high.

AS WRITTEN, THE DRAFf AGREEMENT DOES NOT APPEAR TO COMPORT WITH
THE UTAH GOVERNMENT'S PUBLIC TRUST DUTY TO PROTECT AND CONSERVE
UTAH'S WATER RESOURCES FOR THE LONG-TERM BENEFIT OF UTAH CITIZENS:

• The State of Utah has an obligation to manage its groundwater, deemed a public resource by
Utah statute, in trust for the Utah public's long-term benefit. The State may not bargain away
this duty as it has done in the current Draft Agreement by: (1) assuming an unreasonably high
available groundwater supply for Snake Valley as noted above; and (2) placing the burden of
defending Utah water rights against appropriation by a Nevada entity on individual water rights
holders under Nevada's law.

• The Agreement places the entire burden on existing water rights owners to demonstrate that
SNWA has caused an adverse impact to their water rights. This is unfair. Since SNWA is the
entity seeking the "new" water and creating all of the risk of harm to senior water rights
owners, it is only fitting that SNWA should bear the risk it is foisting on Snake Valley. It should
also be noted that SNWA is a gigantic government agency with billion-dollar budgets to work
with, whereas the individual water rights owners in Snake Valley are hardworking ranchers,
fanners, and businesspeople who do not have adequate funds to fight with SNWA. The easiest,
simplest, and probably fairest way to do this is to create a rebuttable presumption that SNWA's
pumping is the cause of any negative change, or impact, to the water rights of any existing
water right in Snake Valley. SNWA would then have the opportunity and the burden of
overcoming, or disproving, that presumption. Given the enormous disparity between the means
and resources ofSNWA, which are virtually limitless, and those of ordinary citizens with water
rights, which are scant, this allocation of the burden of proof is far more just.

• SNWA also should bear the burden of proving that it is not the cause of harmful impacts to
existing water rights because it is SNWA alone that is pushing for and will reap all the benefits
of this project and these new appropriations, whereas it is the existing water users in the Valley
who will bear the brunt of any harmful impacts caused by the project.

• Similarly, water rights holders should not have to negotiate with SNWA should impacts occur,
but ought to be able to report the impacts directly to the interstate panel. As written, the Draft
Agreement puts water rights holders at a significant disadvantage, because the agreement sets
up a situation in which water rights owners must negotiate with SNWA before they may resort
to the interstate panel should impacts occur. For the reasons stated above, this arrangement is
unworkable as it places an undue burden on senior water rights holders by requiring them to
bargain over their supposedly protected senior rights with an entity that has far superior
resources and power.

• In addition to improperly placing the burden on senior water rights holders, the Draft
Agreement does not give these water rights holders the tools with which to support their claims
of impact to their water rights, thus making it even more difficult for them to prevail should
SNWA's pumping impact their wells. Impacts are largely undefined by the Draft Agreement as
is the monitoring vaguely referenced in sections 2.11 and 4.5-4.8 of the Agreement, and thus,
the determination of impacts likely would be made on a case-by-case basis, putting individual
water rights holders at a disadvantage and forcing them to bear the burden of an uncertain battle
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to protect their water rights. At a minimum, the Agreement must include specific concrete
triggers that would be used to defme impacts as well as a detailed method for measuring such
impacts that would take the burden off individual water rights holders. Monitoring should be
done by a third party at SNWA's expense. Finally, the Draft Agreement contains no provision
for reimbursement to these water rights holders for the cost incurred in defending their water
rights. Without financial support, it is unlikely that water rights holders will have the resources
to defend their water rights against SNWA's pumping.

AS CURRENTLY WRITIEN. THE DRAFT AGREEMENT'S SCOPE IS TOO NARROW
BECAUSE IT DOES NOT EXPLICITLY INCLUDE ALL WATER CONVEYED THROUGH
SNWA'S PROPOSED PIPELINE REGARDLESS OF OWNERSHiP AND ALL PROJECT
RELATED WATER;

• As drafted, the Agreement covers only water permitted to SNWA under Snake Valley
applications currently on file with the Nevada State Engineer. This creates an unacceptable
loophole for SNWA to contract with other people or entities to acquire and export water from
Snake Valley, raising the same risks for existing water rights holders and the envirorunent in the
Valley, without having to abide by the same commitments as it is bound to in relation to its own
water rights. In addition, the Draft Agreement fails to acknowledge that water obtained and
used by SNWA to mitigate harmful impacts it has caused in one part of Snake Valley may very
well have harmful impacts on other parts of the Valley. In order to adequately protect the State
of Utah and existing water rights holders in Snake Valley, and to ensure that the protections
which the Agreement purports to provide will not be circumvented, the Agreement must
expressly provide that all ofSNWA's obligations under the Agreement apply to all water
conveyed through SNWA's pipeline, regardless of ownership, and to all other project-related
water, including water used for mitigation purposes. Expanding the Agreement's scope in this
way is necessary to ensure that SNWA is not permitted to playa shell game with water rights to
evade its responsibilities and that actual, meaningful mitigation takes place rather than a mere
shifting of impacts from one part of Snake Valley to another part of the same valley or to other
valleys.

UTAH SHOULD NOT SIGN THE AGREEMENT AS DRAFTED BECAUSE IT DENIES UTAH
A VOICE IN WATER RIGHTS DECISIONS ON THE NEVADA SIDE OF THE BORDER
THAT WOULD AFFECT AND THREATEN WATER RIGHTS ON THE UTAH SIDE OF THE
BORDER;

• As drafted the Agreement allows Utah to playa part, along with Nevada through the hi-state
review panel, on disputes concerning Utah water rights in the Utah portion of Snake Valley.
But the Draft Agreement explicitly excludes Utah from having any say in decisions concerning
Nevada water rights in the Nevada portion of Snake Valley, even though the interconnected
nature of all groundwater in the basin ensures that those decisions will affect Utah water rights
in Snake Valley, too. Thus, the Draft Agreement would give Nevada a say in the detennination
of questions concerning Utah water rights in Snake Valley, while depriving Utah of a
corresponding say in the detennination of questions concerning Nevada water rights in Snake
Valley. That imbalance is patently unfair to Utah and Utah water rights holders in Snake Valley.

THE AGREEMENT MUST BE RE-DRAFTED BECAUSE IT PROVIDES ABSOLUTELY NO
ACTUAL PROTECTION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT;

• Despite its anemic rhetoric about environmental protection, the Draft Agreement fails to
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•

•

•

•

provide for any actual concrete protection of the environment and undermines the possibility of
environmental protection in at least two fundamental ways.
To begin with, the agreement adopts an unreliable and unreasonably high estimate of Snake
Valley's available groundwater supply as the available groundwater supply, setting the Valley
up for excessive pumping by SNWA, which cannot help but cause devastating environmental
harm. If anything, the highly speculative BARCASS estimate should be used only as the
uppermost limit of any potentially available groundwater supply, and clear provision must be
made for actually settling on a lesser amount. By all the parties' concession in the Draft
Agreement, they simply do not have adequate data to set a reasonable estimate of available
groundwater supply yet.
The other way in which the Draft Agreement undennines the prospects for meaningful
environmental protection is that it contains absolutely no provisions of its own for monitoring
and mitigation of potential environmental hann caused by SNWA's pumping. Nor does the
Agreement contain any concrete, specified standard, threshold, triggers, criteria, or goals for
environmental protection or even for a monitoring and mitigation plan.
Rather, the Draft Agreement shifts responsibility and accountability for all monitoring and
mitigation, and environmental protection, to separate agreement between SNWA and Utah
alone, which is attached as an appendix. By its nature this arrangement lessens Utab's ability to
ensure that the environment will be protected. It also allows the State of Nevada to avoid any
responsibility whatsoever for any environmental protection in Snake Valley. Further, this
separate "Monitoring and Management Agreement" between SNWA and Utah largely mimics
the toothless stipulated agreements that SNWA has bullied several federal agencies into in
connection with its application in other valleys in Nevada. Like those illusory agreements this
monitoring and management agreement lacks important specifics and essentially sets up
nothing more than a so~called collaborative process in which SNWA will have a decisive seat
on each committee that has to reach consensus before any decision can be made or any
mitigation can occur.
The result is that SNWA, an agency whose only objective is to obtain as much water as possible
for southern Nevada, will be in a position to stall any decision or action from being taken if that
decision or action would inconvenience SNWA.

THE DRAFT AGREEMENT IS DEFECTIVE BECAUSE THE GOSHUTES TRIBE WAS
EXCLUDED FROM THE NEGOTIATIONS. AND THE AGREEMENT FAILS TO ACCOUNT
FOR THE TRIBE'S CLAIMED WATER RIGHTS IN SNAKE VALLEY:

• The Goshutes Tribe was admittedly not included in the negotiation of this Agreement or
apparently even consulted before the Agreement was drafted. This oversight opens up the
Agreement to attack for its failure to account for or address the Goshute Tribe's assertion that it
possesses significant water rights in Snake Valley under the Winters doctrine and other federal
legal precedent. Before the parties responsibly can sign the Agreement purporting to apportion
and manage the water resources of Snake Valley comprehensively, the Goshute Tribe must be
consulted and account must be taken of any claimed tribal water rights in the Valley.

THE AGREEMENT AS DRAFTED WOULD UNDERMINE THE FEDERAL
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS:

• SNWA's pipeline project is subject to review and preparation of an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) under the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"). That review already
is underway and an EIS is supposed to be produced for the entire project next year (2010). By
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establishing a ten year delay for further study and monitoring of groundwater and related
resources in Snake Valley the Agreement undermines the EIS ability to properly analyze and
address the Snake Valley portion of the project, either creating an unreasonable risk that the
federal NEPA review process will be inadequatc with regard to Snake Valley or that it will have
to be redone after a decade of time has elapsed.
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SALT LAKE
COUNTY
PETER M. CORROON
san la'te ColroIy M3)'Of'

2001 Soolh Slate Street
SUI'.c N_2l 00
Sall LlI~c C~y UT 841!.'G-l020

801 '468-2500
1101 /466·3535 rax

September ]9. 2009

Mr. Mike Styler
Utah Department of
Natural Resourees
PO Box 145610
1594 W. North Tcmpk
Sail Lake Citv.IJT 8-111-1-5610

Dear NIL Stykr:

Thank VOll for this opportllnity to make (;ommcnl on the Snake val1cy Waler
Authority Draft agreement. We appreciate the time anti effort YOll and your stall'
put into this prlll.;cs:-i. Your dedication is apparent.

After review or the agreement. Salt Lake County has sc"cral comments regarding
the agreemellt ;.IS currently drafted. Th('~ cummC'llls rail into two categories. First
the impact the loss 01" w<'Iter could have on Salt Lake County's air quality and.
second. the impact it could han on areas in the Snnkc Valley.

Air Qualitv
Salt Lake COUllty has struggled with air ljllalily 0\"('1' thc pasl 20 years. The State of
Utah continLl~s tn issue "Air Alert" days because nfthe impact hazardous air has on
our citizen's hcahh. For this reason. it is irnrNtanllo SHit Lake County lhal air
quality weigh heavily in the decision making proccss. Though the agreement
addresses <IiI' quality in an unprecedented mUllllcr. we believe that additional steps
must be taken in the agreement to protect ;'lgi:linst allY air quality detcriomtion.

First. the County hdicvcs that a single air monitoring system is insuJlicient to
determine Ihe uclllal impacl particulates I'rnm!his pro.il..'l.:! may have on the Salt
Lake Valley. WL' would cncOllragc the ne!,;{\lialill~ l...:<ln1 to at least douhk the
number of monitoring systems 10 a minimu1ll ofl\\·l). Secono. the ('OllIlIY is
concemed thaI the ;'lgrl'emC!ll specifically exdudr.::s third pany inlerr.::sts. Jenying
Salt Lake Coullty the standing to enforce thr.:: agrr.::emcllt· s lemlS 3no conditions.
Third. with 1I focus only on uwner.\' ofexisting paminl!clu.I'es of groundwater. tlll:re
are limits 10 the impact and mitigation cumpom:nl or the agreement. We believe
that lhe agrecmcnt should be exp<ll1dr.::d to include impacts to other "regional"
environmental resources. i.e., ambient air quality. F()urth, the County is concerned
Ih'l1 if the agrcC'men! is tinalizcd and thl: Snakl' Valky segnlcnt is put on "holo"
until 2019. it will be necessary for Ihe- BU)·l til cOlllpkte the pending project FIS
limited to NC"ada in (lrdcr to approve Ihe pr.::rmits for the pipeline rights-of..way. It
will not br.:: possihle to include Snake Valh..·y in tllr.:: llW1<11l project EIS due to the
extension of time under the agreement. Ifthc EIS is completed for lhe Ne,'ada side
of the project only. regional air quality imp<.lcts in Utah may nor be considered in a
subsequent EIS limited to Ulah.



Millard COllntv/Suakc Valle\' Impacts
Salt Lake COUlllY is i1lso concemcu with the potential impacls this agreement a..
currently drafted could have 011 Millard County. the fanner:) and ranchers in the
Smlke Valley and the nora and fauna nntive tll thc area. Millard Count)' contends.
and we agree. that too much water is being given to Nevada through this
agr~emcllL to support the more than 220,000 acres of g.roundwatcr dependanlland
in the Utah portiun of the \'alley_ \VI.' belie\'c it is unfair to pr<n-idc Nevada with
36.000 ally and 1I1:1h with only 5.ClUU af/y_ when the predominant acreage.
discharge and USc arc in Utah. Further. if allocating portions or V-later deplete the
water table, thc~c waters may h.: irreversibly lost to agriculturtll and natural usc.
Depicting the waler source will dr:.ullatically disrupt the areas way of life and could
exti1ll.!lIish the beaut\' of this arca. We cneoum!.!\,' the negotiating team to reconsider
~, ~ ~ -

the allocations provided in the agreement 3ml pn.l\'id~ a I11w.:h sllwller portion for
Nevada's lISC_

Thank yOll for YOllr lil1l~.

concerns.

Regards.

Peter M. Corroon
Salt Lake Counly Mayor

Pleasc kc! frce to contact us should ~ ou have thoughts or

Jlle Iintch
Salt Lake County CounciL Chnir
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Print View

From: "Carol Jeffers" <cjeffers@westminstercollege.edu>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 10:22 AM
Subject: draft agreement between Utah and Nevada

The letter of concern and comments by the directors of the GREAT BASIN
WATER NETWORK, Allen Biaggi Mike Styler, is a well thought out and
informed statement with which I agree. As a resident of Salt Lake City, I
am concerned about overuse of the aquifer under the desert that lies
between the two states. Much more study is necessary before an agreement
is signed. The public cowment period needs to be extended. Water is a
precious resource that is likely to become even more precious as global
warming becomes more of a threat, as models by climatologists predict. If
water resources are delegated to the various projects that are planned
before it is clear exactly what the impacts of such projects would be,
very poor outcomes are likely for all. Rather than increase the input of
water to places such as Las Vegas, long term visions of what is
sustainable for growth in such places aught to be defined. Maybe the city
has reached its limit in population growth and further zoning should be
implemented. In any case, agreements and negotiations between the states
concerning water allocation should be held off until studies that define
the impacts are complete.

Carol Jeffers
3683 Carolyn Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84106

Carol Jeffers, MS, RN
Assistant Professor
School of Nursing and Health Sciences
Westminster College
1840 South 1300 East
Salt Lake City, ur 84106
801-832-2171
cjeffers@westminstercollege.edu
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Print View

From: Ilene Mecham <ilene577@hotmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, ilene mecham <ilene@utahpta.org>, Tyler Slack
<tslack@qmail.com>, Cheryl Phipps <cphipps1787@msn.com>, Gainell Rogers
<gainell@utahpta.org>, natalie gordon <natalie@utahpta.org>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 10:08 AM
Subject: Snake Valley Agreement

To Whom it May Concern:

Utah PTA neither supports nor opposes the Snake Valley Water agreement.
However, 136,000 surface acres of Trust lands lie within the boundaries of
the Snake Valley. Utah PTA requests that due diligence be done to ensure
that this agreement does not negatively affect the value of these lands
now or in the future. The lands belong to the Children of the State of
Utah.

Sincerely,

Ilene Mecham
Utah PTA President

1(VlInfl{\() '}- 1 Q p~



Salt Lake County's Comments
Proposed Snake Vaney Agreement

Comments on the Proposed Agreement

A. Additional Air Monitoring Requirements

1. Regional Air Quality Impacts.

The air quality and meteorological data referred to in Appendix 3 of the
environmental agreement refers to monitoring in the Snake Valleyairshed. Due to
concerns regarding wind blown dust caused by soil erosion, air quality monitoring
baselines must be established and regional air quality impacts outside of the Snake Valley
airshed must be evaluated.

2. Location of Air Quality Monitoring Stations.

Appendix 3, refers to an evaluation of regional air transport using data from
"existing air quality stations along the Wasatch Front." The problem with this approach
is that the existing monitoring stations are primarily used for measuring auto emissions
for the motor vehicle inspection and maintenance program. The existing monitoring
stations are not located in areas which may be affected by dust from Snake Valley,
including the Wasatch Canyon areas. It will, therefore, be necessary to install additional
monitoring stations in Salt Lake County to gather baseline meteorological data and
measure particulate impacts in areas likely to be affected.

B. The Agreement Specifically Excludes Third pacy Interests

1. Mitigation is limited to owners of existing permitted uses.

The parties to the management agreement are the State of Utah, the State of
Nevada and the Southern Nevada Water Authority ("SNWA"). SNWA's involvement in
the agreement is limited to the mitigation of impacts to "owners of existing permitted
uses" (water rights) as provided for in Section 6.0 of the agreement. Counties which may
be affected by the agreement are not parties.

2. Third parties do not have standing to enforce the agreement.

The management agreement provides in Subsection 8.4, that it is not a contract
for the benefit of third parties. Furthermore, the agreement provides that third parties
have no cause of action to enforce any of the provisions of the agreement. Counties and
others in Utah who may be affected by the agreement have no cause of action to enforce
the terms of the agreement.

3. The environmental monitoring and management agreement is limited to Utah
and SNWA.



The parties to the Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement, to be
entered into concurrently with the Management Agreement, and attached as Appendix C,
include only the State of Utah and the Southern Nevada Water Authority. Counties
which may be affected by the agreement are not parties and cannot enforce the terms of

the agreement.

4. The authority of the dispute resolution panels is limited.

Paragraph 6.3 of the agreement provides for a dispute resolution panel. The
purpose of the panel is, however, limited to hearing disputes arising between SNWA and
an owner of an existing permitted use (a water right). Paragraph 6.4 of the agreement
establishes a $3,000,000.00 mitigation fund. The purpose of the fund is to mitigate
"adverse impacts." Adverse impacts are, however, defined as negative project impacts
on existing "permitted uses (water rights) not impacts to other public or private interests.

Paragraph 13 of the Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement
establishes a dispute resolution process. The authority of the board is limited, however,
to disputes between the Management Committee (see, subparagraph 3.1.1 "creation and
purpose") and the Technical Working Group (see, subparagraph 3.2.1 "creation and
purpose"). The Board is limited to making non-binding recommendations. Paragraph
8.2 of the agreement provides for the mediation of controversies between the states under
the agreement.

5. Separate agreement among the State of Utah and Counties.

The Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement should contain
specific provisions for the counties to seek enforcement of the tenus and conditions. In.
the alternative, a separate agreement should be entered into among the State of Utah and
the counties to require the state to take action to enforce the terms and conditions of the
agreements if necessary to protect their interests.

C. Impact and Mitigation Limitations

1. The Environmental Monitoring and Management Agreement is primarily
limited to protecting impacts to owners ofexisting permitted uses of groundwater.
Potential impacts to other public resources should also be protected. Mitigation measures
should also be included for other public resources.

2. The environmental management agreement is primarily limited to monitoring
impacts to groundwater in the "area ofinterest" defined as the Snake Valley
hydrographic area. Impacts to other public resources outside of Snake Valley
hydrographic area should also be considered.

3. The management agreement must be expanded to include impacts to other
"regional" envirorunental resources such as ambient air quality. Appropriate measures to
mitigate potential regional air quality impacts should be specifically incorporated in the
environmental management agreement.
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D. Segmentation of the Project EIS Should Not Occur

"Segmentation" is defined as the division of the environmental review of an
action so that various activities or stages of a project are addressed as though they are
independent, unrelated activities. Except in special circumstances. considering only a
part or a segment of an overall action (project) is contrary to the intent of the National
Environmental Policy Act (''NEPA''). Paragraph] I ofthe envirornnental monitoring and
management agreement states that a copy of the agreement will be submitted to the BLM
for inclusion in the project ElS. SNWA intends, however, to proceed with the water
applications in Nevada (pending with the Nevada State Engineer for Spring Valley,
Coyote Spring, Delamar, Cave, and Dry Lake) and the ap~lication pending with the BLM
for a pipeline right-or-way across public lands in Nevada.

If the agreement is finalized and the Snake Valley segment is put on "hold" until
2019, it will be necessary for the BLM to complete the pending project EIS limited to
Nevada in order to approve the pennits for the pipeline rights-of-way. It will not be
possible to include Snake Valley in the overall project EIS due to the extension oftime
under the agreement.

Salt Lake County diligently pursued "cooperating agency" in the BLM's EIS for
the pipeline right of way across public land. In support of its request for cooperating
agency status, the County claimed "jurisdictional authority" and "special expertise" due
to the potential for regional air quality impacts. If the EIS is completed for the Nevada
side ofthe project only, regional air quality impacts in Utah may not be considered in a
subsequent ElS limited to Utah.

I Las Vegas Review Journal, August 21, 2009, "Pipeline Receives Go-Ahead."
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September 29, 2009

Re: Proposed Snake Valley Water Agreement

To Whom It May Concern:

Juab County has been heavily involved in the issues arising from the
Southern Neva~a,Water Authority Applications for pumping water
from Snake Valley. This proposal causes deep con~m to our elected
officials, many residents of the entire county and specifically to the
residents of Snake Valley.

Officials of the County have attended many meetings and made
numerous trips to Snake Valley to survey the apparent water situation
and meet with residents of the valley who would be directly impacted
by any mistake in allocation of the groundwater that they depend on for
their livelihood and indeed their very lives.

A physical inspection of the Snake Valley Areas does make one wonder
about the availability of additional water in the area Long time seeps
and springs are drying up and distress to vegetation is obvious and
widespread. However, we acknowledge that Nevada certainly has rights
in the Valley and that the Utah negotiating team has worked hard to
provide an agreement to give some certainty. controls. and monitoring
of the groundwater there.

We do agl:ee with the comments made by Go~ernorHerbert at tlle
meeting we attended in Delta on September 25, 2009 when he said he
believes that we need an agreement. We do need an agreement but need
to make sure it is the best agreement that we can get.

-~. ---
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We applaud the diligence of the negotiating team and their willingness to spend time explaining
the agreement and answering questions about the draft agreement. We participated in over eight
hours of questions and discussion with Boyd Clayton aDd others which was extremely helpful
and very much appreciated.

Officials from Juab County along with residents of the Snake Valley. officials from the Division
ofWater Rights. Division of Wildlife Resources, Officials ofAir Quality and others have spent
over 8 hours of line by line analysis of the entire agreement and Juab County is mostly pleased

.with the Environmental, Biological Hydrologic, and Air Quality monitoring agreements but
think another very close loo.k needs to be given them and we have included some specific
recpnunendations concerning them.

The agreement has to do an ex~llent job of preventing negative impactS to Snake Valley. The
area is fragile and we fear that any attempt to correct detrimental impacts.would be too late to
save the basin. Scientists say that replenishing the depleted water table and reverse flow of the
salt playa near Callao will take too "long, ere eeo-system destruction in Snake Valley will be
complete and virtually irreversible. The only hope for a continUation of what we know now as
Snake Valley is to prevent negative impacts.

Again we need to make sure the agreement is the absolute best agreem:ent we can reach. Listed
below are some suggestions to help make that happen.

1. Much discussion has taken place regarding the proposed divisions ofwater. We realize
much time and energy has been expended concerning the proposed split in the e.greement
but believe that at least one more attempt needs to be made. Rather than being repetitive
by outlining the details here we refer to the proposed amount as presented· by Millard
County and endorse those recommendations.

2. In the main agreement it does not appear that anyone else who may put water into this
pipeline would be bound by this agreement. This should be clearly and specifically
spelled out. This is intended to be a very long-tenn agreement and we have to address
possibilities not spelled out today such as SNWA selling water etc..

3. Page 4 of 14 2" paragraph under 3.2.3 states "The TWO sha1l strive for cnnsensus in all
determinations aI}d recorrimendations." This needs to be clarified i.e. how long do they
strive before action can proceed, what are the options if consensus is not reached, or can

. one member bring the process to a stand-still?

4. Item 8.2 of the main.agreement is confusing. Our question is "why is it even there?"

5. In keeping with stopping not mitigating impacts, 4.8 item c should begin with the wor4
l'protectn not" m.inimize." .

6. On page 5 of 14 in the Environmental Agreement item 4.3) Should read "include water
quality parameters" without the current wording, which says certain water quality
parameters.
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7. Page 9 of 14 5.4 it appears the first sentence is missing an "of' between creation and the
Operating Plan. .

8. Page 12 of 14 #10 "Nevada State Engineer Proceedings." We need to insure that the
tenns and proVisions of this agreement ar~ made binding on any possible 3rd parties. It
may not prove to be necessary but now is the time to do our best to cover all the bases.

9. Page 12 of 14 #13 "Dispute Resolution" second paragraph. The decisions of the board
should be bonding until OVertulned by a court or the Nevada Engineer. Again in the
context 6fpreventing negative impacts the outlined process could be a very prolonged
one Which may lead to s~vere impacts.

~O. Appendix 1: Biological Monitoring page 1 of 1 section 1.2. Perhaps we should also
include potential invasive species.

11. In Appendix 3: Air Quality monitoring Page 1 of 2 in the Air Quality Monitoring 1.1.1,
there are definitely two different soil types in Snake Valley. We strongly believe that
SNWA should be required to establish two monitoring stations within Snake Valley.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the proposed 8.greement and hope you will
carefully consider our comments along with others received.

Val W. Jonesr.
Chairman, Juab Board of Commissioners

VWJ:gg
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ESKDALE COMMUNITY (UTAH) COMMENTS ON THE
DRAFT AGREEMENT FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE SNAKE VALLEY

GROUNDWATER SYSTEM

September 29,2009

These comments are intended to improve the possibility of reachin9 an agreement
between the states of Utah and Nevada which will indeed be both equitable in allocation
of the groundwater resource shared by the two states, and cooperative in ~s

implementation and application to the water rights holders in both states, the residents
of Snake Valley, and those affected by the availabil~y and use of groundwater.

This agreement must stand the tests of time, changing state governments, changes in
the resource itself and the scientific understanding gained through further study, as well
as defend the groundwater resource from damage, intentional or otherwise, by uses
inconsistent with the natural characteristics of the flow system.

Sufficient definition of the situations addressed by the Agreement must be induded to
allow existing residents and water rights holders to assess the potential impact of this
Agreement on their individual situation over time.

If such an Agreement is desirable to the States, ~ should be crafted without regard to
the possible applications for use of the groundwater resource to be allocated and
protected. It should focus on the function, history, and future of Snake Valley.

Agreement Page 1-Preamble

1. The Agreement should be solely between the states of Utah and Nevada as PL-108
424 requires. The Agreement from the outset presumes the granting of groundwater
rights to SNWA as the major water rights user in Snake Valley. The provisions
assigned to SNWA as a responsible party should be placed in a separate Appendix
as is the case with Appendix C. The main agreement should stand between the
states even if SNWA were to withdraw their applications in Snake Valley.

2. The applicable provisions in PL-108-424 shouid be quoted in the introduction rather
than relegated to an appendix, particularly if they are the compelling reason for the
Agreement.

3. The Agreement does not satisfy the requirement of PL-108-424 with regard to the
"interstate ground-water flow system(s) from which water will be diverted... ",
since it only addresses the Snake Valley Basin. The basin is not separable from the
flow system. This leaves the Agreement vulnerable to legal challenge.

4. The Agreement does not avoid an "equitable apportionment action" if it fails to
equ~ably divide the resource (see comments on 4.2 Table 1).

Section 1-Definitions

1.1.a-"Adverse Impact" needs further definition.
. ....and that can be demonstrated to negatively affect that well's ability to produce Groundwater
in a manner substantially similar to the well's historical production:"

1



• "Substantially similar" should apply to the production methodology used (spring
collection box, cased well, windmill, etc.).

• "Historical production" should be defined as the production characteristics
(capacity) at the proof of the resource. This is not equivalent to the "Baseline"
information mentioned elsewhere.

1.1.t>-"Adverse Impact" needs further definition
" ... the spring's historical production;"

• "Historical production" is not equivalent to the "Baseline" information mentioned
elsewhere.

1.3-The process for modification of the allocation and changes to other provisions in
the Agreement must be described in more detail, using the investigations and anaiysis
currently underway by USGS, UGS and any others as examples. This process must
offer public comment on any proposed changes and specify the approval process.

1.4-"Beneficial Use" for groundwater for "hydropower generation" should be limited to
springs. The terms "basis, measure and limit" of a water right should be defined in
application. Beneficial uses should be stated to be of equal priority by the State
Engineers.

1.5--"Groundwater Mining" should be included in the definitions.

1.5--"Existing Permitted Uses" should included a reference to Spring Valley as a
contributing factor to Snake Valley in their flow system. Just as Fish Springs is
associated with Snake Valley groundwater flows, Spring Valley contributions should be
included. Add "and SNWA water rights granted in Spring Valley" to the end of the
paragraph.

1.9-A map of the Great Salt Lake Desert Flow System (BARCASS summary page 5 or
equivalent) should be included in Appendix B denoting the relative position and
interrelationship of Snake Valley to the other basins in this Flow System. The border
between Utah and Nevada should be identified on all maps and charts of the area.

Section 2--Findings

2.4-Add "This Agreement is based on the information contained in the USGS
BARCASS Report required by PL-108-424 (Lincoln County Lands Act)," after the
last sentence.

2.5--Modify
• 2.6 Recharge of the Groundwater supply in the Snake Valley Groundwater Basin occurs

primarily within Nevada and is historically inconsistent. Groundwater discharge and
Consumptive Use has historically occurred primarily in Utah.

2.8-5afe Yield Doctrine and effects (Utah)
• The Utah Safe Yieid Doctrine should be included in an Appendix or stated here.
• Groundwater removal beyond Safe Yield constitutes "Water Mining".

2



• "Reasonable amount of drawdown" should be discussed by examples
appropriate to the situation in Snake Valiey.

• The statement "Such appropriations necessarily impact the existing hydrologic
system and captures discharge available to phreatophytes, streams and natural
lakes." is not part of the Safe Yield Doctrine and it does not necessarily foliow that
in Utah water may explicitly be denied to phreatophytic vegetation. This
statement implicitly accepts Nevada's doctrine (see 2.9) and de facto changes
Utah water rights administration without regulation.

• Add "Nothing In Sections 2.8 or 2.9 shall be construed to limit or set limits
for any available Adverse Impact remedies or any required Monitoring and
Mitigation activities."

2.9-Perennial Yield Doctrine (Nevada)

2.9 Nevada acknowledges that the perennial yield doctrine that governs Groundwater
appropriation in Nevada generally allows for the appropriation of Groundwater that is
discharged through natural evapotranspiration processes and/or some portion of the
subsurface flow to adjacent basins.

• This doctrine can not be used to allocate shared groundwater between Spring
and Snake Valieys because Nevada cannot limit its exercise to the area within its
boundaries.

• This phrase is inconsistent with the BARCASS analysis, which considered the
flows between basins to be significant, sometimes controlling. Within a particular
basin in this flow system, smaIi appropriations are not material to the flows which
pass through, but the anticipated removals from Spring Valiey are large
compared to the interbasin flow to Snake Valiey and cannot be ignored. Double
counting can only be avoided by reserving a significant amount of interbasin flow
from Spring Valley at both interoasin flow areas.

The majority of Groundwater appropriation within Nevada throughout the state's history
has been premised upon the capture of Groundwater naturally discharged as
pbreatophytic evapotranspiration.

• This doctrine is applicable only to the Nevada side of Snake Valley. lClA c1eariy
states that nothing in the Act wili affect either state's water laws. This doctrine
cannot be applied in Utah.

Sections 2.8 and 2.9 are should be removed, because they blur the line between
the administrative rights and duties of the State Engineers In the application of
their respective state's laws. This again leaves the Agreement vulnerable to legal
challenge.

Add finding 2,13:

2.13 The States acknowledge that groundwater has been and is being appropriated in
Snake Valley. Utah has identified approximately 35,000afy depletion for such
rights prior to the filing of the above SNWA applications, and approximately 4,500
afy depletion for such rights filed after that time. Nevada has identified
approximately 12,OOOafy depletion for such rights prior to the filing of the above
SNWA applications, and approximateiy ???? afy depietion for such rights filed
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after that time. The appropriated rights have been identified by each State, and
wili be adjusted as prior and vested rights and claims are presented and verified.

• Almost 3000afy of Nevada rights issued after 1989 are identified on the Nevada
Water Rights database for a single entity. We have no information to support the
total appropriations in Nevada. Each state must verify their claims by category to
existing water rights before any allocation is acceptable.

Section 3-Available Groundwater Supply

This section is based on the definition in 1.3

3.1-The "process of revising estimates" must be in more detail, and must provide for
public comment, not just public review.

3.2-Reword:

3.2 Based on the best currently available data (BARCASS), the States agree that the Available
GrOlmdwater Supply as of the date of this Agreement is 132,000 afy. This estimate is highly
uncertain. and is restricted in its allocation for appropriation by the States.

Section 4-Allocation and Management of Avaliable Groundwater Supply

Tabie 1-Revise Allocation

• This allocation is totally artificial and unnatural. It considers only the source of
recharge, not historical use, natural characteristics distribution (ET, distribution of
uses and outflows), or interbasin sources and uses and their associated impacts.

• The need to reach a 50/50 allocation is political and transparent, and does not
respect the natural function of the groundwater flow system.

• Utah is charged with 20,OOOafy to protect outfiows through Fish Springs (not
located in Snake Valley), but Nevada reserves nothing to protect Snake Valley
interbasin flow from Spring Valley (estimated at 39,OOOafy in BARCASS) from
water export through export rights of from 40,OOOafy to 60,OOO+afy already
granted to SNWA.

• So-called Unallocated water in Utah is in fact consumed by existing post-SNWA
rights Uunior to SNWA filing date), effectively closing Utah's portion, while
subjecting Utah to providing the ET necessary to provide Nevada's share, de
facto acceptin9 Nevada water law in Utah.

Recommendation:

1, Reserve the uncertain portion of the BARCASS discharge estimate at the outset.
BARCASS was performed during the wettest year in the area since 1982-83. ET
measurements were singular and not representative, either in area or in plant
health. BARCASS recharge estimates are the highest of any of the studies done
to date in the area, At least 25,OOOafy should be reserved from any
allocation pending improved characterization of these factors,
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2. Revise the remaining allocation based on the factors the Supreme Court would
use if an "Equitable Apportionment Action" were filed. Consider historical use,
discharge (including ET), and recharge. Recharge is the least significant
component in detenmining equitable apportionment. Discharge is the
BARCASS number chosen to allocate, so allocation to the states should be
on the same basis.

3. Reserve a portion of the Spring Valley interibasin fiows to Snake Valley depicted
by BARCASS. One-half of the totai flows would amount to 24,500afy. For equity
with the Fish Spring reserve amount, use 20,000afy. This will also address the
issues of

a. potential SNWA removal from the headwaters of the basin flow,
b. preferential removai from depths below the ouffiows to the Great Salt

Lake, and
c. concentrated, rather than distributed, removals of large quantities on a

continuous (not seasonal) basis.
4. Reduce each state's allocated amount by the reserves in 3 above. Subtract any

existing water rights depletion amounts from each state's allocation to detenmlne
groundwater available to appropriate for each state.

This approach is similar in concept to that developed by Millard County in their
comments to the Utah Legislature Interim Committee.

Blended allocation of all factors:
Total to Allocate: 132,000 - 25,000 (for uncertainty in BARCASS) ~ 107,000 afy

This amount IS unknown at this time, but we know of at least 2520 afy at one localton.

Discharoe 65% Utah, 35% Nevada
Utah Nevada Total

Allocated: 69,000 38,000 107,000
Reserved-Fish Springs -20,000 40,000
Reserved-Spring Valley -20,000
Flows
Existina DeDletion -39,500 -(12,000+3,0007)' -54,500
Remainlno to Aoorooriate 9,500 3,000 12,500
BARCASS Reserve (40/60?) 10,000 15,000 25,000
Total 79000 53,000 132,000,

Amounts reserved for Fish Springs and for Spring Valley flows into Snake Valley, as
well as the BARCASS Reserve, can be released by the State Engineers as described in
Section 5.3 when research conflnming its availability is developed.

This allocation methodology is conservative, respects the natural characteristics of the
groundwater system, and allows for a future in Snake Valley. It does not "make a hole"
for SNWA as a criteria for allocation.

4.6-The State Engineers will hold a joint annual public meeting with Nevada and Utah water
users in the Snake Valley area to receive public input as to use and management of the water
resource. Such a public meeting will be held the first two years after the Agreement is signed,
and each year after the beginning ofthe Baseline Data Collection Period.
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4.7-100 afy is unworkable. It is not low enough to monitor the small wells at
Knudsen's property in Nevada, which together could yield 720 afy (individually gOafy).
Any aggregated point of delivery shouid be specified for monitoring. An established
record of output vs. power consumption could serve as a basis for electric pumps. The
cost of monitoring will be a burden both in time and money for the multiple small wells
historically used in Snake Valley.

4.8-{c) PL-108-424 requires the Agreement to "protect existing water rights", not
"minimize injury to EXisting Permitted Uses". See 5.4.

4.8--(e) & (I): "maximize the water available for Beneficial Use in each State" and
"manage the hydrologic basin as a whole" are inconsistent goals, since each State has
different criteria for maximizing available groundwater. They in fact conflict, because
any allocation which is not in concert with the natural function of the basin system can
not be managed as a whole-underground diversion is not available for redistribution of
flow as it is with surface water. This provision again reqUires Utah to accept the
maximization criteria of Nevada. since ET from Utah is reqUired to achieve Nevada's
goals.

Section 5--Categories of Available Groundwater Supply

General: There is no reason to differentiate between pre-SNWA rights and post-SNWA
rights. The concept that Nevada has issued no rights during that period is nullified by
their own records. Utah should not be held retroactively liable for the situation of
another sovereign state through its own actions. Historical use favors Utah, and the fact
that political influence halted the Nevada application process should never burden Utah.

An equitable allocation (see above) eliminates any need for such a division into "senior"
and "junior" to SNWA. Seniority is determined within each state according to its own
administrative rights and laws, which are not to be abridged by this Agreement. Nevada
can choose to administer its rights with reference or deference to SNWA's applications
as it sees fit.

This Agreement is between the States of Utah and Nevada, and its terms should not be
defined by or grant preference to a third party applicant for rights in one of the States
beyond the terms of its separate Agreements with the States.

Accordingly:
• Section 5.1 should be retitled "Existing Permitted Uses" and reworded without

regard to October 17, 1989. Change in all subsequent references.
• Section 5.2 should be retitled "Unappropriated" and reworded without regard to

October 17,1989. Change in all subsequent references.
o (a) All applications for "Unappropriated" water should require and be held

to a Development and Proof plan and schedule.
o (b) Require that all wells be equipped with access ports ofnot greater than one

inch to allow the measurement of the static water levels therein. Observations in
such wells will be coordinated with normal operations to avoid interrupdons in
use.
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o (C) Nothing in this Agreement shall guarantee access for observations without
the permission ofthe owner ofoperator ofsuch facilities.

5.4 (3}-"diminishment of the physical integrity of the Groundwater Basin" should be
defined by example appropriate to Snake Valley.

5.4--Last sentence: In the event these consultations conclude that withdrawals exceed the
redetennined Available Groundwater Supply, the State Engineers are to take action to reduce
withdrawals by priority within each state such that Consumptive Use in each state is limited to
the redetennined Available Groundwater Supply.

Section 6-ldentification and Mitigation of Adverse Impacts to Existing Permitted
Uses

Sections 6.1 through 6.6 should be transferred to a separate Agreement
(Appendix) to be signed by both States. They are a procedure based on the
presumption of granted water rights, and should not be part of this Agreement.

Sections 6.7 and 6.8 should be included in a section between 5.2
"Unappropriated" (described above) and 5.3 "Reserved" entitled "Pending
Applications for Unappropriated Groundwater".

6.7 content-Specify whether and when investigative drilling by SNWA would be
permitted pursuant to its applications.

6.8 content-This section implies that Utah expertise wouid be considered a "friend of
the Nevada State Engineer" and might not be available to Utah protestants in
presenting expert evidence on a particuiar issue not advantageous to Nevada or
SNWA. This provision appears to insert the Utah State Engineer as party to the SNWA
applications process. More detail explanation Is necessary.

7.0 Environmental Programs

The contents of Section 7.2 should be Included in the SNWA Appendix
Agreement along with sections 6.1 through 6.5 (above).

7.2 content-This section should be generalized to reference cooperative "Monitoring
and Management" (not Mitigation) activities to determine Adverse Impacts from
activities in Snake Valley due to actions by water rights holders in each state. The
SNWA Adverse Impact Agreement Appendix should be referenced as a particular
potential remedy.

All exporters of groundwater from Snake Valley must be held to the same standard by
the Agreement. Private owners who sell rights or water through some device (either
physical or legal) other than SNWA must be governed by the same requirements SNWA
is SUbjected to.

8.0 General Provisions
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8.2(d)-'he delivery of waters herein provided" has no prior reference or connection. A
definition or reference to a preceding section is necessary to understand the purpose of
this provision.

Any material "adjustments" to the terms of the Agreement, including changes to
allocations or provisions affecting water rights holders, must be subject to public review
and comment. The resolution of the mediated issue must be made public.

8.4-This section is impotent if SNWA is the reason for any of the Agreement's
provisions. The Agreement must stand wllhout any third party involvement or
concurrence.

8.5-The process for amendment and modification should be described.

Modify the signature page to Include only Nevada and Utah approvals.
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APPENDIX? (To be signed by Utah, Nevada and SNWAf-

Comments Embedded and Following

SNWA Agreement for Identification and Mitigation of Adverse Impacts to Existing
Permitted Uses

1. In the event SNWA is granted any permits pursuant to the SNWA Applications,
SNWA agrees to provide public notice, at least one year prior to the export of
Groundwater from Snake Valley and at least once each quarter following the
commencement of such export, that any owner of an Existing Permitted Use may notify
SNWA of a claim to an Adverse Impact to its water right due to Groundwater
withdrawals by SNWA. Such pubiic notice shall be published in any newspapers of
general circulation in Snake Valley, SNWA's website and such other reasonable means
of publication as may be requested by the State Engineers.

2. Any owner of an Existing Permitted Use who believes that development or
withdrawal of Groundwater by SNWA has caused an Adverse Impact to its Existing
Permitted Use may notify SNWA that the permit owner claims an Adverse Impact and
shall provide any pertinent information that supports their claim of Adverse Impact.
Whenever such notification is made, SNWA shall assess the claimed Adverse Impact,
verify that an Adverse Impact has occurred or is likely to occur, and propose options to
mitigate any verified Adverse Impact. Upon receipt of notice of a claimed Adverse
Impact, SNWA shall:

a. Within 10 business days of receipt of notice, provide qualified staff to meet in
person with the permit owner if the well(s) or spring(s) that are the point of
diversion of the Existing Permitted Use are not currently producing sufficient
water to meet the immediate needs of the permit owner. The iocation of such
meeting shall be the point of diversion of the Existing Permitted Use uniess
otherwise agreed by both parties. If an Adverse Impact is determined by SNWA
to have occurred or be likely to occur, SNWA shall make an offer, binding on
SNWA, to the owner of an Existing Permitted Use to mitigate the Adverse
Impact; or

b. If the well(s) or spring(s) that are the point of diversion of the Existing
Permitted Use are currently producing sufficient water to meet the immediate
needs of the permit owner, within 30 days of receipt of notice SNWA shall
determine whether either an Adverse Impact has occurred based upon
information provided by the permit owner or whether a site visit or other
additional information is necessary to make such a determination. If an Adverse
Impact is determined by SNWA to have occurred or be likeiy to occur, it shall
make an offer, binding on SNWA, to the owner of the Existing Permitted Use to
mitigate the Adverse Impact.

Mitigation options that may be offered shall include, but shall not be limited to:
1. Redistributing Groundwater withdrawals geographically;
2. Reducing or ceasing Groundwater withdrawals at specific points of
diversion;
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3. Deepening of well(s), repairing or replacing pumps and other
infrastructure, and reimbursing for increased pumping costs;
4. Providing altemate water supplies;
5. Augmenting water supply for senior rights and resources using surface
and Groundwater sources; and
6. Other measures as agreed to by SNWA and the owner of the Existing
Permitted Use.

Comment: Mitigation In sparsely populated areas is often not feasible, beyond
buying the property, as alternate sources ofwater are not available. This process
simply allows SNWA to eliminate reports ofAdverse Impacts and possibly
acquire downstream rights. More specific options should be developed which
consider the location and timing ofAdverse Impacts in the varied distribution of
Snake Valley water rights holders' places ofoperation and residence. This needs
to be a plan, not just a proposal.

c. W~hin 10 business days from either. 1) a determination that no Adverse
Impact has occurred or will occur, or 2) a rejection by any owner of an EXisting
Permitted Use of SNWA's final offer to mitigate any claimed Adverse Impact,
SNWA shall notify both State Engineers of such determination or rejection and
shall provide all pertinent details in writing.

3. The States agree to establish an Interstate Panel composed of the State Engineers
or their designees and such members of each State Engineer's staff as they deem
appropriate to hear disputes arising between an owner of an Existing Permitted Use in
Utah and SNWA. Whenever the owner of the Existing Permitted Use and SNWA cannot
agree regarding the occurrence of an Adverse Impact or upon the appropriate mitigation
for an Adverse Impact, the Interstate Panel shall consider the matters in dispute. The
Interstate Panel shall not consider and shall have no jurisdiction over claims of Adverse
Impacts from SNWA's Groundwater development and withdrawal in Snake Valley for an
Existing Permitted Use in Nevada. Any issues regarding claims of Adverse Impacts to
Nevada water rights shall continue to be overseen by the Nevada State Engineer
pursuant to the laws of Nevada.

a. When considering whether pumping from a SNWA Groundwater well is having
an Adverse Impact upon a water right in Utah, the Interstate Panel may consider
the following:

1. The construction of respective wells, including:
a. Depth of the well
b. Diameter of the well
c. Screen intervals
d. Slot size
e. Age of the well
f. Location of saturated strata
g. Pump location
h. Maintenance history

2. The distance between the respective wells
3. Priority dates of the respective water rights
4. Baseline data for the respective wells, including
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a. Pumping history
b. Water level history

5. Baseline data for the area, including:
a. Pumping history and distribution
b. Water levels and water level variability

6. Groundwater gradient
7. Water quality
8. Locations of other wells in the area and their associated amounts and
frequency of pumping
g. Climatic conditions, e.g. drought year
10. Geology
11. Likelihood of hydrologic connectivity between the respective wells
12. Occurrence of impact to or from other wells in the area
13. Recent seismic activity
14. Any other information determined relevant to the situation

b. When considering whether pumping from a SNWA Groundwater well Is having
an Adverse Impact on the spring supply of a water right in Utah, the Interstate
Panel may consider the following:

1. Distance between the well and the spring
2. Geology
3. Likelihood of hydrologic connectivity between the well and the spring
4. Baseline flow rates
5. Groundwater gradient
6. Water quality
7. Recent seismic activity
8. Recent manmade activity
9. Locations of other wells in the area and their associated amounts and
frequency of pumping
10. Occurrence of impact to or from other wells in the area
11. Climatic conditions
12. Any other information determined relevant to the situation.

Comment: Most residents ofSnake Valley do not have the technical background
or professional resources to engage in this process. An advocate must be
provided for the claimant to level the playing field. Otherwise, the claimant can
be either stonewalled or baffled by "techno-babble" from professionals.

The laundry list of items for consideration is most beneficial to SNWA because it
delays the process, offering multiple opportunities to object and depreciate the
claim. For example, who will determine if seismic activity is the cause of the
problem or the effect of destabilization from pumping? Meanwhile, water is still
being exported from Snake Valley and the claimant has no relief.

The list should be reduced to a statement that "the Interstate Panel will apply the
criteria and hydrologic analysis used by the State Engineer to evaluate Adverse
Impacts according to State Law".
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4. In the event that any permits are issued to SNWA pursuant to the SNWA
Applications, SNWA shall establish a mitigation fund sufficient to accomplish the
mitigation of any reasonably anticipatable Adverse Impact, which shall be maintained
throughout the tenure of the permit. In no event will the balance of the mitigation fund be
reduced below $3,000,000 while SNWA maintains Groundwater development and
withdrawal facilities in Snake Valley.

5. The Interstate Panel shall determine whether an Adverse Impact has occurred. In
the case of the occurrence of an Adverse Impact, the Interstate Panel shall determine
the appropriate mitigation. The determination of the Interstate Panel shall be
administered by the Nevada State Engineer. The process for any challenge or review of
an order of the Nevada State Engineer shall be determined by the laws of Nevada.

6. The processes described in sections 2 through 5 may be exercised at the election of
the owner of an Existing Permitted Use and shall not preclude such person's right to
pursue any and all other remedies available to any party in law or in equity.

7. Concurrently with the execution of this Agreement, Utah and SNWA have entered
into an agreement entitled the Snake Valley Environmental Monitoring and
Management Agreement ("EnVironmental Agreement") attached hereto as AppendiX C.
The Parties agree to work together to coordinate management activities conducted
pursuant to this Agreement and monitoring and management activities conducted
pursuant to the Environmental Agreement in order to make informed determinations as
to whether Groundwater withdrawals have caused an Adverse Impact to an Existing
Permitted Use.

Add a signature page to reflect Nevada, Utah and SNWA representatives.

Comments on the Adverse Impact Agreement

• All terms of this Adverse Impact Agreement are subject to the terms of the overall
Agreement.

• The minimum Mitigation Fund balance will increase by $2,000,000 for each year of
the Operational Period from a $5,000,000 beginning balance to reflect the time lag
between groundwater removal and recovery from cumulative impacts, as well as the
magnitude over time of large-scale groundwater removal. Even this amount is
insufficient to address an environmental Impact on the scaie of Snake Valley, but
provides initial funds to address the costs of beginning mitigation delayed by legal
battles as seen in Owens Valley, Califomia.

• SNWA will immediately pay claims submitted for less than $10,000 by any party in
any calendar year after submission of the supporting documentation.

• Claims for less than $1,000,000 in any calendar year will be broken into "Critical"
and "Negotiated" sections.
1. Critical items are impacts which affect the current operations and economics of

the affected water rights holder or impacted party, and are limited to $100,000
per submission.
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2. SNWA will immediately pay the Critical portion of the claim after submission of
the supporting documentation.

3. Negotiated items include future or continuing impacts reqUiring mitigation or
settlement, and will be subject to the Adverse Impact process above.

• Claims exceeding $1,000,000 will be referred to the Interstate Panel.

• The burden of proof of No or Reduced adverse impact will fall on SNWA once
operations have begun, either continuous or intermittent.

• All purveyors of water to SNWA's pipeline system (wherever located-Utah or
Nevada) from Snake Valley are subject to this procedure, and SNWA will include
such terms in any and all contracts and purchase agreements. SNWA will be liable
for unpaid claims costs incurred by its suppliers for Adverse Impact claims.

• Any export of Snake Valley groundwater within Utah shall be subjected to equivalent
requirements, either separately funded or in conjunction with SNWA's efforts.

• Adverse Impacts to water quality and availability for domestic supplies and
community water companies (Shiloah Wells in EskDale, UT and Baker GID in Baker,
NV) will be addressed immediately without consideration of costs, and will address
both immediate and long-term solutions which satisfy the State's water quality
requirements for such providers.

• This process should be available to Nevada water rights holders as well. Their
impacts are no less real and their resources no greater than those in Utah.
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Comments on Appendix e-snake Valley Environmental Monitoring and
Management Agreement

General Comments:

1. The nature of SNWA's plan to remove large quantities of groundwater from deep
wells renders this entire concept ineffective, since the effects observed by the
monitoring program will be unmanageable after detection, except for impacts close to
the pumping locations.

• Pumping will be from preferential locations in the headwaters of the principal
recharge areas.

• Pumping will occur at depths which require long time frames to observe and
which will occur at great distances from the sounce.

• Management and m~igation are Band-Aid solutions to address symptoms, since
the causes are already established. (See "Ground Water Development-Time to
Full Recovery" by J. Bredehoeft and T. Durbin, GROUND WATER, July-August
2009).

• Current groundwater use in Snake Valley occurs In widely distributed areas in a
seasonal pattem. SNWA's pumping will fundamentally change the dynamics of
the groundwater system, affecting the predictability of impacts and the
effectiveness of management and mitigation strategies.

• Pumping at depths greater than the basin outflows masks the immediate effects
of groundwater removal and delays the application of mitigation strategies. An
equitable approach would be to restrict SNWA to pumping from the same aquifer
levels as other water rights holders in the area.

• Pumping from depths below the "shelving" layers which separate the lower
aqUifer from the surface water table over large areas (as seen in North Steptoe
Valley) changes the recharge response from its historical pattems.

2. This "M&M" Agreement contains no commitment to action or funding by any of the
parties. State legislatures are not reqUired to fund their portion of the M&M, and
SNWA's budget must be approved by its governing Board, which changes with time.

The "elephant In the room" with SNWA's proposed project has always been "Who
has the 'OFF' switch?"

A procedure for termination of Operations and requirements for continuing
mitigation must be included when required actions are not completed by the
parties. This may require SNWA to provide bridge funding to support State
actions.

This M&M Agreement can not relieve SNWA of any actions under Federal law for
environmental remediation, either air, water, or ecological in nature. The actions related
to these issues are discretionary under the Agreement, and would require legal action to
fonce compliance.

3. Any change in Points of Diversion will reqUire a modification of the M&M plan and
reopen the Baseline Data Collection Period process if not already perfonned.
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4. A cost estimate of the projected costs to each party should be included with this
Agreement, just as a Fiscal Note accompanies proposed legislation.

Specific Comments:

Recitals should reference the Main Agreement, not restate it. Sections H, I, J are
particular examples, and repetitions should be removed from them.

2.2-the "Baseline Period" is not considered equivalent to "historical production".

3.1-Management Committee:
• Section 3.1.2 is incomplete in the Draft Agreement
• Section 13 (Dispute Resolution Process) should be move to Section 3.3 as it

applies solely to the Management Committee and its relationship to the TWG.
• Issues in dispute related to observed impacts should require the cessation of

pumping in the disputed area, pending action through the Dispute Resolution
process. This provides incentive for the dispute to be resolved, since the desired
benefit of pumping has been withheld. Lessons from Owens Valley are
instructive here.

• The Management Committee is not held to any standard of performance or
responsibiiity. Its activities should be the subject of a formal Annual Review by
the State Engineers. This review should include a report of the issues raised and
their disposition.

3.1.1-Local resident representation must be included for the Utah SVAAC to
adequately represent the affected areas. Time must be provided for this Council to
seek local input concerning issues and disputes.

4.1.1-Tier I Monitoring Area
• A broader Tier I area is necessary to detect the possibility of impacts from

changes to groundwater system dynamics. USGS maps indicate much more
diverse vegetative and soils distribution. The maps and the plans should be
updated.

• The proposed monitoring for Tier I must take into account the time delay between
pumping and observable Impacts.

• A continuous monitoring plan for phreatophyte health must be Included as an
early waming system for all parts of Snake Valley. See comments above.

• Analysis of Snake Valley by sub-basin is more appropriate as a basis for
monitoring, since it refiects the different groundwater and geologic characteristics
as opposed to an "average" approach which can not target potential problem
areas.

5.2---Geographic redistribution has the effect of masking the overall groundwater
system Impacts until they are unavoidable. Its intent is to continue pumping from as
many locations as possible until the system is in such condition that it obviously cannot
support further withdrawals.
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The Agreement must address at what point SNWA will be required to cease
operations. Limits for reduction In flows, numbers or percents of locations
impacted, or some other measurable standard must be defined.

6.-Data-Quality Requirements-USGS should conduct a quality-assurance audit on an
annual basis.

7.2-A mechanism to Identify data associated with individual locations should be
included for water rights holders to evaluate current data collected in their area.

8.1-USGS should conduct an annual audit of the Regional Flow Model and report to
the States and SNWA.
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Summary Comments:

It is unlikely that the State Engineers by themselves will be able to withstand the political
pressures brought to bear to continue pumping once water is flowing into the pipeline,
regardless of the impacts. Reduced groundwater flows and associated environmental
degradation will become the new "normal".

If this Agreement is not strong enough to define and control the process for any
exporting of water from Snake Valley, no amount of monrtoring and "managemenr will
save it from the same fate as Owens Valley.

The objective of the Agreement in total must be to prevent irreversible damage to the
groundwater-based environment of Snake Valley rather than allow a flawed scheme to
proceed and try to "control" impacts over which we have no control.

Snake Valley residents form a diverse but closely-connected social fabric. We are not
characterized by the numbers associated wrth individual water rights, but by our
common interest in living as we do in Snake Valley. Inequrtable allocation of the water
which is the source of life in Snake Valley tears at this fabric.

It is not obvious that this Agreement as drafted is preferable to an equitable
apportionment action before the Supreme Court of the United States. However,
agreement and cooperation is always the best solution to shared interest, as long as
one party has not exerted its self-interest over the other.

The urgency to sign this Agreement is political in nature, not scientific. Studies are
currently proposed and underway which can improve our understanding and deflnrtion
of the resource to be shared. Wisdom dictates that sufficient time be taken to consider
the potential benefrts of additional studies and create a cooperative Agreement that is
conservative in nature and confident in understanding the possible outcomes.

Significant effort has been expended by both the States and by SNWA to create a basis
for sharing the groundwater in Snake Valley. The potential exists for this Agreement to
be revised to reflect equitable apportionment. It is EskDale Community's hope that
such a result can be achieved for the benefrt of both the States, rts residents, and the
Mure of Snake Valley.

Note: These comments reflect the combined input from approximately 25 adult
residents of the EskDale Community and surrounding area in Snake Valley.
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Harvey L. Hutchinson, ReE
19-1 E. Paradise Ln.

Alpine. Utah. X.JOf)..l
8UI-756-N46
wcstemh2Q@msn.com

September 30, 2009

Gary R Herbert, Governor
Utah State Capitol Complex
350 North State Street, Suite 200
PO Box 142220
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-=0

Dear Governor.

SEP 30 2009

Enclosed is an updated statement on my assessment ofthe impact the proposed agreement
between Utah and Nevada sharing water in the Snake VaJley will have on Utah State
School and Institutional Trust Lands.

Yours truly,

~~7/..:d:.. -<"

Harvey L.lfj.khinson, RCE

Enc



Utah - Nevada Snake VaDey Water Sharing Agreement
Cannot Take School Trust Lands VESTED Water

Rights without Compensation

I. THE SCHOOL TRUST LANDS HAVE VESTED WATER RIGHTS THAT THE
STATES OF UTAH AND NEVADA CANNOT REMOVE WITHOUT
COMPENSATION

1. In the Law Cue; Ctpmipioaer ofPPblie Ln. for .., StItt ofNew
Mexise v. State or New Mgjeo p:.rd, State Egi-.... 0. Pedtiu for.
Writ ofCertiorari to the Coprt of ApPeals Of tIN State orNe- Mgico. The
question presented to the Supreme Court was: Whether the New Mexico
Commissi~of Public Lands may claim federal reserved water rights with
respect to lands Congress reserved fonn the federal public domain, and granted to
the State ofNew Mexico subject to a strict, federal enfon:eable trust, to support
public education and for other related purposes specified by Congress. Tbeir
aDswer WU DO. I.1so COIlcur with this decision.

Tbe qa"- ........ a..e. aked ill this cae is, did lk patea.. iIoaed by
the Uaitecl States ner traufer aey water riptl witIa .... to tile State of
Utall Sdtool ud I..at.tioaal Trat Lad Adailliltratioll? n.e aDnver to
tbis glHStiH it ... dteT did HI ............... J ......e tile reason is
lb,t DO O!t eyer liked De a",doll !

I will try to answer this question in the following discussion.

2. Tite Utab • Neytda &.ke Valley Water Shader amcwc:at is IIIepI_.1ets it
ildldeI COWDelMdot for tile I,m.'SeII...T..... LaW V.... WaterR""'... As proposed. the agreement is iUegoI because aU of the stake bolders are
nol a party to it. The State of Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands
Administration is trustee ofmore than 140 sections of land with vested water

rights by patents. These SCHOOL TRUST LANDS are mostly made up of
Sections 2, 16, 32, and 36 in eacb township, and comprise over 100,00 acres of
land in the Snake Valley. (See enclosed map.) As proposed, the loss ofground
water from these secrions of land would greatly reduce the value of the SCHOOL
TRUST LANDS and WDuld not comply with the Utah Enabling Act of 1894. To
comply with this 1894 Act, the United States Congress deeded certain lands
including veated water rights to the State of Utah for "School Trust Lands,"
mandating that money from these Iands be used for the education of the children
of the State of Utah.



3. TIl. School Trut Lad PIlptl Coaveyed ... Vealed WIter Rjptllo th.
Stat. of Utah SeItoolud Ia!lil!tioul TnIIl Laads Ad_n.io!ntioa. The
foUowing quotes from some of the pateots that conveyed lands from the United
States to the Utah Stale Sehool Trust Lands Administration (SCHOOL TRUST
LANDS) explain and convey the rights. priority and conditions transferred with
the School Trust Lands:

"The area described contains 1,948.39 acres.llCCOrding to the Official Plat
of the Survey oftbe said Land, on file in the Bureau ofLand Management:

NOW, THEREFORE, KNOW YE, that the UNITED STATES OF
AMERJCA, in consideration of the premises, and in confonnity with the
said Act ofCongress oOune 21,1934, and as evidepceofthe title whjch
was !!Il!I!!pIto and yated in the Stale ofUtah to the above described lands
on Januan: 4. 1896 for the S!!)lI!Ol! ofC9)Q!!I9Il schoo!s. as aforesaid, and in
confmnation ofsuch title for such purpose,"

The lands wen: vested in the State of Utah for the education of the children. The
word "vested" is important not only at this point, but is used in federal land laws
to describe a specific type afwater right as discussed further below.

As included in the paleo~ the only purpose for these Sehool Trust Lands is to
make money to he used for the purpose of financing schools and education and is
in accordJnce with the language of the Utah Enablin8 Act. Quoting the paleot
further:

"HAS GIVEN AND GRANTED, and by these presents DOES
GIVE AND GRANT, unto the said State ofUtah, and to its assigns the
lands above described; TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the same, together
with III the rights, privileges, immunities, and appurtenances, of
whatsoever nature thereunto belonging, unto the said State ofUtah and to
its assigns forever;"

The word "all" in the above pateollanguage indicates that "aU" rights wen: given
to the SCHOOL TRUST LANDS. The language of the pateot is not "all rights except
water rights." That inclodes water rights the United SlJlles vested in these lands to
aceomplish their purpose ofsupporting the schools of the Stale ofUtah. The sections of
land given to the SCHOOL TRUST LANDS had oot previously been patented (given or
claimed by anyone). Each section deeded was owned entirely by the United States and no
part of it (land, water, minerals) had ever been claimed by anyone. Each section was
given with "all the rights, privileges, immunities, and appurtenances ofwhatsoever nature
thereunto belonging" to the State ofUtah to be used in the financing ofthe common
schooJs.

Further, Section 20 of the State of Utah Enabling Act of 1894 contains language
that cancelled any United States laws that would conflict with the rights transfened to the



SCHOOL TRUST LANDS. Section 20 also cancelled then existing Tenitorial Laws and
pre-empted later State Laws that might conllict with the rights on SCHOOL TRUST
LANDS? The patent reads further:

"...subject to any "vested and aocroed water rights" for mining,
agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, and rights to ditches and reservoil1l
used in connection with such water rights as may be "recognized. and
acknowledged by the local customs, laws, and decisions ofcourts;" and there is
reserved from the lands hereby gl1lOted a right ofway thereon for ditches or canals
constructed by the authority of the United States."

The statement in the patent "subject to any vested and accrued water rights.. is significant
on three points: (I) It is the language ofSec. 9 of the federal Act ofJuly 26,1866, (2) it
sets the priority date aCthe School Trust Lands vested water rights to the effective date of
the creation of the State of Utah (January 4, 1896), and (3) it mentions two different
types ofrights: vested and accrued. The dictiouary states vested rights are A. Settled,
complete, or absolute; without contingency. Said ofproperty or a right. B. Having
unqualified present or future possession ofa property or right. Accrued means to
become enfon:eable or permanenL

There were no water rights that had aocroed or vested to anyone on sections 2, 16, 32 and
36 andlor in lieu sections before the lands were transferred to the State Trost Lands.
Thus. the water rights were vested with the land. Later laws cannot divest the State Trust
Lands of the its rights, privileges, immunities, and appurtenances and vested water rights
it received when it received the lands unless they are paid for.

The next phrase in the patent also comes from the Act ofJuly 26, 1866 reading:
"recognized and acknowledged by the local customs, laws, and decisions ofcourts," The
"local cnstoms" would be the State Engineer, the "laws" would be the Utah Enabling Act
of 1894, and decisions ofcourts vested all rights, privileges. immunities, appurtenances
(See the same wording in the enclosed Patents #1225306 dated 12 April 1962; #1226305
dated 12 April 1962; and #1226307 dated 12 April 1962). The import of these patent
clauses sets the priority date for the Scbool Trust Landa vested water rights to that of the
effective date ofreservation. which is January 4, 1896.

As evidence that the actions of the United States in patenting lands to the SCHOOL
TRUST LANDS has been consistent for more than a hundred years, 1have enclosed
Patent #43-2001-0014 and 43·2001-0018 dated 19 January 2001. The language in these
patents is the same as the language in earlier patents. I quote:

"NOW KNOW YEo that there is, therefore, gl1lOted by the UNITED
STATES, unto the Slate ofUtU, SchooIaad IlUtilaOO... Tnut LaDds
AdmiDiltratiolL, the lands described above; TO HAVB AND TO HOW
the said lands with all the riobts. privjle.... immunities, and
aPDurteMnce& of wbatsoeyer natun; thereunto beJopgjng unto State of



Utah, School and IpstitutiOllll1 In!st Lands Administration, and to its
successors and assigns, forever; and ..."

No right was left out of these patents from the United States. The word ALL
includes everything the United States had- eveo the water rights. (Copies of the
Pateots are eoelosed.)

4. Sdtool Irwt Laad water riP.. g··ot be rwoved froa UY Sdtool Trut
Landa without soave..by aDI deed aad wAo.t COIIDeI!!tioa for "e
waler riJIlb ,.,moved, In 1967, in the case C Lassen v. Arizona Highway Dept. the
United States, the Supreme Court decided that the School Trust Lands Administration
must be fairly compensated for any sale, lease, or use ofany right or pan of their
lands. I quote:

ne E.abliDg Ad Divocally demaods boIb IIuot die _I ftCOive
lbe fDU val.e of aoy d' lraDsferred fro. it, aad tIIal uy fuds
ftCOived be employed oDly ror lbe parposes ror whicb lbe Iud was
give.. First, it requires that befo'" trusllands or other products are off=<!
for sale they must be "appnlised at their true value," C Lasseo v, Arizona
Highway Dept. 395 U.S. 458 (1967)

Thus, full value must be received for any water rights removed from State School Trust
lands and the State ofUtah bas no trust.. power to convey away these rights without full
compensation.

5. School Trpt.- do!Ol be!oJnr; to die State orUtab, b.lto die Sdlool Trusl
, ... 'oralligtiot o(qildru a,d g,m be gHlvcyed by tile Slate ,(Utah by
agreemeat or otJaerw.be. The Supreme Court's strong statement about paying for
any "'source takeo from the TRUST LANDS requires full value to be paid to the
TRUST LANDS. However, the State of Utah claims that all water in the State is
theirs and should be adjudicated by the State Engineer. Tbe State of Utah DID NOT
compeosate the TRUST LANDS for the water deeded to it by the United States in the
Ig94 Enabling Ad - therefore they do NOT own the water rights on the TRUST
LANDS - neither the surface water nor the ground water. By State law appurtenant
water rights can only be tnmsferred by aetual deed. Utah Code Ann. 13-1-10. That
conveyance must be by the STATE SCHOOL TRUST LANDS, and cannot be
conveyed by the State of Utah. The proposed contract ifentered into as is would use
the rights, privileges, immunities, and appurtenances ofwhatsoever nature embedded
in the STATE TRUST LANDS with no compensation. lbat is against the intent of
the Utah Enabling Act of 1894 and cannot be done without deed from the STATE
SCHOOL TRUST LANDS.

6. The State of Utah .....tare t!IlHt pNllnr.N-j. tile state ..... tile
walen IIuotllave preyio!s!y boca _veyed by die Ualted Slala to the State
Scbool Trpt!A!ds. Tbe State Scbool Trust Lands water rights received from the



United Stales by Patents cannot be taken away by any act of the Utah Legislature. All
water rights received by anyone subsequent to the transfer of sucb rights by the United
States to the State School Trust Lands are inferior to the State Schonl Trust Lands.

7. Utile TRUST LANDS do Dot receive fair compo_rio. for tile vested
aDpurteaaat w.ter ricIm" itllaDds, Utah'. KItooI QildrtD will be required to
ILLEGALLY ,ubsidize the Las V".. w.ter suPPly with tbeir educatioa IIIOD9.

U. COMPENSATION TO THE SCHOOL TRUST LAND FUND

About How Much Compeasatioa Should the School Lauels Receive?

A. Ifone acre-foot ofconsumptive water were used on one acre of these
TRUST LANDS to grow a bin-fuel crop such as switch gross, and then the
grass sold for making bin-fuel, the revenue would be approximately $1000
per acre per year.

B. Do the TRUST LANDS bave the right to lease their land or rights on the
land? They do with proper compensation.

C. How much is land with an acre-foot of water on it worth in Las Vegas?
To answer that, I will give a personal example.

In 1970, my boss took me out in the California Desert and we stopped on
the road at the edge of Metropolitan Water District ofSouthero
California's border. He said the land outside the District's border was
worth $5,000 per acre, while the land just across the street inside the
District's border was worth $250,000 per acre. Why? Because that land
bad water on it Today the water makes the lands even more valuable in
Las Vegas.

In my opinion, compensation of AT LEAST $1000 per acre-foot of water
per year indexed for inflation to the TRUST LANDS should be received.

III. CONCLUSION. The Utah - Nevada Snake Valley Water Sharing
Agreement cannot be entered into by the State ofUtah unless Compensation is
provided to the State School Trust Lands. Otherwise, millions ofdollars will
be lost from the Utah educational system.

I urge the Governor to not sign the Snake Valley Agreement without providing
for the school children of Utah.

I urge the Governor to determine that the lands transferred to the State School
Trust Lands from the United States by Patents includes water rights
appurtenant thereto which water rights will provide significant additional
funding for the education of the children of Utah



ry/;~
Harv~~bfuson, RCE #20501
194E~~Ln.
Alpine, Utah, 84004
(801-756-4446)
(westernb2O@msn.com)

Copies to:

The Governor of the State ofUtah
The State Water Engineer
The State School Trust Lands Director
The State School Trust Lands Attorney
The State PTA
The Utah Division ofNatura1 Resow=;
The Deseret News
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~bt Ilnittb iitatti of .anurtca,
.. all ....... ~t"""""'"tMIit• ..-n1Qrg;

WH[R~AS. Ther~ are now dapOllted In tbe aUt.au of Land MI.ase
~enf of the roited Stat •• , an .ppllcation by tb. State of Utah ••d
~ dtel.ton of tt•• Land Orrice at Salt Lake City, Utah, dlractlnR
th~L • patant i.aut to the State of Utah under the ,,,"vi,lou. of
the Act c>£ ConAta•••ppro.. ad June 21. 1'34 (48 Stat. liS'>. lI'-'l.(ttl,4
"~n Act Authorialn. the Sacretary or the latcrtor to i •• ut patent I
~~ th~ nu_bared Ichool •• etionl tn place, Irlnted to tbe Stat ••
by the Act .pproved '_bruery 22, 1889, by the Act .pproved January 25,
1921 (4~ Stat. 1026). Ind by aD, other Act of CoRATe ••• ·• fo~ the
follo~iR~ nuablrld aehool I.rtton landl in plae •• 1~'Al.d for the
aupport of (oaaOD ,ch~ola and the title to which ••• t.d In th~ Stat~

of Utah und~r tile ACL uf July 16, 189. (28 Stat. 101), upon it.
adal,.lon l'lt~ th~ Uniu'l on Januar, 4. 1896 (29 Stlt. 816)~

Salt L••• Merldlln. Utab.
T •• ft s. a. 22 t .• '

'S~c. 2, Loti 1, 2, t. 4, 5\1'11':. SWl;; t
~Se(. 16. 5\Nwll. S\;·
,Sec. 12, All;
·S'H·. 16, All.:

Th. Irci d •• rrlbed CRntlln. 1.94~.'9 acre., .rcoedl"~ to tbl
Oft1.cl_l 1'llt ot the Survly of. the .Itd t.and, on flle tn ttl. 8ur••u
of Lllnd "'Inl.e••nr:

HOW. THEREFORE, KNOW YE, That the UXt!ED STATES or AMElI CA. tn
rOAaideratinn (Of fhe pr~ai'ls. and In confor.lt, wtth thl ••1d Act of
Con~r.'a of June 21, I~J4. and .a Ividence of the title which .a.
~ranted to and v.,ted in the State of Utah to tbe above d~.crtb.d

landa on January 4. 1896 fOT tbl aupport of co••on Ichooll, la leOrl_
.ald, and ln conlle.atlon of av.el. tltle for .uch purpoa •• BAS GIV'II
AMO Ga.WTED. aDd b, the•• prl••ot. DOES GIVK ~WD GIART. UDto tbe
.ald Stlte of Utah. Ind ~o I~. 1.llsn. the l.nd. above de.cribed; TO
HAVE AND TO HOLD tb. ~a.e. t~Aethrr vlth all the righta, prlvile•• a,
l •• unitl •• , a"d appurtanlnce., of .hataolver nlcure th'r.unto be·
Innalnl. unto thl aald State of Ut.h and to It I 1.11«.1 for.vet;
subJlrt to In, v ••tld aDd accrued .ater rtAhc. for .1nint, Itti
cultural •••nufaetnci.l. or other putpOae., and rtchia to ditch.,
and reaervolr. u.ed in (onneetlon vlth Iv.eb ~.tet ritht. II ••y be
elCOtn1,ed and .ckno~lldl.d by chi local cuato••• 1,•• , Ind dl.
ciaions of courtl; Ind there 1. re.erved fro. the laod. bereby
Krantld • rlabl 01 v., thltlon for ditch.a or canal' constructed
by the authorit, of the Unit.d Statl •.

Js TamIllON'V WH£StKOp. the undem~ Illl.\.horlvd ufflc.or uf
the Bar.u OJt wnd ~anqement, io aoc:onlaace with tJw
provkiooI "f the Act of Jane n. 1948 (82 St.L, 4761. taM.
;11 th.. n....... uf ttl" Unitell !:u.atae, CIUlICd U-- 5utlcrs t.u be
made P,tlmt, anti tM Seal of the Rull'flU t .. I." h"'rt'Ullto
anixed.

GIVU< v.nde.. Dl,'" "-lad. in the l'ioIlnct of Colwubia.. tho.'
TWELFTH da,-of AI'I(L lnthe)'t'lrof

OlIf Lord Qne tnouaand ni~ hundrYd and SIlTY. TVO
and of tM fndependrnce or the Ullltcd St.atelI du: "ne hUlIdrM
.~ EIGHTY_StXTH .

•
For lh,' Di....-t:tur. BUl'1!all at Lanti ManaJ'elneot.

Patenl Number

9 .•·

." ,..",.
(f~ /r_ ,,;

. ,.../..<ULr· ..__..
r."", ._~

.. _._.,_..- ~.



Q:fJt 'Ilnlttb &tatt~ of amtrtta,
.. au. _... __ lit""""" ..,..,:

~KlllAS. Thera are DOV d'p.ait.d ia the !ur••u of Land " ••'8.-

.enc of tb. V.lt.d Stat •• , .ft .pplt~.tloD by the 8t,t. of Utah .nd

• d.c1.10D of the L.ad Office .t Salt L .... " City, Utah, dir.ct!••

Act of Conlr••••pprov.d Jun. 21, 19)4 (411 Stat. I1S,), entHl••

~An Act Authori.l.1 th. S.cr.t.ty of the lat.rior to 1..... pat.oc.

to the Do.b,re••chool ••ctlon& 10 pl.c'. Iranc.d to the Stat •• by

the Act .pprov.d Falin.... ,. 22, 1189, by the Act .pproved January 2'.
" 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), aod by aoy otb'T Act of Con.r•••• " for the,

~ fol10w101 nu.bar.d achool "etlon land' 1n plac., Ira.c.d for eh,•
~ I. I, ..",ort of Co_on achoot. and the tltl. to wblch v.at.d ia the

..,~ State of Utah u"d.1' the .let of Jul,. 16, Ul94 (28 Stat. 107), U1>OQ

~~.~ tba acceptaoca of the Plata of Sur••, by the Bux.au of Lea' Maaa,,,

~ ~~~ .aot 00 the datea harltloaftac atata4:

"",I··1·
~ Ii I Salt Lake Maridlao, Utab~

" t,\3S., I. 221 .• V
jgll ,Sac.2,All;t

Sec. 16, SX,SE\, 1-
'lat aeeapte4 Kay 5. 1901 .....

,.' ..
'-~..: .--.

T. 4 5 •• Il. 22 'I ••
"ae. 2. Lota 1. 1, 3, 4, .\_\. S\i
'ht acceptad A"1"11 11, 1908.

,
T,\l S., R. 24 E••

Sec. 2, lota 3, 4, S\JUit, V\SW\i ,.

,
'11/.1,,'1

, T. ,I s •• I . .f' I.,.
I Sec. 2, Lota 2. l,
hc. 16, IfW\: 1''/
r laU accepted Juae.....-- ,

T •• 6., t. IS E •• "',
SflC. 36. Alii ~/

4. S\_\. S.lJr

la, 1199.

•
!:""'c·' .,

,.. -
T.9 5 •• 1,151.,"·

Sec. 2. Lot. 1. 2. 3, 4, 5, 1\"1\,
Sec, 36. All: If""

T. a s.. IL. 16 E,.,
Sec. 32, All: ~

Sec. 36. All:~"

.• 1."'.•"\., ••; •.

...._--- _.-~

..
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The are•• d••crib.d allra.ate 12.9.3.41 .c~••• accordiaa co ch.
Offieiol Plata of the Sar••ya of tbe ••1d L.ada. OD ftl. 10 tho
Bur.au of L••• "a.a.o••nt:

lOW, TBltzrOII. I.OW TI, That tho OWITIP STATIS or AMIIICA, 10
cODai'eratioD of the 'r••l •••• a.' 10 coslor.tty witb tbe ••1d Act
of CODat•• ' of Ja•• 21. 1"4 an' a•••t400C& of tbe tltle .~lcb .a.
Ira.tad to •••••• te' t. tbe Stata of Dtab to the abo•• ' ••crlb.'
1 •••• OD tbe 'ate. afor•••ld for tbe &u••ott of c..-o. &choola, a.
afor•••t., aD' 1~ coafir-atlon of eucb t1tl. for ••cb purp••• , H4S
CIVI. ~D OI..rID. .D' ., tha•• pre•••t. DOIS GI'I ... GI"'. UDto
the ••t. Stata of Utah ••D' to lta ••• t •••• the Ian'. abo•• d ••crtba.;
TO BAY. A.D TO HOLD tbe ..... tOI.th.~ with all tha rl,bt•• priTil ••a.
i ..uaiti•••••4 appurtaaaac••• of .b.t.oeTe~ ••tur•• t~arauato b.lo••
1a•• unto the .a1d Stata of Ct.h aa' to ita a••t,•• foraTar; aubJ.ct
to a.y Teata' ••• aecru.' .a~er rllht. for alalal. a,rlCultvral••aau
facturln•• or otbar pur.o•••••ad r1lht. to ditcha. a•• ra.aTYoira
uaa. io conn.ctton .ith auch .atar rilbt•• a•••7 ba raco._t••d a.'
.ck.owl••••• by tke local cuato••• 1 dact.lo•• of courta; a.'
thara i. rea.rve. froD tbe la••• bereby Iraata'. a rllht_of_••y thara
oa for 'lte~aa or ca.ala co.atructa. b7 tb••uthority of tb. Oatte'
Stat.a.

." "., .

'" TfSn.tft ....EIl£Of, ............. " ..... " lAM
•• .. .. tcU~ wltto -.etl1IlI I " .. .,,, J_ 11,
1'" lIZ ttat.. 4'" 4S U. S. Co _ IS). _" ...
........... 1to-1IIIoN t. _ , ...

" 1 ....

iIVU .,~ t. 1M Dlflricl" c.a.........
TWI!UTR .,,, ll'aIL ilo_,.,.
_Urll_~ .. "'-*- SIlTY.rWO
......... ldo; t .,.v.M _...........
lIGHTY_SUR.

r..........., ..... .,LoM.......-.
.,~,d .W~:..:r~_m_..... "'7T"""

...._---
2



~bt1tnittb~ of amtttta......_----...._.
WHllIAS. Tbere are now depoalted In the Jureau of Lapd

"anal•••nt of the United Statel, ao .ppllcatton by the State

of Utah and a decteton of lh. LeAd Offlce at S.lt Lake City.

Dtah, directLna that. patent 1.,u. to the State of Dtab

under the proyLllona of the Act of COPlr ••••pptoyed Jone 21,

1914 (48 Stat. 118S), entitled "An Act A_thorL.lna the Secre4

in place. Stanted to the Itar •• by the Act .pproved

'ebruary 22. 1889. by the Act .,proved Jan.ety 25, 1927 (44

Stat. 1026) I and by any o1. ... r Act of Co....r •••• " for th. fol-

In the Stare of Utah under th_ Act ot January 25. 1927 (44 Stat.

1026), upon the data of the Act:

S.lt Lake Mer1dlao, Dtab.

T, J S., •• 21 I., ,.

I ( .. ' .t

I StC • 16. >%. "1.18\. : 8\SII\". SV\SE\: ; .

\SIC. 32. A11 ; .'

\ 36. w.\i.lSIc: •

the Offtc:t.l Pllt of thl Su~.e, of the •• td Lind. on rt1e La

..~
... _--- ....... )

.. ,.._~,---------------,...__ .,.
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• ow, T.....O••• ~.OW TE. ~h.t tbe UIITZV STArI. or AKlaXCA.

10 ~oo.14.t.t'oG of the pt •• l •••• aDd tu ~oftforaitl .it_ th•

••1~ Aet of Cou&re.a of ~ua. 21. 1'34 aad .a ••ldeaca of the

of eo-aOD aekeol., a. afor.aaid, .nd 10 eODfiraatioa of •• eh

pte••at. DOli gIVE ~.D ~.AW!. UD~O tke ••1. at.~e of Dtah, aDd

a.to the .ai' Stata of Utah a.d to Ita •••1a.' fera••r. aabject

to .ny va.tad .nd accrued ••ter rlabt. for _101••• asrleult.ral,

.raDtad a tllht.of~v., theraoft for dlt~ha. or ca.ats cODatruet.d

by the authority of the Ualtad Stat,a.
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UTU-7g162-FD

W8Dr REcoaoL JI'IVRH TO:
lJrAH SO/lll14 ilImlUnoN.<L
TausT lJJCJII: AOMD8ITtA"I'Il:*
61S _$00 SOIl

Sol"....Cty,l1r 14102

<nlJe llnittil l§taks of .bt£rita
tlo dl to wlf.-sa tIJ... PCIt:ll-mt::. .....urome, 6r:uttug:

WHEREAS,

State of Utah, School and Institution.1 Trust Lands Administration

I. entitled to a land patent puf5uant to Section 206 of the Ad ofOClober21, 1976 (90 Stal2756; 43 U.S.C. 1716)
as amended bytheAd ofAugusl 20, 1988(102 Stall086-1094;43 U.S.C. 1716, 1740), and pursuant to the Uteh
West Desert land Exchange Ad of 2000, Public Law 106-301 (114 Stat. 1059), tor the following de5Ctibod land
in Millard County;

'PP Block
Salt Lake Meridian, Utah

Parcel #1113
T. 155., R. 6 W.,
Soc. 19. Eli, SEY.sWY..
Containing 360.00 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1114
T. 155.. R. 6 W.,
Sec. 20, All.
Containing 640.00 acres, more or less, of surface and mlneraJs.

Parcel #1115
T. 155., R. 6 W.,
Sec. 21, All.
Containing 640.00 acres. more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1116
T. 15 S., R. 6 W.,
Sec. 22, All.
Containing 640.00 acres. more Of Jess, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1117
T. 156., R. 6W.,
Sec. 23, All.
Containing 640.00 acres, more or less, of surface and rnJnerals.

_ ••...-43-2001-0014
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Parcel #1143
T.16S.,R.5W.,
sec. 7, Lots 1-4, E'h. EliiW'~ (All).
Containing 644.00 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1144
T. 165., R. 5W.,
Sec. 8, N'h, SWY., NWYoSEY..
Containing 520.00 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1145
T. 16 S., R. 5 w.,
Sec. 9, NW'/';NW'k
Containing 40.00 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1146
T. 16 S., R. 5 W.,
Sec. 18, Lots 1-4, NEYo. E'hNWY., NEY.SWy-'
Containing 442.40 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1147
T. 16 S., R. 5 W..
Sec. 19, Lots 1-4,
Containing 160.80 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

The above parcels aggregate 14,505.12 acres, more or less of surface and minerals. and 9-'
of minerals only.

NOW KNOW YE, that there is, therefore, granted by the UNITED STATES, unto State of U
School and Instltutional Trust Lands Administration, the land de<>cribed above; TO HAVE AN[
the said I..lld with all the rights, privileges, immunities, and appurtenances, of whatsoever nalure, t
belonging, unto State of Utah, School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration. and to ~s ,
3nd assigns. fomver; and .

EXCEPTING AND RESERVING TO THE UNITED STATES:

A right-of-way thereon for ditches and canals constructed by the authority of the Un~ed SI
August 30, 1890 (43 U.S.C. 945).

:··,1~"""'~~
!~;:_·:J.·.;.i ;':J :;;"":.:"~I ~,
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Domestic livestock grazing use by Ray Edward Lyman, as holder of grazing perm~ No. 433111
Sugarville Allotment (#04409). The right of the permittee to graze livestock pursuant 10 the tE
conditions oftheir perm~and this clause shall expire on 1/3112007. Annual fees based on 131 ar
months (AUMs) for grazing use of sUbject permit in an amount to coincide with the authorize<
grazing fees as published annually in the Federal Regi§l!!(. shaH be paid to the Patentee.

Further subject to all applicable provisions of that certain Utah West Desert Land Exchange Ac
,lie Law 106-301 (114 Stat. 1059).

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOf. the: undersigned authorized offieer"orlhc Bun
Mmagancot.ln accon1ancc widllhe provisions oCtile Ad. ofJune 17, 19·
416).1w. in Ihe name ofUle Unital Slatts. caused lhesc: lcUers to be mati
the Scat of the Bureau to be hcn::unto .nIxed.

GIVEN under my hand. in Salt Lake City, Utah
the Nineteenth day of January
in lhe )'Cal' ofoor lord two thousand and One o(lft(: Independence

.rthe UnilOd States ~1C "'" h....«d and Twenty-Fifth

ByJi!~---",tJ"-'~'-'=4'+-----
StateDi~or a

"Numbe,43-2001-0014
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UTU-79162-FD

WHEREAS.

State of Utah,.School and I""titu!lonal Trust Lands Administration

Isent~ledtoa land patent pursuantlo 5e<;lion 206 ofthe Actol Dctober21. 1976 (90 Stat. 2756; 43 U.S.C. 1716)
as amended by the Act ol August 20. 1988(102 Stat. 1086-1094; 43U.S.C.1716. 1740). and pursuant to the Utah
West Desert Land Exchange ACt of 2000. Public Law 106-301 (114 Stat 1059). for the following__ land
in Millard County:

Oak City Block
Satt Lake Meridian, Utah

Parcel #1 148
T. 17 S .. R. 5 W..
Sec. 11, SW%SW'..4, SEy..sEK
Containing 80.00 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1149
T. 17 S.. R. 5 W..
Sec. 12, lots 5-9, SWY.SW%.
Containing 259.73 acres, more or less. of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1150
T. 17 5 .. R 5W..
Sec. 13, Lots 4-6.11. 12. SE~NWY... EKSWy.,.
Containing 333.61 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1151
T. 175., R. 5 W..
Sec. 14. SWY.NE14. W'h. W'hSEl4.
Containing 440.00 acres, more or fess. of surface and minerals.

..... """"",!#3-2001-Q018
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Parcel #1178
T. 18S.,R.5W.,
Sec. 10, N%.
Containing 320.00 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1179
T. 18 S., R. 5 w.,
Sec. 11, Lots 1-6, S%NW'.I.. N%S~.
Containing 486.69 acres, mora or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1180
T. 18 S., R. 5 W.,
Sec. 12, Lots 1-8, SJoI (All).
Containing 641.79 acres, more or less, of surface and minerals.

Parcel #1181
T. 19 S.. R. 4 W.,
Sec. 4. Lots 1-3, 5-8, 10-12.
Containing 374.54 acres, more or less, of surface and minerafs.

The above parcels aggregate 13,626.41 acres, more or Jess of surface and minerals.

NOW KNOW YE, that there Is, therefore, granted by the UNITED STATES, unto State of Utah,
School and Institutional Trust Lands Admlnilitratlon, the land described above; TO HAVE AND TO /
th~ ~id land with all the rights, privileges; immunfties, and appurtenances, of whatsoever naiure, there.
belonging, unto Sta\le of Utah, School and Institutional Trust Lands Adminilitralion, and to fts succe
and assigns, fOleVer; and

EXCEPTING AND RESERVING TO THE UNITED STATES:

1. A right-of-way thereon for ditches and canals constnJctad by the authority of the United States.
August 30, 1890 (43 U.S.C, 945).

SUBJECT TO,

1. Those rights for a reseIVolr, granted to CenlralUlDh Waler Company, fts successors and assigr
right-of-way number SL~27231, pursuant to the Act of March 3, 1891 (30 Stat. 404), as to the
NEY.NEY., SEY.sWY., Section 15; SEY., Section 21; W%NW';', section 22; W'hNEY.. Section;
SEY.NW';" NEY.SWY.. Sectlon33, T. 17 S.. R. 5W., (Paroets#1152-1154,1158,1159);

2. Those rights for a material sfte, granted to the I'ederal Highway Admlnistration, by right-Of-way
UTU~9763, pursuant to section 307 of the Act of Dctobe. 21, 1976 (90 Stat. 2766; 43 U.S.C.
and (he Act 01 August 27.1958, as amended, Sections 107(d) and 317 ornUe 23 or Ulfl Un~cd
Code (72 Stat. 885.892 and 916), as to Lot 8 and D. Section 12. T. 17 S.. R. 5 W .• (Parcel #11J

.. . 4.~-?nn1-OO18.
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Further subject to an applicable provisions of that certain Utah West Desert Land EXchange Act 0

00, Public Law 106-301 (114 Stat. 1059).

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF'. the undcnipcd IlIthorized officer oflhe Bureau II

Mana(:clncQl. in 8lXOfdance with the pmvisionl oflhe Ac:t of JIIlIt 17, 1948 (f
416), has, ;n the name oflbe Unik:d sc.as. caused these Idtl:n to be made Pa
the SeaJ ftflhc Sure.. to be hcRunto affixed.

OIVEN """"myh_ in Salt .lake City, Utah
the Nineteenth day or January
in the rc- ofoar Lord two 1houSInd and One oCme Indr:pendence

. ufthe: United Sf8tc5lhe twohu~ _oJ Twenty-Fifth

BY·:;,-~S-: >1-:-.....=""11--------
Sally
State Oi•

....Number43~2001_o018
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Print View

From: Ken Hill <kenfhi1184083igmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - August 19, 2009 7:03 AM
Subject: extended comment period

Because of the importance of these agreements and because of their
complexity and because this is the time when many Snake valley residents
are involved in intense farming activities that may prevent adequate
study of the agreements -- I request that the comment time be extended
from 30 days to 90 days.

Ken Hill
550 He 61
Wendover. UT 84083-9604
435 693 3120

\01 \01 \0/ \01 \0/ \0/ \0/ \0/ \0/ \01 \0/ \0/ \0/ \0/ \01 \0/ \0/ \0/

Let everything that has breath praise the Lord - Psalm 150:6
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Print View

From: Michele B <mburkett2Qgmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - August 19, 2009 8:11 AM
Subject: Snake Valley-comment period

I am writing to urge that the comment period be extend regarding the water
controversy known as Snake valley. With such important decisions being
made
I think it is prudent to give this matter more time for review.
Thanks for your consideration.
Michele Burkett
Mesquite, NV

J.. ....... ·/I.............; ...... 'co , .........".,1","",1.-.." Q 11..,,, A nr-..ropntlronrrornPnt<::/Nl14 hrt 10!RI2009
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Print View

From: <Borderinn@aol.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - August 19, 2009 9:58 AM
Subject: Comment Period

Mr. 8iaggi,

As you witnessed this week, the people of Snake Valley are a thoughtful
group who are trying their best to educate themselves about the
Utah/Nevada
agreement. We would appreciate it very much if the comment period could
be
extended to 90 or even 60 days.

Thank you.

Denys Koyle

httn-//wFlff':rripht<;; Iltah pov/smth'lVAlle:vA Pl"P.P.rnent/r.ommp.nt!Jcfll 7 txt 10/Rn()()Q
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Print View

From: rupert steele <rupertsteele@goshutetribe.com>
To: Allen 8iaggi <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
ee: Mike Styler <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Thursday - August 20, 2009 6:17 PM
Subject: Extension of comment period for Snake Valley water agreement

I am requesting an extension of the 30-day comment period on the Snake
Valley Water Agreement. 3D-days is not enough time for the NV/UT citizens
to review the available hydrological studies and provide a quality comment
that may assist in your decision making. There is no need to ~rush· this.
after all the hearings will not be heard until 2010.

Please consider this request seriously. Thanks for your attention.

httn"lIwMf'Tri p'htc;: Iltflh onv/c;:nflk,.VA IIf"v A O'TM"nlPnt/rnrnrnMlt"/r-O?n hf



September I, 2009

Boyd Clayton
Deputy State Engineer
P.O. Box 146300
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-6300

Dear Mr. Clayton:

Thank you for your prompt response to my inquiry regarding the Snoke Valley
aquifer. I was able to attend the public meeting on August 18,h, and have examined
the material you provided (which I greatly appreciate). As I continue to have
concernS about this agreement, I am responding to your letter, with copies to Gov.
Herbert, Mike Styler, and Steve Erickson of Great Basin Water Network. I would
request clarification on these questions before this agreement is signed.

My concerns, in no particular order, are:

1. I understand the mandate from 2004 for a cooperative agreement (Public
Law 108-424). I have not seen where a deadline was made in that mandate.
So why does this feel like it is being rushed through? The draft was agreed
to and released on August 13th Public meetings were held August 17th thru
August 20th. Only one week? And most public meetings were held during the
day on work days. This is very little time for anyone to become informed on
the draft agreement or make arrangements to attend the meetings. Public
input is only being taken until Sept. 14'h. Only one month to study a 38-page
document and submit comment! It would appear that public input is not
really wanted.

2. The release had statements by both Mike Styler and Allen Biaggi that this
agreement protects "the way of life" of "existing water rights owners in
both states". This agreement as I understand, protects water rights only
for owners prior to 1989. What will happen to the people who have been
living in Snake Valley for many years and depend on water availability to
survive, but who were unfortunate enough to come after 1989?

3. The press release states that the agreement is based on "Available
Groundwater Supply" of 132,000 afy. This figure comes from the BARCASS
study and the release states that "this study represents the best scientific
data currently available". My research shows that results of this study are



widely disputed. rve seen reliability figures far this study at 40-67'Y•. Even
if we take the higher number, is 67"1. good enough? The Benefits of a
Utah/Nevada Agreement on the Allocation and Management of the Snake
Valley Aquifer, which waS explained in detail at the public meeting in Salt
Lake, and copy of which you included in the packet sent to me, states that
there is disagreement on the BARCASS study and that Utah "has not been
comfortable" with the BARCASS figures (page 3, paragraph 6). Mike Styler
stated, during the Salt Lake meeting, that BARCASS waS not the basis for
the figures agreed upon in the draft. And yet, in the very next section of
said document "Components of the Agreement" outlines three category of
water (allocated water, unallocated water, and reserved water) which all
totals up to 132,000 afy - exactly the amount from the disputed BARCASS
study! If Utah "is not comfortable" with this study, why are we signing this
agreement based on it? And why did Mike Styler repeatedly assure meeting
attendees that BARCASS was not used when clearly it is?

4. The agreement presupposes "excess" water in the Snake Valley. If this
were true, why is Snake Valley an arid desert and not a swamp land?

5. A representative from the Goshute Indian Tribe attended the Salt Lake
public meeting. Snake Valley is home to the Goshutes, as well as other
Native Americans. Since these tribes are a Sovereign Nation, how do Utah
and Nevada have the right to make any agreement that affects these people
without making them equal parties? According to Mike Styler, the 1922
Colorado Water agreement eventually had to be amended to include Mexico,
which was also beneficiary of the Colorado River. Why make this agreement
now which ignores the obvious riqhts of the Native American tribes?

6. The Benefits of a Utah/Nevada Agreement on the Allocation and
Management of the Snake Valley Aquifer, page 8, section IV incorrectly
characterizes the Snake Valley situation as a dispute between Utah water
users and Nevada water users. The people of Snake Valley, whether
residents of Utah or Nevada, are united in their opposition to this
agreement. This is not and never has been a Utah verSuS Nevada dispute.
This dispute is Snoke Valley versus SNWA. Only a week before this
agreement was announced, I was in Baker, Nevada. There is just as much
opposition on that side of the state line as on this. I waS not able to attend
the public meeting in Baker, but rm willing to bet the feeling there was
exactly the same as it was in Salt Lake. The only thing that Utah and
Nevada need to agree on is that no water will be pumped out of Snake Valley.
The final statement in the document states that "the Agreement fairly



divides the Snake Valley aquifer whether or not the SNWA project is built".
If not for the SNWA project, there would be no need to divide the aquifer
water at all.

7. In the public meeting, resident Chip Haskell voiced concern about funding
for the environmental monitoring called for in the agreement. With a
fluctuating economy, and state budgets that change with new
administrations, there is no guarantee that funding will always be available to
carry out the required monitoring. Mr. Biaggi stated that if monitoring could
not be accomplished, the Nevada State Engineer "may" require pumping to
cease. I asked (and don't feel I got a real answer) why the agreement can't
be changed to state that the Nevada Engineer "will" require pumping to
cease in that event. I still think that is a reasonable change.

8. Lehman Cave lies within the Snake Valley. This beautiful, geographic wonder
is one of the few (or is it the only?) known "living" caves. This cave is living
and growing because of the ground water coming in. Stalactites and
stalagmites take years to grow even a fraction of an inch. How will it be
possible to measure the negative impact on Lehman Cave in the event of
pumping? Considering this impact to a National Forest Service property,
have the feds signed off on this agreement?

9. Both Mike Styler and Allen Biaggi admitted that there will be impact should
pumping be done from Snake Valley. I can't see anything but negative
impact, other than the benefits to SNWA and Las Vegas developers. If the
impact is bound to be negative, who gets to decide what is acceptable
negative impact? Aren't you really saying that it's okay for the people and
lands of Snake Valley to be damaged if it benefits Las Vegas?

10. The presentation at the Salt Lake public meeting mentioned other valleys
within Nevada that are currently being pumped to provide Las Vegas water.
What has been the impact of that pumping? Are those valleys livable and
useable now? Has anyone been monitoring the environmental impact of
pumping there? I understand that Snake Valley has already been impacted
because of pumping from neighboring Spring Valley. Are those effects being
counted in the allocations of Utah/Nevada water in this agreement? If it is
agreed that a specific amount of Snake Valley water "belongs" to Nevada,
aren't they already receiving a portion of it through the Spring Valley
pumping? What is Owens Valley? I keep seeing the statement "remember
Owens Valley". If there is a tale of woe there, have we studied it to be sure
we aren't repeating it in Snake Valley?



11. Utah's west desert has long been looked upon as expendable, whether as a
dumping ground for nuclear waste or a testing ground for the military. The
people who live there are seldom taken into consideration before these
projects are put forth. Now it's their water that's being threatened. When
you take water, you take vegetation and wildlife.

12. I have seen requests being made by some groups to make the negotiations
for this agreement public. Will that be done and if not, why? It would
certainly alleviate the great mistrust the residents have about SNWA and
the true intentions of the parties involved. Is there any tradeoff for, say,
Lake Mead to accept a lower water level to make more available water for
Lake Powell water to help St. George developers in exchange for pumping
water from Snake Valley to help Las Vegas? It may sound preposterous to
some, but if there have not been any deals made, why not prove it just to
reassure those who feel like they've been "sold out"?

13. If only water users prior to 1989 are being considered, is it the property or
the people? Many of the current water rights owners are elderly. When
they pass on, do those ri9hts pass to their children who may inherit the
land? Or is this provision just so that SNWA can eventually get the water
they want when all these people are finally gone? The representative from
the Goshutes said his people feel like they are being counted as extinct
already. It feels like SNWA is just waiting for the others to be extinct as
well. I have seen the toll that stress has taken on these people as they see
their way of life threatened by this "water grab". I have no doubt that is
helping to hasten the hoped for "extinction".

14. I have spent so many happy times in Partoun, fishing Trout Creek, riding
horses in Pleasant Valley, visiting and admiring the accomplishments of the
people of Eskdale, touring Lehman Caves, vacationing at Hidden Canyon,
hiking Goshute Canyon to visit old mining sites, following the Pony Express
route, searching for geodes and arrowheads, swimming in Warm Creek. I
love the beauty of that land. I love the friends and family I have, on both
sides of the state line. Mike Styler is the man studying the issues and
looking out for Utah's interest. In the Salt Lake public meeting, he could not
even correctly pronounce the name Partoun. So how much has he really
looked at their needs? Is there any person on the committee that worked
out this deal that lives or has lived in Snake Valley?

While I know people who have been fighting the SNWA "water grab" for years, I
am a newcomer to this issue. I really became interested after my recent trip to



Baker. NV, so these questions have really only come to me in the past 3-4 weeks. r
wish r had gotten involved sooner. r hope that before this agreement is made into
a "done deal", it can be reworked and tightened up to really protect the Snoke
Valley. r truly believe that the only way to do that is to prevent any pumping of
water out of that valley.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Marian Fowden
5556 Toscano Way
Herriman, UT 84096
m.fowden@gmail.com

cc: Governor Gary Herbert
Utah State Capital Complex
PO Box 142220
SLC, UT 84114-2220

snokevalley@utah.gov
info@greatbasinwaternefwork.org
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Print View

From: <STEVE.PALMER@sol.doi.gov>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>, <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 5:32 PM
Subject: Agreement for Management of the Snake Valley Groundwater
System-Comments

To whom it may concern:

On behalf of the Department of the Interior Bureaus (Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Bureau of Land Management, Fish and Wildlife Service and the
National Park Service), I am letting you know that the DOI Bureaus intend
to provide comments on the subject Snake Valley Agreement, but are not
able to do so by today's deadline for comments. We respectfully request
that the States of Nevada and Utah accept our comments which we intend to
provide to each of you as soon as possible.

, nT'

We thank you in advance for considering our comments when
you have any questions in this regard, please contact me.

Stephen R. Palmer
Assistant Regional Solicitor
Office of the Regional Solicitor
Sacramento, California
916-978-5683

submitted.
Thank you.

If
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Print View

From: David 8a1m <sonofsalm@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Saturday - September 19. 2009 6:26 PM
Subject: water costs

hi,

what is the cost of water per acre foot in the snake valley?

thank you

david salm

Pagelofl
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Print View

From: <Rpmccomas@aol.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
CC: <pegmcentee@sltrib.com>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 5:01 PM
Subject: Re: Status of Snake Valley Aquifer

Dear Governor Herbert~----As referenced in today's Tribune OPINION (OUR
VIEW) Editorial page Al4, we appreciate the opportunity to contact you for

considering a citizen's viewpoint about this irreplaceable hence
invaluable
resource of the Beehive State----Attached is a copy of our posture about
Southern Nevada Water Authority's (SNWA) proposed pipeline that we
registered
with the Tribune on August 26th---- While we respect your pragmatic
approach and the Tribune's expressed support for you and the legislature
to
establish an Aquifer Advisory Council to evaluate the pros and cons of
the
current SNWA proposal as it affects the long term interests of Utah, we
deem this
resource as a non-negotiable Utah asset for the following reasons:

* The negative physical impact of the pipeline proposal is explicitly
outlined in the attachment.

* SUbject to further research as embodied with the Council's mission, they

and you will learn that a majority of Nevada residents in bordering Elko,

White Pine, and Lincoln Counties (Goshute, Spring, and Lake Valleys),
which
geographically share the aquifer's reservoir are vociferous and steadfast

opponents of the SNWA proposal for the same reasons forwarded by Utah
folks----Las Vegas is somewhat reviled by this population and signs and
stickers that say "Will Rogers never met Harry Reid" are abundant in
these areas,
especially in Ely.

* Legal consequences suggested by our Department of Natural Resources
(DNR)
are suppositions, i .. e. speculative which are effectively countermanded by

the comprehensive and cogent article
Physicians for a Healthy Environment

written by the President of Utah's
(Dr. Brian Moench) and published in

(and
were

state and the downwind

.-" ...

the Tribune's September 28th edition in the OPINION section (page All).

* There are disastrous precedents to the environmental health
economic) issues here, involving both humanity and biota that
unforeseen (or
ignored by relevant authorities) with the decimation of Owens River
Valley
by Los Angeles in now the nation's most populous
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poisoning derived from programmed testing of lethal chemical and nuclear
weaponry in the Great Basin.

* An outpouring of well-founded antipathy and outrage has originated from

an exemplary cross-section of Utah residents ranging from notable entities

of environmentalists, media columnists, academia, county administrators,

legal and medical professionals, ranchers, farmers and small business
people
of the Great Basin, National Wildlife overseers, and a myriad of
concerned
citizens as ourselves.

* As previously mentioned, it is pragmatic to make a well considered
investigation and decision concerning a neighboring state's aspirations
which
affect its purported economic well-being yet this proposal is detrimental
to
Utah in any shape or context and is not the ultimate or only solution to
accommodating uncontrolled proliferation of residential and commercial
growth
in Las Vegas akin to malignant cancer besetting the region.

* Another viable solution is available to SNWA which is cited in the
attachment, i.e. import seawater from the Pacific Ocean via a pipeline to
a
desalinization facility in Clark County ala the improvising
Israelis-----Our
utilities are financially able to construct 1,000+ mile pipelines for
transporting oil or natural gas and there is no explicable deterrent for
SNWA not
to fulfill their voracious thirst for water by this method.

In conclusion and notwithstanding the Council's input, we believe your
eventual polite repUdiation of the SNWA proposition is warranted due to
the
foregoing reasons that permanently classify Utah's precious Great Basin
gift
as off limits and thus non-negotiable for disturbing its present physical

and ancient character.

Sincerely-----Gail and
4511
Salt

Robert McComas
South Gilead Way
Lake City, ur 84124

In/SlMona?'11 p,
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Print View

From: Natalie Parker <angelfire_np@mac.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 4:36 PM
Subject: snake valley water

While I neither support nor oppose the Snake Valley Water agreement, I
am concerned about the 136,000 surface acres of Trust lands that lie
within the boundaries of the Snake Valley. I am requesting that due
diligence be done to ensure tha~ this agreement does not negatively
affect the value of these lands now or in the future. The lands
belong to the Children of the State of Utah. Please help to ensure
the lands will be here for future generations.

Sincerely,

Natalie Parker
Parent and PTA Member

lnlRf")MO ')., 1 p~
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Harvey Hutchinson
Western Water LLC
Professional Engineer, General Manager
194 E Paradise Lane
Alpine, UT 84004
801-368-2695
westernh20@msn.com

September 8, 2009

Harvey Hutchinson of Western Water LLC has identified Millard County as a
potential Bia-Fuel Center with hundreds of thousands of acres of fuel crops.
SITLA land in Millard, Juab, Iron and Beaver Counties (Western Side) but
primarily in Snake Valley area. In looking for water rights, Mr. Hutchinson
found that SITLA has water rights that are -apertinant- to associated SITLA
land.

Western WaterA~ concern is that water associated with SITLA ground on the West
Desert has not been considered by Utah in water totals.

Harvey Hutchinson will sue the State Trust Fund Trustee for mismanagement if
SITLA water on West Desert is not considered in the water totals.

10/R/700Q
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From: Terry Marasco <tmarasconrm@natural-resource-mgt.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>. <snakevalley@water.nv.gov>
Date: Sunday - September 27, 2009 12:19 PM
Subject: Comment RE UTNV Agreement DUST ISSUE

comment to UT/NV Agreel'Tlent
Submitted to snakevalley@utah.gov This e-mail address is being

protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it
snakevalley@water.nv.gov
Terry Marasco tmarasconrrn@natural-resource-mgt.com
Dust storms spread deadly diseases worldwide
Dust storms like the one that plagued Sydney are blowing bacteria to all
corners of the globe. with viruses that will attack the human body. Yet
these scourges can also help mitigate climate change.
A dust storm blankets Sydney's iconic Opera House at sunrise. Photograph:
Tim Wimborne/Reuters
Huge dust storms, like the ones that blanketed Sydney twice last week, hit
Queensland yesterday and turned the air red across much of eastern
Australia, are spreading lethal epidemics around the world. However, they
can also absorb climate change emissions, say researchers studying the
little understood but growing phenomenon.
The Sydney storm, which left millions of people choking on some of the
worst air pollution in 70 years, was a consequence of the 10-year drought
that has turned parts of Australia's interior into a giant dust bowl,
providing perfect conditions for high winds to whip loose soil into the
air and carry it thousands of miles across the continent.
It followed major dust storms this year in northern China, Iraq and Iran,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, east Africa, Arizona and other arid
areas. Most of the storms are also linked to droughts, but are believed to
have been exacerbated by deforestation, overgrazing of pastures and
climate change.
As diplomats prepare to meet in Bangkok tomorrow for the next round of
climate talks, meteorologists predict that more major dust storms can be
expected, carrying minute particles of beneficial soil and nutrients as
well as potentially harmful bacteria, viruses and fungal spores.
"The numbers of major dust storms go up and down over the years," said
Andrew Goudie, geography professor at Oxford University. "In Australia and
China they tailed off from the 1970s then spiked in the 19905 and at the
start of this decade. At the moment they are clearly on an upward
traj ectory. "
Laurence Barrie is chief researcher at the World Meteorological
Organisation (WHO) in Geneva, which is working with 40 countries to
develop a dust storm warning system. He said: "I think the droughts [and
dust storms] in Australia are a harbinger. Dust storms are a natural
phenomenon, but are influenced by human activities and are now just as
serious as traffic and industrial air pollution. The minute particles act
like urban smog or acid rain. They can penetrate deep into the human

body. "
Saharan storms are thought to be responsible for spreading lethal
meningitis spores throughout semi-arid central Africa, where up to 250,000
people, particularly children, contract the disease each year and 25,000
die. "There is evidence that the dust can mobilise meningitis in the
bloodstream," said Barrie.
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Higher temperatures and more intense storms are also linked to ·valley
fever", a disease contracted from a fungus in the soil of the central
valley of California. The American Academy of Microbiology estimates that
about 200,000 Americans go down with valley fever each year, 200 of whom
die. The number of cases in Arizona and California almost quadrupled in
the decade to 2006.
Scientists who had thought diseases were mostly transmitted by people or
animals now see dust clouds as possible transmitters of influenza, Sars
and foot-and-mouth, and increasingly responsible for respiratory diseases.
A rise in the number of cases of asthma in children on Caribbean islands
has been linked to an increase in the dust blown across the Atlantic from
Africa. The asthma rate in Barbados is 17 times greater than it was in
1973, when a major African drought began, according to one major study.
Researchers have also documented more hospital admissions when the dust
storms are at their worst.
"We are just beginning to accumulate the evidence of airborne dust
implications on health," said William Sprigg, a climate expert at Arizona
University.
The scale and range of some recent dust storms has surprised scientists.
Japanese academics reported in July that a giant dust storm in China'S
Tak1imakan desert in 2007 picked up nearly 800,000 tonnes of dust which
winds carried twice around the world.
Dust from the Gobi and Taklimakan deserts is often present over the
western United States in the spring and can lead to disastrous air quality
in Korean, Japanese and Russian cities. It frequently contributes to the
smogs over Los Angeles. Britain and northern Europe are not immune from
dust storms. Dust blown from the Sahara is commonly found in Spain, Italy
and Greece and the WMO says that storms deposit Saharan dust north of the
Alps about once a month. Last year Britain'S Meteorological Office
reported it in south Wales.
Some scientists sought to attribute the 2001 foot-and-mouth outbreak to a
giant storm in north Africa that carried dust and possibly spores of the
animal disease as far as northern Britain only a week before the first
reported cases.
The scale and spread of the dust storms has also surprised researchers.
Satellite photographs have shown some of the clouds coming out of Africa
to be as big as the whole land mass of the US, with a major storm able to
whip more than a million tonnes of soil into the atmosphere. Sydney was
covered by an estimated 5,000 tonnes of dust last week, but the WMO says
Beijing was enveloped by more than 300,000 tonnes in one storm in 2006.
"The 2-3 billion tonnes of fine soil particles that leave Africa each year
in dust storms are slowly draining the continent of its fertility and
biological productivitY,"said Lester Brown, director of the Earth policy
Institute research group in Washington DC. "Those big storms take millions
of tonnes of soil, which takes centuries to replace."
Brown and Chinese scientists say the increased number of major dust storms
in China is directly linked to deforestation and the massive increase in
numbers of sheep and goats since the 1980s, when restrictions on herders
were removed. "Goats will strip vegetation," said Brown. "They ate
everything and dust storms are now routine. If climate change leads to a
reduction in rainfall, then the two trends reinforce themselves." China is
planting tens of millions of trees to act as a barrier to the advancing
desert.
However, research increasingly suggests that che dust could be mitigating
climate change, both by reflecting sunlight in the atmosphere and
fertilising the oceans with nutrients. Iron-rich dust blown from Australia
and from the Gobi and Sahara deserts is largely deposited in oceans, where
it has been observed to feed phytoplankton, the microscopic marine plants
that are the first link in the oceanic food chain and absorb large amounts
of carbon dioxide. In addition, the upper layers of the rainforest in
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Brazil are thought to derive much of their nutrient supply from dust
transported across the Atlantic from the Sahara.
Just as scientists struggle to understand how dust is affecting climate,
evidence is growing that another airborne pollutant, soot, is potentially
disastrous. Minute particles of carbon produced by diesel engines, forest
fires and the inefficient burning of wood in stoves is being carried just
like dust to the remotest regions of the world.
A study by the United Nations Environment Programme has just concluded
that the pollutant has played a major part in shrinking the Himalayan
glaciers and has helped to disrupt the south Asian monsoon.
·Soot accounts from 10% to more than 45% of the contribution to global
warming," said Achim Steiner, director of the UN's environment programme.
"It is linked to accelerated losses of glaciers in Asia because soot
deposits darken ice, making it more vulnerable to melting."

Terry Marasco
Natural Resources Project Management
POB 69, Baker NY 89311
775.293.0189
www.natural-resource-mgt.com

"r manage the process that identifies and brings together stakeholders,
expertise, and funding sources to address current and future water and
other natural resource challenges for communities, businesses,
non-profits, and governments.a€O
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Harvey Hutchinson
Western Water LLC
Professional Engineer. General Manager
194 E Paradise Lane
Alpine, UT 84004
801-368-2695

Seplember 8, 2009

Harvey Hutchinson of Western Water LLC has identified Millard County as a potential
Bio~Fucl Center with hundreds of thousands of acres of fuel crops. SITLA land in Millard. Juab.
Iron and Beaver Counties (Western Side) but primarily in Snake Valley area. In looking for
water rights, Mr. Hutchinson found that SITLA ha'i water rights that are "8pL--rtinant" to
associated SITU land.

Western Water's concern is that water associated with SITLA ground on the Wcst Desert
has not been <.:onsiderod by Utah in water totals.

Harvey Hutchinson will sue the State Trust Fund Trustee for mismanagement ifSJTLA
water on West Desen is not considered in the water totals.

HH:ootcs taken by Linda Gillmore, Millard Countyemployce:mr
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Print view

From: Ken Hill <kenfhil184083@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Monday - September 28, 2009 5:18 PM
Subject: UT-NV agreement delayed GRAMA request should delay comment
deadline

The comment period should be extended because a GRAMA request for
documents underlying the agreement was at first denied then granted only
a few days before the ending of the comment period. This has had the
effect of denying possibly crucial information needed to properly
evaluate the agreement. The comment period should be extended an
additional 30-60 days to allow for proper analysis of this new

information.

Ken Hill
Partoun
550 He 61
via Wendover, UT 84083-9604

\01 \0/ \0/ \0/ \0/ \0/ \0/ \01 \01 \0/ \0/ \01 \01 \0/ \0/ \01 \01 \01

Let everything that has breath praise the Lord - Psalm 150:6

\01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01 \01
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print view

From, "ms. SQUAW' <JnSsquaW@hotmail.com>
To: <snakevalleyiutah.gov>. <snakevalleyiwater.nv.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 6:32 AM
Subject, Snake valley Water Agreement Protest

September 27, 2009

snakevalleyiutah.gov
snakevalleyiwater.nv.gov

REP: Conment on Agreement
for Hanagellleflt

of the Snake
Valley Groundwater System

Section 301(al (3) of the 2004
Lincoln County land act requires
the draft agreement to address
the entire Great Salt Lake Regional
groundwater flow system. not
just the Snake Valley basin.

The draft agreement violates this
statutory mandate because it
addresses only Snake Valley and not
the entire regional flow system.

Delaine Spilsbury

Hotmal1~ has ever-growing storage! DOn&~t worry about storage limits.
http,llwlndowslive.com!Tutorial/Hotmail/Storage?ocid=TXT_TAGLM-WL_H~Tutorial_Stordge_062009
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Print View

From: SARA HART VIRDEN <s.virden@utah.edu>
To: "snakevalley@utah.gov" <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 11:31 AM
Subject: No to SnakeValley Pipeline!

The West's addiction to growth and development is disgusting and selfish.
What will happen 40, 60, 80 years from now when we have ravaged the land,
drained all the aquifers, and brought millions more people out West? Our
current generation of youth will have to deal with catastrophic disasters
in the West if we do not immediately stop thinking of our short term
profits and quick fixes and start planning responsibly for the future. It
is time we start valuing the principles of the great environmentalists of
our past such as, Thomas Jefferson, Chief Seattle, George Perkins Marsh,
John Wesley Powell and Theodore Roosevelt. These great and influential men
of America understand and advocated for the preservation and intrinsic
value of our water and land as well as our responsibility to uphold these
natural resources for our future generations. All of these men plus many
more knew the value and preciousness of the American West and all pushed
for its protection against urban development and private ownership. If it
weren't for Theodore Roosevelt standing up against all of his peers and
the public for national land reserves in the West, our national parks
would not exist today and current generations of people would have to pay
private land owners a lot of money to get even a glimpse of what our West
once was. It was the insight of this one man, who was able to look outside
the political, social attitudes and conditions of the time, and make
educated and forward thinking decisions that have allowed us to still be
able to enjoy the natural landscape of the American West. I challenge all
in favor of this pipeline to do what Theodore Roosevelt did in the early
1900's, and look beyond the here and now, beyond the immediate attitudes
and possibilities of today, and think progressively about the potential
and probable needs, desires, and conditions of generations 100 years from
now. It may be hard to have concern for those who aren't even born yet but
I am very glad that some great men and women of the past, such as Theodore
Roosevelt, did because you and I matter, and so do future generations of
Americans. Days of manifest destiny are gone, it is time we start looking
for sustainable alternatives in the West, lead the way in progressive
policies, and develop a culture that can sustain itself for centuries to
come.

Sincerely,

Sara Virden

"By properly managing the environment, ~higher order~ humans could ensure
their survival as a species at the same time ensuring the survival of
other species ... through "enlightened self-interest~, an educated public
will find an ethical basis for a new relationship between humans and the
land." -George Perkins Marsh

""0 ,...",............ ~ ...
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Print View

From: troy anderson <buildingeye@gmail.com>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Wednesday - September 30, 2009 11:30 AM
Subject: snake valley pipeline! ! !

May I begin to say that the Las Vegas Metropoliton area has no right to
more
water, because the area should not be there in the first place.

Throughout
westward expansion it is easily observed that settlements, towns, and
cities
were established in regions and places that could support such

settlements.
Las Vegas continues to go against the grain of which mother nature has
intended. That dust bowl is not intended to gulp the water it does, nor
support the growing population.
I must also mention that Las Vegas residents need to become more educated
on
their water consumption and preservation practices. Let the Las Vegas

area
spend less money on education than the billions required for the pipeline.
As the Great Basin and the west desert of Utah are already dry, I cannot
imagine the reprecussions of draining the water table underneath.
Please do not allow this to happen, as we do not want to discover problems
with our state, while Las Vegas builds more and more golf courses,
fountains, and ponds.

Thank you,

Troy Anderson
Salt Lake City, UT



Print View

From: -Robb, Gaylord (IHS/PHXj- <gaylord.robbiihs.gov>
To: <snakevalley@utah.gov>
Date: Tuesday - September 29, 2009 11:44 AM
SUbject: -And the first shall be last-

I fail to understand how the public servants of the State of Utah can be
so amiable to allowing water to be taken out of an aquifer partially in
Utah and pumped into a completely different water basin. Using that
water within the same basin from which it is pumped should be a hard and
fast rule.

The first people in Utah who used that water for agrarian purposes can't
seem to get the State to turn loose of one drop. The Paiute Indians were
growing crops in the Indian Peaks area of Beaver County before Europeans
ever came into this area and they still can't get a water adjudication
agreement. SNWA comes into the picture and right away there is talk of
them getting 52,000 acre feet. For 30 years the Paiute Tribe has been
requesting that the State recognize their water right but only to be
ignored or denied.

I thought water law in Utah followed the "first in time, first in right"
rule. The Paiute Indians ancestral home land covered all of Southern
Utah and their aboriginal water right has never been abrogated. The
State continues to deny its citizens yet bows to the request of its
neighbor state. This is not good. The agreement should not be signed and
Utah should allow its native people their true rights to water for their
land.

Thank you,

Gaylord Robb

Economic Development Director

Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah

440 N. Paiute Drive

Cedar City, UT 84721

435 586 1112

435 559 3687 cell

<http://www.utahpaiutes.org/> http://www.utahpaiutes.org
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